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ETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES CENTERS

MONDAY, FEBRUARY le, 1070

Horns[ or REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SURCOMIIITTEZ ON EDUCATION OP TIIS

COIIIIIITEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
IV a tang ton, D.O.

The subcommittee met et 10:20 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2176,
Rayburn House Offico lion. Roman C. Pucinski (chair.
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Pucinski and I Iawkin&
Staff members present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel;

Alexandra Kisla, clerk; and Charlet. Radcliffe, minority counsel for
education.

Mr. Pcrei min The subcommittee will come to order.
Gentlemen, I wonder if we could ask you to come to the witness

stand. We will take your testimony separately, but re will also
handle it as a panel, if von hal e no ollectioi.

We are starting today on what I hope will be an interesting set of
innings. I have a brief opening statement which I would like to
read quickly :o perhaps set the tone as to how I feel about this problem.

There is a growing sense of sameness permeating our existence--
threatening to quiet. the creative outpourings of the human soul and
the ntle sensitivity of one man to the uniqueness and humanity of
another.

Clearly, this sustaine.-1 melancholia has touched all our lives. Per-
haps most seriously afflicted by the deteriorating quality of human
life are the young. The Nation s youth are engrossed in a resales,
sometimes tumultuous, and often thmtening search for identity. Our
young people want to know who they are, where they belong, how
they can remain distinctive: special individuals amidst the pervasive
pure for conformity.

Therefore, it is to the youngand to their quest for self-knowledge
and human understanding--that. we dedicate thee* hearings on the
ethnic heritage studies centers bill, H.R. 14910.

This important legislative proposel recognises a twofold pill
Fire, that. American youth should hare the opportunity to du it, in
depth, about their own ethnic backgroundsabout the rich tradition,
of their forefathers in the ads and humanities, languages and folk-
lorel natural and social sciences --and the many ways in which these
past generations have contributed to American life and culture.

A second and equally vital purpooe of the bill is to create greater
awareness and appreciation of the multiethnic composition of out
society through broadly based study of the readily identifiable ethnic
groups in our Nation.

II)
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There are some who would question the value of studying about dif-
ferences among human groupsabout the ways in which we are
culturally unique and in a sense separate from one another. Hut they
overlook the basic face that diversity has brought strength to our Na
tion; that differeneet, when understood and valued, can unite disparate
groups.

Experience has taught us that the pressure toward homogeneity has
been superficial and counterproduct tve_; that the spirit of ethnicity,
now lying dormant in our national Foul, begs for reawakening in a time
of f:indamental national need.

Tile ethnic heritage studiescenters bill can create this cultural renais-
sance. The bill would establish a series of ethnic heritlge :Audio cot-
ters, each focused on a single ethnic group or regional group of ethnic
cultures, to develop curricull11 materials for elementary andsecondFry
schools and to train teachers in their use.

Each center would draw upon the research facilities and personnel
of colleges and universities, the special knowledge of ethnic group!,
in local communities and foreign students in the 'United States. and
the expertise of elementary and secondary schoolteacher&

For three purpom the bill authorises $10 million for fiscal 1970,
and $20 million for fiscal 1971.

In conclusion, I want to commend the cosponsors of these bills.
Congressmen John II. Dent., John Iirademas, Augustus F. Hawkins,
William D. Ilethaway, James II. Scheuer, William "Hill" Clay, Adam
O. Powell William 7'. Murphy, Glenn Anderson, John Oonyers, Jr.,

JEdward J. I)erwinskl, Leonard Farbstein Margaret M. Heckler,
ANA Matsunaga, Alva, Melvin Price, and '' rd R. limbs,' for their
ft ie.sightednegs and imagination in recognizing the need for leader-
ship on this im portant legislative provision.

The General Subcommittee on Education looks forward to pro.
ductive, stimulating, and informative heiringa on the ethnic studies
bill.

Without objection, we will put in the record at this point H.R. 14910
and a summary of its contents.

(The matzrial referred to follows:)

IBA. 14010,61A Coal. Stet bells.)
A SILL To trorble a 1.roocrua to Impost* the °mortality of ortodealo to t,leae,ststg aN

*Misty eaeola H atlas coltarell berttates ae tbe waist etlak troop. to the N a tioll

Re tt mooted by the &nett and Rogee of Rorteentetieee of the flatted gtetet
of Americo to Court*. entestoted, That this Act say be cited as "The whale
Heritage States Centers Act of IOW"

gra 2. The Elettentary sad Secondary Mikado.. Act of 1083 is amended hi
adding at the end thereof the follorring new title

"lima IXNT11:f10 liffittrAdit RTU11I108 011.\"1T.R8
"tranvia? on POLter

"8so. 001. 1414 tide Is enacted in recognition of the heterogeneous c 'trodden
of the :Callon and of the fact. that hi a multletbrik octet,. a greater under-
standing of the readributions of one's own berits,* and those of one's fellow
either* can contribute to a more harmonious, patriotic, and cotetnittecl populace.
It Is farther marled ht recognition of the principle thst ail otadents In Neat*.
tar/ and secondary school!. of the N.tion should bate an oppollsiblty to team
about the differing and wilco* contributions to the national heritage made by
each ethnic group. It It the mixt...of this title to 1k-1st schools and wheel sys-
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tents in affording each of their students an opportunity to learn about the nature
of his own cultural heritage, and those in which he has interest, and to study the
contributions of these forebears to the Nation.

"ETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES CENTERS

"SEC. 902. The Commissioner is authorized to arrange through grants to public
and private nonprofit educational agencies and organizations for the establish-
ment and operation of a number of Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers, reflecting
the readily identifiable ethnic groups represented in the population of the United
States. Each such Center shall carry on activities related to a single culture or
regional group of cultures.

"ACTIVITIES OF ETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES CENTERS

"Sze. 903. Each Center provided for under this title shall
"(1) develop curriculum materials for use in elementary and secondary

schools which deal with the history, geography, society, economy, literature,
art, music, drama, language, and general culture of the group with which
the Center is concerned, and the contributions of that ethnic group to the
American heritage,

"(2) disseminate curriculum materials to permit their use in elementary
and secondary schools throughout the Nation, and

"(3) provide training for persons utilizing or preparing to utilize the cur-
riculum materials developed under this title.

"ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

"SEC. 904. (a) In carrying out this title, the Commissioner shall make arrange-
ments which will utilize (1) the research facilities and personnel of colleges
and universities, (2) the special knowledge of ethnic groups in local communi-
ties and of foreign students punning their education in this country, and (8)
the expertise of elementary and secondary school teachers.

"(b) Funds appropriated to carry out this title may be used to cover all or
part of the cost of establishing, equipping, and operating the Centers, including
the cost of research materials and resources, academic consultants, and the cost
of training of staff for the purpose of carrying out the purpos.s of tilt title.
Such funds may also be used to provide stipends (in such amounts as may be
determined in accordance with regulations of the Commissioner) to individuals
receiving training in such Centers, including allowances for dependents.

"AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

"SEO. 905. There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out this title for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970 the sum of $10,000,000, and for the fiscal
year ending June 30,1971, the sum of $20,000,000."

.11101,

ETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES CENTERS BILL

SUMMARY OF Ir.$. 14910

Sponsora.Introduced November 20, 1909, by Congressman Roman C. Pticinski
for himself and Congressmen John H. Dent, Augustus F. Hawkins, William D.
Hathaway, Adam O. Powell, William T. Murphy, Glenn Anderson, John Conyers,
Jr., Edward J. Derwinski, Leonard Farbstein, Margaret M. Heckler, Spark M.
Matsunaga, Melvin Price, and Edward R. Roybal. Referred to the House Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, General Subcommittee on Education.

Purpose.To provide a program to improve the opportunity of students in
elementary and secondary schools to study cultural heritages of the major ethnic ,

groups in the nation and gain greater appreciation of the multiethnic nature of
the American population.

Amending thL Jlementary and Secondary Education Act of 1005 by adding a
new title"Title IXEthnic Heritage Studies Centers."
Section 902:

Authorizes the Commissioner of Education to make grants to public and private
nonprofit educational agencies and organizations for establishment and operation
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of a number of Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers, reflecting readily identifiable
ethnic groups represented in the population of the United States.

Each Center shall carry on activities related to a single culture or regional
group of cultures.
Section 903:

Activities of the Centers:
(1) To develop curriculum materials for use in elementary and secondary

schools which deal with the history, geography, society, economy, literature,
art, music, drama, language, and general culture of the group with which it
is concerned, and about the contributions of that group to the American
heritage.

(2) To disseminate such materials
(3) To provide training for persons using such materials

Section 904:
The Commissioner shall make grants to Centers which draw upon

(1) The research facilities and personnel of colleges and universities
(2) The special knowledge of ethnic groups in local communities and

foreign students in the United States
(3) The expertise of elementary and secondary school teachers

Funds appropriated under Title IX rosy be used for establishing, equipping,
and operating the Centers, such as costs of research materials and resources,
academic consultants, and the costs of training staff.
Section 905:

The bill authorizes $10 million for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1070, and
$20 million for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971.

(H.R. 15493A bill identical to H.R. 14910 introduced January 21, 1970, by
Congressman Roman 0. Pucinski for himself and Congressman John Brademas,
James Scheuer, and William "Bill" Clay.)

Mr. Pucrxsia. It occurs to me that this legislation did not come too
soon, because as I said earlier in my remarks, we are in this country
trying to homogenize 200 million humans into a single monolith,
instead of recognizing that America is a magnificent mosaic, made up
of many cultures. It is amazing how we can live in the same neighbor-
hood and work with the same people. and go to church in the same
community and yet know so very little about each other.

It seems to me that particularly is this true now in the many racial
conflicts we witness in the country. Many people have a very distorted
view of the nonwhites of America, and too often Americans' concept
of their nonwhite, fellow citizens is one of recalling that they were
brought to this country in chains as slaves, totally unmindful of the
deep and rich historic, cultural decades that preceded many of them
over the span of history.

So it seems to me that there is a great logic in this bill, and we are
hoping that the witnesses that we have today and future witnesses will
be able to focus on the fact that there is no conflict between being a very
loyal, dedicated, patriotic American citizen and still be fully aware
of your cultural, ethnic background.

I think it is in this that we can find our great strength and, perhaps
make some meaningful contribution toward bringing Americans to-
gether and helping them understand each other better as American
citizens. I think the brotherhood of man lies in the orderly enactment
of this legislation, and in implementing it across the country with the
kind of centers that this legislation envisions.

So we are very happy to welcome to this committee our first panel
of witnesses, each well known in his own work in the field of ethnic
studies.
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We are very pleased to welcome here today Dr. Stanley Spector,
director of the East Asian Langua ge and Area Center of 1Vashington
Uiiversity in St. Louis; Dr. Eric Hamp, director, Center for Slavic
and Balkan Studies, University of Chicago; and Dr. Victor Greene,
associate professor of history, Kansas State University, and executive
secretary of the Immigration History Group, American Historical
Association.

Gentlemen, I am very pleased to welcome you here, and I hope
that each of you will proceed in his own manner as he wishes. I
presume you have opening statements. Your statements will appear
in their entirety in the record at this point, and then you can elaborate
and we will have more time for questions.

Why don't we start with Dr. Spector, Dr. 'lamp, and Dr. Greene
in that order, and then perhaps we can all work as a panel and answer
questions

A PANEL CONSISTING OF DR. STANLEY SPECTOR, DIRECTOR, EAST
ASIAN LANGUAGE AND AREA CENTER, WASHINGTON UNIVER-
SITY, ST. LOUIS, MO.; DR. ERIC HAMP, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
SLAVIC AND BALKAN STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, CIII-
OAGO, ILL ; AND DR. VICTOR CREME, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
HISTORY, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, AND EXECUTIVE SEC-

' RETARY, IMMIGRATION HISTORY GROUP, AMERICAN HISTORI-
CAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. Smarm Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very much honored and pleased to be asked by the committee

to testify on H.R. 14910, the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers bill,
which I believe is one of the truly farsighted measures that is before
the present congressional committee and one of the most important
acts of legislation that could be passed as an auspicious opening to
the 1970's.

I will briefly identify myself further in order to give the committee
an opportunity to judge my qualifications for several of the statements
which I will be. making.

In addition to being director of the East Asian IAingnage and
Area Center at Washington Univercif.-.., where we teach Chinese,
Japanese

,

and Indonesian languages, I have had the privilege over
the past 3 years to work on behalf of the U.S. Office of Education
as director of their summer seminars overseas in Southeast Asia for
secondary school and college teachers, where we have observed
closely the societies of Southeast Asia and have tried to bring back
to schoolchildren in America some concept of these societies.
" I am also the director, of the Office of International Studies at
Washington University, and among my duties are to have a relation-
ship with the various ethnic communities in the Greater St. Louis
area, as well as to oversee various foreign exchanges and to be gener-
ally responsible for academic exchangeS, foreign students, and similar
matters.

But perhaps may most rewarding experience in the last 20 years
has been the privilege I have had under a grant from the Carnegie
Corp., to introduce Chinese and Japanese languages and cultural
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programs into the secondary schools of the Greater St. Louis area,
both in integrated schools and in suburban schools.

Also, for the Modern Language Association, to be a general in-
spedor of Chinese and Japanese language inspection throughout the
country several years ago.

I would like to speak from this experience and also from my coil-
cerns as an American citizen.

The present bill deals with environment and pollution in a very
fundamental way. I am speaking of the social environment. I am not
speaking of air pollution, but of the pollution of values and psycho.
logical pollution that has been in our society for a long time.

This pollution is evidenced by violence, by contempt for one's fellow
citizens. and I might even add, by at times the very low level of humor
in American society directed at various ethnic groups.

This pollution of our social environment is also manifest in the
generation gap which we hear so much about.

I would like to take a moment to consider what is this generation
gap. It consists of many things, some of which may be measured by
time, but there is an aspect of the generation gap which is usually
missed, and that is that it is in part a cultural gap, a gap betweenyoung
Americans brought up in the 1940's, 1950's, and 1960's, and their par-
ents who had been brought up 20 years earlier, sometimes in ghettos
and sometimes in another nation of the world.

These youth are often contemptuous, because they do not under-
stand. They are contemptuous of the values of the older generation and
of the older generation for attempting to bold something which it
values greatly and sometimes does not know how to apply its value sys-
tem to youth.

Thus we have this falling away, and we have today a generation of
youth engaged truly in a search for identity. This search for identity
is most pathetically, most poignantly, expressed today in the Afro-
American, or Negro search for identity, which manifests itself some-
times in racial violence, sometimes in complete contempt of authority
and rules, and sometimes in direct attempts to change our entire
structure of education. .

A good example of this has been the hasty establishment of centers
of black studies at various universities, not done so out of the careful
consideration and deliberation of faculty, cour.cils, but in hasty re-
sponse to acts of violence and threats of violence on the parts of stu-
dents. And we have witnessed such centers being set up.

I hope many will be successful, but we already have some evidence
of failures such as at Berkeley, at the University of California.

This might worry those who are proposing the present legislation,
which does talk about setting up ethnic centers, study centers for ethnic
heritage. What does the Berkeley experience have to do with the
present bill

I would say very little, because the Berkeley experience is based on a
philosophy of politically based scholarship, while this bill is based
on scholarship first, and the actions that young groups and older
groups may take in the future should be based on scholarship and un-
derstanding first.

Scholarship will not follow action, but action will follow scholar-
ship, and this, I think, is a very important point to make. This bill
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does not address itself to any particular group in the American popu-
lation , but to all the component peoples of America.

This bill does not try to set up political centers in universities, or
in communities, but rather study center, and establishes patterns for
teaching and training of youth and of the teachers of youth, so that
they will know how to deal objectively and sympathetically with the
various trends that make up what Representative Pucinski has so
eln yiently described as the magnificent mosaic of American culture.

1 would like to take up one or two points concerning this bill, which
to me seem to be most Important and where I feel I can offer some
small contribution from my experience.

First of all, I should like to say that the present bill develops amidst
the magnificent legislation of the previous Democratic administra-
tions, in particular, but also from the administration of President
Eisenhower, which brought into being the National Defense Educa-
tion Act. h

Under title VI of the National Defense Education Act for the first
time Americans in large numbers through the universities were given
opportunities to study deeply the cultures of countries throughout
the world, and by coincidence many of those cultures were the very cul-
tures of our important ethnic minorities.

Unfortunately, the National Defense Education Act is in grave
jeopardy today : the title VI program seems to be about to be phased
out) and that would, of course, have a very deleterious effect on studies
which are so important.

The International Education Act, on the other hand, passed with
much hope in 1965, has never been funded, and, thus, at a time when
American responsibilities throughout the world to maintain peaceto
have understanding of the very complex issues that future generatia..3
will faceat this very time when we have a position of great leader-
ship, regardless of whether we have troops overseas or not; at this
very time it seems that the legislation that makes possible the kind
of education outgrowth needed is about to be lost.

The present bill is our oMv hope of having a future generation of
Americans who will be worla citizens, as well as good American citi-
zens, and I should like to emphasize that we do have in existence now. 96 federally supported centers in the United States which are built
up, and which for years have created the kind of scholarship and
resources, so that an ethnic heritage study centers bill could new have
a fast effect.

The great difference I would like to point out between the existing
centersalthough man. " won't exist long if. funding is not made avail-
ableand the pro

ose,
centersnters is that the NDEA title VI -.enters

have concentrat on the university level, on the highs levels of re-
search and international exchange.

No previous legislation has really addressed itself to the problem
of our lower school population. The present bill does precisely that.
It brings all the riches that have been harvested over the past decade
to the secondary school and primary school level, and brings it to the
teachers.

Moreover, it corrects what I have considered to be a very serious im-
balance, because for the first time it calls upon the various centers to
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consult with the leaders of the various ethnic communities to make use
of their wisdom, their feeling, and their experience.

It also calls upon us to use that right resource that we have developed
over the past years, foreign students and scholars. What we are creat-
ing here, then, is the world of the future, dedicated to specific problems
of educating our young; dedicated to the production of textbooks and
materials for the youth to use.

Can this be done? Well, we have a little example of this already. I
u,,tdd like to submit to the committee two sets of volumes which were
developed out of St.. Louis a few years ago by the Webster Division
of McCraw -Bill Publishing Co., ca'lled "Americans All."

These four volumes deal with the Latin Americans of the South-
west, the American Negro, our Oriental Americansa volume which
I had the honor to editand our citizens from the Caribbean.

Some may say, "'Well, haven't we done a job I" I would like to point
mu. that this has only scotched the surface. It is only the beginning,
and it is only a poor example of what could really be done, if our whole
country got down to work to create the kinds of materials tivtt young
Americans need.

Now I don't want to take too much time in my opening statement.
I would just like to add one I.: word on a very important subject.

I have asked myself and others have asked me, "What proof do you
have that this proposed legislation would indeed create more loyal,
more committed. American citizens ?"

Indeed, since there has been no such act before, no legislation along
these lines, it would seem that we don't have any basis upon which to
make a prediction. Fortunately, I have had the privilege o'.er the past
15 yearswell, it is almost 20 years nowof going to the Republic of
Singapore, which ha: a large, polyglot population of Chinese, Malays,
Arabs, Jews, Europeans, Dutch, all kinds of people who lived together
in a colony.

I knew Singapore when it was a colony ; when the British said they
could never pull out because the people world be at each other's
throats; when race riots were rampant every year. and I remember the
Chinese community asking for the right to teach something of the
Chinese cultural heritage, to tefich something of their language in the
schools, which was generally denied, or if it was permitted, there was
no funding for it.

In the 1950's there was no group of youth more alienated from their-
society, from their parents, and from their country than the Chinese
youth of Singapore; by the hundreds of thousands they escaped into
the jungles of Malaysia to join the Communist terrorists, or copped
out, or went to Communist China. They were known as the young
troublemakers.

When the Singaporeans received their independence from Britain,
less than a decade agowell, just a decade agoit was said that
Singapore would quickly become the 18th province of China, because
there were a lot of Chinese there, and yet what did happen was that
under the Republic Chinese, Malay, and the various languages and
traditions of the population were encouraged to be taught in the
schools.

The children were told of their heritages, and the result was that
today there is no more loyal group of citizens, looking at their own
country, than the young Chinese and Malay youth of Singapore.

POOR °MONA!. COPY- BESTAV/VIABLE
AT TIME FILM'.

1'
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Why is this? The Chinese feel their country protects their heritage,
and is proud of their background, and, therefore, they are loyal to that
country. They are not loyal to China.

The same is true of Malays in Singapore. I have seen Malays study-
ing Chinese, and last May, when hundreds of Chinese were massacred
in areas to the north, peace reigned in that city.

These people live today in harmony and peace, and as various
Secretaries or Defense, Secretaries of State, and I sin sure the Vice
President. of the United States, Mr. Agnew, must report, Singapore is
one of the bright spots for freedom, democracy, and intelligent prog-
ress in Asia today.

Singapore has had its ethnic studies centers. The result has been
success, and I would say that here is an opportunity for Americans to
learn something from our neighbors in Asia.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Thank you very much, Dr. Spector.
Now, your formal statement will go at this point in the record.
(Statement follows:)

STATEMENT oy Da. STANLEY SPECTOR, DIRECTOR, EAST ASIAN LANGUAGE AND AREA
CENTER, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS, Mo.

The Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers bill answers a long-standing need for
continuing and comprehensive program to -achieve a basic national purpose. This
purpose is stated in Section 001 of the present title as the achievement of "a
more harmonious, patriotic and committed populace". In the past we h me ac-
cepted a rather simplistic view of our nation as a "melting pot" into which
heterogenous elements from all quarters of the globe were thrown in unequal
quantities and under widely varying circumstances, and we have had confidence
that through the general process of education a type of "American stew" would
somehow emerge. To some extent this assumption has been realized, for none of
us can question that we have developed a society which despite wide divergence
in national and ethnic background does share identifiable common values and a
sharp sense of identity, especially in times of international danger and external
threat

There can be no doubt, however, that we are still far short of our goal. Mil-
lions of American citizens whose z .tional, social or ethnic backgrounds differ
considerably from the naively cc:ilk-dyed Western European, or to be more
specific, Anglo-Saxon, prototype ideal have suffered psychological, economic
and cultural injury which has often resulted In poor adjustment to the national
environment and only marginal participation in national efforts. The most oh-; vious examples are Afro-Americans, American Indians, Eskimos, Mexican-Amer-
icans, Puerto Ricans, and our Oriental Americans. But our population also in-
cludes substantial numbers of immigrants and descendants of immigrants from
the Near East, and Eastern and Central Europe, who have also been frequently
set apart because in physical appearance and cultural attributes they have not
matched too well the traditional "American type". Furthermore, many of our
Immigrant groups have arrived on American shores as refugees from political
oppression or economic disasters. In an alien world they have tended to cling
to their fellows from "the old country" and have thus contributed to the
"ghettoization" of our cities. The phenomenon of the ghetto must be under-
stood as comprising tiro elements: 1) the exclualon of certain groups from
certain environments (living districts, commercial areas, job opportunities,
schools, social organizations), and 2) the desire of certain groups to main-
tain their previous national or ethnic identity in the face of the hostility or
unfamiliarity ct the narrowly cvneived "American scene'.

No ethnic or national grouP MI America has really escaped some form of
discrimination and hostility, and even today under the surface of American
society lurk suspicion, resentment, contempt for one's fellow citizen, and even
occasionally tendencies toward violence to the outsider. Let me hasten to say
that such negative and destructive attitudes are not the dominant theme, and
that there Is every reason to believe that we have been making constant progress

46-075-70-2
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over the years in achieving a sense of acceptance if not fellowship among the
innumerable sub-groups and sub-cJitures which comprise American society.
Let me also add how welcome are the careful and objective studies being car-
ried out by political officials, commissions, scholars and various agencies and
groups committed to the Improvement of the quality of American life and the
elimination of violence and racial tension within our society.

Many factors help explain the improvement in attitudes which has come
about, but 1 should like to point out that it coincides particularly with the
awakening of America to the outside world during and after World War II.
The great strides made in international and foreign area studies, particularly
after the passage of the National Defense Education Act, with its provision
for Language and Area Centers under Title VI, and wtih the Implementation
of the Fuilbright Exchange Scholar Program, have transformed American col-
leges and universities and produced a more sophisticated generation of Amer-
ican students and teachers than we have ever known before. Simultaneously, the
fields of anthropology, sociology and psychology have gained new Importance
on the academic scene. These social sciences have provided a solid founda-
tion for the reevaluation of human interrelationships and provided a rational
basis for a sympathetic and empathetic view of men of every race and so-
ciety. Since the Language and Area Centers concentrated on the "critical"
languages, which were mainly representel by the developing areas of Eastern
Europe, the Middle East, Latin America, Asia and Africa, their focus of con-
cern coincided with areas that have produced some of the most important
and neglected minorities within the American population. The University and
its scholars have been the single most impottant factor In making available
to the American people a new view of the "uncommon" cultures, They have
studied with objectivity and respect the cultures of peoples who themselves
were hardly able to articulate or gain a hearing for their own rich traditions.

Today Chinese is a meaningful language to thousands of young Americans,
where formerly It was thought of as a type of pidgin English uttered by laundry.
men, waiters and movie detectives or villains. Interestingly enough, among the
major beneficiaries of this post-war attention to Chinese have been the members
of our Chinese-American communities, who, because they were largely of Can-
tonese extraction, had no links with the modern National Language of Chive.
Today the members of these communities have a new pride in themselves and a
new pride in America, a country which studies Their national language of heritage,
and which elevates their heritage to the status of major elements in the college
and university curriculum. The same is true of Japanese, Russian, Polish and
dozens of other languages which were formerly known only in the streets and in
community households and associations.

As an educator who has specialized in research and teaching Chinese and
Japanese not only at colleges and universities, but also has had the privilege to
develop programs at the secondary school level as well, I cannot stress strongly
enough the beneficial results of the National Defense Education Act. My only re-
gret is that at present Title VI (Language and Area Centers) for wl.at seems to
most specialists in the field to be inexplicable reasons, may be doomed to extinc-
tion, and that the International Education Act, which promised so much, has never
been funded. For both Acts laid the groundwork for a new education consistent
with the responsibilities of the United States abroad and with our awakened
concern for the communities and ethnic groups within our own society. Yet when
all this has been said, it is still true that previous legislation by and large has
neglected the secondary and primary schools. Provision was made for the train-
ing of secondary school teachers, principally in the social sciences at Institutes
and in Seminars overseas, and these too have brought large rewards to our schools.
But no directed effort has yet been made to provide for our school-children, ma-
terials or opportunities to study their own ethnic heritage or those of their
schoolmates.

In this sense the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers carry forward and bring
to new levels the great work of the National Defense Education Act, the Fulbright
Exchange Program and the (as yet unimplemented) International Education Act.

Some of the most significant features of the proposed legislation, which carries
it far beyond the existing programs are 1) it expandes the range of cultures
studied to include all cultures represented significantly in American society,
including those of Europe; 2) it specifies the teaching of languages at the second-
ary and primary school levels; 8) it calls into consultation representatives of the
ethnic communities within the country ; 4) it would draw upon our rich resources
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In foreign scholars and students; 5) It requires concrete, useful results- text-
books and materials for school use ; 0) it makes possible the inclusion of all
disciplines and multi-disciplinary approaches in research and presentation;
7) it provides clearly for the training of teachers in the field of ethnic studies;
8) it recognize* the paramount role of the colleges and universities in developing
materials and training personnel; 0) it helps cover cult of equipment ; and 10) it
helps support individuals undergoing training.

When one considers how much was accomplished under Title VI of the National
Defense Education Act, w here the University contributions generally exceeded
the Federal contribution by as much as 10 to 1 we can anticipate that the funding
proposed (under Sec. 005) for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1970, will probable'
yield $100,000,000 in community and university funds and for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1971, a sum as high as $150,000,000 to $200,000,000.

The above estimates are based on my own experience as Director of the NDEA
Language and Area Center (Title VI) at Washington Ulvirsity, St. Louis.

Thus, although the funding proposed in the present Title is obviously very
modest considering the magnitude of the task proposed, if a matching fund for-
mula (as was the case with Title VI, NDEA) is used the fund,' actually applied
to the proposed Centers will in all probability be ample..

Perhaps the most important question which must be answered concerning the
Ethnic Heritage Studies Center Bill is whether or not It is likely to accomplish
Its principal purposes. What experience do we have to draw upon and what does
this experience indicate? I have already alluded to the great success of certain
previous legislation in bringing about greater understanding of the heritage of
some of our ethnic groups, although this was not the object of those particular
legislative acts. My experience in dealing with Chinese - Americans and Japanese-
Americans over a period of 25 years convinces me that an understanding of their
heritage, a knowledge that this heritage is honored in our schools and in the
proposed National Centers, and a sense that their particular heritage is one of
many such heritages which we treasure, will give the young American greater
pride in himself, his family, and his community, a greater sense of sect,rity and a
greater devotion to his fellow Americana who are thus recognizing and honoring
him. I have seen the glow of pride in the eyes of young American-Chinese stu-
dents in high schools and colleges when they learn that their ancestral language
will be taught in their school. I have seen them look with wonder at their non-
Chinese-American teacher as he teaches them the first sounds of Chinese. I have
had many scores of Chinese-American students enter my classes at the university
to find out who they are and what they are.

Let me cite the experience of the Republic of Singapore, in which I have had
the pleasure and honor to carry out research over a period extending back
to the early 1.950's, when it was still a British colony. Under the colonial system,
Chinese was s...srcely taught in the publicly-supported schools. Chinese who
wished to stud) heir traditional language and culture had to enter expensive
private schools, am d rarely could qualify for entrance into the British-oriented
University of Malka. By the mid-1050's everyone agreed that the young Chinese
of Singapore were argely disaffected : they rioted, they refused military serv-
ice, they even coolnzated with terrorists in the jungles or else slipped back to
Communist Chip-. for education in revolution. The government responded by
clamping down '.urther on "Chinese education", and by 1057-58 most commenta-
tors thought that Chinese youths eertately rkeuld never give allegiance to the
new State of Malaysia or City of Singapore. Hut piker 1969, when the present
government was installed by election, and the study of Chinese was not only
legalized, but made available tc all, add the Chinese language was made one
of the four official languages of the country, a wonderful thing happened. The
youth, who were thought to be hopelessly lost, rallied to the new country and
society. In the years of trial and tribulation which followed, they came to
Identity themselves ever more closely with the new society and the new Re-
public of Singapore. They servedand serveproudly in its military forces,
they willingly team English, and Malay, as well as Chinese, and today if yoe
ark a youth of Chinese ancestry in Singapore what be isbarely 10 years after
the new language policy and cultural program was inauguratedhe will say:
"I am a Singaporean".

How did this transformation take place? The youth realized that it was
Singapore which was proud of their heritage; it was Singapore which guarded
it I It was fellow citizens of Malay, Indian, British, Eurasian and Jewish stock,
who paid for their Chinese education. In turn they were willing to support
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their fellow citizens of every race and religion to study their own language and
culture. Thus youth of Singapore today provide a fine example of patriotism,
self-confidence and tolerance, in contrast with Chinese youth in many surround-
ing areas who feel neglected, alienated, and spurned, who See themselves second-
class citizens (even when they are not really so) in a country which can never
command their loyalty so long as it denies their heritage. They resent partaking
in the culture of the national majority, but must do so in order to sirvive.
By contrast, in Singapore, young Chinese-Singaporeans are glad to study the
languages and cultures of their fellow-citizens. Last summer I saw the re-
sults of this. At the Nanyang (Chinese) University I was Introduced to a class,
the first class, of Malay students who were studying Chinese. Despite the fact
that only three months earlier Malaya and Chinese In Malaysia (where the
situation for Chinese residents is quite different from that in Singapore) had
engaged hi a series of bloody riots which may have cost as many as one Pion-
sand lives, these Malays had friendly and positive attitudes toward their'
Chinese fellow-students and teachers, who responded to them in similar fashion.
In fact some of the most assiduous researchers on Malay language and culture
today are Singapore-Chinese.

In my experience at St. Louis, I have gone into city schools which were fully
Integrated and been able to interest a fair number of Black students in study-
ing Chinese. These students have reported that their experience with the Chinese
language and Chinese culture has given them a new and better view of them-
selves. They have felt that our interest in them reflected eventual career
possibilities for them in the diplomatic corps and that through their study
of the Chinese heritage they could assume a normal and prestigious position
in the American communityas indeed they will! At the same time, young
white Americans and Chinese-Americans have been greatly impressed by Negro
interest in the the Orient, and the willingness of Negro students to engage in
the arduous task of learning the Chinese language, Today several young Black
scholars at my university are on their road to the Ph.D. In Chinese and Japa-
nese where only a few years ago many of my colleagues questioned my judg-
ment if not my sanity and integrity In pushing the study of Oriental languages
among students regardless of their race, or ethnic background.

Today the Chinese community of St. Louis, a small one, perhaps, but all
the more significant because it exists spread throughout the city and not in
any single quarter of it, Is proud of the role Chinese Studies play at our
University and watches with cooperative interest the progress of our language
programs in the secondary schools. Parents constantly call my office to Inquire
when and where their children, who know no Chinese and little about the
culture of China, can enroll for courses, and it makes little difference to them
riether their children are six, sixteen or twenty-six! Because of such ac-
tivities, our University students of every background are welcome at the meet-
ings of our Chinese Club. In tact during this very week it was the principally
white students at our Chinese Department who presented the annual play
for the Chinese community at their Chinese New Year's celebration. This kind
of inter-ethnic fellowship is what makes our nation strong, and cements our
population in common loyalty and pride.

Turning to a field in which I am less qualified to speak but which concerns
me deeply as a citizen and educator, I would like to remark been', on a phenom-
enon which has disturbed me deeply during the past three or four years. I refer
to the so-called "Polish joke". How often I have wondered how I would feel if
such jokes about my own ethnic group were to become current on campuses and
popular TV shows, and the thought has made me shudder. I cannot help but feel
that we bare done, are doing vast psychological damage to thousands of our
finest youngsters who are the victims of traditions which should have been left
behind In our countries of origin (or those of our ancestors). I do not imagine
that the tellers of such jokes are conscious of the fact that they are merely
carrying forth "old country" feuds which are either best forgotten, or else should
be studied and analyzed objectively by scholars and then put to rest. I realize that
'there are many in this country who fee! that ethnic jokes are an eternal and
:inevitable, perhaps even desirable part of our culture. But no Irishman who
knows the history of his people either in Ireland or America could agree, nor
could any Negro. nor Jew, nor Mexican. Nor can our Japanese and Chinese afford
to laugh. For when we victimize our fellow citizens on ethnic grounds we are
reliving our own victimization or paving way for it. This is not to say that each
ethnic group does not have Its tradition of humor which can and should be shared,
and that there is not much harmless humor In the relationships and mIsunder-
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standings which often have occurred among our citizens of different background.
But the unwitting yet nevertheless vicious assaults upon the intelligence and
attributes of any sub-group in America is not only inexcusable, it is also
avoidable.

The answer lies in the thorough education of our young people. By thorough
education I mean not merely the enunciation ct such general principles as: "All
men are created equal", or "Each nationality played its role in the development
of our great country ", but rather the detailed and specific study of many of our
ethnic groups, their 'aistory, their cultural heritage and their values. For this
we need excellent collections of textbooks at several levels, supplementary read-
ings for depth, pictorial and audio-visual materialsespecially films and video
tapes, and above all teachers who are skilled and knowledgeable. Such skill and
knowledge cannot be assumed, but must enter into the general training of teach-
ers. This in turn demands the training of specialists to teach these teachers. This
Is as Important to clearing the moral and psychological environment of our
nation as the teaching of ecological ethics is to clearing our water and air.

Having gone to some length to elaborate upon the importance of the Ethnic
Heritage Studies Center Title and attempted to present evidence from my experi-
ence in the U.S. and abroad in favor of the adoption of this Title, I should like
to conclude by suggesting some considerations which may maximize the effec-
tiveness of the proposed legislation:

(1) The desirability of locating the Centers on university campuses, where
there Is ready access to library facilities, ongoing language and area programs,
foreign scholars and foreign students. Universities accepting Center contracts
should present evidence of how they intend to consult and draw upon representa-
tives of the ethnic group whose history, culture and language they are studying
and for which they are preparing materials.

(2) The utmost care must be taken, and this can best be done in a University
environment, to ensure that such studies do not become involved in the politics
of the country of ethnic origin or of the community or of the American nation.

(3) Ethnic Heritage Study Centers should not be conceived of either in terms
of single disciplines but should be multi- disciplinary In every instance, and should
not be conceived of as being the responsibility of any single institution. Maher
it would be desirable that one institution would become the prime contractor on
behalf of a consortium of institutions which should include several universities
Or colleges, high schools and community groups (i.e. representatives from the
Chinese communities of San Francisco, and New York and Chicago, for Instance).
This will assure a representative quality of work and prevent parochialism while
making possible far greater resources than any single community or Institution
or agency can command. Competitive plans should be sought from various insti-
tutions and the Commissioner of Education could then select the most suitable
one.

(-I) Because there are so many identifiable ethnic groups in the United States,
it would be incumbent upon thosn administering the Title to suggest groupings
based on historical and social interrelationships of the ethnic groups. Otherwise
the number of potential Centers would become so large that any realistic funding
would be out of the question.

Thus I would suggest that sec. 903, line 9 should be changed to read "groups"
instead of "group", and line 11 to read "those ethnic groups" instead of "that
ethnic group".

Section 902. Similarly should be altered to make lines 25 (p. 2) and line 1
(p. 3) read: "Each such center shall carry on activities related to a historical
or regional group of cultures".

Should my recommendaton that Centers be based on consortia of institutions
and agencies be acceptable, it Is apparent that various members of the consortium
could devote special and even sole emphasis to particular ethnic groups. Unless
this or some similar formula Is adopted, it is difficult to conceive of the estab-
lishment of truly viable Centers. Innumerable groups will come forward with
strong and loud claims for Identification as a special, distinct ethnic group. The
term ethnic itself will be challenged and pose innumerable technical and political
problems, for within each ethnic group there are numerous potential sub-groups.
Wording which indicates the desire to include ethnic groups within larger units
will make possible the carrying out of the program with least friction. little
arbitrariness, and reasonable economy while in no way violating he spirit and
letter of the proposed Title.

(5) My testimony above provides ample evidence of the int! :Lance of con-
tinuing Title 'VI of the National Defense Education Act, to ip.cvent the elim-
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'nation of the Language and Area Centers which have provided and must con-
tinue to provide the knowledge and talent necessary for successful implemen-
tation of the present Title. Funding of the International Education Act would
for the same reason claim high priority if we are to achieve the purposes of
the present Title to the fullest extent.

(81 The Ethnic Heritage 3tudies, Center? Act not only is likely to achieve the
laudable purposes stated In Sec. 901, but it will also serve as notice to the en-
tire world of the friendly and concerned interest of the American people for
peoples of every race, creed and color throughout the world.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Thank you for your statement. I think the work
that has been started under the NDEA title VI can certainly serve as
an excellent basis for continuity in this particular program.

But as you quite properly pointed out, the main thrust of this
legislation is to develop facilities which will develop learning ma-
terial. We have a tremendous number of teachers who inquire about
the availability of material on the various ethnic groups in their par-
ticular communities, and I think this is the main thrust of this leg-
islation.

I have questions, but I :'nought we would now go on to Dr. Ilamp,
who is the director of the Center on Slavic and Balkan Studies at the
University of Chicago.

It is really a privilege to have you here, Dr. Ramp; We are fa-
miliar with the excellent work that you and your institute are doing
at the university, and you have been in the forefront in this field. It
is precisely institutions such as yours that we have in mind as we try
to develop this bill.

So, Dr. Hamp, we will proceed with your statement any way you
wish. You can either read your statement or proceed in any manner
you wish. We are most grateful to you for taking time from your
very busy schedule to be here with us today for this testimony.

Dr. Tamp. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say it is a great pleasure to be here to add what little I might

be able to do, whit I feel is an enormously welcome move in a long-
overdue direction on the national scene in the legislation which is pro-
posed in such imaginative fashion by you and your colleagues, Mr.
Chairman.

Perhaps first I might very briefly characterize myself by way of
pointing out what farts might be pertinent to judgments ( presume
to bring to bear on these questions.

I am at present director of the Center for Slavic and Balkan Studies
at the University of Chicago, a center which essentially had its com-
position, so far as staffing and faculty goes, and library resources, be-
fore the creation of such centers under the National Defense Educa-
tion Act, and which was recognized by that act as a center for such
studies.

The area of the world with which we are involved is roughly what
you would call Eastern Europe. The languages and surrounding cul-
tures that we are occupied with include, starting from the south and
moving. up, Greek, Albanian, Makedonski, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian,
Bulgarian, Romanian. Czech, and Polish, plus seine other minority
nonnational lai iguages of those areas.

I tend to name these entities by their languages, probably for the
simple accident that I myself am by profession a linguist, but like
any linguist interested in an area, I have a very strong interest in the
surrounding cultures and everything that pertains to them.
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As a linguist, I participate in such organizations as the Linguistic
Society of .&menca, the Modern Language Asswiat ion, also the Amer-
ican Anthropological Association since some of my linguistic interests
are also characterized as anthropological.

I hare had occasion to work oversees in most-- practically allof
these Eastern European areas, I might. say at this point that many of
these nations are themselves highly interesting multiethnic areas, and
therefore offer in lessons in themselves on which we cart draw for pur-
poses of understanding more sensitively our own American national
scene.

I have also worked rather extens:...ely with the Celtic grouRs of the
13ritish Isles and France, which are again ethnic groups with interest-
ing lessons for us; and with a certain number of American Indian
groups within our own borders, where I happen to have some linguis-
tic interests also.

From my own linguistic work, and from the observation of the work
of my colleagues in other disciplines in area studies, it is quite dear
to me that the proposed legislation makes excellent sense. It is not only
excellently timed, it is a pima of great. wisdom and insight and per-
spicacity into the needs of our society that such legislation should be
suggest- ed now, at. this point in our history.

Since the text of my statement apparently arrived in the post only
this morning, I w;11 permit myself to --umniterize it at. a slightly
greater length than I had originally intended, though I t rust that -I can
leave it to those interested to read the prose, a text which I compressed
AR much as I possibly could, spas not to impose en your time.

First of all. I should like to state emphatically that we do not at
present have anything that would implement such aprogyem in our
educational fabric, and that such a program, I think, is not only
intuitively a good thing: but that this can be supported by observations
from the technical disciplines which study cultures and societies and
their lenguages, such as I have just, alluded to.

Speaking specifically, there has been a great deal of knowledge that
applies to such et hnic lieritage studies available to us for a long time,
hnt most of that knowledge has been rather safely tucked away in
the inaccessible pages of learned journals, or it has been the subjsct.
of relatively advanced graduate st edits in universities and other such
bodies.

The information has never been Able to be disseminated in a form
that can be used by most Americans broadly. Even if that information
were readily availablet at present there is insmficient numpow-er to
nifty out this type of dissemination on any broad scale.

We do not have people in the public schools who are twleeoistelv
trained in these matters so as to incorporate such material s.ensitirery
in a fashion that can he assimilated for the common good.

One might ask. "Is this type of knowledge interesting to the public
at large? Is it really of worth t"

Although there have been impressive stirrings in our social fabric
in recent years which Oxuc that the point is appreciated intuitively.
it is still insufficiently realized by the general public on an intellectual
level, that every- nature has its own heritage on which it may draw. and
that each culture is as rich as every other.

This simple fact was demonstrated a long time ago by eminent
esholars, past kulerly in the anthropological profession. They ssw this
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clearly by studying the cultures of pc()) .es who wei -. thought of as
exotica who had no written tradition, people that wo often call
aborigines. It is found, for exam plea that tiv: documented recipe book
f n. the cuisine of the Kwakiutl Indians in British Columbia can run,
when written out, to hundreds of pages. Thc'T owe particular art
forms are displayed prominently in museums that have the taste to
see such matters.

There are literally thousands of cultures the world over, each with
its own beautiful and magnificent heritage, however unwritten, how-
ever unsung it may be.

It seems, then, merit surprising that the many cultures with long
written traditions, longer, I may say, than our own English langriage
tradition, which have been brought, by the movement of peoples to
this country earlier ill our historyit is surprising that those cultures
which actually can be studied and are studied by some could be so
i6nored, could be in fact so little prized for so long. We have, (hen, a
great deal to learn, all of us, and our ignorance is only that much more
abysmal so long as we persevere in this species of neglect.

tow, there are at least a few reasons why this neglect has persisted,
and certain of them are of a purely practical order. Our edii:stional
system itself, as I have mentioned before, does not now provide shy
clear vehicle for this. I point that fact out. I say nothing more about
it. I leave it to my colleagues who specialize in such matters of educa-
tion to explore the reasons and the remedies in this matter.

But, also, the main bearers of these ethnic heritages that came to the
Vnited States of America, even if they were conscious in an overt way
of their own tradition, were so busy making themselves Americans
and so taken up in ole tasks of daily lifer looking after their family
and children, looking to their own obligations, that eley scarcely had
time for what then seemed a le.xury. These new Americans looked to
the things that needed to be done first, and very often, understandably,
this did not mean what seemed to them to be a retrospective look at the
intellectual process of appreciating their cultural heritage.

In this fashion, it is only more recently that there has been an op-
portunity to, so to speak, pause and reflect on these riches: but this
does not deny the existence and the importance of those riches.

On the other hand, in an earlier day, scholars could not themselves
itravel to places they were occupied wits in their studies. Many scholars

were obliged to work with their materials through books, at a distance,
perhaps spending their entire life in this country. They were not nearly
so vividly aware of the milieu of their specialty xs fs possible today.
They (lief not have the means that we have had more recently in order
to study these cultural heritages with the adequacy that we may now
hope to reach. Therefore, our American scholarship of an earlier day
could be characterized frankly, in this res-pect, as isolated.

But as scholars we know, on the other hand, that there is only one
properly humanistic outlook to learning and to the transmicsion of
learning, and that must take as its proposition that all mankind is our
proper province of study. A great Roman poet once remarked on this
centuries ago, and it is AS true today As it was then. We Inns! look to
the cultural heritage-s of all 111CTI, ni4 just those of some men. It there-
fore seems rather silly if we reflect that most of the content of our own
broadly distzeminatea academia tradition, that is, the tradition that
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has come down to us through most of our public school learning, is re.
stricted very sharply to a brief bow to three-quarters or mars of the
world. One hears at some point about ancient. Home and Greece, a bit
about Egypt, a bit about China and India. Then after that what one
hears about is a solid diet of largely northwestern Europe. And only
parts of thatI only phases of it, without getting clown to the grassroots:
and a few little smidgens about what h awned to certain of :hose
strains of cultural heritage after they reached. this country.

When one reads passages of American history, it deAs in passing
with this; but there is nearly nothing about the particularities of the
traditions that these people brought on their arrival here. Largely
what we hear about is what we imagine that these new Americans
learnedor gained, ns one often tends to sayafter their arrival here,
presumably from other people, from other cultural heritages, already
here; and those in turn not completely specified. Therefore. the proper
aims of humanistic sisnly have clearly not been carried out in any
appropriate sense in our educational system.

Now, how can one carry out the type of program that such legisla
lion would envision, It happens that today we have a new- cadre of
scholars and a new supply of Ediolarship that has been developed over
the last couple of decades at most, that has begun to get into a position
to carry out such tograms of scholarship, learning and transmission.
I refer to the specialists in language and area studies that have grown
enormously in this last couple of decades and most paiticularly in the
last. decade. This growth has been made possible very largely.because
of the farsighted acts of Congress that 111111.' kid support to the cult
vation of programs in such langaage and area studies, most noablY
the programs tinder the National Defense Education Act. title Vi.

In this fashion, scholars have finally been able to reach some level
of sophistication to train and develop people, and to develop teaching
materials on a scale of magnitude that is simply incomprehensible
from the point of view of three or four or five decades ago.

No one at that time in this country on the academic scene would
hare dreamt that we would have students who could handle materials,
books, periodicals, artifacts, objects of art with ease and sensitivity
in terms of the native cultures of various far -off placesEast Europe,
South Asia, East Asia, Latin America, and so on--and who also would
be able to speak these lanrages to some degree of proficiency. People
at that time would even isle been astounded if a professor who de-
voted himself to the history, let us mv, of an East European country
could actually speak that language. The normal situation then, I must
impress on you was that if a profeKsor dealt with the history of some
seemingly exotic culture, he dealt with it through materials written
in what we usually characterize as the major languages of scholar-
shipEnglish, French, Germun, perhaps some Italian, perhaps some
Spanish, usually never an in those days.

lie not only dealt with things through secondary languages that
way; if he was able to get at the smrce materials, 14 hobbled with a
dictionary through Nloderri Greek. Polish, Czech, Bulgarian. lie prob-
ably never glance,' at a docontent in Benrali if he dealt with matters
of Indic Almost nobody read Chinese. AI e had classical scholars who
could read Ancient t I reek, but almost no classical scholar ever dreamt
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of learning Modern Greek, other than to supervise the men digging
in his excavation for ancient objects in Greece.

We were a country, then, essentially of monoglots, as a nation of
academics, and the were, after all, the only people who could im-
plement studies of this sort broadly.

Now, through the development of language and area studies, par-
ticularly under NDEA, we have reached a stage where the main Rho!
ars occupied with such matters use the languages and the direct
materials of those cultures and those heritages as a matter of routine.
We expect our students not merely to get a smattering, but automat-
ically to get a command of at least one of the major languages in the
areas of competence in which he is a candidate.

This is a basis that has grown amongst us only very recently, and
this is an indispensable basis for such a program of study and of edu-
cational opportunity as the proposed legislation would envisage.

Now, alsoand I will not enlarge on this since it. does not lie within
my own particular specialtieaa new climate of society has swept
away lunch of our old provincialism, much of our old monochrome,
muck of our old basis for the neglect of what I have tried to point out
should have been the obvious. are, as your chairman has so elo-
quently put it, a rich and magnificent mosaic. We are not a flat gray
monotone. Therefore, while at one time some pzople might have
thought it a virtue to avoid reference to ethnic background in the in-
terests of pooling our identity in the national fabric, today we realise
that by recognising ethnicity we recognize an important component
of t1.4r true wealth that we really have.

I have said that under NDEA and related enterprises we have
brought ourselves into a position of preparedness for some of the
requisite steps that the proposed legislation would presuppose. 13iit
the important point about this legislation is the fact that it would in
no way duplicate, What it does rather is to complement in a crucial
and critical fashion what we hard been able to gain so far.

What we have gained so far is indispensable, and we must continue
to work along the same lines that. NDEA, title VI, has made possible
in order to consolidate these gains and to complete the unfinished task.
To stop that enterprise would be folly, because it would sweep away
all the grounding for the scholarship on which this kind of knowl-
edge in many ways depends. For this reason alone, it world be a cata-
strophic loos, in the long view, to allow the NDEA to laise.

But the frholtaship And training programs which have been fostered
ander NDEA are. quite properly, directed essentially at the more
theoretical levels of learning. They are directed largely to grating'
learning, which in turn can be channeled readily into undergraduate
college and university learning. But very little of this yield exists
right now in a form which can be conveyid to Americans at large in
the public schools. What we need is something that will implement
that goal, and t'* thtt is propox-ci v-raild in admirable
fashion provide such complementation !o existing language and area
programs that should not be allowed by oversight to lap*.

TA me then make some points very briefly: First of all, we can say
on formal reminds supported by a century or more of diligent Amen-
can scholars/lip. as well as scholarship el4where in the world, that
knowledge of the sort that is envisaged ender the rubric of ethnic
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heritage studies is, indeed, eminently valid, and that is emphatically
should be disseminated as a humanizing vehicle as broadly as possible
throughout our society

In fact, we are already overdue in recognizing this truth.
Secondly, our academic community today is prepared to r. 1 upon

such encouragement in a way and with an effectiveness that it couldn't
have aspired to 20 years ago.

Thirdly, the bearers of these ethnic traditions who live amongst us
have every reasonable right to have such knowledge readily available
to them for their own intellectual stimulation and for their own edifi-
cation as a meens to their own recognition of what they themselves
so eminently are; namely, interesting and important segments of the
human community at large.

Fourthly, all other segments of our society stand enormously to
gain in the type of broadening of view ilea comes from a reflective
inspection of aspects of other cultures and traditions. Moreover, an
tinderstanding of the past of other cultures contributes greatly to an
understanding of tie present of natio... with which we must today live
much more closely in a contracting v °rid.

In this fashion, not only would the bearers of a given tradition
benefit, but the bearers of all other traditions ,rvolild benefit mutually.
This is a result we have always thought desirable in the educational
scene sonutMng which in tte past has been called by the noble
phrase "liberal education." It is, again, simply ruplect and oversight,
it seems to me, that this aspect of tier understanding of a liberal edit-
cation Not never tackled this sector of knowledge at all.

Fifth, particularly for those tasks of learning the languages and cer-
tain other aspects of those cultures we may also tap, through such a
program, a very valuable source of wealth for our further national
intellectual growth: It is very likely that the beaws of these tradi-
tions themselves will bring forward talented members of their own
groups who will be encouraged to further study; and many of these
people will be in a position much more aptly and efficiently to gather
this knowledge and to transmit it through the intellectual community
than might other experts --I might say, sich as myselfwho must
learn to deal with matters that they did not come by through their own
heritage. It is a long and exacting proce a to learn on your own many
of these things, and von may never learn them so efficiently, so well
as might a person who has in effect a great headstart and a strong
motivation from a very early point, especially if that motivation is
treated sensitively. Moreo7er, such a person may have a valuable in-
tuitive grasp that is nerd to excel.

Therefore. we stand to gain substantially in our total national slip-
ply and store of expert knowledge in this respect.

Sixth, it is urgent that this matter come lip now and be acted on
promptly. These traditions must he tapped soon. or they will get even
more suGmergeel than for a long time they threatened to be. Any kind
of delay only serves to contribute to the sort of massive leveling that
can easily take place over time. Therefore, I say, lest we lose this mar-
velous opportunity : Let us act, and act trot.

Thank you.
Mr. PrCIX$110. Thank you very much. Mr. Ilamp. Of course, your

statement. will go in the record in its entirety at this point.
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(Statonwnt follows;}

STATEMENT OF DR. ERIC IIAMD, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR SLAVIC AND BALKAN
STUDIES, UNIVERSITY 01? CHICAGO

I with to state that acttritles which the proposed bill would stimulate are
no currently served in our educational system and in our normally avallaile
cultural resources as these institutions are currently constituted; and that the
ends at which such activities would Mm are Indeed in themselves des:rabic
Specifically. there is much knowledge concerning the heritage of ethnic cultures
that has long been available to specialised scholars, or has been recently
oiled in an ever expanding and deepeniog scholarship, that Is not generally avail-
able outside the range of specialised scholarly media. Furthermore, fo such in.
formation of this character that Is available In broadly dieseminatea there
:11 little or no provision for the Incorporation of such knowledge Into normal
school curricula. ilven if such incorpr,Tation were euthoriLed tomorrow, there
is et present insufficient personnel to carry out such a program on a broad bads.

There has tong been an impressive ant striking imbalance in our country
between what is generally known and what Is in pri ;Opte knowable about the
rich cultural pest of oar total population. Every cult are of course has its owl
heritage to draw on, and c.ch is as rid. as the other in its own way. This "Imp's.
fact has been demonstrated tong since by anthropologists, since It was brought
home especOly Teetally to them in studying the cultures of little known peo-
ples many of whom poseessed ni written tradition as a means of handling their
accomnfeled cultural store down through generations. How much more obvious
then most it be that the accumulated store of tradition banded down in a culture
with the arts of writing and other graphic means should be proportionately fm
mensely more accessible to tie educated world at large. The fact that we do not
draw regularly on these riches can mean only that we bare not yet learned how
to use them, that we do not yet have the trained manpower In use them, or that
we are somehow callously indifferent to the hentata to be derived.

T'- -re are at least a couple of sense* in which we hare not yet learned to draw
on thlese Whet It is clear that our educational ftystern, as presently constituted.
makes little provision for this type of learning. Just now this happens and Just
how It could be remedied lies beyond my own competence, and I defer on this
aspect to my collearnes in the field e. edneation. It Is easy, howerer. to see at
least two of the sources which hare conspired in our society to facilitate this
oversight. First, those persons who might most naturally hare taken an In.
terest in wish matters, who might hare most vividly oiled them to the attention
of othere, and who already had a bead start in such learning were the people
who came to this country from the seats of those cultures and their immediate
children. But these good people were initially much too busy with the necessities
of liming and with becoming Americans to be able to spend mach time on what
seemed to be a luxuty. After all. how were they to judge that other people did
not posses similar knowledge and that in some respects they were a valuable
repository of unique trsclitieui On the other hand. scholars who might reason-
ably hare been occupied with such interests did not bare mealy the range of
opportunity several decades ago that they have had in more recent (Imes. Before
the days of rapid turd It was a relatively rare thing for many a respectable
scholar to be Ode to trawl to the other Ode of the ocean and to experience the
culture which he studied citrectlr. in fact, many an important culture clout-A-
im; lay unattended to by American scholarship because of the leek of such op.
portnaltiee. A growing Piling country was quite naturally encouraged to look
within its nett borders for peoNftn to pole* and to attend rather little to the
MOM 14 of VITAS far away trait were scarcely ever peen.

As we no well know the tweets of recent decades hare changed all that. In
re 'Okla and nrgeot sense we :re today concerned with all manner o matters
far and near. This practical remit merely emphasises a 'emu., point of educa-
tional principle that has always been Imo, and has been smell known slate the
words of a great Roman poet at leitA ; if education 14 to be properly humanistic
as it mast. then all mankind racist be mot termitic. study. if tee seriously meth
look any part of It we are the 'mere, and we compound the loss ssidch we hand
OD to future groorttlotok.

only within the past decade or two has It become really possible for oar aca-
demic community to generate the tools and experience necessary to study these
rations tultnres and Itiditions Is a serious fashion, and to titre up the pros-twill
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habit of former days that treated such learning as a species of exoticism or the
Idle collection of curiosities. Particuhrly during the past decade, under the
Impetus of the acts of Congress that have Implemented support for language and
area studies we have been able to reach a level of sophistication and to train
and develop manpower, knowledge, and teaching material., that can Leen to
grapple with these problems. In this sense we are now In a position to realise
and hope to do something about matters of neglect of which we formerly were
all ton often not even aware.

Meantime in the new climate of society the bearers of these cultural traditions
amongst us have had the opportunity to become aware of the real worth of this
Intellectual asset.

For these reasons the following points may be made briefly: (I) The general
validity of such knowledge and its wide dissemination as a humanising vehicle
Is apparent. In fact it long ago should have been taken as axiomatic. (2) Our
academic community, with the immensely valuable support of NIlEA and other
such mechanisms. Is In a position today, and should Increasingly be so, to play a
significant role in developing appropriate megrims growing out of the proposed
bill. (3) Tim beaters of these ethnic tradition', amongst us have every reason-
able right to have such knowledge available for their own intellectual stimula-
lion. (4) Other segments of our society stand to gain sigthicantly from the
consequent broadening of slew. (5) For certain tasks, particularly those of
learning the languages the bearers of these ethnic heritages could often more
aptly and efficiently be trained as experts than the of us who do not start with
this advantage. (0) It Is urgent that these traditions be tapped and not be
lost by submergence In a moire IcrellIng that es,, stAly take place over time.
The time Is ripe. and the time Is now.

Mr. I't-citutt. I was pleased to Fee you emphasize that every ;nit m
has its rich cultural past, and you talk about the knowable information
that we need of our own population. AA, as Dr. Spector has said
before on, it is trally amazing at the very narrow, narrow knowledge
that most 1tnericans have about. thetoselves.

I was certainly impressed the °the! day when Secretary of State
Ngers visited Africa, addressed a group of African leaders, and
.)ointed out that between 10 and 12 percent of the American popula-
(Ion has antecedents in many of the African countries that he was
visiting. And yet hors many Americans have the faintest knowledge of
'he tremendously rich history of those countries, history that precedes
our own history as a Nation

So it does seem to me that until we Americans, all of us, start getting
to know more about ourselves, we are going to have problems.

I can't help but feel that if it is in the framework of this legislation
we can set up, ethnic study centers on the r.,3tywhite population of this
country, we can start for the first time making smite contribution
toward all of us understanding the minority groups of this country.
With understanding, of course, come!, the respect that they are cer-
tainly entitled to.

So I was happy to see you use the term "total population," because
this is the problem, again.

Dr. Greene, both Congressman Hawkins and I have read your
excellent statement, which, of course, will go in the record in its
entirety. And perhaps ',von would like to briefly summarize it, because I
do want to save some lune for queboning of you and your colleagues.

I The statement referred to followsl

srArtmtst VIM,* (mitt?, AttitOCIAtt r*ntrssoa litgtORT, 1 AX.1.11$ StAtt
t3trtasitT

it wonkl be helpful. Mr. Chairman, for too and the COMiftitlee rt*Mbetli to ttrst
identify myself for I am giving testimony bete in several capacities. First. I am
as aksociate pretewx of Americas bistory at Kansas State tniversity with a
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special interest in nationality and racial history. My research and publications
have concerned the immigrants from Eastern Europe, particularly the Poles. In
addition I am the Executive Secretary of the Immigration History Group, an
international society of about 400 scholars who seek to promote ethnic studies.
Finally, I am also editor of the Group's organ, the Immfgratfors 11(story Ncies-
kttcr, copies of which I would like to place in the record.

With that introduction I wish to open my remarks by offering my enthusiastic
support for your ethnic heritage center bill. My reasons are several but above all
is the favorable effect it will bare on our youth. Such Federal assistance for such
a project will go far to dispel the continuing alienation of our young people. My
experience with students in colleges demonstrates that not only does the hypoe-
risy of authority, the issues of racism and war disturb them but also a signincant
number, those of minority background, suffer from another psychological malaise.
These descendants of Slavic, Italian, and Jewish immigrants have an identity
crisis of their own, similar to though less intense than that of Blacks As a his-
torian, I diagnose their insecurity as due to an ignorance of their own group's
past. They either have no knowledge of their place In history or at best a fanciful
and distorted Impression of it. Tour ethnic heritage center proposal will restore
the self-confidence they need in their own family tradition.

I will admit that such a program In greater self knowledge may lead to an
exaggerated pride in one's forebears, what sociologists call tillopietism. However,
in his present psychological condition the minority adolescent needs a more ac-
curate awareness of his sub-cultures role In American society. As a result be will
gain considerable self - assurance from seeing his elders in a more realistic cul-
tural and historical setting. If I may be allowed to, I would like to add to the
record a 1906 article I published on this malady in siorai (a entitled, "Sons of
'flunkies' ; Alen With No Past."

Clearly until very recently scholars are in great part to blame for ignoring the
pluralistic nature of our society and I would like to briefly account for this over
eight because it demonstrates the need for support in this area now. In the nine-
teenth century the function of historians was to enc.-wrap. nationalism end not-
tiontl loyalty. So American writers not only stressed the hornoreneliy if this
nation based upon Anglo-American origins but also concentrated on nelonal
polities and leaders. Social movements, including immigration, were no part of
tbe written American story until the mid-1920's. When academicians then finally
turned their attention to our ethnically diverge culture, they theorized that such
pluralism was of little importance. The nation was really a melting pot which
had assimilated ethnic differences. The unorganised and inaccessible nature of
MUTe materials along with the reluctance of learning a foreign lingusge con -
slnced scholars that ethnic persistence was best left unexplored.

Some did write about diversity but unfortunately most were non-professlonal
authors, group members thenselres, antiquarians, journalists, and writers who
produced a terr self-cow-loos literature to justify their place in American life.
The results were artificial studies which held little appeal for the alien masses.
It reality meant little to a Polish steelworker's family that Itoselnetko was Wash-
ington's comrade-in-am*. Most ethnic authors spoke about the 'contributions' of
personalities and few about the athlete:cent of the ordinary immigrant. how he
built his community, his church, his press, and his social Institutions Thus one
can understand why the present generation of college age ethnics have a guilt
complee Imagining their forebears as critics did, poor, uneducated, simple docile
laborers

Fortunately a late renaissance of interest le already correcting this distorted
picture of nationality life In America. The Black tstrogele for equality Is partly
responsible for it has focused national attentioa oa ethnic loyalty and the ace-
..ierde community only now I. recognising its previously neglected investigations
ilmrertt, this recognition of ethnic studies requires addition') encouragement
for %kat we know about our non-English speaking subcultures is still Ter,
inadequate.

One sign of the renewed enthusiasm tot *Omit research stem, le-boleti is the
formation of oar Immigration tlietery Group is lASS. not its deteloplistot has
been rather glow for it was only in JOSS that I decided the society ought to have
tome frame commusicition, the Xestetelter. The publication now *rise as a
eleatInghoutse of Information of research and Instruction not only for the WM.
berthlp but also fit the several tellmk historical metals Hone and pertinent col-
legitte institutes In the last few years three such ethnic study tester* bare
emerged on catepsers, the tairersity of Minnesota's Center for tannigtation
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Studies, Brooklyn College's Center for Migration Studies, and Sonoma State
Colleges curriculum in ethnic studies In California.

The wide geographical response to the idea of diversity on the pubik level is
also an indication of renewed interest. In the East the American Jewish Commit-
tee held conferences on Ethnic America in New York, Philadelphia and Chicago
whith revealed to social workers the continued ethnic ties among the working
lower class. Clearly the outcome of these meetings was to further substantiate
the conclusions of Daniel Moynihan and Nisthan (Barer in their work, Beyond
the Melting Pot. The study found nationality loyalties to be etill extremely signi-
ficant in New York. The continuing and growing number of urban folk festirals,
especially annual celebration in Cleveland, is additional evidence of ethnic
durability.

It is a mistake to assume that nationality observances occur only in the East
and the Great Lakes Nebraska, the home of Senator Roman liruske of the
Omaha Czech community, held a centennial in 1907 which included the spirited
participation of various ethnic organisations. My state, Kansas, where Repre-
sentative 8knblts of Yugoelar descent represents a partially Italian and Slorenian
constituency has an annul Czech festiral in Wilson and a widely-known Swedish
Oktoberfest in Lindsborg. Also the Longhorn state, Texas. recently built a multi-
million dollar museum of ethnic heritage in San Antonio called the Institute for
Texan Cultures which has proved enormously popular. And tinnily a Western
Jewish Historical Society has just gotten underway in Berkeley, California.

Those agencies closest to out school age population hate already begun to
respond to the growing awareness of ethnic affiliation. in the most recent few
years certain enlightened boards of education hare begun reforming their sec-
ondary school curriculum and in fact anticipating the objectives of your ethnic
heritage center bill. Parma. Ohio. outsi4:. Clevelatel elrettly has an !wise pro-
gram designed to teach its high school youth about out pluralistic society and
Cook County Is presently considering a shnliar reform in its suburban schools
outside Chic:jct. Final evidence of the cultivation of the ethnic factor at the
lower ed'acatloual lovels is the growing number of publishers who hare predated
various series on all this nation's racial and nationality sub-culturee. The inner
Publishing Company's set of works and those of Wadsworth in Celiforris are
two examples. Other honsee. Twapne, Basic Books, and Dolt. Rinehart and
Winston hare already comma zoned similar studies for the college level and the
academic community at large.

Tins it is Quite clear that ocr society is now becoming iticreasingly aware of
its pluralistic heritage. however, Resin, in order to alleviate the ffit-00TW 10114
frustration of our tron131eck minorities. the Federal Government must take
more extensive action In the educational field. Your bill with some minor reser-
tattoos; I beliere, offers the needed therapy for this problem.

I would like to add briefly other benefits of Federal assistance besides inject-
ing greater self-assurance among our minority peoples. First, it will cm-mirage
all elm:lents of American society to view our nation more accurately. Onr ethnic
diversity will emerge as it was and is, a major force in the shaping of this
station. Secondly and more practically gortrninentli support for heritage centers
will assist in our role as a world power for it will ',Art realise the vast potential
of our pluralistic society. This nation suffers fr. a an ignorance of other cul-
tures Partkelerly inadequate itngnistic tools to fsmiliarlee ourselves with Ent-o.
peals and Asian peoples. Ethnic inseruction will motivate students at An early
age not only to learn about foreign nations but more Importantly to derek.p
their latent expertise in analysing them.

Mr. Pt-rixsut. I was impre&sed with the aspect of your statement,
and with the experience you have at the university. You are well quali-
fied to make these observations. But your statement :

My cIperiettee with students its colleges demonstrates that not only does the
hypocrisy of authority, the heves of wiles and *at disturb theta but also a
eigaltkeat number, thole of minority backareoltd. rafter from another iskTrbolett-
cal saelaiss These detemsdanta M Mark; Italian. and Jewish Immigrants bare
an identity crisis of their Men, shatter to though )(ea it'sesse then that of the
Blacks.

I wonder if you would like to elaborate both as to the black students
and the other minority students on this crisis of identity that you
mention in your statement, because I think you have put your finger
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on one of the great problems in this country, as have Dr. Spector and
Dr. Ifamp.

I said m my opening statement that this legislation might address
itself to the most important problem in the country today, and tont is
the search among the vast section of our young people for identity. I
wonder if we could ask you to elaborate on that.

Dr. GREENE. Let me expre&a,'first of all, my appreciation of your
invitation to come here and talk about the bill. f am very encouraged to
see that there are people in Congress who are sensitive to the needs of
the student population.

The students are, as we -Nell know, distuilied about the situation
here in the society. 11nd if I might interject here, news of this appears
almost daily. If we, look at the first page, for example, of this morn.
ing's Times, we mad about the heroin problem in New York City and
the taking of drags by Ancients in public schools. A majority of them
are blacks, but a sigeiticant number are from the white population. So,
ns I say, I am very pleased to come here and to add my remarks con-
cerning the students and youth.

I had intended, actually, Mr. Chairman, to read my formal state-
ment. lint since, as you say, time is limited, whet I will do is to sum-
marize it rather briefly.

Let me say Man inlrodneth n, how and to add to my own identi-
fication, that in addition to being associate professor of history at
Kansas State rniversity, I have done research in the immigration
field, particularly with peoples from Eastern Europe, more especially
Polish Americans.

Let me add, too, my teaching experience last year in a university
which recently got underway in one of our large urban centers, Cleve-
land State 1 -meersitv. I was visiting professor there last year, and I
think I had an excellent opportunity to talk to and to learn from stu-
dents of minority backgrounds. As a matter of fact, the faculty refers
to the student body by a very interesting term. They call it the "cos-
mos." which, of course, is Shorthand for a heterogeneous body of
students.

I see, as you say, that students are disturbed, and some of them about
national issues. And I also see, as I indicated in my written remarks,
a psychological malaise in their own understanding of themselves,

I lair this traumatic state among ethnics in the 1900's when I first
entered this area of study. Unfortunately I noted that students, as
well es parents of ethnic trackgrourd, really hare no realistic knowl-
edge of their past. In a sense, an atiol%,ry might be that most of them
suffer from cultural amnesia, not knowing abOut their past. Or, I think
if they do have some knowledge of their heritage it is a rather dis-
torted' itnpreioti of it.

The reasons for this, sof indicated in my formal statement. are t
Or is the failure of scholarship, particularly American historical
scholarship, in recogpieing diversity and the othe' was the self -con-
scious nature of ethnic literature. Iiithe 19th century most American
historians themselves were interested in ident it y, brit an identity which
had to do with the promotion of loyalty to an ideal. This tended to em-
phasize the unity and the homogeneity of the population. rethe7 then,
as we know, whet existed in the IPth century : heterogeneity and diver-
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sity. But as I say, historians were attempting to stimulate patriotism
and loyalty to common ideals.

In the early 1900's, when sociology first appeared as a discipline, it
began in fact to a considerable extent due to an interest in our ethnic
city population. Judgments made upon social composition really
stressed rapid homogenization of peoples. When at last scholars recog-
nized that our population was diverse, the theory was that these dif-
ferences, ethnic and cultural differences, were wiped away in a very
short time.

Such works as Thomas and Znanieeki's study emphasized the cul-
tural shock and the disorithtation of new peoples, which resulted in
a rapid assimilation. So, generalizations by sociologists and historians
in the 1020s, when this was an issue, was that these differences had
been elimitated, and existed only in the first few years after their
arrival.

Until very recently then. American observers lime paid very little
attention to our diverse society. As I say, this was one failure.

The second handicap in recognizing diversity is that while there
was some literature appearing in the 20th century concerning the vari-
ety of our social groups, these were pm* done and extremely self-
conscious studies. Most of these works in history were written by
amateurs, and they emphasized very strongly the period before 1860,
when these groups had prominent. personalities or heroes, who were
of an ethnic and minority extraction, people such as Kosciuszko, Vet-
Immo

'
Kovith, the Hungarian revolutionary. Very little was writ

ten by these pmple of what took place after the post-Civil-War mass
movement began. It was almost as if they were ashamed of the post
1870 newcomers.

This absence of knowledge that exists today of their past or at least
the ignorance of ethnic group history among all Americans,, as well
as the distorted ideas the nationality writers and their critics have
fostered, has produced this self-conscious identity crisis that we know
today.

I would like to refer as evidence of this frustration the current activ-
ities of two nationality societies, a Polish-American Federation, and
certain Italian organizations here. The Polish-American Congress,
for example, has just started a campaign to restore the Polish-Ameri-
can tradition in a fair light as far as most Americans are concerned.
This is a campaign to raise funds to bring Cie fine name of Polonia
Amerykanski to all Americans. The same thing is true of Italians, who
have recently established an ant idefamat ion organization.

Such is the state of the older generation among minority groups.
and their youth; students, I think, are suffering from it too. Th y tend
to downgrade their past, as I mentioned, in their earnest attempt to im-
itate their Anglo- American peers.

Mr. Pt-us-sm. Would one reason for that be the almost complete
absence of historical materie in our present school system?

I was koking. for instance and I think this can be applied to all
minority groups. re ardlm= of ethnic background and race over this
book that Dr. Spector gave us. The American Negro." It deals with
the current situation in America., lists the current leaders, talks about
the Civil Rights Act and the economic gains, and talks about the opera
star. Miss Leontyne Price. But if you look at this little lxxAdet, you

141-0 5-41)--..--11
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will find practically nothing here that would indicate the rich cultural
background going Lack 200, 50012,000, 3,000 years.

The same thing with the Poles. You have some *nformation on the
Italians in the country, but von get down to some of the groups that
Dr. I lamp talked about, and Ow in format ion just is not there.

You mention the Polish-American Congress campaign to try to
uplift the recognition of the cultural background of that particular
group. But, in my judgment, these are somewhat acts of desperation,
because these groups have reached n point where they feel they hare
been completely ignored.

It. occurs to me. that. what we do need is a great deal of the source
material on which you can build much more rationally.

Dr. 0 RUN E. Yes_I agree.
Mr. Proxsxr. The young people that you speak of in your state-

ment, as I look at. the American textbookand we recently had hear-
ings here, a couple of years ago. We had hearings on textbooks and
how they treat. the nonwhite group in this country. At that time
there was practically nothing. I think there has been some progress
made since then, but. the progress has really been very slow.

Do you think the academic community is capable of developing this
source of material I

1)r. GREtNE. I think unquestionably.
I would like to refer, though, to your statement which deals with

their European past. I think that. certainly they should be aware of
their cultural heritage, their ancestral cultural heritage, the nobles
and kings of Poland, of Italy, and so forth.

But what is more important, I think, in the development of a
greater self - assurance. is an examination of their own past that. is
closer to them, a past that refers to their parents and grandparents.
What. I would like to see studied especially is the immigrants them-
selves, the accomplishment of those people in moving from the Old
World to the new and in setting up their various institutions, their
colonies, their churches., their newspapers. I refer to this, of course,
in my formal remarks. Their very own community, this is something
with which they ought to identify more closely. And these study cen-
ters can provide the mechanism to dispel their anxieties.

What. I am really referring to here is not only emphasis upon their
Po'isb heritage but. their POlish-Ametican heritage as well

Mr. Pucissar. This is why it seems to me so much needs to I* done.
Thersday we observed IAncoln's Birthday, and I hive heard on a num-
ber of occasions reference being made that perhaps there might be
less tolerance in some of the Slavic groups in the dialog between the
races in t his country than among ot her groeps.

It was rather interesting to note last Thursdav that it was also
the birthday of another great revolutionary hero, kosciuszko. And I
astounded some of my friends in Chicago by pointing out that this
revoutionary hero issued an emancipation proclamation R. years
before Lincoln, when he instructed Thomas Jefferson to use his entire
estate in this country to purchase Negro slaves, and then help educate
them and make them free, worthwhile citizens of the community.

Ito* flint people in this country of Polish background. or other-
wiv. knows ibis important historical fact ! Thor* having difficulty to-
day working with the various races ought to know that some of their
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heroes have been striving to bring about greater equality of oppor-
tunity among men. I think this could help to eliminate misunder-
standing in this country.

Dr. GREENE. I think Kosciuszko is a superb example of that.
I bet my good friend, Congressman Hawkins, doesn't know about

that.
ML. lliwit-ixs. You want me to confess my ignorance?
[Laughter.]
Mr. PUCINSKI. While this boo. is good as fer as it goes, it really

doesn't achieve near the goals we hope to reach.
Dr. GREENE. I just want to refer again to Kosciuszko as a superb

example of an individual who not only could, but did, make Polish-
Americans good Americans. This is, of course, the field that I have
done research in.

In this literature there are constant references all through the 19th
and 20th cent my sources of Kosciuszko as the Hero of Two Continents,
the person who came here and fought with 'Washington as a comrade
in arms. It was his achievement and accomplishment that helped to
weld the Poles to this Nation. And, in fact, in this very city, I think it
is very important to note that there are statues to Kosciuszko which
were constructed, actually, in 1910, which were to show that this ethnic
group was a part of the :1.merican scene as well. We now have Kos-
cmszko and Pulaski statues around the country in Polish centers.

Mr. HAWKINS. Could I interrupt just a moment and possibly get the
reaction of the panel to the Kerner Commission Report, which indi-
cated we are drifting into a nation of two societies, one white and one
black, and whether or not the frightening prospect of having a society
which individuals divide merely on the basis of color can possibly be
avoided by building this understanding that we are not just a nation of
two groups, but rather a nation of many backgrounds and cultures.

I would like very much, if it has not already been covered, to get
the reaction of some of the Members of this very distinguished panel
to the application of this type of program to avoiding that possibility
of having a society which is split just between black and white.

Dr. SPECTOR. May I respond to that ? Principally because I am con-
cerned in my professional work with a group that is neither black nor
white, the peoples from Asia and Southeast Asia.

We have a sizable Chinese-American and Japanese-American and
Mexican-American, Puerto Ricansthey are Americans, and we don't
have to hyphenate that. And in our great State of Hawaii, we have a
Polonesian- Japanese-, Chinese-American mixture. They are very rich
hi their culture and very beautiful to behold, I think.

These people are a substantial minority in America. They are di-
vided in cultural and ethnic subgroups. They do not identify in racial
terms either with the white community nor with the black community.
They arc clearly different. And I think we should take that group
you could break them down into Chinese, Japanese, Philippinos,
Hawaiian, and so forth.

You could do the same with the American Indian. What we get is
the mosaic which Chairman Pucinski has talked about, this very rich
rainbow, to speak of color, and of cultures, and I think that is the hope
of America. If we can show that we are a continuous spectrum of
peoples from one extremethe Scandinavian in the north with golden
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hair and blue eyes to the Bengali-American, or any group you want
there are large and small oneswe can then show we are all part of
this continuous spectrum, we are all Americans, we all recognize SOW.
previous heritage. We recognize the differences in color and creed, and
so forth, but, there is no confrontation, then. There is a continuum, and
that is the word I would like to stress for the 1070%continutim. We
are continuous.

I think this legislation helps by demonstrating the roles of other
minorities. Perhaps in numbers they have not attracted as wide
attention as the great Negro minority, but there are substantial lum-
bers of people going into millions. Many intermarried with the black
community, such as the American Indians, our Mexicans, and the
others. We are a mixture, and the more we can demonstrate the rich
contributions of all the peoplesin fact, that is the only way we
can avoid this direct confrontation.

That is why, in my testimony, I referred to the African studies
center. That is very good, but they are mainly trying to study their
,scent exploitation of the black in America, which we must understand.
But it is far better to refer, also, at the same time, without, denying
the study of the recent history, to their own rich heritage, which is
only one of many such.

I know we have an extraordinary example in my university end
in the high schools, where we have promoted Chinese studies in the
black or mixed schools in St. Louis. And I have found that the Ameri-
can Negro who studies Chinese culture and language and .masters it
doesn't love his Negro identity, but suddenly he sees it in perspective.

We have such marvelous relationships between our Chinese and
Negroes that I have great hope. The same would be true of studies of
other groups.

Let me point, to one conflict in America, the so-called Polish joke,
which I think, after the first few laughs, any reflection we see could be
a painful thing, especially to the thing, to be subjected to TV, on
campuses and schools, to the wide range of Polish jokes, which there is
no excuse for, and will have no historical background for.

Since I am of Jewish origin, I feel this is a sort of minor Jewish
crime committed in America, getting back at Poles for years of
pogroms. This goes back to Europe, and its bespeaks an ignorance of
the fact. that 500, 600 years ago Poland was the greatest single refuge
for Jews in Europe. 'that is how they all got there, because the Poles
were the people who welcomed them and took them in.

Subsequent history, economic conditions, repression, all the history
of Europe, led to pogroms later in the 19th century, and the 20th,
which the Jews did not quite recover from.

So shat I am suggesting is that, they have brought over to America
sometimes the worst of the heritage instead of the best. The Jews
brought. over a hatred of Poles, which I know. As a youth I used to
hear all the time that the Poles were this and that, and they do not
know that the Poles in their day offered refuge, the only refuge in
Europe, to the persecuted just from the Crusades, the Middle Ages,
and the great Polish kings welcomed them and gave them refuge.

This is the kind of thing, if the people will understand the prob-
lems and go back to the sources, I think we can learn a lot. As far as
the confrontation between blacks and whites, I think we can avoid
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it by showing them we study their heritage as well as that of the
Orientals

,

and so forth
I think this legislation addresses itself to the problem.
Mr. IL%wxINs. What, you are saying is that the ethnic studies will

increase the understanding and reduce the conflict rather than increase
the feeling that there is one group which is "we" and the other group
which is "they." By increasing the feeling of diversity, we will not be
increasing the animosity and fragment Americans further into a se-
ries of conflicting groups.

Dr. SrEcrox. I believe in your own State you have one of the largest
(Japanese and Chinese majorities2 and it doesn't need much history to
recall the strong tide of anti Chinese and anti-Japanese feeling that
swept over California in the 19th century. American labor, which
was otherwise liberal, was guilty of the Chinese Exclusion Acts and
hostility.

This has changed si ice World War II, when we started studying
Japanese and Chinese cultures. The Japanese and Chinese commu-
nities in California today appear healthy. And as we recognize their
diversity, they become more devoted to America. As other Americana
recognize their contribution, they see such people in a positive light.

We never hear used today certain words for Chinese that I heard as
a child. By positive education, we can develop positive attitudes to-
ward one's self and toward one's neighbors.

We leave it now to chance, and it is shocking that the only knowl-
edge that I have had of Poles was through those jokes or those little
sayings in a home environment, which was not enlightened by the
kind of education that this bill offers.

Mr. PUCINSKI. If the gentleman would yield, I believe that Mr.
Hawkins asked a good question in the concern of the Kener Report.
It seems to me that unless there is greater communication in terms of
historical background, this country could become a Nation of two
fundamental societies: black and white. It seems to me that this is the
importance of legislation like this.

You are going to stop distrust, and animosities and prejudice when
people know something about each other. It. is an amazing thing how
often you will find even the most rabid bigots changing their minds
and reassessing their judgments when you can sit down and discuss
facts and figures and historical background.

So I was wondering if you gentlemen agree that one say to make
sure that the rather pessimic.,4,1e appraisal of the Kerner Commission
Report does not materialize as a permanent institution in this country.

Dr. GREENE. I was going to speak on this question of learning more
about each other., particularly the cultivation of diversity.

I think there is a danger in it, the danger, as I mentioned here in
my remarks, about, cultivating the knowledge in an exaggerated
manner.

Mr. PcCINSKI. Yes.
Dr. GREENE, I think the objectives of these various centers would

have to be looked at or specified appropriately. If the minorities are
under the impression that, for example, American society has abused
them-throughout, or they have some kind of bias about the exploita-
tion by others, in other words, if they come to the ethnic centers with
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a bias already, the centers may serve as an environment not only for
black nationalism, but other types of nationalism,

Mr. Pucixsio. I think Dr. Spector drew the differences, and quite
properly so, in some of the centers that have been created in this con-
try and closed down, because they become, in effect, political centers
instead of academic cent/31-s. It would be my hope that we can and will
draw that distinction.

We are talking here now about resource centers, on academic, his-
torical material, material that can be prepared in lecture form, text-
book form, filmstrips, film slides, about the historical background of
people, about the cultural background of people.

I would be the first to object strongly if these centers should be-
come a citadel of political action for any group. If these centers
were to polarize differences: then there is no merit in this legislation.
But I believe the opposite is true, in that these centers are designed
to provide greater information for exchange among people.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. I wondered if what you really are &lying is that
the cultural history of the United States, of all Americans, is being
badly taught, or perhaps really not taught all. And I wonder if you
feel that the average Anglo-Saxon, if you will, if there is such a person,
is apt to have a very profound, or even a good casual acquaintance
with his own cultural history. Because it has been my experience that
he does not.

Dr. GREENE. HO doesn't recognize that his own background is ethnic.
Ile regards it as American, rather than Anglo-American.

At -Kansas State, most of my student body is Anglo-American.
And in my course, it takes me almost the entire semester to show them
what ethnicity is.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Let me examine that. For example, my ancestral
background is southern-white hill people. They crossed the Appa-
lachians into Kentucky and Indiana. I am part Cherokee Indian. My
wife is French-Canadian. So what ethnic center would you have for
our little daughter?

What I am suggesting is that perhaps you are going to need some-
thing broader in concept.

Dr. SPECTOR. The ethnic center is not going to be built for a student
to to and attend. If there would be a center to study the Canadian
I imagine it would be somewhere up in New Hampshire or Maine-
which would study the very fascinating Canadian - American history,
and the American Indian. They would produce textbooks which should
be available to your daughter, so she would get it all, I should hope.

Dr. HAM'. They would also train teachers who in turn would
convey that material into the broader teacher-training instruments,
colleges of teacher training, which would in turn produce the teachers
that would teach your daughter.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. We are keenly aware of the neglect of the French -
Canadian hIgtory, but I think not only has my wife's cultural heritage
been neglected In the school, but that of all the chiEren who have a
share in that heritage by virtue of being citizens of our country.

Dr. GREENE. The English are an ethnic group, also. The black-
studies program has been very beneficial to the idea of ethnicity. The
book by Winthrop Jordan speaks about English attitudes toward
blacks before there was even a United States of America, which had
their effect on our treatment of blacks.
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Dr. Muir. Could I respond to Representative Hawkins' question
a triflo more?

It seems to me what is important about this proposed legislation, and
what appeals to me particularly as an academic, I might say, is that
it is based on intellectual issues. It is based on matters of the mind. And
it seems to me that that is what things must be if they are to be right.

We all know now, if we never knew it before, that "l'iack is beauti-
ful," but as a matter of fact, in ally matter of black studies, it is not the
skin that is really at issue, it is the man that is underneath it. So,
therefore, if it is to mean anything at all academically, black studies
can only mean the study of cultures that are borne by certain people.

It may happen that those people look black. Because this proposed
legislation would be occupied with matters that can be perceived by
the mind, by reference to cultures of one sort or another, I think indeed
it would not only tend to avoid polarization, to disperse this very
unfortunate tendency to see things as a simple dichotomy; such legis-
lation would place matters squarely where they belong, that is, as
studies of ethnic heritages, studies of matters of the mind. And so
in that fashion there can be no dichotomy, no simple dichotomy when
there exists this multitude of cultures in the world.

In that respect I see such legislation as leiding us toward a more
proper intellectual grasp of what the mind truly can address, and
what it must address.

Dr. GREENE. I would like to speak additionally on that matter,
because I think one of the other favorable effects of these centers will
be individuals interested in recognizing other groups, groups other
than those of which they are a member.

I might say this from my own experiencemy last name is Greene,
but my research has been with Slavic peoples. I am rather unique, at
least in American history, I think, in ethnic history in studying groups
of which I am not a member. I have been overwhelmed by the warmth
of people of Eastern European extraction. And I think these centers
will make possible cross studies of cultures in the United States and
elsewhere, which I think will be desirable in terms of knowledge, in
terms of really futhering and advancing the4 frontiers of just the
intellectual aspects of the subject.

Dr. Smarm. May I enlarge for a moment /en a subject which is
closely akin to what has just been mentitoned by Doctors Hamp and
Greene?

Of the existing black studies centers., one of the major problems has
been and is that in several universities and schools there is an in-
sistence that the instructor and the researchers all be black. If you are
not black, you are not competent to approach the subject in the proper
frame of mind. And I have had the experience of lJeing told I was
unwelcomed in a classroom in which black studies were being tai g-ht
because I was not black.

Now, this is what happens when there is a political, unplanned,
sudden development of blank studies centers. I can understand that
they are making some good contributions and will. But this tendency
to exclude from such programs those who are not members of the
ethnic community is most deplorable, and it is precisely the kind of
bill which we are now discussing which can alter that.

This bill can set up the model center, the kind that will, by the
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superiority of its products and its breadth, set on example so that those
which are conceived on narrow, discriminatory lines simply will, in
the public gaze, not make it.

I think it is terrible that a black studies course may be boycotted
at a university if the teacher himself is not a mail with black skin over
whatever is underneath. The Ethnics Studies Center which permits
a Doctor Greene to study Slovacs, Doctor Damp to study something
and I am certainly not Chinese is the kind of American institution
which we need. And this is the first time in our historyI believe that
our Congress has devoted itself to grappling with the realities of
America, creating a constructive kind of approach to our American
myths.

Mr. ITAwKixs. May I thank the witnesses for clarification, because
iit seems to me if this is not the understanding of this proposal at the

very beginning that we can be led astray. And certainly a lot of con-
fusion would be created if, merely in studying diversity of cultures we
divide people, rather than unite them. This is not my ideal of the ob-
jective of this proopsal, and I think that it is defining culture as it
should be defined, and that the result of the contributions of these
various groups, black studies, or Chinese studies, or whatever you may
have, that these are merely aspects of this larger culture, but not a
culture of its own separate from the American culture.

And if this is the understandingand my understanding is that, it
isthen certainly we can agree.

Mr. PUCINSKT. I am very pleased that you raised that question so
the record could be clarified. Certainly the main thrust of this legisla-
tion is to provide information on the multiplicity of cultural contribu-
tions in this country, to make up the mosaic of American cultures, and
to .the extent that we can better understand the individual's contribu-
tion in evaluating ourselves better as Americans, I think this legisla-
tion has merit and does offer excellent opportunities that heretofore
have been lacking.

Dr. GREENE. It me add another factor in the consideration of the
bill, and that is the time factor.

I think too often with black studies, programs were put in very,
very quickly, in ah unplanned manner, due to pressure, I imagine,
from most of the black students. And if there is a growing dichotomy,
if there is a fractionalization on ethnic lines, which seems to be deve'l-
oping, at least psychologically, I think this can be inoderated to at
least a considerabele extent in the establishment of the ethnic centers
now, rather than later on when there is a great deal of pressure frog:
the other ethnic groups to institute them.

Anyway, it is a remedy applied to a developing problem, rather
than to a problem that is already upon us, where you have to act in a
crisis. I think there is some need, perhaps, to speed up some considera-
tion of the bill on that basis.

Mr. Pticnisicr. Mr. Spector?
Dr. SPECTOR. Mr. Chairman, may I say something on another sub-

ject which is in my written testimony, but I think should be raised
before the committee this morning. And that is the question of the
funding of the bil! itself.

Would comments be welcome on some of the details of the act itself ?
Mr. PUCINSKI. Please go ahead.
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Dr. Smcroa, I would like to point out that although the funding
levels look rather 101N even in these times of great economy, $10 million
does not look like much for the first year, nor $20 million for the
second, I would like to point out that there will be a tremendous multi-
plier effect if this legislation could pass, even if these very modest sums,
considering th© great task before itsthese sums could do a lot.

I can testify that for every $1 allowed to our center by the Federal
Government, my university placed between $8 and $10 at the disposal
of our Center, so that. last year, I believe I received $40,000 for my
Center under title VI of NDEA. My university contributed something
like $387,000 additional dollars alone for the support of that Center,
a Center which hardly existed before the Federal funding came about.

So I think you can anticipate that your $10 million request in this
bill will yield, should it be passed, approximately $100 million in 1970,
and probably from $150 to $200 million in 1971, which could do a very
good. job.

I know how universities behave. They will put money where money
is forthcoming, and when Federal money is taken away, they do not
till the gap but, rather, they also hedge their investment. This is a most
important factor to be borne in mind. And I think that makes this bill,
again, viable and applicable.

The thing can be done tinder these terms. I would suggest, that there
are two dangers, however, which I observe growing out of my experi
ence in hying to plan for the International Education Act, and also
for the N1)EA.

The tirst is that we must watch the problem of geographic spread
and location. Naturally, with a limited number of centers and with a
desire to have an equitable spread througout the country, problems
will arise. And to spread $10 million over 1,000 centers will mean very
little.

I would like to suggest, therefore, in considering the legislation, that
two things, perhaps, could be given as recommendations, unless the
wording of the bill itself might be changed.

One is that one mightI should not advise Congress, but I feel that
at least guidelines are very important by the time a piece of legislation
gets to the Office of Educationthey do have to know the congressional
intent. I would suggest that one very important thing is that we see
the centers as a consortium of institutions and that although a center
may be placed in Chicago or San Francisco, that it be clearly allowable
that the university there, which is the prime contractor, act. in consor-
tium with universities in other parts of the country so as to get a
national spread, so as to get the resources from all over the country,
regardless of where the headquarters are..

This makes this very viable, and it prevents this proliferation which
could only end up in tokenism.

The second thing is, in dealing with the term "identifiable ethnic
groups," I am sure if Dr. Hump started to really identify, lie would go
on all day identifying groups, and when he finished, there would be 50
more groups telling him they had been left out.

Therefore, I would suggest that. it be. shown that we talk in terms
of groups of, or clusters of ethnic groups, and that this be clearly done.
Otherwise, it will be thought that perhaps one, two, or three groups
are going to CO p the whole thing and the others will lie left aside.
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I think through such groupings, again, economy and concentration
of effort can nbe done. With consortia, you can take a group, and various
groups within the consortia could specialize on the individual groups.

TI tat is lily suggestion, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. II.vste. May I say, also, that not only would this act in the in-

terests of efficiency and economy, but it makes the best intellectual
sense; that is to say, without doing vio:ence to any one group, or acting
at the expense of any single group.

One group can be studied in its pertinent aspect most efficiently with
that corresponding segment of the culture of another group. As one
instance, while you may need to have separate language instruction
for the study of two peoples of the Balkans, you would actually lose a
great deal by not handling all together certain aspects of social struc-
ture, let us say, of Greek, Albanian, and southern Yugoslavian culture
history, since these traditions a:i ;hare a great deal.

Therefore, I would say that the lines should be drawn as they natu-
rally cleave on intellectual grounds, not on cleavages that come out of
budgetary, administrative or arbitrary geographical considerations.

Mr. Pucissiu. Gentlemen, the House is in session, so we will have to
conclude our meeting this morning. But I want to thank you, Dr. Spec-
tor, Dr. Hamp, and Dr. Greene, for kicking off this set of hearings on
what I think is going to be a piece of legislation that will make a sig-
nificant contribution toward bringing about better understanding
among Americans.

We are people of a very unique country. Most countries of the world
do not have this problem, because for the most part their populatiods
are of very similar cultural background, whether it is England, or
France, or Italy, or Poland, or whatever country you want. Within
the different republics they have, for the most part, a similarity of
culture.

One of the intriguing things about America is its polyglot character,
and I am astounded that over the yea's we have made no effort to
recognize the fact that we are a polyglot nation, and that we ought to
know more about ourselves as individuals.

This tendency to homogenize 200 million peoplewe wonder what
went wrong. I think what went wrong is that you can't homogenize
200 million people. You have to try to recognize all the individual attri-
butes and then try to weave them into the fabric of a mosaic that we
call America. When we do that, I think we can come to a better under-
standing among citizens of this country.

I am grateful to you for starting oft these hearings for us, and I am
hopeful that the other witnesses are going to be as well versed on the
subject as you are in getting this legislation through.

We want to thank you very much.
The subcommittee will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow

morning.
(Whereup.m, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 o'clock a.m. on Tuesday, February 17,1970.)
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION OF TIM

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND IAA&
1Vashhigton,

The subcommittee met at 10:45 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Roman C. Pucinski (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Pucinski and Bell.
Staff members present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel; Alex-

andra Kisla, clerk; and Charles Radcliffe, minority counsel for edu-
cation.

Mr. Pucixsiu. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. Ramirez and Mr. Hartshorn, won't you come up here? We will

continue our hearings this morning on H.R. 14910, the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers bill, which is designed to try to provide some Fed-
eral assistance. to universities and other public and private agencies
in this country to try to develop educational material for the elemen-
tary and high school students on the identifiable ethnic groups of
America, the theory being that as young people get to know more
about each other, we strengthen the mosaic of this country.

I said yesterday at the beginning of these hearings that perhaps one
reason why we have so much turmoil in this country is that we have
tried to homogenize 200 million people into a monolith, instead of
recognizing that. America is a mosaic of many peoples each with his
own contributions and each with the culture that he inherited from
his forebears, and only by understanding the wealth of this culture
can we bring about. a better understanding between the races and
religious groups we have in America, and increased respect for dif-
ferences.

I am particularly concerned, for instance, with the treatment of the
Latin Americans in this country. We find today, in 1970, the average
Latin American frequently finds himself at the very bottom of the
social ladder, being exploited, in too many instances getting the worst
of the job opportunities, and generally treated by his fellow Ameri-
cans as a sadly neglected citizen when, just a couple of centuries ago,
the Spanish culture dominated this part of the world, and the rich-
ness and the beauty of the Latin American culture was the very thing
that attracted people to this continent.

There is something dramatically wrong with the whole system of
American education when in a nation that is unique among nations
of the world its polyglot character, there is literally not a word
about our heterogeneous complexion in the textbooks that children use
to learn about their country.

(35)
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As you look through the textbooks of this country, you find a domi-
nant theme of one or two countries in the world, and you ask yourself,
"How can young Americans retain identity as Americans when they
are kept totally, obi;rious of the fact that this Nation, unlike any other
nation, is heteiogeneous in makeup, and requires a great deal of cross-
fertilization of ideas about each other if we are to indeed make this
great experiment in the cooperation of mankind succeed."

We are holding these hearings with the hope that we can generate
enough support for this kgislation, and we are very pleased to have
with us this morning Dr. Manuel Ramirez III, associate professor and
director of the Bicultural-Bilingual project at Claremont, Calif.

1Ve are also very pleased to have Mr. Merrill Hartshorn, who is
executive secretary of the National Council for the Social Studies in
Washington, D.C.

Joining this panel will be Dr. Jaipaul, who is the director of the
Nationality, Community Race Relations, National Service Center of
Philadelphia, Pa. Dr. Jaipaul will be taking the place of Mr. Frank
Dearness, who was originally scheduled.

I would recommend, gentlemen, that we proceed with each of your
opening statements. Your entire statement, of course, will go in the
record, and you can proceed in any way you wish. You can read your
opening statement or, if you prefer, you can summarize it so it will
give us more time.

We will be stopping at 12 o'clock. The House goes into session at
noon. Perhaps you might prefer to submit your formal statement for
Ow record and then summarize it to give us more time for a free-for-all
discussion on this subject.

So I will let each of you proceed in your own manner. May I sug-
gest that we start with Dr. Ramirez.

A PANEL CONSISTING OF MANUEL RAMIREZ III, ASSOCIATE PRO-
FESSOR AND DIRECTOR, BICULTURAL-BILINGUAL PROJECT,
CLAREMONT COLLEGE, CLAREMONT, CALIF.; MERRILL HARTS-
HORN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE
SOCIAL STUDIES, WASHINGTON, D.C.; AND DR. JAIPAUL, DIREC-
TOR, NATIONALITY COMMUNITY RACE RELATIONS, NATIONAL
SERVICE CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Dr. Thornmz. Thank you very much.
In my opinion the 14.44thnic Heritage Studies Centers bill will make

a significant impact on the following four areas which are directly
related to the performance of Mexican-American children in schools:
(1) self- concept; (2) attitudes of Mexican-American parents toward
the schools; (3) interethnic understanding and respect ; and (4) bilin-
gual-bicultural education.

With regard to the self-concept, research I have done with Chicano
children and adolescents has shown that when the schools exclude the
child's culture from the curriculums the child eventually comes to
think that his ethnic group is inferior and that lie must reject his
identity with it in order to secure a place in the majority culture. This
usually leads to conflict with parents and eventually to anxiety and
guilt.
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These feelings have in many cases been intensified because many
schoolteachers and administrators in the Southwest have made it a
practice to punish Chicano children fol. speaking Spanish in school.

Testimony before the U.S. Civil Rights Commission hearings in
San Antonio, Tex., in December 1968, provided evidence that this
practice is still being followed ire schools in Texas and other States
of the Southwest. Wen schools punish children for speaking the lan-
guage of their parents and for other behaviors which indicate identi-
fication with their ethnic group, it is not difficult to predict negative
effects on their self-concept and on their interpersonal relationships
with people in their neighborhoods.

In my experience heritage curriculum is effective in alleviating
many of these problems. In a bicultural/hiling,ual program which is
being financed by Project Followthrough, we are presently develop-
ing and implementing heritage curriculum with elementary school
children. We have seen very noticeable, changes in the self-esteem of
these children.

The practice of excluding Chicano culture from the curriculum of
the schools has also affected the Mexican-American parent. Since their
culture is not allowed expression by the schools, they come to believe
that they must not let their children identify with it. On the other
hand, they feel compelled by their culture to encourage their children
to emulate them. The result is a great deal of ambivalence and conflict.
They are forced to give their children conflicting messages such as, "Be
like me, but don't be like me."

Which brings me to alienation. Most Mexican-American parents
have been alienated by the schools because they have never been
allowed to play an active role in the educational process. Even though
many school administrators were aware that the primary language
of most Chicano parents in their communities was Spanish, PTA
meetings were conducted exclusively in English, and messages sent
home were only in English. In addition, what the Chicano parents
taught their children at home was usually not reinforced and in some
cases even ridiculed by the schools.

It has not been recognized that many Chicano parents possess
knowledge which is indispensable to the curriculum of the schools.
These centers can acknowledge this. They can overcome the alienation
which exists in the Chicano community by hiring parents as consult-
ants and curriculum writers, thus in this way obtaining valuable
knowledge of oral history, folktales, folksongs, and dances, which in
turn will help to make the schools culturally relevant.

In line with this, I would suggest that you add to H.R. 14910 a pro-
vision requiring that community people be employed by these centers.
If activities by these centers result in enterprises which involve uni-
versity people exclusively, one of the greatest potential contributions
of this bill will be lost.

Another great contribution of these centers will be in the area of
interethnic understanding. Our research has shown that many con-
flicts between the middle-class teacher and the Chicano student occur
because neither understand the culture of the other. In the process of
training teachers to use heritage curriculum, these centers could sensi-
tize them to the culture of the Chicano child, thus alerting them to
possible areas of interpersonal conflict.
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The curriculum produced by these centers could also aid in reducing
interethnic student conflict in the schools. Students will become
more knowledgeable about each other's backgrounds, and when they
learn of the contributions of each other's ethnic group.to American
history they will come to respect the differences they see in each other.

This would also reinforce and strengthen bilingual programs
which are now being developed in schools throughout the country.
These programs should all be bicultural as well as bilingual. That is,
they should contain heritage curriculum. Yet, many districts do not
have the resources necessary for doing the research to develop these
materials.

This poses a danger that bilingual programs now being developed
will not have a heritage component, thus falling back into the practice
of cultural exclusion. The centers could prevent this.

Finally, in my opinion the ethnic heritage studies centers bill will
put an end to the melting pot philosophy in our schools once and for
all, thus condemning those practices which have had a deleterious
effect on the attempt by members of many ethnic groups to achieve to
the utmost of their potential. This bill will at long last make cultural
democracy in the American public schools a reality.

Mr. arcizoirt. I have one question, and then we will go into more
extensive questions. But I was wondering, Dr. Ramirez, if you could
comment on whether in your judgment this could be, done within
the framework of title VI of the NDEA.

As you know, title VI does provide for some language development,
or development of language curriculum. My own feeling is that it
could not; but I was wondering whether or not you would care to
offer any views or opinions on that.

Dr. RAMIREZ. I am not extremely familiar with title VI, but I can
just go on past performance, and this has not been the case, as you
well know.

I think there is also a very significant contribution of this bill,
and I think it is going to finally emRhasize that cultural democracy
in our schools is coming, and this ':id_ legitimize cultural democracy
in the schools. I think it has a tremendous impact on policy. It will
have a tremendous impact on policy in the schools.

Mr. Pumas'. Would you like to define "cultural democracy?"
Dr. RAMIREZ. I would say cultural democracy would be a kind of

a philosophy where teachers and school administrators would be
sensitive to the uniqueness of children coming from diverse ethnic
backgrounds, and therefore institute educational practices which
build on that uniqueness, at the same time reinforcing the fact that
we are all members of one country.

Mr. PUCINSIII. Would you believe that the reason we have the
problem that we have today among, earticularly, young people seek-
ing identity, is that wo have totally ignored this very sensitive area
of the educational process?

We have tried to homogenize all these young people into a monolith,
without recognizing that they each have sensitivities, they each have
their own cultural values, which in their own way find in many in-
stances very impressive expression, but to a very great extent is sup-
pressed in our present system of putting everybody into a single
mold.
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Dr. li,ttinn3.. Yes, sir; tl %it is correct. In fnct, this has been the
cause of studPitt alienation hi many school districts in the South-
westthe dropout rate there for Mexican Americans is something like
80 percent. It is very, very high, because the schools are operating
tinder the assumption that every child coming into their system oper-
ates like a middle-class child.

Them is some evidence that the schools are not responsive to middle-
class children, but they are riot, certainly, responsive to the children
of the minority ethnic groups.

Mr. PcciNsxr. Am 1 correct in assuming that the reason for this
is that there is practically no textbook material or classroont material
or film strips, or literature, or teachers, really, themselves who are
trained in this!

Dr. RAIt1itY.7. Almost, none, that is correct, almost none.
Mr. PUCI NSKI. Mr. Bell
Mr. 13ELL. I have no questions.
(Statement follows:)

sratttuzss or lisstrer, /Urines III, Prt. D., Nina Coutos,
Tar CLAILlioNT CoLLtans

In my opinion the proposed bill will alleviate many of the conflicts tow expert-
paced by the Mexican-American child in the schools. Our research has shown
that the curriculum as presently constituted results in feelings of self deroga-
tion in the Mexican-American child. Not only does he come to feel that the
culture of his parents is unimportant, but teachers who do not understand his
cultural background tend to misinterpret his attitudes and behavior*, thus,
treating him as A mental retardate and a deviate. This results in conflict be-
tween the child and his teachers resulting in even greater misunderstandings.
Research we have done with some picture cards to which the children are asked
to tell stories indicate that conflicts doe to cultural misunderstandings create
alienation in the child and a reduced motivation to perform in the classroom.
The end result is in creating a gulf between the world of the child's parents and
the world of his teachers. The child is led to believe that he most reject his
identity with one culture or the other. This produces tension for the child and
feelings of animosity between his parents and his teachers. It is not uncommon
to rind that in many Mexican-American neighborhoods the school is seen as t,
olio* that does not talue the Mexican-American culture and which tries to
undermine the teachings of the Mexican - American parent. The ethnic heritage
studies centers could nerve to rime the gap which now exists between the Mexi-
can- American neighborhood and the schools. When Chicano parents see that
their culture is rained enough by the schools that it is included in the curriculum
they will begin to feel more pcsitively towards these institutions. This In torn
sill help the child to achieve an Identity within two cultures. As a truly bicul-
tural person be need not feel antagonistic toward one culture or the other, but
will achieve deep respect for both.

These centers could reduce the alienation of the Mexican- American parent
toward the school in still another waythey could inrolre him as a consultant
to derelop heritage materials. Many Mexican- American parents have felt rejected
by the Az/roots because their primary language Is Spanish and all the actirales
of the school Including IrrA tneetines, are conducted in English. flowerer, they
need not know English to participate in the futilities of these centers and
their knowledge of Spanish. of oral history tr.,4 of folk tales :olk songs, and
diners will truly be Invaluable in developing a heritage curriculum.

Another Ten. significant contribution of the products of these centers would
iv Inter-ethnic emderstanding and mutual respect by students of different ethnic
groups In may schools conflicts between students of different ethnic groups
are all too frequent. Many of these ere doe to tack of knowledge or to adoption
of stereotypes whkh are perpetrated tly the masts media. A child who is a
product mainstream America calls a Chicano child i Frito bandido or a
May mfereaa and a fight is ttwititable. If schools were to Include 'Meeker* and
MeekanAmerican history In the:r curriculum. theft, there stuvicl be respect
tot the Chicano child's ethnic group. Teaching Chicatro collar.. 'n the schools
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will give it the status It deserves In the eyes of children of mainstream America
and this will in turn improve relationships between the ethnic groups.

In conclusion, this bill will make cultural democracy in the classroom a reality.
We are all aware of the damaging mue piences of the old melting pot philosophy.
This led educators to conclude that what children of many ethnic groups learned
from their parents was wrong, that it was un-American, that it resulted in
the child being disadvantaged. We are now beginning to realise that It is
necessary to make the schools culturally relevant if children from ethnic
groups, which have previously been ostracised, are to survive academically. We
are now beginning to recognise that we mint respect the child's uniqueness and
build on it rather than try to eradicate it. It is my Ann belief, therefore, that
the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers bill will reinforce and hasten the coming
of the era of cultural democracy in American education.

Mr. Proixstri. I wonder if we could proceed now to Mr. Hartshorn.
Would you like to proceed, sir/

Mr. Hairrsimax. I think the sponsoes of this bill are to be com-
mended for their vision in perceiving a neglected area in curriculum
research and development and for initiating legislation which promises
to make an important contribution to the education of American
youth.

The Ethr.ic Heritage Study Centers bill has several important
features which I endorse. This bill will legitimatize the cultural
diversities of the pluralistic mosaic of the. American society and will
help to combat the unfortunate side effects that have arisen from the
utilization of the "melting pot myth" as a motivating factor in the
Nation's schools.

Often equating the different with the disadvantaged, minority with
inferiority, our schools have demanded cultural conformity of all its
ethnic groups.

Schools have generally failed in encouraging self-pride in one's
ethnic group. They have largely ignored and omitted the rich tradi-
tions and folk culture of all but the white middle class and all too
often have caused American youth who bekng to a particular ethnic
group to be embarrassed and ashamed of their langiage and cultural
heritage. As a result, the schools have not been generally successful in
helping such youth to be syntliedzed into the mainstream of Amerkan
culture.

America has no one culture; it has many. The Ethnic Restage
Study bill provides a mechanism that could correct a serious aspect
of social studies education; namely, the study of the traditions., herit-
age and .:tilture of America's many ethnic groups and the contrilAitions
of various groups to the enrichment of America life.

ft appears clear that at the present moment in history we are in
the midst of a cultural crisis. Our society is changing abruptly and
disruptively. As a result many of our assumptions about the tradi-
tional values of our society are being questioned and challenged,
particularly by the youth of our Nation. Conflict among groups in our
society exists at every hand, and these conflicts contribute greatly to
the misunderstandings, distrust, dislikes, suspicions and uncertainties
which characterize our Nation today.

Hence, it is particularly opportune that consideration is king given
at this time to the question of study about ethnic groups and culture.
It is already late for us to be devoting our energies and resources to
this matter. but we cannot go back; we can only more forward in fac-
ing up to the ides, thoughtfully consider "chat can be done to al-
leviate the I :oblem, and then more into action.
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Surveys have dozumented that American schools:
1.0ffer few unified con ms in specific ethnic studies. The primary ex-

ception to this fact is the growing number of Afro-American courses.
2. Do not integrate the study of ethnic cultures in survey courses

in American history.
}, Often directly undermine identification of an individual with his

ethnic group by dress codes and. language rules which deeinphasize the
unique culture of individuals. Many feel these incidents of omission
and suppression br,ye been a contributing factor in the current unrest
among our students today.

For these reasons we feel 11.11. 14910 is an important legislative
act and we encourage its support.

While endorsing H.R. 11910, I have a caveat, and suggestions for
two general areas that could be emphasized with more specific direc-
tives: the first suggestion deals with the interrelationship between
our ethnic groups; the second, with the implementation and dissemi-
nation of the curriculum materials that are to be developed.

A GATLAT

i. America is cultural diversity. American culture is a synthesis of
contributions from many lands and many peoples, a new synthesis with
its own special character, but one in which the component parts are
still easily recognizable. Surely in the United States. which has been
created out of many differences, there should be respect for differences.
Surely where differences have been the rule. throughout the history of
a nation, there should be no demand for uniformity.

The actual picture is somewhat different. We are stirred by the
thought that many racial and national groups have helped form our
America. lint deep down in the hearts of many there is the feeling
that a lot of these people are really foreigners. 'They may be citizens
in the legal sense, but just the same they are not Americans in quite
the same sense we are. Many American.= do not like having the
ethnic groups bring their foreign ways into our country.

This widespread attitude, one which is often taken over by even
recent immigrants in the process of assimilation, is usually encouraged
by an almost complete ignorence as to how American culture came
into king. The less one knows about that) the easier it is to maintain
the complete separation between that which is American, and there.
fore good, and what is foreign, and therefore "bad."

Anthropologists use the term "acculturation" to describe the l,rocess
by means of which a person is inducted into a new culture. This is
the process which a Southern Negro immigrant to New York. a Po-
lish immigrant to Chicago, or a rural Midwesterner recently come to
the seaboard metropolis undergoes. A study of this process within the
context of "American culture'' would contribute much to the cur-
riculum development goofs promsed. A seltronsciona understanding
of the fact that in a highly mobile society we are all going through
this proes could lead to a significant humanistic end.

It is, therefore, important that an understanding of the nature of
culture. and part kularlv a comprehension of the nature of our plural.
i5t ic society by a central concern of each ethnic studies center. The ab-
sence of such a consideration can lead to stereotypes. rtow pm-mint-is!

44 o 3-11-- 4
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latitudes, and to a further divisiveness among the various cultural
groups that comprise our pluralistic society.

2. Educators, as well as the other people who comprise our Nation,
seem to be confirmed in the habit of analyzing and discussing the
phenomena of social lifu in terms of groups. On the pages of our
history books we read of Northerners and Southerners, of frontiers-
men and New Yorkers, of Yankees and Westerners. We describe
with broad strokes of the brush the groups we call labor and capital,
making them impersonal elements in the American scene.

We teach about Republicans and Democrats as groups, not as in-
dividuals. We teach of generalized coal miners, cowboys and farm-
ers, of something vaguely referred to as bureaucrats, and of politicians.
In our presentation to students, lawyers do this, bankers do that,
teachers act this way, and the "press" takes this position.

The country was settled by Irish, English, Germans, French,
Scandinavians, Italians, Greeks, Slays, and Polesall of them as
groups, not persons. We speak of the Japanese-Americans as one unit :
the "3Iexicans" refers to a stereotyped peon. Among us are Jews and
Catholics and Protestants. We refer to black people, Chicanos, and
Indians. In every instance we think of them as types and groups, not
individual human beings.

In our textbooks and in the words used in classroom instruction,
the drama of American life is acted out by a cast made up largely of
generalities A magnificent cast if is, but highly impersonalized, as if
the groups to which we have applied labels were described and defined
by the labels themselves.

In the groups which pass before the eyes, the mind, and the hearts
of pupils, the individual man too frequently submerged and hidden.
We create for pupils generanz,ed concepts of the groups into which
human beings can be classified, and then each pupil tends to fit the
persons he meets or hears about nearly and precisely and rigidly into
the stereotype of the groups to which we have introduced him.

A man is a Jew I Or a laborer I Or a New Englander! Or a conserva-
tive or it liberal l A Mexican! A Greek: An Italian! A Negro!

The difficulty in this situation arises because we do not adequately
portray for pupils the marvelous variety that exists within every
group. There is no typical northerner, no typical laborer, no typical
black, no typical Swede or Italian or Greek, each embodying within
himself the diverse qualities of his whole group. The variations with-
in the black group range just as sidely A! differences between black
and white groups. This type of variation exists within and between
other groups.

The implications of the point being made are: That in developing
materials in the proposed ethnic study centers, considerable care must
be exercised to avoid the kinds of materials that will develop group
stereotypes about any particular ethnic grow), that we develop ma-
terials that recognize the individual dignity and worth of every per-
son, that we st.ow that individual differences existing in any group,
and that we are careful not to make comparisons between groups based
on stereotyped ideas about the particular groups under consideration.
It is also important that students, regardless of their ethnic back-
ground, be free to reflect on their multicultural society and develop
their own unique attitudes, interests, and culture.
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With that, a couple of recommendations I might make. One impor-
tant ingredient that appears to be lacking in the proposed hill is the
development of interrelatedness of various ethnic groups.

America's ethnic groups do not function in a void : they are caught in
the milieu of our pluralistic society and must deal with one another.
Each ethnic group functions in a dynamic relation -hip to all others
complementing and enriching the others, but also clashing and conflict-
ing over competing goals and values.

I would suggest that as an added dimension, each ethnic study cen-
ter should also study how their group is perceived by the other groups
in the multicultural society. Surveys could be conducted to determine
how specific ethnic groups are stereotyped by others. Interrelationship
of politi-al, social, and economic aspirations should be studied to iden-
tify conflicts and potential conflicts as well as areas of unified concern.

In terms of interrelatednec s, it must, be cautioned that the study of
ethnic groups encompasses much more than learning information
about one's tradition, heritage, and culture. Building cultural pride
may not necessitate learning much new information but may in fact
come from a deeper understanding of knowledge on© slreaay holds.

More important than information are the values and attitudes rep-
resented by each ethnic group. At the very basic level, all of society's
problems are outgrowth of value conflicts or are complicated by value
conflicts.

I would encourage each of the ethnic centers to be directed to invest
a substantial portion of its energies in the realm of values. I would also
suggest at least one study center should concentrate on the interrela-
tionship between the various groups.

At present there are over a hundred social studies projects at work
around the country developing curriculum materials. But even though
these projects have been functioning since the early 1900's, they have
resulted in little change in school curriculum. We have learned that
while new curriculum materials can be produced, there is a terrific lag
in the utilization of melt materials hi the clas.sioom. There is an infor-
mation gap as well as a lack of knowledge on the part of the teachers as
to how to use new materials effect hely.

I recommend a comprehensive program of dissemination be included
in the legislation, and that the nek-essary funds be provided Perhaps
a series of TV programs of films could Ge developed to highlight each
of America's ethnic groups, the differences that tsist within such
groups, and the basis for conflict among groups.

The new ERIC clearinghouse for the social studies, regional lab-
orities, and proiessional organizations should be integrated to try
and make any new materials available to the largest possible audience.
These suggestions about dissemination are merely suggestive and many
more avenues could be developed.

I think that most of these suggestions I made could be incorporated
with *Are minor changes. could be incorporated in the bill, and
are not antithetical to the bill itself.

Mr. Pucts-txr. Thank you very much, Mr. Hartshorn. In the testi
mony you gave, you talked about "most Americans.- i wonder if yon
want to deal in such broad strokes. W vie talk about "most Ameri-
cans," we rironder who they ate.

Mr, 1 lavas irony. Well, we can say "many Americans."
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Mr. Purissmi. "Many Americans" is right. When we talk to a large
group of some 7 million Mexican-Americans in the southwest part of
America, we probably get an entird v different attitude from what we
might get from our 12th generation Yritikees in Northeast. America, so
it is a matter of where you are and who you are. One of the things
you brought up is the attempt to get some interaction, and of course,
t he main thrust of this bill is to do that very thing.

If I thought for one moment that this bill was going to do nothing
more than polarize ethnic identity, then I would say that this is legis-
lat ion that. we ought not mil to be thinking about.

The very thing that we are trying to do is just the opposite of polari-
zation. We have polarization now simply because of the lack of knowl-
edge of each other, and so people distrust each other because of the
religious, cultural, and ethnic conflicts, simply because they don't
know much about each other.

The real tragedy of the Latin-American, who finds himself at the
bottom of the social ladder so many times in America, is that just
brief time ago the Spanish were the predominant cultural force on this
continent.

The same thing with the Negro. Many iwople have an image of the
Negro as one who was brought. here as a slave some five generations
ago, illiterate, unemployable, and so on, totally unmindful of the fact
that many of the nations of Africa have cultural histories which pre-
date our own country by many centuries.

I think we can say this of many area in the rnited States. The
main thrust of this bill, therefore, is not to polarize the identity, but
rather to open up knowledge about these various groups, so that we
can start looking at America as a very inspiring MO3flic.

In that way, we. can bring about a greater respect. for each other
and in that way give some real meaning to this whole process that we
call democracy.

So I like to hear you i4ty that you would like to see incorporated
in these textbooks some materials on the interaction of the myriad
ethnic commnniticn

We are very pleased to have with us, representing the Nationality
Service renter of Philadelphia, Mr. Jaipaul.

Jaipaul, would you like to proceed, and then we rill have ques-
tions from the whole panel.

Dr. JA rA rt. Honorable Congressman, although I have not been
prepared to make a formal presentation, while Sitting here I have
collected some notes, and in support of House bill 14910 I want to
congratulate and commend the sponsors of this bill for identifying
this problem and doing something about it.

In the midst of the urban crisis facing America, the Nationalities
Service Center of Philadelphia isolated ethnic identity as a major fac-
tor which has played a pmminent role in placing our country in the
ironic position of having a "melting pot" to boil over without really
having melted.

Without being able to fully appreciate it now, in years to come his-
tory will AMC the black struggle tor racial identity proved to be the
turning point for America as a nation of immigrants.

The national concern on the development of ethnic history is being
voiced by rations nationality persons due to the fact that the present
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history books are unfair to their respective nationality groups. Some
of these groups say that they want as much for their groups history
as the blacks are getting. This controversy will not automatically
subside, but will only explode into possible. backlash and further black
and white polarisation and possibly full-scale defamation between
nationality groups unless the leadership here provides opportunities
for each group's history to be placed in proper perspective.

hopefully such efforts will provide:
1. An opportunity to compile an inventory of authentic re-

. sources for developing such histories. With some ethnic groups
such efforts are already in progress.

2. An opportunity for nationality and ethnic groups to develop
their history in the United States.

3. An opportunity to present and analyze the relationships
between the histories of ethnic groups and political, social, cul-
tural and economical framework of American development that
formed the American background for ethnic experience.

4. An opportunity to explore the relationships of ethnic groups
in the country to the major trends that have shaped life in the
United States.

Ethnic history in the past has often been poorly served by hiitorians.
The result has frequently been either a neglect of ethnic contributions
or an exaggeration of the role of some particular ethnic group. What
has commonly been lacking is a sense of balance and proportion, and
the ability to see the histories of ethnic groups against the broad
background of American historical trends and the changing contd.
but ions and conditions accompanying the long-term experiences ot.
each group.

The efforts of this committee are conceived as attempts to raise the
renewed interest in ethnic history to a better level, a level that avoids
jingoism and ethnocentrism and that seeks to pace history of
pcopk that hare slated the American experience in the most iiiiiini
rutting, factual and interpretive perspective.

Clearly, there are two aspects of history. There is history and
the writing of history. The writing of history is a political matter.
Whenever there is a political change or some kind of revolution,
whether it be political, social, economic, industrial and whathare-
you, history is rewritten.

In the United States there has not been a political change or a
"new freedom," but the count ry.is going through a social revolution.

Secondly, the immigrants coming to this country have gone through
a change. At first they made the effort to get lost. Now they are re-
emerging. The black emphasis on history and pride in one's back-
ground is providing the leadership for a new look at history.

We ought to be careful that development of ethnic history does not
become divisive. We should see this as a component of the entire his-
tory of this country and develop appropriate structures to achieve this
larger goal.

In Philadelphia we are using the study of ethnic history of various
groups as an instrument of intergrotlp relations. We have developed
programed
ealrsit impirontliraretilationbets betweenPunbellitillenndtslo4f vahryiskiingsebacIcgs

which

and their parents.
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Mr. Proxstir. We are also going to include at this point the testi-
mony of Mr. Frank Dearness. the executive director of the American
Council for Nationalities Service.

(Statement follows:)

STATEMENT Or J. Faux DEARNESS, EXECUTIVE DIREC701, AMERICAN
NATIONAIITIE8 SERVICE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

COUNCIL rot'

SACKGROUND--AllERICAN COUNCIL 501 NATIONALITIES SERVICE

The American Council for Nationalities Service (ACNSI Is a national eon.
profit voluntary social welfare agency, Incorporated under the laws of the State
of New York. Its work is 60 years old. The basic objectives of ACNS .are:

To help the immigrant and refugee Boise his special problems of attjustraent
reunitc his family, learn English, know the resources of his community, make
friends, become a citizen.

To assist the newcomer to understand American life and institutions, to know
and value our nation's heritage. and oecome a fully participating citizen.

To promote American unity, develop understanding and closer association be-
tween etbnic and racial groups in our population, and further an appreciation of
each group and the acceptance of all citizens as equal partners in American life.

To promote among Americans familiarity with other peoples and cultures, and
thus to aid in creating the kind of Intercurtnral and International understanding
essential to the development of a world community.

To utilize the many ties which American nationality groups hate with other
lands and peoples in order to make the United States. its policies and democratic
ideals better understood abroad.

To establish and maintain the major cities of the United States centers of
service and fellowship for nil nationalities.

To foster public Interest in Immigration and naturalization policies which are
Found. humanitarian. non-discriminatory. and in harmony with the international
obligations of the l'ulteft matt,: to watch the administration of such laws with
a view to improving them, promoting their effectiveness, and preventing hardship
and injustice.

ACNS works to fulfill these objectives through 36 member agencies and a broad
program of national services.

Its member agencies. usually called International Institutes or Nationalities
Service Centers. are centers of service and fellowship for all nationalities. They
are located in 3elcitie,s where large nor/liters of foreign born are concentrated
from Poston and Philadelphia In Detroit. Cif.relanel and Chicago and no to Los
Angeles. tan mane« n and tionolulu. Generally in their own buildings. they have
staffs u NI speak foreign lanznages. provide the newcomer with needed informa-
tion and assistance. Including technical-legal guidance on immigration and
naturalisation. and case work counselling around problems of adjustment. Club*
and Masses are conducted and they carry forward community programs and
activities aimed RI better Intergroup understanding. Many offer classes In English
language and citizenship in cooperation with local boards of education.

In addition. through its New York headquarters ACNS reaches newcomers
throughout the country by means of foreign language press and radio. It also
maintains a variety of national services .d publications which benefit the for
eign born and assist hundreds of immunities.

ACNS ENOOISSES ETHNIC HERITAGE att-ntrs ctNrrits Sat tft.11t. 145151

On January N. 1910 the Ward of Directors of the American Connell for Na.
tionslities Service. after careful !truly. toted to endtorse and support the general
principles and objectives of tie Ethnic Ileritate Studies feelers Pill. The Soar('
commends the tuteut of the WI, and feels it can provide a positive force in re-
dwing inter-group conflict and ethnic alienation.

As Representatire Pneinski pointed out in introdncing 1i.R 11910. It 14 twit-
flat that all minority troops he even an c.PtortntlitS to develop a lintitivo` sense
of identity - -a good ',cling about who they are. This is true. not only for black-
Americans but Cyr "a other othric groups as well. If social progreea is to con-
tinuo .1114 racial pnlaritation reduced it I. freportant that gorertuttett reengnItit
and respond to the legitimate concerns of ethnic America. II.R. lifn0 can he ar.
Important first step in that direction.
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,\c\8 has a strong Listoric commitment to the concept of ethnic studies and
the need to expose all Americans, especially young people, to the many ethnic
groups which have played such an important role In the development of our
Halton.

THE IUPOITANCE OF rrnxic ETHDIES

Throughout its DO year history ACNS has worked to help integrate the foreign
born into the mainstream of American life and to encourage intergroup coopera-
tion and understanding. In pursuing these ends ACSS and its predecessor orglei-
xatIons have attempted to build on the strengths and values of the different cul-
tures which immigrants have brought to the United Slates.

We have recognised that before an individual can successfully compete in
mainstream America he must possess a positive self.image---a good feeling about
who he Is and a strong sense of self-worth. An important source of strength and
self-identity lies iv an individual's cultural heritage and its positive recognition
by the broader community. This Is true for all minority group members, foreign
and native born. To be an American should mean divesting oneself of his cultural
identity and his historic roots in a c ,dinon set of values and customs. These can
provide a source of pride and strength which stimulates personal growth and
achievement.

ACNS and its 86 member agencies have traditionally provided opportunities for
ethnic groUps to acquaint each other and the broader community with the unique
characteristics of their culture and the contributions each has made to the en-
richment of American society. AGNS has encouraged the recent upsurge of
interest and pride of al nationality and racial groups in their backgrounds and
heritages, and warmly endorses the efforts of Congretsmen Pucinski In introduc-
Ins the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Act (lilt 14910j.

ACNS, and its member agencies have over the years sponsored a late number
of programs designed to highlight the many and varied accomplishments of differ-
en* cultures in the United States, and will continue to do Po in cooperation with
others who share our desire for an American unity based on equality and Justice.
and broad enough to include all of the elements in our population.

Ethnic studies programs can play an important role in improving intergroup
relations. They can help all Americans to better understand their own history and
develop greater group pride. Ethnic studies can also help overt-cve traditional
stt reot)pea and achieve greater respect for all Americans, and shot d he a basic
ceroponent of the educational program for all students. This goal can only be
aehieted with the help of federal resources and the recognition on the part of
the federal establishment that America's nationality grouter warrant full recogni-
tion for their hi -torte aed current contributions to American life.

ACNIS ACTitrrrE.s l!C ETHNIC arenas

Member agencies of ACNS provide a wide range of apecific programs related
to Individual nationality groves,. Various Ewes of cultural events aimed at high-; lighting a particular ethnic group are part of their ongoing activities as well
as the devOepment of ethnic clubs aimed at preserving particular aspects of a
foreign culture. As part of the general routine coneiderable effort is expended
with both children and adults to highlight the indiridual's own cultural aeritago.
and to mate tb-s broader community aware of the Imps :tint contributions each
ethnic group has made to American society.

As part of Its public educational efforts ACNS each year selects an outstanding
Americas of foreign birth as the recipient of the Golden Plor Award. The *ward,
which Is pretreated at a Molter hi New York City, Is aimed at fostering a greater
awareness that v-aried cultures contribute to the richness of our American
heritage. Ileciplente have included symphony conductor Leopetd Stolkowski,
labor leader David Dubiasks, motion picture pioneer Samuel Goldwyn, todus-

st-lavtutor Frederic a. Hefts, and iMprema Ho Sol Hurok.
Among its efforts to promote greater inter-grocm understanding ACNit is enr-

really mitpolittotitt, A Black Studies Ins-Wale Series, in crsopern Gots trittt the
Pullet Heritage Association. Panols of white and black leaders explore earious
aspects of African history, the tAack experience in America, Orli tigtts, etc.

For a number of years a program called the American CosteOn focused on
different aspects of specific niters.* and brought broad triers secileAts of the
Nese Tort City population together.

With the assistance of AC-NS several Member agencies bare engaged in ellen-
sire end& studies programs la e0opmation with local school department& Ali
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one example, the International Institute of Detroit has develop ed a program for
children In social studies classes In the suburban schools around Detroit.

The children are bussed to the international Institute, where they spend the
entire day learning about one particular culture. They meet and talk with people
from the country, are exposed to folk arts and artifacts, eat a typical meal from
the country, and by the end of the day have a much better understanding about
the particular ethnic group and its traditions and contributions to America. The
Institute hopes to include the Detroit public schools in this program, but at the
moment there are no funds available to bus the children to the institutes head-
quarters. The Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill would make this type of
experience available to all children rather than just the limited number who can
now participate.

In addition to work with the students the Detroit Institute also conducts an
ongoing teacher training program for exist studies Instructors from Detroit
and neighboring seho,s1 departments. This program is 'Mined to train teachers
in ethnic studies.

The Detroit programs have been highly successful. and teachers report that
the programs help create greater respect for each other's ethnic heritage among
students. The Detroit experience helps to highlight the need for a comprehensive
national effort to expose every youngster to the tart, o cultures which make up
the fabric of American society and which H.R. 14910 would make possible.

In Philadelphia the Na tionalitier Service tent. r. Another ACNS member agency,
has developed an experimental World Cultures course. In cooperation with the
Catholic Archdiocesan Superintendent of Schools and the Philadelphia Board
of Education. Two schools are currently involved Penn Girls High
School and John W. Ransil/In Catholic Girls High School. Considerable interest
has been generated. and several additional schools have indicated Interest In
the tirograto.

Ciassies are programed file days a week and include weekly joint meetings of
the classes from each school at the Natienalities Service Center. In order to
examine similarities as well as to make difference' more understandable. vari-
ous aspects of world cultures are explored simultaneously. and a variety of
leaching Oils and materials are being developed. It Is hoped that eventually a
similar program will be available to all school children in Philadelphia.

ACNS is onnvineed. hosed on years of experience in promoting greater aware-
ness and understanding of varying cultures. that inter-group cooperation IS
greatly facilitated when there is mutual respect based on knowledge of cultural
difference*. similarities. and contributions. While ACS and its member agencies
attempt to reach as many tndividnais as possible, the total Impact et our work
is itnilted---ss drop in the locket." We believe strongly in the value of ethnic
similes and would hope to play an important role in the implementation of
the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Sill. Through such a program the skills
and expertise acquired over many, many years of service to ethnic- America could
be made available to serve a much broader public.

ACIIMAkIr

A('NS strongly believes in the value of ethnic studies programs for school
children. and supports the principles and s's)ectlets, of the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Census Pill.

ACNS does suggest that consideration be given to the establishment of cow
whew/lee centers which would be concerned with a number of various ethnic
grouts' rather than with just one. It is important that possible competition be-
twems ethnic groups be reduced and that a Riutle of equity prevail. Comprehensive
centers would allow for the inelnsion of Black and Spanish-speaking cultures, as
well as Oms of other groups. and would pro:Ide a further depolarising effect.

Af'NS believes, that Intergroup relations are improved when individuals re-
spect the-Insets-es and others Mild when each group Is given remgnition and its
iteative accoMpi I shown?. and contributions are acknowledged.

Ethnic studies are a prover subject foe inclusion in sichreI curricula, and the
Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill ran made such entsrses more meaningful
and relevent, and with some modification should be enacted Into law.

Nfr. 1%-cismt. We understand ht4 inability to be here, but we will
to the testimony in the record al this point.

We also haven statement here by Mr. fillet., director of the floc.
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mom College's Mexican-.1inerican studies center, who likewise could
not be with us, and he said that you would be speaking for him and
the institute in your testimony, but we will include his testimony at
this point. in the record also.

(Statement follows:)

STATEMENT or RONALD W. Lopra, Macron, Slexicsx-A AFRICAN SU:DIVA CENTER,
CLAREMONT Col:I:GED

There are an estimated seven million Mexican Americans in (be United States
today. Approximately 00 per cent of this large minority live In five Southwestern
slates (Aritona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas). The Mexican
American heritage is an old and rich one. Further. It is substantially distinct
from the heritage of most AL.:11cent". The history of Mexican - Americans in the
United States antedates all others (with the exception of native Americans).
Settlement in the Southwest began In the early 16th century tong before the
landing of the pilgrims. Despite thin fact the history of this country Is commonly
!rented an if It began on the eastern seaboard. The history of Niel-lean-Americans
is commonly treated as If It were non-existent. Ignoring Mexican - American
history Is even stranger when one takes a slightly different perspective of this
minority. There are, for ecample, over 40 Individual states whose population is
less than the total population of Ilexican-Americans. In Los Angeles alone the
Mexican- American population Is as great or greater than the total population of
at least 10 states. Yet there are countless Americans today who have never bean!
of us. The Ethnic Heritage Studies ('enters 8111 111.8. 14910) is a stet) in the
proper direction to alter the present circumstances and obviate some of the
problems of visibility of Mexklin-Americans as well as other ethnic groups.

Those of us involved In Mexican American studies are doing everything that
we can to accomplish precisely what the Ethnic Heritage Studies ('enters bill
proposes to facilitate. We continuously encounter many difficulties. The two
most common difficulties are the question of the legitimacy of ethnic studies and
the lack of resources In our cape (Mexican-American Studies Center at the
(lsrernont Colleges) the question of legitimacy within the realm of higher edoca.
Don is constantly before us. Obviously we must begin to higher education if we
are to have the competent people to operate and work in such activity as Is
proposed In the bill. There is, moreover, an answer to the question of legitimacy.

Vornhor ArtS, !, estsnt today fa=el of the major In.:Mations higher
kaftans theoughout the country a department or center of major In one or
another field of area stndies. 1 refer, of course, to Asian Studies, Latin- American
Studies, and new with Increasing frequency, American Studies.

Lectin-American studies Is an extraordinary field. II purports to corer at some
level the social, political. ',conclude. and historical aspects of some 21 contilries.
The total number of people, the diverse governments and elldinctIve histories
make that field appear as a complete improbability. Asian Studio& naturally Is
the Paine problem compounded many times over. Obviously, the notion that such
enormous areas arse manageable as majors or fields of concentration stems from
the parochial bias within the United States that leads to the lumping together
of all people that somehow have something In common. Its also true, of &aim
that such an approach is designed to expose students to as much as posAble
within the limits of time and resources.

The main point Is that these fields are interdisciplinary. and. in the context
of academic quality. grossly inadequate. MexioareAmerictin Studies, by virtue of
its specificity provides an ofqtrutnnIty for the development of a thorough and in-
depth body of knowledge that is interdisciplinary in nature. Penne* it Is inter-

ry and because there Is the potential for a reintively thorough exposure.
MeileareAmeticaft Studies provides an otherwise difficult to And route towards
the develotntient of a coenprehcrislte approach to undergraduate rtInettittoft. This
brings me to the second point in the prospectlre of this letitimacy rf ethnic
studies.

The narrowness In scope .4 undergraduate Major* and the pretext that some-
one with a D.A. In one of the present diciplies can chats to have an ecIncattent
Is hadIcISTON. Where dor§ one drain. the distinction betwten psycholoyee and
seckkytyl DO *ten anthropology and either! The combinations are myriad.
Certainly. there are eontrlee4 distinctions but these distinctions are definitely
Artificial. 1 hare been told over and over again that Mb is an rentteiftile 111111014i.
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I agree. But -non is also biological, psychological, political and an etc. animal.
The weight of what kind of animal he is depends entirely on the perspective. The
perspective from the majority of the social sciences 14 conspicuously two-dimen-
sional. Some of the social sciences do ha re a tendency towards a Ihn,e-d imenslona I
man but the re-creation or description of a whole man Is extraordinarily com-
plex. Further, because of the complexity of dealing with man on a continuum
our efforts at definition can be safely considered Inadequate. Man is a living
animal also and this means that the variable of lime must be considered in each
dimension. Were we to attempt a vector analysts of man we would certainly find
ourselves In a most gruesome mess. Yet, I believe that the possibility for such a
description is not altogether iwossible. The directions and dynamics of our
Intellectual activity today, however, seem to me to he leading us away from that
possibility however remote it may be. The fact Is that real life, or living man,
simply Is not neatly compartmentalized along disciplinary (i.e., psych, soc.,
etc.) lines.

The ideal approach towards an undergraduate education would be a comre-
hensive one that Included consideration of all or as many perspectives as possible.
There are diTerent ways to approach this. One might, for example. take a series
of historical events and discuss them from as many vantages as practical. The
same approach could be taken towards current issues and In many instances to-
wards abstractions of various sorts.

The ethnic studies programs might facilitate tills procedure because of its
Intenliseiplinary nature and the apparent specificity. Further, the drams with
which the new curriculum is being added and the number of perogaties It is
being allowed provide opportunities for innovation on a scale that Is unprece-
dented. There are, therefore, two baste responses to the question of the legitimacy
of ethnic studies: first, the presence of existing interdisciplinary programs and
second, the questionable legitimacy of existing disciplines. These are. I think.
fundamentally very superficial responses. The question to which the response I.
directed. however, is at least equally superfluous. The real problem ,evolves
around the more baste question end certainly more legitimate one of what we
mean by undergraduate education. Our difficulty in responding to the question
of the legitimacy of ethnic studies Is deo °mkt ra t ve of the extent to which we have
been conditioned to accept the rather artificial distinctions among disciplines.
Since the ultimate justification for the present disciplines seems to be the creation
of an atmosphere or situation designed to promote Intellectual activity within
a structured system we find ourselves pledging out a Ilerlanee to the niche we have
chosen within that structure for our individual efforts. As the state-ofthe-art
within that niche increases In sophistihition or complexity we find ourselves
thrust Into a more rarefied atmosphere. That Is. we And ourselves dealing in
the subjunctive mood about ideas that are also in the subjunctive. The deeper
we delve Into our plebe the greater the quantity of eubjanct Ives. As the number
of subjunctives increase so doe* the dishier* between what we are dealing with
and reality. In a given real situation if the number of conditionals or ifs Net
are met is high enough there will be a corresponding increase in the affinity be-
tween the theory and reality. I believe that we can provide an experience (under-
graduate education) that will better prepare these who plan to mime their niche
in greater depth. That is, an pipette/we that will increase the probability of the
probability of an increased affinity between theory and reality.

It to In this context that MexicanAmerican or ethnic studies can play a
r ale. So long as we make the assumption that the experimental and theoretical
are not Incoenpatible and act accordingly we will be able to enrich the educe-
tional experience of venlig people. We mast eschew the notion that the two are
mutually exclusive fa fofo if we want to prepare people for a life-style of
continuing education.

It is In this context that the MexicanAmericas Studies Center at the Clare-
mont rolloefot ()IfASC) operate*. We at MASC. are dealing with twhinese of
Mural fon and we are constantly conscious of our orien te t Ion. MASC has al-
retady formulated its pane for Ow rot nee and hopes to begin till operation nest
year. There are three basic throt to MASC's propokstslactielttes all of rboal ate
Hewed as Nine thorotighly Interriependent Those thrusts ate li the deeplop-
merit of a ptioirraut In tradutie studies 21 the expansive and balancing rt the
program to undergraduate ..thdiest. and 11 the wilt-4140prd Of an experimental
elementary school. The third thrist. the establishment of an experimental de-
Metter? reboot is the one which (-mid he the most affected by the rt huff Merl-
tare Studies ('enters hill. While MA SO already le an ethnic similes rentet hf
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definition it will begin next year to devote energies and resources to the devel-
opment of curriculum, teaching techniques, and teacher training techniques as
they directly relate to Mexican-American elementary school children.

The intention of establishing an experimental school is to create an atmos-
phere of maximum freedom for experimentation in curricular design. The
goal is a system that is effective with Mexican American youngsters both because
of content and because of method or form. Administratively the school and its
activities will incorporate a system of documentation to facilitate dissemination
of information.

It is important for the legislature to understand that those of us engaged
in educational activities relating to ethnic minorities are, by what we consider
to be necessity, going ahead with the types of activities that the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Center bill will promote and facilitate. I mentioned earlier that one of
our main problems is a lack of resources. The legislature would be appropriately
accepting its responsibility by providing the resources necessary. The bill is a
worthy one and should be supported and should be passed. In fact, its primary
weakness lies in the size of the requested appropriation which seems far too
little in view of the great need.

Mr. Pucixsiu. Now, Dr. Ramirez, I was wondering if you could
perhaps use your imagination by taking a particular group and giving
us some idea how you envision the group in the context of the ethnic
studies centers?

Let's take, for instance, the Spanish-Americans, the Mexicans,
Howyou, I believe, are best informed in that particular category. How

would you envision this
Let's assume that the University of California

'
or New Mexico, were

to establish a center of this kind. 'What would be its practical applica-
tion, in your judgment? How would it operate, what would it do?

How would it fill an unmet need? That is the most important thing.
Dr. RAMIREZ. I think one of the things to which I would give the

highest priority is to take those people in the Mexican-American com-
munity who have felt the most alienated and yet who possess resources
and information that can be used in the curriculum that these centers
are developing. I would bring these people in; and have them give us
the information, hire them as consultants, hire them as curriculum
writers, to give us the information for this curriculum.

I think to utilize these resources in the community, which arc pres-
ently not being used, and which are presently alienated, because so far
very few people have said, "You have strengths which are not being
used," I would give that the highest priority.

Of course, training teachers, I would also make that the second item
on my list of priorities, and emphasizing contact between the com-
munity people and the potential trainee. I think this would be very
important.

Sensitizing teachers, I think that would be my next hig priorityy.
The third one would be to make sure that these curricula._ Z materials

get to the schools, that we provide consultant services to them in those
cases where teachers want help in teaching them, or have certain ques-
tions about the materials.

I think those three would be my highest. priorities.
Mr. PUCINSHI. Those needs are not being met today
Dr. RAMIREZ. No, sir.
Mr. PIJCINSKI. Even under the various programs that we have

under title. I, title II, title HI, and title VII, the bilingualwell, in
bilingual, they are struggling to get n.oney to tc;ach there.

You feel that there are no resources available now for this kind of
activity?
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Dr, Rmautzz. They are not being done. The resources may be very,
very minimal. They may be there in a very, very minimal amount, but
they are not being used. This is not being done.

Mn Puc »cm-. You wrote an excellent paper for us on the educa-
tional needs of the 1070's, which is going to be incorporated in a com-
pendium we are developing.

What would be the effect of education at the elementary and second-
ary level on the background of the Mexican-Americans? Would it. help
in the actual teaching processes in all other subjects?

Dr. RAMIREZ. I think we can use a lot of these materials to teach
concepts. Why not ?

Looking at the college scene, many of our college students are now
moving into the social sciences. They want to be teachers, and they
want to teach social science. I think this is a very excellent way of
providing historical materials that can be used by these future teachers
to teach any particular concept that we like.

Mr. PumNsm. You think that in the case of the Spanish-speaking
Americans, do you think that materials like this ought to be used in
both languages ?

Dr. Bastrar.z. By all means. I would want the non-Spanish-speaking
child in the classroom to know as much about the Mexican-American
ethnic Pa. -0_ ground as he knows about his own, and, of course, I would
want those children who cannot speak English in the classroom to be
able to appreciate what is being done.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. How about the other way around ? Those who could
not speak Spanish, shouldn't. these programs be truly bilingual ?

Dr. RAMIREZ. Yes; I think it would be very valuable. I have run
into very many people in the Southwest. who say, "I wish I would have
learned Spanish in school. It would be extremely useful to me."

Many people have not realized that in the Southwest we live in a
bicultural society.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. We have looked at some of the bilingual programs.
We were struck by the fact that they are very successful and very good,
but still are only on a completely experimental basis.

Dr. RAMIREZ. That is correct.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. How do you accoont for th,zthe only word I can

use is "blindness"the blindness of the educators over the years? Is
there some peculiarity of educators that makes them unaware of obvi-
ous needs which any citizen ought to be aware of?

Dr. RAMIREZ. I guess it is just the philosophy of the times, and the
philosophy of the times said, "the melting pot."

Mr. Pucnoxr. Isn't that really the crux of the thing?
Dr. RAMIREZ. That is it.
Mr. Premsm. We had drummed into us in this country for a

hundred years this totally fallacious concept that .we are a melting
pot. We are not a melting pot. You don't take human beings and melt
them into a single monolith.

You might do it with machines, and you might be able to take silver
and melt it and recoin it, and you might even take some beef and make
a stew out of it. But I don't think you can take people.

The fact that a lot of people happen to be born on a piece of real
estate identified with the United States does not really remove from
them a certain inheritance and culture that they have inherited from
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their forebears, and I think we are now paying the price for this
neglect in this country. As a matter of fact, Dr. Ramirez: I wonder
if you would like to comment on this, because my own feeling on this
kmaybe I am standing alone now, but history will catch up with
itI personally think we have waited too long on this.

Mr. Radcliffe properly asked a question, "Where have the educators
been to have ignored this very serious need of human beings to know
something about themselves?"

'What people learn about themselves they may learn from a father
or mother, or a grandfather, or grandmother maybe. They knou ab-
solutely nothing about the sutural heritage that makes up their
psyche.

I think to a great extent we have been dominated in this country
by the Puritan ethos which rejected everythingin the arts, in the
sciences, in literature. They viewed everything, with great suspicion
and scorn, and viewed everything as "foreign," and as a result the
extent to which they did this is manifested, and that is perhaps demon-
strated best in the Latin-American, and the treatment we give the
Latin-American in the United States, or the Indian, or the Oriental,
or the Negro, or the Slavic groups.

You either were willing to "ecept the melting pot, permit yourself
to be melted into the Pur ethos, or else you were un-American.
You were rejected as a foreigher, as Mr. Hartshorn pointed out.

I think we are now paying the price for this. I think it is no accident,
that you have young people going through all sorts of abberations,
commonly described as the hippie and the yippie and what-not, simply
because they are looking for an identity that has been denied to them
in their classroom.

We have been on this 100-year binge of trying to deny human beings
the identity of their own cultural background, and we have tried to
mold them, as I said earlier, homogenize them, as if they were apples
and pears or a pound of butter, instead of recognizing that they are
human beings with their own cultural values, and cultural standards.

I honestly feel that this legislation is 30 years behind its time, 40
or 50 years behind its time.

We are trying today to repair some damage that we should have
been repairing many years ago, and I can tell you this: In my judg-
ment we can't delay very much longer, and I would like to get your
opinions on this, as a panel of witnesses.

Mr. Hartshorn?
Mr. HARTSHORN. I think I could only comer in everything you said

on this matter. I recall some material we published a while back called
"The Gray Flannel Cover on the American History Textbook," and
I think the whole publishing industry is caught in a bind in this way.

The type of publishing which we have in this countryI am not
criticizing the free enterprise systembut the publishers find them-
selves producing a book for a national market. They must have a little
bit to appeal to everybody, but not much depth.

There are conflicts involved in this business that we must study, and
we must recognize. It isn't all Pollyannaish. Much of the work that
has gone on in the schools, I think, has been badI haven't worked
in the Latin-American areabut in Upstate New York, what do you
find them doing? The children in the elementary schools studying a
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little bit about dances, a little bit about the kinds of foods they eat that
might be different, and a little bit about the way they dress, but really
no understanding of what culture is.

It has been a superficial kind of job that has been done. The textbook
publishers have not furnished the materials.

I would set up these centers, to answer your earlier question, which
multiethnic groups in them. I would have sensitivity training sections
in encounter groups where these people could study coming in contact
with one another, learn what good intergroup behavior is, and I would
try to (level% something much more than a traditional textbook, but
going in and utilizing some of the advances we have made in tech-
nology in the electronic age we are in, filmstrips, transparencies, all
kinds of materials of this kind in addition to the straight reading ma-
terials. Because for many of these people reading materials get you no-
where. They are not prepared for them, and they turn them off.

It is going to take some unique work in this particular area to de-
velop kinds of material that really turn people on Certainly it is
needed. I Would have to say that I was a product of this melting pot

ithesis. When I went through college, this is what we were taught, that
you put the kids through the public school system, and at the end of
the line they came off the line like model T Fords. Everybody was
alike.

It is difficult to explain why so late we have come to realize the melt-
ing pot thesis is fallacious in the first place, and it won't work in the
second place.

If I had to look over the projects in the field of the social studies, you
find few of them touching on this subject. Some of them, caused by re-
cent developments in our country, for material is being developed on
the Blacks. But if you look over a list of projects advanced in the Office
of Education, you find relatively little on this business of ethnic studies
and the interrelationship problem between the ethnic groups that are
causing the problems in our society today.

Mr. PUomsKi. Mr. Jaipaul ?
Dr. JAIPAUL. I agree with my copanelists as well as with you, sir.
I want to provide empirical evidence that proves what we are say-

ing here is practical. It has been practiced on a small scale in Philadel-
phia. We have developed three experiments -one at high school level,
one for elementary school, and one for ethnic leaders.

In the first case, we have taken four different cultures to make a
comparative study. We have identified eight or nine values to be com-
pared. We bring in the indigenous resources to do this.

The common values we have identified are geography, history,
politics, external relations and science and technology, and so forth.
It is not that. the 10th graders involved study one culture and go over
to the next. They study one value at a time and compare and relate and
find out commonalities and differences about this in other cultures. We
find indigenous resources for this, because the traditional resources are
not there.

Suppose we are talking about religion such as Taoism, Hinduism,
Christianity and Islam. We bring persons who practice these reli-
gions, and can tell about them.

Sensitivity training sessions are also part of this study. We have
added another facet to it. That is, we have combined two schools. One
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is William Penn public school and the other is Ha Milian Catholic
Girls parochial school. To the difference between cultural values,
we have added different values of public and parochial schools.

We have found after 5 or 0 months experience that this experi-
ment works and the 10th graders are relating to each other very well.
They come from various nationality and racial groups.

At the fifth grade level, we approached Sacred Heart (parochial)
School and Abigail Yam (public-) School, and developed a program
of teaching ethnic history of the groups involved as port of American
history.

It was interesting when we asked fifth graders. "What is your na-
tionality ?" and some ::aid Polish, some Irish and so on. There were
others who said both Polish and German, because the parents were of
different backgrounds.

Suppose the students are talking about the Polish contribution to
the Philadelphia area. The parents bring story books, cultural things,
they cook meals for them and so on. It has given the fifth graders of
the two schools their identity and pride and they are relating to each
other so well.

Then we have a group of different, nationality leaders: the Ukrain-
ian, Polish, Scottish, Welsh, black, Indian, and Scandinavian. They
are creating a consortium to develop ethnic histories. Clearly, the
group would be developing its resources for this undertaking.

Here, what we are showing is that it can be done cooperatively, and
if there is anyone who feels it can be used for polarization, I think
otherwise.

If our larger goal is to develop a complete history of the United
beStates, my suggestion here would to establish regional centers based

on the cooperation between educational institutions and several ethnic
groups that are predominant in that particular area. Both will sup-
plement and complement each other and also serve as balances and
checks. One will provide the know-how, and the other provides the
content. This way no one group can capitalize and use it for some kind
of political ends.

So these are some of m;',7 suggestions. We feel very encouraged by
what we have seen in Philadelphia ; even though it is at an exl,err-
inental stage.

Mr. PUC1NSKI. How many youngsters are participating in this pro-
gram now ?

Dr. JAIPAUL. At 10th grade level there are 63 and at the fifth grade
about 105.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Is this an experimental program ?
Dr. JAIPAIIL. Yes; this is instituted by our center.
Mr. Puoixsxr. How are you .financing it ?
Dr. JmnAuL. We are financing it by passing a hat. This is the main

problem. We are going to various foundations, individuals, wherever
we can find money. Now we have been flooded with requests from
suburban schools to pair the schools for next year.

We don't have money for next year to even keep the present staff
what to talk of expanding.

Mr. PuciNsKr. What is the reaction of the students participating
in this experimental program ?

Dr. JmeArn. When we had the first sensitivity training for the 10th
graders, we took them to a synagogue. They said this course was what
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they could not imagine. "Why did you not start it earlier ?" summarizes
their feelings. Among the fifth graders, there were some Puerto Ricans
and black students who were withdrawn from the schools. Now they
are equal partners.

To give you an illustration, one of the mothers, who is Jewish,
was actually opposed to her children going to join the Catholic school-
children. She was called into the principal's office and explained. You
will not believe that she was the first one to bring het resources and
tell students what is Hanukkah and how it is celebrated. She cooked
potato pancakes for 00 students and others that day.

Mr. Puettisni. Do you anticipate expanding this program to more
yoi'ngsters as you more along?

Dr. JAIPAUL. We have been requested by 10 pairs of schools. We don't
have resources for next year to commit ourselves.

Mr. PUCINSKI. When you say you don't have resources, you don't
have the money, or you don't have the material ?

Dr. JAIPAUL. We don't have the money. As of now, the speakers are
volunteer. We want to build in the colleges of education this kind of
cadre of people who would be available to the entire school system. We
have a small staff of three persons who are carrying on this burden. 'We
would like to carry on, but we cannot make it for next, year because
of lack of funds from United Fund and other sources.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Dr. Ramirez, what do -on think of that program?
1)r. RAMIREZ. I think it is wonderful., and I wish I would have

thought of it myself.
Mr. PUCINSKI. We probably will want to go up to Philadelphia

and take a look at this. It sounds like an exciting experiment.
Dr. JAIPAUL. We welcome you to Philadelphia, and wo are planning

to bring these 10th graders to Washington on the 18th of March, if
you are here, and if we can bring these students, you can talk to them
yourself.

Mr. Puoixsio. Well, perhaps we might want to talk to you about
this and see. We might want to have these young people up here before
the committee to tell us about their experiences. We might want to do
that.

Dr. JAIPAUL, Sure.
Mr. PUCINSKI. I would like to see what their reactions to this are.
Mr. JENNINGS. I would like to ask about the Philadelphia project.

What happens to the child in 10th grade who is made up of six or
eight nationalities

'
and the other students are being asked to identify

one nationality and talk about that nationality? Does that child feel
left out, or confused ?

Dr. JAIPAUL. No; we have developed a formula thai the origin will
be traced to father, so there is no confusion. Whatever the father's
nationality is, t hat will be his child's.

Mr. JE:ciiiios. What if the father is an Anglo, and has been here 12
generations, or what if the father has four different strains?

Dr. JAirAur,. We haven't encountered such a case, but we did find
confusion among the fifth graders, and we told them, "Tell of your
father's."

These two schools are predominantly Polish, Irish, Puerto Rican,
blacks, Scottish, English, Germans, and Italians.

Mr. JENNixos. Thank you.
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Mr. Prcixskr. Our minority counsel, Mr. Radcliffe, raised that
.question yesterday. Ile is part. Cherokee, and his wife is French-
Canadian, and he was wondering what his youngsters would be look-
ing for in the way of identity. Under your plan, it is the father's back-
ground that wou'ld be the basis for the program, is that it?

Dr...laimur,. That is right. We don't want to confuse the child more
than he or she is already confused.

Mr. Pucixskr. Would you like to tell us what the reaction is among
the young people themselves in this kind of a program?

Dr. JAIPAUL. I think I can illustrate from a little story. There was
an Irish couple who did not want their child to participate. So a spe-
cial arrangement was made for their child to go to another session
during the period when they have joint classes. The pressure of the
child was so much that the Irish couple is now one of the promoters
of this program.

We have had parents and teachers meeting on the program and some
of the parents have said that "I had not known anything about Ireland,
or Polish history, and now I have to, because my child comes and asks
questions. This has given me also an opportunity to learn something
about our nationality history."

One mother especially requested a book on her nationality which was
not available in the public library ; and she got it ordered.

It is tremendous when you see what the parents are getting out of it.
They are getting identification for themselves more than the child is
getting at this time.

Dr. Ilaaruirz. To me that is one of the most important things, because
we are employing parmts no teach teachers Spanish who don't know
Spanish, and we find that parents begin to learn English, and that
they begin to get interested in education. They want to go to high
school and finish high school and go on to college, and I think that is
tremendous.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. I saw this problem. We encountered it in an area

you would not think of it usually, in northern New England. It really
Is a tragedy. I taught history, tor 1 year way up in northern Maine,
the kids there are, many of them, French Canadian. The parents are
French-Canadian, or they are Yankees.

I had the feeling that first of all, American history was not being
adequately taught. I had majored in history. I felt, secondly, that the
cultural history, which is the most important part of history, was
absolutely neglected, because first of all the French-Canadian kids had
no understanding of their own culture other than the relatively little
they had gotten from church and, secondly the culture there is both
French and Yankee. It is not one or the other. It is both traditions.

So in the course of robbing one set of children of their cultural
identity, with about the same results as you see with the Spanish-
speaking children, you rob the other set, of children also, and you end
up with a very inadequate presentation of American history.

I feel, for example, that except for a few silly stories about Daniel
Boone, few children with a southern Appalachian background really
know their cultural heritage, and they are Anglo- Saxon.

Mr. Prcixsiir. Well, I think all of you have made an excellent point
here.

4 0-07 5-70------5
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Mr. HARTSIININ. It occurs to me there is one bit of work going on
that you 'nigh; want to check into. I any not too familiar with it, but
that is the Southwest Regional Lab, which has been sponsored by the
U.S. Office of Education, in Austin, Tex. They are working with the
Chicanos, with the blacks down there, and in Louisiana they are in-
eluding the French group, too, and they have been operating under
a fairly substantial grant for 2 or 3 years.

I know they have materials they are testing out in the schog3F now,
but I don't know the dimensions of it. It is related to this bill, and
probably should be investigated.

Mr. Pucissiti. Very good. I am very grateful to you all, Dr. Hart-
shorn Dr. Ramirez and Dr. Jaipaul, to you for your contributions
here. We are going to see if we can't get this session through. It is
obvious to me that with your limited resources you gentlemen have
already laid down some pretty good programs.

There will be, of course, those who will say, "You are already doing
it, so the legislation is not necessary." Bat you are doing it under the
most difficult conditions. You are using paperclips and Scotch tape in
Philadelphia, and Dr. Ramirez is struggling along with his program.

It just seems to me that perhaps we ought to give serious consider-
ation to providing assistance for the development of this curriculum.

I was particularly interested in hearing your comparison of the
lower grades with the upper grades, Mr. Jaipaul. I am inclined to
to think these studies ought to be in at the earliest school year level
and go right on through the nigh school level.

I am most grateful to you, gentleman, for coming down and con-
tribu,,ing toward what I hope will be the successful passage of this

'slation.
The subcommittee is adjourned until 9 o'clock tomorrow morning.
('Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at 9 a.m. of the following day, 'Wednesday, Feb. 18, 1970.)
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Waahington, D.O.

The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to adjournment, in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Roman C. Pucinski (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Pucinski, Brademas, Hawkins, Scheuer,
Quie, and Bell.

Staff ff members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel, Alex-
andra Kisla, clerk, and Charles W. Radcliffe, minority counsel for
education.

Mr. Piaci/ism. The subcommittee will come to order.
We resume consideration this morning of H.R. 14910, the Ethnic

Heritage Studies Center bill.
We are very pleased to have with us this morning as our first wit-

ness Mr. Irving M. Levine, director of Urban Projects of the American
Jewish Committee, and I would like to ask our colleague Mr. Scheuer
to introduce Mr. Levine. Mr. Levine, why don't you take your place at
the table. Dr. Liu, we will be having you join air. Levine as soon as
Mr. Brademas gets here.

Mr. SCHEUER. I am happy to welcome Irving Levine. He is a long-
time friend and colleague of mine. He has had a distinguished reputa-
tion in the field of group relations and urban problems, and I know
we will all be interested in his testimony. It is a great pleasure in
having you.

Mr. LEVINE. Thank you, Congressman.
Mr. Pormsxr. I would like to say the reason we had to start this

morning at 9 o'clock is because we are having a very important Demo-
cratic caucus at 10, and I know that most of our colleagues on the ma-
jority side would like to participate in the caucus. So we may have to
interrupt our proceeding briefly this morning around 10 o'clock for the
sake of the caucus and then come back and resume.

I am delighted we also have our colleague from Indiana, Mr. Brade-
mas, here this morning, and I would like to call upon him to introduce
to the committee Professor Liu, director of Social Science Research
and Training Laboratory at the iJniversity of Notre Dame.

Dr. Liu, if you would like to join Mr. Levine at the witness table,
we would like to have our colleague Mr. Brademas introduce Dr. Liu.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this courtesy and am
very pleased to welcome Dr. Litt to the subcommittee this morning.
He is a very distinguished sociologist at one of the great universities

(so)
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of the United States, the University of Notre Dame, and is a good per-
sonal friend of mine and has made many contributions to greater un-
derstanding of some of the relationships between the discipline of
sociology and resolving important social problems, and his presence
here this morning, I think, is a good indication of a sense of concern
about the practical problems in the American society that is increas-
ingly to be found amour American sociologists, and I am delighted
to see you here this morning.

Dr. rim. Thank you.
Mr. PUCINSKI. might say, Professor, there were two phenomena

in the history of Notre Dame which are of great significance; one. i3
Knute Rockne and the other is John Brademas2 and I have not said
which sets first with the university, but I air inclined to think the
record would tilt on the side of Mr. Braclemas when all of the figures
are in. I know of no man that works harder for university than our
colleague Mr. Brademas.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PIJCIICSKT. Why don't we start with your testimony, Dr. Levine,

and then ask Dr. Lin for his, and then have a discussion here on the
legislation.

A PANEL CONSISTING OF IRVING M. LEVINE, DIRECTOR OF URBAN
PROJECTS, AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE; WILLIAM T. LIU,
DIRECTOR, SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH AND TRAINING LABORA-
TORY, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME; AND RUDOLPH J. VECOLI,
DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR IMMIGRATION STUDIES, 'UNIVERSITY
OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., AND PRESIDENT, AMERI-
CAN-ITALIAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Ptimsom. Now your whole statement will be inserted at this
point. I notice it is a rather lengthy statement, and I have read it and
it is an excellent statement. You can proceed in any manner you wish.
You may either summarize your statement so we have more time to
discuss tile aspects of the bill, or you can proceed with your statement
any way you prefer.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF IRVING M. LEVINE, DIREC MR OF URBAN PROJECTS, rite AMERICAN
JEWISH COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman, the Aisle/lean Jewish Committee is happy to appear before
this stideommittee to discuss the question of ethnicity in American life and the
possible role of go..ernment in this area. Our 05 years of experience as a pioneer
Jewish human relations organization has involved us in the two aspects of
this field which are addressed by H.R. 14910 which is now before you. Ethnic
identity and intergroup relations need to be examined, and our knowledge of
them deepened, in order to reduce group tensions and promote a true cultural
pluralism in this country.

The American Jewish Committee's history in this field began with a concern
for Jews throughout the world, and our early pregram was one to protect
:Jewish freedoms and security. Over the years, we began ro see clearly the need
to make American society secure for all people if any minority group was to be
truly free. Thus, we have been in the forefront of the tights for civil rights, civil
liberties, and full and equal opportunity. Those struggles, as we all know so
well, are not yet over, despite the admirable legislation and prol ams which
do exist. We will continue our efforts to achieve the promise of America for
all groups and for all individuals.
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The program of tilt-, American Jewish Committee In this field is broad and
multi-pronged, involving us in national and international activities and in
programs In the 110 cities where we have local chapters and units. It includes
combatting discrimination in education, housing and employment; reducing
racial tension; experimenting with new answers to the urban crisis; promot-
ing Christian-Jewish understanding; and helping Jews develop a sense of their
own identity. We try to bring scientific knowledge to bear on practical problem:4,
and developing action models to teat our insights.

To deepen our understanding of pluralism and relate It to the pressing inter-
group problems In our cities, the AJC recently began a pilot project focused on
America's white ethnic groups. In June 1008 we convened the first Natimmi
Consui* :Hon on Ethnic America at Fortnum University, a meeting at which
more than MO scholars and practitioners began exploring new approaches to
the problems of these groups. 8Inee then, similar consultations have token place
in several cities, most recently In Chicago when 300 people met to discuss these
:4niieets.

(tor concern with this program is twofold: First, we recognized that the
nation's leadership cannot continue to ignore the white allude groups if we are
to :Mild dangerously destructive polarization over Issnes of social change. We
have heard many ethnic communities complain that their mists mid aspirations
are being overlooked In the analyses And programs related to the "urban crisis."
Cermet or not, these perceptions hat made it increasingly difficult to achieve
the nation's pr.-sent social goals.

Secondly, we see an urgent need to broaden our national understanding of our
conntr's diversity. Our own analysis of American society east serious doubt on
the itopuine eomvidion of the "melting 'so," and the distinguished 14.10E0141dg
in our 1908 Na lintel I Consultation confirmed that doubt.

A staff study for the National Commission on the (*rinses and Prevention of
Violence entitled, The Ilisfory of l'iohnee fa .interiest, points up the "historical
amnesia- which has prevented the development of realistic appmehes to inter-
group problems. The authors say, "The myth of the melting pot has obscured
the great degree to which Americans have historically identified with their
national citizenship through their myriall stffinntimoil

The Violence Commission report reminds us of the (Wirers of extreme sepa-
ratism when it states that this group identification "has meant inevitable group
competition, friction and conflict." What we at the American Jewish Cemmittee
are trying to do through our work on whit we call the "new pinrolism"is to
find ways of keeping that "inevitable" conflict from endangering one society by
ninnanageable outbursts. If conflicting group interests will nlways be with us,
then we need to ensure their resolution by peaceful means. To do Ibis, we must,
for one thing. learn much more about how grome4 have interaceA in the least
and how compromise and even cooperation have been achieved. We must rasp
think through and test solutions for today's situations, to either avoid conflict
or to resolve it with maximum satisfaction for all concerned.

A first step, we feel, is the recognition of America's diversity avid the separation
of myth from reality. 'We do not yet (Nita to have found new Answers. but we
have begun to stimulate widespread discussion of the questions. Following our
first National Coosultation, we began a broad program of publishing and ills.
tribution to many audiences. In the post year, we bare published The Rcaeling
Antyricans: Inlfrion Look at the Whitt Efhnie Lower Middle Class, White
Elliptic Ann-ric: A Ppl(ch-d flibliographs, and Why Can't They lie Me Vitt
roes and Eallacfrs abauf Ethnic Miters arcs and (!roil Cortiflefs (a :Derr-fee,
by Rev. Andrew Greeley.

8.7hedoled for publication are A variety of pamphlets, books, articles, and
monogrsphs relating to the many issues we have begun to uncover. Onr rgitn-
phict will focus on socisl and political behrolor and attitudes of ethnic groups
En a nember of cities; another will offer suggested programs and curricula
for ethnic studies programs at all educational levels. A monograph is in prem.
ration which looks at ethnic neighborhoods as a source of tirbt.n vitality: an-
et tier, at mental health Petylees and gaps In services to ethnic Remiss; and a
third, a! the speciai needs of women in these Rectum

The hlehlicht o! air pnbliention program thus far has ken Il lfy CAW. Mit
Re Mkt- re, lie Vttniohlet by Father ()metes-, who is Program Director of the
National Opinion Research Center at the Vnitersity of Chicago. This mile
Realtors has drawn enthusiastic pall? response', has been excerpted in AlAtt$
ethnic newspapers and elsewhere', and is currently In use by academics In a
variety of disciplines.
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In his pamphlet, Father Greeley describes ethnicity as "something that man
grimly hangs on to." "If we understood more about how ethnic groups relate
with one another," he goes on to say, "we might have some insights which
would enable us to mitigate, If not eliminate, the dangerous tensions which
threaten to tear apart our large cities."

Father Oreeley sees ethnic groups as having both positive and negative
values. On the positive side, be writes, "they keep cultural traditions alive,
provide preferred associates, help organise the social structure, offer oppor-
tunities for mobility and success, and enable men to Identity themselves in the
face of the threatening chaos of a large and impersonal society." On the minus
side, he points out, ethnic groups an "reinforce exclusiveness, suspicion and
distrust, and serve as ideal foci for conflict." "Finally," Father Greeley con-
cludes, "whether we like ethnicity or not doesn't really matter very much; it
Is a coucrete reality with which we roust cope, and condemning or praising It Is
a waste of time."

In all of our work, we are aware of the potential contribution which could
be made by the federal government. A federal role could have great Impact.
and thus must be thoroughly thought through from the very beginning. The
bill currently before you gives us the opportunity to begin that process and
open up discussions which are long overdue.

The American Jewish Committee has not had the opportunity for a full re-
view of this bill, and thus I cannot convey any °Metal position to this subcom-
mittee. We are engaged in serious consideration and staff study, and I hope the
preliminary insights of our deliberations can be helpfuL From these discus-
sions, and from our past and current experience, several points do emerge
which I should like to discuss, related both to the Ethnic Heritage bill specifi-
cally and to the possibilities generally for government involvement on the ques-
tion of ethnicity.

We fully subscribe to the statement of policy on which the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers Act is based. We, too, have always seen the United States as
a multi-ethnic society In which there should be room for differences without the
Imposition of any constraints. As Jews, we have seen this country as one In
which we may choose to Identify with both our nations and our heritage with-
out conflict or contradiction. We have fought, and continue to tight, for full
equality of opportunity for members of all groups, while at the same time we
proclaim and promote the strengthening of the constitutional principles of in-
dIvidoal rights.

From our experience, we commend the dual objectives ov this bill. those of
providing understanding both of one's own group and of the heritage of others.
We tee It as psychologically healthy for young people to learn, as the great
sociologist Kurt Lewin has said, about "the ground on which you stand," i.e.,
to recognise one's roots and appreciate one's past. Of course, that past need not
necessarily dictate the present or the future, but without a grounding in prey,
ous experience, we cannot make as intelligent choices day by day. Our own work
in this area includes a wideanging program within the Jewish community.
stimulating an appreciation of Jewish history and culture and a modern ap-
proach to Jewish identity. The second objective of this billunderstanding the
heritage of othersis another programmatic focus of the American Jewish Com-
mittee. Through many of our action projects, publications, human relations
training programs, both written and audio visual materials, and other aspects
of our work, we have endeavored to create the kind of understanding that is a
goal of the bill you are considering.

One of our main cooeerns is that the two objectives of this proposed program
be linked within a broad context. We would think It useful, for example, for a
person to understand the relationship of his own stoup to other groups, the
similarities and the differences In history and culture, and the societal fra -.e-
work in whkh both groups operate. If we are to dispel the basis for the questions.
"Why can't they be Hee us!" we need comparative studies and materials as well
as those related to only one group.

Therefore, we are reluctant to endorse the "single-group" nature of the pro-
'looted ethnic heritage studies centers. It pitch center terries on "activities related
to a single culture or regional group of cultures," it is conceivable that native-s-
laty elements of divisiveness might be Introduced. We might be fostering un-
healthy competition rather than cross-cultural cooperation. Also, since 'MIMI
funding is proposed to be rather modest, many groups would necessarily feel
excluded [too still another governmental program.
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Instead of this focus on one group or a regional group of cultures, let me
suggoat a slightly different concept, one which was offered by the American
Jewish Committee to the platform committees of both political parties In the
summer of 1068. At that time, spurred by our initial work in the field of eth-
nicity, we called for the establishment of a National Institute on Group Life.
A number of regional institutes could be based on this concept and still incor-
porate all of the programmatic alms of tba Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Act.

The conditions which led us to our position in 1004 unfortunately, still exist.
We have learned, as have many others, that merely wanting to "establish a
dialogue" or "bridge the gap" between groups is not enough. It takes more than
good will to breakdown feeling of separation and address meaningfully the
issues of group identity, group interest, and group conflict. It takes a sophisti-
cated understanding of history and of both individual and group behavior.

Thus we urged the establishment of a National Institute on Group Life to de-
velop this understanding, through encouraging government agencies, private
groups, and individuals to carry out appropriate research and demonstration
programa. Various governmental agencies now deal with pieces of intergroup
problem) on s relatively uncoordluated basis, and none effectively addresses the
concepts of pluralism and group identity.

When the normal processes of group interaction have broken and society bas
been disrupted, it has been necessary to create ad hoc commissions to study
what occurred and suggest means of preventing such episodes in the future.
Both the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders and the National
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence were extremely important
in terms of both their recommendations and the knowledge generated by their
studies. It is unfortunate, though, that this knowledge seems always to be de-
veloped after the fact, on an ad hoc basis. It would, we feel, be desirable to
have a permanent and continuing Instrument which could carry on the kinds of
investigations assigned to these two commissions, in the area of group life and
group conflict.

An institute such as I have described, especially if it had regional outlets,
could serve many of the functions envisioned by the proposed legislation, but In
a broader context and with additional possibilities. That is, it could develop new
education materials, or find useful materials already In existence, related to a
variety of ethnic groups. It couldand should encourage the training of
teachers in the use of this material. In fact, it could encourage or sponsor train-
ing for many government officials who ought to be more aware of the multi-
ethnic nature of our society and more skilled in working with different ethnic
groups.

The National Institute on Group Lite, as we envision it, could carry out these
programs and make a decided contribution to the education of American stn.
dents. It could, in our view, also go beyond these functions and reawaken tn-
terest in the history of America's groups in general.

Prof. Rudolph Vecoli of the University of Minnesota has offered us a great
deal of Insight into what be calls "the neglected dimension of American his-
tory," ethnicity. He trays: "Only the tree believer can any longer sustain the
vision of America as a 'homogeneous society of undifferentiated men' where raee,
religion, and national origin do not matter." Yet. as he relates, these elements of
diversity are not the subjects of study which they should be. A survey con-
ducted by Prof. Vecoli of 100 colleges and universities revealed that 60 percee.
of them offered no course at all dealing directly with the history of group life
in America. Dr. Vecoll says:

Ethnicity in American historiography has remained something of a family
scandal to be kept a dark secret or explained away.... Ethnic studies bate thus
long suffered from the blight of the assimilationist ideology. Because of their
expectations that wimilaUon would be swift and irresistible, historians and
social scientists have looked for change rather than continuity, acculturation
rather than cultural maintenance.

This gap is now becoming apparent, as we look for guidance from history and
we fled bone. Thus, in addition to studies of specific ethnic groups, we would
hope for national encouragement of broader hittorical studies of American
groups in general.

From the historiesl insights gathered, and from the exigencies of current
group expression and group coattlet, the National footnote on Group Life could
begin the needed fora.ulation of research Issues, the stimulation of data conec-
Wu and analysts around them, and the widespread diseemtnetion of the molts.
From the facts gathered and analysed, the Institute could suggest poltelps and
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progrnins which more accurately reflect the reality of our society. Concerned
officials and leadership at all levels ate looking for guidance on potential or
actual group conflict situations, and a National Institute on Group Lite could
be the same kind of resource in this area as the National Institute of Mental
Health Is for so me.ey problems.

An example might be helpful. In ninny cities, there are the beginnings of
ethnic groups struggling within the school systems for promotions, control, and
resources. This same struggle occurred in New York City. where it exploded into
a conflict that left th :. city polarised and has adversely affected educational
progress. In the hope of abating or reducing these tensions in other cities, the
American Jewish Committee is cooperating with a major university in n study
of "ethnic succession." What happened historically when the members of a
particular ethnic group now in leadership positions succeeded the previous estab-
lished group? how was polarization minimized? Are there new institutional
arrangements which can he suggested now so cities undergoing ethnic change
be both receptive to the entry Into leadership of emerging groups but yet protec-
tive of those who have given loyal service in the rinst?

In general, how do groups achieve stntus? Is It necessarily at the expense of
another group, with as much Injustice done to those who feel ''pushed out" as
was previously done to those who are striving to get In? These problems are not
new, and we may be tempted to sit back and allow the old social processes to
work things out for Jew groups in the Kline way they have always done. The
times are such, however, that those old processes bring with them tremendous
social costs and require us to look ter new ways to resolve conflicts and bring
about change more rapidly.

No one discipline can relate to these qeestions. The National Institute we
envision could draw on a number of fields, hi a coordinated fashion which would
maximize the usefulness of any one contribuiton. Sonic of the questions have
tiepin to be asked, but ninny more need to be formulated, as we learn to see
problems in terms of group interest and Kroup conflict. Following are some of the
questions which an Institute might address:

(1) How can we recognize America's diversity without promoting destructive
separatism throusIl stereotyping and genernIlsation?

(21 Can we develop guidelines for "the rules of the game" of group conflict?
If clashes between group Intervale have occurred in the past, how can they be
anticipated Ind regulated in the future?

(31 What are the trends in ethnic identity? What are the reIntionships
geography. econninies, generational differences, and other factors, to those
t rends?

tat lien enn the needs of ethnic groups be met in the total context of social
valiesl For Instance. If decentralized prognms and community control would be
positive steps to ricluce alienation, how can they be introduced without resulting
In exclusiveness and lack of coordination for the city as a whole?

(5) is there a relationship between the way ethnic grovree organize their cone
nominee and economic success? What ethnic organisational forces propel or
detract their members to or from economic success?

((l) flow shoe:it various Institutions of American Wee-4111mb, onion. school,
cmoeyineet --take account of diversity? 'Mist new tiirteii0.1. or programs
might they test?

Itash_, to nnswering these and other questions is a new understanding by
Americans of Gel: lielirldnal and collective lasts. That is why we commend
the eosponsere of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers IA for recognizing the
multigrolip nature of one society and for urging the development of new knnwl-
edge and new teaching materials We hope that the Federal Government will
assist Ameriecins to discover and appreciate their heritages and the heritages
of ethers, MI reeves. ice hope that. through an Instilatiou such as WP have OD/-
Until, this eppreeis t ion can also be developed for the unique heritage of American
diversity.

(Ince again, we applaud the Congress for its foresight In engaging this impor-
tant Issue. Establishing the proper role for the Federn1 Government will. Lilted
should. involve eensidcred diecussion within end outside the Congress The
American Jewish Committee is recitzstel le be a part of this discussion. and we
hove our (15 years of experience with Ile concepts of group Identity and Inter-
groep relations will be neelint

Mr. IA.vtxr. I will excerpt sorts pieces from the statement aml
weave in and out of it as you ask sonic questions.
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Mr. Peer xsicir. I would recommend to the committee to ask questions
at any point.

Mr. LENIN& Good. I will dispense with trying to establish the cre-
dentials of the American Jewish Committee in this field. The oldest
human relations agency in the country, 65 years of history of inter-
group relatiors and dealing with defense of Jewish rights and civil
liberties rights of all of our citizens.

I do want to begin by commending Congress and this committee and
sponsors of this for recognizing the multigroup nature of our
society and urging the development of new knowledge and teaching
materials.

We hope that the Federal Government, will assist, Americans to
discover and appreciate their herit age and heritage of others.

The American Jewish Committee has not yet had a change to
el chilly take a look at your legislation. We have had extensive staff
study, though; and from our experience, especially in the recent 2 years
of being involved in a national project. on white ethnic America, we are
deeply concerned at the proper role of the Federal Government being
established over here.

We fully subscribe to the statement of policy on which the Ethnic
Heritage 'studies Centers Act is based. We too, have always seen the
United States as a multiethnic society in which there should be room
for differences without the imposition of any constraints. As Jews,
we have seen this country as one in which we may choose to identfy
with both our Nation and our heritage without conflict or contradic
tion. We have fought, and continue to fight, for full equality of op-
portunity for members of !!ll groups, while at the same time we pro-
claim and promote the strengthening of the constitutional principles
of individual rights.

As to your specific bill, 11.It. 14910, we find that the objectives are
inirable. We wonder, though, whether the construction will lead to

the enforcement of those objectives. For example, we arc a little
worried, Congressmen, about the nature of the single group or multi-
group regional centers. We are not too clear as to what you mean by
that, and we are frightened that the establishment of single-group
ethnic. centers would be divisive, perhaps lead to some diwntion in
1:articular areas with the kind of competition that might not be con-
((wive to the goals of this bill.

Even a grouping of multiethnic groups in a particular center would
not, in our opinion, be that inclusive as to allow for the kind of ex-
penditures which particular groups if left out of a regional center
might feel are in fairnmi, a just approach to their individual ethnic
concerns.

So we are suggesting. instead, that this committee, and Congress in
general, take n look at a broader concept, a concept in which the.
ethnic centers would be divisive, perbans lead to some dissension in
Ethnic. Heritage Studies Center Act might find a particular role. This
is something that we have suggested to both party platform commit-
tees in 1968: the American Jewish Committee suggested that we estab-
lish a National Institute on Group Life.

This particular national institutelet are quote from our written
testimony would do the following:
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Instead of this focus on one group or a regional group of cultures. lot me
suggest a slightly different concept, one which was offered by the American
Jewish Committee to the pleitorm committees of both political parties in the
summer of 1968. At that time, spurred by our initial work in the field of ethnicity,
we called for the establishment of a National Institute on Group Life. A num-
ber of regional institutes could be based on this concept sad still incorporate
all of the programatic alms of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Act.

The conditions which led us to our position in 1088, unfortunately,
still exist. We have learned, as have many others, that merely wanting
to "establish a dialog" or "bridge the gap" between groups is not
enough. It takes more than good will to break down feelings of sera-
ration and address meaningfully the issues of group identity, group
interest, and group conflict. It takes a sophisticated understanding of
history and of both individual and group behavior.

Thus we rod the establishment of a National Institute on Group
Life to develop this understanding, through encouraging Government
agencies, private groups, and individuals to carry out appropriate re-
search and demonstation programs. Various governmental agencies
now deal with pieces of intergroup problems on a relatively unco-
ordinated basis, and none etTectively addresses the concepts of plural-
ism t.nd group identity.

When the normal processes of group interaction have broken and
society has been disrupted, it has been necessary to create ad hoc com-
missions to study what occurred and suggest means of preventing such
episodes in the future. Both the National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders and the National Commission on the Causes and Pre-
vention of Violence were extremely important in terms of both their
recommendations and the knowledge generated by their studies. It is
unfortunate, though, that this knowledge seems always to be developed
after the fact, on an ad hoc basis.

It weald, we feel, be desirable to have a permanent and continuing
instrument which could carry on the kinds of investigations assigned
to these two conitnissions in the area of group life and group conflict.

An institute such as I rave described, especially if it had regional
outlets, could serve many of the functions envisioned by the proposed
legislation, but in a broader context and with additional poibilitim
That is, it could develop new educational materials, or find useful ma-
terials already in existence, related to a variety of ethnic groups. It
couldand souldencourage the training of teachers in the use of
this material. In fact, it could encourage or epcnsor training for many
Government officials who ought to be more aware of the multiethnic
nature of our society and more skilled in working with different
ethnic groups.

The National Institute on Group IAfe, as we envision it, could
carry out these programs and make a decided contribution to the edn
catior, of American students. It could, in our view, also go beyond
these functions and reawaken interest in the history of America's
groups in general.

What we are saying is we not only need focus on individual groups
and the development of materials: we also need to focus on compels-
tire group life in America. We have to answer, for some of
these questions the American Jewish Committee is enga in, in small
pieces of research, none of which is adequately fun cd and broad
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enough to answer the following questions, and I will conclude on this
note:

(1) How can we recognize America's diversity without promoting
destructive separatism through stereotyping and generalization?

(2) Can we develop guidelines for "the rules of the game" of group
conflict/ If clashes between group interests have occurred in the past,
how can they be anticipated and regulated in the future?

(8) What are the trends in ethnic identity What are the relation-
ships of geography, economics, generational differences, and other
f actors, to those trends I

(4) How can the needs of ethnic groups be met in the total context
of social values/ For instance, if decentralized programs and commu-
nity control would be positive steps to reduce alientation, how can they
be introduced without resulting in exclusiveness and lack of coordina-
tion for the city as a whole I

(5) Is there a relationship between the way ethnic groups organize
their communities and economic success? What ethnic organizational
forces propel or detract their members to or from economic success!

ft)) How should various institutions of American lifechurch,
union, school, employmenttake account of diversity? What new di-
rections or programs might they test I

Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. Pro xsx.r. Thank you very much, Mr. Levine, I am very pleased

to note that Professor ecoli, director of the Center for Immigration
Studies at the University of Minnesota at Minneapolis, has arrived,
and I would call upon our eolleag-ue Mr. Quin to introduce Dr. Vecoli.
Dr. Vecoli I won% if you would like to come up here and join us at
the witness table ain this panel.

Mr. Qum. It is et, pleasure for me to introduce Dr. Vecoli, whom I
have not met before, but we all recognize the greatness of the institu-
tion he comes fromthe University of Minnesota. Dr. Vecoli, your
mini^ has been used many times in relation to the subject of ethnic
studio 7rior to your coming into the room, Dr. Levine mentioned you,
so you were heralded before you had come, We are pleased you are
wieh us to het your expert. testimony as a person who studied this for
a long time. Thank you for coining.

Mr. Vtcoi,i. Thank you, Congressman.
Mr. Prcixsxi. We are 'happy to have you, Dr. Vecoli. We will pro-

ceed with your statement after we have heard from Dr. Liu.
Dr. Liu, as I said earlier, your entire statement will appear in the

record at this point and you can proceed as you like.
( The statement referred to follows :)

SfAttlitNT Cf tip. WILIAM./ T. Liu, P101t$0011 Of SOCIOLOGY AND ANT/Ik0FOLOGY,
OR RENAL' or IRE DEPARTIttNt Of SOCIOLOGY AID AsirlitOPOLOOT, UNMEANT?
OW NODE rIAUE, Nome DAItt., Ian

Although American government represeuts an experiment 1n altemnting
integrate groups of widely diverse ethnic origins, the strews at the elementary
and secmdars levels of education has been upon the accomplishments of Awed-
cans of Anglo-taxon origin. Little systematic present/Wm depicts this histori-
cal and ongoing contributions of other groups. The meat spate of books on the
history of Black Americsna nthnk ertudits would inrolre, of coarse, not eel/
the study of history for to on sake but would show an Immediate relerarce
to contemporary 'octets.
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&nue systematic Information has Indeed been collected. A dominant research
Interest in sociology and anthropology has been to discover the extent to which
is rsoris of various ethnic origins have retained the customs and attitudes,
along with other ties, to the country or origin. Some areas, Chicago, for example,
have been the object of much research Wong these lines Furthermore, con-
siderable information has been gleaned on the past and present political roles
of various ethnic groups In a number of cities.

But It must not be assured that all of the necessary research has been com-
pleted. What Is happening to ethnic groups today is not only of crucial 'mar-
Mace but necesurily remains an object of continuous study. As we noted, the
American ethnic experiment is just that : an expnriment. It is not yet finished,
nr,1 it is of far more than mere nonionic interest. We cannot overstress the
need for study of the role of ethnicity in economic and political behavior. Cer-
tainly the materials already (*fleeted should be systematised for presentation:
but utiles; the research process continues, such materials will come to coast Dote
only the quaint relic of an interesting past. Continuous study of the history of
ethnic groups and increased study of their present roles in contemporary society
are required.

The University of Notre Dame has always had a considerable interest in vari-
ous aspects of ethnic study. For one thing, the student population has always
Included heavy representation from groups of Math ely recent Immigration, such
no. Germans. Irish, Poles, and Italians. Academic interest in one particular
ethnic area is evidenced by the Eastern European Studies Program which has
existed for some time; no IcAs than ten volumes on the subject have been pub-
lished through the facilities of the University of Notre Dame Press and the Be-
llew of Politics. Contributions here were mainly by political scientists, phloso-
phers, economists, and historians.

In addition, membersof the sociology and anthropology factilli have focused
directly on certain ethnic groups in their research. Professors Juliann Samosa
and Richard Lumina have studied Black and Spanish - speaking minorities in
East Chicago. Professor Samosa as Well as Professors William D'Antonlo and
Arthur Isabel. hag done eonsiderithle research in the Southwest twirlion of the
United States among Spanish speaking people..: all three have written books
dealing with the life styles and political ;I:onions of this minority.

Hut it Is important that such findings be made available for presentntion
fl t the elementary and secondary education levels. Current :nitrifies of two
of our faculty members provide a suggestion as to what might be done. Professor
Santora has contributed to the development of a complete course in the history
of Spa.ish-speaking Americans. a series of visual aids with a test available for
use at various grade levels, in both tuglidi and Spanish. Such programs would
enable even a teacher who was relatively untrah..(1 in ethnic studies to present
classroom materials effectively.

Bat the actual training of skilled teachers in this area would also be an
important aspect of an ethnic studies program. Professor Rubel Is presently
instructing a group of secondary school teachers in a neighboring community
In introductory anthropology. with a view towards enabling them to present
anthropology systematically at the ninth grade level.

While both the training of teachers and thn development of materials Is
virtually necessary, both would be enhanced Were the teachers enabled to par-
ticipate to some degree in the ongoing research process. To attain, all of these
goals. it might he desirable for university centers to develop a program of studies
leading to the Master of Arts degree which would include substantive courses,
researili. and the development of materials for tune at the elementary and
sei amiss,- levels.

Certainly we favor the goals of Hit. 14910 and we should hike to stress the
importance of a broad definition of its Provisions In order that possible ethnic

centers Ice enabled to develop programs In accordsacct with a rationale
they develop themselves Certainly all universities have their own unique
strengths and areas of emphasis and these should he taken advantage of.

The esttblishment of centers for ethnic studies would make a significant
contribution to .American society at a critical juncture. Ongoing research at
the university IPTA can provide the vital bssis for the development of programs
to provide rnncli-neelled Information concerning the role of ethnic groups In
American society.

Dr. 1.w. Sinop the entire statement is going to be inserted in the
record, 1 an going to summarize n few key points which I have
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brought with rue as representative of the Department of Sociology
and Anthropology at the 1 biiversity oo. Notre Dame.

I am here in behalf of the bill, House bill 14910, and the Department
at Notre Dame studied this bill carefully. We had several meetings to
discuss the implications and proeeSSe2 in the bill. We are definitely in
support. of the bill in the following ways:

We feel that, first of all, the American Government represents an
experiment in attempting to integrate groups of widely diverse ethnic
origins. the stress at the elementary and secondary levels of education
has been upon the accomplishments of Americans of Anglo-Saxon
origin. Little systematic presentation depicts the historical and on-
going contributions of other groups. The recent spate of books on the
history of black Americans and certainly n number of books on the
Spanish-speaking Americans, the Mexican-Americans, which all of
a sudden show that there is a lot of material but little attempts have
been made to integrate the material for teaching purposes.

I think that the second point I would like to summarize and em-
phasize is that not only that we need some kind of inventory of the
materials which ate available on ethnic identity and ethnic cultures in
the United States but we need the necessary research money to con
tinue the kinds of research that we need so that we will have up to
date the ongoing process between the interrelationship of American
society and ethnic. conununit ies in the United States.

What does the American society as the Government and economic
system represent due to the ethnic communitieSi in whatever way, and
at the sane, time what these ethnic communities can contribute and
have contributed to the American social structure, on the other hand.

I would like to point out that the university has had a considerable
interest in various aspects of the ethnic studies. One of the reasons we
are here is because of the recent attempts on many campuses through.
out the land to establish Black studies programs, and some of us at
Notre Dame started to emphasize on one particular ethnic group, and
it is probably not going to represent the whole range of issues and
problems in American society, so several of us wrote letters to student
newspapers to emphasize the importance of ethnic stielies programs.

Of mum, at Notre. Dame, we have a special reas to do this. Most
of our students are offspring of more recent imm;grantsflermans,
Irish, Poles, Italians, and iltmgarians. Our studenta are interested and
some of our faculty members have Len doing work in the area of Span
ish- speakingg Ann-deans in the FAst Chicago area and also in five States
hi the southwest United States.

We have people on our staff who are now putting together the MeX-
ican.American material for audio - visual usages, and we have staff on
our en in our department, who are attempting to give courses to
high school leachers in the Elkhart area and also in the South Bend
area: so that we are definitely concerned about the ethnic studies
progra

I inalir, even thought this is not in the prepared statement, but I
won141 like to mention, as a reaction to Mr. Levine's earlier statement. I
think that those of us at Notre Dame are in favor of the so-called re-
gional colonel centers, not because we feel that it is necessary to
identify certain cultnres and give them some emphasis at one center or
another but because of the scarcity of skilled people, of trained people
in the United States.
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If we establish centers to encompass all of the ethnic origins, there
would bet a dispersion of skills and materials rather than a concentra-
tion of such. Therefore, those of us at Notre Dame who have discussed
the implications of the bill were in favor of the way that it is written.

Thank you.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Thank you very kindly, Dr. Liu.
We would also like to hear, I think, at this time from Dr. Vecoli,

and then we cut have q. discussion. Dr. Vecoli, your entire statement
will go in the. record at this point. I notice that all of you gentlemen
have excellent points, and I am delighted we can include the entire
statements in the record. 'fon can proceed in any way you prefer. Per-
haps von may want to summarize the high points so we can have more
time for questions on the bill. There are a number of specific questions
I have, and 1 ant sure the other members of the eomnuttee will, too, so
.wity don't you proceed, Dr. Vecoli, in any manner you wish.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT or Da. Rvooten 3. VEOOLI, OROFESSOR or HISTOZY, UNIVERSITT or
MINNESOTA

Among the hallowed symbols of the American nation has been the "melting
pot." Although those who need this metaphor did not always agree on the out-
come, It generally envisioned the common fusion of all cultural elements into a
new distinctively American amalgam. In its origin, the "melting pot" theor7
was an optimistic, generous conception which provided the rationale for a
liberal immigration policy. It inspired those lines by Emma Lazarus inscribed
at the base of the Statue of Liberty ; even the "huddled masses" and "wretched
refuse" of other lands were to be trsnamnted into Americans by this cultural
alchemy. While it served a useful ideological function, the "melting pot" theory
was not good anthropology or sociologs. Manic groups demonstrated a reluctance
to surrender their historic traditions and cultural patterns; they stubbornly re-
fused to be turned into standardised Americans of the Anglo -Saxon variety. In
turn, this resistance triggered a movement for "One Hundred Per Cent Ameri-
canism". Ail of the institutions of society, the political parties, the churches,
the corporations, and the labor unions, were enlisted to impose cultural con-
formity and to root out "alien" or "foreigiA" traits. But the chief agency for this
coercive Americanisation was the school. Despite strenuous efforts this campaign
at forcible assimilation was doomed to failure as had been 'similar efforts in
Europe to Germanise the Poles and klagyarise the Slovaks.

Belief in the efficacy of the "melting pot," however, continued to dominate
American thinking about intergroup relations, Ethnic differences were described
as minor and ephemeral; evidence to the contrary was dismissed by scholars and
laymen alike. Following World War II, we convinced ourselves that the proves
of rmimilation had done its work. Books such as that by Frederick Lewis Allen,
TA. Big Change (1952), reported that immigrant groups bad, by and large, dis-
appeared, and that an "All-American Standard" of life had been generally real-
ised. Black Americans were said to be an exception, but the outlook was for their
rapid entry into the "mainstream of American life." Such predictions were well-
meaning and misleading. In retrospect, It appears that these writers mistook
surface appearances for reality. Responding perhaps to the tensions of the "Cold
War," they created an Image of cultural homogeneity, by plastering over the
differences, indeed cleavages, in our body politic with the calcimine of sociological
fallacies

The Itte's shattered these illusions. The history of this tragic decade Is one of
group conflict And violence. Rather than being on the threshold of a totally
Integrated, standardized social order, it appeared that American society was in
danger of being fragmented, torn to pieces, by a resurgence of ethnic conscious-
ness. Dthnkity. by abler t mean eronpcenscionsney based on a sense of common

demonstrated a vitality which confonnded rimier* observers Not only
was this intensified ethnic identity common to the "outsiders." Blacks, Indians,
and Spanish-speaking Amerisans, but also to nationality groups which were sup-
posed to have vanished a generation a.v. "Black Mover" and "Red Power"
hroitaht forth echoes of "Irish lower,' Power," and "Polish poicft"
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Heightened group antagonisms raised fears of polarisation, not simply a black-
white polarization, but one which would pit various ethnic groups against others.
It is to be regretted that the eruption of group conflict had to force lis to redis-
cover the pluralistic character of American society.

We thus came to learn with Nathan Glaser and Daniel ltioyalhan: "The point
about the melting pot is that it did not happen." That this should have come as a
revelation suggests that our study of history had ill-equipped us to deal with the
turmoil of the present. A staff report of the National Commission on the Causes
and Prevention of Violence declared that the American people appeared to be
suffering from a "kind of historical amnesia." A false conception of the national
Pest peaceful and tranquil accentuated the shock of any Americans at current-
day disorders. Citing ethnic group conflict as one of the endemic sources of
hostility in American history, the Commission report concluded :

The myth of the melting pot has obscured the great degree to which
Americans have historically Identified with their national citizenship through
their myriad subnational affiliations. This has meant inevitable competition,
friction, and conflict.

"Competition, friction, end conflict" among ethnic groups have not always been
negative forces in American life. In politics, athletics, and other fields, ethnic
competitiveness has generated a tremendous amount of striving ivhich has
enriched the total society.

Clearly we have an urgent need for knowledge and understanding of the role
of ethnic groups in American life, in the past and present. Before presenting
suggestions as to how this need might be met, it might be useful to inquire
as to the causes and effects of this neglect of ethnicity In American history.
The basic reason for this neglect has been, I submit, the domination of the
writing and teaching about our nttlonal past by certain assumptions of cultural
and even raciei superiority. History textbooks have conveyed (and to a con-
siderable este. ; still do) the impression that everything important in the
American past has been said and done by white, English speaking, old stock
Americans, Blacks, Indians, afexican-Americana, and immigrants have been the
invisible men of American history, presented as faceless mobs, crowds, and
masses, rather than as active participants in the making of America. That the
history of a multiracial, multilingual, and multicultural society such as ours
should have been told from an Anglo-American perspective is surely a paradox.

The explanation to to be found in the educational philosophy which has domi-
nated our schools with few exception . One of the basic functions of the public
schools was the assimilation of the children of the immigrants, In the eyes of
the Americanisera, the school was viewed as the chief defense against the
alleged ignorance and depravity of the foreigners. In 1909, the educator, Ellwood
P. Cubberley, baldly stated this function of the schools :

Our task is to assimilate or amalgamate these people as a part of the
American race, and to implant in their children, so far as can be done, the
Anglo-Saxon conception of righteousness, law, order, and popular govern-
ment, and to awaken in them reverence for our democratic institutions and
for those things which we as people hold to be of abiding worth.

It is clear that Cubberley wished not to Americanize, but to Anglo-Saxon's* the
little immigrants.

Generations of children coming from immigrant homes suffered from the
ethnocentrism of the schools in which everything "American" n as defined as
good ; everything "foreign" as bad. With some exceptions, teachers were not
only insensitive to, but overly hostile towards, the ethnic heritages of their
pupils. Rather than building on the linguistic and cultural resources of the
students, the schools sought to purify them of their "foreign" (ethnic) traits,
including often their mother tongue. It is not surprising that the children often
became ashamed of their origins, of their eery parents. As Milton Gordon has
observed: "Ethnic selfhairecr with its debilitating psychological conceqnencee,
family disorganisation, and juvenile Osl'Anerics were not unusual rernita."

Within this ideologleal framework, American history was taught is the in-
culcation of patriotism and good citizenship; In practice this meant reverence
toward the heroes and symbols of the distant ;Iasi ; the Mayflower ft. Plymouth
Rock; Bunker Hill and Vality Polite; Ben Franklin and George Washing!on.
What meaning could this have for children named Kowalski, Petrovich, or
Russo? How could they, any more than black children, identify with a history in
which there appeared to be a. rte et their kind of people? History as taught In
the schools thus did not provide, but often deprived the children of the immi-
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grants of that " 'patrimony' of n cultural identity" which Erik Erikson thought
necessary to the development of positive ego identity in individuals.

Over the years some have called for an American history which would
reflect the pluralistic character of the society. In 1910, John Dewey urged the
schools to "take pains to enlighten all as to the great past contributions of every
strain in our composite make-up." Ile added :

When every pupil recognizes all the factors which have gone Into our
being, he will continue to prize and reverence that coming from his own
pass. but ho will think of It as honored in being simply one factor ire form-
ing a whole, nobler and finer than itself.

Although there have been vast improvealents In the teaching of history since
1910, I daresay that we seldom achieve the standard set by Dewey over Mty
years ago. From the college to the grade school, we are by and large still pur-
veying a brand of American history as bland and smooth us homogenized peanut
butter.

onsly within the last few years has there been a quickening of scholarly
interest In the study of ethnicity. An increasing number of books and articles
are being published which shed new light on ethnic subcultures and group
relations. These new insights and findings, however, have not generally mate
their way into the school curricula. The statement by a committee of historians
that The American people . . . have embodied In their national being a tre-
mendous diversity . . . (which) must be faithfully portrayed (In textbooks)."
Is still more of an aspiration than a reality. The greatest progress has been
made in the field of Afro-American studies. A library of general works. text-
books, and teaching materials have been published; many courses in "Mack ills-
tory" from the graduate to the grade school have been established; numerous
teachers have been trained In this field. Clearly these measures have only begun
to compensate for the long-standing neglect of the history of Mack Americana.
We inti.st be concerned, however, that the American past not he divided into
"Black History" and "White History." We must insist upon a pluraistic rather
than a dtchtomized view of history, one .111ch takes into account the complete
spectrum of racial, religions, and cultural groups making lip the American peo-
ple. This will entail a basic change of historical perspective, not only at the ele-
mentary secondary school level, but an the colleges and universities as well.

The Ethnic licritage Studies Centers prodded for by 11.R. 14910 would greatly
stimulate and facilitate this much needed reform in the writing and teaching
of American history. This bill mirrors. I believe, a growing realization among
tsim-ators and laymen that our schools have not by and large created among
student an awareness and appreciation of the ethnic diversity which has beet'
and remain% a vital feature of American life. in ref ponsa to the events of recent
years, numerotts efforts are being made by school districts and individual teach-
ers to develop courses in history and social studies which would portray the
role of ethnic group:. in our society. Such understandings have often lacked
adequate resoarcea and have usually operated In isolation. We are Still at a
stage where each teacher has to make up his own mut of study on ethnic groups.
nF developing and disseminating curriculum materials, the Ethnic Heritage
Stndles (letters would encourage many teachers who are presently frustrated
by the tack of appropriate materials. By training teachers In ethnil studiea.
the Centers would fill an urgently felt need in many schools for Irtstrtxtora
Ilth a competence in this area. Each Center could also serve as a regional
(+siring house on human and library resources, a facility for testing the effec-
tivelosa of material% and techniques, and a research institute on the various
regional cultures.

In this connection. I should like In stress the importance of utilizing the
resources of the ethnic communities In the educational programs.

Ethnic organizations and institution! necessarily would he the source of much
of the material required f.4 research and leaching. Leaders of ethnic groups
should be invited to participate at speaker* an' advisers to projects. Some of
the ethnic gronps have historical seletlea which were established to encourage
the study of the particular group's experience in America. l"nr example. the
American Italian Illstorfcal .tssaciatIn has as its cbJective: "to rvrtedS the
serious lack of !Kir Arlie knowledge concerning the history of the Italians in the
Felted States and Canada." it seeks to remedy this deficiency through ronter-
enee41, puldleations end preservation of historical records, The American Jewish
Historleal Society. the Polish American Historical Association. and other such
omnitationa have similar objective% and programs. The ethnic historical socie-
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ties can make a significant contribution to the carrying out of the purposes ot
11.11. 14910.

One of the major impacts of this bill would be the linnet as it would ptovide
to ethnic similes at the college and university level. Sad to say. the role of
ethnic groups In American life has been generally neglected in Instructions of
higher education. As a mutter of fact, they have been the chief source of the
cultural myopia which has permeated the educational system. Although See. 904
of HAI. 14910 recognizes the need to utilize the research facilities and personnel
of colleges and universities, my feeling is that much more needs to he done to
encourage scholarship at this level, Because of past neglect we know little about
the history dozens of American ethnic groups. What do we know about
Bohemians, Hungarians, Italians, Poles, Lithuanians, or Slovaks in America?
To revise educational curricula and textbooks before the basic research has been
done may indeed be putting the cart before the horse. An urgent task which con-
fronts us, for example, is the preservation of the historical records of ethnic
grcups, for if this is not done we shall never be able to study their heritages.
For some years, the Center for Imungsation Studies of the University of Minne-
sota has been gathering such documents In an Immigrant Archives. However,
the work has barely begun.

Scholars In ethnic studies in various disciplines must be trained who will in
turn be qualified to prepare both teachers and teaching materials. I respectfully
suggest to the Committee that more explicit provision be made for developing
our resources In athnic studies at the university level.

In conclusion, I should like to share some thoughts with you about the objec-
tives which might be served by the study of ethnic heritages. As an historian,
It Is my conviction that the teaching of history ought not to serve political ends,
however worthy these might appear to be. Its purpose must be educational, i.e.,
to seek for each student the highest degree of Intellectual and emotional maturity
of which he or she is capable.

Ethnic studies thus. may have two distinct yet equally legitimate functions.
l'ersoral identity is rooted in history. An individual':: view of his relatioaship to
the past can be a source of a positive ego identity drawing strength from his
family and ethnic group origins or if it is one which denigrates his background
It can undermine his sense of worth and self-respect. And it has been well said
that a person who can not respect himself can not respect others. As Erik Erikson
has so perceptively stated:

Young people must become whole people in their own right ... The whole-
ness to be achieved at this stage I have caked a sense of inner identity. The
young person, in order to experience wholeness, must feel a progressive con-
tinuity between that which be has come to be during the long years of child-
hood aud that which he promises to become In the antic:noted future .
True identity . . . depends on the support which the young individual
receives from collective sense of identity characterizing the social groups
significant to him: his class, his nation, his culture.

The proper teaching of ethnic studies would foster this sense of wholeness
by strengthening within each student a sense of pride, rather than shame, in his
own origins. Certainly this must not take the form of ethnic chauvinism which
seeks to inflate the pride of one group at the expense of others. Nor should it
fill the heads of children with mythological nonsense. The authentic history of
any group can demonstrate abundantly the baste worth and dignity of its mem-
bersand by extension, of all human beings.

The second function of ethnic studies would be directed at a general under-
standing of the nature of group life and how it has affected the development of
American society in particular. At the secondary level, such an analytical ap-
proach would introduce students to basic concepts of ethnicity, culture, assimi-
lation, and so forth. These discussions should deal frankly with issues such as
ethnic stereotypes, prejudice, group conflict, and group traits. Such matters are
the stuff of everyday life, to ignore them would deprive the program of its
essential purpose and place its credibility in jeopardy.

At this stage of the development of ethnic studies, we need courses which will
experiment with a variety of formats, methods, and contents. We do riot know as
yet what will work best to achieve the educational objectives. For example, it
might be useful for students to be divided into groups to study their separate
Leritages intensively. Or mixed groups which would deal with a number of
ethnic heritages might be more effective. Perhats both approaches used jointly
would yield the best results. One of the major responsibilities of the Ethnic
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Heritage Studies Centers ought to be a program of research on the relative ef-
fectiveness of various approaches to the teaching of ethnic studies. This seems
of such importance that I would strongly u,ge that such a responsibility be
written Into the language of the bill.

Critics of this bill will charge that an emphasis on ethnic studies in the
schools will itself promote group consciousness, furthering "the polarization and
Balkenization of American society." My reply is that after laboring under the
delusion of the "melting pot" for many decades our national well-being requires
that we recognize the reality and legitimacy of the existence of American ethnic
groups. Clearly the assimilattonist approach did not succeed in extirpating
ethnicity, although it has ravaged the psyche of generations of children, brown,
black, red, yellow, and white. The Ameticanizer's dream of a homogeneous,
standardized citizenry has turned into a nightmare. Perhaps we need a "Cul-
tural BM of Rights" in which the rights of all ethnic ;roups to pursue their dis-
tinctive ways of life and to perpetuate their heritages would be explicitly recog-
nized and protected. "Human diversity and variety," as Kenneth Keniston has
so well said, "must not only be tolerated, but rejoiced in, applauded, and en-
couraged." The enactment of H.R. 14910 would in my opinion put the government
of the United States on record as endorsing' this view. As such it would have
important symbolic as well as practical meaning. It would advance us signifi-
cantly toward a redefinition of the meaning of America, a meaning which would
embrace cultural, ethnic, racial, and religious differences as sources of social
health and national enrichment.

Dr. VECOLI. I first wish to thank Chairman Pucinski and members
of the committee for the opportunity to testify on H.R. 14910: which
is a bill of great interest to me and my colleagues at the University
of Minnesota.

We have for some years been developing this field of ethnic studies
at the University of 111innesotaand we have now in process of de-
velopment a graduate program in comparative ethnic and racial
studies, which we believe will fill a need for study and research on
ethnic groups, not only in the United States but in a comparative di-
mension. We think it would be very fruitful to look at other societies
which have had multilingual, multiethnic populations.

So in our conversations at Minnesota, we have certainly felt that
this bill would be a great help and great encouragement to those of
us who are working in this field.

I am also appearing as the president of the American-Italian His-
torical Association, which is an organization of laymen and scholars

iwho are interested in the history of Italian immigration as a field of
research. The executive council of the AIHA has endorsed this bill
as a measure which would greatly facilitate the kind of work that
we are interested in doing.

What I have tried to do in this statement is initially give you my
thoughts about the need for ethnic studies and the reason why we have
at this particular point in our history a deficiency of knowledge about
the ethnic groups in our country. This is really a paradox, it seems
to me, that in this kind of heterogeneous, pluralistic society we know
so little about the different groups that constitute the population of
the country.

I suggest that this has been because of the dominance of a particu-
lar kind of ideology, the melting-pot ideology, which has assumed
that the process of assimilation would work swiftly and inexorably
and within a matter of a generation or so we would all be melted
down into some kind of common amalgam. This philosophy has dom-
inated our education system from the graduate school down to the
grade school and has dictated the way in which Anerican history
has been presented. Until ro.:ently the assumption which was pre-
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sented to children studying American history was that all of the
important things which were said and done in the American past,
were said and done by white English-speaking Anglo-Saxon Ameri-
cans and that the other groups in society, whether racial or ethnic,
were simply there in the background as extras on the historical stage.

The effects of this kind of teaching of history on the psychology of
ehildren, I think, needs to be considered. We know it is very important
for children and young people to be able to develop a sense of positive
identity which woule, be the basis for a sense of self-respect. Being
presented with a picture of the American past in which they only see
themselves in negative terms, if at all, has been a negative force upon
generations of American children, not only black and red and yellow
and brown but also white children of immigrant backgrounds.

I would argue the need for a change in our curriculum in the public
schools in the fields of history and social studies in the direction of
providing the American children with a more realistic picture of what
America has been like and is like.

This, I thir?- would serve a number of purposes, I would like to
read the last few pages of my testimony, which directs itself specifi-
cally to the bill and makes some suggestions for alterations.

Only within the last few years has there been a quickening of
scholarly interest in the study of ethnicity. An increasing number of
books and articles are being published which shed new light on ethnic
subcultures and group relations. These new insights and findings, how-
ever, have not generally made their way into the school curriculums.
The statement by a committee of historians that "The American pee
ple * * * have embodied in their national being a tremendous diver-
sity * * * (which) must ba faithfully portrayed (in textbooks)," is
still more of an aspiration than a reality.

The greatest progress has been made in the field of Afro-American
studies. A library of general works, textbooks, and teaching materials
have been published; many courses in "black history" from the grad-
uate to the grade school have been established; numerous teachers have
been trained in this field. Clearly these measures have only begun to
compensate for the long-standing neglect of the history of Black-
Americans.

We must be concerned, however, that the American past not be di-
vided into "Black history" and "White history." We must insist upon
a pluralistic rather than a dichotomized view of history, one which
takes into account the complete spectrum of racial, religious, and cul-
tural groups making up the American people. This will entail a basic
change of historical perspective, not only at the elementary and sec-
ondary school level, but in the colleges and universities as well.

The Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers provided for by H.R. 14910
would greatly stimulate and facilitate this much needed reform in the
writing and teaching of American history. This bill mirrors, I believe,
a growing realization among educators and laymen that our schools
have not, by and large, created among students an awareness and ap-
preciation of the ethnic diversity which has been and remains a vital
feature of American life.

In re,sponse to the events of recent years, numerous efforts are being
made by school districts and individual teachers to develop courses in
history and social studies which would portray the role of ethnic
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groups in our society. Such undertakings have often lacked adequate
resources and luive usually operated in isolation. We are still at a stage
where each teacher has to make up his own unit of study on ethnic
groups.

By developing and disseminating curriculum materials, the Ethnic
Heritage Studies Centers would encourage many teachers who are
presently frustrated by the lack of appropriate materials. By training
teachers in ethnic studies, the centers would fill an urgently felt need
in many schools for instructors with a competence in this area. Each
center could also serve as a regional clearinghouse on human and li-
brary resources, a facility for testing the effectiveness of materials and
techniques, and a research institute on the various regional cultures.

In this connection, I should like to stress the importance of utilizing
the resources of the ethnic communities in the educational programs.
Ethnic organizations and institutions have a great deal to contribute, I
believe, to this educational curriculum reform. We have a number of
historical societies such as the American-Italian Historical Associa-
tion which have been working in the field and have resources which
would be useful in carrying out the purposes of H.R. 14910.

One of the major impacts of this bill would be the impetus it would
provide to ethnic studies at the college and university level. Sad to say,
the role of ethnic groups in American life has been generally neglected
in institutions of higher education. As a matter of fact, they have been
the chief source of the cultural myopia which has permeated the edu-
cational system.

Although section 904 of 11.11. 1.1910 recognizes the need to
research facilities and personnel of colleges and universities, my feel-
ing is that much more needs to be done to encourage scholarship at this
level. Because of past neglect, we know little about the history of
dozens of American ethnic groups. What do we know about Bohe-
mians, Hungarians, Italians, Poles, Lithuanians, or Slovaks in
America?

To revise educational curriculums and textbooks before the basic
research has been done may indeed be putting the cart before the horse:
Ali urgent task which confronts us, for example, is the preservation of
the historical records of ethnic groups, for if this is not done, we shall
never be able to study their heritages. For some years, the Center for
Immigration Studies of the University of Minnesota has been gather-
ing such documents in an immigrant archives. However, the work has
barely begun.

Mr. Puctxsnr. I am particularly impressed and I wonder if you
would like to emphasize, Doctor, your page 6, the paragraph on atti-
tude of critics to this concept, because I think it is a telling point.

Dr. ArEcom The rationale for this bill, as I see it, is both in terms of
providing for children of different. ethnic backgrounds a sense of posi-
tive identification with the American past and also providing them
with an intellectual understanding of the nature of the American
society as a pluralistic society.

I do think as we proceed with this bill, there will be opposition from
critics who will say this will promte group consciousness, that this will
simply exacerbate the differences in

group
society. I don't find this

a persuasive argument, because I think we have for decades suffered
under the delusion of "melting pot," in which we refused to recognize
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the reality and the legitimacy of the existence of ethnic groups. The
effects of this, as I suggested before, have been that the assunilationist
approach has affected generations of children in a very negative way.

I suggest perhaps we need a cultural bill of rights in which the
rights of all ethnic groups to pursue their distinctive ways of life and
perpetuate their heritages would he explicitly recognized and
protected.

The enactment of MTh 14910 would, in my opinion, put the Gov-
ernment of the United States on record as endorsing the view that
ethnicity and diversity are sources of national strength and well-being
and enrichment rather than negative forces in our society.

Mr. PIICIIISHI. I must say it is an excellent statement:and obviously
you have given the subject a great deal of thought. I am particularlyimpressed withJyour reference to the young people, and I was very
happy you reminded us that as early as 1916, John Dewey urged the
schools to take pains to enlighten all as to the great past contributions
of every strain in our composite makeup, and your quote is :.

When every pupil recognizes all the factors which have gone into our being,
ho will continue to prize and reverence that coming from his own past, but be
will think of it as honored in being simply one factor In forming a whole,
nobler and finer than itself.

Now? I think that is right clown to the guts of the issue. What we
are trying to do in this bill is to help Americans know each other bet-
ter and understand each other better. I have said at the opening of
these hearings that we are now paying a heavy price because, for the
last century or two, we have tried to homogenize 200 million human
beings instet.d of recognizing the Americans are a beautiful mosaic of
many people, many races, many religions, many cultural backgrounds,
and as we learn more about each other's strengths as human beings,
we dissipate many of the needless fears and apprehensions and suspi-
cions about each other and start looking upon each other as a mosaic
of people who make up the whole of the Nation. I think that your
statement has been developed beautifully. Mr. Brademas.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I have just a couple of questions Mr. Chairman. I
am observing the proof of what you saida Polish-American chair-
man, a Greek-American colleague, Jewish-American, Chinese-
American, and Italian-A

Dr. VEcom. You have a mosaic right here.
Mr. BRADEMAS. I am not sure you planned it this way, but it is not

unrepresentative Iresentative of your point. have a couple of quick questions and
I will put it to my friend Dr. Liu, first, and if anyone else wishes to
comment, all right.

To what extent are efforts being made in universities of the United
States, especially universities located in communities where there are
substantial ethnic minorities, to work with the schools in that par-
ticular community to afford ehem teaching materials in respect of the
heritage of that particular ethnic group ?

I think, for instance, of the University of Notre Dameour home
city of South Bend; we have, Mr. Chairman, some substantial Polish-
American community, as the chairm.m knows, and Hungarian-
Americans, to cite two; and does the University of Notre Dame work
with the local school system in any way to develop curriculum mate-
rials that can be used in the schools where there are large numbers of
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children or the entire city, for that matter, because it is important that
the white Anglo-Saxon Protestant schoolchildren and the black
schoolchildren be aware, in my view, of the contributions of the
Polish and Hungarian past in view of the fact that there are so many
citizens of those two backgrounds in that community, and do I make
myself clear?

Dr. Liu. Yes. I think at this time there has been no evidence that
the University of Notre Dame or even other universities in the area
have engaged in this kind of educational endeavors to either help
the schools in disseminating or collecting or teaching the material of
ethnic groups.

As a matter of fact, I think the attempt has been the other way
aroundto minimize the differences. I think at least in the Catholic
communities, the existence of national parishes in the parochial
schools had in some way enhanced the group identity in some way that
this might preserve certain cultural heritage.

Whether or not that is important at this time, I don't think this
is the issue, but I think the issue is that we do not have a concerted
and systematic effort to do the thing that the bill would enable us to
do in the future.

I think that the third point in regard to Mr. Brademas' question
isI mentioned this earlier in my summarizationis that certain
cultural groups are rather in certain parts of the country, and in
South Bend, we certainly cannot talk about Chinese heritage in South
Bend; there is very little there.

Mr. BRADEMAS. You are it.
Dr. Liu. I am it. On the other hand, we do have very large Polish

and Hungarian ethnic groups in South Bend. Therefore, these two
cultural groups are relevant insofar as school curriculum and interests
of the pupils are concerned.

I suspect that Spanish - speaking Americans would be more inter-
ested in the kinds of teaching material that pertains to the Spanish-
speaking culture or heritage in the Southwest United States and
perhaps in large cities like New York and Chicago, this whole urban
complex.

So, therefore, I think it is important to think about certain single
or regional cultural centers because of the geographic distribution
of our ethnic population in the United States instead of dispersing
them throughout the country, which probably would not be very
fruitful at this time.

Mr. BRADEMAB. Thank you.
Mr. LEVI NE. Perhaps I can respond, Congressman. Dr. Vecoli has

ioutlined brilliantly in many other places the fact that practically
nothing is being done. There is a sudden surge of interest; it has
become fashionable, of course, in the black studies field, but in terms
of other groups in American life, it took the American Jewish Com-
mittee and other Jewish organizations years and years of indigenous
fund-raising, and much of this kind of effort is of course quite ad-
mirable, to set up chairs in Jewish learning in a number of univer-
sities. The nature of these programs was quite specialized, with very
few Jewish students except those scholarly concerned, getting in-
volved. I am sure other ethnic groups have had the same kind of
experience.
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One of the reasons we are so impressed with your effort is because
we think you are hitting at the nerve center of American society. You
are asking for a modest amount of money; I assume this is only the
beginning. It is quite accurate to define significant parts of American
history in categories such as group conflict, group interests, and group
identity. It probably. defines American history more adequately than
any other way. Yet in a recent study done by the American Jewish
Committee called "Short-changed Children of Suburbia," we show in
gret.t detail the fact that these issues of social concern and these
issues of ethnic background have been almost totally absent from our
suburban schools.

There has been some change in the last 2 years with some increased
interest, but inadequate source materials exist to touch base with his-
torical reality and there is still great confusion as to how one teaches
about American group life.

Mr. PuciNsm. I think you, Dr. Vecoli, make a very good point here
and one that T am pleased with in the statement when he says on page
5, last paragraph:

Ethnic studies thus may have two distinct yet equally legitimate functions.
Personal identity Is rooted in history. An individual's view of his relationship to
the past can be a source of a positive ego identity drawing strength from his
family and ethnic group origins or if it is one which denigrates his background
it can undermine his sense of worth and self-respect. And it has been well said
that a person who cannot respect himself cannot respect others.

He also quotes Erik Erikson at the top of page 6, who states "Young
people must become whole people in their own right." And I think
this is really the great problem, as you point out.

We have totally ignored in this country, the fact that we are unique
as a nation. In Poland, 95 percent of the people are Polish; and in
Italy, 92 percent of the people are Italian ; and in Denmark: I presuirr,
97 percent are Danes, and so on down the line. But here is a unique
institution, a polyglot nation, a heterogeneous nation, and yet as we
look at the history books of this country, as we look at all of the various
textbooks, nowhere do you find any acknowledgement of the fact that
America is a mosaic of many people.

Mr. LEVINE. We are paying a tremendous price, .Congressmen. I
don't think wr.. quite realize the pathology that exists in our cities and,
overall, the deep disillusionment of ,youth. The new movements that
people are critical of "groupiness" and "hippiedom," the desire to
establish communityis really nothing more than a deep need on the
part of people to identify with something smaller than the kind of
cancerous anonymous society that has been developed.

Mr. PuciNsxr. Secretary Rogers said in Africa the other day on his
visit that 10 percent of our Nation can trace its history to many of
the old nations of Africa and the cultures that precede our own
culture as a nation, but you won't find that anywhere in textbooks.

We get hundreds of phone calls and letters from teachers around the
country that say : "Do you have any text material? Do you have any
materials 1"

You say in your statement, Dr. Liu : "We favor the goals of H.R.
14910 and would like to stress the importance of broad definition of
provisions in order that possible ethnic studies will enable us to de-
velop programs in accordance with a rationale they developed them-
selves.
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One reason why wa have tried to assign the role of developing cur-
ricuhuns and textbook material, and various other source material, to
the university is we are mindful that, if we hied to leave this in sources
other than universities, it could become an instrument of all sorts of
political Mending and various other thing's, and even universities
have had some problems with this.
. We had a witness yesterday, Dr. Spector from 'Washington Uni-
versity of St. LouiS, wbo properly drew a distinction between the
Berkeley black studies project and what we are talking about here. The
Berkeley black studies project became a political instrument, so it
failed and Berkeley shut it down.

We are not talking about a political instrument here. We are talk-
ing about a resource instrumentality : knowledge, information, not po-
1 itical activism.

I think, within the framework you suggested, Dr. Liu, where we
leave to the universities the rationale to develop the academic stand-
ards, we can assure that the very thing that some might fear, perhaps
Mr. Levine might fear, will not happen. Is that a correct assumption ?

Dr. IAu. That is very correct. I think there has to be a proper place
of this kind of archive centers or data banks within the framework
of the institution of higher learning and this would have to be kept
in mind. It lac ." L brought up to date in our timesI think that not
only historical material but the ongoing processes.

Mr. PuciNsitr. Mr. Levine talks about, suggestsa different ap-
proach; lie suggests that we set upwhat do you call it?

Mr. LEVINE. National Institute on Group Liie.
Mr. PUCINSKI. I must submit that I think yon missed the main

thrust of this legislation. Now you have a vast array of programs and
studies being funded by all sorts of people in this countryprivate
foundations, the 0E0, Justice Department, ITS0Eand there is a
great deal of work being done in America to try to move along the
lines that you suggest ; but, you would, within the framework of your

iproposal, if I understand it correctly, be putting us right back where
we are now. This legislation has as its ultimate goal the creation of in-
structional material about individuals so that in due course they can
(a) know themselves better and (b) know each other better.

Now, if I thought for one second that this legislation was designed
to polarize or, as Dr. Vecoli said, "Balkanize" attitudes, I, of course,
would be very much opposed to this legislation, but that is not the
purpose.

I am afraid, Mr. Levine that, to follow your suggestion, we would
be right back where we started from.

311.. LEVINE. Let me explain something.
Mr. PUCINSKI. And we have not made very much success; as Dr.

Vecoli points out, the melting pot has not really been melting very
well.

Mr. LEVINE. Let me please explain, because I think you misunder-
stand, Congressman. We are saying exactly what you are sayingthat
there are lots of pieces of this pie all over the place, and we are saying
it ought to be coordinated on a national basis into a National Institute
on Group Life so the research could follow with a great deal more
clarity, with the posing of the questions and the organization on a
national level.
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Mr. PUCINSKJ. But, I tell you what you have. We have gone that
route.

Mr. LiiviNE. I want to finish, because you don't understand.
Mr. Pucixs Kr. I want to make it clear, because we have gone that

route for 100 years, and you know what happens; the small groups, the
groups that have not had muscle, spokesmenthe orientals, Latin
Americans, various othersthey get gobbled up and absorbed, and
dealt out of the picture.

Mr. LEviNE. Let me finish, Congressman.
Mr. PLICINSKL This is why we say each university ought to select

an identifiable ethnic group and then, within the framework of that
university, work on that particular identifiable ethnic group.

Now, somewhere along rho line, there is going to be a merge of all,
but I have seen, Mr. Levine, over the yearsmid this is why we have
this problem today, and this is why you can't find any material any-
wherebecause I have watched institutes of group life and various
others where the myriad of small nationality groups and ethnic groups
got wiped away.

Mr. LEviNn. You misunderstand, because there is a second piece to
my te,timony. My testimony then would go to the heart of your bill,
the ethnic studies heritage centers; I would regionalize this national
institute so that it would do exactly what you are talking about, except
for one way. We are concernedmid I wish we could get some clarity
on thiswe are not concerned with the intent of the bill; we are
concerned with the way it, is designed to operate.

We are worried about the single group nature of it. We are wor-
ried about placing one university in charge of a particular group,
lest, there be a competitive kind of a climate among a number of groups
set up in a particular area. Let me explain.

Mr. Pucixsici. But you take this attitude in other research; do you
take this attitude on other occasions?

Mr. LEVINE. No, Congressman; let me explain. I say on a regional
basis we can accomplish your aims if we set, up an umbrella institu-
tion that would deal with all of the groups on a regional basis as you
suggest.

So, if I am a Chinese organization, I would be able to come to
this regional center and, in that regional center, my work would
be done. If I am a Greek group, my work would be done. On the
other hand if I happens to be that that particular regional center is a
Jewish center as such, if I am an Italian group I would not find it
appropriate to come to that particular regiona, center; it would not
meet my particular needs.

And so I am saying we are seeking what you are seeking exactly,
but we think the be ;t way to do it is an umbrella type of agency on
a regional basis, tied in, if p',3sible, to a national institute.

Mr. Prcixsxr. And you have »ot, used that logic in all of the other
research projects that . we support? For instance, we don't take told
say that we are going to take leukemia and cancer and heart, attacks
and,everything and put them wider one. We feeland this is a
very historic decision herewe feel, as Dr, Vecoli quite properly
pointed out and as Dr. Lieu had quite properly pointed out and other
witnesses have pointed opt, that toda;; in this country you cannot find
source material about the heterogeneous aspects of this country.
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Mr. LxviNn. We are supporting that.
Mr. Puoiwsxr. And that is why I say that to suggest the route of

the national institute on group life is neutralizing instead of letting
Notre Dameand Notre Dame is in the area of a large Hungarian
community, and it is entirely possible that Notre Dame may decide
they would like to develop an ethnic studies center on Hungarian
culture, I don't know; they may decide to do it on oriental culture
or on black culture; whatever they decide is fine. It does seem to
me that the great shortcoming in America up to now has been this
constant effor:,. Even though you say that your National Institute or
Group Life would have different cubiclesone for the Greeks and
MC for this laid that.

Mr. LEVINE. No, it would not.
Mr. Perms KT. We know that the net result would be the same kind

of a homogenization that up to now, in my judgment, has been a
failure. Perhaps we would like to get something from Dr. Vecoli.

Dr. VECOLI. Congressman, I think the point is well made that we
need specialization simply in terms of the logistics of the problem.
We are dealing here with a spectrum of groups which can number
40, 50, or 60 if iv.3 look at the Nation as a whole. It clearly is impos-
sible for any university to have the expertise to deal effectively with
10, 15, or 20 groups. It is simply a matter of your staff, your linguistic
resources, and so on.

So I do think that some degree of specialization on a regional basis
would make a great deal of sense where each center would focus on
not one, but the several major ethnic groups in the region.

Now, the problem you touched on of "What about the small groups
that are minorities in all of the regions? What do we do with, for
example, the Serbians or the Syrians?" Certainly the structure must
make a place for them, otherwise we would be violating the very
principle I think we are trying to establish herethat all groups need
to have recognition of their presence in America.

At the same time, I think there would be some utility to the kind
of overall agency which I understand Mr. Levine is suggesting, which
might be along the lines of the Canadian Commission on Bilingualism
and Bicuituralism. Canada is faced with its own problem in terms
of the cleavage between the English- and French-speaking groups,
and there are many other groupsItalians Poles, and so forth. This
commission has done good work in Canada in terms of trying to estab-
lish some of the basic facts about the nature of Canadian society and
encouraging not only research but teaching programs such as we are
interested in which would respond to the needs of the different groups
within Canada.

I would myself think that the regional centers, with their own
specialized focus, ought to be coordinated within some kind of national
institute which would see to it that, for example, no groups are ne-
glected, that we simply don't respond to dominant groups in each
region and ignore the smaller groups, so that we have equity.

Mr. PUCINSKI. The only problem with that, Doctor, and again the
problem I have with the concept, is that you set up a national mstitute
which then dominates. And I would rather go the route of Dr. Liu,
let the university decide what is the rationale and then, of course,
apply it.
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You have in the agency that administers this act a clearinghouse.
The administrator of the act will really be the clearinghouse, .he
obviously would nut want to put all of his money into one direction
at the expense of others.

Perhaps in due time the national clearinghouse might be a good
thing, I don't know, and I am perfectly willing to listen to suggestions;
but what we are trying to do in this act is to place the responsibility
of judgment pretty much in the universities and, of course, the ethnic
groups that would be interested in it.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Quie?
Mr. Quin. I would like to find out how you people envision the

use of this information in the secondary and elementary schools?
You can have all of the instructional materials you want and unless
you put them in use in the secondary schools and elementary schools,
it is a useless exercise. As I understand the concept of this legislation,
in northern Minnesota, in the schools where there is a predominance
of Finnish people, undoubtedly they could do more in Finnish culture
and even teach thl Finnish language in the schools. In another part
where there are mostly Bohemians in the schools, they would study
Bohemian culture, but what about Minneapolis, itself, where there are
Negroes, Indians, Mexican-Americans, Chinese, Japanese, a greater
number of Jewish people probably, a la:ge number of Norwegians and
Swedes, an even larger number of Germans and a few Luxembourgers
in there, what we called Germans .What do you do in a case like that?

Won't they b,:1 spending too much time in trying to teach everybody
about everybody else's culture so you won't have time for anything
else?

Dr. VECOLL Mr. Quie, I think this is a very real problem, obviously,
in terms of how you do this kind of teaching of American history
which would really reflect the tremendous complexity of the cultural
ingredients in the population.

I, feel that at this stage of ethnic studies, and I think we should
recognize we are really pioneering here, it seems to me this very
meeting is historic because, to my knowledge, this is the first time for
the Government of the United States has taken cognizance of the
existence of these ethnic groups in a positive way.

Usually, in the past, it has been to make negative kinds of observa-
tions, and to express negative concern. I think we need to approach
the teaching of ethnic studies in an experimental frame of mind. We
need to try out different kinds of curriculums and to d3velop different
kinds of teaching materials. It seems to me a very basic function of
the centers ought to be as testing facilities to follow up on courses and
determine the outcome of teaching techniques and materials in differ-
,ent situations.

Now, we can envision teaching in Minneapolis, for example, a
variety of courses which would be designed for schools with varied
student populations. We would have certain objectives, that is, we
would want to teach these children something about the nature of
.group.life so they would have some idea of what is an eanie group,
what is the nature of prejudice, what is the nature of stereotypes.
'Our purpose would be to provide the students with an understanding
of the role of ethnic groups in our history.
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I think that this would provide a. more realistic perspective for our
young people so they could come to understand better our society as
it functions today.

Beyond that, it seems to me that when you have groups of children
such as Indian children on the south side of Minneapolis, that some
special provision can be made for teaching intensively the history
of the Indian people and perhaps of those particular tribes from
which these children come.

Now, this might be (lone by setting up separate classes within the
school in facilities outside of the school, I am not sure how this could
best be done, but think you need to experiment with a variety of
programs which would deal intensively with the history of certain
ethnic groups where it seems to be called for in particular situations
and also the broad spectrum kind of course which would be aimed
at classrooms in which you would have a dozen or more different
backgrounds represented.

I think that is the best I can do at this point.
Mr. PuciNsKr. If I may add also, and I think he raises a good

question, but as you look at the world, you have the Luxembourg
group and Scandinawvian group and Balkan group and the nations of
Africa, Middle East, and I think Dr. Vecoli mentioned earlier, and I
arrive it would be difficult to zero in on every single .group in thees

world, but you could, as he has suggested, deal with regions.
For instance, the Soviet group, it is 16 republics, the Soviet Union,

and various others, you would want to study as a group rather than
individually, at least for a start.

Mr. Qum. Well, what you are talking about now is an ethnic group
which would feel left out, For instance, the American Indian never
had a chance to go through what I did, being of Norwegian back-
ground, where we developed identity because of the area in which we
lived and developed a pride.

Now, many people have written about the fact that the second gen-
eration seems to be ashamed of its parents and I think it is not true.
We have gotten away from that. It is a psychological change in Amer-
ica and John Steinbeck wrote about that.. The second generation
doesn't talk the old language and that is where we got. the idea of a
melting pot. But there is still a tremendous understanding of Nor-
wegian culture. I assume we don't. have problems with the Norwegians
as much as we do with the Swedes, at least there is not a problem
there, but there is with the American Indian because we didn't, have
strictly Indian colleges as we have Norwegian Lutheran colleges in
the _past.

We don't have any, I imagine, Slovak colleges as such. There are
Jewish colleges, but is this what you are talking alyout, are there some
ethnic groups that. have never had an opportiiity to develop that
pride in their identity.

Dr. Wcor.r. I don't think it is quite what I had in mind. I wouldn't
want to put it in terms of the allegedly culturally deprived groups.
I teach courses in immigration history at the University of Minnesota,
and I have found among students of Scandinavian ancestry curiosity
about their own backgrounds which they don't simply soak up out of
family or community atmosphere. Much of the history and heritage
have been lost because often generations have not talked to each other.
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One of the assignments I like to give in my classes is to have the
students talk to some oldtime , someone who has been an immigrant.
They think about it and say, "Yes, I could talk with my granduncle;
I never talked with him about. this."

There has been a lack of dialog or communication between genera-
tions so that the students often don't have any very clear conception
of their own cultural backgrounds. When they study American history,
they study it in terms of Davey Crockett or Daniel Boone instead of
the Norwegians who settled on the prairies. I believe the study of
history ought. to provide students with a specific identity in society so
they know exactly who their own ancestors were and what part they
played in the making of this country.

I think all American children need the kind of education in history
which will enable them to develop a sense of pride and positive
identity.

Mr. QUIE. When you explain it. that way, it seems you and Dr. Le-
vine are together. For the whole group. then, you would have all of the
types of ethnic backgrounds in a class in a secondary school, and you
could assign one of Norwegian background the job of finding out about
himself, and one of Greek-liackground finding out about himself, and
like in your college class, I imagine they would not be primarily of
Scandinavian background, but you would have all of the group, and
you assign thin to their own group to find out about their own group.

Dr. Vrcoi.t. Usually, this is what they are interested in doing, ex-
ploring their own groups.

Well, this is at the receiving level. This is in the
s=room.
Well. what we are talking about now is what you do with the

finished prods et.
The lull here -this is where we digressed in Mr. Levine's sugges-

tionthe bill is designed to make available, as Dr. Liu has said, sonic.
assistance to universities to develop, as he said in his statement on
page 3:

But it is important that such findings lie made arallable for pres.ntation at
the elementary and secoadary tsineation lerels. Current activities of two ef our
futility numbers provide a suggestimi as to what might be done. Professor SAM
Pm has contributed to the development of a complete course in the history of
Spanish-speaking Americans.. a seiles of visual aids with a test available for use
at various grade levels, in both English and Spanish. Such programs would en
able even a teacher who was relatively untrained in ethnic stndies to present
classroom materials effectively.

What we are talking about in this bill is the mechanism to develop
source material on the various identifiable ethnie groups or regional
groi=.

It ir. trite that at the classroom level. as has been expressed by Mr.
Quie, one would go to a library and research the material he can find
on the ttreeks and on the Italians. et mem Then the pupils themselves
could try to bring better respect. for and understanding of each other.
The source nirderial has to be developed, however, and my only ob-
jection with all due respect to Dr. Levine, is that if we were to go
the route that he snggests prrvions experience shows 'IA than it does
not work out.

Mr. Qum Let's find out about availability of this information. On
a number of the ethnic groups, it is availal,le. Von can contact juct
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about anybody. Take an American Italian, it seems to me there is a
tremendous amount of material available, isn't there?

Dr. VEOOLI, 1 am afraid there is not.
Mr. QUI& There isn't? Couldn't they write to your association and

you give them a bibliography of books?
Dr. VECOLI. Not the best ok that has been written on Italian immi-

gration was published in 1019. Since then, we have had a number
published, but nothing which is really a definitive history of the
Itd.ian people of America.

Certainly, in terms of materials for use at the high school level,
there is very little. A number of things are being published because
publishers ere responding to the same kind of climate that this bill
sZ a respons. to.

Now, we suddenly are interested, we want to know about ethnic
groups. But I am a little hesitant abort kind of crash program
because often the materials produced are not really very good. I think
in this area, as in any area of scholarship, basic research is essential.
This has not, by and large, been done on the Italians in America. We
don't have the kinds of studies which would give us a comprehensive
view of the Italian experience in America. After all there were some
5 millions; that came from Italy. The Italians had Very diverse
experiences; in Louisiana as sugarcane 'growers, on the west coast as
fishermen, in New York as garment workers, and so on. This story has
not been told in all its complexity.

Once the basic research has been done, then the problem is, how do
you translate it into secondary and elementary school materials?

Mr. QUIE. Do you think we still have to do basic research with some
of thegroups I

Dr. N'tcom. Yes.
Mr. Qum. I can't imagine in my own nationality that you could do

more than has been done.
Dr. VECOIA. You had a good mare in Theodore Blegen, who was the

spearhead in terms of work on the Norwegians. The work that has been
done on the Norwegians has been very good, but that is an exception.

Even Swedes don't stand up very well in terms of availability of
scholarly resources.

Mr. PuciNsxr. If Mr. Quie will yield, he is amazed and he proves my
point better than anything I can say here. lie is amazed that there is
not a wealth of source material and most Anis-leans are amazed when
you raise the (vest ion, but then when you begin probing they discover
that the material is not available either in quantity, quality, or depth.
There are books, there are all sorts of books, novels, and whatnot,
National Geographic has done some research, but there are really no
curriculums, no source material, no materials available in a form suit-
able for a classroom teacher.

Dr. Liu, did you want, to cement I
Dr. hit% I am very glad, Mr. Chairman, you have been calling the

attention of everybody in the roor- to the original spirit of this bill.
I think this is the point I am trying to make. I think that the original
spirit of the bill is to create regional centers to make inventories to
pull the materials together for teaching purpoaes.

We do not have anything of this kind. We do not have a center
where people can go to find everything there is to be known about an
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ethnic group in the United States. We have many very fine centers and
instead of other cultures in major universities, like the Harvard
Yenching Institute with emphasis on the study of Chinese culture,
but mostly in the Far East, we have other kinds of programs which
are created by the National Educational Defense Act, mainly in the
form of teaching languages.

We have many fine anthropological centers on the study of Ameri-
can Indians, but to talk about a specific kind of cultural heritage cen-
ter, we do not have this kind of organization at the moment.

I think our first job is to make such an inventory, to find out how
much we know about it, what kind of materials we have, then we want
to find out how we can enrich this set of materials, make it more rele-
vant for secondary and primary school teaching purposes.

We want to continue this kind of research. This is an esteblislunent
of certain kinds of archives, from my understanding of the spirit of
the bill.

Now, what are we going to do after we have these materials t That is
a different process. 1Ve know that the writing of textbooks is pretty
much the prerogative of scholars, of people who undertake the job of
writing.

Sometimes this is not oven the case. It is the case of what people
think as the consumers desire to have what kind of material in a book.

There are certain very fine textbooks on the market, but very few
people choose them because people simply do not think that their stu-
dents or pupils in the community would like to take that kind of
material in their classrooms.

This is, I think, a political process in many communities, the parents
and the school board and the teachers and the professional educators
who get together to study the curriculum structure, the kinds of things
that people want in that community, and this is the reason why I talk
about the relevant centers or cultural centers in a particular region in
the United States.

I think in many large communities, the study of Spanish-American
cultural heritage would be not only desirable, they are almost impor-
tant enough to have them as required courses, so that people would
understand the educational process and the opportunity structure of
the Spanish-speaking Americans in our large metropolises.

But such courses would mean very little to students, say, in South
Bend and, on the other hand, people of I'olish and Hungarian origins
would find different kinds of material would be more relevant to their
life experience. So, I think the spirit of the bill, as I see it, is to create
()enters for this kind of material. How people are going to use these
materials in secondary teaching, that is different political process or
social process, if you will.

Mr. L vier. Congreman, I must clarify something because I want
to explain to you how my plan would work. I think we are so impre&qed
with your efforts and we feel so deeply you are in a pioneering arena,
one that we are terribly interested in so that if we are not understood,
I think it is a waste of this particular opportunity. I am saying to you
that the regional laboratory idea is exactly what we have in mind.
With the regional center concept as it now appears in II.R. 14910 we
are fearful of running into political headaches and trouble with com-
petition of pronps, unless it works something like this Unless it is in
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an umbrella or neutral lab which talks about comparative ethnic cul-
tures and it is prepared as a regional *rib to contract out, say, to the
University of Notre. Dame for a project dealing with Polish-Americans
or with other ethnic groups in that geographic area, so on demand
this regional lab would respond to community needs and desires. It
would even in practice probably lead to exactly what you are talking
about in terms of a regional grouping of the ethnic groups that are
particularly dominant in a geographic area. What I am afraid of and
what. the American Jewish Committee staff has been discussing, is that
in an area like New York, you would find it greatly difficult to establish
an effort that is particularly geared to one group or another.

You would have a great difficulty. You would run into immediate
political problems. We don't want to see this program shot down be-
cause of these potential problems. We have. such an interest in the
program that we want it to get off to the right start. We are saying a
better way to accomplish your aim would be to have this umbrella
center become a force for the study of group life in a geographic area,
also for it to become a teacher-training lab. As an illustration, such
a center could carry on projects similar to something now going on at
the Smithsonian Institution. The Smithsonian has recently discovered
that it has excellent collections of what they call stereotypic materials.
These collections have saved cartoons from popular magazines
throughout thi last century. Every time an ethnic group came over,
pretty much the same kind of stereotypic kinds of material appeared
ui emtoon form. They have been able to take the cartoons and put
heni on slides and are now preparing them for the kinds of teaching

materials the ethitie heritage centers would try to create. The Smith-
sonian is not carrying out this project in terms of one particular group,
but hopes to show kids the comparative problem of different ethnic.
groups. In short the American Jewish Committee is interested in doing
two things, interested in establishing the comparative nature of ethnic
development in America and in self-image, the teaching about one's
own roots. That is a difficult thing to achieve, but it can be achieved.

Mr. Prossio. Mr. Bell ?
Mr. BELL. No questions.
Mr. Pro ssxt. Mr. Hawkins
\tr. IIAwims. No questions.
Mr. Pt-CINSKt. Mr. Quie
Mr. Qum. I would like to go through this a little further. Who should

make the decision of the regions! I can't imagine putting all of the
Scandinavians in one region if you can stay away from that, do you
put all Asians in one region I

Mr. I.v.vixr. That is the problem. This is the only objection we have
and we support everything else. That isnot well defined.

Mr. Quir.. Let's ask the man from Asian background.
1)r. Lit-. Mr. Qaie, the group at Notre Dame met and discnssed some

detail on this point on brought up. I think that every university
would have sonic kind of concentration of skill: and the kinds of prob-
lems that they are interested in.

The University of Texas and ITLA, for instance, would be logically.
if they had not developed centers in the study of Spanish-American
population, I would be surprised.

I would be very surprised if the universities in New York City
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did not have a center for the study of the Jewish culture. I would
be very surprised, for instance, that the study of Chinese culture
would not be located in areas where people are more concerned about
the Chinese population in terms of cultural heritage and contribution
and so on.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Like Hawaii or California I
Dr, Liu. Yes, Hawaii or California. I think the East and West cen-

ter is well located in terms of a geographical center, Aside from this
regional relevance to the problems there are also historical develop.
ments in terms of faculty research interests. If, at. University "X" five
people in the same department had been working on a project for 20
years, it would be logical for them to continue their effort rather than
to take it away from them, but. to strengthen that effort. This is why I
thou:ght that even singular or say multiple cultural centers would be
good because you tend to concentrate certain rssources together to give
them the srtength.

I cannot. imagine that we have five I Itingarian cultural centers in the
United States. rcannot find this many people who would be interested.

Mr. QUE. I didn't know that there was even one; how do you know
there isonel

Dr. Liu. I don't know.
Mr. Qum This is important because we know there was one on

Asiatic culture, I still have a problem on whether or not. it is acceptable
to classify Far Eastern cultures as just Asiatic. Perhaps the Chinese
and Japanese could get together at the East-West Center in Hawaii.
1311, what about the other groups, DoctorI3ohernians, Hungarians,
Italians,. Poles, Lithuanians, and Slovaks? You can go on from there.

How do you know about their centers I
Dr. Liu. We have many centers already in the United States dealing

with the East European cultures, but emphasis may not. be at the same
equal degree. Again, this is a matter of the resources that you hare.

At Notre Dame, we have an East. European Center,. and we have
published more than 15 books in that area, but mostly in the area of
Hungarian, Polish cultural heritage and Government and diplomacy
and philosophy, and so on, simply because we had very few people who
have been doing this work for many years and for some reason or
anothert they are able to find some research supports from private
foundations and universities.

Just to keep these research scholars happy at Notre Dame, I think
the university sometimes is coughing up money to do this.

Mr. Quit, Do you think every group in the world would be able to
interest this agency

Dr. Liu. I think the spirit of the bill, as I see it, and I think there
are people that would disagree with me, but I think in reality we have
to deal with this kind of problem, that is, we can create centers to corer
every minor subculture group in the world, but in reality, we are not
able to do it. There are a number of reasons.

One is in some areas, we do not hare the kind of interest-410w
many Egyptian centers can we develop in the United States"! This
is going to be a problem and, "flow many experts do we have on Eyvpt
or in modem Egypt," for thtt Imatter. don't know, but I am raising
this kind of question just like you raised.

On the other hand, we should have tremendous interest in areas
that we are now beginning to pay attention to, like the black studies
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"ram' like the Spanish-speaking Americans, and I think that there
will be more consumer desire in those areas for textbook materials and
SO on.

The Prentiss Hall people wanted to put together a series of ethnic
cultural monographs and they have done this in, I think, the Japanese-
American, Spanish-speaking American, and I think Italian-American
as well, and one of them contacted me for a small monograph on the
Chinese-American and it was through this experience that I found
there is very little being done on this.

I don't even know what the market value of that is. But I think
there are such processes, natural proem in which you would weed
out certain things that at least for the time being, are not important.

Maybe in the future, they will be important. Tam not overlooking
any kind of cultural groups, and small groups, but what I am saving
is there are certain natural processes which will guide our effort, given
the limited resources, having to make a choice and the choice is up to
the people to make.

Mr. Prossm. Well, Doctor, if you will .yield, let's assume there is
a small Assyrian group in South Bend. Now they are a significant
group but. you are not going to find any material about them. Let's
assume Notre Dame has a Slovak study center. Somebody comes to
Notre. Dame and says, "Can you include something about Assyrians"
and you happen to have a professor there or you know somebody
and you start a small program, at least then you have something going.

Dr. Ian Yes.
Mr. Proxsxt. Now the problem I have with the approach of Mr.

Levine is that. you NVV'Ild cent relit things, and this is the very thing
that created the problem we are in row. Somebody in a national in:.4.!
t e makes a decision that the Assyrians as a group are too small, too
insignificant, not important and so on. Therefore, a program never
gets started, whereas, if you leave this decision within the framework
of a university, the individual and the administrator of the bill, the
university will submit to the administrator a grant request, "We want
to set up a program here to do some research and develop material on
Transylvanians, for example. Most Americans don't. even know we
have transylvanians," in this country.

Most. Americans don't even know where Transylvania was, yet it
is a significant group. This is why I would prefer to have this within
the lattitude of the department and the universities.

Mr. Qum. We all know than no matter what is in the authorization,
there ;rill be a limited amount of money for the program.

Mr. Proxsxt. Sure.
Mr. Qum. Who makes the decision
Mr. Puctxsxt. Well, the USOE people make the decision,

administrator.
Mr. Qum. We are back to that problem again.
Dr. Vcront. Mar I comment
I would certainly support, the autonomy of various regional centers,

but it is obvious there will have to be a coordinating mechanism at the
national level. What form this coordinating mechanism at the national
level will take I think we will have to give a good deal of thought to.

Someone is going to have to decide on allocation of funds and.jndg-
;news on different ropomls and all of the rest but there seems to be a
difference in the points of view of Mr. Levine and Dr. Liu with regard
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to the identity of the centers, themselves. This seems to me a. very im-
portant issue, that the centers not be identified with a particular ethnic
group.

I think that the centers need to have a neutral character. One prob-
lem involves the location of ethnic grorps in the country. For example,
there are a considerable number of Hungarians in New Jersey, Ohio,
and in certain other places. The Ukrainians have a number of different
locations and so on. It seems to me that a regional center in Cleveland
ought to reflect the spectrum of ethnic groups within the Cleveland
metropolitan area. That is, you are going to have 10 or 15 or 20 differ-
ent ethnic groups within the one city and each one will want recogni-
tion in the center's program.

I think of these centers as resource inst itutions serving the schools
in a particular area. Clearly they have to be responsive to the com-
munities they are going to serve.

Now if, in a particular city or region of the country, you have 10
significant ethnic. groups, it doesn't seem to are you can close the door
in the face of any of these. You have to be responsive to all of these in
terms of serving the needs of school districts. I imagine we are not
going to try to impose any of these materials on school districts, it will
be eventually the choice of the local authorities as to what they want
to use of the materials,.but they can go to the center and say, "In our
community we have a significant number of Latvian people and would
like to do something on Latvian culture, history and immigration."

This center may not itself have resnnrees on Latvians, but this is
where you need coordination because pat can't duplicate in every

icenter n the country all of the resources. As clearinghouses the
centers should know where they can get the desired materials, so if in
center "X" a unit of study is developed on IRit riling in America, then
center "1"' can acquire it and adapt it to local conditions.

But in terms of the. difference. between these two gentlemen, I would
favor the concept of the center as neutral ground, as not itself having

ian ethnic identity which could become a vested nterest of a partic-
ular ethnic group, and from which other groups would feel excluded.
Wither in my conception the centers would serve all of the groups
within particular regions and be prepared to respond to community
requests and needs. Do I make my point I

Pecissxr. You make your point, but I am going to have to
somewhat dissent from that because we are really talking about two
different things. Mr. Levine is talking about. the ["misled product end
what. should we do with it. and in a way, you are talking about what
you are going to do with the finished product. but Dr. Lin on the
other hand, is talking about. the basic thrust, of this bill being to
provide study material.

Now, what you do with it how you handle it where ere ou going
ito use it, how you are. going to use it, how you aro going to dfKsemmate

it, how you are going to let the country know it is available, all of that
comes under Mr. Levine's suggestion and various others.

What, we are talking about in the bill, and I think Dr. Liu has
caught the spirit of it and you hare, too, Dr. Vecoli, is the basic initial
thrust. to provide study material.

What we are talking about here, now, in the initial thrust is the
tremendous absence of resource material on a given number of subjects
in this area.
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Because there has not been this material, this country, hi effect,
has really denied this ethnicity and I think that is where wo are in
trouble..

Mr. I quite agree with you, Mr. Chairman, but I think
or I still feel we are confused as to the way this is going to be accom-
plished. It seems to me the problem is this: "How can you discuss
the thing that you speak of, of the contribution of diverse groups to
the American culture and not to create separatism in doing so.

If you create, let's say, a separate center or let's put it another way.
If groups are competing with each other to get a grant on the basis
they are going to study just one segment of this problem, will this in
itself create diversity and lead to separatism I So, how can you pos-
sibly accomplish what you speak of, developing real research in the
contribution made by the various groups to the American culture
without creating this separatism,

Mr. Puctioxi. Very sunple.
Mr. lIawitists. I don't think it is.
Mr. Qure. I agree.
Mr. PuciNSKI. Mr. Liu put his finger on it.
Mr. Ilawitims. lIow do you solve it I Let me rephrase it,. You have

$10 million and you know the white studies people will want their
share and the Poles and Spanish-speaking people and in competing
for the $10 million, you are creating a political problem, to begin with.

Will they relate their request to the basic thrust of the bill, as I see
it being, that the American culture is woven from these subcultures
and will they have this feeling about the applicatic,ns together, will
they each be grabbing for this money to establish some little center of
their own to study their own little culture to the exclusion of the other
groups t This I see as the practical problem.

Mr. PVCINSKI. They will not do anything different, nothing differ-
ent than scholars are doing now in competing for the educational
research dollars in every field of education, science, medicine, research,
NASA, or what have ;ou. There is a fierce competition going on for
the research dollar. Now we don't apply that standard to anybody
else. I respect the suggestion made by Dr.levine, but, in my judgment,
what he introduces into this thing is sort of a political structure and
I am not interested in this bill in a political context.

I am interested in this bill providing funds for basic research in a
series of subjects; namely, subjects of identifiable ethnic, groups in
America.

Now, this same doctrine we have bills dealing with higher education,
you have the Education Profeion Development Act where there is
competition among teachers. Some bills emphasize humanities and
some emphasize the sciences. I think Dr. Liu on a number of occasions
and Dr. N'ecoli have gone through the preamble of this bill and what
the bill does.

Now, what Mr. Levine wants to do is something that is perfectly
fine, let somebody introduce legislation to set. this up after you have
generated the material that is foreseen in this act, and this act says,
"To provide a program to improve the opportunities of students in
elementary and secondary schools to study cultural heritages of the
major ethnic groups in the at ion."

That is all we are talking about here. We could just as soon be
talking about cancer research, we could be talking about outer space,
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we could be talking about various forms of law, we could be talking
about humanities or social sciences.

In this instance, we are saying that we want to set up an apparatus
for helping universities develop material that teachers can use In
their classrooms to study identifiable ethnic groups in America. This
is all.

Mr. Levine wants to set up a hugs, big structure.
Mr. LEVINE. We would be ready to begin when you want to begin.

I think that what is being said now is that there is a difference between
group conflict awl. all other kinds of competition. The group conflict
let loose in any particular community where one group becomes a
dominant cultural group in terms of cultural research is a more dan-
gerous thing than other kinds of competition.

I am saying we can accomplish what you want to accomplish by
doing what Dr. Vecoli says, set up a neutral center that does what you
want to do, but does not have the onus on it that, it can be run by one
group I think, that by being cautious on this score we protect the
legislation on what we think will be a difficulty.

-Mr. Qum. Let me ask a question while these men are here and it is
a question not related entirely to cultural heritage of immigrants. in
some of the humanities, especially in literature, I noted through my
elemeistary and secondary schools that we were tied closer to England
than any other country as far as authors and I thought we have done
the poorest job of teaching our young people anything about the Asian
background.

For the Jewish part at least, we have studied the Bible, but there are
a tremendous number of other authors and poets we never studied.
We never studied Italian authors, perhaps people of the Catholic faith
got a little more than those of us who are Protestants. We have sort of
fallen into it with Africans which we have really not studied very
much. I ask you if you are not also falling down in having a truly
well educated America?

Dr. VEcor.i. If I can respond, it teems to me you put your finger on
the character of American education which has been really Anglo-
American, so that although we have talked about the melting pot,
really, the whole thrust of American education has been to emphasise
the k nglish heritage so that we have read English literature and
studied English philosophy aril English politics and so on. When you
compare this educational content to the diverse origins of the Ameri-
can people, it seems to me you have a case of impoverishment, instead
of having a broadgaged view of our human backgrounds, of the hu-
man sources from which we draw our own strengths and identities it
has been narrowed down to a small island off the continent of Europe.

And I think what we are talking about today in terms of changing
the teaching of American history. for example, that this ought to have
a salutary effect on the other kinds of studies as well. The point ought
to be raised about the teaching of literature, for example, whether it
should not be representative of the best writings that human kings
have done rather than simply the best English writers. I certainly
support your point of view,

Mr. QrIE. I think that is the real crux of our problem in America,
that we have just been stifled on the kinds of literature we have had
available,

Mr. Pvc-fxsxt. We hare misted our point. We have grown up under
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the discipline of the Anglo-Saxon image and for 200 years millions of
Americans have been molded into that image, whether they like it or
not. We ask what is going wrong with the country today. A large part
of the problem is because we hare tried to put all of these people into
one single solitary mold and it so happens that human beings don't
like to hchave that way. Human beings like to have their own identity
and I think that we have tried to deny Americans their ethnicity and
we are now starting to pay the price.

Either we turn around with this legislation and face up to ethnicity
of this country or the great noble experiment is going to be a much more
short-lived experiment than other similar experiments in man's
history.

Thic country has to recoglize the fact that we are individual human
beings and this effort of trying to homogenize us into a solid single
mold, be it puritan, atheist, or Anglo Saxon, or what have ?-ou, is a
myth and if the country is falling apart at the seams today, it is only
because we have tried to deny the ethnicity: and my fear, br. Levine,
whit all due respect to your suggestions, is that if we were to go your
route, we would be back right where we started from.

Mr. Lysixr. 1 identify myself 100 percent with your statement.
Mr. Pu iclxsici. I believe n the route of Dr. Liu and 1/r. Vecoli, be.

caio4, at least there we give the universities and individual groups
chance Ilevelop some identity and I ant going to tell you right now,
I may be '20 years ahead of my time, some day some scholar may he
looking back, as Mr. l'ecoli quoted Jolm Dewey when lie made the plea
in It' I and that plea fell on dead eats. when he said, quite properly:

When every pupil recognizes all the factors which hare gone Into oar being,
he w Ill M111111110 to prize and reverence that coming from his own past, but he
will think of it as honored In being simply one factor in forming a whole, nobler
and finer than itself.

think that is all this bill tried to do, is to give Americans a chance
to know themselves a little better as individuals and as a nation.

I want to thank you gentlemen for being here. You have certainly
given us the most spirited te:-.timony that we have had to date. Thank
you very much.

I would like to insert at this time a statement by my esteemed col-
league and a cosponsor of this bill. congressman Edward J. Derwinski.

STATtNaNt or HON. EDWARD J. MitWINSISIN A lirtIMIENTATivE Ult CONGRIAA
}-1011 Int SIAM or ItnA018

Mr. Chairman, Int. 14910, which I co-sponsored. would, I believe, fill a void
In our elementary and secondary school programs.

It is certainty consistent with the history of our onintry to properly accentuate
cultural heritages, of which many Americans are rightfully proud. There are
many communities to metropolitan areas where ethnic "mum are readily iden-
tifiable and where they perpetuate the traditions, language, and culture of their
forefathers. The students in the schools in such areas could directly benefit by
emphasis on the contributions which various nationality groups have made to
the development of our country.

It Is obvious that present curriculum could be effectively adjusted to empha-
sise the contributions of ethnk groups to the American scene and relating the
motivations which brought immigrants to our land.

I am pleased to join so many of my colleagues In sponsoring this proposal and
associate myself with their positive arguments for the adoption of this bill.

Mr. Proxsxt. We will meet again at 1) o'clock on Tuesday.
(Whereupon, at Ii a.m., the subcommittee termed, to reconvene at

9 a.m., Tumlay, February 24,1970.)



ETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES CENTERS

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERA SUBCOM I TTE E ON EDUCATION,

OF TILE COMM TITLE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Waahington,

The subcommittee met at 0 A.M., pursuant to adjournment in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, lion. Roman C. Pucinski
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Pucinski and Hawkins.
Also present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel; Charles Rad-

cliffe, minority counsel; and Alexandra Kisfa, clerk.
Mr. Pumstrt. We will call the meeting to order.
We are very pleased this morning to have with its Dr. Andrew

Goodrich, Director of Minority Group Programs, and Mr. Frank Men-
sel, director of governmental and urban affairs, American Associa.
tion of Junior Colleges1 Washington, D.C. We welcome your appear-
ance this morning on this legislation to set up Ethnic heritage Studies
Centers

Proceed, Dr. Goodrich.

STATEMENT OF DR. ANDREW GOODRICH, DIRECTOR, MINORITY
GROUP PROGRAMS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR COL-
LEGES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. Goo:mien. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the
committee:

On behalf of the American Association of Junior Colleges and my-
self, we would like to express our appreciation for the opportunity to
appear before you and share our ideas and feelings regarding the
Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Act, H.R. 14910.

Federal involvement. in education spans nearly 1S0 years. To attempt
a chronological description of these various programs and enactments,
however, would require much more. time and space than allotted. A
theme that ran through many of the early bills and acts was that of
wiping out illiteracy. More recently it has become that of providing
equality in educational opportunity. The proposed Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers Act proposes to eerpetunte and cultivate the existing
state of ethnic p!uralism in our Nation. The fact that a large segment
of our society has rejected the famous "melting pot" theory is a glow-
ing tribute to those involved. It signals a nationwide renaissance of
ethnic and racial pride.

For more than a decade, ass teacher in the public schools, i witnessed
the academic crucifixion at the several disciplines through the his-

(06)
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torical distortions of various texts and supplementary didactic mate-
rials, and the subsequent slow, but deadly spiritual strangulation im-
posed on the students.

The need for an Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Act is evidenced
by the large and diverse number of ethnic groups represented in the
national population. Typical within this population are four groups
that include over 600,060 Indians, one-third of which reside in urban
areas; over 22 million blacks, a Mexican - American population of
nearly 4 million persons that were numerically insignificant until the
turn of the century; and approximately 865,600 Puerto Ricans, who
represent one of the newer minority groups.

The demands for ethnic studies has been matchedboth in lower
and higher divisions of educationby cries that challenge its academic
legitimacy: Many of the issues surrounding this issue, however, are of
racial origin and are the results of deprivation and neglect. The three-
pronged attempt to improve curriculum development, dissemination
of materials, and training programs provided in the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers Act will contribute to meeting needs of both students
and teachers, and will foster accurate historic treatment of teaching
materials.

A statement from a recent stud by the Center for Policy Research
in Washington, D.C. and New fork City, entitled "Post Secondary
Education and the D'isadvantaged: A Policy Statement" states that,
"the earlier the correct orientation is presented, the less damage will
be produced in the first place * *. Hence, some ethnic studies should
be introduced into the high schools and even primary schools and
should become a standard part of the curriculum." (pp. 49450)

Efforts to correct academic incongruities that persist throughout the
Nation are being made by at least. some States. Among these are two
States that have a long history of leadership in the field of education.
These two States, incidentally, are California and Michigan.

On March 12, 1964, the California State Board of Education unani
mously accepted a report on American history textbooks prepared by
a panel of historians from the University of California at Berkeley.
The panel had prepared an analysis of textbooks used in the California
public schoolstwo for fifth grade, three for eighth grade, and two
for high school level.

The report. points out:
Most of the textbooks we have examined reflect views on racial

and sectional themes that have been rejected or drastically modi-
fied by the best of current historical scholarship. We are
concerned as cititens because these historical distortions help
perpetuate and intensify the pattern of racial discrimination
which is one of our society's most serious problems * The
greatort defect in the textbooks is the virtual omission of the
Negro in one book there is no account of slavery in the
colonial period; in the second, there is not. a single word about
Negroes after tlie War; (and) in a third the narrative
does not mention Negroes in any connection.

Unfortunately, this type of perfunctory and casual treatment sug-
gests that blacks are not part of America. (Meyer Weinberg, Inte-
grated &location, Integrated Education Associates, 1969.)

No small part of the problem is the fundamental opposition from
faculty at all levels to any kind of program for the benefit of ethnic
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nic Heritage Studies Centers Act could well be the change of faculty
and staff attitudes toward those who are culturally different. We at
the American Association of Junior Colleges believe that such change
is very much in the national interest, and we thus urge enactment of
this bill.

As one educator notes, "History is more than a master of recreating
the past in a mechanical, value -free way * * * (it) is actually an exten-
sion of human memory and experience. But if you try to make history
jump through a hoop it was not meant to jump through, it may bite)
Particularly if it is bad history to begin with." (Louis P. Harlan,
`cell It Like It Was: Suggestions on Black History," Social Educa-
tion, April 1969, p. 391.)

To summarize, the cultural components of the American heritage
have been buried long enough. If the mind of a people could be opened,
we would find that most intolerance and misunderstandings are caused
by ignorance and fear, and that the biases are almost solely based on
cultural differences and not on the color of another person's skin. I, as
a professional in community college work, believe the enactment of the
Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Act will promote a real appreciation
of American history in its fullest sense, and will greatly enrich the lives
of the next generation.

Mr. PCCINSKI. Thank you.
Mr. Mensel ?

STATEMENT OF FRANK MENSEL, DIREGIOR OF GOVERNMENTAL
AND URBAN AFFAIRS, THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR
COLLEGES

Mr. MENsEr.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I wish to join Dr. Goodrich
in his warm endorsement of the bill, and to add just a brief comment.

I suppose we in AAJC feel such an acute concern over the attitudes
of today's and tomorrow's students because our colleges are so much
out front in this changing society. The waves of change are pounding
our urban colleges in particular, and pounding them hard.

Outside the black colleges of the South, the community colleges
carry far heavier minority enrollments than any other segment of
higher education. In the larger cities that have community colleges,
the campuses are bulging with the low-income and minority clienteles
that heretofore were excluded from higher education. We can point
to State after State where a single community college serves a much
larger total minority enrollment than does the big State university:
Pennsylvania, California, Texas, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Wash-
ington, Florida, Maryland, and Alabama, among others.

In some of our stronger urban community colleges, the minority
enrollment today matches or exceeds the minority percentage of the
metropolitan population, which represents a great stride toward mak-
ing equal opportunity in higher education a functional reality. Such
is the case in Chicago, Kansas City, Oakland, Seattle, and ]Dallas,
among others.

Thus, staff and faculty in our colleges are under tremendous pres-
sure from the cultural gap, and while they are growing every day in
their capacity to cope with it, the professionals in the field, as well as
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our leadership in AAJC, can see tremendous advantage in meeting
the challenge much earlier in the education process. As a very practical
matter, the treatment obviously has to go back to early childhood and
the public schools. College is too late. We heartily back your bill, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Puccini I. Very good. Now, I was very much impressed with
Dr. Goodrich's statement. Much of the turmoil and misunderstanding
that we have among the various groups of people in this country is
based on the failure to notice and know a little more about each other.

I was wondering, Dr. Goodrich, there have been some who have
raised the question that efforts at setting up ethnic curriculums, partic-
ularly at Berkeley and some of the other schools, has not been very
successful and has been phased out. Now, the statement was made be-
fore the committee that there is a basic difference in that those par-
ticular centers were really more political in nature rather than edu-
cational and they ran into all sorts of problems in that particular
concept.

The centers proposed in this bill, of course, do not try to direct
themselves to the political spectrum, but- rather to the political aspects,
to the historical aspects in the research that these centers would
generate.

I was wondering whether you would care to comment on this. I
think this is going to have some effect on the future course of this
legislation.

Mn GOODRICH. I suppose it would. I might mention that some of
the programs at the higher levels of education in the colleges did get
into sonic political entanglements, but I think much of it is based on
the deprivation and negligence on the part of many schools to recog-
nize this area of study as a legitimate area of study, by the faculty
especially, even 110W.

Many of the courses that were included in the curriculum had lacked
substance. They were just courses that were relabeled and the teaching
personnel weren't really prepared to effectively work with the course.
I think students became disenchanted with the lack of really good will
and good intentions to make it an academically legitimate course of
study. I think this is true in a lot of campuses.

I recognize what you suggest-, that many of the courses and depart-
ments did flounder and fail, and a lot of them disappeared completely.
I think they did this basically because the approach was unsound. I
think what you are attempting to do here in the bill is devise the three-
prong approach, as I conceive it, for curriculum development, sound
curriculum development, based on accurate. historical research by per-
sons who know this particular area, the dissemination of the material,
as well as providing training for persons who may act as resource
persons in the school systems.

I think this is a very much needed operation in higher education,
as well as the public schools. This is one reason we are here to support
this.

Mr. PIICINSKI. A survey has just been completed of student unrest
at the high school level, and we are impressed with the fact that a
substantial number of the young people and the principals them-
selvesand I think this is very importantthe principals who were
participating in this survey admitted that curriculum deficiencies were
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a significant cause in student unrest. I believe that we, particularly,
have a great challenge in trying to bring about a better understanding
among the races in this country by knowing each other.

I am really appalled by the image the average white child has of
the black person in this country. They have no concept whatever of
the historical backgrounds of the people who happen not to ho white.
I think most Americans, as a matter of fact, not just the children, but
oven the grow.itips, see the black man in America as the one who has
been brought in clams and that is where his life begins and ends. They
are totally unmindful of the fantastic historical background that pre-
dates and precedes black Americans.

iI was impressed with Secretary Roger's statement on his visit to
Africa last week when lie met with some of the African leaders, and
said that one in 10 percent of the American people trace their lineage
and their history and ancestry to the rich cultures of Africa.

Nov, most Americans are totally oblivious that there were such cul-
tures. They can very easily equate the rich culture of the Renaissance
and the Italian culture and German culture and the French culture,
but they have no knowledge at all of the culture of many of the black
people of the country.

It would be my hope that these centers would be able to develop this
material.

I recall that several years ago our committee held some hearings on
what sort of material is available to students on black culture in this
country. "We found at that time it was literally nonexistent. Some effort
has been made to change that, but some of the books that I have seen,
while some are very good, a great many of them are very mediocre and
really don't address themselves at all to the depth of the problem.

This is why it would be my hope that these centers would develop
some meaningful curricula, textbooks film slides, lecture material and,
more important, develop some teachers who would be capable of par-
ticipating in courses like this with some expertise and some knowledge
on the subjects.

But I honestly believe that one of the reasons of the great turmoil
in America today is that people are seeking identity, and we deny them
this identity. We are, in this great, noble e,.periment of ours, trying
to homogenize 200 million human beings into a single mold, and it isn't
working and it won't work.

Now, until we recognize that this country is a very lovely mosaic and
get to know each other as members of the mosaic, don't think we are
going to have tranquillity in this country.

Dr. G000men. I agree, Mr. Chairman. May 1 add that in assessing
the success or failure of the black studies 1..ogram at the higher edu-
cational level, et cetera, you see very little mention about the attitudes
of teachers and what part it played in the success or failure of such
programs. I suggest, as you alluded, that this is one of the key things
that your bill centers around. It should yield some fringe benefits m
terms of affecting faculty and staff attitudes with regard to the ethnic
pluralism of our country, hopefully improving it..

Mr. Pucussm. I think that one of our greatest problems today in
education is the fact thatand, as you know, there is a great rleal of
talk about integrating teacher staffs, and I am sure that efforts are
being made in that direction all over the countrybut one of the prob-
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lems we have is that so many of the well-meaning white teachers have
absolutely no concept of the cultural history of the young students
they are going to be teaching.

They have no concept of their intellectual potential, and there is a
tendency to just write them off as disadvantaged studentsand I get
tired of using the word "disadvantaged" because it takes in so many
connotations. But it would be my hope that through these programs we
can make some significant contribution to informing teachers them-
selves on the great opportunities that lie in that classroom, if they
themselves know something about the cultural background of those
wards that they have in that classroom, both black and white.

Mr. Mensel1
Mr. MENSEL. Gentlemen, this insensitivity that you referred to on

the part of the college staff and college faculty is very definitely a
largo stumbling block to the large white minorities in the progress and
the adjustment they try to develop in their college experience.

We hear so much these days about the academic deficiencies or the
economic disadvantagement that confronts these people, and I don't
think that nearly enough has been said about the cultural gaps which
these students face in trying to make their way through the typical
American college scene.

Unfortunately, educators have the habit of thinking the world
should come to them, that they are the seat of information and, thus,
others should come around to their point of view, necessarily.

I think we in education have been lacking in our outreach, our
capacity to go out beyond the boundaries of the campuses and under-
stand the community and understand the various points of view and
especially the various views of our culture.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Well, gentlemen, I am most grateful to both of you
for being with us this morning, and we appreciate your support for
this bill. We hope that we can make some significant contribution with
this legislation. I believe we can. I believe you have been extremely
helpful in giving us a new dimension into this problem.

Mr. MENSEL. You will make a tremendous contribution, not only to
secondary and elementary education, but to college education if,
through these centers, you can foster the kind of professional change
in staff development creating the sensitivities that we, at least in the
2-year college field, now recognize as so very important our function
and to bridging the various community gaps, cultural, economic, edu-
cational. It is all one package as far as we are concerned, and it is hard
to make any part of the programs succeed unless we have managed
to bridge all of the gaps.

Dr. GOODRICH. One thing that we see as very important, which the
enactment of this bill would help to dispell, is the notion that has
been pervasively applied to the idea of being disadvantaged-and I
specifically use the language "culturally different" to emphasize this
point. Educators have coined this phrase, which suggests that the
macroculture has something that is more desirable than the
microculture. We don't agree with that, sir, and your bill supports
this position and that of the many black and brown persons within our
Nation.

Mr. Prrcirisa.t. I am glad you brought that up because I couldn't
agree with you more.
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There are words like "culturally disadvantaged," "melting pot," and
various others, whicli, I think, all really miss their mark. They may be
uttered by well-meaning people, but I don't believe they mean what
theT say, or at least I hope they don't mean what they sa,y.

1 or instance, I must tell you that I have developed a great repug-
nance for the word "melting pot," because that connotes to me that
we want to take all human beings and somehow melt them down into
a monolith, and I don't believe all human beings want to be melted
down in a monolith. I think we want to retain our own individuality
and our own self-respect, and we want people to respect us for what
we are and for the kind of work we are doing.

I am very glad you brought that up because this bill does not want
to go in that direction.

Thank you very much. You have been very kind to give us this
early hour, and I apologize for getting you down here so early, but,
as I said this is really a hectic day around here today.

3fr. MENSEL. We appreciate your hospitality.
Dr. Goomicir. Thank you.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Our next witness is Dr. Roscoe C. Brown, Jr., di-

rector of the Afro-American Institute of New York University.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROSCOE C. BROWN, JR., DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE
OF AFRO-AMERICAN AFFAIRS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, NEW
YORK, N.Y.

Mr. Pucixsxr. We are very pleased to have you here. As I have told
the previous witnesses, this is a very hectic day because of some of
the problems of the Rules Committee affecting our main committee.

I am most grateful for you being with us this morning because
it is so important to put together a record, as you well know. When
this bill comes for final action, it is going to be the record that the
committee wants to look at and the report that we write on that
record.

Your statement, of course, will appear in its entirety in the record,
and you may proceed in any way you wish.

(The statement referred to follows :)

TESTIMONY BY ROSCOE C. BROWN, JR., DIRECTOR INSTITUTE OF AFRO-AMERICAN
AFFAIRS NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003

I wish to testify in support of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers bill which
has been introduced by Congressman Roman C. Pucinski. This bill, which is an
amendment to the elementary and secondary education act of 1965, provides
for grants to public and private non profit education agencies and organizations
for the establishment and operation of Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers.

I believe the development of Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers is an important
recognition of the fact that in the elementary and secondary schools and the
colleges have not adequately provided members of various ethnic groups in the
United States with an awareness of their heritage and the heritage of the
other ethnic and racial groups with whom they live in the poly - ethnic American
society. While some educators maintain that adequate coverage has been given
to various ethnic groups in the usual curriculum, evidence indicates that this
is just not so.

While mention is made in some history and some literature books about the
melting pot theory of America, the true poly-ethnic nature of the United States
is not adequately reflected in either history or literature. Further, the specific
problems of each ethnic group as they have participated in the American ex-
perience have not been adequately studied and understood, either by members
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of the ethnic group who have lived the experiences or by members of the
other ethnic groups who have shared or been observers of these experiences.

It is important that one feature of the bill provides for the development for
use in the elementary and secondary schools with regard to ethnic heritage
studies. The reason for this is that the persent curriculum in elementary and
secondary schools do not provide for an organized approach to the study of
the ethnic heritage of specific groups. Materials should be developed so that they
can be used in a variety of situations where the heritage of a given ethnic
group is being studied.

The requirement of the bill that each center (wry on activities related to a
single culture or to a regional group of cultures assures that adequate emphasis
will be placed on the various ethnic groups which have participated in the
American society.

It might also be desirable for several centers to be devoted to each of the
major ethnic groups. There could be an Ethnic Heritage Studies Center in each
state related to the major ethnic groups in each state, or in the case of smaller
states or states where there are ft limited number of people from a given ethnic
group, several states could join together to develop a regional center.

The use of research facilities and personnel in college and universities is an
important feature of the ethnic heritage studies center bill. This feature will
have two major effects:

(1) it will bring the expertise and scholarship of the universities and colleges
to the study of the heritage of various ethnic groups and, (2) it will stimulate
interest in the study of the heritage, history and culture of various ethnic groups
in the colleges. It is important that the bill provides for the use of the special
knowledge of members of various ethnic groups in local communities. This is
extremely important because the indigenous members of ethnic groups may be
more aware of certain aspects of their heritage than the scholars in the uni-
versities and colleges. Members of various ethnic groups might work together
with university and curriculum specialists in developing an ethnic studies pro-
gram that is meaaingful to the particular ethnic groups that are involved.

I would like to respond to one criticism that is often made concerning ethnic
studies. It is sometimes stated that such studies might lead to further differences
between various ethnic groups. Research in sociology and psychology suggests
that members of various ethnic groups are able to develop their optimum Po-
tential as individuals when they have a good understanding of their history
and heritage. People who have such an understanding do not need to indulge
in either self-defeating behaviors or extremely hostile and aggressive behaviors.
America is a multi-ethnic nation, and it is important that all ethnic groups be
aware of how they got here and what their history and contributions have been
since they have been here. Ethnic heritage studies centers certainly will do this.
It is consistent with the role of the school and the role of the university to par-
ticipate in organized inquiry into the role of the various ethnic groups in our
society.

In conclusion, I would like to repeat my support for the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Center bill. I congratulate all of those congressmen who have added
their names as sponsors to Congressman Pucinski's bill and urge the committee
to approve the bill. I also hope that the Congress will pass the bill and will also
authorize appropriations so that the Ethnic Heritage Studies Center can begin
forthwith. Thank you very much.

Dr. BROWN. I think the intent as expressed in this bill, and the
statements that a number of people in education, sociology, and
psychology are making about helping to create an awareness on the
part of all Americans, but particularly black Americans, about their
heritage, their contributions, and the circumstances of their arrival
in America, is very important.

The reason for this is somewhat obvious. Yet, at the same time,
I guess it needs restatement ; namely, that our curricula and our text-
books have literally failed to mention this and, as you yourself have
mentioned, tended to emphasize, particularly in the textbooks, the
"melting pot" theory of America and do not recognize the truly poly-
ethnic nature of America.
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Aside from that, the members of the various ethnic groups, as they
are thrust into social interaction, do not understand the dynamics
that affect the ethnic groups that are most contiguous to them. Thus

you have the Black-Jewish and the Polish-Jewish conflicts, et cetera.
I think there are two purposes here : To help the ethnic groups

involved to become aware of the heritage problems and also to help
them understand the heritage and contributions of other ethnic groups
which surround them, which helps to build this mosaic and an under-
standing of the mosaic and the polyethnic nature of American society.

Now, one of the things that is frequently said in criticism of the
ethnic studies is that they will tend to exacerbate differences between
groups of people, and I would maintain that the psychological and
sociological literature indicates that this really isn't so.

Any research on the schizogenesis, or the growing part of people,
indicates that when people of varying points of view are brought
together to discuss and understand the basis of these difficulties, then
they begin to feel better about themselves and to begin to be able to
deal more realistically with the situation and with each other.

So I think one of the important things that is implicit in the
development of ethnic studies and in terms of your bill for ethnic
heritage studies centers is the idea that when people have a good,
solid understanding of who they are and where they came from and
what their overall contribution to the society has been, that they do not
indulge in these types of aggressive and hostile behaviors, and also the

retreating self-defeating behaviors, because we know as any small per-
centage of a minority group tends to thrust in the aggressive behavior,
the usual response is to retreat, to retreat into different types of
behaviors which are not productive either to themselves or to society.

The point, I think, is an important point ; that is, the bringing to
bear of the expertise of the colleges. The colleges probably bear more
responsibility for the lack of attention to ethnic studies than any
other area of education, largely because this has not been a particularly
popular area for college professors to become involved in.

In my position as director of the Institute of Afro-American Affairs
at NYU2 one of my responsibilities is to recruit Black professors and
to identify scholarships relating to the various areas of the Black
community and black heritage. I find, as I am sure you know, it is very,
very difficult to identify specialists in certain areas, Black or White,
and in certain areas there is literally a paucity of research and orga-
nized scholarly activity. This is so much so, that one of our major areas
of emphasis of our institute, aside from developing some 50 or GO

courses related to the Black experience, is to take the lead, which you
have already started to do, which the bill will help us to do even better,
in developing films.

For example, we have worked and wehave already writtenhaving
had experience in writing scripts ineducation and also for on television
myselfwe have taken the lead and written two very creative proto-
type scripts dealing with a certain aspect of black history.

For example, one of the scripts we are dealing with has to do with
black inventors. Most of the people aren't aware of the fact that a man
like Benjamin BannekeT made the first, clock in America and in MO
was considered to be the premier scientist. As a matter of fact,
Washington, D.C., where we are located right now, was actually
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designed largely through the engineering and architectural efforts of
Benjamin Banneker.

Well, taking stories of a variety of inventors like this helps to do
two things: It helps to let black kids and all people know that blacks
have contributed a considerable number of things in the scientific
arena, other than the arena of sports and entertainment which they
are fairly well known for. On the other hand, it shows members of
the other ethnic groups that blacks have contributed in the overall
development of society.

Similarly_, you can take any ethnic group. You can take the Italian
group, the Irish group, the Polish group, et cetera, this is one teach-
ing technique, as you look at the spectrum of inventions, you can see
if any one of these groups were excluded from society, or their con-
tributions were excluded from society, there would be some real gaps
in terms of knowledge, in terms of understanding. So we plan to
develop a series of films on a variety of topics which are not usually
covered in black history and black heritage materials, in addition to
which we plan to develop tapes.

These are tapes which you might call "like it is tapes." They are
tapes which are in a variety of ways going into the black community,
going to the white community, going to talk to successful blacks to
help develop a picture of what the black experience is, a picture of
what black people want, recognizing that there is not any one thing
that all and every black person wants, but that again the desires of
the black people are randomly distributed, although distributed in
the direction of freedom and equality and self-respect, to reflect this
in another kind of material.

In addition, we have organized for May, a conference to which we
are inviting all of the major publishers in the United States that
purport to publish materials on black culture to come and discuss
with us and with educators what the the strengths of these materials
and what are the weaknesses of these materials.

If you are interested, I think this conference will be on May 13,
and we can probably send an invitation to some representative of the
committee, if they would like to attend.

Now, obviously, the existence of ethnic heritage studies centers would
make this type of work considerably easier because basically the way
we have done this is by using our expertise and contacts with largely
the media industry, to interest them in this, and to work with certain
local school districts to interest them in using these materials and there-
by pulling it together in that way.

But New York University is only one of literally thousands of uni-
versities. Whereas we are a large university and we have more black
students than any predominantly white university we are still just
a small unit within the macrocosm of the college society and the public
education and private education society.

Therefore, if money were made available and these centers were set
up throughout the Nationand in my particular paper I have sug-
gested that one possibility might be to work toward the guideline of
having each State, or in areas where there is not one particular ethnic
group that predominates, contiguous States will organize regional
centers, and there will be several centers throughout the country de-
voted to the black studies and several centers devoted to the Jewish
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ethnic background, to the Catholic, Polish, Greek, et cetera, based on
the concentrations of these various ethnic groups about the country.

Similarly, there will be a coordinating function provided in that
there are several generalizations dealing with the whole Jr the ethnic,
studies which could be pursued in an organized way so that we don't
have to continue to repeat some of the same mistakes that each of us
have made. That is one of the reasons we are trying to share, even
prior to the establishment of the heritage studies centers, some of our
experiences in conferences and in papers, and things of this type.

So I think that, in summary, the idea is quite needed, and I would
assume that with the pervasive evidence we can put together through
the testimony of people working in this area that there should be no
real opposition to the creation of these centers.

The major argument would be that the centers would create diver-
sity and bases of political ethnic power, but in a sense that is sort of
canard because the Nation works around polyethnic centers anyway,
and to help people to understand their heritage and their relationships
to each other would tend to ameliorate some of these differences rather
than to exacerbate them.

Mr. Pucnrsiu. Doctor, I am very grateful for your statement, and
it is a very comprehensive statement on how these centers would oper-
ate and what role they would play.

The question has been raised and I am sure it will be raised again:
Do we ilea this legislation when we have an organization like yours
already functioning?

We have a number of other universities that are now becoming more
and more aware of this. Of course, my answer has been that this would
give it greater emphasis and would give it official recognition, that
indeed this is the direction we ought to be moving.

As you have so eloquently stated, the purpose of this legislation is
through education to bring people together and not to drive them
further apart. If I thought for one second that this was going to lead
to divisiveness, then I assure you that I would not be sponsoring this
legislation.

But as has been stated previously by Dr. Goodrich and by yourself
and other witnesses, it is quite apparent to me that the greatest single
gap in human relations in this country today is that here we are, 200
million Americans, literally strangers to each other. It is an amazing
thing how little Americans know about each other as citizens and as
neighbors and as friends and coworkers, and as everything else.

The more amazing thing is how difficult it is for a teacher to find
any material when she wants to teach the children something. My
daughter is a schoolteacher. She teaches the seventh grade, and she
had a rather polyethnie group of youngsters. She has tried to find
material that she could use to sort of let these youngsters know each
other a little bit better; let the Irish kid know something about the
Italian and Polish and Negroes, and let the others know something
about the others, and it is really amazing how you can search and not
find anything.

I was very pleased to hear you talk about the film strips and the
movies because we are turning more and more to the use of heliotropic
aids in education. It seems to me the real strength in this bill is in
trying to develop that kind of visual education. I think we can do
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more with that than with anything. We arc already seeing the results
of visual education, and it is so subtle we an?, not even aware of it,
but it is there, such as the big change in advertising in America.

Dr. BRowN. Well, the effect on smoking, for example.
Mr. PirciNsiii. I was thinking when using it for the first time in

the history of this country, nonwhites in advertising, all of a sudden
millions of Americans get a whole different impression of their non-
white citizens of America, and you never saw that before. Youngsters
who grew up with one concept of the black man are now suddenly
discovering a whole new spectrum of concepts. This is a tiny pebble
in the overall picture of trying to understand each other better in this
country. That is why I am very pleased to have your experience and
the fact that you are now running such an institution.

But I was wondering, would you care to comment on what your
answer is to those who ask if this is necessary?

Mr. BROWN. Well, I was thinking about that. Of most of these
units, I would say that ours is one of the most advanced, having been
organized only within the past year or so.

Unfortunately, although not in your case, generally black studies
programs are formed in response to some type of political pressure
from the students, black students demanding recognition of their
existence in a predominantly white university, where in some in-
stances there had been three or four, there are now a hundred.

As I said, New York University has the advantage of having sev-
eral thousand black students and perhaps 25,000 black graduates, and
we went into it in a very different way, even prior to the planning of
such an institute.

However, as I am sure you are aware and have heard from college
professors up and down the 'hie, private universities are under con-
siderable pressure, as are public universities, and in order to set up an
institution of this type, it requires two things: One is a preordering of
priorities, which means certain things aren't done and other things are
in creating your funding from scattered sources.

We are fortunate in that we have sonic private philanthropists to
help us get. started, and we have also been fortunate in a sense in util-
izing the contacts that I and some of my staff members have.

We have been able to interest the media in doing some of these
things. However, what we could do would be extended greatly by
having some type of program support that we could count on which
would allow us to expand both our research efforts and also our de-
velopmental efforts more extensively.

I think the model for what is proposed here is really a model that
goes all the way back to the National Defense Education Act where
certain areas that were considered of importance to society became
focused on and became funded and were able to be done in a. more
organized way.

OUR EXPERIENCE WITH FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR SCIENCE AND GUIDANCE
EDUCATION SHOWS WHAT CAN HAPPEN

Not that science education wasn't taking place prior to NDEA or
guidance education, but as a result of this, I know, at New York
University we had three guidance institutes to train guidance c,oun-
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selors for the inner city. As a result, whereas we may have been train-
ing 15 or 20, in about a 3 -year span we trained about 100 and were able
to do it at even a more effective level, a full-time study, et cetera.

Similarly, whereas my staff and I, and a few people we hire on a
per diem basis, work on writing materials and developing films? if we
had more support, we would be able to extend our stair commitment
somewhat, to be able to try more creative things.

For example, we are using our students in the film arts department
to help develop these materials. Now, some of this very rudimentary
because these are students. In fact, if we were able to have centers of
this type, whereas I would certainly want students involved, I would
also want some professional technical specialists involved so that
the quality of the materials could come out a little better.

Similarly, when you move into the whole question of integrating
curriculum materials, kindergarten through grade 12, there is a need
for pretesting and getting out into the school. Whereas we have had
some help from seine, there are some others who are reluctant.

I would say another important factor is that an act of this typo
provides for evaluation, and whereas evaluation and research is some-
thing that colleges do anyway, and we want to continue to do this
on our materials, an organized evaluation, where you build into
your budget as you develop your curricular materials, 5 or 10 percent
of your budget goes for subsequent evaluation because we know from
experience with a variety of other areas that what you think works
just by intuition doesn't necessarily work.

You can work out the most beautifully planned program with beauti-
ful pictures and nice words, and so on, and I can come up with some-
thing that is much rougher that works better. Maybe it is something
that the kids develop themselves with some line drawings that are
not quite so beautifully done. This is something that requires the
type of insight that can only be gained by having some professional
people working on this overtime.

So I think the argument, whenever you are dealing with the
budget, and so on, there is always the argument : Does this need to
be done? I think obviously it is a national priority, and I think in
terms of the cost of mobilizing the resources, it is pretty clear that
this can best be done by having some type of Federal support and
moneys that would cover a wide spectrum of things. It would also
make it possible for it to be programed.

For example, as you critique your various centers, maybe one center
might be focusing on one particular kind of approach and another
might be focusing on another kind of approach, whereas we wouldn't
be doing exactly the same thing. Maybe we would be doing some of
the same things. We could test them out and compare some of oar
results. -

I think this represents certainly, a clear recognition of the needs
and is one that really should not be too difficult to defend if we can
gain agreement on the philosophical point that dealing with the ethnic
heritage of the people in our country is important, and I doubt
seriously if anybody in his serious mind could say that being aware
of the ethnic heritage of our people is not important. This includes
looking at the plusses as well as the minuses.
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So many people say black studies is a way of glorifying blacks and
creating a new position for all. My theory is to tell it like it is. "Like
it is" has some things that are positive and some things that are nega-
tive. Probably most things about ethnic groups are positive. On the
other hand, there are some crucial positions we need to have discussed
and evaluated.

For exiimple, in terms of black studies, the position of Booker T.
Washington vis-a-vis the position of W.E.B. Dubois, at the turn of
the century, is a perfectly legitimate area of inquiry. Booker T. Wash-
ington's position was economic development first, then social equality,
and W.E.B. Dubois' position of moving toward social and intellectual
equality first was right, and I think a good program of black studies
and I shouldn't say a good programI should say a program of black
studies that attempts to meet the needs of the black people and other
people would deal with these issues and would point up the plusses on
either side of these issues.

I really believe that this is something that can be done in every area
using the appropriate people with appropriate expertise.

Mr. Prim Nati. Well, that is an excellent statement.
Dr. Brown, I have to go to another meeting. I sin going to conclude

the meeting here. I just want to add my gratitude for your taking the
time to come down here. I think that your experience in this field
enriches our testimony and our record here because you are working
with it. You know what the problem is. You are able to give it a new
dimension and understanding, and I am most grateful for you taking
the time to come down here.

I will now turn the meeting over to Congressman Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Dr. Brown, may I also add my comment to the testi-

mony that I have heard. Although I came in rather late, I apologize
for that. But I have read the statement and I have also listened to
your testimony very carefully.

I certainly agree with you in what you have said. There is one as-
pect of the bill that has caused me some trouble, and I am quite sure
it has been troublesome to others; that is, whether or not the estab-
lishment of these centers, keeping in mind that the appropriation is
a very inadequate one, the $10 million the first fiscal year and $20
million the subsequent year, and assuming that only a few centers
could possibly be established under that funding, .then the question
arises whether these centers could be confined to a single culture or to
a single group or whether or not they would address themselves to the
entire American culture and discuss this from the viewpoint of what
has been the role of each ethnic group in the American culture rather
than, let us say, breaking down into, let us say, a Polish center, a Jew-
ish center, a, Black-studies center, and so on.

There are some of us who are somewhat reluctant to break these
centers down and devote one center to one particular culture, particu-
larly in view of the fact there isn't enough money to go around,
and at the same time recognizing or believing that the American cul-
ture is really a sum total of all of these individual cultures.

I know that you have touched on this, but I think the bill needs
some clarification. As a coauthor of the I am speaking as to the
wording of the bill to make it actually say what the discussion has ac-
tually been; that is, are we drifting into a setting up of separate cul-
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tural centers, or are we talking about one or two or several centers in
which the various cultures are going to be combined under one roof

Dr. 13nowN. I can respond to that. First of all, I have some idea of
what it takes to run a center of this type, and you are right when you
say that $10 million. would not allow for the development of a large
number of centers. I would surmise that if you could get 15 to 20 cen-
ters out of that, that would be a lot.

I personally believe in relating ethnic studies having had some ex-
perience with thisas a matter of fact, lust last Thursday 1was work-
ing with a school system which is trying to approach this question
of ethnic studies with what they call a multiethnic curriculum. I was
one of the people involved in the black aspect, of the multiethnic cur-
riculum and, as a result, had an opportunity to talk to the various
people involved.

In terms of the curriculum itself, I would concur that over a time
space in the curriculum, the relationship and the contribution of each
ethnic group should be considered. However, I would maintain that
in the development of curriculum materials, it is really going to be
difficult for one center to undertake to develop materials. For example,
in the New York City area where I live. We have ethnic _groups in
New York City, but the 'major ones in numbers are the blacks, and
Puerto Ricans, the Jews, the Irish, the Italians, the Germans, and a
few other groups.

For example_ we have a substantially large Greek community and a
substantinliv IIkranian group, et cetera. Even if we were to get an
ethnic study center, we would have to make some decisions as to which
one we would include or no!, otherwise the money that is available
ar,d the resources that 3ott can mobilize make your efforts so very thin
that they are not meaningful.

Therefore, I would opt, for something along the lines, as I suggested
in my paw, of several centers throughout the country devoted to
black studies, several centers, a given number devoted to Jewish, or
Italian, or Irish, or what have you.

Then I suggested that there might be some coordinating mechanism
wherehy maybe one center or another center is responsible for coordi-
nli ing materials that are produced in other centers and approaches,
I iceance from a pedagogical standpoint, materials are just, a sort of
first step in teaching. Once you have the materials. there is the question
of !pow do von use them. How coule p...1 articulate various phases of
the curriculum with the other! What type of experience is outside
of the classroom, outside of the schcol. Cial is related to what you are
doing in your teaching. S., them is another whole proem.: therehow
yon use this.

But obviously one of the first stepsor the first stepis to identify
your objective and prepare materials.

So I would propose the wording of the hill be clarified to suggest
that the ethnic herit fig? studies centers be limited, essaysay, P&V
tirdly to one ethnic group. If, for certain particular reasons, a given
community might feel they can handle two, I would say that might be
all right. Nit, once you get past there, I would say given this number
with the resources that will be available to deal with too many more
would attenuate the nrerell proposition and, to a eertsin extent, even
perpetuate something the bill aims to get away from: that is, the
"melting pot" theory.
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We talked about this in school, so we can rock with it a littletoday
is Irish day, tomorrow is Polish day, and the next day is 131ack day.

Now, that is sort, of an extension of the proposition, but the thing
is, if you are going to deal with these cultures, you have to deal with
these in an organized fashion. You have to have a whole to do it
a beginning and an end. I shouldn't say "end" because we don't want
to end any culture, but it should have a continuity where one point
relates to another point, and I think this is a very important insight.

As I read the billand, of course, I was bringing my own bias into
my readingI didn't interpret it that a given center would cover
several ethnic groups, 1)0. now as I reread it more ceefully, es it is
proscribed in a particular way, this could happen.

1 -could certainly urge that we limit the concentration and then dis-
tribute these with all of the machinations that this involves, of come.
around the count!), so that there are a number of centers dealing with

number of ethnic groups of necessity, distributed geographically
where most of these. ethnic groups might be.

Mr.11Aw-atvs. Well, I think perhaps the bill does say what you had
just said on page 2, line 2:i, and continuing over to page 3. The bill
does say that each such center shall carry on activities relating to an
individual culture or group of cultures. This is exactly the language
that troubles some of us.

In Los Angeles, for example, would the center that is to be estab-
lished be black studies, one of the major ethnic groups; Would it be
for the Spanish-American culture, another prominent ethnic group{
Would it be for the oriental culture, or many of the oriental groups
and, if not, on all of these? Would there be competition among them,
a rivalry among them, to get the money, a limited amount of monty.
and would they, therefore, be placed under political pressures from
these groups competing with each other and in this way. in a sense.
creating some animosity, creating some ill feeling because one group is
selected rather than the other group?

This happens in every Federal program of assistance to local groups
and local groups say, well, if this group gets the money, we are
entitled to an equal amount, et. cetera. There is competition for
too little money.

This has been encouraged on the west coast with tlie Mexican-
Aineeicans, for example. ,laving gone through this type of experience,
this is the thing some of us are somewhat fearful of, unless we attempt
to meet that problem head on and meet it now and meet it in this
bill, that we are jnst. goi ng to cont i nue (his type of feeling.

That is the reason for trying to get it down to something specific
and with a clarified approach

Dr. Haowx. Could I follow on that?
Mr. Um-xis& Yes.
Dr. Ilizowx. I am clearly aware of the problems, having worked

with some of the decentralized moneys, et tetra. I would say that the
counter to that is to say a given community can have an ethnic studies
center and to get r amount of money. Mall). all we are doing there
is to bump the problem down little bit to avoid sonic of the politic
clashes.

Whereas from a standpoint of political strategy this might not lie
the most logical way or effective way of handling it. I think that some
priorities have to be established.
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I thinkand I know this is very, very dangerous from a standpoint
of getting support for a bill at this pointthat identifying, by some,
definition, a concentration of ethnic peoples in a given area, 10,000,
50,000 100,000, what have you, and by means of census, we can
identify x number of concentrations, and on the basis of that con-
ceivably you could work out a certain proportion of your centers which
would be devoted to a black culture, certain proportions to the Jewish
culture and certain proportions to the Italic i culture, et cetera. Then,
from the typical way that grants are obtained, invite universities,
private corporations, foundations, and what have you, to submit pro-
posals for carrying out these part iculaF studies.

Obviously, since you have the Spanish-American population on two
sides of the Nation, certainly one would be in the Eastern part of the
country and one would be in the Western part of the country.

Certainly since you have blacks concentrated in two major areas,
one would be on the Eastern side and one would be on the Western side,
and so on.

Now, this does require some more research and some specification
that might make the bill somewhat unpalatable because it clearly then
delineates what your intention is and that is to look at the ethnic
heritage of concentrations of people throughout, and then possibly
one or two centers might have the responsibility for coordinating these
materials, very much like the ERIC, the educational research. That
is one. model.

There would be a model that I would be inclined to opt for.
A second model might be a model whereby the centers are allocated

on some type of geographical population based in terms of the total
numbers of ethnic populations there, with the requirement. then that
in their proposals dry show how proportionately they will deal with
each of the et link groups that are involved.

Now, having had the opportunity to budget my own operation on a
very minimal level, I can tell you that a manageable budget for just.
dealing with something in black studies that does the kinds of things
we are concerned with runs $500,000 or $600,000 and that doesn't in.
elude whatever the appropriate overheads there are, et cetera. So if my
operation, which is essentially dealing with A fro-Americans, Africans,
and people of African descent in the Caribbean, which deals with
sonic of the Puerto Ricans and West Indian peoples and to expand that
to deal with New York City, for example, the Irish group, the Jewish
group, the Italian group, the German group, would require a budget
of maybe six fold, R budget of 83 million.

So that by the time you do that and expect to get any meaningful
type of concentration von have really concentrated your efforts into
one particular unit and, of course, accelerated the competition.

am not one of these people who believes that one institution is that
much 7,etter than another. I think NYC is a good institution, but I
think there are other institutions which could also do a good job, but
in terms of one additional objective and that is to stimulate within the
colleges concerns for ethnic studies. In my opinion, if we involved
18 universities. rather than three, or 18 foundations rather than three,
we would have made a service.

So I have suggested two models which could stand up under a logical
scrutiny for dividing this money, but my own opt would be to focus
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again on the intention of having the centers deal with one ethnic
group and then work out some type of allocation on some type of ethnic
population basis. Of course, this means that at least one center deals
with one particular group and another ethnic group, and perhaps the
largest visible ethnic minority group in our society is the black group,
would probably have the larger number. This is the way I would opt
for it, but I can see that it would come under fire..

Mr. HAWKINS. Are you saying that it should be separated physically
as to location, that it would not be possible to, let us say, separate
them on the same campus and combine them with some coordinating
agencies on the top, but. located on the same campus?

Dr. BROWN. Well, you could combine them with some coordinating
agency at the top. In one of the universities in New York City they are
trying to do this. I know from experience. The problem is Just
bucked down one level and it. raises some serious questions. I am cer-
tainly opting for coordination, but I guess I am opt mg for manageable
units so that we don't have this problem.

My institute deals with Afro-Americans. I am certainly concerned
with the whole Spanish-American, Puerto Rican-Spanish groups, and
we are already working together on a number of things, but it doesn't
nece&sarily have to be in the NYU campus. Possibly the Puerto Rican
center might be on the Brooklyn campus, and there could be some type
of period consultation between contiguous centers, which in our in-
stance we do anyway.

But F o that we do not get hung up by having this obligation that
every rent 2r will cover every ethnic group or the major ethnic groups,
I would really opt. for having separate ones. In Los Angeles, certainly,
you would have a black center you would have a Spanish-American
center and possibly one other. I don't know. Maybe.you would have a
Japanese-American center or Far Eastern-American center there.

Representative Pucinski pointed out that some people say we do go
into touchy water when we deal with this, but our responsibility as
educators and legislators is to face the deal with what the facts are.

One of the roles of this bill is to bridge that gap and by dealing with
it explicitly, I think that we bridge it, by hedging aroundwell, this
is concerned with all of the major ethnic centers there. This just drops
the problem down one more level, and in this instance, I think the Fed-
eral Government. has some responsibility to establish some guidelines.

Mr. HAWKINS. Of course, some of us are worried that only a small
number of the centers will be established because there will not be
enough money available to establish as many as you apparently would
assume would be established.

That brings us upon another question and that. is, do you believe
there would be the possibility, and I think you have already referred
to thisof various institutions combining to operate the centers and,
secondly, whether or not. there would be any money available from pri-
vate source foundations and others so that the amount of $10 mil-
lion would, in a sense, generate many times that amount of money?

Dr. Mows.. I would concur with that idea. The consortium idea is
one that we have used in educational research before. For example, in
New York City there is a center for urban education which is a con-
sortium which has on its board of directors representatires of the major
universities. They have devel°ped a staff and various ones of us from
the universities work with them on various projects.
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They are sort of responsible for developing the report and handling
the bookkeeping, but we get. input from a variety of universities. In
our institution, for example, if our Institute of Afro-American Affairs
was designated as one of the ethnic heritage study centers for the black,
I would definitely assume that we would work with some other units
in and mound the metropolitan area which are concerned about the
whole area of black studies and Puerto Rican studies and other ethnic
group studies.

So I can see that we could handle this and also, as I described earlier,
we are doing a number of things with private industries and the school
system, et cetera, which we would continue to do and possibly one cen-
ter's funds would supplement another center's funds, so we could really
expand our endeavors.

I would hope that legislation wouldn't be so restrictive as some Fed-
eral legislation has been that we can't merge people in the Federal
programs with people in non-Federal programs.

Sonic of our institutes have been of that type, for example. Where
we had a Federal institute for example, we couldn't have our regular
students going into it as this would push up the cost of the institute.
If we could have had a portion of the institute, say 50 percent, Federal
supported, and 50 percent private, this, of course, would have cut the
Federal cost, and that is another way of packaging it.

I can understand your concern about the competition for the money
and possibly the addition of the provision that universities or orga-
nizations might work cooperatively in developing the centers would
improve the bill. A proposal for such a center might. be a way out of
this which would keep it open enough for what I propose to happen
and yet make it legally possible for units to coalesce if, in fact, this
is the way they want to develop their proposal.

Mr. I rmictxs. Again, Dr. Brown, I would like to thank you foryour
testimony. It has been very helpful.

Does anyone have any questions?
The next meeting of the committee is 7:hursday at 10 a.m.
The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon. at 10:20 a.m. the subcommittee recessed, )
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1970

IIOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OP TIIE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington. D.C.

The general subcommittee met. at 10:10 a.m., pursuant to call, in
room 2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Roman C. Pucinski
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Pncinski, Quie, and Ruth.
Stall members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel; Robert

Andringa, minority professional staff assistant; and Alexandra Kish,
clerk.

Mr. Pre issm. The subcommittee will come to order.
We have six subcommittees working this morning, one next door

and some downstairs, so our members are trying to cover as many of
t hese. committees as they can and overlap in their act ivit ies.

We will proceed with the hearing this morning and there will be
members coming in and going out during the proceedings.

I would like to ask Dr. Norman Wachter, superintendent of schools
in Detroit, and chairman of the Commission on Ethnic Bias in the
Preparation Ind Use of Instructional Materials, Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, if he would be good enough
to come forth. We would like to take his statement at this time.

Then we will move along with the other witnesses as we go along.
Dr. Drachlerl we are very pleased to have you here. We have had

some very exciting testimony on this 11.11. 14910. We feel that this pro-
posal for ethnic heritage studies centers can indeed provide the kind
of learning material, educational aids about the identifiable ethnic
groups in this country which will help the local schoolteachers better
let their students know about themselves and the community in which
we live.

We are very pleased to have z-ou here this morning as chairman of
the Commission on Ethnic Bias in the Preparation and Use of Instruc-
t ional Materials. I am sure you have had a great deal of experience in
this field.

Your testimony will go in the record in its entirety with whatever
exhibits you might ham at this point and then we will let you proceed
in any manner you wish. I would suggest that perhaps we try to allow
ourselves as much time as possible with the questioning since the formal
testimony is known to us.

Won't you proceed in any way you desire!
(115)
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STATEMENT OF NORMAN DRACHLER, SUPERINTENDENT, DETROIT
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, REPRESENTING THE ASSOCIATION FOR SUPER-
VISION MID CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. DRAM LER. Thank you, Congressman.
I would like to with your permission submit for the record a longer

statement which I entitled "Textbooks, Guardians of Oar Heritage,"
which is very closely related to the issue and also leave with you, if I
may, a study that our school oyster', has made of the treatment of
minorities in our textbooks, because I e this bill which I regard as a
very sound approach a means of buttressing some of the shortcomings
that we have in our general American textbooks as well as those that
concern themselves with world history.

(The statement referred to follows:}

TBCKUI er--0 UARDIAN or OUR HERITAGE I

(By Dr. Norman Drachler, Superintendent of Detroit Public Schools, Detroit,

In 1788 when Nicholas Pike published his textbook, "A New and Complete
System of Arithmetic Composed for the Use of Citizens of the United States,"
which was liter reprinted in many editions, he wrote In his Introduction:

"It may perhaps. by some. be thought needless. when authors are so multiplied.
to attempt publishing anything further in arithmetic. as it may be Imagined that
there can be nothing more than the repetition of a subject already .txhausted."

In 1970. nearly two hundred years after Pike's publication textbaks and in-
structional materials are still a subject for disagreement and debate.

I want to express at the very outset my appreciation to the American text-
book industry for its accomplishments and to underscore that, although I am
primarily concerned today with some of the shortcomings In American textbooks.
my remarks are not timed solely at publishers. We, as educators. are equally
responsible if teaching materials do not fully meet sound educational objectives.

Textbook criticism Is not new. For the past century there hire been continuous
demands for studies and recommendations about improving texts. as there hare
been about Improving schools It Is because the textbook is such an Important
educational tool that we take time to evaluate its strengths and weaknesses.
One privilege that all Americans hold in common is the right to criticise any-
onepresidents, governors, school superintendents and othersso we are In
good company.

During the 19th century, the chief concern. about textbooks dealt with see-
tionalism and religious differences. A Detroit newspaper in the igmek, for exam-
Ne, proudly advertised school textbooks "printed in the midwest and not in
ew England," and throughout the 19th century, Catholics protested the content

of American readers and history books.
No one knows better than publishers the difliculty of producing a book that

will on the one hand conform to the high standards that each editor reelos and.
on the other, still please a majority of the customers. A review of the vaxidna
articles and doctoral dissertations reveals the concerns that Catholics, Chinese,
Japanese, Indians Germane, Jews, Daughter, of the American Revolution, labor.
utilities, National Association of Manufacturer*, and others have had over what
Is said in the textbook. It Negroes or Jews are complaining today, they are
simply among those who stepped last in line. They hate sterltnrated by row
and know that they too have a right to complain.

Batt in 1933 an author of an American history text wrote in Beale's "Are
American Teachers Freer :

"In trying to guard against criticism a ad opposition. authors are driven to
tins of omission and commikelon. One puts in topic* that he thinks of no tro-
portance because he knows they will be demanded and that he will have to
insert them by revision. Contrariwise. be suppresses pertinent It not essential
details knowing that the inclusion of certain matter would cause him trouble.

Adapted by tie minor from a spree% eres at a lows telatioas
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1 believe that textbooks in U.S. history could be made much simpler, and perhaps
more interesting, for children and more teachable for teachers if the authors
were not subjected to a thousand inhibitions. And, if any author tells you he
is not influenced by such pressure, that he tells the 'truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth' as far as be knows it, don't you believe him. He is a con-
scious or unconscious liar."

It is important to distinguish between the textbook of 1970 and those of
1916 or even 1940. Although certain elements of discrimination still continue in
textbooks, some of tcday's critics are still complaining about conditions that no
longer exist. Historic as well as current grievances still prevail.

The textbook stereotype of the 19th centuryunfortunately--still remained
as part of the school diet in the first half of the 20th century. Many will re-
member that the Indian was depicted as either "blood thirsty and savage" or,
as Mc Gaily referred to him, "a noble son of nature." We read too about the
"menace of Oriental immigration," and recall the Irish being characterized for
"their acknowledged pugnacityand that improvident restlessness," and nu-
merous other instances of stereotyping.

In various sections of our nation Spanish-Americans and Indians have re-
ceutly complained about their image in American textbooks. They resent not
merely the omission of their cultural contributions, but also the outworn ref-
erences to the "greed and cruelty of the Spanish colonial program" or to the
prejudicial accounts of Indianwhite relationships.

After World War 1 Germany emerged to texts as being "crafty, cruel, design-
ing and militaristic." And the so-called "new immigrants" the Poles, the Jews,
the Russians, the Italians, and others arriving from southern and eastern
Europe after 1880were and often still are referred to in such negative terms
as "hordes," "swarms," "ignorant," and the like. Generally treated much better
in our texts were the French. Americans, it seems, never forgot Lafayette, al-
though I note that in dealing with modern France we are making some attempts
to forget General De Gaulle.

The concern over textbooks reflects the dilemma of public education. America,
it is true, was a heterogeneous society from our early days, but public educa-
tion was primarily influenced by a strong Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, rural orients-
lion. Personally, I thin% this hegemony healthy for a young school system,
since it prevented fragmentation and helped to unify our nation. However, after
our nation became firmly established, we failed to re-examine our needs and
make adjustments in accordance with them.

As one reviews the history of American public education and its tteratare of
the past 100 year., three stages seem to emerge:

1. Up until 1850 we said: "After ail, this is a Protestant nation."
2. From 1850 until 19(10 the refrain was: "After all, this is a Christian na-

tion." (Although many Catholics believed that "Christian" still meant
"Protestant").

8. From about 1900 we bare eald: "After all, this is a religious nation"
but we are indefinite as to whose religion.

It is time to recognize in our schools and in our textbooks that America is, after
all, a pluralistic society. Roth within our nation and on a worldwide scale there
is this need for a new look at our school programs and at our teaching materials.
Bet, first let us examine some of our shortcomings.

Primarily there are three areas for concern:

t. ootiestoxs

I do not want our textbook, to be a telephone directory of Catholics., Negroes,
Jews!. or Poles In the United States. I do, however, believe that acts and deeds
of minor:ty groups that hare contributed to the dynamics of American society
should be represented. I appreciate the selective process facing each editor but
let tie eximlne cerefnily what we do Include and compare it with some of the
important lesnes and events that we omit.

Although there is a great deal about America's heritage and history that we
can justly be proud of, a ease can be made that our history has not fully matched
our heritage. Thus, if our students are to be Intelligent ads-cc/des of our demo-
cratic creed, they most. particularly at the high school level, understand our
shortcoming as well se our accomplishments. They cannot "prow" on history
hooks that reflect a ectetety hired on the intelligence level of our western movies,
were the world Is simplistically divided Into "good" and "bed" characters.
Acioleecents need bread, not pablum, for maturity.
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Most texts, with few exceptions, do not give proper attention to the growth,
accomplishment, and support of the public school system. Our children learn very
little about the contribution that taxes make to society and its institutions such
as schools, and grow up on the folklore that we need not worry about prices,
since competition will adjust costsbut "beware of the politician or school offi-
cial who 'wastes' the tax dollar."

When in 1963 and 1964 the U.S. Supreme Court decisions on prayer and Bible
reading were announced, one could find very little In high school textbooks which
would enable students to gain a proper perspective of this controversial issue fac-
ing America. Yet we have a rich, exciting and impressive record on church-state
history that is largely unknown to teachers and students.

Gladys Wig& of the University of Maryland summarises, in the following
paragraph, her discussion of American textbooks:

"While professional educators have been developing education for nationalism,
textbook writers have been creating images of America and the good American.
They have helped to enforce such national symbols as the Hag, the Constitution,
and heroes. They bare painted the ideal America and American partly through
contrast with and comparison to other countries and peoples. The deepest Identi-
fication has been with selected European peoples; some of the Europeans plus
the remainder of the world have remained outside the American pale. Thus have
the textbook writers, along with the legislators, the courts, and the professional
educators, created a United States and Americans to people it."'

My plea is that we re{ is mine our texts and our historynot to distort the
truth or to conceal shortcomingsbut to re-evaluate the question, "Who Is an
Americanand what is a worthy American deeds If we do that then 1 am cer-
tain that more children in our urban schools will achieve through the text a sense
of identity with our nation ---and a feeling of worthiness and dignity so essential
to learning.

1.TYDATINO /rat-BOORS

There is a vast literature which is critical of the interpretation of American
history contained in our texts. Let me mention in passim; that books deaths
with science have done a much better job of updating information than have the
social studies books. Despite the aforementioned abundant scholarship that has
for some time been critical of our 19th Century viewpoints on American history,
our children are still taught outdated concepts of American life.

Allow me to cite from a report by the California State Department of Edu-
cation. A panel of six American historians, members of the History Department
of the University of California, were asked several years ago to review the Ameri-
can history textbooks that are most widely used in California and to evaluate
these from the standpoint of their treatment of the Negro. In their introduction,
the authors state:

"Always and everywhere our children should be told the truth, and the whole
truth, as near as the best current scholarship can bring us to this elusive quality.
This means, among other things, not obscuring the harsher aspects of the truth
the fact that Negroes entered American society as slaves, the brutalities of sla-
very, the racism of the Reconstruction and post-Reconstruction era, and the
continuing depth and harshness of the problem of segregation and discrimina-
tion."

'In the light of these general principles, the greatest detect in the textbooks
we have examined is the virtesi omission of the Negro. As several of the
individual reports point out, the Negro does not 'exist' in the books. The
achors of the books must know that there are Negroes in America, and have
been since 1019, but they evidently do not care to mention them too frequently.
In one book there is no account of slavery in the Colonial period; in a second,
there is not a single word about Negroes after the Civil War; In a third (com-
posed of documents and sefttantive chapters), the narrative does not mention
Negroes in any connection.

"As Ralph rAllson's novel, 'Invisible Man' demonstrates, whites frequently
do not 'see' Negroes But Negroes are Americans: their history is part of
American History. They need to be 'seen' in textbooks. What is especially im-
portant is that the discussions of Negroes appear as an integral part of the book.
Perfunctory or casual treatment may Imply that Negroes are not pert of
America."
moo.4.11100
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II!. SENSITIVITY

I recognize that no one group can claim a monopoly on sensitivity; neverthe-
less, textbook authors and publishers simply cannot afford a Itva of it. Ou
textbooks contain many statements about minorities which are, in some in-
stances, incorrect, and, in others, improper.

The treatment of Negroes in our textbooks has been discussed in a number
of doctoral dissertations and articles and need not be reiterated. In addition
to the continuance of the stereotype, the lack of sensitivity is striking. In a
Popular book published in 1901 for Grade 6 on American history, the author
informs the reader that students learn some of the "beautfiul songs called
sptrituals" which "the Negro has given us." This is a textbook for all American
children taught in cities with 40 per cent or more of the children black. Who
nre the "us"? A minority child often begins in school with a negative self-
image. If this child is to develop motivations for learning, the textbook writer
and the teacher must find ways to improve the self-image of this child. He must
be treated with dignity. Ile must be able to associate with the events and People
in the hook. And he too must achieve an awareness and a sense of pride from
the fact that his ancestors have contributed to the making of our nation.

Alienation is not caused only through history o; literature books. I have
recently examined a number of books dealing with careers, grooming, and so
on. There are hundreds of photographs, yet rarely do we find a Negro face in
these career books. If these texts would contain only pictures of boys, we would
immediately condemn them as being unsuitable for mixed classes. Why should
they contain only photographs of white youngsters?

My prize example of insensitivity in textbooks concerns an arithmetic book.
About five years ago when I was an assistant superintendent, I was asked by
the superintendent to look into a complaint dealing with an arithmetic text.
It was a supplementary paperback used in our schools and published by a large
national publisher. When I met with the parents' group, and their attorney
opened the booklet to the first page, the object of their criticism, I was shocked
to see at the top of the page a drawing of a black person sitting in a coal truck
and a black person shoveling coal. The heading below the drawing was "Amos
and Andy do Arithmetic." And this was a book which was printed in 1001, seven
years after the Supreme Court decision!

As I listened to the attorney rake us over the coals for our lack of sensitivity,
I turned to page 12 and came across this problem :

"Once upon a time a ship was caught in a severe storm. It looked as if the
ship, its crew, and 80 passengers would be lost. In order to save the ship and
its crew, the captain decided that one-half of the passengers would have to be
thrown overboard. There were 15 Christians and 15 Turks aboard the ship
Now the captain was a Christian. So he arranged the 80 passengers in a big
circle ... and announced that he would count the passengers and that every ninth
one would be thrown overboard.

"The question n as : how could the 15 Christians and 15 Turks be placed in the
?trete so that all the Turks would be thrown overboard and then all of the
Christians would be saved?"

The latter problem gave me an opportunity to assure the parents and their
attorney that the book in question was insensitive to mankind, not only to black
people, and that It would be removed immediately from all our schools. When
the booklets began to pour in to my office. my secretary happened to open one
to the first page. Now, HO was a I902 edition and, evidently by then the pub-
lisher had hired a consultant. The drawing on page one had been changed! A
white man was now sitting in the truck and a white man was ahoveling the
coal. Andthe new heading was; "Jake and Zeke do Arithmetic." Sadly. even
la the revision. the stereotype remained !

Many of our children are descendants of immigrants who came to this country
after IM). The treatment of the immigrants in many of our textbooks still
reflects some of the biases which brought about the discriminatory immigration
quota laws that most responsible Americans and all American presidents have
rejected. We continue to stress the illiteracy of the newcomers while we gloss
over OW own hAtiVe illiteracy..k question by the elder Kennedy. father of our
former president. 14 most tilt "lion- long do we have to live in this country
before you stop calling us Irish-Atter-lean:sr he asked.

Gladys Wiggin, quoted previously, slims tip the treatment of certain immigrant
groups:
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"In modern as in esilier texts the United States was the asylum for the
oppressed. But authors pointed out that making these poor benighted folk into
good Americans had been no mean task. Some were ignorant, and ignorance was
equated with worthlessness and therefore dangerous. Many came from the less
desirable parts of Europe. If immigrants came from Northern Europe, the
movement into this country was commended. In texts being used as late as the
1940s, Northern Europeans made better Americans than did Immigrants from
other parts of the Continent. Those who came after ISSO were often described
as "waves," "swarms," or "hordes." Anglo-Saxons (pre-1880 migrants) had
stability of characternot those who came after the crucial date. Italians,
Hungarians, and Poles, according to one text, were slow to become Americans.

"In relatively recent anthologies, Scandinavians were overrepresented. But
there was little attention paid to Italians, Greeks, and other non-Anglo-Saxons.
Italian-Americans were represented in these texts only by dialect stories. They
were ignored in short stories and novels. To enforce the particular character of
the American, only solidly "American" names were used to designate countrymen.

"However, Americans wished to share their good fortune with the unfortunates.
To them the United States offered free land and the blessings of liberty. In turn,
some of them made substantial contributions to the prosperity of this country.
Such behavior was no more than right. It was the duty of these favored people
to become faithful citizens of the country which gave them so much. In school
and college texts of the 1940s, the melting pot was still the Ideal solution for
building an American nation. Conformity of behavior to a presumed American
pattern was preferred to diversity in unity " '

Since World War II educators and textbook writers have given greater
attention to the treatment of minority groups In our textbooks. It is obviously
a challenge wherein we must re-educate ourselves as well as others; wherein
we must look at all of American society, as well as at ourselves; and wherein
we must then make the commitment to minority groups fully and comprehensively
and not offer mere tokenism. Minority croups cannot be simply glossed over
with the inclusion of a photograph of a Negro, or a Jewish synagogue. We must
concern ourselves with the issues and contributions reflecting the various minority
groups that make up America.

In order to do this, publishers will need to widen the backgrounds and
experiences of their consultants, and educators must do the same. In his recent
study, The Protestant EstablishmentArisfocrocy or CadetBaltzell makes the
point that up until about WO the Protestant establishment in this country
maintained an open door in so far as talent and ability were concerned. Then,
fearing that the early influences which they cherished were about to be destroyed,
suspicious of the change that was taking place In our total societythere crept
into this establishment the unfortunate concept of a caste society. Men like
Theodore Roosevelt, Elliott of Harvard, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt, accord.
lag to Baltzell, departed from this concept of caste and returned to the genuine
idea of the type of genuine aristocracy which looked upon people based on their
individual merits, rather than on their national, religious, or racial background.
These were the values which contributed to the greatness of these men and
America was richer for it.

While we are engaged In correcting the omissions, outdated facts. and the In-
sensitivities in our instructional materials, we will concurrently become involved
In the broader and more Important task of developing, strengthening, and ful-
filling cultural pluralism in our American society. B Martha Vasa does not
necessarily suggest a disregard for diversity. An individual may fare well with
several loyalties--provided these are not in conflict Horace Kellen and others
bare advocated cultural pluralismnot as a mere luturtbut as the fulfillment
of the American Ides.

The concept of cultural pluralism obviously calls for a separate and more
comprehensive treatment. Briefly, however, it Is an area which will Increasingly
occupy American educe tore Colin Greer in the January 1669 issue of the Tcacficra
Colkpe Record,. for example, calls for an American that will "not retreat Into
the Anglo-conformity of melting pot idealogy not the Americanism of cultural
pluralism, but an American which is Sensitive to the individual itside the cate-
gories." The issue is also alluded to in the April 1969 Inse of Social Ehicalion,
where Lorraine Mislaszek describes the miseducation of Indian children in her
11011111
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mime. "The cultural Dilemma of American Indians." She underscores not only
the insensitivity of the teachers, but the harmful rcuits of our efforts to impose
cultural values of one people upon another.

Marjorie S. Friedman. of New York University, asserts in the Teachers Col-
lor Beer,rd of January IWO, that the schools have ". . . attempted to file down
or erne 1.1 stlnctire cultural traits". and concludes by stating:

We need a new pluralism and the shaping of an uncommon school system at-
tractive to both middle-class families and the minority communities. prediette4
on the notion that knowledge of th,? minority cultures may be more valid educa-
tional stuff. There are the advantages of depth, breadth, and (often) a touch of
needed exoticism to freshen the stale air hanging over conformist schools. There
are pc ssibilities of creating ,nriched, world-touching curricula, of widening Ian-
gtuts;t. teaching and the scope ti hat is called "American history." Pride might
well result for the adults of suppressed minority groupsat last given recogni-
tion to the school.

"Educators and communities would hare to cooperate to bring thisabout. There
would have to be significant commitment on the part of professionals and. as well.
on the part of individual minority groups. As assimilative techniques, based on
dominant-minority thinkini. continue to cause frustration. hostility, and repeated
crises. we may have no alternative but to experiment with a new approach to
pluralism."'

The election of John F. Kennedy was a turning point in our American history.
For the first time a majority of Americans elected to the presidency a man who
w ut not of the Protestant faith. The pluralism of our society was finally recog-
nized at the very highest levei. of recognition that the American people could give.
It is now our responsibility as educators that we too recognize the pluralistic
society In which we live and make certain that the gap between American
heritage and American practice N. narrowed. This objective is America's dream.

Dr. DaActirrn. First, let me state, Congressman, that as a school
superintendent, I recognize the great need That exists within our
school system where we have approximately 300,000 children coming
from various ethnic backgrounds.

I recognize the tremendous need that we have for develc,ping the
kind of program which this bill, MIL 14910). promises and I wish
to add my support and the support of theAssociation for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, whose commission I chair.

As an educator, I believe it important to encourage efforts that
will strengthen the ,pluralism of our society. I believe that this is in
keeping with the highest American ideals. An individual can have
several cultural loyalties, particularly if there is no conflict among
them.

1 would like to point out that the election of John F. 'innerly as
President of the l niter' States was a turning point in Arnel::"mi s-
tory. For the first time a majority of Americans elected to the Presi-
dency a man who was not of the Protestant faith. The pluralism, I
think, of our society was finally recognized at the very ligliest level of
recognition that the American people could give to anyone in this
country.

In the area of culture we have gone through a period where the
immigrant, particularly his child striving to be accepted, anxious to
become assimilated, has completely shed the rich culture that his
parents had brought. with them to our Nation. This has resulted, I
believe, both in a personal as well as a national loss for our people.

It !las also alienated the youngsters from their ancestors and
resulted in a homogeneous or conformist American culture which is
hardly our national goal.
00.11..110111i1.1111111001b
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There are some signs, as has been pointed out by sociologists, that
the third generation of Americans went to remember what the second
generation wanted to forget. Althoagh our motto is E Pluribus
Unum, it does not necessarily suggest disregard for diversity in cur
country.

The outstanding and distinguished professor of the new school,
Dr. Horace Kellen, who has written on the need for cultural plural-
ism in our Nation and has been its outstanding spokesman, once ex-
pressed the concept that to him America in a sense represents a
symphony of many cultural heritages. Ho compared our different
cultural groups with the instruments of a symphony wherein by itself
each insrument had unity and a functional role, whether it was a
violin, a piano, or another instrument. But the point that Kellen made
was that although each of these instruments by itself was rich in tone
quality and performance, nevertheless it was only when these instru-
ments played in harmony that a symphony was produced. This bill,
I think, could in a sense enhance the American dream and enrich our
American culture.

I also believe that the creation of these resources will produce the
primary source materials so necessary to improve our school text-
books and our instructional materials in our schools.

I want this group to know that last year our Detroit Board of Edu-
cation voted for 1 year not to purchase any new textbooks simply be-
cause we NI ere not willing to accept the best textbook available on the
market. We wanted an adequate textbook and if there was a book that
did not treat the minority groups properly and adequately in terms of
world affairs or in terms of American contribution, we were not ready
to purchase these books.

In my longer statement I emphasize and discuss in detail the kinds of
problems that we have. I show that due to the failure of the schools
and of the universities to provide our population with greater informa-
tion about the cultural heritage that their ancestors brought to this
Nation, because we have failed to provide the trairition where people
step into American history from another culture, we have developed
a great insensitivity on the part of our schools, on the part of publish-
ers, and on the part of the TV media. We see only the stereotype of
the ethnic group and not the valuable contributions, the rich aspects of
their culture wh:ch they have brought to this Nation.

We had a wonderful opportunity, I believe, during the first genera-
tion of immigrants, wherever they came, to enrich. our Nation. The
schools did not take advantage of it and the communities did not, and
this was a great loss. I believe that this bill, if enhanced, could provide
supplementary sources for our teachers and enrich our understanding
of the development of our Nation.

It is an important link between the present generation and the pre-
ceding generation.

Simply as for illustration to demonstrate how far insensitivity exists
in our Nation as far as minority groups and ethnic groups? I have
brought as an example. of all things an arithmetic book, an arithmetic
book that. I am ashamed to say was used in our schools and which I
withdrew 24 hours after I learned about it. , ,

Now it was a supplementary book published, sir, in 1961 by an out-
standing publisher. It is good book, but in terms of sensitivity of
ethnic heritages, let rin., just descriiJe it a minute or two what it had.

8
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On the first
is

of this arithmetic book for the sixth grade, pub-
lished in 1961.1s a drawing of a black man sitting in a truck and a black
man shoveling coal. In 1061, 7 years later the Supreme Court de-
cision, the Brown case, the heading on this arithmetic page is "Amos
and Andy Do Arithmetic."

In 1961, one of the largest publishers in this country.
As I listened to the parents complain about the book and was

ashamed that it bad been approvedthese were a group of black par-
ents that came to me--I came to page 12 of the book and found a place
where I could rescue myself at least as far as the first page was con-
cerned. If you will listen to this problem, I am sure you will be even
more shocked.

The problem is that there was a ship out in a severe storm. There
were 30 passengers aboard. In order to save the crew because of a storm
that came up, the captain decided that half of the passengers would
have to be thrown overboard. The problem is 15 passengers were Chris-
tians and 15 were Mohammedans.

The question asks how could the captain, who was a Christian, place
the 30 passengers in a circle so that by throwing out every ninth person,
all the Mohammedans would be dumped overboard and all the Chris-
tians would be saved ? ' , '

Now this was 1961. When the books were recalled, and they came
into my office because I frankly did not want them to go to the ware-
house, 'because I was fearful that our business department might sell
them to another school systemwhen the books came in, my secretary
happened to pick up one and she began to laugh and bring it in.

This was a 1962 edition, sir. By that time evidently the publisher got.
a consultant. So on the front page now it is a white man who is sitting
in the truck and a white man is shoveling coal and the new title is
"Jake and Zeke Do Arithmetic."

Now you see our stereotypes are such that it cannot be a John or a
Jim that shovels coal, it has to be an Amos or an Andy or a Jake or a.
Zeke.

You know very well as you recall your own textbooks. The Indian.
was always pictured as savage until Mr. McGuffy was kind enough to
call him "a noble son of nature," whatever that meant. '

The Spanish-Americans complained that they were always charac-
terized as being greedy and cruel and wanting to take away everything
from the poor Indians. ne Irish were always referred to as being
rowdy and anxious to start battles and fights. The Germans were cruel
and militaristic.

Somehow we always treated the French fairly rell because we never
seemed to forget Lafayette, although as you look at today's textbooks
it seems that we are trying to forget General De Gaulle. So our text-
books have had stereotypes, but the most stereotyped of all were the
children of the immigrants who came after 1880--tho Poles, the Ital-
ians, the Jews, the Russians, and so on.

They are always described as hordes of immigrants who settled on
our shores and so on. There is nothing that the teacher has or the school
system has to describe and help the teacher understand the rich culture
contributions that blacks, Negroes, all nations have made to our
society.

.!
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The only question 1 hay. abouf the bill, sir, is question the tetra
."centers." 1 hope that the intent is that the funds will be used primarily
in the development of materials and information and not be spent
primarily on real estate, on the purchase of structures and buildings.

We are much in need of this resource material, this primary mate-
rial. I note the growth in our city of various historical societies. We
have in our community a Polish Historical Society, an Italian His-
torical Society, a Negro Historical Society, an American-Jewish His-
torical Society and dozens of others. They need imprimatur of a uni-
versity and the school system to recognize the value.

A high school youngster will more likely want to study about his
culture if it is ollered at the "establishment" school, the high school,
than if the church group provides it or if there happens to be in his
own community a center where this is given.

I don't want to limit the work primarilto universities or to public
schools. I think it should be on a competitive basis to all groups that
can produce the materials that will enrich our reservoir for the
schools.

When America was young, I think it required homogeneity in order
to survive. Today as a strong nation we need to make certain that the
full potential of our cultural resources be developed to enhance the
growth of our people. Today, more than ever, we need knowledge and
understanding., not only of other nations, of other cultures, but more
important understanding of ourselves, our roots, our baCkgrounds
and so on.

Therefore, I urge you, sir, to take advantage of this cultural plural-
ism that does exist among our people. I compliment the committee for
taking measures to help us realize the potential that the ethnic heritage
of our Nation provides.

'Thank you very muc/..
Mr. PuciNsio. Thank you very much, Dr. Drachler. You, of course,

bring up a very good point and I would certainly make sure that the
committee report will make it very clear. This legislation does not
propose to spend money on bricks ana mortar.

I am surd that most of the institutions that would be participating
in these programs would be able to find some quarters to house such
a facility.

If you will notice on page 3 of the bill, section £)03, it spells out the
three principal purposes dthis act:

(1) develop curriculum materials for use in elementary and secondary schools
which deal with the history, geography, society, economy, literature, art, music,
drama, language, and general culture of the group with which the Center Is
concerned, and the contributions of that ethni,! group to the American heritage.

I might say at this point that one center might be working on a
number of diefereilt ethnic groups.

(2) disseminate curriculum materials to permit their use In elementary and
secondary schools throughout the Nation ; and

(3) provide training for peraons utilizing or preparing to utilize the curriculum
materials developed under this title.

I am glad you made that point. The main thrust of this legislation
is not for brick and mortar, but for material that can be sent down-
range in the classrooms across the country.

Dr. DRACHM. I might add also, sir, that I believe that from an edu-
cational point of view this program as it enriches families, parents,
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teachers in our society, can also very well serve as that much needed
incentive for children to learn. A youngster in the ghetto who comes
from a minority group comes to school under various difficulties
physical difficulties, health difficulties, et cetera. lint if he is to step
into our society, we really are asking too much of the youngster if he
or his family have no knowledge of the cultural contribution and back-
ground and history of his heritage. It is like asking a youngster to step
into society naked when we asked Idly to come into a classroom where
lie looks at books and sees that there are references and associations with
various people of the world primarily Anglo, primarily white, and
does not mid any relationship with his own heritage.

When we developed our first urban series in Detroit wht-re we had
black children, city children, and we had drawings of the children,
I will never forget the commitment and gleani in a 6-year-old's eyes
in al inner-city school when lie turned to that primer and he saw for the
first time in a schoolbook it picture of it black child. He waved his hand
and when the teacher called upon him he burst out and said, "I know
this guy." And knowing this guy and knowing himself is what is im-
portant, and what is crucial, I think, to help youngsters learn. It is one
important factor, there are many others. I am grateful that this bill is
being introduced and I hope it will succeed.

Thank you.
PuclINSKI. Mr. Ruth.

Mr. Hurry. No quest ions.
Mr. Pucixsitt. Thank you, Dr. Drachler. We are most thankful for

your statement. I am sure that your statement today in support of this
legislation puts a new perspective on its need and I tun most grateful
to you.

Dr. Da.konint. If I may I will leave sonic materials.
Mr. PicciNsxt. Yes. I think perhaps you ought to leave with us those

two books that you made reference to.
1)1.. Davi it,En. I will try to get you a copy of it. I keep them because

nobody believes me unless I take them along with me. I will get them
at /east Xeroxed and sent to you.

I am leaving with your staff a study that we have made of 35 books,
sirpossibly not one that is as dramatic as this one but I will leave it
with you, it was presented before the Senate committee about 4 months
ago in regard to this matter.

Mr. Purvis-1u. Thank you very much.
Dr. Dllacm.Ea. Thank you.
Mr. PuciNsut. We are very pleased to have Congressman Brotzman

with us, who is going to introduce our next witness, a very distin-
guished American author, and author of the book "Nisei, The Quiet
Americans," Dr. William Hosokawa.

We are very pleased to have our colleague ,before the committee.
We are tremendously impressed with his work and that he would
take time out from his busy schedule to introduce this very distin-
guished witness. I want to thank you for taking the time out for
coming here this morning.

Mr. BrunzmaN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and other
members of the committee.

I would like to likewise express my gratitude to the chairman and
the subcommittee that has brought so much important legislation to
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the full committee and to the floor of the Congress for having the
opportuntiy to introduce a constituent that I am very proud of. As
the chairman has already indicated, his name is Bill Hosokawa. lie is,
I think, well known throughout till Rocky Mountain empire as a very
fine journalist presently serving as the associate editor of the Denver
Post, really the largest metropolitan newspaper.

Bill is also on his way to national recognition as an author, for
last year he wrote an exceptionally sensitive book, now in its second
printing "Nisei, The Quiet Americans."

The Nisei, as the chairman and the members of the committee no
doubt know, according to Webster, are sons or daughters of immi-
grant Japanese parents born and educated in the United States or
Canada. Bill is such a man. His parents came to Seattle, Wash., in
1899, where his father became a railroad worker. Bill was born and
raised in Seattle and in 1937 was graduated from the University of
Washington. lie worked on English language newspapers in Singa-
pore and Shanghai prior to the outbreak of World War II in the
Pacific, and also as a part of the war relocation program, on the
Des Moines Register. Ho joined the Denver Post, in 1046 and has been
one of the newspaper's key executives ever since.

It is my great pleasure to introduce a distinguished American
whose testimony I believe should be of great value to this particular
committee.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Thank you so much.
We will now proceed with the testimony of Dr. Hosokawa. We are

very grateful to our colleague for being with us. I know you have a
very busy schedule.

Mr. BacrrzmArc. Actually I am, Mr. Chairman, but I became so
interested in the testimony here I am going to cheat a little bit and
hear Mr. Hosokawa's testimony. I was quite intrigued with the first
witness, and I will stay, here if I may.

QMr. um Has every Member of Congress received the book Nisei?
Mr. Hosos.AwA. No, sir; not every one but a good many have.
Mr. QUIE. It was a tremendous book. I read it with great interest.

Many of us at my age became politically aware about the time that
the real problem existed at the beginning of World War II.

Mr. lioSOKAWA. Thank you very much.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Dr. Hosokawa, we are very pleased to have you here.

You certainly honor ur sith your presence. I don't know if you have
a prepared statement. if you do, it will go in the record at this point
and then perhaps we might ask you to s :mmarize some of your views
so that you will have more time for questioning. I am sure Mr. Quie
has a lot of questions, I have a lot of questions, and Mr. Ruth. Because
time, of course, is of the essence here we would prefer to spend as much
time as we can in questioning the witnesses.

Why d,:n't you proceed in any way you wish, sir, and whenever you
are ready we will start at the questioning.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM HOSOKAWA, AUTHOR OF "NISEI, THE
QUIET AMERICANS"

Mr. HosoKawa. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Congressman Brotzman.
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I have submitted a written statement, and I would like to read the
first three paragraphs for the record and then we can get into the
questioning.

First of all, however, I would like to make a very slight correction,
Mr. Chairman. I am not a doctor.

Mr. PtrCINsKI. Well, you should be with that great book you wrote.
Mr. HOSOKAWA, My son is a doctor but I am not.
My name is Bill Hosokawa, and I am an associate editor of the

Denver Post and author of the book "Nisei, the Quiet Americans."
The book has to do with the 100-year history of the Japanese in this
United States.

I (Imply appreciate the invitation to testify at your hearings and
I am happy to support the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers bill.

Although I endorse the bill as a citizen concerned with the overall
well-being of the Nation, I shall limit my comments to the viewpoint
of a member of one particular minority, the Americans of Japanese
origin.

I endorse the bill for two primary reasons.
The first is the importance of acquainting all Americans with the

facts about the vast array of cultural and ethnic backgrounds that
have contributed to the building of the United States.

The second is the necessity for developing within members of the
various minorities an understanding of and pride in the contributions
of their own groups.

I would like to submit the rest of this statement for the record.
Mr. PrcrisrsKt. Fine.
(The statement follows:)

,STATEMENT BY BILL HOSOKAWA

Mr. Chairman, my name is Bill Hosokawa. I am an associate editor of The
Denver Post and author of the book, Nisei, The Quiet Americana, published last
November by William Morrow & Co. The book has to do with the 100-year history
of the Japanese in the United States.

I deeply appreciate the invitation to testify at your bearings on H.R. 14910,
the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers bill, which I am happy to support.

Although I endorse the bill as a citizen concerned with the overall wellbeing
of the nation, I shall limit my comments: to the viewpoint of a member of one
particular minority group, the Americans of Japanese origins.

I endorse the bill for two primary reasons:
The first is the importance of acquainting all Americans with the facts about

the vast array of cultural and ethnic backgrounds that have contributed to the
building of the United States.

The second is the necessity for developing within members of the various
minorities an understanding of and pride in the contributions of their own
groups.

Let me expand on these two points in order.
I am sure you gentlemen are aware of the wartime evacuation of Japanese-

Americans, Citizens and aliens alike, from their homes on the West Coast into
Inland concentration ea vs in 1942. AboW one-third of my book is devoted to
reporting on this bit of history. These evacuees were never accused of any crime.
No charges were ever filed against them. Their rights were violated strictly on
a racial basis, and the record shows that the evacuation was less a matter of
military necessity than the result of fear, hysteria, political opportunism and
economic greed. A few shrill voices, many of which were raised mistakenly in the
name of patriotism, began the demand for confinement of the Japanese-Ameri-
cans. A few quiet voices asked for reason and justice, And in the middle, the
great majority remained silent, silent because it did not know the facts, and
usually did not care. This was true throughout the rank and file of citizenry as
well as here In Congress.
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There was in 1912 an enormous amount of both ignorance and misinformation
about the Japanese-American minority. The misinformation was the residue of
the vicious Yellow Peril campaigns of earlier decades when Japanese immigrants
were being blamed, unjustly, for everything from the high price of vegetables to
the Bubonic plague. The ignorance was regarding the degree to which Japanese
immigrants and their Americtupborn offspring had been integrated into the
American way of life, their loyalty to the United States and its principles and
traditions, and their affection for America despite differences of race.

This misinformation and ignorance resulted in one of the most tragic chapters
in United States history, a tragedy that could have been prevented had there been
general knowledge and understanding about the Javanese-American minority.
I believe that bad there been, a generation ago, an ethnic heritage studies pro-
gram such as is now proposed in H.R. 14910, the shame and heartache, the moral
degradation and economic loss, of the wartime Evacuation could have been
averted. J believe that the program envisioned in H.R. 14910 will help to prevent
like experiences for other ethnic groups in current and future times of crises.

On the second pointthat of developing pride and understanding within
minorities I would like to speak on an even more personalized vein.

In my boyhood in Seattle, Washington, being an Oriental in a predominantly
Anglo-Saxon society, I grew up with a vague uneasiness that somehow my claim
to the American Dream was a bit leas firm, a bit less secure than that of my
blue-eyed, white-skinned classtuntes. Their ancestors, perhaps, had been with
Washingtan_at Valley Forge, with Grant at Appomattox, in, the westward trek
by wagon caravan across the Great Plains. And my father, by contrast, had ar-
rived only a few decades earlier in the iteerage compartments of a slow boat
to maintain the railroads and till the_ fields of the West. I attained maturity in
a society that was based on the Anglo-Saxon heritage, and somehow my own
seemed alien if not inferior.

It was only later that I really understood that the United States is a dis-
tillation of the cultures, heritages, experiences and wisdom of r"en and women
from many lands and many civilizations, and that my people bad contributed
mightily to the deve.opment of the West. Tipy had helped to clear its forests
and plant its fields, to develop its mines and establish its fisheries, to keep the
railroads running, Its commerce flourishing. And my father was not such a
Johnny-come-lately. He had landed on American shores back in 1899; the parents
of many of my schoolmates had not arrived until many years later. As I learned
of the Japanese contribution to the development of America, I gained a new pride
and a new sense of belonging.

In the course of researching and writing my book, I learned a great deal more
about the Japanese contribution to the American welfare. In fact, about one-half
of the book 19 devoted to this facet of history. And now I am particularly grati-
fied when I hear froin Sanselthe grandchildren a the Japanese immigrants
who tell me of the pleasure and pride they gain from reading In my book about
the role of their forefathers in the building of our unique American civilization.

This is the kind of benefit I see for all American minoritiesnot Just the
Jai-I.-mese-AmericansIn the program envisioned by H.R. 14010.

For a long time the American Dream has been based on the "melting pot" con-
cept under which ideally all minorities lose their Identities and become part of
the homogenized mass. Today, we realize that this may not be either possible or
desirablethat there are Black and Brown and Yellow and Red elements that can-
not or perhaps prefer not to lose their identities In the melting pot. A more rea-
sonable and realistic concept may he likened to an all-American stew In which
the various ingredients contribute their flavor and texture and goodness to the
product, yet retain their individual identities. H.R. 14910 would foster and
strengthen this concept.

I wish to conclude this statement with one small dissent. H.R. 14910 is
described as a bill "to improve the opportunity of students in elementary and
secondary schools to study cultural heritages of the major ethnic groups in
the Nation." My objection is based' on the fact that important cultural con-
tributions have been made by ethnic groups that hardly chn be considered
"major". In terms of numbers my group would seem to fall In the nonmajor
category. I would suggest that the word "various" be substituted for "major"
to en5nre that no minority is slighted.

Thank you very much for the opportunity of being heard.
Mr. PLICINSKI. Mr. IT0soittiwa, you raise a number of interesting

points both in your book and in your testimony. I was wondering if
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you would care to listen to people like yours3lf and Dr. Wachter
before you, itni as I have listened to the testimony before this com-
mittee to date, I can't help but feel that we have really been blessed
by the good Lord with some good luck.

Here we are, the most heterogeneous nation in the world, probably
the greatest experiment in the world by bringing together millions of
human beings of different cultures and different ,religions, different
races, and it is astounding the complete lack of any information in
any of our instructional material on this special asset of the Amer-
ican community. We have for 100 years now, or more, tried to homog-
enize human beings into a monolith.

I am wondering if you care to comment whether or not the turmoil
among the young people, particularly in this country, is not a search
for identity that we have tried to deny and conceal in our current
educational progra.ns which lack completely any reference at all to the
heterogeneous nature of our country as contrasted to most other coun-
tries of the world. Most other countries have an overwhelming ma-
jority of one people so they don't have the cultural conflicts, there
is no problem there. But it seems to me that this rubric of ours, which
is a marvelous experiment of bringing together so many different
people, has almost tried to deny as if there was a conspiracy to deny
the heterogeneous aspect of our existence.

I am wondering if we are not paying the price for that.
Mr. HosoxAwA. I rather doubt that there is any intentional con-

spiracy to deny that.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Of course, I am aware of that. I say you almost think

there is, because you don't see anything in our textbooks at all
Mr. HosoxitwA. This was very true in my youth. I grew up in a com-

munity that was made up of immigrants of various groups. About
two - thirds of the youngsters in my grade school were of the Jewish
faith and during the Jewish holidays there would be just a small
handful of us in class. But at that time, although we were all very
much aware of the differences in our backgrounds, the thrust of the
educational system was to emphasize our Americanism, that regardless
of our ethnic origins we were all Americans. In the great desire to
make us Americans the teachers pretty much ignored our, own back-
grounds. We were encouraged to forget that we were different and
taught that we were all one. Obviously, this was a fine ideal but it
did not work out in practice and today I feel that more and more
people are beginning to understand that we can be Americans and still
be people with interesting and valuable backgrounds and all of us can
contribute to the welfare of the United States. . .

Mr. PociNsxr. I think that we would probably agree that there is
no better example of what we are saying here thin morning than the
the need for this kind of educational material. Then the great tragedy
in American history, the treatment of the Nisei at the beginning of
World War II when American citizens as loyal as anyone else, born
in this country without a trace of evidence, not an iota of evidence to
question their loyalty were just herded away into detention camps and
treated like the enemy.

I would think that if at that time we had orientation along the lines
that we envision in this bill perhaps that black page of °Air history
could have been avoided. There is no question in my mind that this is
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one of the darkest pages of American history. It is one that we Ameri-
cans will just, never be able to explain or justify. We just have to plead
complete ignorance and as a Nation say we committed a great wrong.

1 am of the impression that if we had had this kind of orientation in
the decade or two preceding that incident, that probably if there would
have been just a suggestion of that kind, that course would have been
repelled, denounced by the American people.

Would you agree with dm c, Mr. Hosokawa ?
Mr. HosoicAwA, Yes, sir, I would agree entirely. The evacuation and

its aftermath was made possible because of the ignorance in the great-
er American public about this minority. The falsehoods, the nimbi-
fornation that had existed prior to 1910, 1941, were dusted off, spread
all over again and the vast majority of the American public had no
knowledge, no information about this minority. If the truth had been
known, I am sure the American public would not have permitted the
sort of thing that happened in 1942 to have occurred.

Mr. PuciNsicr. Mr. Ruth.
Mr. Rum No questions.
Mr. PuciNsicr. I have one more question.
I am glad that you brought up the point that we are now starting

to realize that there is no conflict between being a very loyal, dedicated,
good American 3:et aware of our own ethnic heritage. It seems to me
that as we bring into focus these two phenomena which really are one,
I think we realize that wo actually with this bill are trying to make
better Americans. We are trying to make us all better citizens by know-
ing more about each other.

Tt is really astounding when you ask yourself, where do Americans
learn about each other today -- through rumor, through gossip, through
innuendos? There just is no real program that I can find in our edu-
cational policy.

We get a tremendous amount of mail from teachers who want to
know if we have any material on this subject fcr their classes. These
historical groups that Dr. Drachler talked about, I know they get a
great deal of inquiries from teachers who are aware of the fact that
they ought to be teaching their young wards something about the
various ethnic and religious and racial groups in their community.

Of course one of the main functions of this bill is to develop teach-
ing aides for teachers.

'Now, one point was made here in the testimony and r would like
to get your view on that. There was a question raised as to whether
or not ethnic centers like this could become political institutions. We

ihave had some experience along those lines in the black study centers
at Berkeley, Calif., for instance, where the center was closed. The
distinction was drawn between that sort of center and the centers we
envision in this bill run by educational institutions to develop some
specific educational curriculum material, nonpolitical material.

Would you care to comment as to how we can make sure that these
are purely academic pursuits because I am sure that neither you nor
I nor anyone else would be urging this course if we thought there was
the slightest possibility of these becoming political institutions which
would polarize ethnic differences.

The whole thrust of this bill is to bring better understanding, bring
better education among the people rather than polarize them. I think

1
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the polarization exists no-v; the thrust of this bill is to try to break
through the polarization.

Would you care to comment on that, sir
Mr. HOPORAWA. I would venture to predict, sir, that as W3 come to

um.erstand each other better, as the program progresses, there will be
less of this sort of political pressure. We are at a very tease point in
our history where certain minorities, as you well know, are, let's say,
fed up with the system and are looking for violent change. As your
program progresses, as the effort to circulate information advances,
we are going to get less and less of this sort of pressure, I am sure.
I think it would be a great mistake to let any sort of political pressures
dominate the program, that in the beginning it may be necessary to
concentrate almost entirely on the cultural aspects of the ethnic studies
program.

Mr. PlICINSKI. I notice, for instance, in some of the material that we
have seen come across here during the course of these hearings in the
Black studies program there is a tendency to deal for the most part
with successful Negroes in American history and they totally leave
out the tremendous cultural history of many of the African nations
that predate us by centuries. There is no mention made of that. So the

average American, the average person in this country does equate the
Black community primarily with the 300 years when they were brought
here involuntarily as slaves lather than going back into their history
predating that time sphere. It does seem to me that Secretary Rogers
made that, point so well recently when he was visiting Africa and he

said that 10 percent of the American population traces history to many
of the countries of Africa and then as you look at that history in the
countries of Africa in many cases predates that of our own history.

This would of course be the hope of the centers, to develop this kind

of information.
Mr. IIesoxawa. We have made a small step in this direction by sup-

porting a Japanese-American history project at the University of
California at Los Angeles, and this has been made a repository of as
much information as we have been able to gather. 7 would presume
that this storehouse of documentary material would be made available
to the program once it gets underway.

Mr. Pumxsict. Well, we are most pleased to have you here and I
want to express my gratitude and the committee's gratitude. I am sure
that your testimony does add to this legislation.

I am very grateful to our colleague, Mr. Brotzman, for being here
with you this morning and taking the time out.

I certainly want to thank you, sir.
Mr. HOSOKAWA. If I may, I would like to present a copy of my book

to the committee for its study.
Mr. Prraxstir. That is most kind, sir.
Mr. Ifosoicawa. The Japanese-American Citizens League asks that

I submit its letter to the committee for the record, and with your per-
mission I would like to enter that.

Mr. PuCINSKI. Without objection, that will be entered into the record
at this point.

Thank you very much. We are most grateful.
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JAPANESE Ast ERICA N CITIZENS Iss.:sous.
Washington, D.C., February 26,1970.

Hon. CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, COHIMIftce on Education and Labor, U.S. !louse of Reprcsentatires,

Washington, D.O.
DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN On behalf of the Japanese American Citizens League

(JAW,), may we urge favorable and early action on H.R. 14010, a bill ''1'o pro-
vide a program to improve the opportunity of students in elementary and sec-
ondary ts.hools to study cultural heritages of qle major ethnic groups in the
Sation", cited as "The Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Act of 1070".

As you know, the JACI, is the only national organization of Americans of
Japanese ancestry, with chapters and members In 82 states. As far as we know
too, .1.te1, may well he the only national organization of AyianAtnerieans in
this country. In any event, all of our members are native-born or nato7alized
citizens of the United States. Most, but not all, of our members are also of
Japanese origin. Our general objectives are summarized In our national slogan:
'For Better Americans In A (treater America."

With only about halt a million of us. Jaistnese-Antericans are one of the
smallest, In teams of niunbcrs, of the many nationality minorities In the Culled
States. At the Rune time, however, we are the largest, also in terms of numbers,
of all the Asian peoptea in the nation who, altogether, total less than 1.600,000.

These population refcteneesincidentallyinnstrate the predominantly Et
rowan backgrcund of the American nation, and the Jtideo-Christian cultnee of
most of the Aotericno people. They also indicate one of the reasons so little is
known among 'Amu Americans about AsianAmericans in general, and Japanese -
Americans in pal r, RS Weil as the region of their ancestries.

Ever since JAM was organized as a national organization In um, many of
us have felt that perhaps the greatest contribution c e could make to the adopted
country of our Istrents and to the land of oar citizenship .;as to try to explain
to our fellow citizens the ulluro and tne aspirations of the Japanese, and to
the Japanese them selves the het Rage and the hopes of America.

)(any of us also belirved that the study of Asian, Including Japanese, cultuir
and history. --available to all students in the elementary and 'secondary schools-- -
would be a mist effective means of promoting an understanding and apprecia-
tion of the problems and nspirattons of the more than Iwo-thirds of tIte world's
popolation who live In Asia and the coontries of the Pacific Basin, thereby eon-
tributing to the peace and prosperity of the area.

This great dream. it you rill, was an impossible one, for we were too few in
numbers, with tee Mil, In the way of resources, to develop that kind of national
study prop am. Reside,. In those days prior to World War II, such cultural
stulles a-ere suspect, if not un-American and even treasonable

l'ndorstandably, the hisfcry tests nsed in the public schools then, and (Teo
umvhr and large--doote jumetleally all of their space to the epic of western
muse, while providing cnly a few pages at most to the morn Gt oittntnt elvilitztion.
Thus, most Amerieansos.eiopcd a distorted view of Ails and Asians, let alone of
toe immigrants and their children from the Far Mutt who have contributed so
much to the d -'eetopment of the count* in the post century, particularly in the
conquest of the tb A frontier west.

%Slott has this tante to know more about ASIa and the Pacific meant to the
United Slates as a Ration Some historlast and sociologists would suggest that
our comparative Ignorance of this vast area and its man mot 'ell has eontrih-
nteit !o the tragedy that three times within a single generation our nation has
heron* engaged in armed cordite with .Asian rounttlea, with greater losses In
men aid lresnre than we have suffered overseas In any other generation.

And what has this task of understanding about Jspunese-AnwrIcans metal to
us Asoesican.of Jai.sneSe efts; n

To many Americium one of r gravest SiOlAti ma of the civil rights of any
tr ow of cif irons orsorred in World War I1, when iltose of Japan' ancestry
were arbittarity frac-stated from their West Coast buss and asstoctstions and
detained in R1:111 many have come to destlhe as rower Ai Riti011 mpaArnfri-
(*VS Flit%



In retrospect, sodal scientists are suggesting that if more Americans, and
particularly those residing away from the Pacific Coast with its century of anti-
06'1001,41n, had been aware of Japanese.Anierieans hi 1042 and their record
of exemplary citizenship in spite of persecution and discrimination directed
against them for more than 50 years, that ineas military movement of more
than 110,000 men, women, and children would never have been sanctioned by
the Federal Government, or tolerated by the pubile at large.

But because those of Japanese extraction resided almost exclusively on the
Vest coast and were relatively unknown east of the Rockies, except for prejti-
flicid newspaper and motion picture treatment, we became the Innocent victims
of that unprecedented deprivation of freedom and property.

How racists and bigots translated lack of knowledge on the part of most of
the populace into insidious prejudice Is welt documented in the experience of the
Japanese is America. The antiJapanese propagandists who conjured up the so-
called Yellow Peril menace the 1920's, for example, charged that the reason
immigrant Japanese did not become naturalized citizens was that our parents
and grandparents did not Intend to reside permanently in the United States, but
!hat they planned to return to Japan with their American born children after
they had made their fortunes in this land. The fact of the matteras members
of the Congress know Is that our federal nationality laws from the beginning
of the Republic In 1780 to December P.,52 prohibited ailed Japanese from the
privilege of naturalization. Furthermore, the failure of the immigrant Japanese
to purchase land was also used as an argument that they did not want to "dig
their roots deep into American soli and make their homes here". The fact is
that the so-called anti alien land laws of 15 western slates prohibited the pur-
chase or ownemhip of land by those "racially Ineligible to citizenship".

Moreover, this misleading claims against the Japanese alien were used in
putt as an appeal to Congress that resulted in the taparese Exclusion Act of
1924, which was only relaxed by the token quotas allocated to Japan, and to
the rest of Asia, in the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1052 with Its Asia-
Pacific Triangle, and was completely abolished In the Amendments of 1905 which
eliminated both the racist National Origins system for determining annual
immigration quotas and the doubly racist AsiaPacific' Triangle that applied only
to those of Asian or Pacific ancestry.

These racial smears were accelerated, and enlarged, after December 7, 1041,
and contributed much to the executive and military decisions that brought about
the forced evacuation of a civilian population in the spring of 1042, without trial
or hearings at a time when our courts were functioning.

But, even more meaningful, is that the Pacific War itself was partly due to
the enactuient of the Japanese Exclusion Act of 1024, which undercut the liberal
nioverreet in Japan and encouraged the ultra-nationalists and imperialists to
nttempt the military adventures that cost so many nations millions in wasted
lives and billions in needed dollars.

Out of such tragic experiences as these, the JAC?, has become an advocate
of such 1(115410ton as 11.11 14910. whose "Statement of Policy" recites that
-Tills title Is enacted in r-cognition of the heterogeneous composition of the
Nation and the fact that in a multi-ethnic society, a greater understanding of
one's own heritage and those of one's fellow citizens can contribute to a more
harmonious, radriotle. and committed populace. It is further enacted in recog-
nition of the principle that all students, in elementary and secondary schools
of the Nation should have an opportunity to learn about the differing and unique
contributions to the national heritage made by each ethnic group. It is the
Purpose of this title to assist schools and school systems in affording each of
their students an opportunity to learn about the nature of his own col, rat
heritage, and those In which be has an Interest, and to study- the contrIutions
of these forebears to the Nation."

As its small contributions to the cultural and ethnk concerns of Japanese
Americans, the JACI, has several projects under way W. this lime.

One Is the effort to rtente classes in the Japanese language in the ratondaty
schools, award Yamamoto of Moses 141ce, Washington, is the chairman of
this special program.

Another Is to encourage the establishment of claws he Asia-Aentrican stadia*,
Including these Involving the Japanese in this rountry, in the high schools and
the cotters and nniversilles. The Northern California-Western Nevada District
Council and the Pacific- Southwest District Council. two of the major districts
into which /Acts is it tided nationally for administrative ;Attracts, have been
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in the forefront of this program. The development of information, materials.
and curricula for teach specialized study has been taken up by several chapters
as local projects that might be later expanded into a national effort.

Prot- bty the best known is the so-called Japanese - American Research Project
(JARP) Under the chairmanship of Shigeo Wakamatsu of Chicago, a past
national president, a spelll committee has been set up which solicited contribu-
tions from Japanese-Americans that provided $100,000 to the University of Cali-
fornia Los Angeles (UCLA) tq fund this JARP program. Carnegie Corporation
and the National Institutes of Mental Health suesequently contributed funds
to -what we understand is an uprecedented, three generational, nations; Lindy of
a racial nitnoeity in the United States. Professor 'II. Scott Miyakawa of Boston
University organized and directed this project In its initial stages. Professor
Robert Wilson of UCLA is Its current director. Bill Hosokawa's "Nisei: The
Quiet Americium: The Story of a People" is the first of the published works to
result from this JACL-Inspired effort. A more scholarly and definitive volume Is
to be authored by Professor Wilson and published soon. In addition, special books
and papers reinling to serious aspects of Japanese Americans history and life are
to be written and pi:Wished from time to time. Professor Gene N. Levine of UCLA
is the prin-ipai investigator for t..e JARP program, while Joe Grant Niassoka is
its administrator. Hopefully, UCLA will Anti the necessary funding to continue
this in native project In cultural and ethnic studies beyond its current August
31 termination date.

These specific projects, and its experiences with the lack of cultural and ethnic
Identity and knowledge, have convinced J'ACL of the necessity for federal gov-
ernment leadership in this vital and urgent area of technological and anthropo-
logical siJiies, not only for Japanese-Americans but for all other disadvantaged,
dented, and disillesioned Americans who bare suffered travails In some instances
even greater than those undergone by Americans of Japanese ancestry In this
conniry.

JACL, accordingly, urges favorable and prompt action on H.R. 14910 as a
neccesary first stop to promote cultural and ethnic studies of all the American
nationalities and rates and colors and creeds everywhere In the nation as a
means to help seance racial and other tensions In this troubled country of ours,
and the world at large as well, in a dangerous age when thermonuclear war
might well end in the destruction of man and his civilization.

Respectfully submitted.
Mintz Ilessoxs,

Washington Representative. oganese-Atneykon Citizens League.

Mr. PCCINSfil. Our next witness will be Dr. Leonard Fein, assistant
director the Joint Center on Urban Studies of liarvard and 2111T
nt Co mbridge, MaKct.

Dr. Fein, we are very, very pleased to have you here and have a
chance to listen to some of your testimony this morning. You, I pre-
sume. will have a formal statement to go in the rowed at this point.
I see your statement. here. Perhaps you would like briefly summarize
so we have a little more time for questions.

FTATEMF.Nt OF DR. LEONARD FEIN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, JOINT
CENTER UN URBAN STUDIES OF HARVARD AND MIT, CAM.
BRIDGE. I1ASS.

Dr. Prix. 1n ,.leed, sir, I am very pleased to be Ivry.
I would like to limit my brief comments to what I see as the main

issue represented by this bill which is really its 'Meriting purpose.
Not so very many years ago there was a wide*pread expectation

that distinctive patterns of ethnic behavior were destined to vanish,
to be swallowed up in the great American melting pot. The unhyphen-
ated American was seen at best as a pswing anachronism, at. worst
as downlig:,t subversiv", I Think this bill reflects the fact that such
a view is increasingly difficult te sustain, particularly in the face of
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mounting evidence that for many Americans even three and four
generations after their forebears arrived in this country their special
background is still a matter of interest and, not infrequently, of
genuine. importance.

For myself, I don't find that either surprising or distressing. The
issue that our society ;aces, it seems to me, is whether we will continue
to assume either implicitly or explicity that the ideal American is
the unhyphenated American who has turned his back on his own
past, and continue to view those who cling to their ethnic background
as problem 'aces, or whether we can come to see the hyphen as a
potential rep Aim rather than ns a threat.

The new emphasis on this I think has discouraged many Americans
many people of good will who remain firmly committed to an Amer-
ican dream based on the concept o: universal brotherhood. It seems
to me, however, that we ought to recognize that what has been re-
jected is only the liberal conception of universal brotherhood, and
hardly the American reality. That reality has remained far removed
from the liberal perception; instead it was, and is, a reality based
very much on the preservation of roots and groups and private
fraternities.

Ws understood that, I think, in the behavior of Italo-Americans
when Florence was flooded of Jewish-Americans during the weeks
preceding the 6-day war, of Irish - Americans and Greek-Americans to-
day who are deeply caught itp in the struggles of their native lands.
America remains a collection of groups and not. of individuals, no
matter how liberals might wish it otherwise.

It seems to me this issue bears a svc:al relationship to the current
crisis in thttk and white relations. Upper-middle-class America par-
ticularly cannot speak for, and certainly cannot deliver; lower-middle-
class America, yet it is lower-middle-class America, given white and
black income distributions, which is asked to accept blacks as neigh-
bors. If ties situation is to be confronted at all, lower - middle -class
America will have to be met on its own terms, which are, substantially,
ethnic terms.

I think this is the key issue, Congressman. Many people, nonethe-
less, remain deeply convinced that to permit and to endorse the valid-
ity of the ethnic experience, except as that experit nee is seen as essen-
tially quaint rather than meaningful, is to invite ethnocentric chaos.
Many people continue to view the survival of ethnicity as an anachro-
nism, symbol only of how far we have got to go to reach utopia. not
fundamental challenge to the definition of that utopia. After all, so
much of the history of human anguish has derived from the existence
of walls which artificially set man apart from this neighbor that it
has seemed perfectly plausible to invest great efforts in tearing down
the walls.

The difficulty, of course, is that the walls are there to stave off the
uprooting flood, and that is the point you were millictIr earlier in your
comments on the relationship between this pro legislation and
the crisis of identity and alienation among American yorths. If the
sociological critique which characterizes the contemporary American
condition as the lonely crowd is at all correct, and I believe it is, then
the question that arises necessarily is how the lonely crowds may be
converted into meaningful entities.
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A sensitive answer to ',hat question would begin with where people
am and not with where a relatively select group of liberal intellectuals
and upper-middle-class businessmen would like them to be. Nyhere
most people are is that they feel the need for brothers, but are highly
skeptical about whether a world of universal brotherhood will give
them the brothers they want.

In a world in which everyone is your brother, !motherhood cannot
mean very much.

Tho question that arises then is a question which many of us have
generally avoidedthe question of whether it might not be more pro-
ductive to !mild bridges to connect the walls than to insist on their
destruction. Perhaps, that is, we might replace the rather fatuous
concept of universal cousinhood, which acknowledges one kinship in
the family of man, but permits us to be somewhat more seleenve in
our choice of fraternity.

I think what this adds up to is that by insisting on dreaming the im-
possible dream, we may well have postponed, rather than hasten..:,,,
the advent of a more modest utopia than the one we had envisioned.
By insisting that men be what they were not disposed, perhaps not
even able to be, we may have prevented them from becoming something
better than they were. By attacking the very existence of groups, we
may have served to embitter the .elationships among them; were we to
devote ourselves to their relations, our activity would be seen as less
threatening, and we miight not now be faced with what amounts to a
revolt of working ethnic America against those who continue to ask
of it a price it is not prepared to pay.

I am remindedand 1 think it is instructiveof the story of Lach-
ish, a development area in Israel. During the very heavy influx of im-
migrants to Israel in the early Itres, Israeli planners sought to blend
the immigrants into a united Israel in order, if you will, to dehyphen-
ate them, to forge the new Israeli. Accordingly, they took people from
diverse origins, and placed them in agricultural villages next door to
one another. What they got, in return, was not the new Israeli, but a lot
of list tights, since it turns out for example, t hat Yemenites go to bed
at o'clock, but Iraquis stay up until midnight with the ratii. blar;ng.
After several false starts, the -Israelis hit upon a scheme which called
for the construction of a network of ethnically homogeneous villages,
surrounding an urban core. The central services were all 1peated in the
corethe schools, the shops, the theater, and the like. People were
forced, thereby, to interact with strangers, butt if the going got too
rough, they were able to go home, to their own kind, and relax. In this
manner, a Imlance between the past and the future was sought, and,
from all the evidence, has been achieved.

SoI would submit that an alliance of the groups for whom the
p iast s still a relevant input to the present-s-a Nu is to says whites and
black aloe semis a more natural alliance Min the artificial
firmn of enlightened liberals, sheared oft, for better or for worse, from
their own roots, and underclass blacks, now anxiously exploring theirs.
If we who have sought the role of leadersip, can resist our instinct to
convert, that mined alliance may yet emerge, and, if it does, that will
be an urban cNilition to Is:. genuinely excited by. What is required of
us. therefore, is not so much intense, commitment to a special vision
of the future, but more a readiness el act as a kind of social ballast,
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lending our support to those who seek to build community as against
those who sal( to destroy it, on the cite hand, and lending our support
to those who seek to prevent the debilitating insularity which has too
often in the past been the consequences of community., on the other.

:pow I have sonic feelings about the kind of scholarly research that
needs to be done to provide a basis for the curriculum proposed and
about the dangers that the materials might very be ethnocentric
and narrow rather than genuine and reliable, a reasonably accurate in-
terpretation of the group past, and also about the need to expose
children not to their own past only but to the past of others.

Mr. Preis:pm Let me interrupt.
Dr. FElx, Please do.
Me. Purr:oat. Do von have .tny suggestions, Doctor, as to how we

could insure against that kind of development, because, obviously, the
thrust of this legislation is to prevent that sort of a political structure.
I am not aware cf that problem but I would be grateful if you have
suggestions as to how we can minimize it or actually eliminate it.

Dr. FEIN. I am glad you said minimize, because I don't think you
can guarantee agairst it.

The bill as I read it now proposes that the development of materials
for each group shall 'be performed at a different center. The presump-
tion ironic' therefore be that the likely applicants will be people with
special backgrounds cia their own ethnic groups. The American-Jewish
committee might be a plausible organization, let us say, to develop
materials for Jewish Americans. I don't know what the analogy would
be in the Palish community but I assume there are similar organiza-
tions.

The danger of that of course, is that they will try to put their best
face forward and mall), produce pabhun rather than history. There
are seamy chapters in the history of all the ethnic groups of this
country. The stereotypes that have come, to be attached to ethnic
groups are frequently not made out of whole cloth, they ate gross
exaggerations based on partial truths. It seems to me if we are talking
about genuinely challenging young people we don't want to present
them with myths. It see( as to me, therefore, there has to be some agency
which is more dispassimate, perhaps, that might review the kinds of
materials that are developed by the separate agencies, each working on
one ethnic group, and ia particular that the implementation, the dis.
semination and the Wining of teachers should be done by people
wholly unconnected w:th the development of materials themselves
but people who are especially qualified at the very difficult problem
of dissemination.

Mr. Pretiskt. The finished product of this center will have to be
viewed by teachers all over the country, and they will obviously, if the
material is of such a nature as you have characterized it reject it. Or
if it is a political vehicle I am sure that the teacher who is going to be
the final judge on whether or not he wants to use it in the classroom}
the school principal, the school superintendent, the people who wilt
use this material pis( will refuse tousle it.

Dr. Fri x. I wish, Oongrewrnan
Mr. Ptcms-it. It seems to me that if the material is not used. then

ofcos* ce some?* hss the right to say how come.
enTO---10
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I would hnagine that the General Accounting Office would be on
the back of a center like this pretty quick if they were cranking out
material that is not being used. Somebody would have to start asking
some questions why. It is a problem and I hope though that this prob-
lem does not obscure the main thrust of the legislation.

Dr. Fyix. I don't think it should. I wish I had more confidence in
the likelihood or in the readiness of the school systems to avoid put-
ting pabhun into the curriculum. I don't think the history supports
any confidence in that area.

\fr. l'ucissio. Then the other safeguard on this will be the other
ethnic groups.

Dr. FEIN. Yes.
Mr. l'uxsxt. I know in Chicago we have the Annual United Cap-

tive Nations Week. I never realized there were so many ethnic groups
until 1 attended a few of these sessionsthe various diverse groups
for instance, in the Soviet Republic, that we had almost forgotten
about, didn't realize that they were in existence. There are still peo-
ple tracing their ancestry to those groups. I notice while they all work
very harmoniously together, they do provide a kind of Check-and-
balance system against each other if there are any efforts or successes.
I think that we can certainly minimize or keep an absolute minimum
of the abuses in the program.

Dr. Pius. I surely would not want my caveats to be interpreted as
dampening my support for the enthusiasm or the intent of the bill.

Mr. Pucissitir. I appreciate the fact that you raise these questions
because if there are any questions I want them raised now during
these hearings, I want them talked nut. i would not :s.ant scineone at
some later date to say, "Well, you never looked at this particular possi-
bility," because that is the way legislation gets defeated.

Dr. FEIN. Do we have time for a quick illustration of the kind of
tension here!

Mr. Proxstit. Yes.
Dr. FEIN. There is a hero in my past unknown to most of you. His

name is Haim Salomon, and according to what I wts taught in lie -
brew school--

MT. l'UCINgHT. lie saved the Herniation.
Dr. Prix. lie had saved the American Revolution. Without him

there world not have been an American Revolution. I went to public
school and I never ran across his name, from which I drew two
conclusions: One, the public schools are anti-Semitic, which came as
no surprise because this was during the Second World War and I
expected it: and second. I took a perverse pleasure in the fact that
one of my heroes saved their Revolution and they didn't even know
about it.

Now it was important for me to learn about. Haim Salomon because
that gave me a stake in the Revolution which I, the child of immigrant
parents, might not otherwise have had. On the other hand, it would
have LA' wrong for the public schools to have made a chapter out
of Haim Salomon because he was a footnote to the American
Revolut ion.

Now to achieve that balance between the making of chapters out of
footnotes or of excising footnotes completely is precisely where the
difficulty is going to lie. I think it can be done, b, it I think we
ought tittle sensiiive to it.
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(Dr. Fein submitted the following speech :)

REFLECTIONS ON THE USIRN CONDITION

(Speech by Dr. Leonard Fein, Associate Director, MIT-Harvard Joint Center on
Urban Studies at the 1909 Annual Meeting of Urban America, Inc.)

May 20, 1069

It is odd, I think, and deserving of note ha a miner postscript to these parlous
times, that those of us who profess to expertise spend so much of our time trudging
dutifully from conference to fruitless conference. When the history of tbia
period is written, whether by a lineal descendant of, say, 0. Van Woodward or,
perhaps, by some future anthropologist of primitive societier, surely eyebrows
will be raised over this phenomenon. Unless, of course, the authors of that
history realise what we now come to understand, that there Is a direct correlation
between the volume of anguish we sustain and the number of conferences we
attend. For we are here, huddled together in these more or less opulent sur-
roundings, to drew warmth from one another, which is to say, acme of us have
come in search of inspiration, some in search of magic formulas, some merely to
escape the intolerable frustrations of their more conventional pursuits, but all
In the hope that we shall leave with some new understanding that will carry us
over the next crisis, and the one after that.

Yet we meet, as it were, in the shadow of Watts and of Detroit, and, as if
that were not enough, in the ahadov of Come)) and Ban Francisco State and
the Ambassador Hotel and 9allas and Memphis and It you want to know what
else Just read tomorrow's ewspaper, in shadows now FO crowded in on one
another that the last chinks of light and understanding are nearly covered
over. There are, of course, those who still profess confidence, who insist still
that soon, around the next turn, perhaps, the nightmare will be over, and we
shall be able to reassert the dream. But the numbers of those who believe
dwindle daily ; most of the remaining stalwarts are confident because they
are paid lo be confident, or because they are cultists, believing that if only we
will think well, we will be well.

Assassination was once a trauma ; it is now a cliche. Unrest was once an
eruption; it is now our condition. In a world cluttered with crisis, who but the
professional soothsayer or the very young ,:an still face the morrow with car
taint;1 Let us be candid: for all our bullish talk, for all our "If only Vietnam
were over" or "It only Congress would wake up," for alt. our "It only this" and
"If only tint," for all our heady public pronouncements, our private mood is
less-lab, we are no longer certain o. world, of ourselves, of our dream.

1YhIch are, I readily confess, not qbite the dispassionate words of scholarship,
much less the inspirational rhetoric. which you were entitled to expect. Three
)tars ago, my tiles tell Ire. my efforts on occasions such sa this were largely
analytic; two years ago, my style was to chastise abd to goad; last year, the
melancholy had begun, but was still more counterpoint than theme. But a year
ago was a very long time ago indeed, and this season, I must begin with the mood.

I do so not only out of my private need to share the melancholy of the moment.
but also becaus:" I believe that we are now, as a na:' Increasingly engulfed by
bleakness, and save as we understand how It is we have come to feel FO massively
heart we shall be unable to summon the energies that are now required of us.

There are. It seems to me, two kinds of reasons for the current malaise. The
first is that we have been caught unawares. The success story of America, until
very recently Indeed, had cetera heimed us. the pride we justifiably felt in being
partners to an unfolding of progress so startling and so nointerropted was deep-
ly rooted, and It has been difficult therefore to comprehend real dissent, real
disaffection, teal rejection. Of course, we had endorsed dissent and debate. But
it had hardly occurred to any except a few eccentric social critics that anything
truly fundamental might be wrong. Even now, it is safe to say most of as con
tinne to believe that a little tinkering here and a minor adintstrnent there will turn
the tide. As before, we are prepared to speak on bthalf of significant social change,
but what we intend by significant Is hardly el, t le Intended by those who chal-
lenge the system today. It Is therefore, disco i.f- io discover that a pat on
the shoulder or a reassuring smile Is not sul,4: t t steatts the rebels. It has
been enough before; It was enough for us; Why i -eget suffice?

The second source of our malaise, I think, is *Le rem: be:pc:boll( growth in
our agenda of ptibtle motto. Not too long ago, we rcrAld e.,ttiogoe the ontstand-
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ing problems of the nation fairly quickly. Let us recall, for example, that poverty
was not discovered as a significant social problem until six short years ng,, chat
pollution Is newer still, that disorder In the streets and unrest on the campus
and a growth in crime that could not simply be discouloed as a statistical artt-
fact are all hardly toddlers, as problems go. And, ut the mate time as these new
problem; have erupted, the old problem; love not gone away. The public agetd.t
has become a bedsbeet ballot, added to each day. llow cnn n snort who prefessea
In core cope with the explosive volume of the things he Is suppteesi to care about?
Unices we can begin, as a !ction, to solve problems us well as to Identify them,
to wipe issues off the slate as well and es add new ones on, we who now stagger will
surely stumble.

I exaggerate, of course. Ilere and there, there are sieves. stories to be told.
moments of delight and relief. Project Upward Bound, a quiet and competent
activity of 0).:0 has redeemed better than twenty thonsand young Ix orle other-

cloeined to wasted lives: the Incomes of a significant number of Black people
have increased substantially in the pest decade; a new seneratIon of political
leaders is rising in oar cities, tough, untutored, often rude, and more often tal-
ented beyond all expectation.

It Is equally true that there Is much that Iles within our competence to do. It'
we emu Ind muster the will. Our unaceeptable record with 1 rApoct to housing this
nation, once perhaps pardonable on the ground of a primitive teehuology, is no
longer loll ruble. If we do not yet knew quite how to do the job that needs to be
done. surely we know how to do a job vastly more hoprtsFive than the job we
have tern doing. So, too, regarding urban transportation. waste disposal, and
n dozen other problems. Our past performance In these areas is not an accurate
guide to our present potential.

lint then, successes, and these prospects, dratnnile though they be, dare been
overehedowed by the emergence of newer and more urgent claims on our atten-
tion, and overshadowed more by an indulgent rhetoric which Almost tensity ob-
scures what it is we are about and how we are doing.

And we, who count ourselves the men of purpose, the guardians of the public
weal, bombarded by accusation from this side and from that, Increasingly remit
and withdraw. Uncertain any longer cf our own credential, diffident about our
erstwhile (Mims to expertise, assaulted by the right for moving too far too feet,
and by the left for .noting too little, too slow, we spend more and more of our
time defending the amorphous riddle, and wondering who oar glIE"e are. And
o ha it Is that is the enemy.

Sea reLing for the vilialn Is a dt `Ished American rest time, however unproduc-
tive it Opleally proves. Until recently, the enemy was clear. Bull Cermet was
the enemy, apathy Was the enemy, evil was the enemy. Awl evil trasent the evil
of the benighted, of the heartleas, of the redneck North atd South. The dream
was clear, and the faces of those who impeded the dream were no lees clear.
Sevi nty-three per cent of a sampled group of male White !school children in the
south reported either indifference or pleasure upon Martin Luther King's aestst-
sinatIon, and that wag the enemy: fifty-six per cent of those sampled In the
Somdernentel Studies for the Kerner Commission believe that Negroes have
themselves to blame for their worse jot*, education, and housing, and they are
the enemy; nine per cent of the American .-oters cast their ballot for George
Wallace. and they are the enemy. Mee, simple, neat. Our task, we thought, was

defend the oppressed MAWS against the bigoted horeee, and we proposed
to do the job by favoring the oppreesed, on the one hand, and by re-educating
the bigoted, on the other.

That was the truth of the center, yesterday's truth, the liberal truth which
Iv long informed Mir behavior. It was not an especially Imaginative truth. nor
were we imprefolvely succeeetful In acting upon it. r PS, therefore a newer
troth came to be articulated, a truth which held that lily itself was the
Main, and we the agents of its villainy, many found it "."e appealing. Oar
own rinks were depleted by the defe4lon of those mho t -red the new sits.
peneetton, a dispensation so terrifying in Its Hot '10 that we had not ort-
t,net,:e. imagined it might ever become. gospel. tint, 1.)1 *h. -see reason, terFrei It
NIA Acme, aided and abetted in the privets by the nit( ft, u'l, at wellInten-
tioned (Meets itnr4lIent with the validity of our ttaditIon.." ; seeent.

And so. in recent month*, we bare cotee to be as setoccupled with the trans-
greKsiors of these whom yesterday we an resolutely defended, as yesterday we
were concerned with the transgressions of their enemies.

With cannon to tight of us and cannon to left of us, shall we, as our sturdy
ancestors, ride valiantly onwards, and, If we do, shall we meet a similar end?
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Or shall we dismount and leave the field of battle, thereby permitting the forces
ef yesterday's darkness and the forces of tomorrow's darkness to fight It out
with one another?

I believe that there is still a vole for us, and a critical rote at that. But I
believe as well that, like the beleaguered members of the Light Brigade, we have
charged off furiously in the wrong direction, and to pursue that direction Is to
Invite their fate. Specifically, I want to suggest to you that our traditional
definition of the American dream is a definition that lacks plausibility, and that
be redefining, we may yet find it possible to act as a bridge Letween right and
left, between yesterday and tomorrow.

The case that I imp mfe to make is clearest with vestert to Black Amerhuns,
and so it is with them that I begin.

The conventional assumption of men of good will, with rspect to the question
of race, has been, and in large measure continues to be, that race ;s An ambient.
with no social meaning. Accordingly, the ideal society is the color blind society,
the society in which Negroes are randomly distributed thmighout the social
structure. The message of White society to the Blacks, therefore, has gone
something like this:

If you can manage to distinguish yourself from your unfortunate hretit-
ren, it you can demonstrate that you are not lazy, shiftless, given to violence,
aggressively sexual, illiterate, erupk, then, with some reservation we will
let you in. Remember. however, that when ydu entee, you must not took
back. If you must invite your old friends to visit you, make certain that
you don't invite tot ninny at one time. and that none is blacker than
you. Otherwise, we shall he forced to re-examine your own credentials.
In tact, it would be best if you did not seek out your old friends at all.
for now that you can live with us. of what use are your yesteruaye to you?
You have been graced. and we no longer see your blackness. If you will
promise not to see it either. We premise to be color blind, if only you will
be amnesiac.

It might have worked. had we been redoes dl'e had said that we would
admit the Black man if only he were not too Black. But, as a natibn, we con -
tinued to see only the blacknese, awl not the man. The Negro in White eyes
was Mack until he could prove that he was White. and the proof had to
convince a eery skeptical jury.

And now, of course, the Negro has seer hie blackness mirrored in our eyes.
has learned that though America might cope with the integration of an oa-
skimsl citizen of darker skin. It was not and is not serious about integration of
the Negro community. Negroes in large number have understood that Integra-
tion for the masses was and remains a myth, and so have turned from the
onproduellee denial of ideelitr to the proud assertion of Identity.

Needless to say, this new turn has grieved many people of good will, who
remain finely committed to an American dream based on the concept of
universal brotherhood. That after alt, a powerful and compelling dream.
and it is the heart of the liberal underststuling. According to that anderstand-
ing. expreeer. 41 just a year ago by President Johnson, "Most Americans remain
true to our goal: the development of a national rn lcly In which the color of
a man's skin is as irrelevant as the color of MA eyes."

Yet we must recognize that whet has been rejected is only the hberal
vision, and hardly the American reality. That reality has remain si far removed
front the liberal perception: instead. It was and Is a reality hated very much
on the preservation of roote. and *tome. and private f re terntlee. When Florence
was flooded, ItaheArnericanA responded as Italians: when war threatened in
the MI idle rest. Jewish-AmericsnA responded As Jews; today, Irish-Anevicans
and tirrekAtuerterng are (imply caught up in the struggles of tit litre
totals. In short. White liberals. In dealing with the issue race, Its Iced
a 1111ilitel to which White eoviety In general does not mantas. For
seek inditienal integration, rather than group cohesion. wonhi be for rein
In respond to a liberal refreption which has little to do with the way Anwriea us,
in feet. behave. For America remains, in deeply important ways, a collection of
grentke, and not individuals no matter how much liberals might wish it other-
wipe. Upper middle class Am, rice in 1..rticniat cannot speak for, and certainly
cannot deliver, lower middle class America. yet it is lower middle class Amer-ice.
riven White and Black Inflame distribetione which Is asked to accept Blackest%
hetghbere. If this situation 14 to be confronted at all, lower middle class America
will have to be met on its own terms, which are, substantialts, ethnic terms.
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in reyponding to the tradithmal liberal perspective, Black people, then, may
now be read as saying something like this :

Our Chief mentors in the battle for civil rights were upper middle class
liberals, who, for reasons of their own, cling to a vision of a universalistic
social order. We accepted their belief and their doctrine, and acted upon
It. It produced some rewards, hut, in the end, we found ourseleves atilt un-
melted in the hypothetical tot. And, in looking about more carefully, we
have found that other groups have retained their particular identities, have
resisted wholesale assimilation. We conclude, therefore, that liberals arc
trying to Impose upon us a standard which derives from their philosophical
ideal rather than from the sweaty facts of American social life. We rather
suspect, in fact, that liberals have misread the American social experience,
for they are, in their own way, too far removed from Its major elements.
Moreover, we are interested in tactics, not In utopias. We shall, therefore,
resist being held to a form of behavior which we find both nonprodnetive
and outside the mainstream of American life, which is still, In its core, and
despite liberal wishes, group life. We shall resist being the gulileapigs for a
vision of society so out of touch with social reality.

Yet the liberal utopia dies hard. For liberals, and their sociologist mentors,
remain deeply cortinced that to permit and to endorse the validity of 'he ethnic
experience, except as that experience is seen as essentially quaint anther than
meaningful, Is to invite ethnocentric &Nos. Most liberals continue to view the
survival of ethnicity as an nnachronitun, symbol only of how far we have got to
go to reach utopia, not fundamental challenge to the defini.ten of Oat utopia.
So much of the history of human anguish has derived from the existence of walls
which artificially set man apart from his neighbor that it has seemed perfectly
plausible to Invest great efforts In tearing down the wells.

The difficulty, of course, is that the walls are there to stave off the uprooting
flood. If the sociological critique which characterizes the contemporary Ameri-
can condition as the lonely crowd is at all correct, as I believe It is, then the
Question that arises necessarily is how the lonely crowds may to converted Into
meaningful entities. And a sensitive answer to that question would begin with
where people are, and not with where a relatively select group of liberal Intel-
lectuals knd upper middle doss businessmen would like them to be. Where most
people are Is that they feel the need for brothers, :ut are highly skeptical about
whether a world of universal brotherhood will give them the brothers they
want. For in a world In which everyone is your brother, brotherhood cannot
mean very much.

The question that arises, th m. is a question which liberals have generally
avoided, the queallon of whether it might not be more itoduct Ire .!o build bridges
to connect the wails than to Insist on their destruction. Perhaps., that is, we
might replace the rather fatnons concept of universal brotherhood with the more
proximate concept of universal consInhawl, which acknowledges our kinship In
the family of man, but permits us to be somewhat more selective in our choice
of fraternity.

1Vhat this adds up to is that by insisting on dreaming the impossible dream.
we may well have postponed. rather than hastened. the advent of a more modest
utopia than the one we had i nstsloneel. By insisting that men be what they -ere
not disposed, perhaps not evea able to be. we may have 1,itrentrti them from
becoming something better than they were. By attacking the arty existence of
!Mute. we may have served to embitter the relationthlre among them, were
we to devote ourselves In their relstiow, our activity would be seen at' less
threatening. and we might not now be faced with what amount. to a revolt of
working ethnic. America against those who continue to ask of it a price it 14 not
prepared to pay

am reminded of the story of litchish, a development area in Israel. fluting
the very heavy influx of immigrants to Israel in the early IOW& Israeli lan-
hers southt In blend the Immigrant" into a united Israel, in order, if you will, to
de.hypenate them, to forge the new Israeli. Accordingly. they took people from
diverse origin& and placed them In agricultural villager nest door to one another.
What they grit. in turn, waa not the new Israeli. but a lot of Ad fight& since it
turns out. for example. that Yemenites got to bed at six o'clock, brit Iraqis
stay np till midnight with the radio blaring. After several false starts. the Israe-
lis hit upon a scheme which tailed for the construction of a nein-0'k of ethni-
cally hosnoteneons villains. snrrounding an urban tore. The central sersie
were all located in the case the schools, the shops, the theatre, and the like.
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People w re frosetl, thereby, to interact with strangers, but, If the going got too
rough, they Iv, able to go home, to their own kind, and relax. In this manner,
o balance betw, en the past and the future was sought, and, from all the evidence,
knot been achieved.

I eutudt that an allinnee of those groups for whom the past Is still a relevant
Input to the presentthat Is to say, IVialtes and Black alikeseems a more natural
alliance than the artificial coalition of enlightened liberals, sheared off, for better
or for worse, from their own roots, and under-class Blacks, now anxiously explor-
ing theirs. If we who sought the role of leadership can resist our instinct to eon-
vert, that natural alliance may yet emerge, and, if it does, that will be an urban
coalition to be genuinely excited by. What Is required of us, therefore, is not so
much intense committnet t to a speical vision of the future, but more a readiness
to act as a kind of social ballast, lending our support to those who seek to build
community as against those who seek to destroy It, on the one band, and lending
our support to those who seek to prevent the debilitating insularity uhIch bas
too often in the last been the consequences of comtnunity, on the other.

You may reject this role, and the formula on which it is based. As against our
traditional utopias, which we have labored for so long, it seems a peculiarly
restrained statement. You may argue that to endorse the private Ioyalities
which t le Honer n to others but not to all Is to endorse an atavistic urge with
no rational foundation. Some, in fact, are inclined to argue that the effort of
lilacs people to recreate their past is a hopeless effort, since Let past Is largely
meaningless.

Ladles and gentlemen. there is a hem In my past unknown to most of you.
Ills name is Halm Salomon, and according to what I was once taught. be saved
the American revolution. When I found, In public school, that hi> name was
nowhere mentioned. I drew two conclusions: First, the public schools were
antiset:Attic, which, this teing the Second World War period, came as no sur-
prise. And second, I drew perverse pleasure in knowing that one of my sneestors
had saved your revolution, and you didn't even know his name. Maim Salomon
was. of course, only a footnote to American history. but by converting that foot-
note Into a chapter I staked a claim on the American past I would otherwise
not have had. I put it to you that the past Is always nine parts myth, only one
reality. The valltlits of the past is not a matter for historical research, but sim-
ply a function of its usefulness in the present.

If others now seek to discover r_eir own Halm Salmons, whether their names
are Attueks or Horan LaGuardia, we would, it seems to me, be well
advised to support the effort. For if we continue to resist the notion that black
is beaffilful, we are likely not to persuade Negmest that Black Is not beautiful.
hut, rather, on the contrary, that only Black is beautiful. That perversion of
creative pluralism is rightly seen as dangerous. I put it to you. however, nolo by
failing to see the beauty in bh.ckneka, or In Irishness, or in l'olashness, of In
Jewish:less, we have ourselves helped create the perversion, we have ours -vices
helped !Mime the present ugliness.

1,0 which, finally, you may well say that as an antidote to the nationel dis-
temper. the prescription is odd Indeed. Where are the housing programs. where
the medical services. where the jobs where the schools, where the programs and
the Hick.* that will solve the wrgt,nt problems of the moment/ Ideologies, after
all, are for scholars to debate, not for men of action to consider. To which I
am duty bound to respond not only that the thought is father to the deed, and
that we ought by now have learned that thoughtless action, frenectically under-
taken to meet the crisis of the moment, Is hardly a productive style, but more
that save as our thought*, which is to say, our ideologies, come more sensitively
to reflect the world we seek to change, they are idle thoughto at best, and will
bear. as they have thns tar borne, rotten froth Tilting with windmills, however
romantic. is not productive. I ask, It you will, that we cease dreaming the
impossible dream and flghting the unbeatable foe. but turn instead to the
plausible dream, a dream rooted in the American reality, and hence more open
to the tmerkan potential.

Mr. PCCIX1Rt. It just Peerna to me, though, that roil have made the
point beautifully in your testimony, and Mr. Ilosokawa made it.
earlier, 1)r. Drachler made it earlier, that one of the problems 1 think
re have is that :coung children, particularly not knowing about each
other, are dominated by the prejudiceg of ignorance instead of the
strength of respect,
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FEIN. What is very serious is how many youngsters in white
ethnic groups have turned on to their own past as a result of the black
power movement, and that has been perhaps one of the most unfore-
seen, unintended, and beneficient consequences of the black search for
the past and roots.

Mr. Puct :our. On Lincoln's birthday I reminded my colleagues that
there was a gentleman who issued his own emancipation proclamation
CO years before Lincoln was born, end on the same date, February 12,
and that was a general of the American Revolution, Thaddeus ICos-
chiszko, who left his will in this country with Thomas Jefferson and
asked him to leave all of his estate here to free Negro slaves and to
educate them.

Dr. FEIN. I didn't know that.
Mr. Puci NsKi. Yo,: will :'ever find that in American history books.

Sure it may be footnoted but it is the footnotes that make up the
amount of the mosaic of this great country of ours.

Dr. FEIN. That is interesting.
I would footnote Superintendent Drachler's statement about

Kallen's symphony, that we need not learn to play in harmony but
retune our ears to fiear the natural harmony which to outsiders may
seem cacaphony.

Mr. PtretNrsici. I am truly most grateful to you for your testimony
here because you have certainly rut into perspective the strengths
of this legislation, some of the prOlems, and obviously we are con-
cened with both aspects. I am very grateful to you. I like particularly
your statement about the bridges between the walls. I can't help but
feel that somehow or other we are now paying the price for trying
to homogenize 200 million human beings.

I find the whole doctrine of the melting pot frankly very repugnant.
I don't, want to be melted down to a monolith.

Dr. FEIN. Try a beef stew with identifiable chunks of this and that
but a gravy holding it all together.

Mr. PUCINSEI. I don't want to be melted down. For decades we
have kept trying to, as you have said, deny people their identity and
then we wonder why we have problems. I like that illustration recog-
nizing the fact that there are going to be walls between human beings.

It. really is quite a coincidence that my mother happened to be in
the united States when I was born. She could have been in France or
Argentina, any number of pieces it is quite a coincidence that she
was here. So thank God I am an American. I am an American of cer-
tain cultural backgrounds which I have inherited during the years
from my predecessors. I think that you are SO right when you say
we ought to recognize this in human beings and then see if we cannot,
build some bridges to bring Americans closer together as one nation
of people.

I must tell you when I introduced this bill I didn't realize the tre-
mendous problem and the tremendous potential. It. is witnesses like
you who have ieally enriched my understanding and appreciation of
the need for this legislation.

Dr. FEIN. Thank you so much, sir.
Mr. Pt.CINsici. I am most grateful to you for your testimony.
Dr. FEIN. lam thankful for the opportunity.
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Mr. l'ucixsxr. Now if it is agreeable to all the other witnesses, we
have another committee going next door and then I have to be before
the Miles ConunitteeI should have been there at 10:30. If it is
agreeable, we would like to resume at 2 o'clock.

Will this create any great problems for anyone? I would like to
resume at 2 only because it NV111 give us a chance to go a. little deeper
into the testimony.

So if this will create no great problems for anyone, we will appre-
ciate it if the remaining witnesses will be back here at 2 o'clock.

Thank you very much.
The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.
(WIn neupon, at 11:20 a.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p.m. the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. Puctxsto. We will resume our hearings this afternoon.
Our first witness will be Mr. Hugh M. Jenkins, executive director,

and Mr. Eugene B. Chamberlain, president, National Association for
Foreign Student Advisors.

I understand Mr. Chamberlain, you are associate director of admis-
sions at MIT in Cambridge, Mass.

We are very pleased to have you gentlemen here. The other mem-
bers will be coming along, they are still on the floor voting. I think we
will move alcng because I understand you gentlemen have some travel
connections to make. You both have statements which will go into the
record in their entirety. Why don't you proceed in any manner you
wish.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE R. CHAMBERLAIN, PRESIDENT, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT ADVISERS, WASH-
INGTON, D.C.; ACCOMPANIED BY HUGH M. JENKINS, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Thank you, Congressman.
I would simply like to emphasize the section en page 2 of the state-

ment wh:ch is in the record. I would like to refer particularly to the
proposal that the ethnic heritage studies centers draws upon the spe-
cial knowledge that is available within the foreign student, population
in this country. There are at this time according to the annual census
which is conducted by the Institute of International Education over
121,000 foreign students enrolled in colleges and universities across
the United States. They come frcm over 170 countries and territories.
They represent- an immense varier of cultures. They are to be found
in each of the 60 States. Among :he group are a limitedand I em-
phasize thatnumber of students who are well gnalifiNI to provide
the contemporary picture of life in their homelands and present the
latest chapter in the cultural development of their poppies.

At the same time, although th:3 is not specifically within the pur-
pose of this, act, the use of foreign students will provide these visitors
from aeros1 the world with an intimate and authoritative picture of
the American people and them ivay of life. Such cross-cultural experi-
enco., eau add to the editontIonal development of all involved and
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provide an opportunity for the acquisition of authentic knowledge
out of which may grow mutual understanding.

As a footnote to that, Congressman, it is interesting to note that
within the States represented on our good committee I would estimate
that there are about 50,000 foreign students &rolled in universities
and colleges therein. On the one hand you have California with ap-
proximately 19,000 foreign students, Illinois with some 6,800, New
York with about 15,000, and Maine with 220. And also within these
States in Illinois, in New York, in California there have long been
established international houses with which you may be aware and
acquainted with in which Americans and nationals of various coun-
tries live, discuss, conduct programs of a cross-cultural variety, and in
a sense are centers of activity not unrelated to the objectives of your
particular 13i11.

I just would like to pause here and say that we are in support of your
bill and we welcome questions from you that you may have in mind.

Mr. Ptreixsxr. Mr. Jenkins?
Mr. JENKINS. I have nothing to add.
Mr. Pucixsxr. You have no testimony, I take it ?
Mr. JENKINS. No.
Mr. PucEs-sKi. I think you raise a very good point. These visiting

students can make a good contribution, particularly in perhaps lan-
guage translation and research and translating either from the foreign
language to English or from English to the foreign language. I didn't
realize that there were many foreign students in this country enrolled
in the colleges and universities. It is a very impressive figure. It seems
to me that these centers would afford an opportunity to utilize their
talents a little more effectively.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I would leave with your committee a copy of a
public document which is called "Open Doors," and this is the current
edition of 1969. I refer to it rind it is published by the Institute of
International Education, and therein is a complete documentation by
State of the foreign student population, of the foreign scholar popula-
tion, of the American professors who are abroad, faculty members
abroad, and American students who are abroad. This may add further
dimensions to your particular bill in terms of the resources of people
who can play a part in these centers.

Mr. PIICINSKI. I would think that these foreign students would be
a very significant source of manpower and help for this program
frankly at a cost which I think would be interesting because so many
of these students are looking for some additional employment and they
are not looking for excessive pay,, they are trying to get along as best
they can, just enough to keep going. So it does seem to me like this
could become a very important source of manpower for these
programs.

Now what about the Ogontz plan in Pennsylvania? How is that
worked out? You told us that you have a plan going. Maybe you could
tell us something about this.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I would defer this to Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. The plan is in the schools of the Delaware Valley area.

It is operated out of the International House in Philadelphia and it is
a plan by which selected foreign students are selected to support the
teacher in the classroom in various subjects such as world history and
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-cultures of tha world, and so on. It has been carried out since 1961 only
in that area.

In 1901 I think it was the Carnegie Foundation that provided funds
for there to be an outside evaluation of the program, and it is to that
evaluation that we refer in our report that program has improved to
be very successful, the use of foreign students in these situations on
a selective basis have proved to be very worthwhile.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I think if I might add a footnote to that, the
participation students in programs outside universities is one that has
to be conducted with great care. Undergraduates coming here from
abroad are here with serious intent and a disruption of that program
in terms of their daily routine has to have real appeal to them to make
this a meaningful experience.

We have had some experience with this, and to move of base from
the corridors of the university to a high school requires a particular
kind of sensitivity to the task of talking with youngsters, and to be
well briefed on what the message is to he. Not all of us as human beings
are so gifted and therefore the selection of participants in the program
will require very careful attention.

One of the contributors in terms of programing such activities off
campus would be the advising of foreign students or his associates in
working with groups who are interested in attracting students to par-
ticipate in this fashion.

Mr. PuenisKr. Very good.. I think that you have added some insight
into this bill that we have not had testimony on previously, and that is
the reservoir of students who are available to assist in manning such
centers. I think that this would be a very worthwhile addition to the
overall program. We are most grateful to you for being with us. Of
course this testimony really fortifies my own hope, that this legislation
will bo adopted. I think that it can make a very significant contribution
in the educational process of our youngsters.

Thank you, gentlemen, very much for being with us.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN, Thank you very much, Congressman.
(The prepared statement follows :)

STATEMENT BY EUGENE R. ClIAMBELLAIN, PRESIDENT, IsTATONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS

INTRODUCTION

My name is Eugene R. Chamberlain. I am Associate Admissions Officer and the
Foreign Student Adviser at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. I am tare
In my capacity as President of the National Association for Foreign Student:
Affairs, the professional association of those who are engaged in the field of in-
ternational educational exchange of students and scholars. Our Association was
established in 10-18 and now has a membership of over 1,600, of whom some 700
are academic institutional members. The Association's membership comprises the
Advisers to Foreign Students and Scholars, the Admissions Officers who are re-
sponsible for the evaluation of foreign educational credentials, Teachers of Eng-
lish ns a Second Language, and representative? of community organizations who
are serving foreign students. There are also representatives from public and
private organizations and business enterprises which are concerned with inter-
national educational exchange.

PURPOSE

I have come here to speak in support of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers
Act of 1000. The purposes of this Act speak to an essential need in education
today and its forward looking intent will make a significant contribution to the
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education we provide for American youth. In these days when the explosion In
communications and in world travel have brought us all Into one community, the
inter-cultural dimension in education becomes an urgent necessity. Young Ameri-
Calla must be knowledgeable about the culture and background of people who,
once remote, are now, of necessity, our neighbors. It is precisely for this reason
that they need an understanding and an appreciation of their own citizenship
and the Nvea'th of ethnic and cultural resources which are the heritage of the
American peoeir. This Act will provide that knowledge.

FOREIGN STUDENTS

I vould like to refer particularly' to the pro) ()sal that the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers draw upon the special knowledge that is avallabl within the
foreign student population in this country. There are at this the., according
to the annual census which is conducted by the Institute cf internacional Educa-
tion, over 121,000 foreign students enrolled in colleges ar.d universities across
the United States. They come from over 170 countries and territories, they
represent an immense variety of cultures, they are to be found in each of the
fifty States. Among this group there are a limited number of students who are
well gialitled to provide the contemporary picture of life In their homelands
rind present the latest chapter in the cultural development of their peoples. At
the same time, although this is not specifically within the purpose of the Act,
the use of foreign students will provide these visitors from across the world with
an intimate and authoritative picture of the American people and their way
of life. Slut cross-cultural experience can only add to the educational develop-
ment of nil involved and provide an oppertunity for the acquisition of authentic
knowledge out of which may grow mutual understanding.

PRECEDENTS

In using foreign students for this purpose we shall not be engaging in an
untried and unproven experiment. During the years that foreign students have
been on our campi:ses there have been many formal and Informal programs at
to .c1 rind regional levels to give thetn the opportunity to talk with their fellow
stu 'etas and the American community about their own countries and people.
and to give American 'itizens an opportunity to interpret this country and its
way of life. To give one specide ea Anple, I would refer to the Ogontz Plan, one
of the more successful programs AV bleb operates in eommunities in the Greater
Philadelphia and Delaware Valley areas. This plan aims primarily at the
mutual enlightment of American pupil.; and foreign students through systematic
interuction in classroom situations and in the school environment. It was estab-
lished in 1001 and during the school year 1960/07, 142 foreign students from 51
countries visited 50 elementary and secondary schools in Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and Delaware. A total of some 14,000 pupils were involved. In 1966 Dr.
William W. lit ickman, Professor of Educational History and Comparative Edu-
cation in the Unirersity of Pennsylvania made an evaluation of the Ogontz
Plnit and the information given above is drawn from his repot t. I should like to
offer one direct quotation front Professor Brickman's conclusi; ns, as stated on
in S2 of this report:

"With few exceptions, the Ogontz Plan was received with understanding
and approved by university professors and administrators, public and private
school administrators, and educational organizations concerned with interna-
tional values. There were some critical and skeptical expressions of opinion nbout
sreelfic details. but virtually no negative attitude as to the soundness of the
basic concepts and framework of the Ogontz Plan. Nearly everywhere through-
out the country, there were persons who wished to undertake, at an early op-
portunity, an experiment with the Ogontz Plan or with a variation that was
eeemed necessary in a particular region."

CONCLUSION

Sneaking again in more general terms 1 would like to emphasize the fact that
among the foreign student population In this country there are adequate resources
to provide the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers with persona who are qualified
and would i.e willing to partlepinte In this activity. There would, of course, be a
number of safeguards that would be required, among these the most important
!night he the propv.rr selection of the most appropriate students and the super-
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vision of their work In the Centers. In this respect I should mention that in prae-
tically every college and university where there are foreign students there Is a
Foreign Student Adviser who has been charged by the institution with the par-
ticular responsibility for these students. Such persons could provide a point of
contact with the college LId university for the operation of the program. And I
believe that one of the more attractive aspects of the Act is the fact that it would
provide new arena for direct cooperation between the university and its inter-
national student community and the elementary and secondary schools across the
country. Finally, I woad like to point out that while I have been speaking mainly
to the idea of using foreign students I think it essentir I that this should not be
allowed to confuse my support of the Act. The Act, is clearly and specifically
directed to Improve the opportunity of American students in elementary and
secondary schools to study cultural heritage of the major ethnic groups In the
Nation. It Is In these terms that I support the Act and for these reasons that I
hope that it will be passed.

PUCINSKI. Now we are happy to have Rev. Leonard F. Ch:-obot,
the academic dean of St. Mary's College in Orchard Lake, Mich.

We are very pleased to have you here. I know you have an advance
copy of your statement which will go into the record in its entirety.
This is an excellently prepared document. It certainly gives us some
very good insights as to what already is being done and what is the
potential if we can get a program like this off the ground and funded.

I am well aware of the work that St. Mary's College is doing in terms
of Polish studies. In the last few years you have become pretty much
the source of authority for such information.

I wonder if I could ask you a question at this point. You may answer
it now, cr perhaps you 1111V want to answer it later, after you have
made your opening statement.

I want to make sure that the ethnic studies centers become a source
of educational material, and not anything that would tend to polarize
differences. I hope there is some point at which you will address your-
self to this problem.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF THE REVEREND LEONARD F. CHROBOT, ACADEMIC
DEAN, ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, ORCHARD LAKE, MICH.

Dean CHROBOT. That question was broached this morning in the
discussion with the man from Harvard, the question of nationalism
or nationalistic tendencies in relation to cultural pluralism. I think
that the younger members of national groups, especially of the sec-
ond and third generation, no longer would tolerate the kind of nation-
alistic aims that my grandparents probably would have favored.
Today .they can be much more objective.

The interests that we find in our students who are second and third,
sometimes fourth, generation students of Polish background, tend to
be very objective. You simply cannot put anything ovez on them re-
garding a nationalistic kind of atmosphere.

I think too that there is a kind of a natui.al check among people
in academics regarding this kind of thing.

One of the things I will talk about later in my paper is the research
that is necessary. The ethnic groups in the -United States still exist
a lot on myth. We have few facts. We know more about the aborigines
in Australia than we do about the Polish community in Buffalo, N.Y.
Orchard Lake has been encouraging research in the ethnic studies,
especially in the area of Polish, because we feel that once we have
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more facts, we will be able to be more objective in this hind of em-
plitr.iis.

First of all., I would like to thank you, Congressman Puchiski, for
the introduction of this bill. I think it is a significant step forward
in development of the American ethos.

I would like to congratulate the men who have supported you on
this bill. I speak from my own personal conviction regarding the
importance of ethnic study in the United States. I also speak as a
teacher of American literature, as a dean of a college, and as a priest.

The rather lengthy paper that I have written is divided into two
parts. The first part is a general rationale for why I think ethnic
studies are important in the. United States. The second part is how
Orchard Lake has functioned trying to give the Polish-American
communities the kinds of materials which I 1611 show you later on.

I think that there has been a profeand and disturbing change that
has somehow taken place in America today. It is impossible to say
exactly when this happened, but the kind of hope and the kind of
experience that America has always stood for, no longer seems to
exist, especially among our young

I did not experience what America meant until I went to Eutope,
to Poland as a matter of fact, and there talked to a village peasant
to see in his expression the idea of what America really means. It was
the idea of hope thatafter all the millions of years we have
lived on this planet, man could live someplace together, in peace,
without war. And this was America.

This vision of America has been expressed many times before by
some of our great statesmenWashington, Jefferson, Adams, some of
our writers in American literature, Michel de Crevecoeur in his "Let-
ters From an American Farmer," Israel Zangwill in his reference to
America as "the Great Crucible," and Archibald Macleish speaking
of the necessity of differences among us. I3ut perhaps the most eloquent
was F. Scott Fitzgerald in "The Great Gatsby" when he said: "Amer-
ica is the last and greatest of all human dreams." And he added:
"* '" for a transitory enchanted moment man must have held his
breath in the presence of this continent, compelled into an aesthetic
contemplation he neither understooa nor desired, face to face for the
last time in history wits! something commensurate to his capacity for
wonder."

The American dream has become for many of us the American
nightmare. The streets that were to flow with milk and honey now are
blocked with rubble by the latest demonstration or riot.

Our embassies have been stoned1 our representatives have been
mocked. I think that America is in a tone of crisis.

The greatness of a nation does not depend upon its military or
economic strength; our experience of history should have taught us
that. The greatness of a nation depends upon the concept of man we
have, our vision of what man should be. .

Our history tells us of our past. mistakes. Our solution of the Indian
c`proble,n" and of the black "problem" only emphasizes the biblical
warning that the sins of th 3 father are paia for by the son. We have
answered problems in the past with expediency. Now we are paying
the price for that,
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There is something very Ivrong with a nation in which a human
being must change his name or dye his hair to merit our respect. There
is something very wrong when an American girl feels compelled to
say, "I am of Dutch ancestry, but I am doing something to cure that."
We gravely violate the dignity of a human being when we create a
climate in which a young boy must ridicule the cultural heritage which
has made him what he is. Insofar as we have mocked the national
background of any group of people, we have added to the destruction
of the American dream.

I believe that man is a strange creature. I believe that his life can
only be lived forward, but can only be understood looking backward.
He must have one foot in the future and one in the past. Many of our
youth today have both feet in the future, and I think the kind of alien-
ation that appears in the writings of our educators and writers ex-
presses what this kind of now orientation has created.

I think part of our difficulty is also language provincialism. We
lime difficulty in our international diplomacy because we rely solely
on one language. Alfred Krozybski, the founder of general semantics,
has said:

We do not realize what tremendous power the structure of an habitual lan-
guage has. It dictates our semantic reactions by virtue of the structure which a
language exhibits and impresses on us unconsciously; the structure is auto-
matically projected upon the world around us.

We are enslaved by the straitjacket of our one-language culture.
The difficulty in our country is that anybody who speaks a different
language is looked upon as foreign. I think that this kind of Yankee
chauvinism is dying.

Regarding this bill, I think that we all realize that the decisions that
we make at this point in our history will carry responsibility for the
future of mankind on the planet. All of us are infected by the fever of
technology, the latest in a series of idols mankind has placed in its
temples.

What does it profit a man to gaia th-. moon and suffer the loss of
his home? We know so well that the problems of our society are not
technological but humanyet we spend $70 billion in the United
States for defense. There are many young people in our country today
who are wondering, "Is it worth defending ?" Many youth do not feel
that it is, and that is what worries me.

I think that we have to learn how to live together. Educators
throughout the land have deduced from the phenomenon of our society
certain ideas about what is essential for the education of youth today.
We can ignore them, as we have in the past, but then we must accept
the consequences which are reflected in the disruption of our educa-
tional system, of our political system, and of our legal system. S. I.
Hayakawa, the administrator of San Francisco State College said that
one of the goals of education must be:

.. to understand, appreciate and learn to live with fellow Inhabitants of our
planet. Every child must learn about the races and peoples of the world and the
rich variety of the world's cultures. He must know something of the history of
men and of nations. He must learn that time are many people In the world who
differ from him profoundly in habits, Ideas, and ways of life. lie must perceive
these differences not as occasions for uneasiness or hostility, but as challenges to
his capacity for understanding.
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I think that the kind of Yankee ethnocentricism which believes in
the inherent superiority of our own group and looks with contempt on
other cultures must finally be buried. And unless we want our cities to
break up into hostile armed camps, we must return to the American
dream of cultural pluralism, where diverse religious, ethnic, racial or
other groups may cleave to their own traditions within their own
group, while at the same time they live together within a single econ-
omy and polity in harmony and mutual forbearance.

Black Americans in the last 5 years have made us viscerally aware
of the kind of self-alienation and the kind of self-hatred winch they
have been forced to endure. Is it any wonder that our youth burn their
draft carde and make shirts out of the flag

There is a reaction among some nonblack ethnic groups in the
United States. They feel that the only way that the Congress of the
United States is moved is by demonstrations and riots. They have lost
faith in the rational process of a democracy.

We are convinced that if the Congress of the United States takes a
positive stand and passes the Ethnic Heritage Studies Center bill to
assist the many other ethnic groups in our country, and form a na-
tional ethos, we can broaden the base of political decision regarding
ethnic studies, and that far more meaningful results can be achieved.
If more people. are involved in the results of such legislation, then even
black ethnic studies can mideve far greater heights.

Law-, do not make people respect other people. Only knowledge of
the ^ther person can do that. I firmly believe that the ethnic heritage
bill has the potential of institutionalizing in our socic y the promise
carved in stone on our Stable of Liberty. We can now truly become
what we have always said we rem, but are not.

Orchard Lake strongly believes in this kind of ethnic study. For
85 years we have defied Yankee ethnocentricism by studying Polish,
by teaching Polish to our youth, by giving them a cultural awareness
of their background so that they do not have to change their name in
order to live in our society.

I believe that every ethnic group in the United States should be free
to stitch its own heritage, its own literature, its own language, its own
art.. Indian-Americans must be made to feel proud ,f Indian culture.
Black Americans must become cognizant of their re 2.e's contributions
to the building of America. SpaniSh-Americans cannot be made to feel
that they are second class citizens.

The only way that this can be done is through Federal support. The
many ethnic groups has done much in the past on their own, but in
order to get the kind of professional talent that is needed today, in
order to produce not just nationalistic propaganda for little ghetto

entalities, but the kind of real study of culture that is necessary, we
need Federal support.

My concern today is for the Polish- Americans, who number some 10
millions of our citizenry in the United States. They have helped to
build America, all the way from the glassworks of Jamestown in 1608,
to the factories, foe dries and offices of Chicago, Gary, Detroit, Cleve-
land, Buffalo, 1Cew York, Baltimore- -all the major cities. I believe
that no youth of Polish background should ever have to feel ashamed
of his national heritage in America.
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l'he rest cf my paper speaks about Orchard Lake, how we have been
trying to give your youth a sensitivity to cultural pluralism.

We have also established several centers, one of which is the Center
for Polish Studies and Culture. Some of the things which we have
done I have brought with me today. Perhaps the most important is the
Polish Language and Heritage Program, a text designed for secondary
schools, consisting of a teacher's guide and a student handbook about
the accomplishments of Polish culture and about Polish-American im-
migration to the United States.

This exists at present in mimeographed form, supplemented by a
series of slides and tapes. Our hope is that we can revise and re-edit
this to make it the kind of package that will be suitable for distribu-
tion to social studies tend language of teachers, of whatever national
background.

(The prepared paper follows:)

THE ORCHARD LAKE TESTIMONY IN BEHALF OP THE ETHNIC
HERITAGE STUDIES CENTERS HALL

(By Rev. Leonard P. Chrobot, Deaa Saint Mary's College, Orcbard Lake, hitcb.l

PART I-ETHNIO HERITAGE STUDIES --A RATIONALE

A. The American Dream
B. A Time of National Crisis
C. Rootless Youth in Our Society
D. Language Provincialism
E. Deification of Technology .
F. Education in Cultural Pluralism
G. The Reality of Diversity
IL The Orchard Lake Schools' Ethnic Tradition

PART II- POLISH- AMERICAN ETHNIC STUDIES-THE ORCHARD LAME PLAN

A. History of the Orchard Lake Schools
B. Academic Institutions
0. Research Centers
D. What Orchard Lake Has Done:
1. Development of language curriculum materials :

a. Present Polish Curriculum
b. Polish Language and Heritage Program (FLICS)
o. Language Laboratory
d. Polish Room
e. Polish and Polish American Books
f. Library and Archives
g. Art Gallery
h. Museum
1. Artists-In-Residence

2. Training programs and workshops :
a. Workshops on Cultural Pluralism
b. Conference on Racial Prejudice
c. Summer Abroad MO Program

3. Research :
a. Polish Language Teaching in the; United Stutes
b. Polish Language Usage in Religions Services
o. Research in Polish and Polish American Topics
d. Historical ResearchFounders' Day Symposia
e. Visiting Artists and Scholars
f. Professional Contact with Poland

1. Polish American public relations :
a. Polish-Jewish Relations
b. Polish-Black Relations
c. PolishCanadian Relations
46-075-70--11
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E. What Orchard Lake plans to do :
I. Development of language curriculum materials:

a. Distribution of FMCS Program
b. Translation and Publication of Books
c. Films and Filtne'rips

2. Training programs and workshops :
a. Summer Workshops
b. Summer Sessions
c. Adult Education Classes
d. Seminars and Lectures

3. Sociological research.
4, Polish American public relations:

a. Orchard Lake: Focal Point for Organization
b. General Information Center
c. BILingual Radio Program

F. Conclusion
THE ORCHARD LAKE TESTIMONY IN, BEHALF OF THE ETHNIC

HERITAGE CENTER BILL

PART IETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES-A RATIONALE

The American dream
A profound and disturbing change has somehow taken place in America. it is

impossible to pinpoint the exact time and place, but somehow, somewh're, im-
perceptibly, the American dream has become a nightmare. The disappointment
is felt all the more keenly because the expectations were so very high. I had to
visit a peasant village In Eastern Europe, surrounded by the vestiges of a
monstrous war, to begin to understand the meaning of the word "America."
It was in the eyes of a gnarled and weathered man, who easily betrayed his ex-
pe:ience of humanity's suffering, wherein lay the mystery of the world. It was
hope. It was hope that several million years of evolution have taught us how to
live together in peace with one another. Nothing is quite as bitter as hope
betrayed.

The hope in America was consistently proclaimed by amen of vision, men gifted
with the ability to verbalize the innermost longing of the human heart. Wash-
ington, Jefferson, Adams, were among th,r first. As early as 1782, Michel de
Crevecoeur, in his Letters from an American. Farmer, called the American tire
"new Adam." "Here," he said, 'individuals of all nations are melted into a new
race of men, whose labours and posterity will one day cause great changes in
the world." Walt Whitman carried the American dream Into the 19th century,
And in 1908, Israel Zangwill, a Jewish immigrant, gave it almost religious
meaning:

"America Is God's Crucible, the great Melting Pot where all races of Europe
are merging and reforming . Germans am d Frenchmen, Irishmen and English-
men, Jews and Russiansinto the Crucible with you ail! God is making the
American l"

In our century Archiblld MacLeish wrote: "America is a symbol of union
because it is also a symbol of differences, and it will endure not because its
deserts and seacoasts and forests and bayous and dead volcanoes are one mind,
but because they are of several minds and are nevertheless together. . . . It is
where the sand and the marsh and the rock and the grass and the great trees
of the eternal wind compose the frontiers of diversity that there is greatness."

"3Iankity4's one great hope was described by F. Scott Fitzgerald in The Great
Gatsby as "the last and greatest of all human dreams." Aad he added: ". . . for
a transitory enchanted moment man must have held his breath in the presence
of this continent, compelled into an aesthetic contemplation he neither under-
stood nor desired, face to face for the last time in history with something
commensurate to this capacity for wonder."
A time of fictional crisis

It is precisely because so much was expected from this country that the dis-
appointment in its failure has been so traumatic. The streets that were to flow
with milk and honey are now blocked by the rubble of the latest demonstration
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or riot. Our embassies, heretofore the concretization of the dream, have been
burned, and our representatives, the living witnesses to the dream, have been
stoned and mocked. Some of our greatest leaders have been shot down in an orgy
of violence.

America is in a time of crisis, the winter of its discontent. And we search for
the structure of a spring we hope will come. The greatness of a nation does not
depend upon its military or economic strength; our experience of history should
have taught us that. Greatness depends upon the concept of man we are able to
institutionalize in our society. Good will and sincerity are not enough. The
Image of the "ugly American" is not so facilely dismissed.

Our history tells us of our past mistakes. Our solutions of the "Indian prob-
lem" and of the "Black problem" only emphasize the Biblical warning that the
sins of the father are paid, for by the son. We have inherited the curse of the
expediency of our forefathers. Whenever immediate comfort and material secu-
rity dictate answers to human problems, we can expect to inherit the wind. There
is a theory that the only lesson we learn from history is that we learn no lesson
from history.
Rootless youth in our society

There is something very wrong with a nation iu which a human being must
change his name or dye his hair to merit our respect. There is something very
wrong when an American girl feels compelled to say "I am of Dutch ancestry, but
I am doing something to cure that.' e gravely violate the dignity of a human
being when we create a climate In which a young boy must ridicule the cultural
heritage which has made him what he is. Insofar as we have mocked the national
background of any group of people, we have added to the destruction of the
American dream. Whenever we insist that a youngster deny his parents, we
tamper with the very essence of our humanity.

For a man is a strange creature. His life can only be lived forward, but can
only be understood backward. Ile must have one foot in the future and one in
the past. Our own sons and daughters, suburban and sodhlsticated, blessed with
every consumer-item we can possibly deliver, suffers from an alienation which
makes Sartre's Nausea read like Alice in Wonderland. Kenneth Keniston's
description of them in The Uncommitted makes it understandable why they
should seek escape from the pain of being In sex, alcohol, or drugs. Absence
of roots can do this to a man. It makes him all shell and no substance, ready
to splinter by the slightest discomfort. Such youth seek their redeemers in the
passing fad of the moment, ready to follow any Pied Piper promising relief
from the gnawing pain of beir.g. And the self-appointed saviors, be they Hefner
of Playboy fame, or O'Leary with his LSD, serve as the gurus of a new but
frightening age.
Language pro' incialis»t

Part of this difficulty of Americans is their reliance upon one language. Only
recently have we discovered the relationship between language and our very
ability to think. Alfred Korzybski, the founder of general semantics, maintains
that the structural assumptions implicit in language are of necessity reflected
in how we act and what we are. He says:

A language, any language, has at its bottom certain metaphysics which ascribe,
consciously or unconsciously, some sort of structure to the world. Now these
structural assumptions are inside our skin when we accept a language, any
language. We do not realize what tremendous power the structure of an habitual
language has. It is not an exaggeration to say that it enslaves ua through the
mechanism of semantic reactions and that the structure which a language
exhibits, an3 impresses on us unconsciously, Is automatically projected upon
the world around us.

A significant part of our difficulty in world diplomacy is the straitjacket
of our one-language culture. It is simply impossible to understand another people
of another culture and language unless we are freed from the limitation of our
own cultural assumptions. Our difficulty in international relations'aips should
prove this weakness. S. I. Ilayakawa says in his The Use and Misuse of Language
that: Words . are more than descriptions of the territory of human experi-
ence; they are evaluations. How we think and evaluate is inextricably bouts) up
with how we talk.. .. How we act is deter mined by ho..c we think. Even when
we act without thinking, our actions are likely to follow in turn the lines laid
down by our patterns of thought, which in tarn are determined by the language
we use.
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The common insistence that any people who wish to do bu,,luess with us must
learn our language strikes one as an outstanding example of Yankeechauvinism.

Deification of technology
We are well aware, I think, that the decisions we make at this point in human

history, carry a responsibility for the future of mankind on this planet. All of
us are Infected by the fever of techmlogythe latest in a series of Idols mankind
has placed in its temples. The vim of our planet from the lunar surface changes
perspectives for nil of us. Does it really profit man to gain the moon and suffer
the loss of his home?

We know so well that the problems of earth are not technological but human.
And while computers feed us with sophisticated Information of staggering com-
plexity, our knowledge of our netghbor next door Is still in the stone sae. Re-
sources are not unlimited. But when we spend 76 Millen dollars In the United
States for defense, one wonders what we are defending. Is it worth defending?
Many of our youth think not!
',Waco/fon In cultural pluralism

liow can we learn to live together unless we knos who we are, and where we
come from. We will survive only If we can find the best ideas about man possible,
and then act upon them. John Graves expressed this when he wrote in Goodbye to
a hirer:If a man couldn't escape what he came from, we would most of us still be
peasants In Old World hovels. But If, having escaped or not, he wants in some
way to know himself, define himself, and tries to do It without taking Into ac-
count the thing be came from, he is writ:ag without any ink in his pen. The pro-
vincial who cultivates only his roots is in peril, potato-like, of becoming mere
root than plant. The man who cuts his roots away and denies that they were
erer connected with him withers into Mit a man.... It's not necessary to like
being a Texan, or a Midwesterner, or a Jew, or an Andalusian, or a Negro, or
a hybrid child of the International rich. It is, 1 think, necessary to know in that
crystal chamber of the mind where one speaks straight to one4cell that one is
or was that thing, and for any understanding of the human condition, it's cer-
tainly necessary to know a little about what the thing consists of."

Educators throughout the land bare deduced from the phenomenon of our
society certain Ideas about what is essential for the education of youth today.
We an Ignore them, but then we will have to accept the consequences of con-
firmed disruption of our educational system, of our legal system, of our political
system. Young Americans simply reject the things we bare established as im
portant in our society. They have seen the results, and they want no part of It.
S. I. Ilayakawa, Ariministrator of embattled San Francisco State College, con-
siders as a basic got.i of education for everyone:

(. to understand, appreciate and learn to live with fellow inhabitants of
our planet. Every child must learn about the races and peoples of the world and
the rich variety of the world's cultures. Ile must know something of the history
of men and of nations Ile must learn that there are many people in the world
Rho differ from him profoundly in habits, Ideas, and ways of life. He must per-
ceive these differences not as occasions for uneasiness or hostility, but as chal-
lenges to his capacity for understanding."

American chauvinism is dying. Yankee ethnoentricIsto, which believes In the
inherent superiority of our own growl, and looks with contempt on other cul-
tures, must finally be burled. And unless we want our cities to break up into
hostile armed camps. we must return to the American dream of cultural plural-
Ism, where diverse religioas, ethnic, rads! or other groups may cleave to their
own traditions within their own porno, whitest the same time they lire together
within a single economy and polity in harmony and mutual forbearance.

ItlackArertcans bare made us viscerally aware of the self-alienation and
selfhatred minority groups were made to feel. Is it any a-orlder today that our
youths burn their draft cards, make shirts out of oar flog. and reject whatever
symbolises America? TN, very meaning of the word "America" has becerne
negative. Only we have the power to change that image.

There Is a reaction by some non -Black ethnic groups against the current
ioterest I Black Studies proclaimed by every college and university across the
land They feel, nnfortnnately, that the only way asnees occur In national
priorities and policies is by demonstrations and rioting. Many have lost faith
in the deserver* ' ra (I omit process.

We are (*atom', that only it the Congre of the tnitell Slates taken a
positive stand and passes the r.thnic licritaa: Studies (Neuters 14111 to assist the
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many other ethnic groups which form our rational ethos will progress be made
even in Black Studies. A broader political base for any legislation can be
achieved only It more pcuple are involved in its results.

Laws do not :Deka people respect other people. Only knowledge of the other
person can do that. The Ethnic Heritage Bill has the potential of institutional-
izing In our society the promise carved in stone on our Statue of IAberly. We
can now truly become what we have always said we were.
The Orchard Lake (Onto fradWon -

The Orchard Lake Sdcot; for eighty-five difficult years, have defied Yankee
Ethnocentric Ism and have represented the ideal of cultural pluralism at a time
when few understood what we were talking about. The Orchard Lake Schools
strongly hence that every major ethnic group in our country should be given
the opportunity to study its history, language, literature, and art, and to teach
others about the rivhness of Its cultural heritage. IndianAmericans must be
made to feel proud of Indian culture. Black-Americans must become cognizant
of their race's contributions to the building of America. SpanishAmerlcans
cannot be made to feel that they are second-class citizens.

The Orchard Lake Schools, students, faculty, and administration, strongly
favor the passage of this BBL We see federal funds as the only possible source
of help for all of the small ethnic groups. They have already done much for
themselves with their own money. But spiraling cost., especially for talented
and professional personnel in these areas, will not permit them to continue.
(The priestfaculty members of the Orchard Lake Schools alone contribute a
quarter of a million dollars each year in their services to this cause for Polish.
Americans.)

.!y concern today is especially for the PollshAmericane, who number sonic
ten million citizens of the United States. They have helped build America, from
the glass works of Jamestown In lOnS to the factories, foundries, and offices
of Chicago, Gary, Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland, Buffalo, and New York at the
present time. No youth of Polish background should ever have to feet ashamed
of his national heritage in America.

In the second part of my Testimony, I will outline specifically how Orchard
Lake has already Implemented, Is presently implementing, and is prepared to
further implement the plan and program of the Ethnic Ileritege Studies Centers
Bill for Americans of Polish background.

PAST Itirlisil-AIMIttcAN LTH cIC fitatlAGE SittitESTHE OACIIAID LOtt ri_ef

itistory of the Orchard Lake School,
The Orchard Late Schools were founded by a young immigren' ,riest from

Poland who came to this country a century ago. Father Joseph Ilsbrowekl,
significantly, began his work In America among his fellow PolishAmericans and
the Indian tribes of central Wisconsin. It was this gift of appreciation for the
vulture and heritage of other peoples different froth himself that he brought to
this country. In Detroit, in MS, he established the Polish Seminary, because he
understood the need for native American leader. who would understand the
mentality and probleras of the uilttions of immigrants pouring Into the United
States from eastern Europe.

Ilia schools grew and prospered. and in Mk moved to Orchard Lake, twenty-
tire miles northwest of Detroit, to the campus formerly occupied by the Michi-
gan Military Academy. Today the Schools stand as a tribute to bit insight Into
the needs of his adopted land, still training young men with a erneltivity to
cultural pluralism, men determined to preserve the very best of the Polies peo.
ple's contribution to Atneriza. The atmosphere of campus today, while very
much American, is permeated by a unique spirit of appreciation for the tradi-
tions. customs, heroes., and culture of Poland, which Is studied In the claesrovaa
by all of the students. The majority of the faculty are of second, third, and even
fourth generation Polish ancestry, who contain within themselves a beautiful
harmony of a sincere and warm lore of America and a profound respect and
admiration for the Polish background which ha. made them what they are. The
Schools, built entirely from the free will contribntlone of Americans who are
convinced of their work. embrace three academic inetitutione and several Meted
research centers.
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Academic (stitallons
The three academic institutions include:
Saint Jtary's Preparatory --A four-year secondary program of pre-college

studies in a disciplined, boarding school environment preparing young men for
future study and service. Enrollment is between 200 and 250.

Saint Mary's College.--A four-year liberal arts program offering majors in
theology, philosophy, Polish, and communication arts, in a small, residential
atmosphere of individual attention. Enrollment Is between 100 and 125.

Saints Cyril and Methortius Scrotinary.A four-year program of graduate
studies In theology preparing men for the priesthood, the permanent diaconate,
and lay leadership in the Catholic Church. Enrollment is between !0 and 75.

The total campus population numbers over 400. It Is small In 1.-mnparison to
the great slate univers!ties surrounding it, but in its eighty -five years of service
to America. the schools have (*totted more than 12.009 men. 10,000 as laymen
and 2.000 as clerics who have served their country through the ministry of the
Catholic Church. A recent study Indicates that 72% of the alumni use Polish in
their professional careers. The majority of these men, low-income sons of time
l'olihAmerIcan Conummity. would never have had the advantage of such edu-
cation had It not been for Orchard Lake. (Students it.sy less than halt of the
cost of room, board, and tuition.) The education they receive, stressing a three-
fold cultural formationChristian, American. and Polish, prepares lenders who
appreciate the cultural diversity of the United States population, !cadets who
can create the kinds of community, especially in our inner cities from which they
come, where a human being can grow and prosper.
.Research centers

The research centers of the Orchard Lake Schools. although distinct front the
academic institutions, mutually support each other. They have done, and wnd
continue to do whatever Is necessary to serve the Polish-American community.
They include:

Center for pastoral *bones which trains permanent deacons for Church work,
offers programs of continuin education for priests and laymen in theology, anti
sponsors a program of field work In pastoral activity for student. of the Schools.

Polish American Litnrywal Crater, which supplies Polish speaking people and
their priests with homiletic aid liturgical materials, and provide@ a special aposlo-
late for ths tlflc and aged.
Polish American Historical Association, which sponsors research in Polish Amer-
ican history, and publishes the quarterly Polish -Am rem m Steaks.

Center for Polish Shne. and Canute, which develops curriculum materials
for use in elementary and secondary schools dealing with the history, geography
society, economy, literature. art, musk. drama, language, and general collate of
Poland, and disseminates these materials to Interested teachers. it is precisely
this Center which Is already equipped to furnish the kinds of material requested
In the Ethnic Heritage Pill. It could well serve as a model for other ethnic stoops
In the establishment of their own centers.
1PAat Orchard Lake has dose

The Orchard Lake Schools have long felt that aim academie institution must
have a ranch broader responsitility than merely classroom teaching. Their ability
fn respond to the needs of the community which they serve has assured them of
the continuing financial rnivirt so necessary in private higher education today.
Some of the accomplishments of the schools in recent ;WWI in the areas of ethnic
study and language development meet some of the needs of the Polish-American
community.
ilerelopmeat of language carricatant materiels

Present Polish carriewlsnt The 0 rcha rd Lake Schools are Netter prepared
than anyone else to develop curriculum material. for the teaching of Polish.
Eighty-five years of experience of teaching Polish on a secondary, college, and
graduate level have taught us mach about time kind and quality of material which
is interesting to American youth. Oar language teachers ate very young. very
American. and very much in love with the culture of Poland. The excitement of
this lore Is clearly contagions.

t. Poi0 Nosompt eta Arrifige program (PhICS).--Orchard Lake. In co-
operation with the University of Michigan working under a Federal grant, has
developed the Polish Language and Heritage Program as pa, of the Foreign
i.anguage innovative Curriculum Series (FMCS). It consists of a teacher's
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manual and student text, with accompanying slides and tapes, of units on the
history, culture, art, literature, customs, geography, social life, and architecture
of Poland, and a unit on Polish- American immigration. The materials have
been tested on a secondary level for several years with our own preparatory
students and others, have been revised, and have been distributed to more than
four hundred Polish teachers throughout the United States. Although existing
only In mimeographed form at present, the Program will be further tested, re-
vised as necessary, and published in permanent formal (A copy of the FMCS
Program is available for examination upon request.) It too could serve as a
model for other ethnic groups wishing to develop materials of this kind.

3. Language Laboratory.The complete facilities of the Orchard Lake Lan-
guage Laboratory are also available for the further development of tapes for
teachers Interested In using the audio-lingual method of language instruction.
While other large language groups have many commercially developed tapes,
lesser known languages must develop their own at great expense. We are willing
to share our experience in this area, as well as furnish copies of tapes we have
already developed for classroom use.

i. PoiisS room.Of ',articular merit in ethnic heritage studies is the Polish
Room, a special demonstration laboratory furnished with a collection of books,
art objects, and folk art from Poland, where students may come into contact
with some of the things they study about. Seasonal traditions and customs are
displayed, and students participate in recreating them for their own classmates.

S. Polish end Po Mph-American Books. Sorely needed in the classroom by
every teacher are books relating to the study of a foreign collars.. Through the
efforts of Prof. Robert Cleryk, Director of the Center for Polish Studies and
Culture. the schools have published a bibliography of Polish books, Polish books
In English translation, and Polish-American books in the field of history and
literature, and the College's Bookstore has served as a supply and distribution
center for such materials. Many of the young Polish writers (Polanski In
Orotoweki In drama, Penderecki in music, liros^k In literature, Kolako.vski in
philosophy), whose works are already available in English, spark much interest
and enthusiasm among our youth.

6. Library and arsaives.--Another key factor In supplying books, filmstrips,
films, and records of things Polish Is the Alumni Memorial Library and its
Archives. The Orchard lake Library already has one of the largest collections
In the United States, numbering 00,000 volumes, of which more than 10,000 are
Polish, including many first editions and autographed copies, Polish translations
of English norke, and an outstanding collection of books on Polish genealogy
and heraldry, and many other Items of interest. In addition, it annually receives
90 different current Polish periodicals and newspapers published here and
abroad, and has a historical tile of such items as the Prase Posterrssa of World
Wet 11, and the now extinct Drictiefk dia WslystkicA of Buffalo.

The Archives continue to grow each day with additions from estates and
older people who wish to preserve some memorabilia of Poland or the Potonia
for permanent safekeeping. Orchard Lake still issues hquests for any and all
materials ,( a nt.tortcel nature having to do with Poland or the Polish-Arne leen
community. The presence of the Polish-American Historical Association gives
added continuity and permanence to this dimension.

7. .1rt Gallcry.The Oalerlit of the Orchard lake Schools has also provided
a !motion for the display of Polish. Polish American. aul Slavic art, and pro-
vides a source of information about it. It has already sponsored such exhibits
as Marian 0,veta ski. seniptor: Helen Kilts Dmitinska. painter: Richard Ku-
binski. potterer Donna Wessell and Helen Szterkowski. painters, and many
others, and plans to continue frequent exhibits in the future. Students are given
a livid experience t.f the be't art a culture can provide.

S. Tile .1twarenesln time the schools would like to provide facilities for the
permanent display of historical objects in a Museum. Its Criteria and Polish
Room already contain a nucleus of material upon which a permanent collection
can ea silt be based.

Artists-hr.pcsprcecr.--Perhaps the most exciting Aspect of the schools is
the Artists-inResidence facility, which provides subsidized facilities for poets.
toveifste, painters. scnintors. composers. etc- to create origins! works of art. Tte
stay on campus of the great Polish pianist Severin 'Neel several years ago was
an experience which stelentt will never forget. The more recent stay of Marian
Orersarski also proved memorable. Further facilities can be developed on a

1
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thirty-eight acre island In the center of Orchard Lake, across from the campus,
and is presently availablean ideal location for such a facility to provide for
the living continuation of works of art.
Training programs and workshop.

1. Workshops on cultural phiralism.In April, the Schools wItl host their
second Workshop on Cultural Pluralism, in cooperation with the Michigan De-
partment of Education. Last year the Workshop consisted of fourteen different
ethnic groups (Italian, Portuguese, Arabic, Russian, Polish, Scandinavian,
Dutch, Greek, French, Spanish, Oriental, Black, American Indian, and Finnish)
who met on campus to bear a guest speaker on cultural anthropology, and then
broke up into individual groups to examine available InstroctIonal materials and
discuss target problems for the teaching of language and culture within their
respective ethnic group. This year the workshop will address itself to the prob-
lem of Low to introduce ethnic studies into social studies curricula in public
schools.

t. Conference on racial prefirdicc.'1he schools boated a Conference on Racial
Prejudice, In cooperation with the Priests' Conference for Polish Affairs of the
Archdiocese of Detroit, in an attempt to understand the problems of the inner-
city in relationship 'o the Catholic parishes of Detroit. The Conference examined
prejudice from a psychological and sociological perspective, and presented
recommendations on how to deal with inner-city problems.

3. Sommer abroad 1970 program. In cooperation wiih the Catholic University
of Lublin, the Orcharl Lake Schools nill sponsor a special intensive course in
Poland in language and culture, with a guided cultural tour and on optional
(rip to Rome this summer. for academic credit. Such a trip proves to be invalu-
able for Polish teachers and students.
Research

1. Polish langwuge teaching in fhc United Rialea.In cooperation with the
Southeast Educational Laboratory and their 131.1.ingual Design Project. Austin.
Texas, the Schools initiated a research project into the amount and type of
Polish tangling, teachlte in the United States. This Information served the
Congress In its recent passage of tills Ilbhingniti Education Act. the tIrtt recog-
nition by our Government of foreign languages as a natural resource which
should be carefully preserved. Although Polish has long been listed by the De-
partment of Defense as one of the "critically needed" languages, little has been
done to encourage its teaching.

2. Polish language groove In religious PerrirrP.The schools have also under-
tak -n a research project in the use of the Polish language among priests of
Polish background, In order to come to some objective evaluation of the need of
Polish material. for Muter-al and religious lite. Through the Polish-American
Liturgical Center, the Schools have translated, published. and distributed the
new Eucharistic Prayers and the new Ordo of the Mass to all Polish priest3 of
the United States. The Center bas also undertaken the responsibility of supply-
ing other Polish liturgical materials neededprayerbooks, misalettes. sermon
outlines. prayers of the faithful. etc. Through a special apotolate to the aged
and sick, the Center offer!' Polish materials of devotion for their use.

3. Original rescorch (a Polish and PolithAmcricen topics. in the realm of
scholarshlp, the schools have sponsored original research into history, litera-
ture. and culture of I °land and the Polish-American community, and hate
published translations and reprints; In cooperation with the Reale Yearbook of
the schools, Many of these are already available in reprint form as indicated
by an asterisk.
The Koller/ilk Quadrkentennial (1943)
Polonta Panorama (1946)
The 100th Anniversary of the Canonlzation of St. Stanislans (1933)
Centennial of the Massive Immigration of Poles to Amerloa (OM)
The Life of John Cieplak. Bishop and Martyr (1901

Polish-Amt ricein Fraternal Organisations (190)
'The rot 141 -A merks n Pre ( )
Polish Forebears Who Settled at Jamestown in InIM (10:Al

'A Seventy-Five Year History of the Polish Seminary (1900)
'American Council of Polish Cultural Clubs ( I )
'Polish-An.rican Clergy (I1at2)
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Polish American Parishes (1963)
Our Lady of Orchard Lake Shrine
Poland's 31illennium, 1,000 Years of Christianity (1005)

Celebrating 1,000 Years of Polish Christianity, The World Polonia (1860)
The Orchard Lake Schools (1907)
Our Lady of Czestochowa (1963)

'Outstanding Men and Women of Poland (1909)
The Arts in Poland Since 1945 (1970)

4. Illstorical researchfilo Foundcr'e Day symposia.The annual Founder's
Day Historical Symposia have, through the years, undertaken various themes
related to the Polish-American experience. The results have been published
continuously in the Polisti-American Studies, quarterly of the Polish American
Historical Association.

5. Plaiting artists and scholars. The schools have long served as a host for
most artists and scholars visiting this country from Poland, most of whom have
either addressed our student body, or presented musical or literary programs of
some kind. The recent appearance of a very young Polish Folk Rock Group (No
To Co and the Allbakbi) was enthusiastically received by the youngest and
oldest set on campus. Several other groups are planned for the year.

0. Profcssfosal contact with Poland.A school which teaches a foreign language
and culture cannot long exist without contact with the culture's source. The
Orchard Lake Schools have bad close contact with the Catholic University of
Lublin, the Universities of Warsaw and Cracow, and with the leaders of the
Catholic Church. Annual trips to Poland by students under factliy supervision
have always produced very positive results. Students have returned with a
new love for America and a new-found love for the country of their ancestry.
Of particular merit is time Spent among Polish peasants in the villages, some of
them distant ancestors of our young. Nothing can match this kind of living con-
tact in the laboratory of life.
Polish American pablio relations

1. Polish-1E104h relations.The Schools laftv, t'.,' rated with the Jewish
AntiDefemation League, espedally in the Chi eat, a. , in trying to find solu-
tions to mutual problems of ethnic identity. The work of the American Jewish
Committee in the area of ethnicity should be praised and supported. Iluch can
be learned by such mutual support.

2. Polish-Black rcloOloar.One of the pivotal problems of the Polish Ameri-
can Community Is its relations with Iliack- Americans. Polish-Americans bear a
significantly greater proportion of criticism for racial prejudice because they
happen to live closest to the problem. It is quite easy for White liberals who live
In the antiseptic suburbs to level their charges then return to their ivory towers.

Potand's history of friendliness toward mintrities is a tact of history. Present
racial controversies generate far more heat than light. But when the dust
finally settles, we are convinced that Polish-Americans will emerge, In the long
suffering tradition of their forebears, as those who weathered the storm.

The Orchard take Schools unequivocally support the efforts of the Priests'
Conference for Polish Affairs in Detroit to find solutions to the magnitude of
problems which we share with our fellow Black-Americans. The experience of
PolishAwericans in dealing with the problem posed by a dominant culture
decades ago can well serve our fellow 11lacit-Ai. Nericens with some important
lessons In acculturation and assimilation. And we 1,:ei the discovery that Slack
Americans have recently made of the necessity of respect and love for their
cultural heritage.

Community work In these areas Is sins and t:dious, as many of our alumni
who work with these problems are quick tc, stify. But much can be done. The
Orchard Lake Schools laud the work of the Detroit "Mack-Polish Conference,"
and the kind of thing it attempts to accomplish.

8. Palisia-rattalies srlsfkos.--The schools also seek to establish eiceser ties
with the Polish-Americans of Canada. While Canada's problems differ from
our own, many of the efforts we have exerted can benefit them. We have already
made, significant contact* with priests of Canada and their parishes. With the
cooperation of Polish organisations in the United States. we will extend and
strengthen the bonds we share in common.
What Orchard !Ake PlEtS. to Po

The Orchard Lake Schools would like to do much more. There has never been
a dearth of ideas. Pa<VItte of the Ethnic Heritage bill would enable work in these
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areas to increase significantly, and would enable us to offer services not now
provided. The Center for Polish Studies and Culture would also be happy to
advise any other ethnic group on methods of procedure and areas of priority.
Much of Its past work could already serve as a guide to other groups interested
in the preservation and dissemination of their cultural legacy.
Development of Language and Curriculum Materials :

Distriballon of FLICK Program.-- Although the Polish Language and Her-
itage Program Is rather complete, much work is revision and re-editing must
be done to make it a more effective program. Personnel and facilities for the
adequate distribution to elementary and secondary schools throughout the nation
is very inadequate. Further testing of the materials, especially In the so-called
'Saturday Schools," where Polish is taught to children under private auspices,
is essential.

2. Translation and Pmblication of Rooks.Translation and publication fact!.
sties for historical, literary, and sociological studies must be provided as soon
as possible. A special effort shoo' be made to encourage new research, especially
in the field of literary criticism of Polish works. Americans know very little
of Poland's great literature beyond, perhaps, Sienkiewices (Imo Vedic Doctoral
dissertations are especially productive of useful material.

3. Films and Filmstrips.Neu est educational technology must embrace audio-
visual materials for classroom use. Orchard Lake has all the necessary resources
for the production of a professional film and/or filmstrip for social studies
teachers about the Polish American experience, and Polish culture In general.
Training Programs and Workshop*

Lacking personnel, facilities, and financial support, the Orchard take Schools
have a special need to provide for persons utilizing or preparing to utilise the
en W(11111111 materials eventually to be dsveloped.

1. Slimmer Workshops. -- Summer workshops can prove to be invaluable for
language and social studies teachers. to Introduce them to existing materials.
and instruct them on newest teaching methodology. Additional personnel is
available, but (ml are not.

2. Semen $cssfons.With the rebirth of interest in ethnicity, there is much
demand for summer courses in Polish language, history, literature, art, and
culture. Facilities and personnel again are available. but funds are not.

3. Admit Rdwealion C1440,101.A remarkable interest In things Polish can be
found in the third and fourth generation Americans of Polish tsickground who
suddenly have realized the treasures of wisdom and beauty contained within
their own ethnic heritage. Evening classes for adults could do much to enhance
ethnic pride. Such study can contribute to a more harmonious., patriotic.
and committed populace."
4. Seminars and Lech/res.-1n addition to sponsoring seminars and conferences

on Polish subjects, the Schools plan to provide slides, films, recorded tapes, and
traveling exhibits for possible use at schools and meetings of Polish American
organization's. Lectures, dramatic presentations, music festivals, and film festi-
vals can also he sponsored.
Foetal Research

Sociologles1 research among America's ethnic groups in general. and within
the Polish American Community in particular, IA almost non-existent. Social
scientist know more about Australian aborigines than they do about the Polish
Community In lintfalo. New York. Although research In this area has begun.
largely through the efforts of the VatIonal Opinion Research Center of the
Fnirersity of Chicago. no systematic study has yet been attempted. Orchard
Lake is anxione to begin a detailed and scholarly sociological study of Polish
America. The preliminary ontline for such a slimly was already presorted by
Dr. TAirence ('pion. former Director of Research at Loyola Frilrersity. Chicago.
Such a *Indy could provide invaluable Information on the problems of our Inner

especially those with large coins-none populations of Poles and marks.
like Chicago. fiery. DeIrc4t. Cleveland. Toledo. Ruffalo. New York. Philadelphia.
and italtimore.

The Orchard Lake Schools are visions to contribute to this research. With
the help of tho Ethnic Heritate Rill. resource's now diverted toward the develop-
ment of curriculum materials muld be need in this area.
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Polish Americuri Public Relations
1. Orchard LakeFocal Point for Potish American Organkations.Orclord

Lake has long served as the spiritual and etlueallonnl focal point for the orga-
nization of the PolishAmerican community in the United States. Meetings of
fraternals, professional organizations, mass media people, and religious leaders
have always lx.eti hosted by the 8C11001g. Only limitations of staff and person-
nel have limited this contribution. These organizations have much power to
influence the rank and tile Americans of Polish background for constructive
effort and creative response to the needs of our country. The positive contribu-
tion of Polish-Americans to this country cannot be calculated. It is significant
to note, however, that there has never to-en a riot, a demonstration, or a march
of any hid, nor has there been a desaroctive or O.: eruptive movement toward
Amer , despite the fact that they are more organized than any other national
grow,. and stronger in political 11111%1er:cc in ninny sections of the country.

2. ticacrai Information Center for Polish Amcricans.Many ethnic groups in
the fulled States lack any kind of centralized facility for providing, general In-
formation on their own ethnic group. Orchard Lake could well serve Polish-
Americans in this regard, especially in view of its personnel and resources.

3. BI-/Anglia? Radio Program.In keeping with this desire to serve Polish.
Americans, OrciffiA Lake now plans for a fifteen-minute hi lingual radio pro-
pram with a culture,: emphasis, which will broadcast weekly. Its rarge of infor-
mation and formation con thus be magnified many times over.
Cone/anion

This orchard Lake in its academic and nor- academic aspect's is already
well underway. We have 110 acres of land, 18 boitclimm and n present staff of
30 priests and 20 laymen, all dedicated to the cause of the preservation and dis-
semination of Polish culture in the United States. The growth of the physical
plant continues with the construction of n two million dollar residence facility
which will braise 300 students in semi-private rooms. The building has been
purposely designed to function as a multi-purpose facility, especially during the
smumer months,, when workshops and conferences can be held more easily.
Future campus development includes a separate building to house the facilities
of the Center for Polish Studies and Culture, and academic bonding!" like a
fieldhonse, an auditorium, a faculty residence, and an addition to the library.
if we can serve the needs of America as we have in the past, we are confident
that this plan will be realized before our centenary In 1983.

This, then. is the plan of the Orchard Lake Schools for implementing the
provisiona of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers 11111. Orchard Lake stands
ready, willing. and able to devote Ha entire resources, personnel, and facilities
for the realization of these goals. The philosophy of Orchard Lake hat its roots
In its history and tradition of PP-vice to those who have supported it the Polish'
American community in the Palled States. It stands as a monument to the
faith and sacrifice o! an immigrant America, a tribute to the deeply religious
values carried to this country by our forefathers a centnry Ago.

At a time when our country is undergoing profound social changes, the schools
continue to uphold the ideal of cultural plurclismthe selection of the very best
from the heritages of all the group! which make np the American mosaic, and
the preservation of these elements in youth to enrich our American culture. The
current movement on college and university campuses to establish Mack Culture
programa reinforce our rejection of the "melting pot theory." in which each
minority In America would lose its complete identity. In a world moving pain-
stakingly toward more vital cooperation and more meaningful brotherhood.
Orchard Lake upholds the goal of tree unity without absolute conformity, de-
manding the tight to individual clifferenrea in a culturally pluralistic society.

This is the contribution that Orchard fAke has made, and will continue to
make, to a country which has welcomed our forefathers to Its shores, allowed
them to grow and prosper, and permitted them their ethnic ways. We still have
hope in the American dream.

Mr. Pt-ciNsKi. I have looked at the Teacher's Guide and the outline
and I am impressed with one aspect of that work in that it stresses the
objective study of one's culture. I am pleased that this makes no effort
at reaching at the emot:ons. We have seen some of the material that is
available which is on a highly emotional basis and I am not too sure
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how much that sort of a program really contributes to a person's better
understanding of himself.

I am impressed with the work that you have done, but I just must
say that even that effort is just a beginning of what can be done. I get
the impression from looking at your volume there, as I did the other
day, that the one thing that strikes you immediately is the hugepoten-
t ial that lies ahead if you had the resources and the funds to do it. I
was very much impressed with the efforts to put some objective mean-
ing into the various cultural and ethnic phenomena rather than to
try to build this; on the emotional basis.

We have had some study centers that have tried to approach it from
the emotional standpoint, particularly at sonic experimental study cen-
ters. I think that they create problems that lead to the shutdown of
the program itself, properly so, because they really went, outside the
scope of the scholarly academic approach to the problem as you do in
this book. I am hopeful that the university people would keep these

istudies at the objective level, not trying to involve the emotional as
pects of the problem.

I presume that that must have been the guiding spirit by those that
put that book together, becarse I notice that the whole thing is pegged
along that basis.

Dean CnRonor. I think that this is the result of our experience in
teaching young Americans, on a secondary and (.4 a college level.
They are hilly American and they simply would not tolerate this kind
of emotional appeal.

Mr. Puctxsnt. I was very pleased to hear you make that observa-
tion, Father. I think you have put your finger on something that I
don't think anyone else has mentioned in our committee in testimony
before. It is entirely possible that someone who is here as a first gen-
eration immigrant, whatever nationality, probably would be very emo-
tionally involved in any discussion of Ins ethnic past. But it is inter-
esting you look downrange and young people who are three and four
and five generations removed from the cultural conflicts start looking
n t the more meaningful things in that culture.

For irstance, I remember when I was a little kid it was not uncom-
mon to walk into a homewe lived in a Polish communityand the
floors were scrubbed clean in those days, they didn't hare linoleum,

byou
didn't have floor tilethey were wooden floors and it took one

ig job to scrub that floor clean, and they wanted that floor clean for
a call* of days at least so they used to put newspapers on that floor.
If you got a new piece of furniture, they would put a piece of bed
sheet over it. They didn't hare slipcovers in those days, and you could
not go out and buy a plastic cover for a new couch so you put the bed
sheets on the furniture.

Your friends would be horribly embarrassed if you would walk into
their house. It was kind of a culture conflict there between the old
world and their own concepts as young Americans.

'Well, I think that the point you have made here is a point that
nee led to be made, that we can in the second and third and fourth and
eig.th end 10th generations will be much more objective in evaluating
!liberal values than perhaps in that immediate generation that has
hill) igtmed here.
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Dean CHROBOT. One experience that Orchard Lake has had is the
Conference on Cultural Pluralism. Last year the conference consisted
of 14 different ethnic groups (Italian, Portuguese, Arabic, Russian,

Polish, Scandinavian, Dutch, Greek, French, Spanish, Oriental,
Black, American Indian and Finnish) who met on campus to hear a
guest speaker on cultural anthropology and then broke up into
individual groups and discussed their own ethnic studies. There was
absolutely no kind of nationalistic, emotional reaction of the kind
that could have existed a few generations ago.

Mr. Puciiisici. I am delighted to have you tell us about this be-
cause it merely proves the point that you have been making and that
I have been making. I have said all along that if at any point I thought
this legislation was going to polarize differences then I would want no
part of it, that the whole thrust of this legislati in is to try and bring
better understanding among people, to bring a better respect among
each other.

I am delighted to hear you say on the basis of your experience with
these 14 different ethnic groups that was the level and course that
this workshop took. I would like to see that now repeated as steady
diet for Americans and maybe we would get away from some of these
unfortunate prejudices that dominate us whether we like to admit it
or not.

Dean CHROBOT. We talk so much about the emotional reactions of
the ethnic groups. There is, however, a strong emotional reaction of
the dominant cultural group also. Many feel that study of the Polish
language has no place in the public or private school systems. One of
the targets for the discussion on cultural pluralism this year will be
how to influence supervisors of the social study curricula in the high
shoots to introduce ethnic study into the high schools of Michigan.

Mr. Pucixamt. Weil, that is very encouraging. I was wondering if
I could get your view on it because we really have a twofold purpose
and one is kind of a cross-fertilization of ideas, and respect for each
other. The other one is of course a greater knowledge about yourself.
We. for instances go into schools in this country where they hare a
predominantly Latin American population. It really is path?tic and
tragic to see how these young children of Latin American background
have ken reduced to a position of almost intellectual servitude when,

Wjust

a little while ago the Spanish influence dominated the continent.
hen you look at the huge cultiral contributions made by the IAtin

American developments you itgl ,ourseif: How did it happen I
I think you find the same tHIg in the flack ccnmunity.
As I have said here so many times, the average American's image

of a Black man goes back four generations to a slave in chains and
it took Secretary Rogers to remind us that the history and the culture
of Africa go back centuries before our own time. Most people are
not aware of that.

Now tell me this: Your school emphasizes the Polish background
5ut is there some effort made at a contact on a broader basis with
other similar centers?

Dean Cititobcrr. We have had contact with many of the other ethnic
centers because of our cultnral pluralism workshops. This kind of
emphasis is just beginning, though. We have on campus an art gallery
where we have had several Slavic art exhibitsfor example, the
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Yugoslays and Czechoslovekians. We do have a list of some of the
val.:cm other ethnic study centers in the United States the Irish,
for example. No ethnic group that know of, however, has the kind
of organization that Orchard Lake has, with the recent exception of
the Black community. If you want some information about Spanish-
American people, for example, I don't know of a place where you
can go to get this kind of information.

Mr. rtdxsxt. Of course I have always been impressed with IL,
seventh and eighth and ninth and lflth generation Irish-American who
is no less a loyal and patriots, dedicated American but he is more Irish
than the people of Ireland. Very often we have visitors that come here
from Ireland and they are astounded to find the rich dedicated and
spirited Irish spirit in this country. They say, "Well, we don't even
have it back in our own country."

Well, it speaks well for a people and I think it makes them better
students. It gives them a confidencesome people call it cockiness.
I have never been able to decide whether my counsel is competent or
confident.

I would think that the Irish have (low a reasonably good job if
retaining the basic knowledge of their rich past through their songs,
through their legends, through their variona other folklore and I
have found that it has made them really good Americans.

Dean Citgoncrr. It certainly hasaddedto it.
Mr. Puctsfixt. They have great confidence in themselves. They

move ahead, they seek the better values, they remove he cultural
conflicts. It seems to me that we need any examples that the Irish
t--e an excellent example of what knowledge of one's self means to
the psyche of individuals.

['diversely. we take the little Negro kid who lives in a shell because
he knows nothing about himself and really has very little knowledge
and can find little knowledge. The same thing with some of your
Slavic groups, Latin Americans.

So I was very pleased to get this testimony, Father.
Inless you have something to add
Dean eitgogor. If the bill would be funded there would be a tre-

mendous amount of things that we could do. We have never had a
lack of ideas on things that we could do, it is a question of finances,
Orchard Lake has done this for 85 years, completely supported by
private funds because people have beer. convinced of this kind of
work. But if the Congress would !tire some kind of official approbation
to the study of ethnicity, I think this would be a very positive thing.

Mr. Proton'. I am lead to hear you make that datement because
there might be those who say, well, it is already being done and they
look at your text over there or the work that. you have, and
say, vou really don't need any more." I have said time and
again that what we now have is just a drop in the bucket at the poten-
tial and we don't have this kind of material simply because nobody
has really ever had the money to do it with.

Dean Citgowr. In order to produce the kind of material that is not
emotional, that is not nationalistic, you must have professional peo-
ple. If sometimes it is ie on a nonprofessional level, it could pro-
duce materials which couid polarise people.

Mr. Prox;xt. I think you are absolutely right,
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I think the foreign students the previous witness talked about
could be a big addition. I am sure you could use them at Orchard
Lake,

Dean Cmioaor. Yes, we have some with us now.
Mr. Pticnoxr. We are very grateful to you for your contribution

and. I am particularly pleased that you are able to show us in your
testimony what you are now doing in Orchard Lake to give us some
nitlication of what can be done, what the potential is. It is my hope
when this legislation is adopted you can move in that direction.

Dean CIIRODOT. I also have with me some of the reprints we have
been doing on the Polish American community.

For examples we did a study of the Polish-American cultural organi-
zations in reprint form. This is the kind of material which is graphi-
cally tileasanti and I think well written. It could be an immense con-
tribution to this kind of development.

Mr. Prclioxi. I hope that we will be able to include this in the
record, without objection.

Father, we are most grateful to you and congratulate you for the
great job you people are doing and have done at Orchard !Ake under
the conditions I know the problem you have with funding, and the
fact that you have done this work puts you way ahead of many others
in this country in this very important field. I hope von will carry back
with you to Orchard Lake our deep appreciation of your contribution.

Dean CH RCBOT. Thank you very much.
Mr. PuciNsict. I am glad we have Congressman Matsunaga from

the Rules Committee to Mlle forth with Dr. Kleininns, who is chancel-
lor of the East-West Center of the University of Hawaii.

I would like you to know. Congre&sman Matsunaga, that w, con-
sider it tA great privilege to have you before our committee.

I think, Dr. Kleinjans. you ought to know that you are being intro-
duced by one of the hi ;.hly respected Members of thiF Congress, and
I don't Fay that becalm, he is here. I think that anyone who knows
anything about the Congress of the United States, Democratic or
Republican, would have to admit that Spark Mstsimaga is one of the
highly respected and beloved Members of this Congress. So I sin
privifeged that he would take time out of his schedule to come here
and introduce you as a witness before our committee.

Mr. MATStXMIA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chaii man.
I certainly appreciate your kind words. particularly because Dr.

Klein] ans happens to be one of my constituents.
With your permission. Mr. Chairman. I would like to have inserted

at this point in the record my own statement in support of 11.11 14910.
Mr. PreissNi. Without object ion, so ordered.
(Congress-man Matsunaga s statement follows:)

arm-F./Est OT itOK. SPARK M. MATAIC:cAT;A. A RITRETTNTATIAT l c Coxottaa IrttoNt
THE STATE Or lit1TAIT

Mr. Chairman an,l instates of the Subcommittee. I thank you for Ma op-
portunity of preaenting my riewa wish re-spe,4 to the 1411 uhkh I have covon-
Pore& MR. 1010k a hlth aron14 eAsti1141 a number of Ethnic. Itoritage Stmika
centera, each denoted to the detect-meat of corrItalant material dealing u ith
on ethnk group.

Aa a reprrsentittre from the State of 11A1CRII. t am tflOtifilly Intereated in
th1a hill became In my State al. are acutely aware of the diuerfirka of tnIturet
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and ethnic backgrounds. However, we are confronted by a two-fold problem:
(1) Hawaii's multitude of ethnic groups, each with distinct characteristics are
too often classified as one and the same; and (2) the Insularity of the :50th State
poses extraordinary difficulties for its people to learn about the many other
cultures in the mainland United States and to share their rich cultural heritage
with the rest of the country.

The Ucited States, as we all are aware, represents a conglomeration of many
distinct and diverse cultures--from the American Indians, who mere already
here, to the many different Europeans who migrated here. Each group attempted
to retain some of Its heritage, but as time passed and numbers increased, each
succeeding generation mixed with other ethnic groups to form the proverbial
"melting pot." Nevertheless, today we still have many readily identifiable ethnic
groups living in the United States, each having Its own rich cultural traditions.

Indisputably, the greatest single means of transmitting "culture" from one
generation to another is our schools. For a variety of reasons, our schools have
tended to emphasize the "majority." Most elementary and secondary classes tend
to stress the accomplishments of Americans of European origin and Anglo-Saxon
origin, and often ignore the many other groups. This practice has had, and will
continue to have, tragic consequences.

One unfavorable result is that members of minority ethnic groups tend to
repress their cultural identity and to reject the rich heritage that is uniquely
theirs. Another is that members of the "mainstream" tend to believe that any-
thing different is inherently inferior. In truth, there Is much to be learned from
those who are different from ourselves. We have learned this lesson in Hawaii
because our many different ethnic groups, of necessity, have had to learn trom
each other, and all have played supporting roles 1.. developing our great State.

In America today, we are also faced with a problem involving the tilenation
of our yo: 'h. Many of our young people seem to be without roots and feel that
they somehow have become separated from our heterogeneous society. The very
ties which could hold us together are frequently ignored in our schools. I per-
sonally do not feel that this situation was brought about intentionally. It is
more the product of our history. I am confident that many of our schools would
effectively utilize materials relating to our many ethnic groups once they are
made readily available. With the rapid advance of educational technology, ft is
not surprising to find that our schools have difficulty keeping up with advance-
ments. Needless lea say, the education of our school children is vastly important
to the future of our country, and a knowledge of our cultural heritage should
be a part of that educethen. It is clear, therefore, that our schools are presently
unable to institute ane meaningful program of ethnic heritage studies without
Federal assistance.

The lack of an ethnic heritage study program constitutes a serious gap in our
educational process. In order to fill this gap we need the Interest and concern
of all members of our society. The first step, however, Is to make a vehicle avail-
able which can provide the materials which are needed by the schools, and to
generate a real interest in promoting the use of the materials by all our schools.
The bill which we are discussing today has the potential to do just that.

The ' 0thnic Heritage Studies Centers Act of 1969" would establish a number
of Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers, each devoted to the development of curric-
ulum materials dealing with one ethnic group or one regional group of ethnic
cultures for use in elementary and secondary schools. These materials which
each center would develop would pertain to a specific group's history, geography,
society, literature, art, music, language, drama, economics, general culture and
to the group's contributions to the American heritage.

Each Center would also be responsible for the training of teachers to use the
newly developed materials and make them widely available to elementary and
secondary schools throughout every state. These curriculum packages could be
utilized by teachers either es study units within existing courses or as a core
for innovative programs. Each center would be operated by public or private
nonprofit educational agencies and organizations. Each center could draw upon
the existing expertise in colleges, universities and other organizations In the
State and region, in terms of both educational materials and the special field of
the ethnic group itself.

The most far - reaching consequence of this bill would be that all of our young
people would be able to develop an awareness and appreciation for the im-
portance of all ethnic groups which comprise our society. Each child would be
given the opportunity to study in depth his own particular culture or ethnic
group or the many others which we find in America today. The young people in
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each of our States would be anxious to learn about the many groups in ether
States with wlilch they have little or 110 contact, and to share the rich heritage
which they possess with the rest of the country. The establishment of the Ethnic
Heritage Studies Centers will make this vital cultural exchange a reality,

Thank you very much,
Mr. MATSUNAOA. It is indeed a pleasure and an honor, I would say,

to introduce Dr. Everett Kleinj ens, chancellor of the East-West Cen-
ter located on the campus of the Universtiy of Hawaii. If there was
ever an expert in the area of cultural backgrounds as it pertains to the
Asian peoples, we do have that expert in Dr. Kleinjans. He is a multi-
linguist and I am a little fearful that he even speaks the Japanese lan-
guage better than I do. I am sure that this committee will benefit
greatly from what he has to offer.

I am pleased to present Dr. Kleinjans.
Mr. PUCINSKI. You are very kind. I am looking forward to Dr.

Kleinjans' testimony.
I do kno-a- you have a number of bills printed before the Rules Com-

mittee. I know you are tied up in other activities and I am sure the
good doctor would be happy to excuse you. I promise you I will send
you his testimony.

Mr. MATSUNACIA. Thank you very much.
Mr. Pim Nam. Thank you, Mr. 21latSunaga.

STATEMENT OF DR. EVERETT KLEINJANS, CHANCELLOR, EAST-
WEST CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. KLEINJANS. I want you to know Mr. Matsuraga, is also highly
respected in Hawaii.

Mr. PUCINSKI. The kind of victories he wins by, I kind of suspect
that he must be very highly respected. I wish I had his majority.

Mr. MATSUNA0A. Thank you.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Thank you.
Yes, Doctor. Now we are very pleased to have you here, part Nu larly

pleased because I have a feeling that what we are talking about here
would be particularly applicable in a State like Hawaii, and the edu-
cational institutions over there. So we would like very much to have
your testimony.

Now your formal statement will go in the record at this point and
then you can proceed any way you wantto.

Dr. KLEINJANS. Thank you.
(Dr. Kleinjans' statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF Da. EVERETT KLEINJANS, CHANCELLOR, ENIVFMS Y OF HAWAII

Mr. Chairman: It is indeed a privilege and an honor to appear before you and
to discuss with you the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill. I understand that
the purpose of this bill is to develop within all young Americans an awareness of
their own ethnic heritage, and to promote within all Americans an awareness of
and appreciation for the contributions of various ethnic groups to America's
cultural heritage. To attain this goal, the bill proposes to establish centers where
curricular materials will be developed, from which these materials will be dis-
seminated, and through which training will be given for persons using the
materials.

I believe the attempt to foster this kind of understanding is both noble and
necessary. It takes u very mature person to be an American. The challenge
inherent l e the pluralistic kind of society we have in the United States is to
hold the tet.sion between mono-cultural norms and multi-cultural relativity. The
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search must lead to a unity which holds and protects the diversity. Men form a
society to the extent thut they are willing to order their lives by the saute
morality, customs, and laws. However, a country made up of people haviar
their origins in many different nations and cultures must learn to respect the
different morality, cm-tonis, and Irma of the countries and cultures from which
each comes. Such a situation calls for a kind of person who holds firmly what
he believes to be right and true as he sees it, yet acknowledges and respects
other.people who believe differently and have grounds for thinking their beliefs
to be right and true us they see it. All of us naturally strive to maintain our
own standards, which we hold to be universally true and valid. Standing in
another person's cultural shoes is almost impossible for most of us. I hope that
the reasons for this dill/fully will become clear as I discuss the nature of human
culture and the way hi which people learn culture. Finally, to cast some light
on the subject, I would like to add some remarks about what we are doing at
the East-West Center and why.

As an anthropologically trained linguist, I look at culture as being structural,
Structure consists of elements and their relationships. Thus, if one looks at
physical elements and their relationships he see physical structure; if the
elements and relationships are linguistic, then he sees linguistic structure;
if social, then he sees social structure.

Structure exhibits certain characteristics which are fundamental to the under-
standing of our problem. One characteristic of structure is pattern, or recurring
sallies. We notice repetition. We say, ''There it is. There it is again. And again."
In the study of human groups we see that it is this characteristic which
explains the formation of social and cultural habits, and it is in turn this set
of characteristics which distinguishes one culture from another.

A second characteristic of structure is system, an Interrelated whole. Each
etement is related to nil other elements in such a way that it is impossible to
change one of the elements without effecting same change in all other elements.
System also indicates the characteristic of einseliass. One cannot describe,
define, or otherwise delimit elements of one system in terms of another system.
The parts of the system only make sense in terms of that -stem as a whole.

This leads in to a third characteristic of the concept of structure, gamely,
relativity. What makes sense Within one structure makes no sense in another;
what is important or significant in one may be unimportant in another. Athough
all men laugh and cry, when they laugh and cry and what they laugh and cry
about Is dependent upon the culture in which they are raised.

A fourth characteristic of structure is that it deals in levels. Items which are
different on one level may be the same at a different level. For example, two
half dollars may he physically differentone a Kennedy half dollar and the
other a Franklin half dollarbut they are functionally the same in the structure
of our monetary system. Language and culture behave the same way. 'Ihe prob-
lem arises when the same net or phenomenon is at a significant level in our
culture but at an arbitrary level In another.

The broad implication of this concept for the developing of curricular mate-
rials is that people should be taught to perceive culture as structure along with
learning the various manifestations of culture. AU too often the manifestalion
of cultures other than our own are looked upon as being quaint and thus be-
come more objects of our curiosity. What is needee in a curriculum which shows
the actions and artifacts of the people of that oth.?r culture in the context of the
elements and relations of that culture, In other words its structure. Only then
will these actions and artifacts make sense. Through the curriculum it will also
he relevant. if not necessary. to raise to the level of awareness the structural
nature of the American culture. Students who see the interrelatedness of our
political system, cur laws, our family and even personality will be better aide
to see the relationships between elements of other cultures and other ethnic
groups within our own culture.

How is culture learned? We know. for example. that a child will learn with
relative ease the langnage of the society into which he is born or adopted.
However. once he reaches a certain age. possibly some .ne around puberty, his
rilture language habits become rigidified. lie does not remember how he learned
it nor is he aware of its structural character. It is very difficult for him then to
free himself from the patterns of his own language and he finds learning a
second language difficult. The muscles of our speech organs become adjusted
to our customary way of speaking, and any sound or sequence of sounds which
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varies from the norm seems not only awkward, but wrong. The structure of
the language gradually sets limits ou the way these muscles will adjust with
ease. Thus, although a native speaker of the English language Is free to say
what he wants to, he is limited in the mays there are to say it. In other words,
the sounds, the words, and the phrases must follow a certain pattern, a certain
order, in order to make sense. Studies of transfer of learning have shown that
(and sometimes how) previous learning affects subsequent learning. People
tend to carry over into their new learning the habits of previous learning. In
language, for example, an immigrant will bring to English the forms, distribu-
tion of these forms, and the meanings of his native language. This phenomenon
is too familiar to require illustration. The important point is that the structure
of one's native language has a binding and blindingpower over Min.

Our assumption in ethnic and cultural studies follows the same line of think-
ing and reasoning. Human beings, except for individual differences, are born the
same; culture makes them different. Thus, any child born or adopted into any
culture has the ability to learn the patterned and ordered designs of living which
make up that culture. The human body is genetically the same, responding to
the same stimuli, reacting, for example, to the same need for food. Culture, how-
ever, is a learned set of human habits, ways of life, or styles of living. People
born and raised in one culture find it very difficult, and some find it impossible,
to learn another culture; that is to acquire the human habits and styles of living
of another culture.

Not only do people find it difficult to learn another culture, but they tend
to read into the forms of another culture the meanings of their own. As children
grow, for example, they come to learn that certain realities are beneficent and
others are threatening. Outside of purely physical dangers like falling, eating
poisor, and cutting oneself, the reaction toward an event as being ,eneficent or
threatening is largely learned. What is looked upon as beneficent in one culture
may be looked upon as threatening in another. The structure of the person's own
culture, like his language, has a binding force upon him. Thus culture, espe-
cially when seen as structural behavior, acts as an obstacle to understanding
people of a different culture. Not only is this true across national boundaries
but it also pertains to the boundaries of sub-cultures within one's nation or
society. People will tend to transfer the meanings of his sub-cultural heritage
to the arts and artifacts of other ethnic heritages.

The question which faces us, then, is whether we can plan a strategy for
cross-cultural learning which will equip learners to bridge the cultural and
sub-cultural misunderstandings gap. Can culture be taught like a language?
Can people learn to "speak" another culture? What attributes must a person
have, or be taught, so that he will know how to deal with different cultures?
How much emotional empathy for other cultures or sub-cultures can be taught
in the classroom? We know the potential for this learning is there since we are
individuals transcending the sub-cultural boundaries of family, neighborhood
and states.

Within the context in which the East-West Center operates, we are attempting
to build programs which will begin to answer these questions. We feel that a
program such as this is urgently needed at a time when we find forces in the
world which can lead to an explosive situation. On the one hand technological
developments in communication and transportation have put a larger number
ot culturally diverse people into contact than ever before in history. The need
to keep up with, r catch up with, scientific and technological advancement will
hopefully encourage this trend. On the other hand, the newly acquired inde-
pendence of many countries formerly under colonial rule has produced a trend
to enhance national pride through emphasis on cultural uniqueness. In other
words, there are increasing opportunities for greater numbers of people from
different cultures to interact with one another, but there is not an accompanying
trend toward reducing possibilities of interculfurril misunderstanding. Yet, It
is inevitable that increasing dependence among nations and mounting popula-
tion will strain human relations. Tourism is one for example. More and more
people will travel abroad, where "the natives" become objects of their curiosity
and they become objects of the natives' financial exploitation. Greater contact
between men does not automatically engender understanding !

The East-West Center has grown from its beginnings ten years ago as a
unique experiment in cultural and technical interchange into a viable institu-
tion linking together the peoples of Asia, the Pacific Islands, and the United
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States. I believe that across the years we have been able to combine idealism
with a great deal of practicality (pragmatism). We have provided scholarships
and grants to students and scholars from East and West on a two-to-one ratio.
We have brought from 33 countries 3,103 students, mainly at the master's level,
to study at the University of Hawaii for degrees in any of the many academic
departments. We have also brought 10,607 people from 07 countries for non-
degree training in subjects ranging from tourist industry management to poultry
raising, from bantira culture to library icience. Finally, we have brought 315
advanced scholars from East and \Vest in pairs, teams, or simply to do research.
I do not have the time now to take up the impact of this activity,

Since its inception the Center has been under review many times by highly
qualified outside bodies, as well as by the Board of Regents of the University
of Hawaii and the National Review Board, established by the Secretary of State
to report to him on the programs and budgets of the Center. The general thrust
of these reviews has been that although the Center has accomplished much,
it had not yet reached its full potential. There was a constant call for concen-
tration up on a few well - chosen topics. We have now developed problem- oriented
programs within which people from different countries and cultures will work
together toward solutions.

The problems upon which the East-West Center should focus attention were
given careful consideration. The Joint University of Hawaii/East-West Center
Task Force recommended several problem areas for investigation. Asians have
been consulted to get their views on problems and programs. Three problems
emphasized by these people were adopted for further studypopulation, food,
and communications. A fourth area, culture learning, was regarded as particu-
larly suited for investigation because of the very nature of the Center, whose
students, senior specialists, and technical training participants combine to form
an experimental community of diverse cultural people.

The problem-oriented programs should be common and consequential to both
East and West. In other words, the Center should aim for mutualitydrawing
Asian scholars and technologists into the early identification and planning
stagesand not develop one-way programs of technical assistance. The pro-
grams should be amenable to cross-culture, inter-disciplinary, and multi-level
(both theoreticians and practioners) treatment. Work on each problem should
be of contemporary significance but future-oriented, and it should be as distinc-
tive as possible; that is, It should not duplicate work being done elsewhere unless
there are compelling reasons.

There are many advantages in problem-orientation as a learning context. The
educational significance will be readily apparent. Since the problems are real,
affecting actual people, participants will learn that pat answers are no answers.
Theory and reality have to be reconciled. The problem should provide a mood
of seriousness and add the dimension of relevance to the educational endeavor.
These programs will also enhance the possibility of mutual understanding. Par-
ticipants will be working in small groups with well-defined goals. Members of
the group will be living and working together over a long period of time. They
will be attempting to arrive at important decisions together. Students will not
only receive training not only in a discipline, but also in the language and culture
of the area where be will do his field project. Thus, participants will not only
gain a better knowledge of each other's cultures, but they will also, through
having worked and played together, have built those thin bonds of friendship
and trust which are necessary in holding men and societies together. People
sharing a deep common experience become part of each other's history. The basic
thrust of these programs is to provide a place where people from different cul-
tures can learn to cooperate in spftc of diverse cultural backgrounds. Hopefully,
the movement is toward understamtng and better relations.

One final word about the Culture Learning Program, since it has speelel
pertinence tor Centers of the sort you propose to establish under the Ethnics
Heritage Studies Center Bill. The goal of this culture learning program is to
find means of etiecating people so that culture will be less an obstacle to cross-
culture understanding. Of course, people are all born into a culture or sub-
culture, not into a social vacuum. They cannot grow up aculturally. The prob-
lem, as we see it is not to Educate people to grow up culture-free, but rather
to let them become aware of the bind that culture baa on them, and then try to
help them avoid absolutizing their habits, ways of living, and attitudes. Rather
than be committed to relativity, a person thus becomes deeply committed to his
own values in such a way as to permit another person to be committed to his. In
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this way we may help them to cross cultural boundaries more easily. They may
even come to see their culture as a variation on a universal human theme, rather
than as the final standard of right and wrong. As I said at the beginning of
this hearing, this takes a mature kind of person, both to teach and to learn. But
I believe that it is the kind of maturity our world needs. It is this kind of ma-
turity which can create the unity which holds and protects div,rsity, resulting
in greater depth and richness in life.

Finally, I would like to address a few remarks to your proposed bill. As I
indicated at the beginning, I endorse it. A greater knowledge of the history,
geography, language, literature, and art of the ethnic groups that make up our
American heritage is an excellent beginning. But we must Lot think that knowl-
edge about such things will In itself give understanding or encourage people to
like each other. I know some experts on who have little empathy for Asians.
In fact, they delight In making pejorative jokes about them. Second, there is
a danger that ethnic studies will fall into the framework of comparative and
contrastive studies which emphasize differences rather than likenesses and can
encourage cultural chauvinism. Differences are great, they should be not only
accepted but encouraged. However, in my rather lengthy experience abroad I
have become convinced that individual differences are much greater than cul-
tural differences. For example, I believe that lam a rather flexible person.
I can therefore work more easily with a flexible Japanese than with a rigid
American. Third, I hope that these Centers will focus their attention upon all
ethnic groups, not only on those which have come to our shores recently and
are therefore easily identifiable. Fourth, I cannot overemphasize the need for
high quality, without which the results may be opi site those desired. People
who despise the curriculum materials may easily transfer this disdain to the
people belonging to the ethnic group being studied.

I would like to commend this committee for its farsightedness, and I want
to assure you that we at the East-West Center will do all we can to assist in
providing the opportunity for young people to gain a grer . insight into the
multi-ethnic nature of our society.

Dr. KLEINJANS. The formal testimony that I have given is done
from the point of view of someone who has spent about 20 years of
his life in Asia and is now working toward hying to create or let me
say foster understanding between peon!e in the United States and the
peoples of Asia, and the Pacific Islands.

Having lived abroad for almost 20 years of course I have not given
a great deal of my attention to all of the ethnic problems that Wb .rave
here in the United States.

I might just say, though, that one of the interesting parts of the
previous testimony was to have someone mention all the different
countries of Europe as being different ethnically but include all of
Asia in one adjective; namely, oriental.

The people from Asia, of course, consider themselves quite different
and they look at Europeans as being almost all alike. This is all part
of the problem that we are dealing with.

In the testimony that I made I would just like to mention about
three points Or possibly four. One is that as an anthropologically
trained linguist I see culture as structure, and this structure, we know,
places blinders on people in the same way that a person learning or
knowing it language has blinders placed on him.

A child being born into or adopted at an e.'rly age into any culture
will learn that culture and its language. Some time around puberty,
it seems, that language solidifies, rigidifi?s, after which he finds it
very difficult to learn a second language. The structure of the first
language becomes a barrier to his learning a second language.

We feel that, in the same way, a person growing up in one culture
will find that this culture becomes a barrier to him as he tries to learn
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another culture. I think this happened to me as I went into such
culturally different countries as China, Japan, et cetera. The point I
am trying to make is that in a program that is trying to develop
eurricultuns for people from different ethnic backgrounds, one of the
important points to stress is that culture is structure, that the artifacts
of this culture or the manifestations of this culture do make sense
within the patterns, the systems, of the culture being studied.

I could give many illustrations of this but I won't take the time at
this moment to give any.

Mr. 1317C1NSKT. You have a center at the university, do you not I
Dr. KunxJANs. That is correct.

PITINSKI. A multilanguage center, all the Asian languages.
Does that create any problems for you in trying to put all these
languages together?

The reason I ask that question is to see if we have the problems we
tried to prove in more than a manageable number of ethnic studies.

Dr. KU-AWNS. Yes. At the University of Hawaii they have the
Pacific and Asian language programs in which they teachI have
forgotten how manysome 35 to 40 different languages. It does not
create any problems as such since students go to one language at a
time. At the center itself we bring people together to study at the
University of Hawaii. We are now moving into problem-oriented
Programs because we feel that people with a common focus and center-
ing their attention around a common problem will learn to under-
stand each other in spite of differences. You don't have to understand
each if you are all the same in one sense, but we feel that the under-
standing does and can take place in spite of differences.

I might mention in this connection that in my own experience, for
example, of working in Japan, I have come to feel that individual
differences are much greater than cultural differences. An illustration
might be something like this. I feel myself to be a somewhat flexible
person. I can work more easily with a flexible Japanese than with a
rigid American, in spite of the fact we speak the same language and
have the same culture and all the rest of these things. There are many
more factors involved in understanding than mere cultural back-
ground, although I would like to say at this point that I very much
favor this bill that you have sponsored.

Mr. PIICINSHL Dr. Fein from MIT testified earlier <uday in an
excellent statement in which he talked about the efforts over the years
that have beet made to deny people any knowledge of their back-
ground. This has created great problems and I am inclined to agree
with him. I wonder if you would care to comment on this since Hawtii
even before. it became a State had those kinds of crossroads of many
people, many religions, and cultures, and languages.

How did they feel at that point there?
Dr. KLEINJANS. I think they emphasized their backgrounds. One

of the very interesting things in Hawaii to meI have only lived
there 21/2 yearsis that they have a Japanese chamber of commerce,
a Korean chamber of commerce, a Chinese chamber of commerce, et
cetera.

There is a great deal of stress laid upon a person's ethnic background
and even greater stress placed upon the mixture. A person may be a
16th Hawaiian and an 8th Dutch and probably half Japanese, or
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something along this line, and it will add up into one person, and
people recognize it and respect it.

Mr. PuciNsiir. The main thrust of this legislation is to try and
eliminate the differences, by letting people know about each other and
recognizing their differences. That is what a number of witnesses
here have stressed, that we now have latent prejudices in this country
and we have open prejudices. Most of those prejudices can really be
traced to a tragic ignorance of the other person's values and back-
ground and cultural capability. I think that some of the crude ethnic
jokes that we have heard over the years have been a pretty good
manifestation of a lack of basic knowledge of people; and almost
every nationality group has gone through thisthe Irish have, the
Poles have, and in the religious groups the Jewish people have, the
Catholics took their share of bumps, and the Negro of course has
taken his share of bumps.

I was wondering if in your judgment especially in the polyglot
community like you have in Hawaii if knowledge of each other helped
bring these people together.

KLEINJANS. I think so.
Mr. Puciiisicr. As I listen to Spark Matsunaga and Patsy Mink

they tell me that the odd thing about Hawaii is that you have this
tremendous proliferation of different ethnic groups and now these
religions and races and colors and everything.

Dr. KLEINJANS. Right.
Mr. Puciicsru. And yet they say that they don't have the kind of

uptightness t hat you have on the mainland.
Dr. KLEINJANS. I think that is true. I think that is very true.
Mr. Puciicsiu. Is it because they have recognized their differences

and kind of educated each other on their backgrouds, or how do you
account for that?

Dr. KLEINJANS. Well, of course one of the factors may bewe have
not studied this outthat it has been brought to the surface and there-
fore it is recognized.

Another factor is that the non-White people in Hawaii add up to
about two-thirds of the population with the whites adding up to
about one-third. In other words, I am part of the minority group
there, which is quite a different situation from what it is here on the
mainland. Which of these factors is stronger I don't know, but my
personal feeling is that it is this bringing into being an awareness of
ethnic difference.

As I was listening to the previous testimony two things shot into
my mind very quickly. Father Chrobot mentioned the Dutch girl
who was trying to change her name. My background is Dutch and
so this made me smile. I grew up in the little town of Zealand, Mich.,
which, like Ivory soap is 99-44/100 percent pure Dutch. We were
taught our Dutch heritage.. When I went to school I was taught Dutch.
history. A lot of the kids around there, of course, spike Dutch. I
find in my own acquaintances that this knowledge of this background'
has given a great deal of security to these people. I guess it is because
you have an identify, you know who you .!re. You knew who you
were and therefore you know who you are.

Mr. PuerNsam I am glad to hear you mention this because we have
had raised this question before here. In introducing this legislation
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I point out that perhaps one reason why we have so much turmoil
among young people in this country is because they are kind of seek-
ing for an identity. As I talk to these people as they come through
liTashington I like to sit down in my office with them and try to see
what is it they are searching for. One can not escape the conclusion
that they are seeking some kind of identity that they have lost.

Perhaps one reason why they are seeking that identity is that we
have tried to cast them into a single mold in the melting pot concept.

As I said earlier this morning, I rebel against a melting pot concept.
I don't want to be melted down into a monolith.

Dr. lci.ruysAxs. I don't blame you. I think differences ought to be
respected, preserved, and protected.

Mr. Prcixsiti. A good stew is a good example; there are a lot of
different kinds of meat but a common gravy.

Dr. KLEINJANS. Yes.
The great challenge I think is to hold the tension between the cul-

tural norm and cultural relativity. We have to have certain norms,
laws, and this sort of thing in our society. At the same time the multi-
cultural diversity will foster relativity, because values are different in
the different cultures.

Mr. PUCINSKL Doctor, is there anything in the bill that you might
have in the way of suggestions as to how we can change it, any
language that disturbs you or any problem that you find under the
bill ? We undoubtedly will have to have some discussions on what
these centers ought to really look like, but are there any suggestions
you might have on what the bill needs in particular?

Dr. KLANJANS. No; my own reaction to it was favorable. However,
we must be careful. Y'ou mentioned a moment ago a previous man
who testified about getting at the emotions and that we should keep
these studies on an unemotional level. In one sense, Mr. Chairman, I
would agree with you that the studies ought to be objective. But on
the other hand, from my own experience I have come to feel that we
don't get people necessarily to either understand each Other or like
each other through objective studies of their background.

I know Asian experts, for example, who can make many pejorative
jokes about Asians. Some other kind of experience is needed to cross
these multicultural barriers.

This emotional education can be built into the curricula somehow by
having people experience things together. It might mean bringing
people together for a Polish dance or something like this. Something
more is needed in the curriculum than just books; some kind of work-
ing together, playing together or crying together; or some kind of
activity whereby people gain common human experiences and thus
develop a common history, if you want to put it that way. This is one
idea that comes to my mind.

Mr. Pm-mom One final question : At your own center as you develop
these various programs and you are working as I understand with
the State Department, the Defense Department on several language
programs that you havedo you have any problem in trying to keep
the political factor out of this?

We have said here on previous occasions that we would not want
an ethnic study center to become a political institute, we want it to be
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an academic workshop developing academic material, not political
imaterial. Do you have any problems in that direction

Dr. KLEINJANS. Yes.
Mr. PuciNswr: How do you deal with them?
Dr. KLEINJANS. We attempt to keep our center apolitical as much as

possible and not enter into the internal affiairs of another country. One
of our graduates, for example, went back to his country and was put
in jail. The pressure was on me to do certain things. This is the kind
of political pressure that does come on.

Of course, as soon as anyone talks about Asia he will soon talk about
mainland China, which brings in political overtones. Some of the
people who come to our center are from countries which are divided
North and South Korea, North and South Vietnamand immediately
in discussions this is bound to come out in their attitudes.

What we have done at this center is say that they not only have
freedom of speech but they have freedom of silence. In other words,
they don't have to talk about certain things if they don't want to.
There is no question that the political overtones will conic in, and I
think this would be true also in your ethnic study centers if you are
going to study modern cultures, modern societies. If you stay with the
pastwith past history, with past art, past music, et ceterathen
you can generally stay out of political involvement but then you also
don't get to feel the plus of the modern country as such.

If you are going to deal with the modern society, you are bound
to get into this whether you deal with Poland, or China, or Vietnam,
or whatever.

Mr. PuciNsicI. You, of course, as one of the spokesmen for one of the
Negro organizations spoke yesterday, and you stated that you would
not want to alter or obscure or distort history.

Dr. KLEINJANs. Absolutely not.
Mr. PUCINSKI. There are some unpleasant aspects in everyone's

history.
Dr. KLEINJANS. Exactly.
Mr. PUCINSICI. You would not as another witness said just serve

pablum, you wouldn't want to be honest and realize in presenting the
full facts?

DT, KLEINJANS. Right.
Mr. PUCINSIII. As Father Chrobot said a little while ago, you have

reason to believe that as each generation gets further away from the
emotional problems involved, the political problems, they weigh the
ethnic background a good deal more objectively rather than emo-
tionally, and I am inclined to agree with him. I was wondering what
your reaction to this would be.

Mr. KLEINJANS. I just might mention another thing that came to
mind about Japanese, the Nise. These people have a much more dif-
ficult time in Japan than I do. They. look Japanese and, of course,
biologically are. However, because they are Americansthey could
be third generation or fourth generationthey act, they talk, and
think just like I do. But it is not expected of them. Because I am
Caucasian I am expected to be different. I am expected to make mis-
takes. There is an expectation factor here that, I think, creates a great
deal of the misunderstanding.

Mr. PUCINSHI. Doctor, your testimony was extremely helpful and
I am very pleased that we have been able to get such a broad range
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of views on this legislation because, obviously, this is something that
should not happen in a long time to come.

Dr. Km NjANS. Right. No question.
Mr. Puctxsicr. I think this country could have best solved this

problem a hundred years ago. I think we would be much stronger to-
day both as a nation, both ethnically and racially and religiously. So
we have sonic questions that are not being answered and I don't pro-
pose that this legislation has all the answers. I think that after we
have lived with it for a while we are going to find out all sorts of
problems that will have to be resolved as we move along. That is the
whole history of legislation, pass a bill and then you try to perfect
it as you go a long. It is like an insurance policy.

Dr. K-EINJAxs. It is an excellent beginning, I think.
Mr. PUCINSKI. You keep making it better each year.
Dr. ICLEINJANS. Yes.

PUCINSKI. Thank you so much. You are very kind to be with
us and I appreciate the time you have taken to be with us. Thank
you so much for your testimony.

Dr. KLEIN JAMS. Thank you.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Our last witness for this afternoon will be Mr.

George Fischer, who president of the National Education Associa-
tion, and he is accompanied by Mr. Stanley McFarland and Mrs.
Mary Gereau, who are here also horn the NEA.

I have your statement in front of me so I won't burden you with
reading it.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE D. FISCHER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL EDU-
CATION ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY STANLEY McFARLAND
AND MRS. MARY CONDON GEREAU

Mr. FISCHER. It is short.
Mr. FUCINSKI. I read it, it is a good statement. I understand that

you have a 4 o'clock appointment also.
Mr. FISC1IER. Yes.
Mr. PuciNsra. I am grateful to you for being with us and apologize

to you for the long delay. Your statement is encouraging in that it
recognizes the need for this kind of an educational activity.'WeWould
be very happy to strengthen section 904(a) (3).

As you point out in your statement, you are for it because it does
refer to the expertise of teachers.

Mr. Fischer, you suggest that perhaps this might be done through
a sense of resolution rather than a program itself. I wonder if we
would not really he just going through some kind of an exercise if we
did it that way. The testimony before the committee so far indicates a
much stronger need for this legislation than I myself had anticipated.
I might have anticipated some very strong accolades for this legisla-
tion from some of the ethnic groups in this country, who as Father
Chrobot and some of the others have said, might have an emotional
involvement.. I have been very pleased as these hearings unfolded to
hear the educators come before us who have no emotional involvement
in this matter, but merely look at it as an educational instrument.

I was impressed with their testimony. I would really like the NEA
to look at their testimony before we make any final judgments.
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I appreciate your problem. You have a tough fight right now on the
HEW appropriation. 1 know that there is constant criticism of the
proliferation of programs, and as you say, the ESEA is rapidly be-
coming a Christmas tree bill, a little bit of something for everybody.

I don't know, perhaps we might handle this some way other than
an amendment to ESEA. We might just handle this as a straight bill,
as a bill standing by itself.

Mr. FISCHER. Thank you, Congressman..
As you gathered from reading the testimony, we have absolutely

no objections to the intent of this bill. In fact, we think it is excellent.
Mr. PUCINSKI. For that I am grateful.
Mr. Fiscii Ea. I sat here and listened to the testimony of two wit-

nesses who were ahead of me.
Mr. Pnci Nsitt. That is why I put you on last. I figure this was my

only shot at you.
Mr. FiscnEa. I concur completely with the philosophy stated by

Father Chrobot, and the last gentleman from Hawaii, 1)1.. Kleijans,
had some concopts that interested me because they were a new
approach. We don't hear this approach too much on the Mainland
because we don't think of the Asians as much as we do some of the
other minority groups. These Asian problems and the cross-Asian
problem that he spoke of in Hawaii are pretty new to us on the
Mainland.

We think perhaps the bill could be strengthened by adding $20 or
$30 million to it. Or perhaps it should be treated as a separate bill, or
put in with the Cooperative Research Act, Education Professions
Development Act, or Arts and Humanities Act. Making it cooperative
and putting some more money into it might be a good idea.

I was interested in what you said about being melted down. The
NEA has long been interested in this problem, as you know.

In fact, we have a document called the report of the task force on
human rights that resulted from a year's study. I was fortunate
enough to serve on this task force and I think parts of this document
should be introduced into your testimony.

Mr. PITCINSKI. Without objection it will be included.
(The document !referred to follows:)

REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON HUMAN RIGHTSNATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Certain An:erica?' Truth8. America was colonize3 by people who, in fleeing
from repressive governments in lands where their rights were limited or non-
existent, had great reverence for human rights. America was founded upon the
recognition that human rights are universal and innatesomething a man is
born with, not something he can be required to earn. This is the legacy of ideals
to the present generation from the fathers of our country. But the present
generation of Americans 1,as another legacy from America's past as wella
dismal legacy of discrimination and denial in practice of human rights to certain
groupsin violation of the ideals.

The dismal legacy. America has paid great homage to the concept of the
"melting pot," but the significant fact shout the melting pot is that It didn't
happen for all. Basically, American institutions have always been white and
American society has perceived itself to be White. Onr society was willing to
accept different peoples into it as economic necessity arose bat in numbers
insufficient to alter the White. Anglo-Saxon choi-acter cd the society. Integration
in America has always meant the assimilatim, and absorption of a relatively
few individuals into the mainstreamwhere they disappeared: it has never
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meant the unification of another culture or community with the dominant t..ne.
The choice open to members of a disparate culture or community is to assimilate
and disappear or to be isolated and relegated to second -class citizenship or no
citizenship at all in the case of the First Americans. The Dawes Act 11881), for
example, made it legally possible for individual Indians to assimilate into white
Americas society if they were willing to leave the reservation and give up
their reservation property. The dominant White society of America has always
bad two solutions for dealing with a different culture in its midst : either dissolve
the community or isolate It.

The minority cultures that constitute separate, identifiable communities are
the American Indians, the MexicanAmericans, the Puerto Ricans, the Southern
Appalachian Whites, and the Negro-Americana. The attitude of the dominant
society toward the first four of these groups varies by region, by the size of the
minority cultural group, and by its history within the American civilization.
The Indiana and the MexicanAmericans are still suffering the effects of Lustig
been conquered peoples victims of America's period of colonialism in the nine-
teenth century.

The westward spread of settlement in the United States (was) Imperial-
istic, res,hing a strong expression In the American Idea of manifest
destiny. . .. At its best, . . imperialism brought economic expansion and
new standards of official idministration and public health to native (*un-
ifies; at its worst, It meant brutal exploitation and inhumanity. In every
instance, however, the pressure of an alien culture and the imposition of
new forms of social organization meant the breakdown of traditional forms
of lif and the disruption of native civilization.

Imperialism also instills in the mind of the conqueror the conviction that
the conquered are an inferior species of humanity :

People have labeled the Indian in terms of the relationship which the
Anglo has had with him. When the colonists came to New England and
needed the help and support of the Indians who befriended them--tanght
them to plant and loaned them fond from their storehousesthe settlers
named these kind of people ''Noble Savages."

hater, in the settling of this country, Anglo-Americans wanted the land
of the First Americans. Because the Indians felt called upon to defend their
own homelands they became known as "Treacherous Savages." In due course,
the Anglo-Americans dominated the entire country: the Indians were in-
carcerated in reservations, subservient to the operational procedures of
Anglo officials, As they became dependent upon and submitted to Anglo
decitionmaking, they were more than once referred to as "Filthy Savages"

The purpose of American expansion was. of course, to gain lands for the bur-
geoning needs of the new country; it is not surprising, therefore, that the right
of the conquered peoples to the ownership of their property was ignored.

The Anglo had technical, legal ears of estetlishing ownership of !and.
and the fact that one had lived there for generations did not prevent his
eviction by court order. Spanish land grants which were to be respected for-
ever and which had passed down through family inheritance were taken
legally from Spanish families by greedy speculators. Stock-raising corpora-
lions leased land, o'ergrated it, took their profits, and left.'

The human rights of these tt-o groups, the American Indian.* and the Mexican-
Americans, are still unrealized in meaty castsat least In those cases where they
remain a cleat', identifiable group or community. The assumption of Anglo su-
premacy prevails.

The American sags is replete with expremione of homage to the ideals of tint-
vergal human rights. Americans were proud of the melting pot Ideal. All who
wished to be free could come to America's cities.

nice me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free."
The concept of the melting pot has survived generations of deliberate esrlosion-

ry immier*tion pollens. Each succeeding ware of immigrants was accepted gen
erentlyuntil their numbers became such as to threaten dilation of the
Anglo-Saxon dominance of the institutions and the race. The etelnelloviarr laws
indicate an enormous racial and ethnic bias in favor of Northern Paropeans and
against all others. particularly members of other races.

Immigration of Chineee to the Wet! Ooitst, although it battened the develop-
ment of the are*, was greeted with a long series of race tioi which ended only
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with passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act (1882). The provisions of this act,
whtch bad been designed to end the influx of Chinese coolies, were eventually
extended to exclude other classes of immigrants.

When westward expansion ended and labor became organized, a movement to
restrict further European immigration developed. Various elements of the popu
lation argued that

Unrestricted immigration of unskilled laborers could rower wages and the
standard of living.

Because their political, social, and religious loyalties made them difficult
to assimilate, immigration of Southern and Eastern Ewopeans endangered
American institutions.

Concentration of recent immigrants in urban centers delayed their adop-
tion of the American culture.

Immigration might result in population explosion.
Further admixture could cause physical deterioration of the American

stock.
As a result of this movement, the first legislation restricting immigration on

the basis of ethnic origin was passed in 1917: Immigration from southwestern
Asia was prohibited.

In la% the "National Origins Act" was passed to restrict immigration from
postwar Europe.

In 1924, the annual quota for European immigration was reduced to 2 percent
of the number of each country's natives who lived in the United States in 1800
thus favoring the Northern European peoplesand nil aliens not eligible for
citizenship were excluded. Thus the Japanese in particular, and all otter Asiatics
as well, were excluded.

In 1943, the Chinese Exclusion Act was repealed and a small quota for Chinese
immigrants was established.

In 1952, the passage of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the licearran-
Walter Act) strengthened the national and ethnic bias of the quota system.

The newest arrivals in America's cities are the Puerto Ricans, the Southern
Appalachlana, and the Negroes. The rest:Oen of the older inhabitants toward the
first two groups is in the tradition mold of suspicion, fear and resentment.

To be sere, it is not Negroes alone who find the more painful. In New
York, the Puerto Rican population has swelled from perhaps 100,000 in
1940 to over 700.000 in 1900: with this increase has come a host of social
problems. And Cincinnati, Baltimore, St. Louis, Columbus, Detroit, and
Chicago, among other cities, receive a steady stream of impoverished white
hillbillies fro,n the Southern Appalachian Mountains. These Appalachian
Whitesthe oldest and purest Anglo-Saxon stock in the United States
have at least as much initial difficulty adjusting to the city as do the
Negroes and Puerto Ricans....

It is the explosive growth of their Negro populations, however, that con-
stitute the large cities' principal problem and concern. The Puerto Rican
and Appalachian Whites affect only a limited number of cities, usually only
a limited way; but every city has a large and growing Negro population.

. . There is no large city which does not have a large ant potentially
explosive Negro problem.

Naos new immigrant groap to America's large cities was ghettoized in the
slums and was poor. But members of the immigrant groups --even the Puerto
Ricans, who are not Anglo-Saxon--who acquired some wealth bare been able more
or less to disappear, thus following the American assimilation ideal.

Even with a Ph.D., a Nobel Prize, a Congressional Medal of Honor or a
vast fortune, a Negro is still a "nigger" to many (most!) white Americans
and the society does not let him forgot it for very long.

The feeling of race solidarity on the part of whites led to a contempt
for the Negro and the classification of all who had any drop of Negro blood
with those who were entirely Mack.

Thus. assimilation for the Negro in America has been impossible; he cannot
change his name and move to the suburbs, or go to California and become ''OM
Spanish." Negroes, although they share the common curs. of poverty with the
Indians, the Mexicans, and the APinlachlans differ from theta in America's eyes
because they are black.

Mr. FISCIttlI. It athire&Qes itself to the problems, primarily the
abridgment of rights of the minority groups. For many reasons, their
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culture and clitoral backgrounds don't dovetail too well with the
majority in this country and as a result they have suffered a lot of
deprivations in their rights ns well as in other things. It is a good
report and one of the recommendations that came out of the re port
was the establishment of a lIonum Vele ions Center at NM. This has
been in operation now almost 2 years, and out of that have grown over
200 human relations centers around the country which are beginning
to move on this.

I gave a speech to their annual conference the other night. About
000 people came. The title of my talk was "The Melting Pot Won't
Melt." I agree, and I don't. think it necessarily should. I won't belabor
you. We think t he objective of this is not only noble but needed.

Mr. PecINSKt. One of the things that Dr. Fein testified and other
witnesses is that the time is long past due when we have to recognize
that we are dealing with human beings and v-e are not dealing with
robots. We are dealing with the people and people don't grow on trees.
You don't crank them up and set them to work.

Dr. Fein said that we have made a mistake in failing to recognize
that because they are human beings of different cultures and different
races and different religions, different backgrounds. There are walls.
Now we have been trying for a hundred rears to tear down these walls
and we have failed. 'We have polarize4 the country and today this
country is uptight and there is probably greater hostility among peo-
ple in America today. The rest. of the world is saying, l'What's hap-
pened to America!" 'What is happening to the people of this count ry
Oor own people are saving what is happening to our country. I think
what is happening is fiat we have tried to knock down the walls in-
stead of. as Dr. Fein said, build some bridges between these walls and
start looking into each other and start recognizing each other for what
we are, recognizing that we are all a little different, and then because
we are a little different try to seek out the best of our differences and
bridge them toe-ether. That is what this legislation is designed to do
and I am really pleased that you recognize that.

I think your sugtestion as to is there a better way of doing it is
a very valid suggestion because I am not sure. Maybe there is a better
way of structorbig this bill than an amendment to the ESEA, I ap-
preciate your concern because every time you tack anything on the
E` EA something else suffers.

I think your recommendation is a sincere one, I am not disturbed,
and one that we are grateful to you for.

Mr. Fisota. I am going to ask Mr. McFarland and Mrs. Gereau
if they have any comments on this. I think they do.

Mr. McFm3LANn. I would like to talk about the possibilities of look-
ing into ESEA. As you know from your involvement in the develop.
anent of this legislation, one of the major problems facing education
today is the retraining of teachers. If this program in EPDA is ever
implemented and (untied, it offers a ready vehicle to provide the t TA in-
lnr/ and insights that some of the prevnt teachers need. When we talk
about school pillars+ as and the whole area of ethnic problems. one of
the major prolibms biting us will be doing something with people
who are now teaching.

Mr. PrriNsai. I appreciate your comments
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Mr. McFARLNo. I don't know whether it is possible. We talk about
making a Christmas tree out of ESEA, maybe it could be said we are
suggesting that we are making a Christmas tree out of other things.
Hut on the other hand, I think it might be worthwhile looking into.

Mr. l'uoxsitt. We will try and see whether we can do it. We have
just gone through three days of extensive hearings before the Rules
Committee and I think it WAS a good healthy hearing. I was very
pleased to be able to hear the exchange of ideas before the Rules Com-
mittee and to see the members of the Rules Committee ask questions
that sometimes we in our own committee fail to ask each ether. I think
that there has to be some sort of an effort made to bring all these pro -
grains into some more efficient management. So your suggestion is a
very good one.

Mrs. Oereau.
Mrs. GEREAtt. I just want to reiterate Mr. Fischer's statement and

congratulate the committee on the inclusion of section 004 which specif-
ically, as far as I know, for the first time m any legislation, says it
recognizes the expertise of elementary and secondary teachers. We
have had problems for some time as you know, Mr. Congressman: you
have Os° been on our side on this.

The Office of Education tends to appoint people to committees who
are college professors or anything else but the people who are, in effect,
on the firing line.

The other comment I would make is somewhat facetious but I think
you would like to know that we recognize the ethnic makeup of the
sponsors of the MR. 14010 and I would suggest that in addition to the
distinguished sponsors von havehave you forgotten Mr. St. Ong()
who is French, Mr. Read, who is India», Mr. Gonzales who is Span-
ish, And there are a few others that vou could get on it. I think it is an
interesting group of sponsors and

you
commend all of them for their

concern for this problem tnat you have recognized so well.
Mr. PreINSXL That section 00-1(a) (3) that you found so like a

subiKt, of course I want to see in this bill because I have got the Iwst
lobbyist in the world right at home at dinner every night, a school-
teacher for a daughter, and I have a teacher who is the clerk of this
committee: Miss Kish, who comes out of the teaching profession. ha,
been teaching in the inner city.

Mrs. GrAtAr. It is landmark legislai ion in that respect, sir, beransc
I believe from my own survey of the laws that it is the first time this
kind of language has been put in a bill where it stveifically mention:
expertise of school teachers. I think that is very good.

Mr. Proxsat. You are right. We pass laws hen, And this country
is now on a big kick. everybody is wondering what has happened to
American education and everybody is asking everybody except the
people they ought to be asking, and that is the teachers, ecaive
think the teachers could probably tell ils more what is wrong than the
other people and the parents. Those two factors probably know more
about the problem, the teacher And the par?nt, and they a ± usually
left out in left field someplace, and the experts are made op !.±eopfe
who really don't know.

We are very grateful to you for your testimony and we et. 'ink
are going to look in toyour suggestion.

Ir. Ftscii tn. Thank you very much.
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(Mr. Fischer's prepared statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF GEORGE D. II scu ER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: It is a pleasure to appear
before the Subcommittee on Education again to present the views of the Na-
tional Education Asm3elat ion on matters of mutual concern.

The objective of HR 14910 is one we can endorse. Knowledge of the contribu-
tion of the variety of ethnic backgrounds to the development of this Nation Is
essential to each In lividual's education as an America% citizen. As the bill points
out, each person s, ould be well versed in the contribution not only of his own
ethnic group, but more partkularly be should know, and therefore respect, the
contribution of othet s. Black studies should not be just for Black students. Those
of Italian ancestry siould know net only of the great contributions of Italians,
but also of that made by the Polish, Irish, Creeks, Indians, etc. The clannishness
of some ethnic yroups in some areas has been a detriment to minorities in their
communities. e do not be11,3ve this is in the interest of the country. Conflicts
between ethnic a-r oups have been responsible for some degrading chapters in our
Nation's history.

We recognize that the purpose of HR 14910 is to provide educational services
to schools which will result in enhancing each student's pride and self-esteem as
a member of an ethnic group. This Is fine, so long as this pride and self-esteem
does not result in hatred for those of other ethnic groups who, at an earlier
time in our historyand not always in the distant pestwere oppressors of his
ethnic group. We do not need more dissension and diversity in this country,
I'm sure all will agree.

We apreclatl the wording of Section 904 (a) (8) of this bill which refers to the
expertise of elementary and secondary school teachers. Their involvement In
Federal educational programs, unless specifically directed by Congress, tends to
be virtually nil. We agree that without such involvement a program will tend
to be In-depth college research which seldom reaches the schoolchildren.

We have a practical reservation about legislation of this type being added
to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Th!s Act Is becoming a "Christ-
mas tree" with a plethora of titles, each with a special administrative structure.
We believe the objectives of HR 14910 are more related to the Cooperative
Research Act and the Education Professions Developmet., Act, since the focus
of the legislation Is aimed at improving teachers' stills through provision of
training and materials. We suggest that rather than a new Title to ESEA
a joint resolution be adopted expressing the Intent of Congress that ethnic heri-
tage studies be provided by the U.S. Commissioner of Education through existing
programs such as the Cooperative Research Act, the Education Professions De-
velopment Act, and the Arts and Humanities Act.

In brief, what we are saying is that the Intent of the legislation is com-
mendable, but we believe the objective can be achieved through existing lees-
la Um of Congress so indicates its wishes.

We appreciate this opportunity to etprese our views on HR 14910.
Nit. P net mixt. Thank Ion.
The general subcommittee stands recessed until further notice.
(Whereupon, ti 8.411 p.m., the general subcommittee recessed subject

to call.)



ETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES CENTERS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1070

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Waahington, D.C.

The general subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
2251, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Roman C. Pucinski (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representative Pucinski.
Staff members present : John P. Jennings, majority counsel; and

Alexandra Kisla,olerk.
Mr. Pvcixsiu. We hare several hearings going this morning so we

will start this one and other members will come up as we move along.
I would like, before the first witness comes up, to insert in the record

this morning an excerpt from the report of the Carnegie Commission
on Equality in Higher Education. The Carnegie Commission issued
the report yesterday and I was very pleased to read:

The Comnisslon does not believe that post-secondary education Is the best
level at which we should begin correcting the ethnic Imbalance of the curriculum.
If a lack of ethnic welt - awareness and a sense of inferiority begin in elementary
school, then we must begin to attack there problems there.

From kindergarten on, every student can benefit from learning the histori
from his own ethal group and those of his classmates, and about the rich
diversity of his nation's culture. Such study Is not a substitute for the develop-
ment of basic verbal and mathematical skills, but students deserve the opportu-
nity to study ethnic experiences and to use the intellectual resources of their
schools to seek an understanding of problems of their own communities.

I am very pleased to get this unsolicited support from the Carnegie
Commission on the legislation that we have before us.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Bernard Wax, dire?tor of
the American Jewish Historical Society.

Mr. Wax, I wonder if you would like to come forward. Your entire
statement will go into the record at this point and why don't you
proceed in any manner you wish.

STATEMENT OP BERNARD WAX, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN JEWISH
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Mr. WAS, Mr. Chairman, I hare a prepared statement entitled
"Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers, a Crying Need" which I have
submitted to the committee for its examination and comment. I
will be glad to elaborate on it at some future time if it is so desired.

I believe the field of ethnic studies in the United States h had a
(Iss)
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comparatively short and chequered history since the creation of the
first societies devoted to this field of study in Oie 1890's.

The American Jewish Historical Society whs created in 1892 and
was the first of a large munber of ethnic societies. Its purpose was to
teach the contributions which the Jews had played in the United
States. In essence, this effort was to make everyone aware of the con-
tribution of Jews and apparently this effort was extremely successful
at that particular time. It was done primarily to create en exhibition
during the 1892 celebration commemorating ibe discovery of America
by Christopher Columbus.

Until very recently a cavalier attitude has existed toward the
intensive study of the varied racial, religious, ethnic, and immigrant
minority groups which comprise so great a bulk of our Nation's more
than 200 million inhabitants. This condescending view was held not
only by the political, economic, and social leaders of the American
community, for a variety of reasons, but, I might add, also by the
academic and intellectual communities as well.

The concept of searching for a knowledge and understanding of
one's background was viewed by academicians as folly. They felt it
was conceived by narrow-minded and restricted individuals whose
main purposes were chauvinistic and who sought self-aggrandizement
or, at the very least, a parity of citizenship with those "untainted"
by minority group status. Critics in colleges and universities and
schools throughout our land fumed and fussed over the non-American
or even anti-American diameter of such studies.. To 1x involved in
such work was a stigma, which, almost uniformly, consigned scholars
researching minority groups to the lowest educational status.

I kwever, since the 1930 s, particularly with the advent of the works
accomplished under the W'l'A, a revolution has taken place on all
levels within the American community, a recognition of the diversity
of the American citizen in his bIrkground and makeup and a realiza-
tion that American society is not a melting pot which produces like
persons who are stamped out like toy tin soldiers. It is now commonly
conceded that each of us is unique with a distinct heritage and back-
ground whose interaction with others has created one of the most
unusual societies ever known to mankind. No longer is &versitv
considered to be a problem to be overcome, ignored or swept under the
me of neglect and inattention.

The rise of ethnic studies departments, the creation of minority
group cultural surve and demographic reports, the formation of
social and religious himstorical associations and the vast number of
publications devoted tc the study of American Indians, Puerto Ricans,
Poles, Irish, 131ack, Chinese, Italians, and Jews, to name but a few.
confirm this new statu. Am' demics, political and social leaders and
even businessmen look with comparative benignity upon this new
state of a (fairs.

'forever, for most, if not all of these groups: this accolade may be
too late. Because of this previous neglect, which certainly was not
benign. two general inns virtually ignored the collection and preserra
Lion of those materials which would help present and future citizens
of our country understand the nature and exneriences of our diverse
citizenry, and their contributions to and invocvement in the American
scene.
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Only through the dedication of very small numbers of enlightened
persons have a few elements had even mild success in collecting,
preserving, and propagatin.g information alluding to the study of
their respective constituencies. And even these suffer from the lack
of funds and of a labor force to accomplish their tasks in an adequate
fashion.

Of the 50-odd ethnic societies listed in the Directory of the Ameri-
can Association for State and Local history, only a handful have
respectable research facilities and even fewer can .point to adequate
publications and exhibits which mean so much in our education-
oriented society. These include such organizations as the Polish-
American Ilistorical Association; the Norwegian-American Histori-
cal Association , Association for the Study of Negro Life and His-
tory; Swedish i'iuneer historical Society; and the American-Jewish
Historical Society. Because of these inadequacies, the natural patrons
of such facilities and publications, the schools, are unable to provide
a respectable modicum of information to impart to students or to
formulate substantial and worthwhile curriculums centered on this Un-
meant phase of American history. Curriculum planners throughout
the country are in dire straits because of this lack of information and
as a result. American education and American children will suffer
from ignorance and a lack of understanding of their own background
as well as that of their fellow students.

It is my Finn conviction that MIL 14910, the ethnic heritage
societies centers bill, would do much to alleviate the igneeense, rms.
understandings, and miscon.apt ieni of the role of the various minority
groups in America held by our citizenry. By concentrating on the
development and provision of curriculum materials for use in ele-
mentary and secondary schools a tremendous and dangerous gap
in knowledge and undertanding will be filled.

What is particularly of importance is the inclusion of the provision
for the training of persons utilizing or preparing to utilize the cur-
riculum materials which would result from the activities of such
Ethnic Heritage Studies ('enters. Without this proviso much of the
purpose and intent of the bill would be lost. The passage of this bill
would result in the forging of new paths in the educational field, for
such training does not exist in any form.

Without the benefit of the best transmission of information, knowl-
edge% and understanding to pupils, and indirectly to their friends and
relatives, our efforts will be for naught. The present restlessness of
our younger generation and its alienation from our society and its
institutions to a great extent evolves from a lack of communicetion
with, and an understanding of, the past. Our great need is for train-
ing centers for library personnel and re: 'archers the strengthening
of-existing agencies end the preparation of guidelines for these and
future agencies so that they will not operate in a vacuum.

John Kennedy pat it eloquently in his introduction to the Amer-
ican Heritage New Illustrated 'History of the United Steles:

There is little that is here important for an American titixet to know than
the history and tradition of his country. 'Without such knowledge, he stands un
certain and defenseless 5efore the wort 1. knowing neither where lie has c'nrne
from nor where he Is ping. With such knowledge, be is no knot alone but
draws a strength far grtxter than his own from the accumulative experience
of the past and the accumulative Vision of the future.
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With the passage and implementation of the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers bill such knowledge will be made available of our
numerous minority groups and thereby strengthen our entire citizenry
and the democratic process.

Mr. PIICINSHI. Thank you very much.
I was wonderingI believe you heard me read the excerpt from

the Carnegie report and I am very pleased with the position that the
report takes on this subject. I was wo'idering if you would care to
elaborate on the long range and the short range advantages of having
young people know more about themselves.

It seems to me somewhat incongruous that, in a nation such as ours
where the one most single and significant distinguishing feature of
the American people is their heterogeneous complexion, that abso-
lutely no effort is made at any level of education to provide a meaning-
ful education of their background.

We have talked about the melting pot. I have said many,, many
times in these hearings that I don't want to be a piece of stew in this
melting pot. I may be a kind of gravy but I still want to be an individ-
ual in myself. Apparently the Carnegie Commission also recognizes
that.

Mr. Wax. I think it is probably one of the best, things that has
happened to the American scene so far as its youthful population is
concerned in many years. I think that the young people are in the
same mood as you, in regard to this question of being part of a stew.

In fact, as I pointed out in my statement, I think this is one of the
reasons we have great alienation in the young because they don't
understand where they came from or where they are going.

At the time that I worked in the State of Illinois, and now ?.n my
current position, I find,, particularly in the Jewish population where
much of this alienation is now currently being expressed, that there is
a complete lack of information about the Jewish experience in the
United States.

Much of the Jewish history which is taught is biblical or oriented
toward the creation of the State of Israel.

During the past '78 years we have made efforts to teach, but teach
only adults about this particular field, and we have oriented our work
primarily to the major colleges and universities rather than the high
school field.

However, we are now learning, through our Experiences with college
students in part icularsthat they come to college without any indication
of what role their minority group has played in the formation of
America and its experiences.

For instance, nervy feu students know anytf ing about the role of
Jewsand I use this term simply because I represent the Jewish His-
torical Society and the same could be said of env minority grotto- -
the role the Jews played, in the major events in *history. They know
nothing, practically, about Jewish involvement in the American Revo-
lution.

Mr. Proxsitt. I will have you know in Chicago, in the heart of our
loop, there is a big monument and it shows three historical figures,
one of which was a revolut ionary

Mr. WAN. 1 laym Salomon
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Mr. PUCINSKI. One question I want to ask you. When we talk of
ethnic groups and minority groups, there is a tendency in this country
to immediately relate to the non-Whites, the Latin-American, the Ori-
ental, essentially the so-called identifiable minority groups.

But when you look at the polyglot fabric of America, I think that
every ethnic group in a way, is a minority group. I am sure that when
we had some 10,00dpeople Saturday night in Chicago protesting Presi-
dent Pompidon's policy of selling jets to Libya, the small handful of
French-American citizens who were there must have felt pretty much
like a minority.

It seems to me that, perhaps, we ought to recognize the fact that, in
a sense, all of us are members of some minority group if we are treated
individually and it would be my hope that this emphasis on ethnic
studies certainly would not be confined to the so-called identifiable
ethnic groups of America and those are the ones we commonly refer to
as the minorities, the Blacks, the Latin-Americans, the Puerto Ricans,
the Mexicans, but rather have a much broader fabric, includie:, all
identifiable ethnic groups. I would, of course, include in this the
various religious groups, as well.

One question I was wondering about. We have had some negative
experience from ethnic study centers and we have had some excellent
experience.

There are a number of ethnic study centers already functioning and
they have produced srnie meaningful assistance, and there are ethnic
study centers now the. ..re doing a pretty impressive job.

Conversely, the Berkeley, Calif., people had a rather bed experi-
ence with the Black studies center that they established. They had to
shut it down, apparently, because it turned from an ethnic study
center to a political center.

How would you recommend that, we insure against that kind of
activity in this hint It certainly is not my purposeand I am sure
not the purpose of any other cosponsor of this billthat the ethnic
studies centers be anything but institutions that will develop cur-
riculum material and textbook material and slides on the cultural
history, economic history, of any given ethnic group.

I am sure that we do not intend for these to become political activi-
ties centers. How can we guarantee against it I

Mr. Max. To make certain that a major portion of your governing
bodies of these institutions be composed of bona fide academicians:
secondly, that if you are to give support to presently organized insti-
tutions, as well as the new ones, then aid, which is the purpose of the
bill, to aid, should be based on an examination of these institutions
and their records of performance in the past.

I think here is, again, an area in which you can use the history of a
particular organization to determine that action.

Mr. Pvci sem. I think you have put your finger on the best way to
guarantee against these becoming political institutions, to leave this
in the hands of the university, itself, and the academicians in the
university where I am sure that, as scholars, they themselves would,
I would think, deeply rent any infringement of political activity in
what should be a highly scholarly development.

Then, of course, I Chink the other guarantee is the funding itself.
You still have a Comminioner of Education who is going to have to
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fund these programs and if in his judgment, there was a tendency to
try to convert an institute like this into a political activity, he would
do what he does in other education fields.

That threat arises in everything we do in our whole higher educa-
tion program. The administrators have to decide at what point is this
an academic institution and at what point is it a political outpost.

Would I be safe in assuming that the argument that these might be
turned into political activities centers is really not very sound?

Mr. WAX. I dont believe that it is, sir; no. I believe your final
statement regarding the ability of the Commissioner of Education to
terminate any funds, or source of any funds, is sufficient safeguard
along these lines.

Mr. Pucixsxi. Mr. Wax, I am very grateful to you for your tes-
timony. When we started out with this bill, I knew that there was
need for something along this line and for many, many years I have
realized that there was a need to provide material to our educational
institutions which would give Americans a better idea of who they
are, as individuals.

Since we have held hearings on this !nil, I have been tremendously
impressed with how aware the educational community is of this prob-
lem. You might have gotten the impression that the educational com-
munity was not aware, that this was something that was r9Oked up by
a group of individuals who had nothing else to do. But in testimony,
like yours, we realize, this is truly a very serious problem and we
begin to perceive some of the reasons for the turmoil in this country.

I think that we are now paying the priee of trying to homogenize
itwo million human kings into one mold and I think this is partici'.

larly true in the young people. They wander around aimlessly and
they take on all sorts of weird customs and habits, seeking some kind
of identity.

I wonder if that identity is right there if it was only made avail-
able to them.

Mr. WAX. At the current, time there is a curriculum planning &ye'
opment program going on in the New York school system in which
the desire of the curriculum planners is to secure information regard-
ing the various minority groups which are represented in the New
York community. Since this is such a large community, they have a
great deal to experiment with.

I have been working somewhat closely with a number of individuals
invoked, working out a curriculum planning program for the Jewish
population which, as you probably know, comprises almost 25 percent
of the New York City urban area population.

There is a crying need for them to secure information which would
only he available in rho ethnic centers.

Mr. Prerssat. We have this in my own °Mee. We have teachers who
call us and want to know if we have any information. It is really ap-
palling how little information we have on these subjects and then how
shallow the information is that we do have. There is really no con.
cert ed effort.

Would you anticipate that a bill like this ought to provide some
planning money 1 It seems to me that we have overlooked one thing
in this bill. We say we are going to set up an ethnic study center. It
would occur that a university would hare to come in with a proposal.
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Perhaps the universities and all of those interested in this field.
including private organizations have the resources to do their own
planning. I wonder if I can get front you how you feel about induct-
mg some language about making some funds available for planning
Athnie studies center before the final grant request is made.

Mr. WAX. I think this would be an absolute necessity. I don't think
it could be done in any other fashion. There should be a program in
which the recommendations of various people who work in the field
the academicians who teach ethnic studies should also be included in
such a planning program should be heard. I think this is the only
way you can get a structured system elaborated, one in which you
can include the organizations which already exist, as well as any new
organizations which might be created.

I think the only way you would be able to substantially create a
viable bill would. be one in which recommendations would be re-
ceived and a planning conference held for this purpose.

Mr. Prosstcr. We are very grateful to you and the American
Jewish IIistorical Society for your testimony here this morning: I am
privileged that you could be here and I know that your test..mony
will carry a great deal of weight in the final analysis.

We will stand in recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 11:1 a.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p.m. the same day.)
AFTER RECESS

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2:45 p.m., lion. Roman C. nicht
ski presiding.)

Mr. ProNsio. We do want to welcome Mr. Stanley llalzekas, Jr.,
to the committee.

Mr. lialzekas is with the Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture.
He is from Chicago. We would certainly like to welcome to the com-
mittee Mr. Baizekas.

We will include your statement in its entirety in the record at this
point, and perhaps you may want to just summarize and give us a
little more time to discuss the bill itself and perhaps ask some questions
here.

(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT or STANLIrt tIALETE As, Ia.. IlatAsxas Mies EtNt
or MTH l'A %JAN CUtitar, CtlICAM

My name is Stanley italzelkas. Jr. I am the Founder. President and Direttor
of the Itatteka Museum of lAthuanian Culture in Chicago, Illinois. It is my
pleasure to appear before this committee I want to take this opportunity to con-
gratulate the Honorable Roman C. Prginski, Chairman for the General Subcom
mine* on PAneation. and the Committee of FAtreation and Labor for their efforta
and the t-emendous work they hare put forth on the "Ethnic Heritage Studies
Centers Hill 14910."

Ethnie studies will focus attention on every riven tratitielnal. on America and
every Anteriesn's role In the cause cl freedom and liberty. We at the Ralrekas
insettin of Lithuanian Culture hare worked on outlines and programs to corn

pile material on notnerons ethnic groom( residing in Chicago and the State of
Illinois It was only when I became Chairman of the Heritage Committee of the
Illinois getWinicElitenttlal Celebration In ISM that 1 realized the heartfelt satio-
faelior one &rises front working with ethnic groups sal one senses the en-
thusiasm and devotion they hare not only to their own ethnic aetilitlea. but also
to America's ideals of freedom and liberty. I bad the opportunity to study and
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delve Into various ethnic groups and found, to my amazement, a vast amount
of cultural activities taking nlace among these lineups, but unknown to the gen-
eral public. .

At this point, I would like to be more specific on the benefits of ethnic studies.
At the present time, if aiu individual wants to study any given ethnic group,
it would be almost an impossibility. First of all, the information required Is not
In one wation and what is at hand is not readily available or classhled. It is
extremely difficult end time-consuming to go through hundreds of documents,
volumes and organizations to find an answer to the simplest question. By having
a program in which students can be alerted to cultural activities glad informa-
tion on ethnic groups and then be able to contact or visit the center, an entire
new facet of education would begin ; particularly in elementary and secondary
schools.

In every ethnic group there are numerous individuals who are working In
various cultural endeavors and In no field of humanities. Unfortunately, much of
this work Is lost because the ethnic groups do not have sponsorship or encourage.
ment of universities or any organizations to help underwrite the cost and to
catalog the materia'.. '.11 the literary field there are thousands upon thousands of
fine works being published in numerous languages, but these are not being re-
corded at any university, college or library. Some of this work is fair .. other medi-
ocre . . most of it is excellent. Iforaver, I believe that by hut log a center for
ethnic studies, this material could and would be sent to universities which could
specialize departments in that particular field. This would enable scholars and
students of the universities to study the contribution of the ethnic groups in
addition to the American contributions, especially in the field of humanities.

To lead the work in scholarly endeavors, one must recognize and study other
cultures and ba able to develop one's own greatness. The ethnic studies program
would he a repository for material written in various languages, which is being
lost in our society primarily because of the lack of translation into the English
language. By having an ethnic study center, translation would be much easier
for several reasons. For example

1. The renter would have language programs, both introductory and
advanced, which would be able to translate much of this material.

2. Material which has great value will be translated and published for
all the universities and educational thstitutions throughout the country.
Here again the elementary and secondary student, scholar and citizen would
have a new source of information.

One of the interesting sidelights of the Ethnic Heritage Study Center Bill will
be that in the given centers one would find not only the people of that particular
ethnic group using the facilities, but you will find groups from other ethnic and
nationality groups being attracted to the centers to view the different, interesting
and cultural opportunities and will be using the information. We at the Tialzekas
Museum of Lithuanian Culture find that 50% of our attendance using the Museum
facilities are non-Lithuanian, but enjoy the activities, programs and other cul-
tural endeavors presented by the Museum.

At the present time, there are millions of people, both young and adult, working
on various projects, hobbies and studying in fields of all varieties of subjects.
Many of these people have not had a formal education or any degree from uni-
versities; yet they are experts in their field or fields and have an extremely
fine working knowledge, cultural interest and are now working with other
small groups of individuals who are interested in the same subject matter.
These people, who lack a good command of the English language, feel inadequate
to enter into universities or higher institutions of learning in order to continue
;heir studies and work. By having ethnic centers. these people can continue their
studies and not only aid the scholars of our land, but many scholars would be
extremely pleased to work with these people and, in many cases, aid the univer-
sities In their ever-seeking quest for additional knowledge. The centers will en-
courage young people which may be possibly their first exposure to the benefits
of cultural endeavors and exposure to the humanities.

The Ethnic Studies Program will bring to the average family a great desire
of which we are lacking in many of our areas: that of a family working together
as a unit. Because of the ethnic studies. children as well as adults and grand-
parents can participate in programs of the ethnic centers, work in different
fields or on the same project, bring their knowledge home. This would stimulate
their own thinking and encourage their frtenis and neighbors to work on their
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projects, which I think we all recognize today as something we need most
desperately.

The information obtained from the centers will be conveyed to the students in
elementary end secondary schools. This will enable the students to actually visu-
alize and become acquainted with the culture of many people not only from
their immediate surroundings, but better understand other ethnic groups. An in-
dividual will be more tolerant and better prepared to meet the challenge of to-
day's problems b3 knowing all peoples in our society.

Lithuanians as an ethnic group are one of the most active and have contributed
greatly to the cultural, civic and social activities in our country. This Is the 100th
year anniversary of the first eighteen Lithuanians to arrive in the Chicago area
to work on the railroads and the Western expansion of the United States. The
Lithuanian community, in the Chicago area as an example, have established
churches, hospitals, schools and have in their programming, opera, drama groups,
historical societies, participate in sport events and are great contributors acd
supporters of all cultural endeavors. The Lithuanian Opera Company is the only
independent opera company that is self-supporting and has sponsored many new
Iperas. The Lithuanian community as many other ethnic groups, is constantly
working on cultural and scholarly programs. The Lithuanian community has
published a Lithuanian encyclopedIa and now has published a Lithuanian ency-
clopedia in English. This type of we rk fosters study of not only the adult but also
the student who can participate and be part of an overall cultural project.
The Lithuan!an Press consists of Enemy newspapers which carry the news of the
city, the state, and the entire country. They also have cultural sections which
recognize work of Americans and other ethnic groups. The Lithuanian com-
munity supports all the endeavors of the United States. They volunteer for Red
Cross, hospital and relief work. They appreciate the effort of the United States
to promote the spirit of libe:ty and freedom for all. Much can be learned by their
fourhundred organizations in the Chicago area alone and all are devoted to the
betterment of their community. They also continue to work in close harmony
with family and neighbors. Chicago is the center of Lithuanian activities in the
United Statrs although there is a very large number of Lithuanians throughout
the United States. There are approximately 150,00 Lithuanians in the Chicago
area.

The interest to he created by the Ethnic Heritage Study Center Bill will stimu-
late the thinking of educational institutions as well as the students and adults.
From this bill, the stimulation of the studies by private interests, educational
institutions, foundations, etc., will multiply as time goes on.

The Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture, like many other organizations in
the Lithuanian community, is more than happy and willing to work with other
ethnic groups just as other ethnic groups are willing to work with the Lithuanian
community. We at the Balzekas Museum believe that the greatest asset the
United States has is its people.

The Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture is not only a repository of the
culture of one people, their past history, their contribution to the United States,
their contribution to the world, but most important it serves as an inspiration
to the future generations of all people who study the past so that we can make
the present and future better.

The library at the Museum is unique in the fact that material received on
Lithuania is cataloged in a specialized section dealing with that particular sub-
ject matter. The library consists rf all literary material pertaining to Lithuania
in English and other languages as will the centers. The library gives depth to the
Museum and stimulates interest again as will the ethnic centers, in scholarly
endeavors. The Museum is fast becoming a research center from which many of
its exhibits and programs are geared for all people and varied interests.

The task is not as difficult as It appears. Any duplication of material which
would be obtained and donated to the centers, as tt is to the Museum, can be
preserved for future sub-centers or minor centers which, I am confident, would
spring up throughout the entire country. By having a repository for information
which will be broken down ; i.e., art, literature, heraldry, numismatics, folk art
crafts, architecture and many, many other classifications, many of the lost arts
will be rediscovered. The difficulty now is that there are very few archives and
repositories throughout the country, with the exception of the Balzekas Museum
of Litbtanian Culture, who catalog and classify every piece of material and
house it In one location.
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The Museum has ninny departments, including a traveling MUSEUM which
goes to other institutions, organizations, schools and libraries. The traveling
department of the Museum is very educational and is in constant use. In many
areas of the city, an exhibit is geared tr. the likes and needs of particular insti-
tutions and organizations requesting it. This typm of traveling section, I am
certain, could be developed from the activities of the Ethnic Centers so that the
large majority of people would be able to view and become familiar with the
type of 'material assembled.

For example, the Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture Las an art gallety
and art classes, in addition to an archives on Lithuanian artists and their works
throughout, the world. This particular department is extrer,rely valuable in that
it gives the Museum additional activities and can keep up with the latest trends
and moods of art.

The Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture prepares programs and exhibits
not only in the Lithuanian field, but specializes in activities that stimulate think-
ing pertaining to the humanities. The exhibits range from art exhibits to history
of America and a wide range of subjects in the field of Americana, with special
interest on programs dealing with particiMlon for the entire family.

The Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture receives many inquiries from
adults and young people who remember their grandmothers, grandfathers or
great uncle as being Lithuanian, Latvia, German, French, etc. These Individuals
would like to reminisce arid go back Into the history and cultural aspects of
their forefathers and. if nothing else, obtain information on a given country
they remember someone speaking of many, many years ago. At the present time,
these individuals have no place to go, no place to contact, except a library which,
in most cases, has numerous volumes available on information and statistics
mating to production, etc., and no information relative to the activities of the
ethnic groups In the United States and the information is not current. Also
when people come to the Balzekas Museum in search of answers to specific
questions, we try to give them the information or help them secure the informa-
tion from other sources. Students from both e:ernentary and secondary schools
and numerous adults, use the Museum facilities in ever increasing numbers.

I have devoted a great d,m) on the Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture
In this presentation for the sole purl ose of bringing to light that the Ethnic
Heritage Study Center Bill 14910 is !sing overdue, needed, necessary and work-
able. Institutions such as the Balzekas Museum are already working on their
OINI1 programs of this nature beaus they have discovered a vast vacuum and
urgent need for this cultural endetuor. This is but a small sample of what
we have done. The purpose and results of Bill 14910 will benefit every Individual
in the United States and perhaps start similar programs such as these through-
out the world.

If I may suggest at this time, Chicago would be an ideal location for a
Lithuanian Ethnic Center because of the great universities and other leading
cultural and educational institutions. Chicago has the largest and most active
Lithuanian community. The Lithuanian community, as well as the Balzekas
Museum of Lithuanian Culture, would do ec:rything possible to initiate and
heln start such a program. We would also assist other ethnic groups to start
their own programs, not only in Chicago, but Throughout the United States.

Mr. PETTNSKI. We are very much imuTPssed with the work of the
Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture. It has been able to preserve
in this country a great deal of vahable and important items on
Lithuanian history and the tremendous contribution that Lithuania
has made over the years to the development of cultural standards.

So we are very pleased to have you with us before the committee
today.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY BALZEKAS, IR,, BALZEKAS MUSEUM OF
LITHUANIAN CULTURE, CHICAGO, ILL,

Mr.BALZEICA5. I want to thank you, Congressman Pucinski, and the
committee, for giving me the opportunity to speak before the commit -
tee today.
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I think we are all well aware of the fact that there is a great need

for the Heritage bill and, after studying the bill, I find it to be a
wonderful piece of work. A lot of care has been given this bill, and a lot
of work has gone into it. I think it will contribute to all cultures and
to everyone in the United States, plus the fact that it will probably be

a pilot type of program for the other countries of the world.
I would like to speak a little bit about the activities of the Balzekas

Museum. One of the reasons for that is the fact that we have been
working in a Lithuanian community.

As you hi) aw Chicago has the largest Lithuanian. population in
the country. It has over 400 different Lithuanian organizations. It has
four Lithuanian newspapers and a Lithuanian opera that is self-sup-
porting, and not only helps Lithuanians but other ethnic groups.

The museum was officially opened in June of 1966, and we are
actually a repository for all Lithuanian material, works of Lithuanians
or any articles or items relating to Lithuanian history.

We have developed, over the period of years, into a cultural center,
and it might be surprising to this committee that when we have an
exhibit or any other program, usually half of our attendance, or some-
times greater than half, are non-Lithuanians. We try to provide pro-
grams that will involve the entire family.

We find most of the time, that children are imitators of their par-
ents, and if we can gct the entire family as a unit to participate in
some program, we find that the children, in future years will become
collectors or start to work in their own particular cultural endeavor.
The programing could be in any given ethnic culture.

I think the need for ethnic centers is great because you are going to
attract other ethnic groups and people who have relatively no ethnic
background, and from the various exhibits and information they can
receive, people are going to get interested in all ethnic activities.

We find that sometimes non-Lithuanians and Lithuanians come to
our outstanding research library, in search of various topics, and varied
information. It is always possible for them to find additional informa-
tion or sources where we can recommend them to go if we cannot fur-
nish the information.

When you set up your centers, I assume that you are going to set
up the centers where you will have various departments. In other
words, you will be working in the field of humanities primarily so
that. Aen you establish a center, for instance in the arts, a person will

ibe able to translate much of the material that is written in Lithuanian,
such as literature, so that other nationalities could get a translation.

Right now what is happering is that there is a great deal of work
being done, but unfortunately it is not being translated or it is being
lost m ethnic communities.

The centers should provide individuals who are writing now, re-
gardless of what nationality, a, place to put their material. A vast
amount of good material is coming out, but no one has the resources
to translate this material and send it out to the various universities
and schools.

If this material, which could be Greek, Irish, or Polish is translated,
and if a given university is interested in literature for exam*, it would

be a very simple matter to study and explore the work of one nation-
ality as compared to all ethnic groups.
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Do you have any_quest ions 1
Mr. PUCINSKI. YeS.
Firet of alit as you know, the bill would envision the research cen-

ters entering into, if they so wished, a contras tual arrangement with
an institution like your own to do some of tha research for a center.

Since you have already a good start, we envision utilizing this tre-
mendous reservoir of material, this storehouse of information that
frequently cannot be found elsewhere.

I know that as I walk through some of these ethnic museums that
we have in the country such as yours, I find historical material that
just isn't available anywhere. was intrigued in walking through the
Polish Museum in Chicago to find that they has e a replica of Paderew-
ski's room and all of his personal papers. It is just really a treasure of
historical data that I don't think exists even in our own Library of
Congress, which is frequently considered the world's greatest store-
house on the humanities.

Let me ask you, Mr. Balzekas, a question that we have not been ask-
ing at the hearings, but I would think that you would be particularly
qualified to discuss it. What impact do you believe inclusion of Lith-
uanian history in an elementary or high school civics class or history
class or social studies class would have on a young American of Lith-
uanian background ?

What do you think it would do to that particular youngster?
Mr. BALZERA8. Well, first of all, the youngster would become more

cognizant of his past, and if his parents were living or his relatives
were living, I know he would go and try to get more information.

Secondly, I think when children, for instance, discover that their
friend sitting next to them may be Lithuanian or not Lithuanian, but
the mere fact that he is of another nationality, as soon as you get to
know people, you start to like them that much better.

I think starting at an early age and getting into the ethnic studies
gives a little more purpose because the ethnic studies themselves not
only cover culture but cover certain facets of our lives like music. dif-
ferent games, the history part, and sometimes if they are fortunate
enough, they can learn a few words of the language, and that is even
that much better.

Also, going into the advanced education, college or university level,
this programing would fit in ideally with educational TV, which would
again draw another group of people.

Mr. PUCINSKI. I think your point there is well taken. I saw Sunday
night. in Chicago WMAQ, the NBC affiliate, carry a half-hour docu-
mentary on Chicago in relation to Warsaw, and the documentary is
designed to try and tell the Chicago community something about this
larae group of Americans of Polish descent in the community.

While I am mindful of the limitations of a half-hour show, par-
ticularly with a, number of commercials in between, it did seem to me
Cott there was a tendency to be somewhat superficial and deal with
situations that are really not very realistic today in trying to describe
communities that ate just not there anymore.

It was a good show. I have no criticism of it or quarrel with it. I
thought it was a wary fine, sincere, and honest effort. It was quite ap-
parent to me that, had the writer, the director of that show, had access
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to an ethnic studies center where ho could talk to the profession'd his-
torians, where he could talk to people who are closely related to the
overall picture of this particular ethnic greup, the show would have
been a good deal more productive in terms of bringing better under-
standing.

It was apparent to me that the person who wrote the show hod
very limited research material to work with. I imagine he looked at
some newspaper clippings and perhaps had some interviews. lie didn't
have really the historical depth and richness that could go into an
effort like this and give a lot of people a better understanding of why
this particular segment of our community behaves the way it does
or is the way it is or does what it does, maintains some of the customs.

It was quite apparent to me that there was a need for this sort of
research center. That was proven to me very succinctly by this pro-
gram.

I want to ask you if you would be in a .position to discuss this ques-
tion. What happens to a child in America who really doesn't know
very much about himself? Is there a point in a person's life where he
has to ask himself, "Who am I? Where do I come from?"

And does it help that youngster to know who he is and where lie did
come horn? Do you feel that among the young Lithuanian children
there is a feeling.of perhaps inferiority when they find themselves in
tha non-Lithuanian environment simply because so little is known
about the Lithuanian background and Lithuanian people?

Mr. BALZEKAS. Well, you have two situations petually. I am pro-
jecting this thought. By having an ethnic center and relating the in
formation from the studies to the elementary school, you are going to
stimulate additional emphasis on cultural heritage. Today's child who
has had some ethnic background, has a little more meaningful future
in the sense that he has another facet to look into, his heritage.

We find that the knowledge learned in the Lithuanian schools, and
the Lithuanian classes at the museum, and when the youngsters be-
come interested, they may not be able to speak the language, but they
will know something about Lithuanian history. As they grow older,
they don't lose interest, but there is a continued quest for additional
knowledge.

The child will has no ethnic background or any place to learn from
any given ethnic group, is truely losing a great deal out of life because
we all learn from various cultures. The Lithuanian boy or girl, who
doesn't learn anyth:rig about Lithuania, as he grows older, will find it
very hard to study about his grandparents' birthplace or some of the
customs and other interesting facets pertaining to Lithuanian culture.

The sooner one can introduce ethnic culture, the more a person can
expand on it as he grows older.

it will not,take the place of anything, but will actually be an addi-
tion to what he is learning.

Mr. PUCINSKI. We have ;lad a great deal of studies in this com-
mittee and in various other places, a good supply of information about
the emotional pressures on the youngster who is, for instance, Black,
and who finds himself in an all-White environment, and there have
been a number of professional studies made on what happens to this
youngster emotionally and what this does to the youngster in terms
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what are the results of that kind of environment.

But there has been very little, if any, study on American youngsters
who are all White and yet find themselves in conflicting ethnic
environments.

For instance, what happens to a Lithuanian child who conceivably
might find himself or herself in a classroom of 25 youngsters who are
predominantly Irish or Polish or German? Is there any difference or
do they all amalgamate very easily and all homogenize/

I don't believe they do, but the differences are difficult to discover
unless the child is willing to come home and tell you, "I got punched
in the nose," because he happens to be Polish, by sonic proud little
Irish boy, or some Italian child comes home and complains to his
mother because the Lithuanians beat up on him.

I think that these differences exist, but we refuse to acknowledge
them. We Americans have just, tried to kind of say, "Oh, no, we are all
melted together and there are no prejudices among small children."

. Unfortunately, small children very frequently bring to school the
prejudices of their parents whether it is in the White-Black relation-
ship or the ethnic relationship.

Do you think that that exists or is this something that does not
exist ?

Mr. BALZEKAS. Well, I would like to give an example here of some
of our folk dance groups. Much to my surprise, we had a number of
Lithuanian groups who are very active, and the young people love
to dance. I had many of the dancers come up to me and say, "I love
to dance, and I love this group, and I am not Lithuanian!'

In this case, they keep their own ethnic background, but they, too,
like the work of other ethnic groups. I think this is what is so nice
about the ethnic studies, the fact that you don't have to lose your
identity. ,

It is just like the example of the little children. These children who
have an ethnic identity, will still be assimilated temporarily into a
group, but they will still have their own characteristics which gives
our population a colorful look.

Mr. Pucnisim I was trying to find out the answer to this if you
are in a position to tell us. We, for instance, have had some con-
siderable experience with this around the country. You bring twc, or
three Black children into an all White classroom and, if there are
animosities, they become apparent very quickly, and they are easily
identifiable.

You can see where youngsters will shy away from the Negroes. The
Negroes will cluster together, because they are fearful of their White
counterparts. Animosity doesn't always exist because we have a great
deal of evidence here where little children get together and the color
line is totally meaningless, and they become very good friends and
are close together.

Their parents would not feel that, way, but the kids don't have these
animosities.

Conversely, we do have situations where there are animosities, but
they are easily identifiable, where you have a color line. They are less
identifiable where you have an ethnic line, where a youngster with a
very difficult, long, foreign name, German or Polish or Lithuanian
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or Ukrainian, Jewish, finds himself in an environment of a classroom
where the names are predominantly simple and Anglo-Saxon.

Now, that little youngster suffers a great deal of discrimination
except it is very difficult to put your finger on it. It is almost impossible
to identify it unless this youngster will tell you and usually the
youngster is the last one to tell you.

It is this kind of discrimination which I believe exists, but I don't
know to what extent. Would you venture an opinion

Mr. 13ALZEICAS. I firmly believe it exists. I know in the Beverly
Hills section, of Chicago, where I reside, many Lithuanians have
moved into the neighborhood in recent years. Their children speak
Lithuanian at home and when they go to school in the first and second
year they have an accent which they lose after a few years.

Them is that feeling of inferiority. The children themselves, as
you say, are shy, and the other children are discriminating. We, of
course, tell our children, "You introduce them to the other children
and lop': after these children)" and after a period of time I think chil-
dren have a tendency, and this could go for White or Blapk, that again
through friendship, knowledge, and association they are assimilated.

I would like to Cring up one point. I think with the ethnic studies
bill, as I see it, you are going to have to plan on diversified subjects as
an outline for studies, and this will provide a more equal opportunity
for all people. In our Americana Department at the museum we have
a clock class, which has formed into the Chicago Clock Club where we
study American clocks manufactured in the United States since the
Revolutionary. War.

Every clock lover in the city has probably attended one or two of
our exhibits or class s, and it doesn't matter whit nationality he is or
what economic level he is. It could be the president of one of the top
banks, or it could be a truckdriver, but if he knows the subject and he
likes clocks, they get along very well

Coming back to the ethnic studies, what will happen is tha± you are
going to people working in the various ethnic groups who possibly
do not have a degree from college but are very well versed in their
particular subject, who are going to come to these place, and be able
to contrilaite to the overall programs.

Mr. Pocaistskr. You see, this is why I asked these questions. I think
an alert teacher and a very sensitive teacher usually will try to initiate
discussions and lectures in her classroom about the background of
these Lithuanian children, something about them so that their Ameri-
can counterparts quickly realize that, even though they speak a little
differently, they are really not very different.

The main thrust of this legislation is to help develop educational
material which will help a teacher where she has a polyglot group el
children of different nationalities and different religions to show each
of them something, first, about themselves and then about their friends
so that I do believe that we must have some attention paid to this right
now.

No country is being as much psychoanalyzed as Americans both as
individuals and as the Nation, and the big parlor game is, what is hap-
pening, what is going wrong.

I think the thing that is happening is that we just haven't faced up
to the fact that we are a nation of very (Efferent people. The fact that
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we Ikappen to be born on a piece of real estate known as the United
States is very coincidental. It just so happens that our parents were
here. But the fact that you have deep-rooted cultural values and cul-
tural orientations which you have inherited from your predecessors is
a very significant factor which I think we Americans have totally
tried to ignore.

All of a sudden we are wondering what is happening to the fabric
of America because we suddenly discover that we are really a nation
of strangers and, while we all choke up when the Star Spangled Ban-
ner is played and love the flag and are all loyal Americans, since it is
not a question of loyalty, wo are really strangers to each other and
know very little about each other, and I think these are the things
that are now starting to manifest themselves.

If we could have some discussions, some film slides about the various
kinds of people in a classroom. something about their respective
backgrounds, be it within the White community or whether it is
between the Blacks and the Whites or the Protestants% Catholics, and
Jews, or what have you, I just feel that if people will get to know
more about each other, some of the tensions, the distrust, perhaps the
suspicions which are re.-.7.iy based on ignorance might start disappear-
ing.

That is v. hat the whole thrust of this bill is. But the problem, the
thing that disturbs me is that most of us Americans think that these
problems exist only in the spectrum of White versus Black, Protestant
versus Catholic, perhaps Catholic versus Jew, oriental versus white,
Mexicans versus Black, because we assume that those differences, if
there are differences, are within that kind of narrowly defined group
when it is my judgment that this undertone exists on a much larger
scale than we Americans have wanted to admit.

What would be your judgment on thatl
Mr. BALZEKAS. I have to ago ee with. you. We have a traveling sec-

tion in the museum that gcec, to various schools and libraries and
organizations to bring exhibits on Lithuania. We take what we call
the representative portion of the museum, on a smaller scale of course,
and bring it to the various schools and organizations. We find that
people are very interested in these exhibits.

The school groups that tour our museum are amazed at what we have
and that there is a culture of this type.

Every ethnic group has some culture. Sometimes in the folk fair
daysl heritage exhibits, there is too much emphasis on folk art of a
particular country. When we have an exhibit, for instance, we try to
show the cultural contributions of a given ethnic group in addition to
the folk art.

We find that the ethnic interest is there, and I think the more you
stress this, people who even have no -_thnic background, are going to
eventually assume certain facets of other ethnic backgrounds.

In other words, you take the very underprivileged child who has
no ethsic background at all and is just void completely.

Mr. Pucisrsicr No one ethnic background, but I think you are
referring to the people who say, "I am the Heinz 57 variety type, I
aro a little bit of everything." That is the people that usually.say, "I
just don't have any of these things because I am so intermarried and
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there are so many different cultural strains flowing through me that
I am not sure what I am."

I presume that that is the person you mean, the one who has no
dominant influence.

Mr. BAnznicAs. That is right. So by having the opportunity to study
the various cultural or ethnic groups they will like certain facets.
It could be erature or music or it; could be the writings of the dif-
ferent autho, 3. Actually, you would be opening an entiro new scope
of education for all of us.

Mr. Puemssi. That is why in all these discussions the thing that
amazes me, frankly, !s that we haven't done this from our earliest
history. It amazes me that here we are the most unique Nation in
the world. No other nation has as wide a variety of people of different
cultures and different religions, and our whole effort up to now has
been to deny that difference.

We all tried to say, "You are all in America now and ought to be
Americans and just don't follow this particular ethos." And all of
a sudden we are discovering that human beings don't bshave that
way. We ask what is going wrong: The thing that is going wrong
in my judgment is that we have tried to restructure a human being
in denying him the fact that he is a little different than anybody
else instead of, as I believe the Soviet Union does, not deny that they
have 16 different republics made up of 16 different cultures, 16 different
people. As a matter of facts they encourage it. I am told that they
encourage a cross-fertilization of knowledge and ideas about each
other.

They try to impress upon the Soviet peoples that, while they may
be of different cultures and different ethnic backgrounds, different
religions, different cultural values, they all belong to one mosaic
called the Soviet Union.

It may be that this does bring about a lesser degree of tensions
among people. I don't know. I wish I had more research on this. But
I think that the ethnic studies centers probably will do some research
on it. It is my feeling that as we look down range in America, we
are not going to stamp this out as some have said you would. 1 am
reminded that when we observe St. Patrick's Day, we are going to see
the most fervent display of Irish nationalism, not among immigrants
who have just come from Dublin, but among eighth and ninth and
12th generation Americans of Irish background.

It is interesting that when the Irish come here from Ireland they
say, "We have none of this in Ireland." I always kid my Irish friends
that they are the greatest nationalists in the world, and they are
eighth and nineth and 12th generations removed from the old sod.

This is true of our German and French friends. The other day
President Pompidou was visiting this country. We saw the banquet
in New York. We saw the banquet in Chicago, and the people that
were at this banquet were very proud to be there as Americans of
French descent. While you would never challenge their American
loyalty, you would never question their complete Americanism, the
fact remains that these people did feel a kinship to the French Presi-
dent, and they were there to honor him and to hear his message and at
least for an evening to remind themselves that in their veins flows
the proud blood of many, many generations of Frenchmen.

46-075-70---14
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Now, how do you account for that? I believe that a human being
really never quite gives up his ethnicity. That. does not mean that
lie is any lest.. a loyal American. I thilik, if anything, these ethnic
centers could prove that there is no conflict between being a very loyal
American and yet being aware of our own particular ethnic back-
ground.

Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. BALZEKA8. Well, I again have to agree with you. I think it

sometimes makes an American a little better American when he has
an ethnic Imekgreund. It is hard to describe but, just as you
.American Frenchmen experienced i little more feeling at the banquet.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Those, incidentrly, were the people who peppered
the White I Raise with telegrams Sunday morning protesting the dem-
onstrations in Chicago, and I don't blame them. I .vould have been
disappointed if they hilt!! not done so.

Mr. Bstzeess. rthinit part of the d'fficulty that came in the ethnic
studies in the past is the fact that. there has not been any place where
anybody could do any research. We have one of the few places in the
country, again going back to what I said before, where a person could
get some information or some material on this background.

I think educational TV would encourage the ethnic studies at the
centers, and I onld also like to feel that you are going to have sub-
centers also or what I would call minor centers because when you
choose your universities and organizations, they should encourage
other universitiest other departments of the humanities throughout
the country. I believe this program could spread through the United
States.

Those universities in which their interest fall in the ethnic area
would want to participate and contribute to the ethnic studies heritage
bill.

Mr. Prevortt. I think this is why we said this morning, when Mr.
Wax was here) that we probably would want to incorporate some
language in this bill for planning grants so that these things can be
intelligently provided for. I thinA perhaps if we had some planning
money available for universities to intelligently discuss what sorts of
supportive activities there are, let's sayi the Lithuanian studies
center, for example at Notre Dame University at South Bend, the
University of Chicago, and Loyola thiiversiryl or whoever decides to
develop a center for developing material on Lithuanians, they would
then, of course: want to look as to what supportive activity is there
in the Lithuanian Museum of Culture and various other places.

I am very grateful to you for coming down to Washington today
to add your own testimony. We are going_ to be talking to some of
the representatives of the ethnic groups. Up to now we have talked
to the academician who sees this problem from an academic stand-
point. We are going to be talking to people like yourself now for a
few dna to see what this means to the cilia

}'or instance, I was iltlitreKc,VI with a number of statements made
here. Take a little Jewish youngster who semehow or other because,
of the traditiens that exist in his home scents subliminally oriented.
Somehow or other he does not quite feel that he is part of America.
All of a sadden he discovers that Ilaym Salomon was the man who
helped enormously to finance the American Revolution and without
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his help the effort would hare failed and there wouldn't have been an
America. It is really interesting what impact that discovery has on the
psyche of a youngster and what it does to help him fortify himself
against the complexities of the world in which he lives.

We could cite other examples I am sure in other groups. As Mr.
Wax said, in the final analysis every one of us is a member of some
minority group, but we don `t always admit it, and we kind of fake it,
and we suffer all kinds of inferiorities, maybe indignities and internal
hurts, but we never quite want to admit it.

I think that before we all explode we ought to try and see if we
can't introduce some courses in American education about the various
Americans who make up the most polyglot nation in the world. I
don't think we can deny this any longer.

That is why I was very happy to get your views on what impact
this is going to have on Lithuanian youngsters, and there will bo others
that we will be talking to as we go along.

Thank you very much.
The committee will stand adjourned until tomorrow morning at

10 o'clock, in room 2257.
(Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Thursday, March 5,1070.)



ETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES CENTERS

THURSDAY, mAnon 5, 1970

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITITE ON EDUCATION
OF THE. COM II/TIEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR)

WoUngton, D.O.
The general subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in

room 2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Roman C. Pucinski
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Pucinski, Dellenbrick, and Hansen.
Staff members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel, Alex-

andra Kisla, clerk, .and Robert Durst, minority research assistant.
Mr. Pvcrionr. The general subcommitee will come to order.
Our first witness this morning will be Dr. John Appel, of the Na

lions) Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution.
We will continue our hearings this morning on H.R. 1491P, the eth

nic heritage studies bill.
More of our committee members will join us as we move along.

There are a number of committee meetings this morning so it is rather
difficult for members to be at a number of spots at one time.

Mr. Appel, you will come up to the witness stand.
We are very pleased to have here with us this morning a delegation

from Macomb County, Mich., Congressman O'Hara's congressional
district. We would like to tell the ladies who are here that we have a

ery high regard for Mr. O'Hara as a member of our committee, a
member of our subcommittee. He is rapidly gaining the reputation of
being one of the outstanding parliamentarians in this Congress, has
made a particular study of the rules of the Congress, and many of us
lean very heavily on him when very difficult questions come up on the
procedural aspects of our work here in Congrkm

So You ladies should be advised that your Congremari is one of the
most highly respected members of this committee. I am hopeful that
he is going to be with us this morning. I hope that you will undeistand
his problem. As I said earlier we have a number of subcommittees
meeting this morning and I know that he has got a very difficult
agsignment.

We are holding bearings today on the ethnic heritage studies centers
bill to provide Federal hinds to help universities develop eurricuiian
and textbook material and film slides and other instructional material
on the identifiable ethnic groups in this country, our theory being that
we Americans are all proud of being Americans but we know very-little
about ourselves as individuals. This is because there is practically no
classroom material available on the various ethnic grow, the various
nationality groups in this couqry. We are a nation made up of many
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nationalities, many religions, many races, and it is almost incredible
how little time and how little information is devotee!, to any kind of
discussion about ourselves.

For years we have heard the slogan "melting pot." People have
tried to homogenize the whop Nation into one monolith and we now
discover that as human beings that does not always work. Each of
us is n little different from each other and if we start recognizing theso
differences, then perhaps we can understand ourselves better.

So the whole emphasis of this particular legislation is to help pre-
pare study material, textbook material, film slides and whatnot, so
that teachers can teach their children something about themselves and
the other children in the classroom. We feel that in :tat way we Amer-
icans can start understanding each other better.

We are particularly concerned about tht :,,onng people of this coun-
try. Many people are wondering what is happening to young peo-
ple. It seems like so many young people are aimlessly searciang for
some sort of identity. Some of us on this committee feel that one reason
for that phenomena is that the young people grow up and go through
the whole college and high school experience and really never know
anything about themselves, or their background, their cultural values.
We feel that each of the ethnic groups has brought some great cul-
tural values to this country and we ought r)t keep them secret, we
ought to share them with each other, and in that way get to know
each other better and in that way strengthen the fibers of the Republic
itself.

With that sort of introduction I am very pleased to have Dr. Appol
hety., who is testifying on the bill this morning.l' formal statement will be incorporated in the record at this
point.

(Mr. Appel's statement follows:)

Srartursr OF JOHN Amer.. Namosat. Format/ Hamar,
SMITHSONIAN INSMITT/ON

tour chairman invited me to report briefly how I think musenms may be Aide
to promote and encourage ethnic studies, and to add comer remarks bated on
my experience at teacher and ttudent of immigrant history. I am pleased to
respond to this invitation. but should also IMP to urge purr committee to inv!te
officers of the Smittoonlan Institution And pert. of tome other ranteumt to dis-
cus. with you their organisations' 00141)1110es plant for implementing the
tort of studies proposed under the tthnic Heritage Centers 13111.

I am after all a eollege teacher. not a rantemn staffer. On the other hand, my
appointment by the Smithsonian.' Ofilce of Academic Programs at visiting
scholar specialising In immigrant history, turely reeled, the Secretary's and
other administrators' Interest In ethnic studies at * rehicie for public under-
Handing and a promising area for Smithtonlan-sponsored research.

At I tee it. the implementation of ethnic ttndles and the preparation of eth-
nically oriented exhibits present certain opportunillea at well as challenges to
musennt staffs. The opportunities are *attested by Professor Rudolph 3. %Won's
statement before this committee (Wednesday. )`ebrnary lirrO). "The role of
tthnic Stmlies in a Pluralistic Society." and by ar article from The 'Thorp
icocAtt which I Undo& Al an appendix to this statement. (Appendix Al

MIL let me say a few word. *bon, the prebt.mt posed by the Whitton of
ethnic exhibits and .tomes In the mkpeom, tad low have been latt in a
few Intl 11/Ceti.

NIntenms hate gtneroily been charged with collecting. restoring, talteguarding,
Interpreting Ant displaying obis t* and record. of the 'tot. Today. ern lorgee
enmbert of visitors strain sanding muter's) imagers At the very time when gaffs
are asked to expand their traditional Sebobat, aid cottodial [unction* into new
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public service areas like the performing arts, surveys of environmental pollu-
tion and drug addiction, and ethnic studies.

In some eases, museums and historical societies with substantial buildings
and budgets have been able to Incorporatt these new dimensions into existing
and newly created programs and exhibits, Among examples of ethnically oriented
activities known to me are in-service training courses for New York City school
teachers presented jointly by the New York City Board of Education, the Amer-
ican Jewish Historical Society, and various New York City colleges and uni-
versities. Teachers receive credits for attending these lectures and semitters
and are encouraged to incorporate what they learn into their lesson plans.
New York State Historical Association at its Cooperstown. Farmer's Museum
likewise offers week-long Summer Adult Education American Studies seminars
which may be attended by New York State teachers for service-credit. Several
seminars have been devoted to explorations of topics in ethnic bIstory, and a
few years ago Milo V. Stewart and David Robinson of the Association's Educa-
tion Office assisted In the preparation of a teaching unit dealing with "Migration
and the City Experience, 18004914" which included the preparation of 818 2X2
elide...selected to Illominete the migration to urbon areas during this period. Roth
seminars are &willed In my testimony. (Appendix B)

The Smithsonian Institution's annual Festivals of Foikilfe, conducted since
1067 ty Mr. Ralph C. Rinzler (which In 101O will include American Plains
Indian arts and crafts); "multi-media" exhibits like the Jewish Museum's
"Portel to America: the Lower East Side" and the Metropolitan Museum's
"Harlem on my Mind" show, provide additional examples of what museums have
already contributed to the carrying out of purposes envisioned by H. H. 14910.

Unlike traditional museum exhibits, the kind which have earned the Smith-
sonian Institution the honored title of Nation's Attic, ethnically oriented ex-
hibits often require unorthodox long range planning cutting across time-and-
profession.bonored curstorial specialties and convictions as to what museums
are, and are not, mennt to do. Since few immigrants except those quite untypic
of the num of 10th century migrants imported much furniture or other mu-
seum- worthy object", an "ethnic" show calls for the construction of new exhwis
(maps showing the trology of cities, photographs and sound recordings, t

graphr. translations. blow ups, reconstructions of buildings or rooms), the use
of expensive equipment. sod of course sizeable amounts of money for experi-
mental, that le untried, formals and ideas. In short, the very kinds of funds
needed are those which iothile bodies are relucteut to use for experimentation in
the social sciences and hinnenities because the result of such experimentation is
unpredictable: the public may approve or criticise, or ask whether a nooeum is
not forgetting its primary role of preserving objects. But just SS man didn't
reach the moon without false rtRt14, experimenters In ethnic stndies and ex-
hill's ought to be Riven a chance to make mistake* and to learn front them.

Let me turn now to another problem raised by the goals of the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers hillthat of obtaining the necessary cooperation for shaping
and improving curriculum content between university and high school staffs. I
think we can all twee that we cannot ask already herrtmed public school staffs
merely to incorporate new materials, however relevant we think they are, into
already bulging course outlines`

A few examples of what is being done in this way, or might be done. ought to
be useful for this committee, t have already mentioned an article from the
January 10141 MaiOrr rtadi cr. It was written by Mr. Philip Rosysi, who teaches
American Mato/ at Northeast Dish School in Philadelphia, and is at present
studying at CarnegleAlellon Univet rite. Pittsburgh. Ile has surveyed the trest-
meat of Immigratlen :n representative high school texts, and coneindee that the
enbject as now' presented is 'badly in need of correction." I believe a similar
conclusion might be drawn about teeny museum exhibits retain/ with migration.
though often VA sac the times migration of the 10th century Is simply trot
elm the empletels t think It elesetrok For instance. in and within a three
hundred nine recline of Wilittlinenn, RC.. it Is lrine..tih'0 to see mane ttlPerblS'
pressed mounted end interneeted specimens of our colonial post. But as far a
I know, not a tangle major permanent eshibt. Is devoted to the eoclobseleet and
historical Interpreletion of migration to the ell/. Its effects on migrants and
original settlers, the resultant tensions and problem', and their consequences for
American life today.. To be enre. the SmItheonian'e Inesum rct History And
nchnology plans to deal with this subject In a fctiere 1th:bit bat one might
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well ask whether this state of affairs does not reveal the kind of prioritica we
have all taken for grantedand which perhaps should be re-examined. There
can be no question that our history texts have been color-blind for too long.
Now that Black is being added to the story, Mould we not also ask whether our
textsand exhibitshave been Anglo-Saxon, form centered, to the unwarranted
neglect of other ethnic and urban groups?

Let me get back for a moment to Mr. Rosen's survey of the treatment of
immigrant history in high school texts. In his 'Pointers for Teachers of American
Poinigration" he supplies a timely "checklist of correctives and reminders" for
thor... interested in emphasizing ethnic and immigrant history in the interpreta-
tion of the American past.

As part of his work for an hdvanced degree he is preparing a six week unit
on Irish and Italian immigrants In America, including pictures, cartons and
portions of original documents, in which (he tell* me) the Philadelphia school
system is interested. About five weeks' work will be devoted to the historical
background; one week's readings will explore what it is like to be an American
of Irish and Italian descent in Philadelphia today.

It *toms to me that this kind of work, being done at Carnegie-Mellon Uni-
versity under the direction of Professors Edwin Fenton. John Maas and others,
provides mod-.11 for the kind of cooperative curriculum panning between the
public school and the university which must take place if the goals of KR.
14910 are to be :cached.

A few additional examples may be useful. Professors John Messamger, Leo Solt
and others at Indiana University's Institute of Folklore Studies are preparing
students to study and teach the folk heritage of Irish, Jews, Italians, Slays and
other groups. These studies have already given us bodies of song, story and
legend for the older groups who settled the American land. We are discovering
that the later comers who moved to the cities also left a folklore which can
help to enrich ethnic studies and introduce a comparative ditnension into what
coatd degenerate into fillopielistic, ethnocentric exercises.

Three rears ago, Michigan State University opened a sociai-science-r.riented,
seini-traiependent, experimental undergradiinte college known as MAtlkOil

Its students, a few of whom are doing their required field work this year
in Washington. may major in Ethnic Intergroup Relation! As part of this
major, they study the history of the city, of American immigration, and the
Negro. Those who desire to become public hlair school teachers have been able
to fulfill requirement!' for their major In ethnic study at Madison College while
earning a Michigan social studies leacher cer.1flmte in other departments of the
university. Liaison between Madison College and the university and state
azoncle* concerned with te4eher certifiention has been handle:I by Professor
Abner Baker, a member of the Madison College faculty.

in addition, Michigan Stale Vniverffity'a University College. charged with
offering general courses for freshmen and sophomore*. has recently lava' to
provide some students with Aft alternative track In Ethnic Flistory in Plate of
the normally required American Thought end Language course. Materials for
such courses are now fairly easy to obtain. Revinting of loon out of print books
allows even brand new libraries to acquire books relating to immigration. There
area number of specialized journal* In the field. Virtue and Immigrant period-
icals and newspa,rers. many of them deteriorating In storerooms. should be
microfilmed to give many more elndenta and teachers access to these important
records. I am adding A proposal for their mile.-lion. microfilming and disiribn-
lion, sponsored by the Immigration History Croup and the Chicago Center for
Research rAbraries, to this statement. (Please see appervits (l.)

An example of the newer kind of approach to ethnic studies is the film and
booklet unit, tottalgrifion to the r7oftel gusto, 1870-1914, prepared 1.7 Pro-
fmtor Maxine 14. Seller of Pocks Omm Lir Community CAW*. Newton. Penrisyb
tams. for the American Historical Aaottation's Feature Films Projects. 155117,
and rather variety, since my WI at* At my borne in raid !Awing. Mkhigan.
I recall receiving a letter from someone in the Chicago, Illinois, pob11! school
system Inquiring about materials and Intgestions for offering a tom* on
immigrant history, I think particularly Polish-Americana, in the city's junior
college program.

If I have so far lethnplatticall7 ''orated out opportunities for implementing
the goals of the Eitinie Heritage Centers Pill, let tee shift now to a more sober
note. My study of immigrant and ethnic historical societies suggests that it will
not be easy to find the right combfeation of nnirersity level scholarship and
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support from various existing ethnic, immigrant and nationality organizations
and institutions. Perhaps a series of meetings preceded by active exchange of
opinions from officers of such associations, high school, college and university
faculties, tabor organization and museum staffs, would be useful. The difficulties,
though real, need not be insurmountable. If they are overcome, perhaps the sub-
national loyalties and differences which so often have been sources of friction
among our populations, can serve also as a kind of elastic cultural bond in what
seems to be an emergent pluralistic society.

Who can tell whether ethnic competitiveness cannot be channelled into cul-
turally acceptable char-leis? Competition for supporting scholarships and com-
parative history projects, study-abroad centers, and institutions for the intensive
study and cultivation of ethnic traditions is certainly a more worthwhile contest
than ethnic soccer matches, tavern brawls, and secretly worked out quotas for
political appointees. It will not be easy, but it seems worth a try.

After this daring flight of optimistic forecasting, let me return to reality
before I close. I hope that members of Congress will remember that reductions
in the Fulbright exchange program and lack of funds for the already approved
interaational exchange program to assist curricular innovation are not re-
assuring for those who supoprt the aims of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers
Bill.

No ethnic studies program can achieve desirable aims if there are no provisions
for study, research and teaching abroadthe kind of activities curtailed through
recent actions of the Congress. I am convinced ethnic history ought to be studied
In a world perspective to prevent, on the one hand, a narrow, chauvinistic,
ethnocentric emphasis; and, on the other hand, an equally unacceptable, re-
visionist, vindictively anti-American interpretation of Its subject matter. Both
extremes can, and do, turn up in ethnic studies, as many of us have learned.
Ethnic history Is never bland history. At its core are considerations of the
transit of culture, migration, nationalism, religion and race. It is best to see
these forces in comparative perspective. Their presentation in classrooms where
youths from different ethnic, racial and -*liens backgrounds study together
calls for mature. well prepared teachers, intologies of neither the right nor left,
who can deal fairly and competently with controversial matters. We cannot
have such teachers in required numbers if Pulbright programs and other ex-
change programs now regarded as expendable by Congress are discontinued.

To sum up: ethnic history which CODfinti its scope to "image building" said a
group's so-called "pordti.v" contributions U shoddy history. It misleads young
and old about the past by encouraging them to underestimate the difficulties
Inherent In a mufti- ethnic society striving for mutual adjnotment. Ertrywhers
In the world, old prejudices and barely examined ethnocentrisms and antmosi-
ties slow up progress towards a better social order. We ought not to foot our-
selves by glossing over the tensions between immigrants and natives, between
immigrant heritage and modern technology between Immigrant fathers and
sons, or among various ethnic, racial and religious group& Likewise, it will not
be easy to work out balanced, sequential curricula for high school and college
which Winds the story of Immigration, ethnic cooperation and tensions, positive
and negative contributions to the common culture. But that the job Is worth
doing, and worth the money and effort it would tate, I do not doubt.

APPENDIx A. - fatales yes Tascnsas or / cremate baStrottAttox

(By Philip Rosen)
(The author (etches American history at Northesist High School in Philadelphia

and co'idocts tran'fer seminars at Clark University'. MM.% Summer Institnte
in Advanced American History in Worcester, Memachusetto.)

From the latest scholarly works, the anthr, has gleaned a checklia of timely
correctives and reminders for teachers of American Immlgratiot. history.

Too many American history textbooks give a one-sided view of immlgrstion,
suggesting that the history of America was determined by old American stock.
All Immigrants, by Iffir4:cAtion, came to this country only after the Colonial and
Settlement periods. They are given only token treatment. generally sandwiched
In between the railroad and canal building era and the Oilded Are.

Mitch is made in the textbooks of the alleged different** beirten the filleted
difference* between the "old" (from northwestern Europe before the MO's) and
the "new" (from southern and eastern Dorope after tile IMPS) Immigration.
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The "old" immigrant's adjustment is pictured as rapid, thanks to dispersion and
assimilation, while the manifold problems of the "new" immigrant are em-
phasized. This newcomercompeting with the natives for jobs and willing to
accept lower wages and living conditions - -is accused of lowering American
living standards. Rather than conveniently dispersing as earlier Irrmigranta
bad done, they are described as huddling in crowded, unsanitary unwholesome
urban ghettos, perpetuating old-world customs and insisting on living the life
of transplants. The emigration of these newcomers is nearly always said to
have been peompted by persecution, intolerable governments, and poor Using
standards in the mother country. The immigration policies of the U.S A. are
pictured as permiaslre, Indeed, generous, In the face of waves of foreign refuse
flocking to our golden doors. Belatedly, restrictive legislation is passed in re-
sponse to the demands of Americana suffering from this mass migration.

The textbook picture Is rounded out by crediting Immigrants with great social
mobility. A list of notables and their contributions is presented. The immigrant
Is finally wholly Amer icanized, losing his ethnic and national identity and blend-
ing into our Angio-American traditions. Traces of the cultures of the "new"
Americans aro to be found, but these are relatively insignificant.

Much is being done to correct what we know and teach about the Negro in
America. The historical representation of other immigrant groups is also badly
in need of correction. Much research is being devoted to this urea, and a number
of extrapolations from historical scholarship an be made. In this brief essay.
we would like' suggest a few of these:

Immigratioe should be treated as a continuous process persisting throughout
American history. As Franklin Roosevelt noted, we are all immigrants. The
Anglo-Saxon Protestants ate an ethnic group just as much as the Chinese, thus
the immigrants' story begins with Jamestown and Inymauth. Immigration as a
factor In American history can be noted in every epoch.

*Beginning with the early settlements, America was made np of diverse groups,
and examples of cooperation and conflict among ethnic minorties abound. Racist
assmnpt tons toward the Negro and Indian were manifest in our early history,

*Sew immigration (from southern and eastern Ennope after should
be treated as sympathetically as the old (no:ihweatern Enrol* before 1t O's).
The differences between the two groups have been overstated. They were very
much alike in their reasons for corning and their ability to adapt in American
conditions The mistake is often made that "old" immigrants brought skills
while the "new" did not. There were certainly skliksi and unskilled in both. The
"oil" immigrants had certain advantages: an abundance of land, a chance to
start in An egalitarian society without a crystallized (lass and Magna structure.
The -new" Immigrants entered America at a lime of rapid Industralization and
tarbanizstion, moving into existing (1.os:4-stratified societies where they had to

iipy the lowest rung.
Internal factors ,11 this continent as well as European conditions were re-

sponsible for notch ndgration from Europe. America needed and recruited the
labor, skills, brains and other talents of the immigrant. The return America re-
ceived for open;ng her doors far outweilbed the problems she imported,

ins HISTORY TEACHES

Segregatinn was partially voluntary and partially a response In native rest-
th.n. Segregation temporarily met the immigrant's need for a sense of self-
respect, for expressing his accustomed mode of life.

All ethnic groups (not Jost southern and eastern Europeans, since early
colonial limes have attempted to reconstruct onnmnnitles that were replicas of
the old-world societies from which they emerged. They never quite succeeded in
doing so, for no cultural system can be transplanted without change. Arent-
tination of the stoup "vas rapid ; i, the second renerstIon at t tht leas was directed

noel c ;du hely t ,rahl Mneri ..in eoNils al (I standards tt title htereft in the
old-world culture became minimal. Ilow-ever, such ncetillnration was most often
sof followed by social assimilation, r.thrile memheot still seek each other out
for intimate, neighborhood and socialinstitnticsnal relationships how persistent-
ly ethnic Identification continues to the third and fourth generation is debated
among stbolars. Some say ethnic ties are blurring Into religions Identintation,
while others claim ethnic consciousness has not dirn;rsisheri.

'The urban ghetto had a positire as well as a negative slats The ethnic institu-
tions contained !herein deserve a sympatnetic treatment. They pikers() an ha-
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portant role in servicing the newcomer politically, culturally, socially, and eco-
nomically, acting as a great force for acculturation. On the negative side, the
drastic social consequences of living under such conditionspoor sanitation, con
tagion, physical deterioration of facilities, and iisychological deterioration of
inhabitants need to be examined.

The social consequences of disorimination need to be Illustrated. They include
poverty, successive use of slums by various ethnic groups, occupat tenni and bust-
netca patterns such as employment in menial, undesirable occupations, exploitation
by "thiddiemen' belonging to the minority's ethnic group as well as exploitation
by dominants.

The school war a major factor in the acculturation of the native-born children
of the immigrant. However, unknowingly It tended to depreciate or Ignore the
cultural heritage of the children of immigrants. The very models they presented
of American life were alien to these children and contributed to their feeling of
inferiority. This tended to produce conflicts between the generations.

e Although the newcomers at first retarded unionism, they later played an im-
portant rote In the American labor movement. Trade unions in general saw
immigration as a threat and urged restriction; however, they did much to help
the newcomer adapt to American conditions and improve his status here. The
immigrants themselves organised trade unions which significantly Improved the
conditions of the working class.

The assumptions that immigration contributed to depressions, depressed wage
scuba, and adversely displaced the mint*e worker have been seriously challenged
by bistortans. They find that, conversely, the coming of the Immigrant broadened
the range of opportuttRies at the top of the occupational ladder, actually lifting
the earlier litho- force to higher job levels.

Political and economic developments in American society were cruc.al to the
improvement of the status of ethnic groups, promoting their entrance Into the
mainstream of American life. This entrance was slow and painful with certain
groups, often taking as long as three to four generations. The recc.xnition of the
different experiences in acculturation, acceptance, and success in America is
Important. The study of the factors that made for this success holds a lesson
for depressed minorities today.

While the political machine operated on the task of patronage and personal
fit% ors. It was more meaningful and helpful to the Immigrant than the impersonal
abstract government advocated by municipal reformers.

The lower civil service jobs in the cities became a channe: for the establish-
ment of immigrants and their children. The lower ranks of the police and fire
departments as well es the post office were filled troll the new groups.

Ethnic voting sited in the establishment of immigrant groups and set
patterns which exist to this day. Foreign policy tames galvanized even the
third and fourth generations. The voles of the foreign stock were instrumental
in the elections of Franklin Roosevelt, the victories of the Democratic party,
and the passage of liberal welfare measures.

The struggle against intolerance and dIscritolnatIon by various ethnic groups
has led to the broadening of democracy beneficial to all Americana.

Derogatory accosaitons against Immigrants have persisted throughout our
history. Very often the mine adjectives are used despite the different* in time
and group. The accomplishments and acculturation of the ethnic groups bare
;:raven the nativists wrong. Ethnic groups who themselves hive experienced
bigotry exhibit intolerant behavior.

The racist character of restrictive immigration laws should he exar fined
for their ursclectifle assumptions. These laws should be contrasted wit' I our
Immigration Act of MIA. The !odd consequences of these restrictive laws should
be examined, particularly the Act of 1924 which had drastic international
Implications. i.e., Its effect on Japanese and those seeking to escape Nall
terror.

A thought so well estrrssed by Michael Permit should be emphasised to
high school ,01ents. "A pluralistic society, after all, could not really exist
without pluralistk substrncinret and identities. Ethnic-A ears thus sometimes
behave politically. Its ethnics while remaining firmly American. It mar he said
that minorities have injected a new meaning Into a national motto originally
addressed to the fusion of thirteen sepatate slates: e plarttars mat a supreme
allegiance to and political participation In the commonality of the talon, with
the reserved right to remain distinct, unassimilated entitles in certain limited
cultural and !dent I ficat Icnst respects."
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SUCCT.S7ED ILUDTS08

kfaldwyn A. Jones, American /remit:ratios (University of Chicago Press,
1900), deals with moat of the points made in this paper. It particularly attacks
myths concerning old and new immigration, as does Oscar lIandlin In his Race
and Nationality in Americo* tile (Dotbieday, 19571. Ills fornier is easier to
read, while the latter, particularly In Chapter 5, has excellent charts and statis-
tics. The best short onevolume paperback for the average high school reader
is J. Joseph Huthmacher's A Naito* of Newcomer. (Dell, 1907). This book
discusses all the ethnic minorities In the United States, focusing on the social
consequences of discrimination.

For the persistence of ethnic identification In America the popularly written
The Future of America* Politics (Anchor, 1850) Is worth reading. particularly
for understanding the role of ethnic groups In politics. Will 1feet:erg's Protestant,
Catholic, Jew (Anchor, 1900) is ilfilcult reading, but his thesis of the blurring
of ethnic identity into religious Identity is wor'.11 examining.

Racism has been a persistent factor throughout American history. It was Im-
plicit in our immigration lews. The booklet by Edmund Traverse. immigration:
A Study in American Valves (D. C. Ilenth, New Ditr-enelone, 1904) Is cartfollY
structured for critical thinking on this issue. So Is the unit entitled, "Immigra-
tion: Should the Golden Door be illoged," from Bernard Feder's Viewpointe
U.S.A. (American Book Company, 1907). Separate units are available in paper-
back form. The tragic consequences for Jerre resulting from the Immigration
laws of the 1920's are explored in Arthur Morse's While Sir Milton Died (Ace
1968). A chapter was serialised in Look magazine November, PM ertitled "Vey-
age to Doom.' Fer readings in discrimination against Orientals, real Allan R.
Bosworth's America's CoseestraGoi Camps (Bantam, 1967); People in Motion:
The Postwar Adjustment of the Bracetated Japanese (United States Department
of Interior Pohl :cation) ; and William Peterson, "Success Story: Japanese-
ArnerIcen Style," New fork Times Maparise, Jaunary 0, 1900. American nativism
Is critically analyzed in Seymour 3. llandelbeum's The Social Setfinp of Intoter.
once, Unit 1. "'Me Know-Nothing" (Scott Forrstnan Problems in American Ills-
tory Series, 1964). Chapter 8 of John IlIghan's Strang(rs in the Land (Atheneum,
1907) is an excellent refection although rather difficult reading on American
nativism, 113(10-192-).

For an excellent comparison of the problems of the Negro and Puerto Ricans
with that of other ethnic groups, read Oscar Dandiln's The Newcomers (Anchor,
IOC). Ilandlin's The Uprooted (Unitereal Library, 10091 is one of his easier
reading books dealing with the adjustment of immigrants to American life. In-
eluded are excellent description of the school, the ghetto and the political ma-
chine as acculturating agents.

Atesscate B.Ettuto tree to ins UNIIII) FTATER, 1870403):
A Protoetst Meow)

Maggie and JIggs and the Kattenjammer Kies are recognized by millions.
Before there were syndicated newspaper comics, flowerer, funny Irishmen,
Dutchmen, Jews, and Negroes peopled American stages, dime norets, and hu
morons weeklies. Their chief purpose was to entertain, perhaps to sort out in-
dIrlduals in a heterogeneens society. They also reinforced and mirrored popular
notions about aliens, Negroes. and immigrants. They nr.doubtedly supported
"mien ti k" theories concerning racial, religious, and ebnic a I it 'tee us, interiority.
Pr. John J. Appel of kilchigan State University will use slides of et:local stereo-
types, political and social caricature *bowing American attitudes toward race.
religion, ethnic backgrounds, and social issue: from the Gilded Age to the 1e80's.
As a conn*.erpoint to these colorful images, teeny from weeklies like Pack and
hate, Seminarians will examir.e scenes of (Mink and immigrant fool p life as
recorded by thr cameras of pioneer urban reformers and intettigatotta

SPINNING WORKSHOP Mrs. Virginia Partlaw Partridge, Assistant Cura-
tor, The Farmers' Museum and members of the demonstration staff vcill teach
the processing of Asa and the spinning of yarn to a limited registration ,.roue of
the fleet eight applicants. There will be a minimum of lectures. a masimum of
demonstration and petting.. Any reentrant who pwemes. a workable spinning
wheel Is encouraged to bring and use it. The workshop will be repeated during
the second woek (see 'Age IS).
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HOW I SAW THIC CITY . .

New York City, in the two and a half decades between 1890 and Work! War I,
received thousand? upon thousands of newcomers. Many came from Europe,
some from rural areas of the United States. A few recorded their reactions and
experiences to a life which, for the most part, was far dlff2rent than the one
they left.

Here are are excerpts from the antoblographies of migrants to New York Otsy
which give a different perspective on the common experiences of nrigrf.0.4 to
the city. The excerpts are intended as illustrative sample materials. 1. short
biographical sum_asry precedes each excerpt

Sums etraroo"Mmesrtox AND Tilt Carr Errata Ncs 18904914"
The catalog which follows lists 818 2X8 black and white slides carefully

selected to illuminate a study of migration to urban areas during the period
1890-1914. While this collection of pictorial materials was Initially brought
together to support one of the units In the 7th grade social studies curriculum
in New York State, it has very direct application to studies of immigration and
in-migration to the city In American history and sociology courses at virtually
any grade level, Including college.

It is important to note that each of the slides listed In this catalog was
derived directly from original, primary materials of the period; materials such
as photographs, stereographs, and drawings. The illustrations deal not only
with European immigration at the turn of the century but also with White
and Negro In.m!gratlon at the same time. The slide materials are organised
around the following themes: Home As the Migrant Remembers It; The
Journey to the City; The Arrival and First Impressions; and The Neighborhood,
Within efteh of these themes such topics as the family, common institutions,
work, recreation, education, religion and belief, transportation, festivals, and
spatial and time patterns are dealt with. Future additions to the catalog wilt
include slides on how the migrant adjusted to and became a part of, city life
as well as an expansion of r Aerials on 1Vhite and Nogro

Each slide is numbered (A48 MO-I90, MO-168, and 04 on) and captioned.
Captions given in quotations are exactly as they appeared on the original mate-
riels from which the illustrations were drawn. Where no captions appeared on
the originals, the slides have been given captions and these are enclosed In
parentheses. Also Is parentheses at the end of each slide's description will
be found a series of coded letters (0E1141) for example. These indicate the
source of the picture, the t7Pe of illustration or photographer. The attached
sheet explains the coding system use& An atter* preceding the slide number
indicates that the slide is used more than once in the set.

The New York State Historical Association Is gr.:illy indebted to a number
of its sister institutions for their cooperation in making material; from their
collections available. These institutions include: George Eastman House,
Rochester; Museum of the City of New York ; The NewYork Historical Society,
New York; awl Brown Brothers, New York. Without their help and encourage-
meat this slide titles could not have been developed.

Ammar C.Trts Rrit:ito Rteosos afresoroeu Paartrr roa C4XPTIUTTTI
ANOtsitioN AND Access TO Rtsorscra vox Rear:stem

A. IN,r1100roTION

It Is evident that research libraries Increasingly require access to the historical
re.ords of the great immigrations to the United States of America from Europe.
It is equally evident that such broad coverage is very expensive (re an Individual
library to maintain, tapecially since way of the titles that need to be provided

likely to be sub)ect to very limited amounts of use In any one library.
The deterioration of the paper upon which many scholarly resources are writ-

ten or printed endangers the future of research In this field of study. In atceksi-
Nifty of certain collections end the disappearance or destruction of others will
also affect the work Petiolate are Ible to do.

As an answer to these problems the Immigration History Group and The Cen-
ter for Research 1Abraties propose the creation and maintenance, for the coup
mon toe of the subscribing libraries, of a reedits accessible collection of
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newspapers and other periollicats. The collection will be formed and maintained
as a cooperative enterprise through subscriptions which will entitle the subscrib-
ing Institutions and organizations to borrow microfilms from the pool for their
use locally.

B. 4SOANISATION

1. The project will be administered by The Center for Research Libraries,
which will bill and receive the subscription tees. From the fees received it will
acquire the films, house them, circulate them to the subscribing libraries in ac-
cordance with the policies outlined below, and pay all other expenses of the
project.

2. The Ethnic Recorords Microform Project Committee will advise the Center
with respect to the policies and procedures of the project. This committee will
be initally appointed by the Executive Committee of the Ithmigration History
Group from persons related to intnested institutions and organizations. After
the first year this Committee will be made up of representatives of subscribers
to the project. A balance will be maintained between libraries. bibliographers
and scholars. The director of The Center for Research Libraries shalt be a mem-
ber of the Committee ex officio.

8. Selection of the titles to be acquired by the project will be made by a sub-
committee appointed for each language unit by the Ethnic Records Microform
Project Committee.

C. BENEFITS AND PRIVILEOES

1. Any library or non-profit organization may become a subscriber by paying
the appropriate annual subscription fee. It is expected that historical societies
and ethnic associations will express their interest in preserving the records of
their heritage by joining ER1113 on the same basis as universities and public
libraries. Such groups can make unique contributions as they provide important
research materials to be filmed and as they nay secure financial support for pre-
serving resources In which they are especially Interested.

2. The annual sub.cripti WU give to the sobscr Piing 13-titut'cn in il.c UnPcd
States and Canada the right to borrow tom the pool any positive microfilm
acquired by the project for the year, or years, for which the subscription has
been paid. the annual subscription will give to the subscribing Institution out-
side the United States and Canada the right to buy at cost a positive microfilm
from project controlled negatives. (Under apropriate circumstances such sub-
scribers mar borrow a project positive by pa;-ing air postage both ways cn such
borrowed film.)

3. A subscriber may drop out of the plan at the end of any year, simply by
thing tit-liter] notice of its intention to withdraw by 15 March of the subscrip-
tion ,rear. For As long as the plan shall be in effect, such a subscriber iAoll retain
the pri.licitEs of borrowing from the pool, on the same terms as may apply to
paid-up subscribers, all noireofilm acquired during the member's subscription
period.

4. A subscriber will also have the privilege of purchasing for its own use,
at the cost of printing, a positive microfilm copy from any negative acquired
by the project.

5. The project will issue regularly to all subscribers a list of the titles acquired
by the project.

ft The borrowing institution will par all tronsport alien and insurance charges
on materials borrowed and will reimburse the project for any damage or loss
of film that omits while the film is in the subsetiber's custody. The amount of
film to be borrowed by any one institution at one time may be any reasonable
quantity and loan period. shall be tot any re*Pokble WS!. In case of Omni-
buttons request for the same microfilm from two pnrticiottling institntions.
preference shall he given to the full-rate subscriber ore, a reduced-rate subscriber
for the longest period of time. The loan period to each conflicts shall be limited
to two weeks to insure prompt accese for the second institution.

b. MATERIALS TO RE IIICIIC*11.'SITO

1. Xewspspers And other periodicals shall be selected for filming by the sub-
committee created by the E.R14P Committee for each language unit. Suggestions
will be welcomed tot consideration by the Committee.

2. The amount of filming to be done each year will be deter-01 *d by 11,e
number of tubecribzra. rot example, the experience of the Center tot /turnip*.
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tion Studies seems to indicate that if there are ten subscribers at a hypothetical
fee of $200.00 each, this would support the filming of flrty years of the back
files of each of two newspapers.

E. SUBSORIPT/ON BEES

1. To become a member of the project an institution shall pay an annual sub-
scription fee. The fee shall become due and payable in full on July 1st of the
subscription year. The subscription year shall run from July 1st of each year ' a
June 30th of the following year.

2. The subscription fee shall be $200.00 per year for each language unit anti
institutions may subscribe to language units individually. For subscribers out-
side of North America, who will have the right to buy positive microfilm at cost
but not to borrow film, the subscription fee will be $13:1.00 per yearthe reduced
fee reflecting the fact that this does not include the cost of the loan positive
microfilm.

3. After the first year the subscription fee may be changed for any language
unit upon recommendation of the Committee and approval by the subscribers.

4. Payment of the subscription fee entitles a subscriber to privileges only in
the language unit for which the fee is paid

5. An institution, wishing to joh., or rejoin, the project at any time after the
first year of operation may do so at the subscription rate then in effect. However,
if the new subscriber wishes to borrow microfilm acquired for prior years, or
acquire at cost positive copies of films for prior years when the subscriber was
not a participant, subscription fees, as follows, shall be paid :

For the first additional prior year, 100% of the subscription paid by members.
For the second additional prior year, 100% of the subscription paid by

members.
For the third additional prior year, 00% of the subscription paid by members.
For the fourth additional prior year, 75% of the subscription paid by members.
For the fifth additional prior year, 50% of the subscription paid by -v embers.
For the sixth additional prior year, 25% of the subscription paid by members.
For the seventh and each additional prior year, 10% o: the subscription paid

by members.
The new subscriber may elect to pay these subscription fees for the use of

the prior accumulation in annual installments over three years.

F. ACCESS TO PROJECT MICROFILMS BY NONMEMBERS

1. Positive microfilms acquired by the project will Fat be lent tg non-sun-
scribers may not borrow such microfilms on behalf of non-subscribing libraries.
However, nothing shall prevent a subscriber from borrowing such microfilm for
use in the subscriber's library by a visiting scholar from a non-subscribing
Institution.

2. Non subscribers may purchase a positive microfilm print for their own use
from any negative owned and controlled by the project for the oast of the print
plus one-third the negative cost. Additional income to the project from such sales
will be used to increase the scope of the project.

0. OWNERSHIP AND PROJECT TERMINATION

1. The assets of the project shall be the property of The Center for Research
Libraries with the understanding that subscribers to the project shall always
have the right to borrow from the Center any positive microfilm acquired by
the project and to buy their own positive print from any negative owned and
controlled by the project for only the cost of making the positive print.

2. In the event of termination of the project, subscribers to the project shall
continue to have the same right of access as above to all microfilms acquired
by the project during its existence.

STATEMENT OF JOHN APPEL, NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY,
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

Mr. PUCINSKI. Perhaps you would either like to summarize your
statement or proceed in any manner you wish but I do hope that you
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leave some time for questions because I have a number of questions
I would like to ask you about this bill.

Doctor, why don't you ust proceed.
IMr. APPEL. As far as am concerned, if it is your pleasure simply

to start with questions, I don't have to hear my own statement.
Mr. PIICINSKI. If you were to summarize it briefly so we get some

idea.
Mr. Arm,. Let me just say that I am not speaking for the Smithso-

nian, but I have had the opportunity to spend a year there. My expe-
rience has been as a teacher in the classroom preparing youngsters to be
college students, but many of them are prospective high school teachers,
junior high school teachers. As I see it, the museumand I mean by
that not only the Smithsonian but museums like ithave certain
opportunities and they also find ethnic studies a real challenge. It has
been rather interesting for me to see .what these challenges are, or
we call them problems. Mr. Balzekas, who has already testified I think,
has mentioned the opportunities and I have incorporated an article
by a Philadelphia high school teacher, Mr. Rosen, in the testimony
which sets out some of the specifics that teachers should be aware of
who plan to teach this material.

It seems to me that we should be aware that museums in particular
are being asked today to do many things that they have not done be-
fore; ethnic studies is just one. They are asked to deal with the environ-
ment, and so on, which makes a good many curators uneasy; it is not
the sort of thing they have been doing. Nevertheless, from a practical
point of view I think they should be involved, because after all they do
teach the public in many ways, which we in the college could never
hope to do.

It seems to me that the ethnic historical societies or religious or
whatever their title may say also have an opportunity. I have men-
tioned the in-service training courses that the American Jewish His-
torical Society conducts in New York City. There are other societies.
For instance, I recall getting a letter from the board of education in
Chicago asking me what I thought they could do to institute courses
in Polish-American history in the junior colleges. I could not give
them specific directions but if I had had a chance I would say certainly
involve the Polish-American societies.

I would like to call your attention to the on -going program of the
New York State Historical Association at Cooperstown, summer
courses which are again attended by teachers from all over the State
for in- service credit and which have dealt at least two or three times
with ethnic topics. I mybelf, gave a course there. They have developed
a slide collection which is not as widely known as it should be. The
Smithsonian

,
of course, has the Festival of Folk Life the exhibits by

the New York Museums like the Metropolitan, on Harlem and the
Jewish Museum on the lower East Side are the kinds of things it seems
to me, that could be done successfully in other areas for Afexican-
Americans in the Southwest, for Polish-Lithuanian-Americans in the
regions where they are strongly represented.

This means that museums have to think along different lines because
the traditional museum exhibit means that you take a valuable table
or a valuable picture because if they were not valuable they were
usually thrown away. The Marachusetts immigrants brought some
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underwear in a suitcase and a picture of grandfather, and they are not
museum-worthy objects; anyway, they have been lost. So what does it
mean? It means that the museum has to think in new ways; it has to
develop exhibits that are composites, that have to be reconstructed as
it is, that we have to do blowups of the city and show where these
groups lived and perhaps even deal with pictorial materials which are
not the kind of thing that a museum curator has traditionally inherited
as it were.

It can be done, we know. That it also creates controversy is inevi-
table. Some group will say, "You did not do this the way I would
have done it." So we should not fool ourselves that whenever we move
into an area of history which is relevant we at once also touch the
controversial.

I am all for Ihat but a good many people, of course, would prefer
to discuss Washington's crossing the Delaware, because while every-
one knows about that, that is not very controversial; he got to the
other side and he got successfully back. We can not always say that
when we deal with so-called contributions, for instance= of a group.

To give you one example, if we speak of the unquestioned contri-
bution of Italians to the musical tastes of this country, do we also
include the Mafia as one of their contributions to crime style? When
you say that you are going to get some letters from constituents or
even a telephone call from a pupil's mother who says

'
That is not

what we had in mind." But it has been my feeling that if you teach
history merely to build morale, in the long run you are going to
disappoint everyone because you overlook the real difficulties that
everywhere in the world inhibit progress, and that is old eccentric
notions and feelings of superiority and the question of race and
religion comes in.

I would not want to say to anyone this will be easy. I would not
want to say to any public school people, "Now do what you have not
done," because as Representative .13ticinski has said, the materials are
just now being developed and then needs another look at our school
books, and this is the way it should be. But it is not going to be a
simple job and this means that the universities who offer the kind of
training that they are best qualified to offer will have to take an
active interest in how it is going to be done in the classroom. It won't
do merely to offer new courses and then say to the public school
teacher, "Now go and apply this." I think we have to take respon-
sibility. I think in a few places this responsibility is being taken. This
is why I ask to have included in my testimony reference to the work
being done at Carnegie-Mellon University and at Michigan State
University. But more needs to be lone of this kind. If money is avail-
able, I think it should be made very clear to those who are eager to
participate that what counts is how you apply these lessons, how you
teach them, not merely to write another text.

I think I am doing some of the kind of work here under the
auspices of the Smithsonian that I have in mind. The American His-
torical Association, the oldest and the most respected professional
organizations, in its film clip project has included one unit on immi-
gration. That is another example of the kind of thing that can be
done.

46-075-T0-15
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Also, folklore, which has not traditionally been thought of as his-
tory should be included here. There is some cork being done at Indiana
University. So it seems to me that we are making progress. The real
question is how do we measure in the years that are already turning?
How do we prevent this from being merely philiopiotistic history,
the kind of thing that in a few places has created as many prcblems as
opportunities when black studies which belong in the curriculum have
been introduced and some people have seen this as a way of propa-
gandizing and sometimes that is admitted even attacking American
traditions which it seems to me should be critically examined but not
thrown out the window, because something new is coming in.

As I see it, this is an opportunity to take advantage of the windows
opened by the introduction of Black studies to examine the diversity
which, as your chairman said, still exists and we know it will exist and
will continue for probably a good many decades to come and to deal
with these diversities realistically on the level which the high school
teacher and his again very diverse constituency, the students who sit
in the classroom who come from different backgrounds and who fre-
quently have barely understood antagonism built into their heritage as
well as the pride which we rightfully see there.

To ask the high school teacher to deal with that is to ask him to
take on another very, difficult and rather untried responsibility. For
that reason, as I said, I am not here to preach the gospel of ethnic
studies day and night because it seems to me it needs to be seen in
perspective.

The universities and the high schools to date have riot done the best
possible job of taking a hard look at the curriculum to see what can be
included and what should be included, and what the proportion should
be. Merely to express interest in including ethnic studies after they
have just told them include environmental studies, drug studies, black
studies, raise the morale of the community and purify the air, I don't
think that is going to help anyone.

I believe the universities should be charged if they are going to get
any part of this money. Prove your case or at least sit down with the
high school teachers and don't weasel out by saying "We have given
you the theory, now apply it."

As I have said, there are encouraging programs of that kind going
on that could be used as a kind of model.

That is my testimony.
Mr. Prrcrxsxr. The fact that this bill ought to have some basis for

planning grants so that when a program is approved you have had a
chance to look at all aspects of it and to avoid some of the pitfalls and
some of the mistakes and some of the disappointments that we have
experienced in other programs, So it would seem to me, if I read your
statement correctly, you are suggesting here that there be some careful
planning before an ethnic studies program is put together.

Mr. APPEL. Yes. Not only planning, but I would hope that from the
very start public school. people and the universities people sit on those
committees togethen This can be easily done because most universities
have ties with public school systems. If they are in a city, then they
are the natural places to begin with.

Mr. Pucixsicr. I think you made a good case urging that whatever
programs are approved they don't just gloss over and provide pablum
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in studies. There are some good things and sonic bad things and if you
are going to be intellectually honest I think you have to address your-
self to both of them. I think the problem is to put them in perspective
now. I don't think we have that perspective in most identifiable ethnic
groups. It is amazing the factors that motivate so much of American
public opinion about the various groups in this country.

I think the reason for that is that there is really very little informa-
tion known about these groups. It is our hope that centers like this
would go into greater depth and studies. Do you consider this possible

Mr. .i1PPEL. Well, let me put it this way : the materials until almost
10 years ago were really not available but they are fast becoming avail-
able because of the possibility of inexpensive or even expensive
reprinting.

Mr. PUCINSKI, Even so, I notice we have had some testimony and
we have had some examples of the material that is becoming available.
In my opinion, it is still very superficial.

Mr. APPEL. Yes.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Now a number of years ago, 4 or 5 or 6 years ago,

this subcommittee and the full committee jointly sponsored some hear-
ings on textbook material that is available dealing with the various
minority groups in this country and the ethnic groups. There was
practically no significant mention of the heterogeneous nature of this
country. Some of the textbook publishers at that time said they were
going to try and correct this shortcoming. We have not had an op-
portunity to look at the progress the publishers harp made but v feel
that while a degree of progress has been made it is still very superficial.

Mr. APPEL. I think you are right.
Mr. PUCINSKI. In the case of the identifiable ethnic groups, there is

a tendency to put all the emphasis on folklore rather than going deeper
into the cultural fabric of the various peoples that make up the mosiac
of America.

Mr. APPEL. One opportunity might be to actually invite universities
to establish the centerslearning resources centers is perhaps one
way to put it. Of course, as I mentioned in the testimony, to prepare
teachers, particularly teachers of teachers, well, to do this kind of
thing, they generally have to have a grasp of the old culture. Now
it is easy enough, for instance, to send people to the United Kingdom,
to Ireland, and we have ties with American universities and with
Irish universities, but it is more difficult to do this for some groups.
I talked to the Ukranians in Detroit some time ago. Of course it is
difficult for anyone to go to the Ukraine to restudy the old folk
traditions. So in some cases where a Bamboo or an Iron Curtain or
some kind of curtain inhibits a free flow of information, free flow
of travel, it is more difficult to create these materials.

On the other hand, the technology has made it tlossible to build new
materials unheard of even 25 years ago. I don't mean merely film
strips, but TV, the multimedia sound kind of thing which could
easily become the basis for such courses. .

Mr. PUCINSKI. Well, I am always impressed with testimony like
yours, Dr. Appel, because it raises one question in my mind, and
that is why we have waited so long to get something like this moving.
It seems to me like we should have been doing this a long time ago
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and if we did have a greater awareness of the polyglot makeup of
this country and recognize it as such, maybe we would not have many
of the problems we have today. I think that it is really astounding
how narrow has been the educational process over the years in trying
to teach Americans something about themselves. We have talked about
everything but the most important thing, and that is ourselves. What
makes us up ? We have talked about the philosophies and the ideologies
of Government and the Nation, but as you look through the books
of the average school you find almost a denial of the heterogeneous
makeup of this country.

Mr. APPEL. I mentioned Mr. Rosen's article siace he is a high school
teacher. Since this appeared in the History Teacher which is pub-
lished by Notre Dame University, it addresses itself to that kind of
question and does provide some answers. I don't want t;) take the
committee's time by going over it.

Mr. PUCINSKI. We are very pleased to have with us a group of
people who will testify right after you, from Philadelphia, who have
tried to reverse that trend, and we are very anxious to hear from them
and see what experience they have had. I hope, Dr. Appel, you will
be able to stay for their testimony, if time permits.

Mr. APPEL. Sway.
Mr. PIICINSICI. Dr. Jaipaul, of the American Council for Nationali-

ties Service, has brought us a group of students and teachers and
parents from Philadelphia who apparently have. been trying to
reverse this trend of denying the existence of negativism in the mosaic
that we call America. I have said throughout these proceedings that
perhaps the problem that we are experiencing in the country today
is the fact that we have tried to lump everybody into one big melting
pot and we are now discovering that as human beings that does not
work. I think that I would rather try and go the other way and
recognize that we as a nation of many different people and dedicated
to the same common cause, and our cause is the uniqueness of our
country. I don't think that we can really give fulfillment to that be-
cause we deny the ethnicity of our people. There is no conflict as far
as I can see between a person being very proud of his ethnic heritage
and still being a very proud American. I don't sea any conflict, do
you?

Mr. AreEL. No. I think the matter of conflict has been discussed
repeatedly. Loyalty is not something that is like a slice of cake, you
know, once you have something that is like a slice of cake, you know,
once you have eaten it it is gone. However, we should also note assume
that tensions will not arise from emphasis on ethnic backgrounds.
One good example is if you had a classroom full of Americans of
Arabic ancestry, which perhaps does not exist, and Americans of Jew-
ish ancestry, when the subject of Israel comes up there are bound to
be differences. This has happened when there were Irish and English
children in the same classroom before Ireland had achieved its inde-
pendence. It is bound to come up when we hear about riots in Belfast,
Protestants, and Catholics in the same room.

I think the real opportunity is that there is no society in the world
that has handled it as well as we have, despite the riots we have had,
despite the tensions that, you rightfully point to. It seems to me that
this is the way to begin, not to shove it under the table to admit the
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difficulties and at the same time to say that apparently we have done a
fairly good job because wo are the oldest republic and we still have
to keep immigrants out, we don't have a real problem of those who
depart every day by the thousands. And it seems to me that this is
the way to face and then to deal with ethnic loyalties on a cultural
level, and not to deny that they also invade the political realm.

This is why say it is difficult. It is complex history because it
deals with what. really concerns people, not merely with the symbols
of that allegiance. That is, all of us are for democracy and for mother-
hood and for purity, but when we get down to the real issue you realize
some mothers are not as good as others to their children. Of course
in the field of ethnic history some episodes are less admirable than
oth,:s, but that would be my response.

Mr. PecixSlil. You are absolutely correct.
Dr. Appel2 I want to thank you very much for joining us this morn-

ing and making your contribution. I do hope that you can stay with us.
1)r. Areu. Yes, sir.
Mr. Puri xsKr. Dr. Jaipaul, come forth and tell us about your group.

We are pleased to have you and the American Council for National-
ities Sri vice here this morning. I am anxious to have your testimony.

Why don't you proceed in any manner you wish with your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. SAIPAVL, DIRECTOR, NATIONALITY COMMU-
NITY RACE RELATIONS PROGRAM, NATIONALITIES SERVICE
CENTER OF PHILADELPHIA ACCOMPANIED BY STUDENTS,
TEACHERS AND PARENTS FROM PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. JAIPAUL. Mr. Chairman2 I will take 2 or 3 minutes to identify
the goals and then introduce individually the group. This will give
you opportunity to address specific questions to specific persons.

I want to state just the goals of our two programs. The first program
is a study of ethnic history at fifth grade level :

(o) Self-identification gives confidence and feeling of security and
equa;ity.

(1); An intelligent appreciation of cultural differences and a rraliza-
tion of tha influences of the traditions which formed this country.

(6) The realization that "different" does not mean inferior.
(d) An appreciation of the contributions of the various cultures

and people which make up the United States of America.
(e) For the future an intelligent attit wle, both on the part of the

children and parents, in dealing with all cases of differences. Greater
human relations in the community.

'rho goals of ou.r second program are for tie 10th grade students
and we have a course in comparative study of cultures.

(a) To effect a common -.(litcational experience about different cul-
tures and sensitize the participants to the values and history of cul-
tures other than their own ;

(b) To improve intergroup understanding through learning and
make education more relevant; and

(c) To establish positive channels of communication.
Now accompanying me is the complete system. Instead of bringing

just the students, I thought it would be beneficial to all of us and
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-would be in the interest of the bill that I bring the system here rather
than one component that is the students.

Accompanying me is the chairman of our National Community
Race Relations program. I have four fifth graders, four parents, one
principal of a public school and a representative of the participating
parochial school %,'Im can tell us what the study of ethnic history as a
Tart of American history has meant to them.

Also, I have here eight 10th-graders and three teachers to explain
to us about their experiment with comparing cultures to make their
education more meaningful and relevant.

Also, we have with us two representatives of the Philadelphia
Board of Education who may like to tell us what it means to an
educat::,nal system to develop such a program.

Accompanying us is a leader of a nationality group who is deeply
involved in developing resources for the history of their own group,

Now I will identify the entire group individually.
Mr. Harvey N. Schmidt, board member of Nationalities Service

Center and the chairman of our Nationality Community Race Rela-
tions program.'

The fifth-graders studying ethnic history from the two schools,
Abigail Vare Elementary School and Sacred Heart Elementary
Schen], are Nancy Swanson, a fifth-grader at Vare School, and her
mother, Mrs. Kay Swanson; Mrs. Swanson is not only a parent but
she is also the head of the Home and School Association of the school.

Rachael Finkelstein and her mother, Mrs. Gertrude Finkelstein. In
my testimony on February 17 I had narrated a story about one
mother and that was abort Mrs, Finkelstein.

Mr. Thomas Miller, principal of Vare School.
Carla Donch, fifth-grader at Sacred Heart School, and her mother,

Mrs. Dolores Donch.
Nancy Anderson, a fifth-grader, and her mother, Mrs. Rita

Anderson.
The Reverend Vito Carbone representing the Sacred Heart School

as well as the Archdiocese Commission on Human Relations.
Participating in our 10th-grade program are: Barbara Douglass

from William Penn; Peggy Hatton from William Penn; Wanda
Pate from William Penn; Yvonne Wallace from William Penn; Mrs.
Bertha Uetz, their teacher; Miss Alva Gault, head of the social stud-
ies department of William Penn; Miki Sterling, a studea from Hal -
lahan; Olivia Colon, a student from Hallahan; Mary K. C6roock, a
student from Hallahan; Joan Markey, a student from Hallahan;
their scwial studies teacher, Sister Mary Michele.

The Philadelphia Board of Education is represented by Dir. George
French, director of the social studies of instructional services, and
Mr. Charles Colgan, intergroup specialist, department of community
affairs.

Representing the Ukrainian Women's League is Mrs. Stephanie
Pushkin..

As I indicated earlier, here is an opportunity to initiate a dialog
at all levels from students to a national organization.

Now, sir, it is up to you what questions you want to ask them.
Mr. Puonisict. I was wondering, Dr. Jaipaul, if you perhaps would

like to have, in whichever order you wish there, some of the people
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t" come forth and just give us a brief statement of how they see the
program and what it means to them. This would be very helpful.
I am sure that this is unrehearsed and unprepared but I do believe
that this is the best way to do it. I would be very anxious to hear
from as many people as we can a brief analysis and then I would
like to hear from the students because we would like to see what they
think this means to them.

Perhaps the little girls way back there, if you want to come up
here and hear a little better, you may do so. You can have the young
ladies come up here and we can see you better, and you can hear a
little better, too.

JAIPAUL. I suggest the mothers of these girls come up here and
tell their experience.

Mr. Puemexi. Why don't you start with the principal first, and
why don't we just have him and Sister tell us briefly what they are
trying to achieve in their program. Would you come forth, sir.

Sister, you are the principal of the other school ?
Sister MrenEr.E. No; a teacher.
Mr. PuciNsHi. Why don't you come forward and join us here.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS MILLER, PRINCIPAL, ABIGAIL VARE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Mr. MILLER. My name is Thomas Miller. I am the principal of the
Abigail Vare Elementary School in Philadelphia, and I would like
to give you a little background as to why we were engaged in this
program.

I was appointed principal in the year 1068-69 and as principal I
experienced several incidents of hostilities between two schools rang-
ing from name calling to small fights, et cetera. I contacted Sister
Mary Bernard, principal at Sacred Heart School, and she was as
conceened as I was and we met on several occasions to discuss what
we ("mild do about this. Also working with us was Mrs. Mary K.

crom the city Commission on Human Relations, and we thought
nnc f doing it was to involve parents.

t)et her 1969, which is the following year, I received a phone call
from AL t. elinina Kelly, staff of the Nationalities Service Center
of Philadelphia., and she asked me whether our school would be inter-
ested in pairing up with another school, Sacred Heart, in a program
which would match one class with one class from Sacred Heart. I
agreed to it and so did Sister Mary Bernard and this is how the pro-
gram started.

Now the way it is run is that one fifth grade in our school and one
fifth grade at. Sacred Heart are matched together 1 day a week, on
Thursday, and they study a specific ethnic group. For 3 weeks they
came together meeting once a week to discuss the development of the
program. The two teachers have met, the parents have been involved
in it, the c'Aildren have been involved in it.

Now as a result of this program I have noticed that the number of
incidents between the two schools has decreased significantly. They
have not decreased completely but I think there has been a significant
decrease. I have noticed the difference in attitudes of the parents of
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my school and the parents of the parochial school. It has been a change
for the better.

There is a chance for the two schools, the parents and the children,
to exchange ideas when they meet and we have involved the parents
in the teaching of the program. We have asked the parents for exam-
ple, of the Irish ethnic group to help us in developing this program.
In this way we feel that the parents are involved in it and we feel
that the children are involved in it, and it is meaningful not only
betwet the tsvo schools but also at home, and I think this is significant.

We feel that the children learn by doing and becoming actively
involved. In preparing for these joint sessions of the two schools both
groups have prepared reports, songs, dances, scripts. They have looked
at films, they have viewed film strips and have also had the coopera-
tion of the parents who worked with them.

I remember one significant remark. We had an evaluation committee
meeting and when the parents were together one child said to the
parents, We have learned more because we have been able to help
each othe.. out," and 3* think that is significant.

Friends. ips have hem developed and I think a strong, positive
atmosphere of good will exists between the two classes and also now
between the two schools. For one session of this program we went to
a third schoo7 to see a program which was the contribution of a specific
ethnic group.

It has become ineteasingly apparent that the involvement of parents
as source people for information and materials is an important aspect
of this program. Many parents realize that there is a large gap in their
'own knowledge and understanding of their own particular ethnic
groups and they are learning with the children.

Fortunately, we ha% e 1.10 support of the Nationalities Service Cen-
ter in providing the parents and the teachers with information and
materials. Although each school has some books and some film strips,
there is a scarcity of materials and resources to use in the teaching of
the ethnic backgrounds.

Dr. Jaipaul has already listed the objectives for this rogram and
I don't want to restate them, but 1 feel very strongly, and v e hope that
parents and children will come to realize these objectives.

That is about the way it got started.
Mr. PUCINSHI. That is a very exciting program that you have there.

I am delighted to have had your explanation of that program.
Sister, would you like to add to that, or Father Carbone?

STATEMENT OF THE REVEREND VITO CARBONE, ARCHDIOCESE
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS

Reverend CaanoxE. I am Father Carbone. I am one of the repre-
sentatives of the Archdiocese and Commission on Human Relations
of Philadelphia.

The development of the program went along exactly as Mr. Miller
stated. We knew that there was a program of this sort on a world
cultural level, on the high school level, and we realized that something
like this should be done on the grammar school level. At a rather re-
cent meeting of the Nationalities Service Center I got in contact with a
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31rs. Wilhelmina Kelly, and asked if this program could not be put on
the grammar school level somewhere along the line.

Now the city commission on human relations made the contact
with Mr. Miller at Abigail Ville School and I made the contact with
Sister Mary Bernard at Sacred Heart School.

One of the things that I saw which is a real asset to this program
is the fact that in the area of South Philadelphia we do have, as in
most urban areas, a black-white problem. In our area if you mention
the problem black and white there are so many people who automati-
cally turn a person off. 'We feel as if we are going in not a round-
about way but really viewing the problem as it really exists, the prob-
lem of nunority groups in a large country. We feel that this program
is helping to alleviate our present problem but viewing it in a histori-
cal fashion, also in an ethnic historical fashion.

Now one of the major aspects of this program is exactly that, the
fact that we are taking care of the present situation but also mvolving
people in such a way whereby they are given a pride in their back-
ground. So often it is stated that America is the only place where a
man can be considered educated and speak only one language, which
is a rather sad thing.

Now the greatest thing that T see out of this program from my point
of view of human relations is the fact that a social problem is being
taken care of but at the time we are educating and Repainting people
with an ethnic background and ethnic history which is certainly very
much to their enrichment.

For the most part, I think it is wo:king but I think that you will get
a much better view of it when you actually hear from the parents who
are involved in it and also from the actual teachers.

So for the most part our development went along exactly as Mr.
Miller's, but I would like to add that I think it is a good way of actually
taking care of our present situation involving so many other things
which will totally emich the person. So often when we speak of the
social problem we like to look at it as it exists at the present time but
our social fabric here in America is being made up of a long history.
If we don't take each aspect of history as it did exist, I don't think we
can possibly understand the present situation.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Sister ?

STATEMENT OF SISTER MARY MICHELE, SOCIAL STUDIES
TEACHER, HALIAHAN HIGH SCHOOL

Sister Miciar.E. Continuing from where Father has left off, on the
high school level in which I am involved as a teacher in the Philadel-
phia area, our archdiocese and high schools are very large. The one I
am teaching in has about 2,100 girls and very many ethnic groups are
represented, We include world cultures as part of the curriculum in
the freshman year and we have introduced World Cultures II program
for grade 10 to develop a collaborative program with the public school.

Among our objectives is to have better relationship between the
two school systems, public school and parochial and also to have better
relationships and understandings among the varioas ethnic groups
that are represented. Having participated in the program, knowing
that it is experimental, we have developed some experience, some re-

---
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sources and so forth. I think the testimony of some of the students will
show that through a discipline, an educational system and a subject
that better understanding can come about simply by knowing ethnic
history and the cultural pattern and knowing that our common de-
nominator really is our humanness.

As Father pointed out, even srme of our social p:oblems can be
helped because people are becoming educated to work together no
matter what his or her background IF T. think from the students we
will find that.

Mr. Pumsier. The main thrust of this legislation is to provide funds
to universities and various other facilities for developing curriculums,
textbook material, film slides and of course training teachers them-
selves. Is this a problem in this particular field that you are trying to
pioneer?

Sister MICHELE. Quite definitely. I think Mrs. ULtz will say the
same as the teacher from Williar' Penn, that in training teachers -I
mean this is experimental, we r re lealing with four cultures that in-
clude seven countries. To havo a:i the necessary background we came
into it with a lot of good will and taught in world cultures, but even
here we feel that we need even more help in this regard in the training
that would be behind it.

As regards resource materials, we are working with a minimum of
material and quits definitely-1 think that Dr. Jaipaul has made the
statement before--if a program like this is to continue, we definitely
do need outside funds because there is no tftganization of which we
know that could actually continue to fund it. I thinkit is a program
that is very worthwhile.

Mr. Pucixsitr. We would like to hear from you two ladies who are
teachers.

STATEMENT OF MRS. BERTHA UETZ, SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHER.
FROM WILLIAM PENN HIGH SCHOOL

Mrs. UETZ. Yes. I am Bertha Uetz from William Penn High School
in Philadelphia. I am here because I feel very strongly that this is
what our country is really all about. It is important that the tiles and
mosaics that have been blotted cut as you have used the mosiac are
brought back so that we really have the full, beautiful picture from
all the strengths that we have to grow on.

As a social studies person, I have long been concerned about the
image of the Ugly American. We have thousands of soldiers in Viet-
nam who call Vietnam "Nam" and South Vietnamese "gooks," for

This gives the message loud and clear to these people that
"We don't care enough to even call you by your name, let alone know
anything about you.' I dare say that if the boys that are there and
dung that now had had training such as is being given to the students
in this experimental course, we would not have that kind of thing.
They would be more perceptive and would realize and appreciate the
culture of these and other people.

I don't think I need to go into it. The President's Commission has
pinpointed the No.1, domestic problem in our country and in our cities
We realize that the heterogenous ethnic groups do not communicate,
there is not any real interrelationship. If we can bring this about
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through programs such as this, then we leayn, as I am sure one of my
pupils will say, Confucius, for example, said "It is the nature of man
to be alike but only their habits separate them."

I think that this program is proving this and J think you will learn
that from the students.

Mr. Percuesicr. Well, the Carnegie Commission report yesterday oar
equal educational opportunities in higher education made the point
very strongly that by the time young people get to the post secondary
educational level it is really too late to try to start. teaching them any
understanding of each other, particularly in terms of their ethnic dif-
ferences. The Carnegie report suggests that you ought to start at the-
earliest level, even perhaps at the preschool level, but certainly
through the elementary and secondary levels. I was very pleased to
see the Carnegie report yesterday because it is as if they were reading
our mind over here or reading our testimony. They were on all-fours
in support of the very concept that we have been talking about here
during these hearings.

What about yourself?

STATEMENT OP MISS ALVA GAULT, HEAD OP SOCIAL STUDIES
DEPARTMENT, WILLIAM PENN HIGH SCHOOL

Miss GAULT. I am Alva Gault, Social Studies Department at Wil-
liam Penn.

We are very excited about the program. We are delighted to have
been chosen to be a part of the pilot project having been a part.of the
initial stages of this grand idea. 13y the way, I do believe this idea
will spread. If funds are available I think it. will eventually become a
part of various other schools in the city and perhaps other cities
around the country.

It is n very exciting program because it is the new approach to
learning, it is the new approach to teaching the world cultures. For-
merly our approach has been very sterile and very artificial. This is an
attempt to bring relevance to our students. If the textbook approach
which we have used in the past were continued, I think that we would
turn our students off. These. are popular phrases used nowadays in
education. I think we have turned them off rine I think we would con-
tinue to do so if we continue along those lines.

This laboratory approach deemphasizes the textbook and it uses
the community as a laboratory. In addition, it gets the people in the
community interested in education, which is an important thing be-
cause we as educators can not do the job alone, we need the community.

Our students have an opportm i y to meet various people from other
cultures. Where else would children in an inner city school get an
opportunity to meet Indians, for example, or to meet people from
Middle Eastern culteres and so forth, and so on. This is an oppor-
tunity for them to see these people first-hand and it certainly takes
them away from the textbook approach, which has been so much a
part of the teaching of world cultures heretofore.

Mr. Pt-axiom Ilow did you determine which particular ethnic
groups to include in the worksliip1

Anybody can answer.
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Miss GAULT. We had planning sessions last summer and we used
students as well as Nationalities Service Center peieonnel and the
teachers involved. They selected the four areas that weee used on the
high school level.

PUCINSKL What were those f What were the areas ?
Sister MICHELE. China, India, Latin America, and Africa.
In this it was experimental and in the school system it was being

the approach to world cultures on a comparative basis, again having
this so we could see results and evaluate the normal or regular type
of world cultures class. We were trying to keep the areas as similar
in the comparative cultures as would be in the regular world cultures
pattern and this is how we came upon these four areas.

Reverend CARBONE. On the grammar school level: we approached
the schools and asked the teachers to take a look at which ethnic groups
mach: up the part 'calor classes and the emphasis would start with those
ethnic groups, because they would be most familiar to the students,
and thizs is the way it has been on the grammar school level.

Mr. Pucssier ho you make any effort at all at teaching languages!
Reverend CARBONE. At thepresent time, no.
Mr. Pociksxi. Do pu think that in the long range that this is de

sizable, or do you think there is enough material on just the subject
itself without using the instruction of langcages

Mr. Principal, I think you mentioned something about the fad
that we are the only Nation that is monolingual.

Reverend CARBONE. I mentioned that, -Air. Pucinski. It would be
ideal eventually if children could get to the point where they ap-
preciate ethnic backgri mds to such an extent that they would just
love to go into the language too. I suppose that should be part of the
program, but at the present tint I think it is something that is a little
too far off. I hope it would be an ideal result of something that we are
doing here.

Mr. Piscikski. You made the very interesting observation that most
school systems throughout the world insist at least on bilingualism
and some on substantially more than two languages. It is a source
of great concern to me that we as the leader of the world, the United
States, with such varied interests all over the world, place so little em-
phasis on language in our educational system.

I am sure that these are the kinds of things that this bill would be
addressing itself to in 'hie time.

Now on the source material I am particularly concerned about the
availability of material. Do you believe that special material should be
developed for Ouse kinds of courses and for this kind of curriculum I
Are they available now

241i. Ontr Materials were gathered. In fact, this was part of the
job this summer at the Nationalities Service Center. Materials were
gathered from all over. I think that materials are one thing and they
are important, but I am more interested in using people resource, peo-
ple who have a certain expertise in the area of ethnic studies.

Reverend CARRONE. I think at the present lime whenever we ex-
plai this program to people they are very enthusiastic about it but
they will say it is on the fifth grade level: what about next year will
it be extended to sixth grade. seventh grade, eighth grade level 'there
we have to be very reserved because we don't know whether we are
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going to have that much available to us. Even insofar RS people are
concerned now, most of this on a grade school level is done by volun-
teers and by parents.

In many areas we are running rather thin, so if we are going to ex-
tend this a few more grades we need an awful lot more than What we
have now, on a volunteer basis which I don't think could possibly cover
that. I think Mr. Miller would agree.

Mr. MILLER. I agree.
The other comment I would make in the area of social studies which

would be in the public school, we do touch upon the various ethnic
groups but it. is only a superficial kind of thing, nothing in depth. Even
now with this present program that we have, unless we had an outside
source such as the Nationalities Service Center to help us out we would
not be able to do it. My leachers are not qualified, really, to go in depth
in each one of these and we would need outside help.

Mr. PutiNsiu. One of the purposes of this bill is to provide summer
seminars and various other educational aids to the teacher herself to
help prepare the teacher for these kinds of sources.

Now I am very much impressed with the experience that you have
and it really fortifies to a great extent what we have been trying to
say here for a long time ;n terms of new horizons in education, mean-
ingful horizons. I would like to congratulate you for attempting this
new approach to education. It is going to be very interesting to hear
from the parents and from the students.

Is there anything that any of von would like to add!
Mr. Jairam I would like Nirs. Pti-likar. and Mr. French, who is

director of social studies for the board of education to come forward
and testify. Mrs. Pushkar is very concerned about developing the his-
tory of the Ukraine in this country.

Mr. Pticixsxt. If our good reporter here can hear, and I don't know
whether she will be able to hear as well, perhaps we can save some
time and save you moving around, maybe the people can just tell us
from where they are their views and we can help these teachers here
more around.

Let's try that. Speak loud enough for the lady here who is taking the
transcript to hear what you are. saving.

Mr. (YAWATA. Mr. George French, director of social studies instruc-
tional services, Philadelphia Board of Education.

Mr. PreINSRL All right, Mr. French.

STATEMENT OF OEOROE FRENCH, DIRECTOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL
SERVICES, PHILADELPHIA BOARD OF EDUCATION

Mr. FRENCH. I don't know whether this is the proper time to say it,
I had hoped to say something ins! a little bit more than the question
of materials.

Mr. Pim xsiti. Please do. Why don't you join us here at the witness
table.

Mr. FRENCH. Dr. Jaipaul asked if I would come down with him
today. lie indicated that we were to express to you how we looked at
the program from our part icular perspecties.

As person responsible for the social studies instructional program
in the school district of Philadelphia and tl:e public !alio(); district, I
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was very much enthused when I read the contents of the proposed
legislation, and the testimony that was received at the last. hearing. I
can't tell you how concerned I am about the passage of this bill for
many reasons. Some questions that I had I would like to share with you
or someone concerned.

First of all, in my duties working with the Philadelphia school sp.
tem in trying to develop the kind of a program that has some meaning
for the boys and girls that we are serving and to deal with some of the
tensions that we have, a couple of things have come to mind that seem
to be starkly in contrast to one and the other, but which I think are
very seri o consi dere t ions.

One, I think our young people are finding a new social order, a new
icnitural life style, if you will, where they are concerned with not only

the acceptance of diversity and difference but the understanding that
the diversity characterizing our society is a creative force that should
be fostered whereas our curriculum tends to reflect the old melting
pot concept which flies in the face of reality these days.

In contrast to that, we have a group of young people who believe in
the kind of a homogeneity of style of their parents awl of ideas. Un-
fortunately, usually what they consider to he the standard is. whatever
they happen to be, and this is contributing to a great deal of the racial
tension and a great deal of the social unrest that we have in our urban
centers.

I will have to take issue with a remark that I heard from some of the
previous testimony, the gentleman that testified before this. I wish I
could be comforted by the remark that this country has worked with
its diverse minority groups. I am afraid I don't find that to be the case.
We have for example, in our city great racial unrest, racial tension,
great unrest amongst the boys and girls, polarization amongst the
young people and the faculty.

We couple that with the kind of fiscal starvation that is visited
upon these greater urban centers. Some of the things that are in your
legislation. or example. in the school district of Philadelphia we
are trying to get what we call multicultural centers where boys and
girs can go and see the ethnic contributions to the redevelopment of a
unique American society. We would perhaps have satellite centers
where they get indepth exploration of their ethnic background or
someone else if this is what they are interested in.

Unfortunately, I don't even have the staff, for example, to free one
person up to do full time planning for this kind of thing. I think this
is indicative of the kind of apathy that the American people have to-
ward public education in general and specifically what I call social
literacy. We hear a lot about the functional literacy of our boys and
girls, they can not read and they can not compute, yet we have this
kind of social illiteracy that we allow to continue.

This insistence that there is no problem or if there is a problem some
kind of very superficial approach to it is going to be the solution to it.

So I am very anxious to see that the bill is passed. I would like to
Ray one thing.Mr. Chairman, that alarmed me somewhat. I may have
misunderstood what you said but I thought I heard you say that this
was to develop or to furnish the development of curricula materials
and what -not for universities.
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Pucirtsxr. No, no. The centers were to be located at the uni-
versities, prinicri/y, to develop to the force the elementary and second-
ary schools. As you know, the language is reasonably flexible so that
it does not have to be at a university. b or instance, if the Philadelphia
school system wants to develop its own center of ethnic studies to de-
velop material for its school system to be used in house, I would see
no problem here if the Commissioner were to fund that kind of a
program. We have tried to leave enough latitude here.

The main thrust of this bill is to produce material for the ele-
mentary and secondary school level. Now where that material is pro-
duced or how it is produced, we wil have to leave to the educational
community, people like yourself, who know the problem and who
car. 201119 up with recommendations and suggestions.

can see where, for instance, a school system like the Philadelphia
school system may very well want. to develop its own center to gen-
erate the information that you need for your in-house programs.

This bill is designed to be sufficiently flexible to permit that to be
done. Basically we thought that the main thrust would come from
universities which are uniquely suited to deal in this whole business
of producing curriculum material.

Now this, of course, as you will notice from the bill, the bill antici-
pates rising all resources, private and public, for museums. We have
in this country a lot of ethnic museums that are privately operated
right now and yet they hare fantastic material that you won't find any
place else if a particular group.

We had a gentleman testify yesterday, Mr. Balzekas, who heads
up the Lithuanian Museum in Chicago, south side of Chicago, and

I
et they hays material about the cultural lifeof the Lithuanians that
don't think you will find any place else in this country. So obviously

we would hope that whoever is going to be developing material would
be in contact with an institution like the one Mr. Balzekas operates
to draw from this institution whatever material and information
they need.

We have purposefully left this flexible enough so that as we move
along we can take ideas such as your own. You are obviously ..corking
very closely with this, have some pretty firm ideas on how best to do
this. I don't want anything in this bill to preclude you from develop-
ing those ideas. On the contrary, we want to encourage it. We want to
try and bring out of the woodwork the new ideas that are all over
this country such as this project right here that nobody ever knows
about, vet it may very well be making some real significant contribu-
tion in bringing about a greater awareness that this Nation is a MOS.iie,
it is not a monolith, it is a mosaic of a lot of different people. I agree
with you, sir, that I think the great penalty that we are paying today
i5 that we have tried to deny the existence of this mcsaicity. Somehow
we have just made it very unpopular and in some instances almost
un-American to suggest that someone is of a particular ethnic back-
ground. So I agree with you and I just want to make one thing clear
to you. The main thrust of this hill is to help develop material for the
very thing that you have been talking about.

Dr. French. have you completed your statement!
Mr. FRENCH. Yes.
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Mr. Pucllisiu. I want to congratulate all of you so far. I must say
that I am impressed with what a broad range of views you have on
this problem. I am even more impressed with the professional way in
which you are trying to approach it.

STATEMENT OF MRS. STEPHANIE PUSHKAR, UKRAINIAN
WOMEN'S LEAGUE

Mrs. Pt/MIKA% I am representing the Ukrainian ethnic group, the
group who is the most interested in your program to study cultural
heritage of ethnic groups in the United States. I think there is no
other ethnic group in this country whose history and culture would
be more misrepresented in the school textbooks, not only in primary
and secondary education but in higher education as well.

To try to build our ethnic group and to retain it in America we
started really from the kindergarten. Our organization, the Ukrainian
Women's League, is earning 16 kindergartens in the United States.
We have found out, that if we would not start from the kindergarten
the language could not be retained even in grade school.

These children that started at 3 today are able to retain the lan-
guage very well in higher classes, but as soon as they come to the
higher education tl.ere is terrific conflict between Ukranian schools
and the public school itself, American school. They teach the history
of Ukraine which is completely different from these that they are
taught in our classes. The children are compelled to write the full
statement about the history of the rkitine because otherwise they
are not going to pass the grade. These things, as I say, are very actual
in America. You would be very interested in the program of going
through the textbooks of history which is viewed mostly here on the
materials from a time when the Ukraine colonial country was under
Russian domination and therefore the revision of this material is
absolutel) imperative.

As I say, this it not on the level of grade schools and high schools
but as well in the colleges too. Recently we had the open letter of
one. of the professors from Indiana University on Eastern history,
Prof. Steven Iforaka. I would like to quote him. lie says:

Malty, it must be pointed out that there exists a certain abnormality In our
universities which are engaging in the research and teaching of East European
history. One may wonder about the training of our future echolars who are
denied the start a the hittory of non-Russian nations even hi our largest uni
versifies and research centers.

I am quoting )i-t these things in order to prove that this is not
on the level of high schools but in the colleges as well. Therefore, we
are very interested in your program and we would do whatever is
necessary to do in order to be realized.

Mr. Preixsiti. I am aware of the fact that in many of these ethnic
groups the less identifiable and perhaps the more identifiable that
there are many misconceptions simply because we do not have any
programs in fhis country where they try to put together compre-
hensive educational text material.

think that one of the thrusts of this bill is to do exactly what you
are planning; that is, to get away from the false impress. ions, the
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misleading information, and get some competent scholars who could
put into proper perspective the histories of some of these identifiable
ethnic groups in America.

The other evening I saw a half-hour television show in Chicago on
one of the large ethnic groups over there and I could not but feel
extremely disappointed because it was so superficial. It really did
not tell very much about. the depth of the cultural legacy that this
particular ethnic group had brought to Chicago. The reason that it
did not do that is because there really is very little resource material.
This, of course, we are trying to overcome.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES COLGAN, INTERGROUP SPECIALIST,
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF THE SCHOOL
DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA

Mr. COLOA N. My name is Charles Colgan, and I am with the Inter-
group Office of the School District of Philadelphia.

First I would like to say something generally in support of the bill
and then something specifically about the program.

As educators we seek to teach subject matter accurately. Some-
thing as simple as a misplaced decimal point in mathematics or a
misplaced letter in spelling, or a misplaced symbol in a chemical equa-
tion can rende- our work ineffective, leaving our student floundering
with the inaccurate information. Such is the case now.

We. have misplaced part of the world and American history.
Specifically, we have mislead the role of ethnic groups and in partic-
ular African descendants and others in world and American history.
When the history of any people is distorted or omitted from our
subject matter, our role as relayers of accurate information to the
Nation's children is discredited. Too often black people and other
ethnic groups have been left out of history with the exception of
instances, false or true, that readily support. the myths of inferiority
and minority.

The children are, as in the case of any misplaced or misused
seginent of the education proems, left with in accurate information
and twisted human values. This problem today is aggravated by the
fact. that. the domestic stability of our Nation is threatened by
persistent racism. This racism is to a great degree a product of a
history that has been twisted artificially to exclude and degrade
immigrantsIndians, black people, and other ethnic groups. We, as
educators, have been the main perpetators of this artificial history.
Now we must do something about it. It is our job as educators to
teach Acura! ely the proper role of all men in the history and culture of
our Nation and the world and in this way hopefully to establish the
communications so necessary to stability of our democracy in the
years that lie ahead.

Now specifically in regard to this program I was involved in trying
to match up the high schools and we looked at many different facets.
what we were trying to achieve and so forth.

In speaking to the principal of Hall/than High School and the prin-
cipal of William Penn High School we found that the only commu-
nication between these two schools has been of a negative nature on
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street corners. They are within walking distance of each other. This
was the first instance of a positive nature between the two schools.
We felt, for instancejust talking black and white for a moment
white people look at black peor.!:. as some sort of inferior white person.
They think of them as "this is a black person." Black people to a great
extent on the street corners look at white people and say, "That is
Whitey." They are not looking beyond that, they are not looking at
the culture, they are not looking at the backgrounds, they are not
looking at the individuals.

We felt that if, for instance, the white students, which are primarily
the student body of I lallahan High School) could look at all cultures
and of course African cultures tooand learn to meet students on
pnigrammatic basis. black students on a programmatic basis, they
would look beyond this superficial thing of color and look underneath
and see the peeson, and see the culture, and see the background. The.
same way with the William Penn High School. the. student body of
which is primarily black. They would see that the white students are
not all the same. They would look beyond that and see the culture, see
the contributions of the various cultures of white society.

In our preliminary look at the results so far of a half a year we
think that this is succeeding. We do find, however, that there is a
dearth of material. It was very difficult during the summer when we
were getting material togethera great deal of time was spent trying
to find tnR!Oti RIR and it was extremely difficult. So I would say that the
School District of Philadelphia, for instance, would be. very interested
in supporting this bill.

Mr. Proxsitt. I think you have made a good point. I think the gen-
tleman sitting back there made a very good point also. It is tragic the
misconceptions that. Americans have of each other particularly young
people just coming into the educational system. There it no question
that many Americans have very limited knowledge about those in our
nomhite population, the image that young children have of the In-
dian and the image that they have of the oriental and the image that
they have of the Xegro in thinking that his history began four gen-
erat ions ago and totally oblivious of the fact that some of these Afri-
can nations precede our own Nation by many, many centuries.

I thought that. Secretary Rogers made the point very well when he
visited Africa a couple of weeks ago and he said at a large meeting
there that more than 10 percent of the American population traces
lineage to many of the count.les of Africa who have a history predat-
ing by many, many decades our own history in America. The average
American has no concept of these things. This is of course one of the
points that we were trying to address ourselves to in these ethnic study
hills, to develop material that would show the depth of the cultural
legacy that each of us has as a human being.

As von begin probing the leickgromul of the individual American
you find all sorts of exciting and fascinating things in his history that
give an entirely different dimension of understanding about that. indi-
vidual than we do when we just treat him superficially.

I am very grateful to you, sir, and I hope we can be of some help
to you.

Stir. COLGAN. Thank you.
Mr. J,+rrArt. We have the mothers.
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Mr. PUCINSKt. We will have the students and then we will have the
mothers.

Mr. JAIPAUL. All right.
Mr. PUCINSKL Do you young ladies want to come up here and tell

us about some of your experiences in school! We will take the high
school girls first, and then we will take the grade school girls.

Why don't we start right here with this young lady.
Give us your name and tell us something of the courses you are

taking.

STATEMENT OP MISS MIKI STERLING, STUDENT, HALLAHAN HIGH
SCHOOL

Miss &rm.( xo. My name is Mild Sterling.
The world culture classy at the beginning it brought us tokr,et her, the

two schools. The white kids of our school thoughtI don t know if
they thought they were better but they acted toward the other schools
the black school, like they were better than we were. So now we know
each other and we got to know what we are really like instead of just
looking; at a pemon by their color.

So we just don't judge pecple by (hei color. We have a wider con-
cept of other people and other things.

Mr.1'ucrxsxt. I low about yGo t

STATEMENT OP MISS PEGGY HATTON, STUDENT, WILLIAM PENN
HIGH SCHOOL

Miss IfArros. My name is Peg o. Batton. I am a sophomore at
William Penn.

I think that this world culture course has taught me and others to
think that people are really people, no matter what religion, race or
culture: because the outside appearance really does not put what the
pet on really is inside. I think that this course has made the two
schools understand that the outside appearance does not make any
difference because a 1WI'S011 is a person.

Mr. l'uciNSK t. Do you mind if I ask you if you recall any particular
incident where you learned something about some of your friends that
you never though about in terms of their own background I

Miss lIarrox. We had a dialog day a month ago and we had six
groups together and we had some teachers from Ilannemann Mental
Health Clinic. 1 think we discussed what we thought of the person
before we even knew them. We drew a wheel and we were supposed
to look at the person and think of what we thought that person was
before we knew him.

Mr. Pt-cis-sat. What do you think that person was Wore you
knew him !

Miss ItArrox. You know, like write a wont describing the person
as you saw them before you knew what type of person they really
were.

Mr. l'uciNSKr. Do vou recall what you wrote!
Miss 11Arrox. Well. I had a friend named Rosemary, and I wrote,

that to me she seemed to be a very kind and quiet person and to me,
think she could be a very nice friend.
Mr. Pr-cis-sat. That happened after you got to know her!
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Miss ITATroN. Well, we became friends and we sit together in our
group sometimes.

Pucixsio. How about you, young lady?

STATEMENT OF MISS OLIVIA COLON, STUDENT, HALLAHAN HIGH
SCHOOL

Miss COLON. My name is Olivia Colon. I am a student from
Hallahan.

One of the things I like most of nil in the world cultures classes
is: it was not like the routine regular claws where you have, like 45
minutes, and you had to come in. We go to the Nationalities Service
Center and we team up with William Penn, which we never had done
before. At the beginning all the girls from Ilallahnn sat on one side
and all the other girls from William Penn sat on the other side. It was
very segregated. We never really got along very well until we had the
Day of Dialogue and we found out that we could really become close
friends and everything. Of course it has helped us to understand more
about people and not judge. them like we had in India and the caste
system. We thought they were ignorant or something because thy
would believe in something like. this, that a group would be inferior
to the. other. We found out OM we have to study these people to under-
stand why they feel this way, and we can not make up our mind.

I think if this bill is passed it would help us a lot because so much
of the problem in the United States with racism and all, we need
something like this to help. I think if we do understand and know
more of another culture we would be able not to go against them or
anything, like we would have a doubt about them.

,Ir. Pecissm. You had some courses in African history. What
caught. your attention, and gave you views that you had rot hail before

Miss CoLox. Well, I think most of us just thought that people from
Africa used to run around half naked or very wild and everything,
but then we went to the Art Museum in Philadelphia and we went to
Impact Africa which they had at that time, and ice saw the beauty
that these people had in their art and even in their cooking utensifs
and everything that they used every day.

We saw that these people were very talented and we saw how they
danced and everything. We got to know that these people are not just
wild and ignorant but they are very talented. We learned a lot about
them. We thought we hut a very negative hha about Africa.

Mr. Pumant. Mr. Dellenbar..k.
Mr. DELLtsrsArx. Coming from the westernmost part of the United

States where I think most Americans think we are still a wild Indian
country, I can understand that there would be misunderstandings
about other sections of the world.

Mr. Pro xsxr. This young lady?

STATEMENT OF MISS WANDA PATE, STUDENT, WILLIAM PENN
IMF SCHOOL

Miss PAST. I am Wand* Pate from William Penn.
I found it interesting for the fact that usually when you read a book,

the picture does not cone alive, it does not tell you anything about
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.yourself or about anyone else. This world culture course gave you a
chance to go past the books into the reality of it all. We had Miss Ma
from China and she could tell us how she got out of Red China and
how little she was and how hard it was for her mother, but yet in the
books all it says is Red China is Communist and things like that, which
tells us none of the hardships that people really have.

I feel that when Ilallahan first came we thought of them as the
girls in the blue suits. We never knew them apart and then when
Dialogue Day came we found they were just like us because they
dressed like us for that day.

I learned about how we are called Afro-Americans, and the black
people, really I knew nothing about Africa, I thought it was a place
where Tartan roamed and everything and it never meant anything to
me, I just thought of myself as an American. So when the new trend
Came on about the Afro-American I wanted to pry deeper into the
books.

When we were offered a chance with Africans by speaking to them
and learning of their social structure and everything this was all
explained to me.

Mr. Puctixsxt. Did it help you perhaps understand yourself a little
better?

Miss PATE. Yes, it did.
Mr. PUTINSKI. Were you impressed with what you had learned about

the rich history of Africa?
Miss PAIL Yes, I was because as I said before, I had always been

taught in school that it. was all jungle and really when you get down
to it. only a small percentage of Africa is jungle. I thought it, was all
hot where people ran around naked with nothing on, and it is not like
that.

Mrs. Roots in our own classroom showed us a film about the hos-
pitals in Africa and it showed us everything, it kept back nothing.

Mr. DEUX:SRAM You made a statement that until you began this
study you considered yourself an American, then when they began to
call you Afro-American you began to delve into this history.lrhat
has this done so far as your feeling as an American I Has this made
you feel more involved or more separate?

Miss Parr. It has made me feel more involved for the fact that I
1:!imr I intim work on a 2-way basis. I must help myself as an Afro-
American and I must help to come along and get together with other
people to let them know that I am not just an outcast but I am a person.

Mr. DEM.NRACX. Did you feel like an outcast before?
Miss Parr. Yes, I did.
Mr. DrittxnAcs. So this has actlislly reduced your feeling of being

an outcast by .giving you some tie to a different heritage?
Miss PArr. Very much.
Mr. Prcixsiti. 1

STATEMENT OP MISS MARY NAY COPPOCN, STITDENT, RALLAHAN
MOH SCHOOL

Miss Comics. Mr name is Mary Kay Coppock, and I am a 10th
grade student at nallahan.
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During the summer I had the opportunity of being able to select
materials and to express my feelings about what students would like
to study in the world culture course. We were allowed to express an
opinion about more than just learning from books, that. we would like
to have demonstrations of people expressing how they live, their
everyday life and how they can communicate with other people.

I think when the two schools got together there was a lot of hard-
ships and a lot of tension brought. among us because we wean always in
our uniforms and the other students were in everyday clothes that
they would wear to school. I guess we had a feeling that we were sup-
posed to be setting an example more than just being a person because
we Pome from a Catholic school.

I3ut when we had the Day of Dialog n lot of the prohlemc were
brought out and people were more, free to speak what they felt and
they were not afraid to bring up many things that bothered them.
I think that everybody has now realized that they are a person, not
just. on the surface hut they are an indiv jaunt

Mr. Premium Has this course helped you understand more
thoroughly that while each of use are perhaps a little different in our
own way that we do have A lot of things in common !

MISS COMM. Everybody is different in how they go about things
and how they lire, but if you really look at each other. we are all the
Same.

Mr. Pro.xsitt. What is your judgment of this whole course! How
would you improve it ! Is there any suggestion that you have on how
you would improve the course!

Miss Corroca, That there would be more diseessions between stu-
dents on how they felt about certain policies of countries, or their
customs or commanication.

Mr. Pro Nfixt. The young lady behind you.

STATEMENT OF MISS YVONNE WiLLACE, STUDENT, WILLIAM
PENN HIGH SCHOOL

Miss WALLACE. My name is Yvonne Willae. I aril a student at
William Penn High School.

I am invoked with the World Culture class which consists of girls
from Hallahan and William Penn. I am honored that I was chosen
for this special program.

As I sit in the classes can Wednesday and Thursday listening to a
different speaker from a different part of the world. such as China.
India, Mexico, Africa and other pails of the world, t get more inter-
ested and then I start to think of who we will have the next week
and how I will get excited.

For myself, I have really enjoyed every moment of this course. We
have learned things. Before we would just sit in the classroom and
read about it in the history book but now we heard from a person
from the country and we understand it better, understand why it was
so.

As for Hallahan being a parochial school and William Penn being
a public school, we could not understand each other but now it is much
dearer. They are just teenagers like we are, like the same thinks we
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like. I even got to understand their school system, they got to under-
stand ours better. We understand each other and our own cultures.

Mr. PucrNsiu. How long have you been in this course?
Miss WALLACE. Since last September.
Mr. PUCINSKI. What do you remember most about your discussions

on Africa?
Miss WALLACE. How they dressed and what kind of food they ate

and how they live.
Mr. PUCINSKI. What about Mexico?
Miss WALLACE. We learned how the people make things for them-

selves and sell it in the markets and their home life.
Mr. PuciNsiii. What was your impression of Americans of Mexican

descent before you got into this course?
Miss WALLACE. I thought they were just ordinary peopleyou

know, Mexicans. I don't know.
Mr. PUCINSKI. What was your impression after the course?
Miss WALLACE. I thought they were just like ourselves but they have

a different culture and we understand it better.
Mr. Pumrsiir. Does it help you in your judgment of these people

when you know more about their own culture?
Miss WALLACE. Yes.
Mr. PuciNsKr. Why would that be?
Miss WALLACE. Because you just don't look at them and say, "Well,.

she's from Ethiopia or Mexico," but you look at them as a person just
like you.

Mr. PUCINSKI. The young lady next to you.

STATEMENT OF MISS BANDAR/ :DOUGLASS, STUDENT, WILLIAM
PENN HIGH SCHOOL

Miss DOUGLASS. My name is Barbara Douglass. I am from the
William Penn High School.

I think I like this course best because it gives us a chance to under-
stand oiir neighbors. We always hear about in America everybody is
equal, but yet when you come right down to it it seems like we always
have different groups fighting against each other. I think this course
helped me to understand America and the meaning of the word "equal,"
because we learned about the different cultures and why people do
things and can understand them better. We know they are Americans
just like we are and that there is really no difference at all.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Are you having fun in this particular course?
Miss DOUGLASS. Having fun?
Mr. Pricmss.t. Yes.
Miss DOUGLASS, Yes, I suppose I am because I get to understand

people and then, you know, you meet different people from the dif-
ferent countries and stuff that you are studying.

I was with Mary K. this summer planning the course, and at first
I thought it was not, going to work out because William Penn is
primarily black, and. Hallahan primarily white, and I thought they
would not. get along too ivell. But going to the classes I saw that we
were getting along better_ than what I imagined that we could. So
I think this course has* done !I lot for the two schools and also helped
us.
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Mr. DELLENBACK. Was the principal advantage that you got to
know ',hem as peoplethese people who came from the other school

really were just like you ?
Miss DOUGLASS. Yes.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Would this have followed if you had been study-

ingWhat is your favorite subject?
Miss DOUGLASS. You mean in school or in this course?
Mr. DELLENBACK. In school what is your favorite subject?
Miss DOUGLASS. History.
Mr. DELLENBACX. What if they brought some of these students from

the other school and you had been studying history together ? Would

this have been a way to find out about the two and find out that they

are pretty nice people?
Miss DouonAss. I suppose it would, but I think it is better when

we are all together in one class and having other people from different

cultures comr. "er and talking.
Mr. DELLEiN, ' If you had people come into that sort of class

in history and tell you about what it was like back in another time,

iabout the invention of the television or the invention of the plane for
example, would this have been the same sort of thing?

Miss DOUGLASS. No, because it is just like telling us about the mechan-

ical things, it is not really helping us to understand the people them-

selves or anything of that sort. This course is bringing out that people

are really just the same all over no matter what nationality or race
or anyi long.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Then what you are studying is what you feel is

valuable rather than just mixing with the people from another school.

What if you had not had the mixture from the other school, if you
had just had people who came in and told your class about other
cultures, would that have been just as good?

Forget about mixing the other school in with yours, forget about
mixing the girls in blue. Would this not have 'been just about as
good r

Miss DOUGLASS. No, I don't think so, because all they do is come in

abouttell our class a;ut them, we still would not recognize the girls
from Hallahan just by sitting in our class. We recognize and under-

stand and appreciate them more than we do if we were just in separate

classes.
Mr. DELLENBACK. So you found value in both things?
Miss DoroLass. Yes.
Mr. DELLENBACK. What about the people who live in Chicago?

Have you ever sat down in a class with the people from Chicago?
Miss DOUGLASS. No; I have not.
Mr. DELLENBACIC You never had a chance to meet any girls from

Chicago?
Miss DOUGLASS. No.
/,fr. DELLENBACK. How do you feel you would mix with them ? Of

course they are different from the girls in Philadelphia, aren't they/
Miss DoronAss. Not really. When you come down to we are all

girls, and teenagers.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Does that even hold for San Franciscoi
Miss DOUGLASS. Yes, all over the world.
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Mr. Puctxsitt. Very good.
This young lady.

STATEMENT OF MISS JOAN MARKEY, STUDENT, HALLAHAN HIGH
SCHOOL

"Miss Manx Er. Joan Markey, a student from Ha Behan High School.
I think this course was so much better than last year's course because

last year all we had was books and facts and things that was really
boring, I really got nothing out of it. I was glad I was put in this
course because people would come from different countries and they
would tell you what was really going on. When it was in the books
it would just tell you basic facts, they don't tell you other things
about family life and stuff like that. They don't tell you those things.
It was more interesting with the speakers because they would know
more about it, they witnessed everything and they would tell you
the truth.

Mr. PurucsKt. What did they do? I am not quite sure I understand
the improvements of this year's course over last year's course.

Miss MAnKr,v. Last year all they really taught was population and
capitals and things like that, they never told you really that much
about the people. Agriculture, that is all they told you. They didn't
tell you about the people and things.

Mr. PuciiNsra. You prefer now when they tell you more about peo-
ple, themselves, is that it ? Do I understand you correctly ?

Miss M.Anto:v. Yes, because the people is what really makes up the
countryit is not the agriculture and everything, it is the people.
Without the people it would be nothing.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Didn't your teachers do this before?
Miss MARKEY. Not really. They give you sonic basic facts and things,

but not-
Mr. DELLENBACK. Have you ever had a teacher who made the sub

ject really come alive for you the same way these visiting people did?
Miss MARKEY. Well, I only have had World Culture I and that was

last year and she really didn'tshe just gave notes and taught things
about government and things like that, didn't talk about the people
that much.

Mr. DELLENBACK.What is your favorite subject ?
MISS MARKEY. Gym.
Mr. DELLENBACK. I have two boys who I think feel the same way.
"What about another subject, an academic subject, that you like.
Miss MARKEY. Well, biology, I guess.
Mr. DELLENBACK.Does that subject come alive for you?
Do you understand something about the animals you are dealing

with?
Miss MARKEY. Yes.
Mr. DELLEice, or. Using the phrase loosely, when I say does the sub-

ject come alive, do you tend to go the other way
Miss MARKET. es. That is why I like it, because it is more interest-

ing to me than anything else.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Is that teacher here today I
Miss MARKEY. No.
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Mr. DELLENBACK. All right. Does that teacher that teaches that sub-
ject make it come alive for you so that you really understand?

Miss MARKEY. Veil, she does not really make it come alive but it is
interesting, I think.

Mr. Dm.LENBAck. Do you (150 any laboratory work ? Are you doing
any bisecting?

Miss MARKEY. Yes, frogs.
Mr. DELLENBACK. How about studying that out of a book? Is that

interesting at all tot you ?
Miss MARKEY. o, because like when you cut the frog open you

know what you are looking at but when they tell you in the book you
don't have any idea.

Mr. DELLENBAck. So that in biology the laboratory work helps make
that subject become real for you in the way the book didn't, and the
teacher didn't ?

Miss MARKET. It is better when you are more involved, you under-
stand better when you are in there and doing things and having things
in front of you to know what you are talking about, and what you are

istudying and everything. It is better than just reading from a book.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Have you ever had a subject in school that was

just out of a boo'.. but the teacher was so great that she really made it
seem alive for you

Mr. Puctxskr. Mr. Jaipaul and Mr. Miller and Father Carbone,
I want to congratulate you for these very fine young women. Every-
body is talking about quality in education and everybody is concerned
about what is happening to our educational system. Just abort the
time you think the whole thing is falling apart you run into an experi-
ence like this morning here in listening to these fine young women who
are very loquacious, and have their own opinions. All of a sudden you
realize that maybe the country really is not quite falling apart as much
as we think it is.

So I am grateful to you ladies for giving us the insight. I found
your testimony extremely helpful and I am most grateful to you.

Mr. DELLENBACK. May I say one other word. I hope that none of
you young ladies have taken my questions as really disagreeing with
what you are saying. I can find out a little more about what you thought
about some aspects because after first agreeing with the Chairman
that I don't think the country is falling aparts I think the country is
going through some very healthy growing pains, and we have a great
future ahead of us.

I think the thing that some of you have mentioned as having
learned, namely that by mixing with other people you find that be-
neath different. exteriors they are really much like you. You find that
to be true if you mix with students from other schools in Philadelphia
or other cities. I hope that the lesson that you have learned is not, that
these two schools are similar or that the girls who happen to be in
that class are similar, but that it is also true way beyond these two
schools and way beyond just the girl that you have gotten to know
already. If we picked girls out of a school in my State of Oregon and
put them down in Philadelphia and they got to know you and you
get to know them, yon would find that the bonds are very close there
too.
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So I think the lesson that some of you have spoken about so articu-
lately is a deep lesson and it does not stop just with the girls who
happen to be in the classes you have sat in.

I thank you also for what you have given us this morning.
Mr. Pucisnu. Very rich experience.
Now we are going to hear from the kiddie corral over here.
Thank you very much, ladies, we are very grateful to you.
How about you young ladies, do you want to come over here now

and tell us about your school ?
Mr. JA1PAUL. :Nfaybe their mothers should join them.
Mr. PUCINSKT. All right. Very happy to have their mothers join

them if they like.
We will start out with this little lady in the green jacket.

STATEMENT OF MISS CARLA DONCH, FIFTH GRADE STUDENT,
SACRED HEART SCHOOL

Miss Doxeit. My name is Carla Donch and I go to Sacred Heart
School.

When we first knew that we were going to go to public school and
the public school would come to us we said, "Oh, we don't want to go
with them, we don't want to sit with them, we don't want to have "CO
part of them."

But when we found out we would learn about the nationalities
and we will find out more about ourselves and them too, we became
friends of them and we learned more.

Mr. Puergskr. What grade are you in?
Miss Doxeit. Fifth.
We really learn more and we know more.
Mr. Puengnu. What is the thing that your remember most about

your course?
Mr. JA1PATIL. Maybe her mother can help her. She may have related

to her mother.

STATEMENT OP MRS. DOLORES DONCH

Mrs. DONCH. What did you come home so impressed with one day?
Miss Doxerr. When we went to the Bartlett School and we saw this

dance and I was really impressed with it, the way they had to know
how they did it and the way they played the drums and they did all
these actions.

Mr. PIICINSKI. How about that young lady?

-STATEMENT OF MISS NANCY ANDERSON, FIFTH GRADE STUDENT,
SACRED HEART SCHOOL

Miss ANDERSON. Nancy Anderson. I go to Sacred Heart School.
In this program I learned more about the other people that I met in

public school and the people around my neighborhood and I learned
more about nationalities and others.

Mr. PUCINSKI. How about that young lady?
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STATEMENT OP MISS RACHEL FINKELSTEIN, FIFTH GRADE
STUDENT, ABIGAIL VARE SCHOOL

Miss PINKEIASTEIN. Rachel Finkelstein, Al -! iii Vare School.
At the beginning we didn't think it would be interesting or fun but

when we started it was interesting to see the movies, dances, and learn
about the different nationalities and taste other foods that they eat and
all. It was fun to see the films and to learn about the different people
and how they came to America and all.

Mr. PUCINSKI. How about this young lady?

STATEMENT OF MISS NANCY SWANSON, FIFTH GRADER, ABIGAIL
VARE SCHOOL

Miss SWANSON. My name is Nancy Swanson. I come from Abigail
Vare School.

At the beginning of the program I didn't really think much of the
Catholics or anything because -I didn't like them. Everybody kept on
saying that they start fights and all so when we went over to their
schoolwe always went over to their school and they always came
over to our schoolwe got along. We sat together and all. When they
turned on the films and all we could not hear until they stopped
talking.

The thing I really liked WIIS when we went to Bartlett School and
we watched the African dances and when we watched the films. I
really liked it.

Mr. Pucixsui. What impressed you most about the films about
Africa?

Miss SWANSON. I don't know, that I learned more about them and
that I thought a lot about them, like I didn't really judge them by
their color, I didn't say nothing about them. I really liked them.

Mr. PUCINSKI. How old are you, Miss Swanson ?
Miss SWANSON. Ten.
Mr. PuciicsKr. What grade are you in?
Miss SWANSON. Fifth.
Mr. Pucixsict. Now let's hear from the mothers.

STATEMENT OF MRS. KAY SWANSON

Mrs. SWANSON. I am Kay Swanson. I was all for the program in
the beginning. I went to the planning meetings before it started. I just
liked the program in the beginning. It started in November so we
studied about how Christmas is celebrated. So it covered more than
just the four nationalities, it covered all the nationalitiesMexican,
Puerto Rican. The mothers of the nationalities brought in different
foods for all the children to sample. Everyone didn't like it but they
all tried it, and I thought it was interesting as it went along.

I know it is more work for the parents because the books aren't
just listed under an Italian or Irish or Jewish, it is all reference work,
but I think it was interesting. .
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STATEMENT OF MRS. GERTRUDE FINKELSTEIN

Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. My name iS Gertrude Finkelstein.
At first when I heard about this program I was not for it because

I am the type that when I hear something I want to find out first
and give my approval if I want my children to attend such things.
I inquired and I found out and I approved of it, and I like it.

I am a crossing guard in front of this Vare School. I have been there
16 years and I have seen a lot and I know a lot that is going on. Since
this program has started there is an awful big improvement in the
children from the Catholic schools coming past the corner, a big im-
provement, which is very good because that means that we are all
learning and taking a bigger interest and we are getting to know
each other better without this slander and without these looks that
are given to each other. I think it is very good.

Mr. Pucixsict. Next.

STATEMENT OF MRS. DOLORES DONCH

Mrs. DONCH. Dolores Donch.
I think the biggest change is the breakdown of the barrier between

these children. A. big thing in the area chosen is the fact that we have
such a mixture of nationalities here. For some reason you always had
the name-calling but now that these children are realizing that these
people all started as a minority I think they are beginning to better
tolerate each other and to realize, .vell, their grandfathers came here
and they started as a minority an,l they had a hard time of it just as
well as my grandfather.

So I think there is less of this now plus the fact that also with the
black and white situation I know what my daughter had told me when
she came back from that school that impressed me so much. She said,
"You know, we always see them in fights," but she said, "These chil-
dren did such a remarkable job of making all these costumes, of mak-
ing the scenery."

I did not go, I did not have tho pleasure. However, she was im-
pressed with the fact that they were able to do all this and she didn't
realize they were capable of doing it, but I think now she can see them
just as well as she is.

Mr. PCTINSKI. All right.

STATEMENT OF MRS. RITA ANDERSON

Mrs. ANDERSON. My name is Rita Anderson.
I am for the program 100 percent because even I am learning from

the program and the background of different natimalities and people
and everything. I really think it ;3 great and it is helping the children
a lot. - she said before, with the barriers that have been built up in our

orhood over the years through nationalities and everything.
Mr. Pucixsni. Do you ladies get to see some of the textbook material

that is available in some of there courses?
Mrs. FINKELSTEJN. There are not any textbooks. There is a Jot of

information but the children themselves have to look it up. I know
Rachael is always using the encyclopedias at home. I have told the
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Sister at Sacred Heart School that the children from that school have
permission, I will allow them to use my encyclopedias if they don't.
have any, on certain days if they need this information. This is what
it is, mostly to look up information, reference work.

Mr. Poo tom. Do you agree though with the previoi:s testimony
that there is a need for more elm, slides and textbook materials, the
very things that this legislation proposes to make possible?

Mrs. FINKELSTEIN.. Yes, they could use more books.
Mr. Puorisiti. Development of educational material in this whole.

field.
What is your impression of that ?
Mrs. SWANsoN. I think that they need books on just the cultures

alone because at our school we. (.1,1n't have the books, it is all reference
work. We have the films, though, but I feel they could use more.

Mrs. FINKELsrEtx. I think they could use books too.
Mrs. Doxcii. Very definitely. I have had occasion to see some of

the films and they are good but I don't think they are enough, I think
there should be more.

Mrs. SWANSON. We need many more books and film strips. We have
a few not that many.

Mr. DELLENBACK. May I ask a question.
In view of what you just heard the 10th grade: say, the books were

dry, the books didn't give them anything, it was only when people
came and talked to them that the subjects came alive. What good would
these books do under those circumstances?

Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. Some teachers or anyone could hold your interest
when they tell you something and some can't, and some when you read

from a book you get more interest out of it than you coati if you
listened to it.

Mr. DELLENBACK. So that you think what these young ladies in the
i10th grade were really saying is that the teaching is not good?

Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. No. The teaching is very good but they have to
have something to back it up and so they could ice it. If they have some
one teaching it to them and a book to show them with pictures, it will
come alive to them.

Mr. DELLENBACK, And the book atone will not do it,
Mrs. FINKEIATErs. No.
Mr. DELLENBACK. The book will be dry.
Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. That is right.

DELLENBACK. No matter how broad its coverage, it won't do the
trick without teachers.

Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. That is right, they need teachers.
Mr. Puctxsitr. When we had the teachers and the principal testify-

ing earlier the testimony was that one of the big problems is that there
is not good resource material available. at this point and that this is
one of the limitations that they have in trying to bring these subjectstrying
more alive.

They inst. don't hare the textbook material, the him slides, the vari-
ous others. Now they have all mentioned films but as we look through
the glossary of material that is available for these ethnic study courses
it is extremely limited, and that was the earlier testimony.

Now I think that one of the things that these ethnic study centers
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would be doing is developing new and more exciting techniques and
materials and methods for teaching the subjects. That is the main
thrust of the legislation before us now.

Mr. DELLENBACK. I made a reference to what we heard four or
live of the young ladies from the 10th grade say, that the books by
themselves were not it, that they didn't feel it came alive for them
until such time as they heard some body talking. I was merely asking
the mothers what they thought of that.

AIr..T.%JrAui.. I think this testimony proves several things. One,
the students are not saying the teachers don't hold their attention.
Teachers have learned when the resources were not there.. Gradually
their knowledge is enhanced. With that knowledge behind today's
general ion of a lot brighter and smarter than us.

PeciNsni. It was the testimony of Mr. FrenchI believe it was
the main thrust of your testimony, if I recall correctly, that. you needed
more resource material.

Mr. FRENCH. Yes. Actually, I think we are touching on a multitude
of very complex things, it is not just a question of more resources.
In terms of material and more resources, the kinds of people and
the more resources for retraining the teachers.

Mr. PuciNsnr. That is the point that Mr. Jaipaul is making.
As you know in this legislation we also try to provide for teacher

training because 'we find, as all of these young ladies have very well
testified, where you have a teacher who has had access to this material
she can bring the subject to life.

On the other hand, where the teacher has had no experience in this
field it is very difficult.to thrust this responsibility on her when she
has not been prepared.

Is there anyone who has not testified that wanted to add anything
to our discussion today ?

Mr. JAIPAUL. Mr. Schmidt, the chairman of our program.

STATEMENT OF HARVEY N. SCHMIDT, BOARD MEMBER, NATION-
ALITIES SERVICE CENTER; CHAIRMAN, NATIONALITY COMMU-
NITY RACE RELATIONS PROGRAM; AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COMMUNITY LEGAL SERVICES

Mr. Scn mIDT. Thank you for the invitation.
I am Harvey N. Schmidt, and I am the Chairman of the committee

that sponsors this program.
I want to say a very special thanks to you, Mr. Chairman, and to

your committee for this opportunity to come and testify on ihis bill.
I think that very easily this may be one of the most impoeant pieces
of legislation in our time as I look at the entire American scene.

I certainly want to say on behalf of both this committee and also
as a board member of the Nationalities Service Center, a very special
thanks to you for this opportunity and for your support and interest
in this bill.

Mr. PUCINse.r. Thank you, Mr. Schmidt.
Will you tell us what are some of the day-to-day problems that you

are confronted with in trying to move your program ahead ?
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Mr. SCIIMIDT. Well, our main problem of course is limited resources
and that is principally financial resources.

We have a very small staff working with Dr. Jaipaul i there are
only two others who have been working with him and this has been
most taxing to him and it is limiting his ability and his staff's ability
to really do a good job. It is only by his own intense dedication and
interest in this matter along with two members of his gaff that he
has been able to progress as far as he has.

Of course, lie realizes, and I am certain all of us do, that without
the cooperation of the school officials we certainly would not have been
able to move this along at all.

Really, our fiscal problems are principally the limiting ones, as I
see it.

Mr. Pucrzcsict. Mr. Dellenback.
Mr. DELLENBACK. May I thank you very much for your comments,

Mr. Schmidt.
I would like to ask Mrs. Finkelstein another question if I may. I

was very much interested in what you said about the noticeable change
in the behavior of the Catholic students as they pass your corner. Has
there been any similar change in the attitude on the part of the stu-
dents from the school that you act as a guard for ?

Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. The public school ?
Mr. DELLENBACK.Yes, from the public school.
Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. Yes, there is also a change there, too.
Mr. DELLENBACK, So it was not just a change on one side, you feel

that there has been a noticeable clang from both sides ?
Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. Well, not that much from the public school be-

cause I never had a problem with them. It was most from the Catholic
schools, there are three of them around us, and it was them that were
mostly the problem because if I tell them wait for the light, don't cross
yet, "Don't tell us what to do, we don't go to that school." But I don't
have that attitude now, it is altogether different. We get that even from
the children in our school, but very few of them, very few.

Mr. DELLENBACK. But you have noticed a better relationship ?
Mrs. rui-KEISTEIN. Yes.
Mr. DELLENBACK. How about the children with each otherthat is,

you were talking about the relationship of the students from your
Roman Catholic schools and whether they would obey you. Was there
any difficulty between the youngsters themselves as they would stand
on the corner? Would they jostle or would they ignore each other

Mrs. FINKELsrEirr. No, they talk to each other, they don't argue.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Is it better than it was?
Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. It is much better than it was. Even living in our

street, or neighborhood we call it, it is a much better relationship
since the children around the street study together, much better.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Let me ask one of the young ladies, I don't know
which onemaybe Miss Swanson, I can ask you.

Do you know lots of people who have come from different races?
Did you ever meet a German girl ?

Mss SWANSON. No.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Have you ever met a Swiss girl I
MissSWANSON. Excuse me?
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Mr. DELLENBAcx. Have you ever met a girl from Switzerland
Miss SWANSON. No.
Mr. DELLENBAc.k. Did you ever meet a girl from France?
Miss SWANSON. No.
Mr. DELLENBAcx. Did you ever meet a girl from Germany?
Miss SWANTON. No.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Would you have any difficulty as to that or qo you

think that you tould get along with one of these young girls if you
met them, or would it be a difficult thing?

Miss SWANSON. I don't think it would be so difficult.
Mr. DELLINBAcn. Do you think that you would feel any differently

about it now than you said before you started this mixing with girls
from another school' ?

Miss SWANSON. Yes.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Why ?
Miss SWANSON. I d011.t. know. Because sometimes the people from

our school and their school, they always get into tights and all and
they usually don't get together, you know.

Mr. DEr.r,Eximen. You mean that is the way it was, or that is the
way it is?

Miss SWANSON. That is the way it was.
Mr. DELLENBAck. All that is gone now?
Miss SwAxsox. But in the other grades there is not any change.
Mr. DELLENBACK. How about the rest of you ? How about Miss

Anderson ? How do you feel about it? Do you feel that you would have
any trouble getting along with a German girl ?

Miss A xmasoN. I don't know.
Mr. DELLENBAcK. Would you have any trouble getting along with

a Russian girl?
Miss ANDERSON. I don't know.
Mr. DELLEN-nActi. How about an Englishman, a person from Great

Britain?
I am just wondering about this picture. You see, sometimesdo

any of you know what a Kraut is?
Mrs. FINKELSTEIN. Yes.
Mr. DELLENBAcx. You know, sometimes we attach labels to people

and then we react to the labels and sometimes the label is something
like Kraut. When I asked you these other nationalities, you see, I was
just reaching up in the background that I happen to havea mixture
of German, French, and SW iss and Norwegian, so it is all of these
things. they are all mixed up in one person. Many of us in America
are mixtures of races this way.

If you really have learned from this that you cannot just look at
labels and you cannot just look at whether a person is Italian or
whether a person is from Israel or whether a person is from Norway
or wherever they happen to be from, but if you really look at them as
people and really if you will take them as people instead of by labels,
in fact whether they go to that school or they belong to this religion
or they have that skin color, you will find that people really are good
and they don't get T he labels. If this has helped you to see ,just the
fact that you lmve not known them and they come with a different

40-075-70-17
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label on them from you, that they can really be just as you are, this
has been a great experience, a great learning process because we all
have to learn this.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.
Mr. Pucixsiu. As you can see from those three lights up there the

House is now in process of calling for a quorum so we have to go and
answer the quorum call on the floor of the House.

I do want to thank Air. Jaipaul and Mr. Schmidt and all the others
who are here today : the teachers and the principals and the parents
and students.

This has been really the best testimony that we have had on this bill.
We have had some important testimony but this :s the first time that we
have had a chance to look right into a whole system.

Mr. Jaipaul, I want, to congratulate you for putting this together.
You brought the whole system here so we had a chance to talk to the
principals and the teachers and the students and the parents, all the
people involved in this.

I must say that as a result of your testimony I am really very much
fortified in pressing for this legislation. When we started this legisla-
tion out I didn't realize the potential. I agree with Mr. Schmidt. After
listening to the testimony of these proceedings this may very well be
one of the most important bills that we will have passed in this Con-
gress. It addresses itself to a problem that. we Americans have tried
to deny for too long. It is a problem that exists, but happily it is a
problem that can be solved and your testimony here today illustrates
so convincingly that it can be solved. If we address ourselves to it and
we produce the necessary materials and the tools with which to work
we can get people to understand one another better.

As these young people have so really eloquently put it, once you get
past the facades and the prejudices and the superstitions, the ignorance
and the misconceptions, we suddenly discover that we are all pretty
much the same human beings.

I want to thank all of you. This has been a very inspirational morn-
ing for me.

Mr. JAIPAUL. If I may say one sentence.
Mr. Pucixsxr. Yes.
Mr. JAIPAUL. In my opinion this whole bill could be the one single

most important instrument in creating unity in diversity in this
country.

Mr. PuciNSKT. I think that is a point well made.
I want to thank all of you. Certainly one of these days we are going

to try to come up to Philadelphia and spend the day with you up there.
Thank you very much.
The committee will stand adjourned until March 23.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m. Monday, March 23,1970.)
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THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.O.

The general subcommittee met at 10 a.m, pursuant to recess, in
room 2257, Rayburn House Office. Building, lion. Roman C. Pucinski
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Pucinski and Ruth.
Staff members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel; and

Alexandra Kisla, clerk.
Mr. Ptlansxt. Father, we will proceed this morning. We have a

number of meetings going on. One of the problems is trying to be in
several places at one time. So, as you see, as the day proceeds some
members will come in and some members will leave, but all of them,
of course, will wad the record. So the important thing for us to do
is to establish the record here on this legislation. We. will proceed
and the committee will be in order.

Our first witness this morning is Father Paul Asciolia, editor of
the very highly successful English and Italian language newspaper
in Chicago about, the Italian-Any !can community.

Father Paul, I would like ycn to know that Congressman Annunzio
told me that you were going to be here today speaking for some 40
different ItalianAmerican organizations in the Chicago area. Frank
wanted to be with us, but he is busy with his committee this morning,
RS are all of the other members. Congressman Annunzio has the
highest regard for you and the work you are doing. I do also. I think
von have done a tremendous job. I enjoy reading every ime, simply
because it tells me what is going on i» the Italian-American com-
munity, and there are a lot of exciting things going on.

We are very pleased to have you here, and, if you hare a prepared
statement, it will go in the record in its entirety at this point, and
then we will let you proceed in any way you wish. I do want to thank
you for coming, because I think it is extremely important that we
hate the views of someone who knows the problems of Italian Ameri-
cans as well as you do.

(2111
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STATEMENT OF FATHER PAUL ASCIOLLA, C.S., EDITOR OF FRA
NOI, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING JOINT CIVIC COMMITTEE
OF ITALIAN AMERICANS

Father ASCIOLLA. Thank you very much, Congressman. I would
like to read a statement which is not that long, and I have some
extra copies in case you need it.

I am here under two hats: As the editor of Fin Noi, but also as
special projects director for Joint Civic Committee of Italian Ameri-
cans, the human relations arm of that umbrella organization of 40
Italian-American organizations in the Greater Chicago area. So I
would like to make that point.

Mr. Chairman, the Joint Civic Committee of Italian Americans is
happy to appear before this subcommittee's hearing on II.R. 1-1910 to
express its endorsement of the bill and the role of-the Federal Gov-
ernment in this area. This bill deals specifically with ethnicity as a
factor in American life, and the question is long overdue.

The Joint Civic Committee of Italian Americans is an umbrella
organization for 0 Chicagoland Italian-American organizations
whose purposes are civic, educational, charitable, cultural, or reli-
gious. For the last 18 years, this organization has prmuled programs
and activities, often in cooperation with other ethnic and racial
groups, whose aim was to rediscover or preserve the rich cultural
heritage of the Italian Americans in this country: from Columbus to
Filippo Mnzzei to Fermi. One of its principal aims has been to re-
define the Italian-American experience in American history, sensitize
the. academic comitmnit to the value of real American history, and
pass our heritage on to our children, all in the mainstream of Ameri-
can life. The programs range from language and citizenship classes,
to culture and civilization programs, cuisine and customs and human
relations seminnts on the relationship of Italian Americans to other
ethnic groups in the intricate and delicate tapestry of the American
experience.

My colleagues, Irving M. Levine of the American Jewish Commit-
tee and Dr. Rudolph Wenn of the University of Minnesota have pre-
ceded me in testifying before you, and I wholeheartedly endorse their
recommendations and, as you will notice, I draw ujion their knowl-
edge and expertise in the fields of ethnic. history and urbanology in
my testimony.

We fully realize that to really understand the American adventure
in history, and to establish the identity of this "nation of immigrants"
as Joha kenneslr called America, we must understand the history and
experience of die many native. immigrant groups and the ethnic
groups who migrated here from other lands in search of freedom and
a part of the "American dream." In order to completely understand
this proem, the concept of cultural pluralism must be taught and
accepted, last we become incestuous and stagnant. as R people.

The "melting pot" theory of Herbert St. Jean de ( revecoeur and
Israel Zangwill has not worked and today we find that a variety of
ethnic and racial grcaps have com:ined to form the mos.-iic of the
American nodal fabric, living in relative peace on the same turf.
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The "melting pot mytli" is dead and ethnic and racial and religions
groups at different stages of success in attaining the American dream
are alive, relatively well and living in America. This is so despite the
inany attempts of some. in this country to homogenize, pasteur-
ize, and mold everyone into the same form of life style. We have many
generations of bicultural citizens, jealous of their citizenship, loyal to
their country's ideals, in the throes of an identity crisis which has
caused polanzat ion, group interest, tension, and conflict.

The tension and conflict of which I speak has been caused often in
the vast by a .simplistic concept and method of Americanization
which contained innumerable imprecisions and inaccuracies, which
unfortunately have become an acceptable part of the myth and lore
of the neolnelt ing-pot-theory of our times.

We need not go back to 1782 and the later pre-Victorian seizures
which led to the open flaunting of ethnic and racial prejudicenot
to speak of group condemnation because of religious belief. The dis-
criminator/ immigration legislation which was for the most part
purged in 1DG5, and which cause us to blush now, were based on the
conspiratorial attitudes of some of our ?ftwmakers and their proclivity
to "folk libel" and guilt by association. Glaring generalities and down
right stupidities ennobled, if von please, by the dicta of some of the
most astute scholars and clerics of our time, spoke of the natural
inferiority of black men and Asia, s, the innate criminality of Sicil-
ians and southeast Europeans, the mbyersive tendencies of Jews and
orientals, the absolute ineducability of American Indians.

History books too accurately reflect the history of our past in
purist terms, sometimes too holy to criticize. Institutional bias and
the absence of minority groups from executive suite .posthons, the
exclusivity of some institutions of persons of a particular race or
ethnic and religious background, and the entire history of bias and
prejudice in our short history as a nation are too gross to fathom, too
subtle to define. The doubter will easily recall the types of attitudes
about groups, principally based on mi seducat ion. which led to the geno-
cide of European Jewry and the "holy wars" conducted even in our
day.

The point I make is this: ethnicity, ethnic and racial differences
persist today and in a million conditioned ',flexes, some too subtle to
measure. and they affect the value systems and attitudes of many
groups in our society. There is enough research to substantiate, this
statement fact. In spite of the evidence. the teaching and wilting
of history has been sadly neglectful of ethnicity as a dimension of
American history.

Dr. Rudolph Vecoli of the Center of Immigration Studies of the
Vniversitv of Minnesota and a colleague of mine in the Aram-kap
Italian Historical Associat'on has pointed out the "conspiracy of si-
lence" in the writing of American history. Ethnicity. lw maintains. is
the forgotten dimension and only tangentially, if at all, was it con-
sidered in history courses. This "conspiracy of silence" was dictated
by a concern in maintaining traditionally scholarly star!'.ards :Ind in
conveying the historic-al research toward specific snbiects. As a result,
hi' concludes that generations of students were taught, and are still
being taught. only white. Anglo-Saxon rack history.
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An overview of current writings on history gives a different picture
of the situation of history courses today. A Joint Commission of the
Organization of American Historians and the American Historical
Association issued a statement on the writing and teaching of Ameri-
can history in textbooks, stressing the fact that American ethnic dif-
ferences must be "faithfully portrayed." But the statement has given
mere lip service to the cause and ethnicity remains a forgotten dimen-
sion in the research, writing and teaching of American history.

One reason for the lack of interest is that -..riters and teachers are
all English-speaking people, to whom ethnicity means little, if any-
thing at all. A survey of 100 universities conducted by Vecoli does not
give a very encouragir.' picture: 38 universities give courses dealing
with ethnicity; 20 of these are general courses in social history; 19
are black history courses, and four are immigration history courses.
Immigration history, so necessary to understand the American ex-
perien,:e, is still an undeveloped Meld as suggested by the percentage
of scholars interested in immigration history, that is, 2 percent of
those teaching on the college level. An analysis of doctoral dissertation
gives some reason for optimism, however. Between 1893 and 1063, 27
theses were written on the subject : 9 percent between 1893-1925; 35
percent from 1925-42, and 5( percent from 1045-65, These figures are
growing.

The Congress should take the lead in adopting this bill as the be-
ginning of the antidote to the "historical amnesia" which we seem to
bear and suffer so pat iently.

There is so much we don't know about how groups live and Act. We
do know from exprienre however that where there is group life there
is group interest, tension and conflict. These phenomena of group life,
identity, .succession, separat ism, cultural pluralism, militancy, inte
tion, assimilation, and acculturation must be studied and placed in
proper perspective. When one ethnic group is played against the other,
and the situation is compounded by fear and ignorancei the journey
of the various ethnic. groups into mainstream America is obstructed.

The United States is a country of peoples as well as of people,
groups as well as individuals. Groups as %cell as individuals have
Identity crises, and their reactions to their own identity and to that
of groups around them must he guided by an intelligent understand-
ing and an appreciation of various culture patterns and life styles.

Groups vary along ethnic, racial, religious, and social class lines.
All should be in wholesome competition in their own way for the
slice of the American pie which we hold out to them, and unless this
competition is conducted with a sense of history, myths, lies, ignorance,
exploitation by economic, political and military influences will lead
to conflict and conflagration.

Therefore, we endorse the establishment of ethnic heritage studies
centers as provided in this bills and the funding of public and private
universities and already existing centers of study for this purpay.

However, we might point out that we are reluctant to fully endorse
the purely vertical study of ethnic groups, that is, the "single-group"
nature of the centers, without the study of the interrelationships of
groups and the phenomena of group lite.
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We know from our own experience that it is necessary to assert
the identity of an individual ethnic community by a study of its
heritage, cultural values, casual relationships, social, economic,
religious patterns of migration and assimilation in this country.

As a matter of fact, the lack of this type of education has com-
pounded the identity crisis of the post-World War II second and
third generation ethnics. The result of this severing of all cultural
and historical ties witl. prior values and attitudes in prewar families,
and the instant and changing nature of American culture, has left
these people with a sense of anomie, that is, rootlessness and restless-
ness described by Emil Durkheim, typical of people who are on the
margin or cusp of society and generational pattern in American
society. The resultant lacuna has caused serious problems which affect
not only that particular group but the stability and sense of security
of American society itself.

While there is a crying need for this type of self-appreciation which
comes from a knowledge of wheys one stands in time and place in
American history, the appreciation of the other cultures which make
up the "Nation of nations

appreciation
which is America must be an integral part

of education in ethnic history. One without the other could lead to
a type of new group chauvinism which fragments into power move-
ments and dominance of areas of social and economic mobilitythis
results ultimately in polarization and conflict.

It seems essential to us that some model and matrix of interdisci-
plinary studies be set up alongside the purely ethnic studies concept.
None of the areas involved in telling history the way it was and is can
be isolated in an attempt to play makeup ball and correct the inade.
quacies of the past. Social history, economics, cultural anthropology,
sociology, social psychology, urbanology, and other related disciplines
must be coordinated to offer a total picture of the process of American
socialization and group acculturationpast, present, and future.

With the modest. amount of moneys requested in the bill, it would
seem essential to immediately fund alreasly existing programs in pub.
lie and private universities and centers of studies, so that teachers on
the elementary and secondary levels may be trained as soon as
sible Depth research into the nature of group life as well as the telling
of the stories of native in-migrants and foreign innmiirrants, their
causes similarities and differences, and their interrelationships will
come from responsible academic facilities already g.eared to do this
type of work. This type of program should come from the top and
filter down to the educational agencies most concerned with the educa-
tion of the young. Without their cooperation and scholarly research,
we could easily perpetuate the type of simplistic history we hare
perpetrated upon the youngthe chauvinism of the nonexistent melt-
ing pot.

In order to bring the question into a broader context, we endorse
the American Jewish Committee's proposal for the establishment of
a National Institute on Group Life as suggested in testimony given
before this committee on February 18. 1970, by Irving M. Levine, di-
rertor of urban projects for the American Jeaish Committee.

We feel that all should keep before their eves the charge of "his-
torical amnesia" levied by a staff report of the President's Commission
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on the Causes and Prevention of Violence on the question of group
conflict in America:

As probably the most ethnically and culturally pluralistic nation in the world,
C.e United States has functioned less as a nation of individuals than of groups.
The myth of the Inciting pot has obscured the great degree to which Americans
have historically identified with their subnational citizenship through their
myriad subnational affiliations. This has meant inevitable group competition,
friction, conflict.

The cosponsors of this bill are to be commended for recognizing the
multiethnic composition of the American ixpulation. We hope that
the Congress will take steps toward the implementation of the educa-
tional action program outlined and implicit in this forward-looking
act.

The Federal Government's role in encouraging the knowledge and
appreciation of every man's culture and that of iris neighbor cannot
but have. a positive and far-reaching effect upon the role and contribu-
tion of ethnic groups in this country, thereby enriching it and blessing
it far more than can ever be imagined.

Mr. Pucissia. 'Flint is an excellent statement. and I WAS very
pleased to see the depth of nriderstanding that you have put into that
statement. I get the feeling that everybody is now engaged in the
mo,t popular parlor game of what has happened to America. I see
where the coverpiece on the current issue of Tulle is "Why Nothing
Seems To Work Anymore,- and it seems as though we are enga;,0(1
inn massive challenging of some of the phenomena that created this
counit.

The more I listen to witne.s,--es who have appeared before this com-
mittee, the more 1 nm convinced that the basic problem in this country
is that we have tried to deny our ethnicity, as you have pointed out.
We have engaged in a noble experiment of trying. to put 200 million
human beings into a melting pot, and trying to make them something
that they are not. We have never really tried to tell the American
people anything, about themselves. I am aware of the influence of the
predominant white Anglo-Saxon Protestant ethos that has somewhat
been imposed upon every person in this country, whether he wants it
or not.

It (10('S Seem to me that the hearings before this committee have
zeroed in on w;iat may well be the underlying cause of the turmoil.
As I have said :n in own statement, a lot of our young people are
seeking some kind of identity because they have not been really ap-
prised about themselves and their own Wail-round. So I am particu-
larly interested in your statement that you think there ought to be in
the centers a co-fertilization of information on group life, rather
Ulna confining the study precisely to any one particular specialised
ethnic commiinity. I would like yin to expard on that.

Father Asctoi.t.v. I don't know the mechanics of how that could
work. ('ongressman. but I do know that it would be extremely difficult
to decide which ethnic groin) you are going to study. It w-cild depend
upon neighhoi -1u or locality or regional clusters of ethnic groups.

en, there isn't enough research on many ethnic groups anyway. Go-
ing vertically, just shulying one kind of ethnic group in one partic-
ular area, I could see as king eventually divisive in the worst way.
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my worst fears would be realized as being divisive, to isolate that
group from the rest of the experience of the other ethnic groups,either
in the area or in the country.

So I would think you would have to bring to bear on ethnic studies
the entire gamut of intenlisciplinary things which deal with the role
of the ethnics as a group in itself, its relationshio with others: and
.hen, of course, you have the other big division of religious division.
So that an ethnic, for instance an Italian American lower white middle-
class person who is making between $7500 and $12,000 a year, might
be a Catholic. lie might be a low u and he is Italian.
Therefore, there are various pressures that are brought to bear on him
because of his social class, because of his cultural background, and
because of his religion in this inm-aic of American life.

So I think von would have to bring economies and the whole iramut
of the disciplines ti try to understand what group life is really all
alxiiit anyway. beSideS just the ethnicnic groop life. I don't know if I
make myself clear.

Mr. Pt-rixsiii. I can appreciate the need for National Institute on
Group Life and I think we ought to have something like that. But we
would not want to delete from the main thrust of this modest proposal
hem and that is to try and develop resource material on the V/11'10115
ethnic groups that make up the mosaic of America.

My fear is, that when you move into the tangent of inter-group ac-
tivity, the tendency will be to somewhat supplement development of
material o7.1 a group. I wook; hope that as a corrollary to these ethnic
centers, there would be either within the institutions or somewhere an
effort to bring about some correlation het r;een what is being done: and
also, it would seem to me, that in inters themselves there ought
to be some discussion and some material developed on how each group
fits into the total.

As I say, my problem with emphasis on National 'institute on Group
Life is that it would then become an apparatus to et iphasize that par-
ticular aspect, which I think is extremely impoeant and should be
done. But right now, as I move through the country and I talk to vari-
ous educators, elementary and secondary teachers, they tell me that
their greatest need is the basic resource material.

Father ASCIOLIA. Yes, I would agree with you, Congressman.
Mr. Prcixsxt. You can go through this whole country and it is

amazing how little material you can find about the Italian community,
Americans of Italian descent : and as you know, no group in this coun-
try has vi &red a greater injustice in terms of outright distortion. You
can go into the hustings of America and it is abominable what im-
premons the people have of an American citizen who happens, by
circumstance or happenstance to have an Italian name, because
of the films that they have seen or late movies on the TV that they
have seen, or the kind of press they ha% e seen.

So the point I make here is that it won hi be my hope that these cen-
ters would concentrate on development. source material, film slides,
and film strips. Then I would hope that somebody would undertake
the iob of t rying to cross - fertilize the material being generated by these
centers into an even broader application in what you quite properly
call attention to here, the need for a greater awareness of group AC-
t laity and intergroup relationships.
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Father Asciou,A. I would agree with you. I think that is an even-
tual kind of thing. I think within the center, which would be on the
university leveland I think it has to start therethat some inter-
disciplinary kind of situation, some mechanism could be set up so that
the group would not be studied in isolation. I don't know how many
other groups. I wouldn't want to replace this kind of act with bring-
ing into the broader context of National Institute on Group Life. I
think that is an eventual thing. Hut some sort of machinery so that cas-
ual relationships; and necessarily this would be a pall of telling stories
of different ethnic groups and telling it the way it should be told
that relationship between, for instance, the Italian and Jew in New
York.

Mr. Proxstcr. That is the whole purpose of this legislation, at least,
to develop an awareness that there is this kind of phenomena in Amer-
ica. I really can't cease to be astounded by the fact that the most poly-
glot nation in the world has almost totally ignored its family. My
colleague Mr. Ruth its a school teacher. You look at the curriculum
today in the average school and you have children growing up as
Americans totally oblivious of the heterogenous makeup of their coun-
try. Then you ask yourself why do we have turmoil and why do we
have all of the strange phenomena and why does Time Magazine have
to ask at this late date why is everything all of a sudden going wrong.

I think everything is going wrong because we have denied to the
American individual the basic knowledge about, himself. That is what
this bill is designed to overcome.

Mr. Ruth
Mr. Rum. Father, I am most grateful for your testimony and it is

an eycellent statement that you gave us and we are very grateful that
you took the time to come. 'I hope you will let the organization that
vou represent know that we appreciate your testimony. I am grateful
for your appearance.

Father Asctint.t. I want :0 thank yo ! .again for the mere recognition
of the fact that America is multiethnic and we appreciate it ex-
tremely. We can't say enough. because it is the beginning of something
tery mential in American education.

Mr. Pt-ctxsxt. It is an interesting thing now. The Soviet 'Union is
a nation of many states, many nationalities. They have the Georgians
and various others, and interestingly enough, in the Soviet Union they
encourage the cultural identity of each of these groups. But then, of
course l they bring them into their single political structure or govern-
mentai structure or whatever you want to call it. They, as a matter of
fact, encourage friendly competition among th'i various ethnic groups
of the Soviet Union. This has brought about better understanding
friendly relationships among the various ethnic groups. And, while I
think everybody knows how I feel about political structure in the So-
viet Union, it is rather interesting that they have capitalized on the
diversity Of their people by emphasizing the diversity. They have
really brought them closer together.

We, on the other hand, in this country try to sweep them under the
rug and deny it. And I think that a lot of these latent hostilities that
we see in people generally, sometimes we think only in terms of prob.
lents between the races in America. I think that you have brought up a
good point when ion talked about the executive suite being closed to
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all but the chosen few in this country. I think this is a subject that is
going to become more and more discussed in America.

Why is it that. you can walk through some of the big corporations of
this country and you look over the corporal.- structure and you find a
predominance of one category of people? I don't. mind telling you I
have dinner very often with executives and presidents of the corpora-
tions, and they look at my name and they say, "Way, you have a Polish
background.'f

I say, "Yes, I do." They say, "They are hard workers, they are the
best workers we have in our plants."

I say, "I am very grateful to you for that but how many of them
are executives?" Then they kind of blush 14 different shades of red and
they say, "I don't think we have any."

I say, "Why I If they are good workers, how come?"
So these are the kinds of things that 1 think you have brought up

which I think n better understanding among people would help solve.
Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. Karl Sitko, German American National

Congress, Inc.
Mr. Sitko, I am very grateful to have you here. I won't repeat all

of the tlibigs I have said, because. I think you know mentiony what
the purpose of this legislation is. I am very pleased to see the German
American National Congress represented at these hearings. This is
a group that has brought a great. deal of cultural enrichment. to this
country, and yet, like so many other groups, it gets lost. somewhere
along the line and young Americans often have distorted views of
people of German background. When they learn the contributions
German Americans make to this country, they understand, pethaps,
and consequently, learn more about themselves.

We are very Pleased to have you here, Mr. Sitko.

STATEMENT OP KARL H. SIM, PRESIDENT, GERMAN AXERWAN
NATIONAL CONGRaS, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Since. Congressman Pncinski and COTIMSSrolfill Muth.
Yesterday night I was informed by my national headquarters that

your letter arrived asking us for a position ',open We regret to in-
form von that we are not able to present it now, but we promise that
we will do it within 7 days' period,

As a representative of the German American Notional Congrm, I
would like to state that the full meeting of the German American
Congress directors endorses the bill fully. However, the position paper
in detail will be worked out within 7 tlays. We would like to recom-
mend especially new initiative in this matter, and we appreciate it more
because you, as president of the Polish American Organization, are
one of them who can do the most for bringing up the heritage issue in
front of the United States people.

We would like also to inform you that on December 25, IMP, the
German American National Congrm organized the Heritage Group
Council for Citizenship FAuration and orened the Washi igton office.
which will be cooperating with you htlping you wherever we can.

Thank you.
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Mr. PIT' SSii I. We certainly hope that ,ve will be in cloy contact
with your heritage office and, Mr. Sitkn, I am very grateful that you
will be presenting an informal position paper. I regret that we gave
von such brief notice. What I was trying to do was conclude these
hearings. because we are starting very important hearings tomorrow
on the President's proposal for restructuring the impact aid bill: So I
wanted to conclude these hearings so the committee can mark this bill
and move it on it.,1 way.

But I am grateful to you for being here this morning. I do hope that
in your position paper you will be able to elaborate on some of the
work that you envision that could be done in the German American
cultural community. because there is no question but that German
Americans constitute a very large segment of. as Father Asciolla said,
the mosaic of America. We will look forward to your position paper.
I wonid like to insert in the record after your testimony a statemenf
from your organization in support of the ]egislntio I (!ci want to
thank von for being here this morning, even on such short notice.

Mr. Pinto. I would like also to mention, if I am permitted, that I
also took it on myself to form, as an American, an American organi-
zation of nationwide importance, winch is the Federation and a profes-
sor is here also at the hearing. I called him up. I think he will also
cooperate. And fmthermore, by October this year we are calling an
all German American conference to Washington, which is sponsored
by German American National Congress.

At this time, we hope you will be our honored guest.
Mr. Puixsm. Very good.
Mr. lIntht
Mr. firm. I would like to emphasize. as you have said. Mr. Siti.),

your position will be just as effective by presenting the paper. And I
am most appreciative of your coming on this short notice.

Mr. Snit°. Thank von very much.
(The statement referred to follows!)

OEIRMAN-A 'MERMAN NATIONAL Ocr(Glitsft.
fIrtist 11-AltIRIcAN tovAt Koyr.KEAft.

Ch room try.. 3/nrch A/. 1970.
Hon. linstAst (7. Prtissat.
CAerniter. Rwrirormrptiff re nee General EfftwariOrp, Howse PerNeatinsi and fAbn

Comm(' Ire. Waithfaptfm.
PTAs M*. Prrissxt: Confirming the oral testimony of our Washington repre-

sentative. Mr. Karol 11. sitko. before the Getteral Robcommittee on rAntation
Hearings on KR 14910 held on March 1i. 1970. we submit in addition the fol-
lowing statement :

A. The German American National Congress is an umbrella organization for
German American Groups whose purpose. are civie. educational. charitable. cul-
tural and religious. The Herman American National Congreks organized the
Heritage Group Connell for Citizenship }dncation with the krurpose to enact
the preamble of German American National Congress' goals:

To unite all German Americans.
To preserve the German la nanage. culture and customs.
To develop curriculum materials for nse in etrentarr And secondary

sehool which deal with histnty. geography. likratnre. art. mnsie and general
culture of the German Heritage otroliM

To provide training for rIerscsns ntilizine all teathins about German Arnett-
tap Writ/tire thronthont tl rnited States.

educate for AmericAntm And against antAmerleanism throngh appro-
priate edncation materials MINIM. prepared And distributed by the Iced.
tare Group Council for Citizenship Mutat Ion.
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To sponsor National. State, professional meetings for the launching and
implementation of nnnpartisui programs which enhance our citizens better
understanding of all basic American freedom concepts,

To sponsor and promote German American Heritage studies and research
through various institutions of higher learning,

To involve and sponsor German American foundations in their study proj-
ects,

To sponsor German American awards and recognition to indivIdu...is and
organizations for their outstanding contributions to Americanism,

To sponsor publications of any kind contributing to a better understanding
of the German American Heritage contribution to America's achievement,

To sponsor commemerailve awards, honoring Germany contributions to
America's achievement in literature, politics and sciences (see the medallion
on pioneers of space and rocketry, Dr. Wernher von Braun, Professor Oberth
and Willy Ley, issued ^nd minted in 1970).

B. Witnessing and studying the testimony before the General Subcommittee on
Education Hearings on H.R. 14010, the German American National Congress fully
endorses the aforementioned bill H.R. 11910 and commends the Chairman and
all co- sponsors: 'Ir. Pucinski, Mr. font, Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Hathaway, Mr. Powell,
Mr. Murphy of Illinois, Mr. Anderson of California, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Derwinski,
Mr. Farbstein. Mrs. Heckler of Massachusetts, Mr. Matsunaga, Mr. Price of Illi-
nois and Mr. lloynal for recognizing the need of the Federal Government's role
In encouraging and prtunoting the long overdue Heritage Group Studies in our
multi-ethnic country.

F.TIINIC. (ULTURAT, AND RETIGIOVS IDENTITY PROMOTES ()MANE t*NITY OF PURPOSE
IN A %ft" L TT -X A T IONA L SOCIETY

evedaity endor:e the outstanding statement of Rev. Paul J. As:doll:1, C.R.
Specie! Projects Iiinrtor Joint Civic Committee of Italian Americans and Edi-
tor. "Era Noi" Italian American News. presented as testimony to the Subcommit-
tee on General Education, liaise Education and Labor Committee.

C. The German American National Congress is actively engaged in organizing
a network of lieritage Study Centers

The German American National Congress foresees for those and related proj-
ects an annual appropriation of Al !east $:030,000.00.

The German American National Congress will present in due time a complete
doetimentation as to the planning and implementation of its Heritage Group Cen-
ters for Citizenship Education.

The German American National Congress and !Is Washington °Mee will do
everything in its is to promote t.e passage of the bill HR. 14910.

Respect fully )ours,
1Valther A Rolnick... National President. German-American National

Congress. and Charman. Heritage Group Council for Citizenship
Edneation: Joseph Gruender. 1st flee President, German-Amer-
lean National Congress. and Director and Coordinator. Heritage
Group Connell for Citizenship Education: Eva Railer, Secretary,
German-American National Congress: Karol II. Sitko. wn-
tire Vice-Chairman. Heritage Group Council for Citizenship Edo-
ca t ion. a t 'n f t of the rm n-A me lira n Na t lona I Congress.

Me. Putaxsat. Our nest witness is Father Andrew Greeley of the
National Opinion ltearch Center.

Father Greeley is author of "The Education of American Cath-
olics," and one of the Nation's leading authorities on the whole sub-
ject of ethnicity, some controversial, some not so controversial.

We are very pleased and very privileged to have you here. 1 would
like to advise my colleague. VIr. Huth. that Father Greeley has an
impressive re oitation today, in this field. lie is probably one of the
best informed citizens in this whole field of ethnicity. lie has done
gm, deal of research, tins written a number of at:ticles and book.,
and has 'veil widely rooted all over the country.
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STATEMENT OF FATHER ANDREW GREELEY, PROGRAM DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF CHI-
CAGO, CHICAGO, ILL.

Father GREELEY. And even occasionally misquoted.
Mr. Pucrism. I have noticed some of your quotes can always be

tailored to fit the particular needs of the particular author. And then
I see you have to chase them and straighten the thing out.

Father Greeley, we are very pleased to have you here. I know that
we couldn't consider this legislation without your contribution, be-
cause of your rich knowledge in this field.

Father GREELEY. One of the most extraordinary events of our time
has been the resurgence of tribalism in a supposedly secularized and
technocratic world. Science and economic rationalization had been
expected to reduce, if not eliminate, man's attachment to ancient ties
of common ancestry, common land and common faith, but suddenly
ties of race, nationality, and religion seem to have taken on new
importance.

It nay be assumed that the survival of tribalism in the new nations
or, to use the currently fashionable phrase., "the third world"is
not too surprising. That Malays would fight with Chinese, Hindus with
Moslems, B.m. with I lawsas, Greeks with Turks, and Jews with Arabs
may be simply the result of the fact that one or both partners to the
feud have not been sufficiently "westernized" or "modernized." But.
Welsh and Scottish separatism have grown stronger in Great. Britain
and the fires of Irish nationalism are burning as fiercely in the streets
of Derry as they did in Dublin at the time of the Easter hising. Canada
is threatened with disruption as strife between its English and French
speaking groups grows more fierce. Belgium is torn by the battle be-
tween Walloons and Flemings. The Tyrolese "extremists" plot revolt
against. Italy, Bretons speak of iniependence from Frances Catalonians
and Basques are restive under what they take to be Castilian oppret,-
Finn. The Russian tasl: tssed by the conflict between Czech and
Slovak. And American blacks turn dramatically away from their cen-
tiny-long battle for integration and demand black separatism.

It is rather astonishing how skillful man is at using what are fre-
quently. relatively minor di trerences as a basis for conflict and violence.
Facial shape, eye color, accent, length of nose, hue of skin, style of
dress, arrangement of hair, presence or absence of beard, unimportant
religious doctrine) drinking and eating habitsall have been the occa-
sion for enmity and hatred, not to sap- war and death. That which is
different is not only a threat but inferior and evil. While we have some
inkling of the personality dynamics that, turn differentiation into an
occasion for conflict l we yet know relatively little tbout how human
beings come to see diversity as an occasion for pleasure and rejoicing.
"Different" seems necemsrily to mean at leas' "in ft-Hoe' for most men
and it is only with considerable effort that we can come to see it as
meaning "equally good" and even more effort to describe it as
"splendid."

The complexities of modern society have imile it imperative that,
both within nations and across national lines, men live in relatis,
peace and harmony with those whn come from different backgrounds.
Yet fear and distrust of those who are different does not seem to have
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abated; quite the contrary, despite .,he supposed cultural leveling
caused by technocracy, the mass media, rock music, and Coca.-Cola
tribal passions seem to have incieased rather than decreased in the
past decade.

Furthermore, while one need not agree with Marshall McLuhan that
we are entering a new tribal era, one is still forced to note that the
emphasis on feeling, emotion, and primordial relationships which is
so much a part of contemporary avant garde culture would suggest
that tribalism is net likely to diminish for the rest of this century.
As one member of the NO= staff has remarked, "Modern man seems
determined to have his cake and eat it, too, to combine the affluence
of the technocratic society with the intimacy and social support of the
peasant commune. He seems bent on trying to reestablish, by free con-
tract, the clan."

There are two popular reactions to this resurgence of tribalism or,
to use a mere neutral word, religioethnic pluralism. The first reac-
t,- n and the most frequent among iiberal academicais to lament it

.d to insist on the basic similarity of all human beings as the only
possible basis for unity among men. The second reaction, heard from
both the radicals and the conservatives, is to insist on the right, and
indeed the obligation, of men to be different from one anotherpar-
ticularly, if they want to be different.

The philosophy on which the present testimony is based refuses to
accept these alternatives as an accurate description of the issue. We
assume that diversity, and particularly diversity rooted in such
primative human ties as common religion and common ancestry, is
part of the human condition. We also assume that there is enough in
common across religioethnic lines that members of various groups can
live in peace and harmony with one another if their insecurities and
fears can be quieted. We further contend that it is the role of scholar-
ship to probe more deeply into the question of what kinds of condi-
tions facilitste religioethnic harmony and what kinds of conditions
exacerbate conflict.

Finally, we suspect that a comparative study of one's own cul-
tural traditions together with the cultural traditions of others in an
atmosphere relatively free from the clamor of battle may be an
extremely important prelude to harmony within diversity. Or, to
put the matter more bluntly, we are inclined to suspect that a man
who is sure of his own cultural identity will be much better ;,quipped
to understand the different cultural identity of others

We certainly do not intend to argue that every man must have a
religioethnic identity nor that such identities must be crated for,
and even forced on, those who have no need and no desire for them.
We are simply asserting that in the Nation and the world there are
very considerable numbers of people for whom questions of religio-
ethnic identity are still very important and that the way in which
this question is answered will have a notable impact on whether human
society continues to be possible. Even if the present attempt of large
numbers of people to fashion part of their identity out of religious or
racial or national pasts proves to be unsuccessful, the attempt itself
is still an extraordinary event well worth careful study.

Those interested in ehe study of the acculturation of immigrant
groups in the United States usually distinguish between two models
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that have been used to examine the process. The "melting pot" model
assumes that the acculturation processes are so powerful that differ-
ences among various »mnigrant groups rather quickly disappear IS ti
new homo Americanus re')laces his ethnic ancestors, a man who, as
Peter Rossi once observed, speaks radio standard English and behaves
rather like a white Aug lo-,Saxon Protestant.

The "cultural pluralism" model, on the other hand, assumes that
while the various immigrant groups work on the same or similar
jobs, wear the same clothes, eat the same food save on ceremonial
eventsand watch the same TV commercials, they still will choose
their most intimate relationships from among members of the same
group.

When it comes to seeking a spouse, a doctor, a lawyer, a clergyman,
a construction contractor, a precince. captain, a pokeror bridge
partner or a neighbor, there remains in American societyor at least
in its large citiesan inclination to seek for someone of whom it, can
be said, "Ile is cur kind of people." Within the cultural pluralism tra-
dition there is some difference of opinion as to whether the religioethnic
groups are simply large "interest groups" held together by common
political goals or whether, in fact, cultural traditions from the past
do manage to survive. Glazer and Moynihan, in their "Beyond the
Melting Pot"wilich has sold 300,000 copiesincline to the former
position, while NORC research suggests that there may be something
to be said for the latter.

While both the melting pot and the cultural pluralism models can
be purely de-eniptive, they have in fact usually been normative. At one
time, the major emphasis in America seemed to be that the immigrants
should become as "American as everyone else," but in the last four
decades it has been argued that. the best of the national traditions
ought to be preserved. Indeed, sometimes it was even asserted that
the immigrants or their children sere "more American" than the
Dative stock. In Moynihan's classic description of the McCarthy era
Joseph not Eilgeneglarvard men were to be investigated and
Fordhan men were to do the investigating"

There can be no doubt that the cultural pluralism model has tri-
umphed over the melting pot model in the official theories of American
society. Little research has been done on American nationality groups
and the patterns of interaction among them. I noticed with corsiderable
interest the other day there is a sociological reader coming out about
different ethnic groups. Nblishiug houses want to jump on this band-
wagon. In this reader there is nothing about the Irish, and the seg-
ment on Polish national group is taken from W. I. Thomas' "Poll -h
Peasants in Europe and America," written in early 1920. It is not done
in such fashion because the authors of the reader do not want more
recent material, but because there is not more recent material. I would
assert that this failure to do research on ethnic groups is most unfor-
tunate.

The Black power movement, instead of being seen n s a repetition of
the power struggles of other American groups, is taken to he a tem-
por.ary phase; and the so-called white ethnic backlash is attributed to
social class rather than ethnic factors. NOW, has collected conclusive
evidence that there are wide variations in attitudes toward other groups
among American ethnics which cannot be explained by social class. In
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other words, even the precinct, captains, mil estate dealers, physicians,
building contractors and clergymen ar© very well aware of the religio-
et hnic diversity of large American cities, and the scholarly and policy-
making elites have ignored this diversity.

We would Essert that this failure 13 most unfortunate. Given the
fact that the American Nation has been put together in a rather short
time, as human history goes, from an incredibly diverse collection of
peoples, the astonishing phenomenon is not that the society is as torn
by discord, as it is frequently, but that it survives at all. As James

has recently pointed out, scholars have paid little attention
to the study of trust.. Yet trustfrequently of a weak and battered
variety--has made possible the broad pluralistic consensus which has
thus far survived in the country. Perhaps the Ethnic I leri tage Studies
Centers will study the conditions which facilitate trust and a closely
related attribute of human behaviorthe ability to have sympathy
and compassion for those who are different. The study of the survival
of pluralism in American society may provide insights into the pos-
sibility of a pluralistic world or, to use the fashionable term, a plu-
ralistic global village.

With this as a philosophical background, I wish to strongly sup-
port the prorsed legislation contained in H.R. 14910. It seems to me
that such legislation will accomplish two important goals :

1. It will help members of given ethnic communities to better under-
stand their own heritages. Ethnic pride then will not be founded on a
sense of being different from or against others, but rather on a sense
of having something positive to contribute to the larger society. Fur-
thermore, a sophisticated understanding of one's own tradition will
enable one to recognize both the lights and the shadows in that. tradi-
tion and to be more tolerant. of other traditions.

Thus, if more American Irish were aware of quasi-revolutionary
groups like the Molly Ma sires one presumes that they will be in
the near future, thanks to the cinemaand street gangs like the Began
Colts, they might be better able to understand why other ethnic com-
munities spawn similar groups. Similarly, if the Irish Americans had
more detailed knowledge about their ancestors' freedom fight they
might be more sympathetic to the struggle for Inunan dignity in which
other groups are engaged. Miss Devlin is not exactly n person with-
out a t'adition behind her.

2. It will make it possible for many Americans, operating from se-
cure confidence in their own traditions, to acquire sympathetic and
sensitive understanding of other traditions. When white students en-
sage in Black studies, Black struients in Polish studies, Polish students
in Irish studies, and Irish students in Italian studies, the vision of a
healthy cultural pluralism in our sciety will become a reality.

I world also make one recommendation with regard to the bill. It is
my conviction that as the legislation presently stands the ethnic cen-
ters will be hard put to fulfill their mission, because of the lack of basic
research data on most American ethnic groups. In my own studies
I have been appalled about. how little we know about. the past history
of many groups in this country. Furthermore, funds for basic research
either sponsored by the Government. or by private foundations are
practically nonexistent..

40 -075 70-18
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There are many graduate students who are extremely interested in
ethnic studies, but they receive little in the way of support from
senior faculty members whose research interests normally he in other
areas, nor from those agencies which normally fund basic research.

I should therefore like to see the proposed legislation amended to
include funds for basic research on ethnic groups as well as for the
dissemination of educational material about such groups.

Mr. Pucixsiii. Father Greeley, that is an excellent point that. you
make at the conclusion of your testimony. I, of course, am presuming
that this bill would provide for research, because it is only after you
have done the research that you can try and prep ire educational ma-
terial. But if the language is not sufficiently clear, then I am sure that
we will be able to clarify that for you. Y think you are absolutely
right.

For instances it is astonishing that the books that you referred to
are using material assembled in 1920, and it is true. T. noticed some of the
research that you have done, when I walked through the Polish Mu-
seum in Chicago. It is really very depressing to see how little research
has been done in recent years. 'the same thing is true of the various
other ethnic groups, and even on a subject as current as immigration
in the city there is still very little being done in basic research.

Here and there you find a book being published that might, leave
some impressions, but overall there hasn't been the kind of scholarly
approach that you suggest. Therefore, I can assure you that the lan-
guage in the bill will be strengthened. I think it is an excellent point
that you make.

I am wondering if you would comment on what I suspect is one
of the basic problems in America, which is denial of ethnic differences,
a position that seems to have become popular since the end of World
War II. There was a drive, particularly in the intellectual community
of this country, to abolish differences. Unless you were 100 percent
American you were really un-American. I never really knew what is a
hundred percent American. I still don't, as a matter of fact.

Father GREELEY. There are a number of things that may have hap-
pened. This is another matter that could be the object of basic research.
One theory advanced to me by sociologists, was that at least within our
field the men who shaped discipline in the post World War II era
were themselves the products of ethnic families and neighborhoods,
and were quite ashamed of this; that they had moved out of these
ethnic communities into the world of the big university and felt that
to be fully accepted in this world they had to leave the ethnic thing
behind. So they engaged in a systematic denial of it, at least in part
because of their own personality problems. And at that point in the
late 1940's, one or two academic departments in the country could
shape the development of sociology.

After the collapse of the University of Chicago's School of Soci-
ology, one looks in vain between 1945 and 1950 in literature for any
reference to ethnic groups. You look up under the heading "ethnicity,"
and you will see things about Alaskan Indians and African tribes, and
something about Indians in the American Southwest, but nothing
about Jews, Poles, Italians, Irish, Scandinavians in the big cities of
the Northeast. In a sense, it may have been something that these people
were too close to to be able to look nt objectively.
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Very interestingly, the kind of students who aro most interested in
studying it now are peovle who are third and fourth generation,
rather than second generation,

Mr. Pm Nem. It is interesting you would say that. I gave a number
of speMies on that sometime back, in which I stressed the point of
conflict of cultures between youngst'ers born in this country of foreign
parents. In that first, generation there was a gap. I know when I was a
boy and I got on the streetcar and my mother started talking. Polish
to me, I turned various hues of red because I didn't think it was
right. As I grew up I discovered there was really nothing wrong with
it, but there was 1 think a tendency to run from these things. The
best proof of that is that people change their names and try to deny
their ethnic background, I think that you are absolutely right in your
statement that after these conflicts have disappeared between the
immigrant and first generatiot. Americans, second and third and fourth
generations start asking the question, "Who am I?" And they have
to ask that question,

I noticed the most fierce nationalism was expressed last Saturday
on State Street in Chicago by eighth generation Irish in St. Patrick's
Day parade. And there was nothing wrong with that. Young Ameri-
cans participated who are eight or nino generations removed from
Ireland, and yet you find the greatest ethnic pride being expresse. d by
those your people, They tell me we have a better parade in New
York and Chicago than they do in Dublin.

Father GREELEY. That reminds me of a story. I was visiting a young
friend of mine who is attending a Catholic university in Denver. On
the board there was a notice saying. "Irish Club will meet next Sunday."
I said, "Peggy, do you belong to that club ?"

She said, "I am the president.."
I said, "What does theclub do ?"
She Paid, "We have meetings ,,nd parties, and on St. Patrick's night

1V0 have the biggest dance of the year,
I said, "When was the Easter Rising?"
She didn't know. I said, "Do you know what the Sinn Fein was?"
She said, "I never heard of that.
I said, "What about the Irish Republic Army ?"
She said, "You know I am a Democrat" the point being that she

is very Irish still and that the kind of person she marries, number
of children, political and social values, religion, are all going to be
.strongly affected by her hishness. And yet she 'has no awareness of
the traditions and doesn't care about the iSsues of the past,. So it does
survive in strange transmitted ways.

Mr. Ptreixsici. The point I was wondering if you would comment on,
because of your excellent experience in this field, is, can we find any
correlation between some of the turmoil that exists within our own
Nation today and the absence of educational programs and materials
to let people know more about themselves and know more about their
fellow Americans?

Father GREELEY. I think what I would like to see particularly for
young Americans growing up in cities which are really polyglot, I
would like to see everybody coming out of the streets, understanding
their own tradition and at least one another very well, so they can get
some sense of both diversity and similarity.
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I had a young friend who taught for a while in the police academy
in Chicago. His technique was to bring into class each day a problem
and say, "Now how would you h rnandlethat in your farlyi if that kind
of problem was reised, and why would Son handle it that Nyey.?",So
he would hear from Polish, Irish, Black, and Czech. And in this kw!. of
discussion each group began to understand how others would react, but
had soni.! sympathy why they would react to a problem of a young per-
son wanting to marry out of the group.

I think that kind of educational technique or something along those
lines is going to be increasingly necessary in a society where people
with different backgrounds have to develop fairly high levels of coop-
eration if the society is going to keep on functioning.

Mr. Pireixsxt. 1 don't understand one thing. I have been on this
education committee for 12 }ars and chairman of this committee for
several of those years, and I have studied the whole spectrum of Amer-
ican education during these years and I can't understand why some-
thing this obvious would have totally escaped the educational
community.

Do you have any suggestions?
Faller GREELEY. In the final analysis, I have to agree with you. I

don't understand why either. When Pete Rossi and I started to talk
about studying this stuff tf or 7 years ago, the sociological community
looked at us ;ike we were crazy. The typical Gurvey research question-
naire, even today, does not ask the question about nationality bc.ck-
ground. It is for some reason that I really can't fully comprehend, the
question of religious, ethnic, and national geographic diversity seems tt,
be one that people repress.

Mr. PITINSKr. Particularly in the social science departments, and I
am trying to Lind out why. The queation undoubtedly will come up as
we consider this legislation, "Is this necessary, or are there enough
facilities now? Are there programs now to do the things that we pro-
pose in this bill?"

Would you care to give us a judgment as to whether or not there is
anything in the existing programs that can g:ve the emphasis and
stimuli to this directionl-

Fathev GREELEY. The only thing that I am aware of that exists is
a black studies program. They represent a first step in this direction.
Beyond that, I am unaware of anything.

There ig the little professional societies around the country. Father
Paul mentioned Italian American Historical Society. There is a Society
for Irish Studies, at least half who are not Irish. These are little graips
of scholars interested in the field, but who again lack research facili;:es
or funds to do major and basic research.

So I would say that by and large you and your colleagues could be
content with the conviction that this is pioneering legislation.

Mr. lk'crxsiu. The other aspect of this legislationand I wonder
if you would care to comment on thatcalls for teacher institutes to
try and do.elop some teachers who can participate in this kind of
educational program.

What is the status, ns far as you know, of teachers and their capa-
bility of dealing with these sub;ects now

Father Gessixy. I just have impressions, Congressman. And I think
t hey are afraid of it because they know how sensitive it is, and they
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know how inadequately prepared they are to cope with it. So 1 would
think most teachers would be very i'rightened. If you have a class-
room made up of white students, but of vastly different ethnic back-
grounds, and you happen to be from one of them yourself, you would
be very much afraid of what happened.

I remember giving a talk once at a meeting, and my subject was
the Irish and I said very critical things about the Irish, enough per-
haps to get me banned from the St. Patrick's Day parade. When it was
over, a nun, a black nun, got up and denounced me really passionately
for my Irish pride. She hadn't heard what I said. It wasn't malice
on her part, but that an Irish would speak about Irish, ho had to be
speaking from a position of pride.

So, if teachers are afraid of handing this sort of material, I think
perhaps there is some reason to be afraid. It is very touchy, and a
teacher can only get over her fears to handle it when she knows she
is sophisticated in the material and knows she has techniques available
to her for batting down the tension in the classroom. It won't be easy.

Mr. Pueixsict. Would you care to comment on the observation made
by Father Paul that once you have established identity in particular
ethnic groups, the next step, of course, is to try to use this material
on an intergroup basis.

Father GREELEY. I would agree completely with that, Congressman.
I don't know how it is going to happen yet, but I think it would be an
excellent idea.

Mr. Pucissicr. Father Greeley, I am most grateful to you for being
with us this morning. That is an excellent statement that you have
made to the committee. The more I hear this testimony, I have two
regrets. One regret is, that we have so many bills moving through
our committee that our committee is in six different places at one
time and they have to rely on reading the record. But they really
miss, I think, a great deal by not being able to be here to he:,' your
testimony, as well as Father Paul's and some of the other testimony.

Although I can assure you, before we will start marking this bill
up we will study thisrecord very closely. I think the testimony re-
garding this bill is very impressive. I was not aware of the dimension
of opportunities in this bill when we first introduced this legislation.
The resourceful and eloquent testimony has really opened our eyes.
And your testimony today, Father Greeley, elevated the caliber of
this testimony to another plateau in underscoring the need for some-
thing like this.

I hove read a draft of the excellent paper which you will be present-
ing to the American Jewish Committee in May and Y would like to have
it inserted in the record at this point.

(The information follows :)

THE POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION OF ETHNIC GROW8 IN AMERICAN SOCIETY

(By Andrew M. Greeley)

It is the purpose of this paper to suggest that the survival of ethale groups
in American society, however surprising, may turn out to have very strong pout.
Live functions for the future development of that society. To defend the sug-
gestion, however, I shall have to call into question much of the official wisdom
of pop sociology and Indeed many of the more baste assumptions of "scientille"
sociology. To make my case, I shall have to begin at the very beginning of the
analysis of human social relationshipswith Thomas Hobbes' as yet unresolved
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question as to what makes moral order and social order possible. What, indeed,is the cement which binds society together?
It is the great theme of classical sociology that in the last centuries Western

society has moved from gemeinschaft to gessellschaft, from community to asso-
ciation, from primary group to secondary group, from mechanical solidarity to
organic solidarity, from traditional authority to bureaucratic authority, from
primordial drives to contractual drives. Weber, Durkheim, Tonnies, Tore ltsch,
and Talcott Parsons have merely arranged different orcheseratMe on this archi-tectonic theme.

Under the impact of rationalization, bureaucratization, industrialization, and
urbanization, it is argued, the old ties of blood, faith, land, and consciousness
of kind tube yielded to the rational structural demands of the technological
society. In the conceptual framework of Professor Parsons' famous pattern vari-
ables, the immense social changes of the last two centuries have moved the race
or at least the North Atlantic component of it from the particularistic to the
universal, from ascription to achievement, from the diffuse to the specific. And
other observers ree a shift from 11 e mythological to the religlonless, from the
sacred to the profane to the secular, from the folk to the urban. In other words.
in the organized society at the present time, it is the rational demands of the
organization itselfor the organizations themselveswhich provide the struc-
ture that holds society together. Nonrational and primordial elements, If they
survive at ail, survive in the "private sphere" or In the "interstices." The old
primordial forces may still be somewhat relevant In choosing a wife or a poker
or bridge partner, but they have no meaning in the large corporate structures
business, labor, government, education, or even, for that matter, church. In the
private sphere and in the interstices, the nonrational and primordial ties are
seen as everywhere in retreat. Ethnic groups are vanishing, religion is losing its
hold, men and women are becoming so mobile that they need no geographic roots.
Professor Bennis argues that there is emerging a "temporary society" made
up of those members of the social elite for wheal geographic, institutional and
interpersonal stability are no longer necessary. These men, according to Pro-
fessor Bennis, move from place to place, occupation to occupation, and relation-
ship to relationship without feeling any sense of personal or physical dis-
location.

Wherever they go, they are immediately able to relate intensely to their fellows,
and when the time comes to terminate a set of relationships, thee then enter Into
a new set equally intense but equally transitory. There is some suggestion in
the Temporary Boefety that these new elites might even be capable of temporary
marriage relationships. Whatever is to be said about the merits, moral, biologi-
cal, or aesthetic of the temporary society, it is certainly the ultimate in the
pilgrimage from gemeinsebeft to gesselischnft. The lives of the denizens of the
temporary society, are completely shaped by the functional necessities of tech-
nological industrialism'

In this official model of classical sociology. then, the primordial is to be seen
as on the way out. There may be some disagreement as to the speed of the evolu-
timers- process, but nonetheless, secular man, technological man, religionless
man, temporary man is seen as the man of the future. He is the one who occupies
the critical positicns in the government, in the media, in the unherieiy faculties,
in the large corporate businesses. He needs little in the -wry of roots, nothing in
the way of transcendental faith, nud, as far as the technostructure is con-
cerned. precious little in the way of emotion. Professor John Rehear ironically
describes the cognitive ideology of such a man. "Reality is that which is tangible,
extertinl, mensurable..expable of being precisely conveyed to others; everything
that is left overand some might think that It is half of lifebecomes curiously
unreal or epiphenomenal. If it persists in its intrusions on the 'real' world.
then it nest be treated as trouble and those whose acts or motives are imbedded
in the unreal world are treated es deviant cases In need of repair or reproof'

Even it one does not wish to go quite that far in describing the pilgrimage
from community to association, one still must admit that the implicit basic
premises of most contemenrars- social enalysla aesnme Vogt the "pnbl'e sphere"
is the reel world, Met what goes on in the corporate structures is that which
hodis eociety together and that the primordial or the tribal are limited to certain

trra make my own blares in the matter verfectly dear, it i tind to choose btweeet the
temnorary 'way e^ n commune. I wouldn r hare much dliflonity chooatne the tatter.

*John Scharr. "It, Revtiona on Authority," New American Review, col .8, 1070, p. 671.
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reactionary segments within the society and will even there be eradicated by a
generation or two of college education.

The old right and the new left may dlaagree, but I think that an Implicit
value premise through much of this analysis: the rationalised society is not only
the way things are but the way things thould be. The primordial or pre-rational
ties are seen as "unenlightened" and "reactionary." One need not discuss the
current resurgence of interest in white ethnic groups very long without realizing
that among many liberal academics there is a strong moral revulsion against
ethnic groups. The term "white ethnic racist" is used much the same way as
"damn Yankee" is used la the South. It becomes one word and indeed an epithet.
An official of e national social weak organization inviting me to give a speech at
a meeting on the subject noted that "as far as I'm concerned, these people (white
athnics) are simply a barrier to social progress, though I suppose they have their
own protiems, too." And at the same conference a panel discussion about white
ethnics labels them as "social consesvatives." Serious discussions are held under
the sponsorship of government agencies or srivate foundations In which the
white ethnic "problem" is discussed as something about which "something must
be done," and one hardly cannot spelt% to an academie group on the aubject of
ethnicity without some timid soul rising in the question period and wondering
whether It might not even be immoral to discuss the question of ethnic groups
since ethnicity stresses the things which separate :Ian and we ought to be con-
cerned about those things which unite them.

The bias in these reactions Is apparent : the survival of the primordial is a
social problem. The evolution font the nonrational to the rational, the sacred
to the profane, the primordial to the contractual, the folk to the urban is seen
not merely as a useful analytic model, but as profoundly righteous moral impera-
tive. As some people have not yet completed their pilgrimages through this
simple evolutionary model, obviously they are a social problem and "something
must be dorm about them," such as, for example, seeing that their real Income
goes up at the rate of 5 per cent a year or providing day care centers for their
neighborhoods. If one does enough such things for them, maybe then they or at
least their children will some day become more enlightened and be just like us.

st is certainly not my Intention to dens the great utility of the official model
of classical sociology. Obviously, a great transformation has come over the North
Atlantic world since 1750. I need only to visit Ballendrehid, County Mayo Island,
to know that it was rather different from Chicago, Cook County, Illinois. The
insight of the greats of the sociological tradition is extraordinarily valuable but
the trouble with it as an analytic model is that there Is a strong temptation
either to ignore or treat as residual phenomena whatever can't be made to fit
the model. I would be prepared to contend that it is the very elegance of the
official model of classical sociology which has blinded us to an incredibly vast
range of social phenomena which must be understood if we are to cope with the
problems of contemporary America.

I would suggest, then, that there Is another model which must be used either
in conjunction with the official one or as the component of a more elaborate model
which will integrate the two. According to this model, the basic ties of friendship,
primary relationship, land, faith, common origin and consciousness of kind per-
sist much as they did in the Ice Age. They are the very stuff out of which society
is made and in their absence the corporate structures would collapse. These pri-
mordial, pre-rational bonds which hold men and women together have of course
been transmuted by the changing context. The ethnic group, for example, did not
even exist before the last of the nineteenth century. It came into existence pre-
cisely in order that the primordial ties of the peasant commune would somehow
or other be salvaged through the immigration experience. But because the pri-
mordial ties have been transmuted does not mean that they have been eliminated.
It simply means that they operate in a different context and perhaps in a differ-
ent way. They are, according to this second model, every bit as decisive for human
relationships as they were in the past. In fact, a strong case that could be made
that one primordial relationshipthat of marriagehas In one respect become
far stronger than It ever was In the past, because the ties of interpersonal affec-
tion are now required rather more than less by marriage partners; and while they
may appear structurally tenuous, such ties of affection can be far more de-
manding on the total personality than were the structural ties of the past.

To the extent that this model has validity, we have not witnessed a simple, uni-
dimensional, and unidirectional evolution from gerneinschaft to gessellschaft.
What has happened, rather, has been a tremendous complexifleallon of society
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with vast pyramids of corpornte structures being erected on a substratum of pri
mordial relatliniships Since the primordial tics tend to be the Infrastructure, or
at least to look like the infrastructure to those who are interested prinuirily in
corporate bureauerscies, it is fsissible to Ignore them or at least to attribute to
them minimal imp()) falice. One does not, after n11, think about the foundation of
the Empire Stnte lhalbilsg when cue sees it soaring into the air above Man-
hattan Woadnot at least unless one happens to be an engineer.

To the extent that this second model has any validity, one would be forced tc
conclude that the persistence of primordial bonds is not mnrely a social It
lem, but also a social asset. Commuilities based on consciousness of kind or com-
mon faith or common geography would be seen in this model not merely as resi-
dues of the past, but rather as basic subcomponent of the social structure. Mem-
bcrship in such communities .,would be seen as providlng personal identity and
social location fur members tie well ns making available a pool of preferred role
opposites whose availability would case stress situations at critical junctures in
modern living. In other words, collectivities grouped around such primordial
bonds would he seen not merely as offering desirable cultural richness and
variety, but also as baste pillars of support for the urban social structure.

A c10 government would view Itself ns fnuOpiate In having large and diverse
(abide groups within its boandaries because such collectivities would prevent
the cities from !seeming a habitat for a "lonely crowd" or a "moss society."
Psychologists and psychiatrists would be delighted with the possibilities of ethnic
group membership providing social support and selfdefinition as an antidote to
the "anomie" of the mass society. Or, another - w ay of putting the same matter
would be to say that to the extent the second model is a valid one, the lonely
crowd and the mass society do not really exist.

But to what extent does the second model have any validity? Ify Inclination
would be to say that, if anything, much more research data can he fitted into the
second model than Into the first one. This paper would not be the appropriate
place to review in great detail n11 the available evidence about the survival of
the mlinordinl, but one can at least list the principal research efforts. The now
classic Hawthorne experiments of Elton Mayo and his colleagues demonstrated
how decisive In the supposedly rationalised and formalized factory was the
influence of informal friendship groups. Ruby Jo Reeves proved in the early
1010's that there had been no change In patterns of religious intermarriage for a
half century and thirty years later the research done at the National Opinion
Research Center on young college gradostes indicates that denominational (which
includes Baptists, Lutherans, Methodists, etc., as separate Jenominations) inter-
marriage is stilt not increasing in the United States. The Amerfean Soldier,
studies of Samuel Stouffer and his colleagues, showed how decisive personal
loyalty was In holding together the combat squad. The work of Morris Janowits
and Edward Sills proved that the wermacht began to fall apart only when the
rank and file soldier began to lose faith in the pat. rnalistic non-com who held

his unit together.
The voting studies of Paul Lazersfeld and hi& colleagues provide that voting

decisions were not made by Isolated individuals but rather by members of Intl-
mate primary groups; and the similar studies of Filihu Katz and otbers on
marketing decisions and the use of innovative drugs showed how such decisions
were strongly influenced by informal petNonal relationship. Will Ilerberg's
classic, Protestant. ratItoffe, Jews. suggested a model explaining that religion Is
so important in the United Stites precisely because it provides self - definition
and social location. limes Q. WWon's study of police discovered that sergeants
of different ethnic groups have different administrative styles and the work of
Edward Levine and other on the Trish as politicians hate made clearto those
who are yet unaware of itthat the Irish have a highly distinctive political
rtvle (a political style, he it noted, that assumes the persistence awl importance
of nrImordinl eroups).

Manpower research done at NOTIC indicates that ethnicity is a moderately
strong predictor of career choice. (Germans go Into science and engineering, Jews
irto medicine anti law, Irish Into law, political science and history and foreign
serviee.1 Studies of hospital behavior show that different ethnic groups respond
differently to pain in hospital situations. (The Irish de.iy it and the Ttnilans
exaggeinte it.) The Bonfield and Wilson school of political science emphasizes
urban politics as an art of power brokerage among various ethnic and religio-
ethnic groups.
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forts recent research at has shown that there Is moderately Orong
correlation ltiveen ethnicity and a number of hehavloral and ntlitinlinil merle
tireseven when dioefri elopwra hare field constant. Other research studies suggest
that hi large cilium professional denial, real estate, construes
liontend to Ise organitect along religions or ciliate Hues. and yet other wiirk
would indiente that ramie groups choose to create n form of self-segregation, even
In the suburb*. 1 mak Wirth wits right there would indeed be it return to the
ghetto but the ghetto would lust be in Douglas Park, It would be In Skokie and
I Ighla lid Park.

(tee ("mid go on, lint It lie.-s1 7y seer's necessary. Weep not for gemeinschnft;
it Is still very much with Its. (in the contrary, the burden of evidence ought to
be on those who claim to sec It vanishing. When It is argued that at least among
the silial elites seeniar, technological, religionlest. twin seems to dominate. we
need only isdlit out that precisely the offspring of these elites seem presently
innst Intensted in recreating the tritsal In the world of the losycliellelic.
sacral con11111111M. The model of classical sociology obviously Is not to lie nbton
iioned, but it must lie freed from o simpleminded, evollitionary Interpretation.
Futtliciemore. It is even more nevcs.sty to eili-ost the model frotn the moralistic
overtones which it has to-quires' certainty In the world of pep sociology end. if
I am not very notch mistaken, either In the world of professional sociology, To
A Ronne that religions or ethnic- or geographic Iles n re unenlightened. react lonerY,
or benighted, or obscurantist Is to make a moral judgment for which there an,
nn nrontnIs In serious social analysis.

The issue of the Iwo models is not by Any means just A theoretical one for,
if one uses only the first model, then the a' r white ethnic 'mu's* are seen
bas's-ally as a social problem. Hut if one n' the second model, one might
ciseclude Mrs, ethnic loyally could lien stri. dive force which might nuke
arsliatde vitality and vigor for the pm-sere:mos, and enrIchm.Od of urban life
for All member+ of the city. This, I %%m lei hypothesir.e that if one lakes .1mt
dependent I n rinble the props tisity to desert thi city. one woeto find in A strongi,
ethnic neIghbothookl A n tub lower score on that variable than one would in A
(ostoopoiltin nehrhhorhool. I would cuen go further and suggest that in en
ethnic to Ighborhood under 'threat" then, woold be loss inclination to .14 rt the
city than there would be in a cosmopolitan niehborlinod which was his
threatened. Atr.1 I hare been fold that in one slimy of the election le fiery.
fmliatta. It v.-as discover ed that Poles who Are more strongly integrated Into the
Polish community were more likely to tote for Mayor lietcher than Pole,: who
were less Integrkted into the ethnic community (though. obviously. in any nbsi.
bite nIlloberA still not very likely to Into for him I. There has been so little posi-
tive reseArrh done on the subject of white ethnic- groups that Otte is hesitant
to state cencinslrely that at this loft t in time ethnic identificatism and loyalty
might be A positive Asset for isroninting social ci,nnge In the city. l'nfortnnately.
the rigid thee:enrol limitations of the official model have made It Waif-WI to Per-
suade igniting agencies that such research might he Appropriate. 1"e are now
faced with the rather situation in which many binding Ateneles are
Almost pithelically gager to do somethitig Mout "the white ethnic problem."
without ever having esfAidisholl that it is in fact A problem. and when It might
Ise. rather. A distinct advantage.

If the second model has Any ntility AI all, one could also call into question
Innch of the romanticgrlitcism and equally romantic ntoplanisiti of elnlemPora
American society. It may turn out that there is. after All. rather little anomie.

may he that the mac. society does not exist boyegni Ins Angeles :led the
nntivrsity ccompissecs arnnmi the enitntry. It may he that the yonrift who Ire
seeking to create new clam new tribes, or new eommtmess mold A^hiere the same
goals hr moving hack into their grAndretrents' neightiorhoosian experintert
which "conld Also lace the happy toyantagy. of !recalls-1g In theta that intimate
comtnnnitica can he narrow', rigid. And docitinAlre. and. in many inslittees.
qnite intolerant of privacy. ereatitily. and diversity. It such romantic utopian
wesald at least spend some time In their gratulpt rents' neighborhood, they would

I .it more realistic about the penblerns tlst they wilt enconnter in the Pig
inn or along the hanks of the (Worn+) Rivet.

It should le cleat ha- now that I entertain A good deal of skepticism about the
so-called "rapid social chance" which we harp allegedly. :illness:eft for the last
Iwo cetAntica (or. alternately. the two cketwies1 It is also probably dear
that I had equal skeptieoutt *tient the snh)ect of whether this social chatter ha,
been enniutionaty and. !mice& unidirectional In its mot-moil. So dal
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there has been; presumably, at this point we are willing to see that some of it
has been good and some of it has been had. Some of it has enriched human living
and some of it has polluted the human environment. I have no desire to go back
to Ballendrehid, County Mayo, Ireland. I think, on the whole, we are far better
off than our ancestors, but to say that we are far better off is not to say that
we are all tlaat much different from them; and because we know more than they
did, it does not necessarily follow that we are either morally or Intellectually
superior to them.

It one abandonsat whatever paina simpleminded, easy.directional, tnelic
rialto, evolutionary model of social change, then one is put in a position where
one would not at all be surprised at tha survival of primordial groups in an
industrial society. One might even be grateful that they survived. In any event,
one would be far better able to understand how the Irish have been able to
govern the large cities of the country for so long.'

I will confess that. I have increasing ambivalencies even about lecturing on
this subject. I am not persuaded that the rigidities of the liberal intellectual
dogma makes it possible for it to be seriously considered. White ethnic groups
Are seen as quaint or as a social problem or perhaps even as Immoral residues of
a benighted past, but there seems to be something in the liberal Intellectual
dogma which forces people to "turn off" when someone suggests seriously that
the collectivities organised around primordial bonds may not be vanishing and
may even be a positive asset for society. I had this experience DON; to break
through the atone wall once before in my lifein a deeply ethnocentric situation.
The place was a well-to-do Irish community and the subject was civil rights.
The similarity of the experiences persuaded me that ethnocentrism is not
limited to the e:hnics.

Nonetheless, .e American :elvish Committee would not be pleased with me
if I did not co. dude with route kind of practical suggestions. So let ut sassy
a list of suggestleim:

1. It is necessary for those of us who are part of the liberal intellectual Atll,
group to give up our pejorative assumptions about teller ethnic groups. We must
at least for the sake of evolving hypotheses consider the possibility that they
may he neither vestigial nor residual and that, despite the constant assertions
of Professor Pettigrew and others, it is not necessarily true that the so-called
"white ethnic" phenomenon Is only a mist class phenomenon. Incidentally, t
wonder why. Professor Pettigrew and others are so eager to write off ethnic
differences as differences of social class

2. 1 would further suggest that having put aside biases about ethe....ty, we
might try to understand the ethnic groups from the inside. II Is very simple and
easy to write them off as part of the silent majority or tL,. Thecist maw to for-
get that until very recently they have provided the overwhelming electoral sup-
port for the liberal serial reforms of the last four decadea. Despite all myths to
the contrary, they did not vote for George Wallace In the last election. and It
they are, in fact, finally drifting away from their liberal leadership, the reason
may well be that the liberal leadership has driven them away. At a minimum, ere
cannot assume this is not the case until we have engaged in a far more tqwe
pathetic effort to see social reality from their viewpoint than we have thus fat
engaged in.

ow might ask in passing why there has been so little retnstreh on ethnic
grew* in Amerkan society even though the forming of a nation teem so many
diverse ethnic groepe must surely he seen as one of the great social phenomers
of the last three hundred years, I suspect that the moral Imperatives of the
classical, sociological model made it necessary for us to assume that if we ignored
the ethnic grow they would go away. It may also be, as one colleague has gut
Bested to me. a fonetkm of the fact that many of those who in the forties and
fifties determined the shape of contemporary American social science were doing
their damnedest to forget their own ethnic background.

A. It might he appreptiete for let to begin esperimentat fret and research on
whet Proreeeor Coleman bas recently called the sociology of trust. The principal
probicat with ethnic diversity Is that there seems to be a strung strain in the
human personality to think that that which Is different II also inferior. probehlr
evil, and entente not to he trusted. There can be no denying the historical
fact that diversity has almost alwrys meant conflict, and frequently violent

IR* it Wed tilt as tmse petitkti leader "WA rest Mt.% that ieneeap she latiAl
to seta 41 err (Nem et the ivfie *Ai meson. two et threes of Ile Inajoe 'Clink proem of it t
sits eras a r4tIletlatts elect/44ml Wit ktal.
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conflict. We human beings have maoaged to try to destroy one another over
.differences of skin color, nose shape, pronunciation, lengths of hair, eating
:mbits, and a wide variety of other differences which rationally speaking seem
rather minor. The question, "Why can't they be like use" Is frequently not
merely a moral judgment but a battle cry, And. yet, tidst does exist, at least
In minimal amounts. One stops to think et the ethnic, religious, and geographic
diversities Included within the American society. The astonishing thing Is not
that this society has been periodically racked In violence, not that it was once
torn asunder, not that friction and conflict are endemic, but that this society
has survived at all. There has been considerable talk about group relations, of
course, and not a little research. Most of the talk and research has been ham-
pered not only by the official sociological model, but also by the feet that it was
designed in most instances to validate either the inclinations of the funding
agency or the general assumptions of the intellectual ethnic group. It seems to
me that it would be most appropriate for future research projects and in group
relation. to be ecumenical in their funding sponsorship and execution. If it
were to be done today, the ADI research on religion and anti-Semitism, for
example, might be viewed as suspect, not only in its sociological rigor (which
was strongly questioned by most professional reviewers), but also in Its fano-
ing and sponsorship strategies.

4. If religio-ethnie communities are going to persist, then an appropriate
etrategy might t* to facilitate the understanding of both the lights and the
shadows of each tradition. The American Irish, If they understood more clearly
tradition of the battle for Irish freedom, as well as the aberration of this tra-
dition. In which organisations as the Molly Mc Quires and the Regan Colts
might be more sympathetic and understanding Iowan: the black arm& for free-
dom and dignity and also such black organisations as the Blackstone Hangers
and tree Black Panthers, both of whom by the standards of the Molly NicOniree
and the Hagen Clone are very moderate grotim The secret of religio-ethnie
tolerance may be to understand two traditions well, your own and one other.
Security Ir. one's own tradition enables one to face the rest ."..f the world with-
out being unduly threatened by it, and an understanding of another tradition
enables one to reintivire at least somewhat the apparent absolutes of one's own
t radii ioe.

5. Pinelly, I would like to emphasise the Importance of the "neighborhood"
among ethnic 'retire*. As one college,* observed to me, we have to realise that
the Polish immigrants were essentially handle*, They were peasants who
either posseseed no land of their own or not enough land te assure them of
dignity and freedom.

In the rnited States they found an opportunity to become lendholderst and
homes] there and, by that very fact, to become "somebody." And so their hard-
earned monies were channeled into the purchase of property and later to buy.
Ng rugs and furniture and decorations for their homes, all of which became an
important projection of their personalities, beetuee they sembolited the free-
dom, the security, and the dignity which these immigrants wets able to littel
in the sew World. Vic" block in which they lire, the school to which their
c.liciren go, the church they attend en Sunday!, the mast in a-h:sh they sit,
teeome intimately linked with their proper/9. and the personality of which
the oronerte is seen as both a defense and an enctantrnent. A threat to the
neigetsrbood. then. is a threat to property. and a threat to property it a threat
to t.rpe's core of selfhood This may be very erimonliel behavior and we may even
wieh tc view it with amusement or contempt. llowevet, one amusement or
contempt dote no. "ealce It any less teal, and one moralistic dismissal of their
concern about their property and their neighoethood as white ethnic racket
Is not likely to 61(411tAle the solution of urban problem.

or it the neighborhood merely something physical and eeographk. It is
not only te.f. but social tort. It is a geographical area intuited by a Mee:444p
network which makes it even more petered, snore important to the personality
and more rig, rouely to be defended from any threat. To tell someone who is
defending his neighborhood. his property. his friendship network and his very
selfhood that he is a radet when he is tog-aired in such primordial defense may
heighten one sense of more; ewer-Write. brit It wires no prebieenk rotes*
thee* of as who ate part of the Intellectual elites are willing to tee to under-
stand from tee tnelde the social toff dit/M410111 of the neighborhood. we will
not even begin to trope with the complexities of urban octal problevaa.

One hardly needs to be told that there is a new tribalism abroad in the land.
Woodstock. with its rock And dreg culture, the coastrunitetian movements of
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the Ilig Stir, witchcraft, divination. astrology, diabolism, and other bizarre aber-
rations, represent a profound dissatisfaction on the part of our elite young

ide with the rationalized, technocrade society. It Is, of course. the wealth of
that stwiely which makes diwIlmfaction with It possible, and much of the
psychedelic world is childish and neuroticand not nearly as happy or as swing.
lag 'a Professor Harvey ('ox would have us believe. And yet, granting the ea ries-
tur at and the exaggrationa of the new tribalism, the Inha lists make an Impor-
troll point. Not by reason alone does man live. The white ethn:. a were aware of
this all along. though perhaps not explicitly. We rootless Intellectuals, living as
we do. at least on the margin of Professor limits' temporary society, might be
able to learn something from both.

Mr. Preissmt. Our final witner-s this morning is Mr. liaymmid r-
rase°, Assistant Executive Director of Interagency Committee from
Mexican American Affairs.

r. rra sco, come fot w a rd.
We are very pleased to have you here this morning.

STATEMENT: OF RAYMOND CARRASCO, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, CABINET COMMITTEE ON SPANISH-SPEAKING PEO-
PLE; ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. DELUVINA AGUIRRE AND MANUEL
TENORIO

Mr. CAutim,;(1. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I have two of my assist-
ants with me.

Mr. PuriNsItt. Introduce yonr two assistants, please.
Ye. CAninsro. They are my ns.istants, 31re. Deluvina Aguirret

for, 'er teacher from gait Diego city schools, w here she was a specialist
in Ei'glish as a second Ihngiinge. And mizinly the school is in an urban
type environment. Mr. Manuel Tenorio is formerly an assistant school
principal in New Mexico, who also siwcializes in English as a second
language. They ore IsitIi %veil versed in English as a sc-oa:1 language
program.

1 have prepatril a statement that 1 would like In submit for the
record. May I lead it f

Mr. Pc-cixstit. Your full statement will go in the record at this time.
Yon mar read it if you wish, but 1 think perhaps we can go into
tznitte of the thing:: that other witnesses 1. ,? talked About and some of
the experiences that the lady lied in the class trAll in trying to deal
with some of the subjects that Ow is I r) lug to teach.

(The prepared statement follows :)

sivormrst NT 1tAVVOtn rAlritit5r11. A5545M? EAtit-Tilt IIIINFT14411 C!.515rt
I \Ili MIME ox 11111,01tlit'S I talk root srAN1t11StTlIKIN0 1'11444,

Mr. Chairman. thank yogi for allowing the Cabinet Committee on Oppntinnitir
for Slarnkh-Speaking Peorge to *pivot' soil present juttificattion for the enact
meat of 11.11. 1010, "Tim. t:thnle Iletitsa, Similes renter At of 11419.-

The express purple. of this 1411 is to 141. Ode A program to improve tile °moth
nn!ty of student. in elementary and seeondary schnnte in mods cnitntal htrititerm
of the major ethnk groupie lo the ration and gain greater appreelaticn of the
mnItIethair nature t the ff141144th prqoulatio. The program is to he erinducted
threatth a number of 17thate iietitAtos Ftadt l'Eltterc. rittit (lento' Ircarld tarry

activitles related to a single r ultnre irtional granP of clInntek Slorrifkv1I3*
the AciisittIt of the r enters verstild t* to dfrplop ectrrkarInns materials dealing
with ethnic wank* and the training of teachers in the n.e of these mat, Flats.

one. estah11-bed the ()enter wenM provide materials on identitishle ethnic
imitum In the t'n:ted States. Myr* materials would be made arallable to el.-
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mentary and secondary schools throughout the nation. Each school could lu
effect establish its own Ethnic Heritage ('enter, thereby taking full nth Wage
of the purpose of 11.1t. 14910.

The Adinh,ist ranee Provisions of the hill give added protettion by the unlixo-
(hm of existing resources. The Commissioner of Education is directed to make
arrangements which will utilize Cl ) the research fnellitka and la.rt:onnel of col-
leges and universities. 12) the speyial knowledge of ethnic grotto§ In local com-
munities nod of foreign sindents pursuing their education In Ilk country, not
13) the expertise of elementary and secondary school teachers. This section of the
bill. (Section DOI), quells the cotommiliy complaint that they air not !.$1041 to
participate In the formulation of programs that involvri their partiellar ethnic
group The bill also givcs recognition to tiv front line soldier; the elementary
and secondary school !cachet and I he expertise gabled by working In the
community.

The Implied purpose of the bill is of primary importance, the eradication of
racial intolerance through education. Diserhninaolon and prchnPee are the chit-
dren of Ignorance. ignorance Is pliable and can be changed with education. In-
troduce force and the ignorant num becomes set and no amount of education will
make him pliable again.

The need for such a program is obvious Our minority groups are demanding
recognition. Tiny look to the past to find a firm footing on which to state, "I be
lomr. 1 too nun part of America."

Thank you.

Mr. C.1101AF-00. V2ry troll. Before we begin we want to thank von
for ail your efforts tu, behalf of the Spanish speaking in the Nation,
especially in education. I think it would be worthwhile for the com-
mittee to hear from the teachers. If you have any quest ions

Mr. Ptrixsiti. We do have a question. I have a rine:4100 which any
one of von may answer, if you wisli. Certainly we have a very large
Latin American community in this country, ilexicanAmerican and
Spanish-American community, and it does seem to me that ks m-ve
through the various schools there is im material, 1 have been able
to find, that could help the teacher bring to her students of Mexican
hackgrmini a greater awareness of the role that the Spanish American
has played in Ow develninnunt of this ountry and where he fits into the
total mosaic.

1 am amazed that the people who have been here longer than any-
one else ate treated here today, in 1fii0. as foreigners and strangers.
We have coming to Chicago a large immix,- of Mexican Americans
mho erre horn in New Mexico and some of the Southa-est part of the
country, unit they are Americans born in this country, some are. second
and third generation Americans, and they come to Chicago and they
are treated as foreigners simply liecause the Chicago schools and peo-
ple of Chicago are totally unaware that in this country we have large
pads of Lit iu American communities.

Last week I was in Lcs Angeles holding hcarin and I was sur-
prised to learn that in his Angelis there are ev50,n6 alin Americans
and only 50,000 Mack American.;. I never realised the the Latin
American community in Los Angeles was that large. It is the largest
minority group in that city. It is ainftiting how little we know about
the fAttn-.11 merican community in this count rs.

Mr. Cxuatst-o. Cliairman. an example might he the State of
California. where the population is about two and a half
Spanish- speaking .ieople compared to A black poi:dation of about
1 million. This factor. however. in relatively unknovn ont side the State
of California. We expect 11,e I:170 Census to establish amtrate popu-
lation figures on our Spanish-speaking citizens.
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Mr. Prosaic'. I wonder if Mrs. Aguirre could help us? What kind
of material do you have in the school to work with ?

Mrs. AOU1RRE. To devzloy awareness of the contributions of the
Mexican Americans in the development of this country?

Mr. Pro sem. Yes, research material.
Mrs. Annum. There is very little, if any. Dr. Nava in 1.08 Angeles

for one has recently begun some research in this area. However, none
of his materials, as yet, have been widely disseminated. Dr. Nava has
iwently compiled a book on the Mexican American for the junior high
school level. So far our main emphagis has been to assimilate or to
integrate these Spanish-speaking children by giving them instruction
in English as a second language and forcing them into the existing
curriculum. Little or no emphasis has been made to make them
knowledgeable or proud of their cultural heritage.

Mr. ProNSKI. I aril not so much interested in making people proud
of their culture heritage so much as I am interested in making them
aware of it. because I think, as Father Greeley and Father Paul and
other witnesses have said, it is only when you are aware of your own
makeup that, you can first of all start appreciating yourself, and
secondly start appreciating those around you.

Are there any film slides or any books or textbook materials?
Mrs. Ammon:. No, and I think inr history books Five an hadequate

and even a very distorted view of Mexican Americans in the devel.
opment, of our country. So consequently Mexican-American students
progress through our school system without a feeling of belonging or
contributing to the American society of which he is a citizen.

Many of us were born here and have no other traditions.
Mr. 'Purism'. What, in your judgment, is the image that non-

Mexican Americans get of the Mexican American from the material
that we now have in our textbooks and history books?

Mrs. Aot-lanr. Personally, let me. give you my experience in the
educational system in a small tow o in Ari7.ona. History texts led me to
believe that the Mexican American had contributed absolutely nothing
to American history. Consequently as a child growing up, I was hesi-
tant to accept the idea that. i was Mexican, or that my parents spoke
Spanish. Because, after all, other than king portrayed as bandits and
shepherds, we had done absolutely nothir.g nor made anv contribution.
It was not until after I was out of college that I really began to become
interested in the historical development of the Southwest and realized
?tilt. while the eastern part of the Vnited States was being settled, the
Southwest. was not completely deserted and desolate, but that. there
were Spanish-speaking people who bred and settled there,

Mr. CAttaxsco,. May rdd, Mr. Chairman, that since America is an
international country, and many of our relatives remain in Mexico or
Latin America, that when they read American history books, they are
appalled at the distortions, Per examplet many of my cousins who live
in Mexico, read our textbooks, and grimace at the accounts of the
Battle of the Alamo and other battles during the Mexican-American
War. American textbooks are biased in favor of the Anglo population.
Thusi when the Spanish-speaking child reads these books he feels
inferior% which is then propagated by Anglo children.

So it is a difficult situation that we place the child in from the be-
ginning. Without suitable curriculum materials, his education
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hampered in most of the school districts. This is an added difficulty,
a rock that we put on the child's back from the the he enters school,
and is a very difficult thing to overcome.

Mr. NTT NSK1. M r. Tenorio, would you like to add to that !
Mr. TEN01110. Yes; I agree with Mr. Carrasco. flowerer, I would

like to add that the Spanish-American community is not trying to
have a Spanish- American history. We just want to have the proper
place in the historical development of the United States., because
we are Americans. We don't want a special history for Mexteans and
another one for Indians. We don't want that. We want to be allowed
to have some input into whit. goes into our history books because we
have a lot to offer as far as curriculum development for the South.
west and anyone else as far as that goes. }very group has a lot to con
tribute? and I think we should tap every resource.

Mr. Prtmesm. The purpose of this Legislation is to make it possible
to develop thin resource material. As Father Greeley said in his testi-
mony, throe is a company that is publishing some books, but they
are using material that was developed in INC, simply because there
isn't anything more cur rent,

One might say, Why doesn't the private research sector develop
this material t Apparently it has not, for whatever masons.

Would you agree that we do have to have this sort of stiinulation
from the Federal level to encourage this kind of development of
material t

Mr. TENORTO Definitely. For instance, now that we have the
Educetion Act, what is happening to the publishers! They

want some of the money. Whnt do they do with "Dick and Janet!'
All they do is change "Dick and Jarli;4' to "Maria and Juan," The
context is the same, and when the student reads the new bilingual
book, nothing has changed. What Dick and Jane do is not in the
experiences of the Indira in the Southwest. All they have done is
change the names. They have not. changed the content. of the story,
and I would like to see something developed by the people themselves
for their own particular target area.

Mr, Ptetytorr. It is interesting that you mention that. We have the
same experience, for instance, in the black community. The same book
merely substituting black character!' represents a totally alien world
of experience. The pnrpose of this legislation is to try to provide re.
source material that is going to be a good deal more meaningful to the
respective ethnic groups, not to separate them from the mainstream
of the community, but rather bring them into the mainstream of the
community.

It is interesting that you should point out that "Dick and Jane"
is nothing more than A rewrite with new names. What tots o( mat:
do you think would be helpful in reaching young American or black
American background I

Mr. Trsoato. As far as I am concerned, you have to take a very
close look at the locale and obtain hard data to find out about the
people,. where they go and what they dq then provide them with a
curriculum that will give them some. kind of educational base for
wherever they go.

For example, where do people from New r xico go, if they leave
the State, What. kind of educational experience do we have to offer
them t You have to tike that into consideration.
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Nfr. VUeiNSKT. Is it an administrative problem of developing cur.
riculuin

Mr. Trsomo. No. In my school there were 4 pereent Navajo chil-
(leen, percent Mexican American, and 10 percent Anglo. I have been
wing ESL methods, not only to teach English, hut science. I have
adapted those materials that are available from both the ILIA and
public schools in other communities to my situation. This helped both
the Navajo and Spanish speaking, as well as the Anglo child. lint
we need much more work in this area. We need more emphasis and
lots more help. It must meet each area's needs

Mr. CAnitAsco. I would add that in many of the eastern areas where
large concentrations of Puerto Means and Cuban: reside, as well as
the Chicago area with large Mexican American, and Puerto Hien
concentrations, it would necessitate a different type of approach for
development of materials There will be a basic commonality of edu
rational methods and materials usable in these areas, which could be
expanded or di veesi fled according to local needs.

Mr. Puri, ski. What about intergroup activity after you have identi-
fied and developed your source material I Is there anything now being
done to provide a kind of inteigroup activity among youngsters of
black hat wround and Mexican background. with the rest of tho
community?

Mr. C.oraAsto. Not to any extent. The emphasis in the Southwest
us Mrs. Aguirre stated. to Assimilate, forgetting the Spanish lempinge
oropletely and forcing them to los rn English and be assimilated right
into t soeiety without self Went Mention or knowledge of their own
cultural background.

Prcixsxt. Isn't that s veal waste though of intellectual re.
sourocs I think one of the prat tragedies of our country is that we
have become or are becoming more and more a monolingual country,
when we ought to he at least and hopefully more.

look at the European Min-Minna) system and it is almost minim]
that n. child must speak nt least one other language besides his bask
language. in this country we seem to get away from that. l'erhaps I
am wmuct.luit it seems to me every time you get nway from that sort
of intellectual discipline you diminish the potential of iotelle4aal
capacity. 1 would think that theme is not only a value in being able to
compomicate, lint I think language stimulates intellectual pursuits.

We seem to be going the other wily. Now, yon tell me that in the
Latin American community there is an emphasis on forgetting about
the fact that you sneak Spanish. emohasixing Engl'-h instead.

Mr. C.11111Mit. Cocreetion, Mr. Chairman. The emphasis to forget
Spanish is by the school elistricts. Within the Latin American commu-
nity. the emphasis is to utilize the bilingual resources,

Mr. P!-(1xssi. Sometimes I wonder who thes*taIncators listen tn. I.
for instance. go to a Jewish luncheon and the main topic of discussion
is the lament of the people at the table that Jewish children Aren't
!earning Ifehrew. I go in to an Italian community and the lament there
is that Americans of Italian background are not learning Italian. And
the same thing with Polish and same thing with tlerman and others.

Von say. "Why aren't they!" Then you go in In the educator and the
educator pays, "Itemise we want to emphasize English." I think Eng-
lish is very important, but it ACCIIS to me when we were kids they
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encouraged you to learn a foreign language in addition to English. I
don't understand why there should be this deemphnsis of another la n-
gunge in this country. Do you have any comment on this!

Mr. CARRAKO. Spanish cannot be eliminated because there are two
things that are important here. One is, that we don't have the ocean
that divides us iron the mother country. Ths influence of radio

,
and

magazines is constant. The conummication between the child and
parer . is there at all times, because he is raised to speak Spanish which
is common to most people of the Southwest and the Midwest because of
the constant migrant stream.

There is another thing that I must point out. We are wasting one
of the best resources that we have, for the future. We should utilize
the Spnnishspeaking population of this country. Because, if we are
going to deal effectively with South America and its problems, we
must have people who are aware and sensitive to that Latin culture.

One of the mistalos, is that within the State Department we don't
have employees with the knowledge of the people in South America
or Puerto Rico. I just returned from Puerto Rico yesterday, and
one of the things that was constantly pointed out at community meet.
ings was, "Why send us English monolingual spesking people! They do
not understand what we are saying. W e cannot speak English that
well and when we try to tninsiste. much is lost and thus you don't
understand what we mean."

Mr. Pccrxent. I think that is absolutely right.
Mr. CAnnAs(. I icre we are dealing with a large population in South

America, that is potentially explosive. Here in the 17nited Slates the
Spanish-speaking reso wees could be used in many areas of South
America. We could he the huller for South America, thereby cresting
a better impression of the rnited States south of the hortfer. And I
think if we do not develop this bilingual or multilingual ability within
our country, we are limiting our country's future.

Mr. Pecixsxt. Mt this is all part of the total fabric-- national
denial of ethnicity.

We have a continent right up against our own that the next hundred
years is going to play a very important role. We are going to have
to solve our mutual problems and I am not too hopeful that the Latin
411110'1(AM Arc going In team n to speak English down there in Argentina
and Nlexico.

We are also interested in the continent of Africa. There is an old
saying that he who controls Africa controls the world. That huge
continent teems with natural lest:limes. I would think one of the
biggest things we ought to be doing in this country is developing
within the black community a greater awareness of the history of
the culture of the African nations and their meaning, and greater
lies with those countries.

Would You like to add anything to that, Either Greeley f
Fathertlatttry. Just an amen.
Mr. N- ctxsat. Father Paul I
Father Ascrotr.A. I agree wholeheartedly. I understand the prob.

Inn And we have a humanit...-s program at holy Cross Iligh School
no.v. That is so typical of what is happening in the Southwest which
is happening in other parts of the country. With our chauvinism
somewhere back in our history we made a commitment to hotnogerate

4$ 0:3:0----
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America. We read some of the news clippings of some of the biggest
clerks in the country in the 1850s and lOs talking about the immi-
grants coining over. I don't know when we made that commitment.
There is some sort of moral commitment that we made to exclude evey-
body and, as Father Greeley said, below the veneer of American
sophistication is the constant threat that anybody that is different is
dangerous.

The Chicago public school ti) stem assistant superintendent etiled
me up the other till. They have an inserytee Arming program and
they have no materials wliatsoever. lie called me up and said, "Can
you give me a list of books and films and slides and things like that
about. the American Italian family lle said he would need it by
Monday.

I said, "If you would give me 4 or h years, I may be developing
somettging." the only thing they find is something on blacks and
Jews, which have been two visible kinds of entities in American so-
ciety. lint the other ethnic groups are. completely excluded. In Con-
grms they were excluded. So I agree wholeheartedlyamen, amen,
amenthree times.

Father Our.tity. I would like to say something. I was thinking belt
what) testimony was going on how refreshingly different. the at.
m%pliere, is in this room from many of the ethnic conferences that I
have lied to go to in the last year. ethnicity is in, and they say,
"Do we have any sociologists who know about it r' And those few
who talked on the subject have top to meetings.

Generally speaking, the meeting assumes that the ethnics are es-
sentially a working dim insss who are a social problem and whose
resistance to social progress and particularly to plogre. of the blauk
people has to tx, overcome. I must say that it is very difficult to shake
this atmosphere and to Bay, maybe the wial problem is the other way
around. Maybe those in the room are the social problem for not under-
st A nding I hese, people. They are not all by any means poor, nor are they
all by any means social problems. And here is I think, the refreshing
di fferen:* I note in this mom. They may just passively have a eontribu
tion to make. and that is a very difficult concept to sell in the mote
intellectual levels of government bureaucracy of the large foundat ion&

Mr. Prvixiott. I am glad you mentioned than point, Father, be-
cause von have put into sharper foots what I was trying to point
out delicately to Father Paul 'n disctming the National Institute on
(imp Life. 1 am for a National Institute on (ctoup Life, I am also for
intergroup activity. lint it is within this framework that we find the
sort, of sociological efforts and emphasis that you mentioned here.

What I am triing to do in this legislation is, first, to provide. the
machinery for giving these respective groups a greater sense of ident-
ity, a greater sense of Amty-mess of themselves,* greater sense of what
their contribution has been to the total American fabric. Once that
haQ lien done. then. of course, the soda) scientists will undoubtedly
want to linwooed to the next step and tie all of these together in greater
intergroup activity.

it does seem to me amt I think you have really put your finger on
this thing beantifidl that we tend to arouse suspicion in a lot of
ethnic grouis as a result of these conferences. I have attended them
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too. lint there tends to be, whether you like it or not,a subliminal em-
phasis that isomehow or other these ethnic groups are inferior and they
need help. I think this is what the groups themselves resent.

Father GREELEY. With white ethnics "racist." is a word like "damn
Yankee" used to be.

Mr. Promote I think this is what these various ethnic groups
resent and they 'income very suspicious. So all of a sudden they feel
there is a greater tendency to steer them into another melting pot. Too
often that is exactly what these conferences wind up as being. Whereas
these people. say, "hook, sure we want to work and live and respeot
and love all of our fellow Americans. That is our natural goal, of
course it is. lint we like to recognize the fact than we are Americana,
even though we are a little different, and melt one of its is a little
different.

We are hopeful that if we can persuade, Congress and persuade the
adminWration and persuade the Office of Education, persuade a lot.
of other people that we can get this legislation moving and gait giv-
ing the people the kind of awareness of their identity, then the
mosaic takes on a new meaning. You have eliminated much of the feel-
ings of inferiority that so often attaches to these people.

feel -
ings

instance, when I was a newspaper reporter before I ran for
Congress, I remember the first story I wrote for the Chicago Times.
My editor was going to give me a byline and he called me over and
he M iid, "That s a good story you wrote, kid. I am going to give you a
byline on this story. What name do you want to user

I looked at him very startled. I said, "What do you mean I" lie said,
"Yon know, whatever name I put on this story now is going to be the
name you are going to use, as a newspaperman, for the rest of your

I said, "My name is Roman Piteinski."
lie said, "Ilut you are not going to use that name, are you t"
I said:"What would you suggest 1"
Ile said, "Well, Pullman or Porter."
I saidt "That name Pucinski was good enough for my parents and I

think it is good enough for me. If you insist on my changing my name,
forget about the byline."

said "You tel pretty strongly about it, don't your
1 said," i don't knew any other way to feel."
$o, he wrote "Homan Ilticinski" and I know for many years people

used to call up and say, "That guy with the Polish name." They had
problems remembering the name, but we stayed with it. Yet we SCR so
many yoenx people who give in and go the other way. 7 hey change
their names to conceal their identity, and I can't imagine any reason
why in this country anyone ever ought to conceal his identity.

lboyou have AnYihing to AM t
Mr. CAR11.1.50). N.n: except Rat the prmsure of changing* name or

aimilating is pretty strong in many areas due to the inferiority feel-
ings that people have. As we more through the Texas school diotiets,
some children are forbidden to speak Spinish on the school grounds
and are punished for doing so.

Thiswohibitive policy is creating turmoil in these areas.
Mr. Peeixsect. I thinl one of the problems we have, and perhaps

tither tireeley or Father Paul would like to comment ore this, that
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somehow or other, if you teach American students information about
their ()mil ethnic backgrounds, that this is going to lead to separatism.

I have said time and again that the main thrust of this legislation
is to do exactly the opposite. Those who fear n development of sep-
aratism simply because people are made aware of their own ethnic
heritage really are concealing the truth.

I think what they are afraid of is that perhaps if we did make avail-
able to every. American the knowledge of his own heritage that some
of the whale institutions that have slowed the country down would
have to give way.

Does anybody care to comment t
Mr. Texouro. I would like to comment. I have visited many schools

in the Southwest, particularly those composed of two or three dif-
ferent ethnic groups. At (Whip, N. Nfex., the majority of the students
are Navajo. and they have n pilot program in bilingual, bicultural
economics. The class is taught both in English and Navajo by two
teachers who are trying out new ideas.

I talked to students in the pilot program and, as you stated, it is not
creating any form of separatism at all. In fact, it is creating a better
understanding among the various groups. I questioned different stu-
dents. "flow has the course helped you r A boy from Indiana told me,
"Whet, I came to Gallup, I had a different idea about the Mexicans and
Indinas. They were dirty and didn't want to work."

I asked, "What have you found out in taking this course 1"
lie said, "I have found out we are more alike than we are different,

and I look at them as friends now whereas before I looked at them in a
different light."

it has created better understanding. Ire understands them and they
understand him. I asked the Navajo- and Spanish-speaking students
the Mlle question, and they said they get along better, whereas before
they did not. It creates unity rather than separatism as you say.

Mrs. Aor arm May I react to one of your previous questions? In the
Southwest there has always been a certain stigma if you were Spanish
speakin F. Consequently, we thought it was a great step forward when
we didn t have to identify our ethnicity in order to compete for a posl-
t ion.

Some parents do not teach their children Spanish or want them to
speak Spanish because their own experiences in our educational sys-
tem has bec so frustrating and they don't want their children to
encounter the same frustrations they experienced. They view the prob-
lem from a different perspective.

Mr. Puerssar. Hut things change. I remember 10 years ego in 1060,
there was a young Assistant Secretary of Labor who was a great hu
manitarian and deeply concerned about discrimination. And in order
to detect discrimination in living and promotion, he began making lit
tie notations in code around the corner of the employmett cards:
WA for white, "N" for Negro, so he would have some inventory of the
practices in the Department.

Some of the people in this country learned about this and raised such
a violent protest that the Secretary of Labor summarily fired him.
That ors 10 years ago. Today, we are suddenly discovering that if we
don't, hare records like that, we don't know what the situation is, So
now we are going back to keeping words
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You are right. Attitudes have changed.
Mr. CARRASCC. WS fear of separatism is just a lack of understand-

ing between the veiious :quite groups; in whatever
i
group you are re-

ferring to, how ninny of them could make it back in their own coun-
tries now I They could not assimilate in those home countries any more.
This is a reality that has to be faced. When Mexican American visitors
travel into Mexico, they are treated like tourists and very few of them,
unless they are just first-generation immigrants, can return to Mexico
and assimilate.

After 15 or 10 years immigrants are unable to return comfortably to
their I,: 7-ieltind. The immigrant learns to be competitive here in the
United States in order to succeed. Besides, this is the place where most
of us were born and raised. We know the system here. This is our
country. This shakes up the separatist thinker to find out that there is
no other place that the Spanish-speaking American wants to live.

The other point is that, hi order to better compete within this sys-
tem, we need skills. In order to acquire these skills, our educational
system has to prepare us. At the child's level he is completely depeed-
ent upon our educational system. Unless these skills are developed
through knowledge of himself, and a feeling of confidence and the
ability to work within the system

,

minority children will not be fully
coot ribut ing members in ou r society.

Father GREELEY. COngeSSillilll, whenever somebody raises that issue
with me on separatism, I say, "Separatism from what?" Because what
it often seems to imply is separate from a rather narrow mainstream of

nglo-Saxon American life which is certainly praiseworthy but I can
see it is the tradition. But when people say separate, it usually means
separate from that, as though it isn't possible to be distinct from that
without separating oneself from the rest of society.

I think the Vice President, with whom I disagree on most things,
has a very good word for that attitude.

Mr. Purixsxr. I think I know what you mean.
Father GREELEY. Snobbines.s.
Father ASCIOLLA. Congressman, I think I agr:3 with that. I work

with international migrationGermany, and all of the countries of the
Common Marketinto the United States. I think our basic principle
is that a person integrates or assimilates from a position of strength,
never from a position of wealmcss. And that position of strength comes
from a sense of self-image which necessarily Joeans an identity. some
roots in the past. Then when he is secure witli it, then you can relate to
other people. Yen cannot make friends with paranoid walking down
the street. You eannot be friendly and relate to them, he doesn't know
who he is.

The separatism, I think, is a tool of sonic people. In some cases that
drives the wedge of loyalty between the Americanwhatever that
meansand the ethnic. They say, you can't really be a loyal American.
Yet all you have to do is go through the ethnic neighborhoods to see
who is raising the American flag and who is fighting the war.

Yet this wedr of double loyalty. Somebody is putting the wedge and
saying you cant be American ana you are going to separate from This
hard-core tradition which we foist upon everybody as the only
tradition.
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Mr. PuciNsm. I do believe that as we conclude these hearings a
strong case has been made establishing a firm need for this legislation.
But more important, I think a strong case has been made for the need
for new orientation of our basic educational concepts. We have tried
to refra;n from relying too heavily on representatives of the various
ethnic groaps, realizing that perhaps their testimony standing alone
might be somewhat prejudcial in favor of the legislation.

Rather, we have sought the views of educators and experienced
scholars who see the broader picture. I believe that the record will
show indisputably that we have a very strong case in support of this
legislation. It will be my hope that we will approve it and move it
on to the floor and see whether we can make a contribution.

I must say. I am a much wiser man today than I was when we started
these hearings. I didn't know the true extent or depth of the problem.
I can appreciate today why we have so many problems in this country
among the young people.

This legislation could help to some extent to solve the problems. I
would not be so foolish as to suggest that this bill is going to solve all of
the problems, but I think it can paint us in the direction of trying to
accept the fact that this country is made up of many different people
and our Republic will survive only when all of these different people
begin to realize and understand their differences, accept their
differences.

I don't see that there is any conflict between being a good an0 proud
American and yot also taking pride in your own ethnic background. I
think the conflict lies in trying deny that ethnic background, and
this is. of course, what I think the hearings have demonstrated so well
in the excellent testimony we have had here.

I want to thank all of you for being with us. I do hope we can get this
legislation passed at an early date.

Thank you very much.
The coi t tee stands adjourned.

nipon, at 12:10 p.m., the committee adjourned subject to call
of the Clam)



ETHNIC HERITAGE STU'IES CENTERS

WEDNESP.AY, MAY 6, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES)
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
WaRhington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2257)
Rayburn House Office Bunging, the Honorable Roman C. Pucinski
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representative Pucinski.
Staff members present: John F. Jennings, counsel; and Alexandra

Kisla, clerk.
Mr. PUCINSICI, The subcommittee will come to order.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. BURGESS, ASSISTANT DEAN, SCHOOL OF
FOREIGN SERVICE, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, AND PAST DI-
RECTOR, PRESENT CONSULTANT, OF THE NATIONALITIES DIVI
SION, REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE; ACCOMPANIED BY
STANLEY RICHARDS, NATIONALITIES COUNCIL, REPUBLICAN
PARTY OF ILLINOIS

Mr. Pucissxr. We will proceed this morning with the hearing on
H.R. 14910, the ethnic studies centers bill. 'We are pleased to have
with us this morning Mr. John F. Burgess, assistant dean, School of
Foreign Service, Georgetown University, and past director and pres-
ent consultant of the nationalities division of the Republican National
Committee.

I understand Mr. Burgess is accompanied by Mr. Stanley Richards,
who is very active in the nationalities division of the Republican
Party in the Midwest and in Chicago. We are most pleased to have
both of these gentlemen. I am _particularly pleased to have Mr. Rich-
ards here because he is one of my constitutents. It is interesting to
know we are on the same side of the fence on this issue, and it makes
me very pleased.

Mr. Burgess, why don't you and Mr. Richards come forth? There
will he other members of the committee joining us as we move along.

One of the problems we have is that there are a number of things
going on at one time around here, and it is very difficult to get the
members of the subcommittee together. But the record, of course, is
the important thing.

I would like to welcome both of you gentlemen. And I am particu-
larly pleased that the nationalities division of the Republican Party
takes an interest in this legislation.

(287)
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Mr. Burgess, why don't you proceed in any manner you wish, and
then we will ask Mr. Richards to add in any way he wishes 1

Mr. BURGESS. Congressman, my presentation will be brief.
My appearance here this morning is based upon a threefold interest

in H.R. 14910, which would establish a number of Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers in the United States.

First, as an American of Lithuanian descent whose grandparents
emigrated to the United States early in this century, I am continually
conscious of the culture and way of life of a proud and ancient Eur-
peqn nation. I treasure this awareness because of the richness that
it as brought to me as a person. I value it because I firmly believe
that, it has made me a better Americanan individual whose ethnic
background has increased his pride in America because of the con-
tributions his nationality group has made to this landand also be-
cause of the opportunity America provided my forefathers, the op-
portunity for a better life.

The proposed centers would help foster this pride and awareness
throughout the United States, particularly in those areas where it may
not now be possible because of a lack of financial support or a lack of
organization.

Second, as a university administrator in a school of international
studies, I have seen the interest of students in learning about other
cultures and other areas of the world. At Georgetown, the motto of
the Walsh School of Foreign Service is: "International peace through
international understanding." Who could quesiion the wisdom and
desirability of this phrase? Should we not assist the youth of America
in understanding the contributions made to America by the peoples
of other nations? Should we not encourage education that promotes
knowledge of other lands, other languages, other cultures, in this
rapidly shrinking world? Would not both America and the world be
more harmonious if we all knew more about each other as individuals,
as peoples?

The establishment of ethnic heritage studies centers might also
help to ameliorate some of the problems on our campuses today. So
many of the students with whom I come in contact appear to be search-
ingsearching for answers, for an identity. for a cause to espouse.
Promoting ethnic-cultural awareness will provide many of the an-
swers to questions of what made America the. great Nation that. it is
not capitalistic exploitation and imperialism, but hard work by peo-
ple who voluntarily made sacrifices to create a better world. Those
students seeking an identity may find it in their ethnic background
and with this discovery may better understand themselves. Those stu-
dents seeking a cause can join a movement to foster the development
of America's many cultures, enriching our land and broadening the
heritage we pass on the future generations of Americans.

Finally, as a consultant to the heritage groupsnationalitiesdi-
vision of the Republican National Committee and as a former direc-
tor of that division, I can test;fy that millions of Americans of
foreign extraction would support the establishment of these centers.
My contact with many of them during the last few years has con-
vinced me that America's best citizens are those whose heritage if!
both American and foreign. They take pride in their native culture.
They are proud of America. They know that both are compatible,
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They support America because they realize that she has opened her
arms to them or their forebears.

It is time also for America to open her heart to them. Now is the
time for Congress to indicate in a tangible way that our country will
uentinue in her greatness as long as Americans of ethnic background
can continue to take pride in that backr-wid. Our Government must
be willing to take concrete steps toward inairing that our multicultural
society continues to flourish so that those who follow us can share
in this cultural wealth.

Enactment of the bill you are considering will be a large step
in this direction. If taken, it will prove to be the lamp beside the
golden door of America's cultural heritage.

Mr. PUCINKI. Thank you very much, Mr. Burgess, for an excel-
lent statement.

We will put your statement in the record, Mr. Richards, and
would you like to add to this statement.

(The statement referred to follows:)

THE REPUBLICAN STATE NAIIONALIVES COUNCIL OF ILLINOIS

Gentlemen: When the representative delegates of our Council were pre-
sented with a summary of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Center bill H.R. 19910,
it was diseussd fully and the delegates representing the 17 different nationalities
reported to their individual groups. At the last meeting of the delegates held
on April 28, 1970, there was a unanimous concurrence of opinion urging sup-
port and passage of H.R. 14910.

Although our group is partisan in many respects the unanimity of support
of H.R. 14910 transcends party lines. Although the group is strictly ethnic in
background, representing migrants of recent years, it is composed mostly of
2nd and 3rd generation descendants of the various nationalities, unreservedly
they espouse the ideals of freedom and Justke that has made our beloved
United States a sanctuary from the oppression that they and their ancestors
had suffered.

It is further agreed that the many ethnic schools furthering the heritage
and culture.; of the various groups are limited by lack of funds to develop a
real understanding of each of their ethnic backgrounds. There is concurrence
in the belief, that the development of these cultures will gather momentum in
not only counter acting the disserting groups who are striving to destroy our
freedom and institutions, but will engulf them in pointing out the merits of
supporting the rights they are trying to destroy. The silent majority can be
voluble in setting the proper pace and direction. The heritage and culture
of the various ethnic groups furthers respect not only for law and order but
likewise for indiNiduals. Without respect there is no love thy neighbor. Which
course we direct for this generation will guide our nation and the world.

We the Albanians, Bielorussians, Chinese, Croations, Czech-Slovaks, Esto-
nians, Germans, Hellenics, Hungarians, Italians, Japanese, Latvians, Lithu-
anians, Polish, Puerto Ricans, Slovaks and Ukrainians urge the Congress to
act speedily in passing this Bill.
Myron B. Kuropas, President 1752 N. Normandy Ave., Chicago, Ill. 00035
William D. Belroy, Vice-President, 105 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.
Joseph Zukowski, Vice-President, 5378 N. Lynch Ave., Chicago, Ili.
Mrs. Gerald Stokes, Recording Secretary, Tinley Park, Ill.
John Spatuzza, Treasurer, 300 S. Austin Ave., Oak Park, HI.
Stanley A. Richards, Director, 6941 W. Farragut Ave, Chicago, Ill. 60656, Repre-

senting Ethnic Groups at this hearing
Mr. Ricitaans. Yes; I concur fully in the statement made by Mr.

Burgess.
In addition to the summary I presented, I have several things tha:

I would like to point out. And I would like to ask a couple of questions
afterward.
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In Chicago, as you are well aware of Mr. Congressman, we have
several groups sponsoring schools teaching the Polish language and
culture. One, the Genera Pulaski group, has a weekly attendance of
about 600. Another, the Kosciuszko group, has an attendance of ap-
proximately 300. The Ukrainian group has two schools with a total
enrollment of about 400.

But these groups are hard pressed for funds, which come principally
from donations.

In Chicago, token studies were undertaken of the Polish traditions
at Wright Junior College by an enthusiastic Dr. Zurawski. And at
Lane Technical High School, a Polish Club of students an all-boys
schoolwas started by a cousin of mine, a teacher of biology, Mr. Stan-
ley Tabor. But this is limited to afew.

When members of the board of education of Chicago were contacted,
they discounted any thought of it because of the chaotic money situa-
tion. Because of the chaotic money situation for schools, not only in
Illinois and particularly in Chicago, ethnic group studies seem to be
only a dream with reality.

When this was discussed with several legislators from the Chicago
areanamely, State Senators Krasowski. Lanigan, and Representa-
tives Henry Hyde and Stollethey concluded it, was a futile thought
under conditions which are getting worse instead of better. With a
large predominant Polish ethnic population in the Chicago area, the
token efforts are appreciated, but all the other ethnic groups are basi-
cally without hope.

Certain racial groups have brought chaos to our campuses with de-
mands for studies without basis and to the exclusion of others. I feel
certain that the ethnic groups I represent are entitled to some basic
help.

A. bilingual education can ready youngsters for a more successful
career.

When I attended a parochial school, it was mandatory to learn the
Polish language first, with English secondary. This did not make us
less American. In fact,, it stimulated our interest in our Government.

A glowing example of ethnic background is the successful career of
the chairman, Congressman Pucinski.

I discussed this bill yesterday with Mr. Aloysius Mazewski, presi-
dent of the Polish National Alliance. A national Polish fraternal or-
ganization, with a membership of about 340,000, the Polish National
Alliance maintains Alliance College in Cambridge Springs, Pa. Mr.
Mazewski is enthusiastic in the hope that the passage of this bill will
help in furthering programs through the sponsorship of Alliance
College which would nurture and enhance the success of ethnic schools
throughout the United States.

Mr. Chairman, if this bill is enacted into law, what provisions will
there be in administering. the allotted funds? ilow will they be dis-
persed to achieve the maximum return? Too often in Om present and
immediate past have enormous funds been wasted because of flighty
administration of them.

This is one of our main concerns in this bill. We are hoping that
it will be passed and administered to such an extent that all groups
can readily benefit from them.

Mr. Prcixsici. I certainly appreciate your statement, Mr. Richards.
And you raised a very good question about the problems that some of
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these schools are having now in trying to maintain some sort of an
ethnic-studies activity.

This bill has as its main thrust the funding of activities at the uni-
versities for the development of source material, film slides, film
strips and film-selected material, textbooks, training of teachers in
these various ethnic groupings, so that you will have personnel who
can then develop these programs at the elementary or high-school
levels.

Your big problem nowI think Mr. Burgess will agreeis that in
many schools you just don't have personnel and there is no material
whatsoever on the ethnic identity of the various groups. You can go
into any school in this country and look through textbooks and you
will find practically no reference at all to the heterogeneous makeup
of America. We have tried to homogenize the whole country into a
melting pot, and there is just no material available.

These teachers that are conducting these courses for the youngsters
have practically no material. They have to develop their own mate-
rial, mimeographed material, simply because there are no textbooks in
the languages.

We have said time and time again that if America is going to be
the great leader of the world that she is, her citizens ought to be at
least bilingual. Every person ought to be able to communicate in at
least one other language besides English.

Yet, as you know, there is a slowing down of foreign-language
classes because there is a lack of foreign-language teachers. So these
ethnic-studies centers would have as their principal purpose the de-
velopment of these programs.

Now, the bill envisions that these ethnic-studies centers could use
services of organizations and institutions that have some background
in this work. For instance, we have in Chicago an excellent Lithuanian
museum, an excellent Polish museum, and various other types of mu-
seums, which are just treasure chests of invaluable information that
you won't find anyplace else in this country. Those museums could be
of great assistance in development of lecture material, in development
of textbook.;. And the very schools you are talking about conceivably
could las funded to test some of the techniques that are being developed
by the ethnic-studies centers to see how well they work.

I think what, this legislation is designed to doand you, I think,
put it very succinctlyis to develop an awareness of the fact that we
Americans are a nation of many people, many nationalities, many
races, many religions, and ought to know more about each other.

Right now, there is just not any source of material.
Mr. Burgess, do you know----and you are an administrator of a

universitydo you know whether or not there is any source material of
this kind on Lithuanians, for instance I

Mr. IhraGEss. Very little material available, at not only Georgetown
but other universities I visited. I know there is not a lack of material
itself, but it is just a lack of interest on the part of people who run the
universities, who stock university libraries. And there have not been
too many courses offered on the heterogeneous makeup of America.

Mr. PLTINSEL Now, you alluded to young people seeking identity.
There are those who might oppose this legislation on the ground that to
emphasize ethnicity merely leads to greater polarization of people.
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I, of course, don't subscribe to that. I think that the people who
espouse that argument are those who are satisfied with the status quo
and have always tried to obscure the fact that this is a polyglot nation.

What would be your reaction to the question, that is, as to those who
might oppose the legislation, that this will polarize differences, 'What
would your reaction be ?

Mr. BuRoms. My reaction would be that by emphasizing ethnicity,
what we are doing is, in effect, emphasizing pride in one's background,
and one's ethnic background is both an American backgroun d and a
Polish or Lithuanian background. So if it would do anything to
increase pride in America, I don't see how it can be considered in any
way harmful.

Mr. Pucixsxr. Mr. Richards, what do you think?
Mr. RICHARDS. I wholly agree with Mr. Burgess' statement, al-

though on ethnic group couldn't actually be identified as a racial group.
In a sense it might be, but a racial group and an ethnic group is a dif-
ferent thing. An ethnic group can be composed of so many different
ethnic groups within the Caucasian race.

But getting away from this, I would like to ask a question as to
whether a college like the Alliance College could be basically a focal
point for interest in the Polish ethnic group and other colleges, of
course, take up these other ethnic groups. Or could this be centered
within certain areas in certain colleges which have already instituted
certain material?

Mr. PUCINSKI. Well, we certainly would not rant to preclude any-
one from applying. Many will be applying, and there ill be a number
of different centers.

I would think that a school like the Alliance College, with its rich
Polish tradition and its access to Polish professors, vaious exchange
students and various other things they are developing out there, surely
would become one of the key ethnic-studies centers in perhaps the
Polish community.

There are other universities that would undoubtedly select what-
ever field they think they are strongest in.

This morning in the Washington Post there was a big editorial
about the Mexican Americans and their community and the extent
which they are exploited. We sometimes lose track of the fact that
they were on this continent before we got here. And, you know, we
treat them as foreigners, or something, when actually if you take in
the Southwest part of this country, Mexican Americans have a rich
tradition, a great contribution to America. Yet there is a tendency to
look upon them as foreigners. There is a tendency in this country to
fail to recognize the ethnicity.

And, in answer to your question, Mr. Richards, Alliance College
iwould probably specialize in the Polish, and Loyola of Chicago may

decide, because of the Lithuanian community, they can make great
contributions toward developing Lithuanian culture, or study centers
for Lithuanian studies. And Brandeis University conceivably might
want to be a great center for developing Jewish study material and
textbook material. Howard Universitywell, you say there is a
distinction.

You are right. This country is made up of people of many ra.es,
many religions, many nationalities. These ought to have some recog-
nition. And we will know more about all of these. And the main thrust
of this legislation is to provide study material that is not now available.
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For instance, you know yourself, Mr. Richards, you go to the library
and you probably get three or four books on source material about
the Poles in America.

Mr. Amon was one of them who was curator at the Polish museum.
And there were a couple of others. But there is really, you know, no
study of the history of the Poles in this country and students really
have to dig pretty hard to find it.

This is the purpose of developing this kind of study materials for
schools all over the country. And it would then be made available to
thousands of schools that want to use it.

We had testimony from teachers who said :
We would love to teach ethnic-study courses in our schools about the various

nationalities in our community. We don't have the materials.
Mr. RicnAars. Mr. Chairman, I can remember 50 years ago when

I was a student, there was availableand I am speaking particularly
about the Polish backgroundthere were plenty of books and material
because of the teaching in parochial schools, but there was a dearth
of material for those who wanted to follow it. It was mandatory,
AS you personally know, that the Polish language was predominant
in the parochial school system.

l3tit, at this day and age, there is so little left in the libraries that
it is pretty hard to find anything at all of much consequence.

Now, we are not worried too much about our Poles, because we, are
a dominant, force, as was proven last Sunday in Humboldti Park, where
we had an outpouring of over 100,000 people. But there are some of
these other ethnic groups that in our organization and in the Nation-
alities Organization of Illinois, they keep popping these questions, peo-
ple who are interested in their ethnic groups.

And I say the majority ethnic groups, like the Poles and Ulm-
anians, Ukrainians, they may get some answer to it. But what will
happen to the others, Croatians and Bulgarians, Estonians and Lat-
vians and Bielorussians, and all of those, and they are adamant about
their demands? That is the reason why they asked me to come here
and get all of the answers to these questions wherever possible, so
they can pass it on to their own.

Mr. PUCINSKI. You made a very good point.
Now you have some of your larger ethnic groups which have

tried to take care of their needs, strong German-American community,
for example. You have the Polish-American community and Italian-
American community. But your point is well taken, that the smaller
groups, the ones that do not, have resources, we ought to know some-
thing ;bout these people. They are Americans and part of our mosaic
as to this country. We ought to know something about them, their
backgrounds.

Yet it is amazing how you don'i, know anything about them. They are
neighbors, you work with them, you live next door to each other.
And you fmow practically nothing about each other.

And I think this is now, as you pointed out, Mr. Burgess, one of
the problems of the younger people. You really deny a human being
his identity.
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There is just no way ofwell, we keep saying, "You are American."
Of course, we are Americans. Nobody denies it, and we are all very
proud ws arc Americans. But there is more to a human being than a
piece of real estate they were born on, and we know practically nothing.

So the answer to your question, Mr. Richards, is that f am sure
you will find some very exciting research going on in various uni
versities of this comItry on these less identifiable ethnic groups.

You talk about the I3ielorussians. There is very little known about
them in this country. Yet it is a very old country, one that has been
long in existence. And there are various others we know practically
nothing about.

Mr. Rlci [ARDS. The reason I bring it up about the different nationali-
ties, these groups are identifiable in a map back in the twenties, and
you can't find it on the map anymore because it has been swallowed
tip by the Iron Curtain. But these people, they have such a strong
background and they have a very rich background that has con-
tributed not only to Russia but Poland and all of the other major
countries back of the Iron Curtain but have been swallowed up in
this group and still wish to be identified.

I think if they were identified in that way and they were given
material and help in this country that they readily should get, I am
sure it will evolve into something that will make our background in
this country much richer and possibly get away from a lot of the unrest
that we have.

Mr. PIICINSKI. I think the fact, that we hare today the testimony
from both nationalities divisions of the two major parties, indicates
in itself that there is an awareness of ethnicity in this country, the
fact that both major political parties have a nationalities division and
recognize the fact that there are certain problems that each of these
nationality groups have that must be reflected in the fabric of the
country, and the fact that the chairman of the Democratic Nationali-
ties Committee are here, indicates again the awareness of the need for
this kind of material.

My judgment is, if we get, this bill through Congress, it could make
some significant contributions toward a better understanding toward
all of us, as Mr. Burgess testified.

We are very grateful for your being here. And I w.tnt to thank
you, Mr. Richards, for making a trip from Chicago. I know you repre-
sent a broad range of people.Albamans, Byelorussians, 0,ineee, Croa-
tians, Czechoslovakians, Germans,Estonians, Germans Hellemcs, Hungarians,
Italians, Japanese, Latvians, Lithuanians, Polish, Puerto Ricans, Slo-
vaks, and Ukrainians.

Mr. Burgess, I was also very pleased to have your testimony.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW J. VALII0HEIC, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO
THE CHAIRMAN, NATIONALITIES AFFAIRS, DEMOCRATIC NA-
TIONAL COMMITTEE

Mr. PTICINSKI. 1r3 will now call Mr. Valuchek. special assistant to
the chairman, nationalities affairs, Democratic National Committee.

If you have a statement, it will go in the record at this point, and you
can proceed as you wish.
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Mr. VniArcimx. I will simply read the statement. It is short. And I
will be happy to answer questions you might have.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this
committee in behalf of the ethnic heritage studies centers bill. I con-
sider the passage of this bill of special significance and importance.
It is for this reason I appear before you in its support.

My entire adult life has been engaged in active participation among
the nationality groups of this country. I was the editor of two Ameri-
can Czechoslovak dailies, and I headed two of the foremost American
Czechoslovak organizationsthe Sokol USA and the Czechoslovait
National Council of America. I have taught at Columbia University.
I have headed the nationality groups in numerous political campaigns.
I worked with the many ethnic groups in New York City, under the
leadership of former Mayor Robert F. Wagner, and now I direct. the
activities of the Nationalities Division of the Democratic National
Committee.

Thus I feel that I am qualified to speak on this subject.
Approximately 34 million Americans, 19 percent of our total popula-

tion, arelisted by the Census Bureau as of foreign stock. The Census
Bureau defines foreign stock "as coining from a foreign country, or
with at least one foreign-born parent.'

There are 606 foreign-language newspapers in the United States,
published in 39 languages, with a total circulation of 2,500,000. There
are 86 national fraternal organizations, several of which have a mem-
bership of over a quarter million people. There are 845 foreign- langu-
ages. Moreover, several television stations have telecasts in foreign
1 angu ages.

Language is one of the most important cultural ties existing today.
It is, in fact, one of the fundmental measures of cultural identification.
The various nationality groups'in the United States cling tenaciously
to their own language forms, primarily in their pride of cultural
heritage. Their language is the only binding force for communication
with relatives abroad and for maintaining the cultural lore which
has been passed down through the ages.

I cannot overemphasize the value of Government support for the
instruction of these languages. They add immensely, to the cultural
heritage of the United States; bringing together all that has been
passed from father to son in other nations around the world. And they
keep our lines of communication open with the rest of the world.

In international relations, language serves an important function
for the United States. For example, consider the influence Americans
of Italian descent had and still have upon their own homeland. After
World War II Italy was on the verge of turning Communist. Yet an
American-Italian newspaper, 11 Progresso, a daily published in New
York City, began a campaign urging its readers to write to their rela-
tives, telling them about American about our way of life, and about
democracy. Other American Italian organizations and newspapers
joined in the campaign, and several million letters arrived in Rely,.
It was widely acknowledged that this helped turn the tide, and the
Communists suffered a setback in that crucial national election.

I could cite many examples such as this. People living behind the
Iron Curtain, people in other free lands of this earth, can and should
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be able to maintain their contact with the American people. The only
way this can be clone is through their native language.

If we can keep the pride of ancestry alive, the ethnic groups in the
United States would be better able to cope with their own problems.
They could better serve their country, and they would be a l ositive
contributor to world peace.

I thank Congressman Roman Pucinski for introducing H.R. 14910.
It would be a valuable piece of legislation, and I urge its adoption.

Mr. Pim:cm. Thank you very much, Mr. Valuchek. I am very
pleased to see you recall a campaign that was waged in this country
when Italy was having its own problems.

I was in Italy at that time, and I remember how the avalanche of
letters from Americans turned the tide over there. They had confi-
dently predicted Italy was going to be Communist, and it was really
the letters from this country that changed it.

I remember the Ambassador telling us at that time the big change
that occurred when those letters began pouring into Italy from Amer-
ica. I had forgotten about that little episode until yot. recalled it to
the committee.

Do you, Mr. Valuchek, see any problem in the argument that one
might get that, somehow or other, from exercising ethnicity, you are
further poly rizing di fferences in the country ?

Mr. VALUCHEK. I don't think so. As I said in my statement, all of
-ny life I was active in the American-Czechoslovak affairs and don't
consider myself a worse American than someone not without this kind
of cultural background. On the contrary, I think I understand Amer-
ica better. And I think I understand its institutions, because I feel
I am richer in my personal heritage than some those who didn't
have the same kind of experience.

Mr. Proxsici. I believe that those who are arguing that this legis-
lation might somehow polarize differences are ignoring the fact that
we now have in this country a great deal of hat pet antagonism among
people, and this is particularly true among children.

I am frequently very disturbed about the degree to which young
children express their parents' prejudices in schools. You take a little
Mexican child in a predominantly Anglo-Saxon community or other
ethnic grouping, that little Mexican child has had a rough time. Now,
lie becomes he butt of the jokes and harassment.

And take a little oriental child in a similar environment, and he
becomes the butt of all kinds of cruelties that young people can inflict
upon each other.

It does seem to me that if those young children got to know a little
more about each other, if the Italian children learned a little more
about the Polish and the Polish learned a little more about the Italian
children, all along the line, my judgment is tl.at all of us Americans
would probably grow up with a greater respect for each other.

I don't think that the average American wants to discuss the drqrfse
of prejudice that is latent in this country. But it is there. There is no
sense in kidding ourselves, they are there.

We think of prejudice only in terms of "white versus black" and
"black versus white." We normally think this is where the huge even
of prejudice exists. But I think I am safe in saying, that,
a great deal of prejudice among the various ethnic groups, I think,
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c,uld be.eliminated by a greater emphasis on the fact that all of us,
as Americans, stern from some form of immigrant blood in one genera-
tion or another.

Some can date their heritage back four or five generations, and
some only one generation, and some within the last decade. But do
you believe that this is a problem in America and one that we have
really neglected

Mr. VaLuon.r.K. I firmly believe so. You are absolutely right, Mr.
Congressman. I agree wifh you. I think what you are saying is ab-
solutely true, and I am convinced that this legislation certainly would
help to correct some of these problems that have existed over many
years.

Mr. Pctssm. As 1 SIT it, there have been valiant efforts made by
people to learn to live together. And 1 think we have done exceptionally
well.

You know, we are the only country in the world that has this
peculiarity. Most other nations in the world have a preponderance of
people of one nationality and one culture-441111811y, 1 am sure von
will find probably 95 percent. and Poland you will probably flint 95
percent, and Irefand, Italy. It is amazing how well we American::
have been able to adjust to these others. even though we have they
deep rooted differences of culture and values.

ma my fear - --void I wonder if you care to comment on thiswe
have grevin together as we have because. I think. most people have
whatever problems that were inured in them in what is called "silent
desperation." And it seems to me many of these differences now in
younger people ought to dealt with. because I don't think young
PCnrie are going to suffer them in silent desperation.

Mr. Vaircurn. That might be true. We talked about the so-called
"melting pot" concept, which was very popular. And that seemed to
be a dream, but it simply didn't work. And in spite of the fact this was
very poptdart we seemed to come to the realization that Meg, youngsters
are in diversity. And the fact that we are able to understand one an-
other and underAand some of the problems that each has, I think
that is our strength. And if we continue with if. many of the problems.
I feel, will disappear.

Mr. Pr-_..Nsaf. I think the main thrust of this legislation is that we
need to develop educational material that will help ns Americans
know each of he r let ter. know themselves better.

You take n youngster of any ethnic background, if he had some ideas
Rbnlit the wealth of his own cultural heritage, he will have an entirely
diffetvnt understanding of himself.

You take, for inst....ce. the Mexican - .American yonnFuter. he grows
up in an enviroronent where he is discriminated against, literally
pei serried. And be grows np with a tremendous inferiority complex.
lie probably never does learn anc of the wealth of his own Spanish
background. But once ;nu have taught him something about his
background. he becomes an entirely different person. Ard I think it
is t roe of all human beings.

Well. I am very grateful to you, Mr. Valtichek, for coming down
and giving us the benefit of your views and your committee's views.
And it is my hope. with the very important testimony of these taro

44-015-40 AA
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strong organizations, that we will be able to fortify our own efforts
to pass this legislation.

I want to congratulate you and Mr. Richards and Mr. Burgess for
setting aside your partisan differences long enough to get down here
to join the ranks for this legislation. That, makes me very pleased. I
don't know that we get that kind of joint expression too often.

Thank you very much.
I woull like to insert in the record after today's testinnonv some

statements describing the outstanding multiculture institute 'in San
Francisco. After those statements I am insert mg in alphabetical order
the name of the sender of letters endorsing MIL 14910.

The subconunittee stands adjourned. We will now proceed to try
to mark up this bill.

(Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at the call of the chair.)

tt



APPENDIX

X CD COUNTY 11111011CAL SOCIETE*,
Mihravkce, Wis., March 19,1970.

Congressman Rosier C. PVCINSKI,
U.S. now e/ Repr(srntaiires,
Washington, D.O.

Dean CONGRESSMAN Pectsaxt: Thank you for sending me information on II.R.
14910, the Ntbnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill.

Ally I suggest that you give consideration to including in Section 904, part 1,
a reference also to historical society staff personnel. In the case of my own insti-
tution, we have two people on our staff actively engaged In ethnic and immigrre
lion research and writing, and our research collections include considerable
material on ethnic groups In Milwaukee. This experience, knowledge, and prior
program would be an asset in attaining the objectives of the bill, but may be
bypassed by the limitation to only colleges and universities. I am sure other
state and local historical agencies throughout the country are in a position to
make worthwhile contributions similar to ours.

Sincerely,
Mare 1I. Arconesos,

Eztewlino Dircetor.

SFATEUENF OF Josu'n i. ALUM, MAYOR, C' AND Cot or
SAN FIANCISCO. CAM.

My rattle Is Joseph I.i. Allot° and I am Mayor of the C4ty and County of Ran
Francisco. I wish to testify in support of 14910, which is of great interest to
me. AVe hare in Ran Francisco an effort known as the MnIti-Culture Project
which embraces the idea of II.R 141410 and which has demonstrated to me and
to the satisfaction of expert observers the validity and Importance of this idea.

The Multi-Culture Project was first proposed by Frances Stoma in 1961, and
has been developed and implemented by the Multi-Culture Institute which Miss
Soma* directs. The Presidentof the Institute. and a tireless worker on Its behalf,
Is Supervisor Terry A. Framed's. an outstanding public official who is a great
credit to the City of San Francisco as sell as to his own Black people.

Nothing is more fundamental to the American ideal and out ekenocracy than
Itkop end harmonious relations among citizens of all racial and Or& groups, 1

know of no program that promotes this goal better an the Multi-Culture
Project.

By giving children a sense of wide and identity with their own group. the
Multi - Culture Project motivate* them to be better students and to be better
(Miens.

It has been my fervent hope to see the .vocepts of the Multi-Ctiltere Program
teach vast numbers of American children. Through the bill under discurkdon, this
may be possible.

Thank you.

Hon. Reuss C. Prosser.
17.S. Rowse eJ Resrcsentatires.
Regiern Howse Once Ragging.
Washington. D.C.

tre.sa Ma. Prosser: Lest you think I am not interested in 11 R. 14910. the
nhnie Heritage Studies Centers Pill. I batten to adHse yon ! am deeply appre-
ciative of you and your to-sponsors in introducing Hilt bill. it has great merit
aid will All a treed that has existed for far too many year- in the Fulled States.

111.11110

CROATIAN PRATELNAL UNION OF AM ta tf A.
Pittsilsrsk, Ps., Fekreary H. WIS.
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I am not in a position to make a detailed observation of the hill and its 'pur-
poses because of a very busy work load. However, I wilt be writing you in the
very near future, but at this time would ask of you whether I am permitted
to utilize your summary of the bill for distribution to various societies In the
hope of receiving some publicity in their official organs?

My very best wishes for success.
Respectfully yours,

THOMAS rt. BALAnAN, Oincral Cowna(1.

STATEMENT OF CASIMIR II1E1 DiREcTOR, AFFslits, Onto Divisios or
Ins AUEMCAN CONGREsa, CLS% ELAND. Or to

ETUNtc IIERITAGE sruntES CENTERS

lie It resolved that the Ohio Division of the Polish American Congress Support
Congressman Roman Pucintki in his efforts to establish Ethnic Heritage Studies
Centers in educational Institntions which would develop curriculum and train
teachers for the study of America's major identiflabte ethnic groups.

Congressman Roman C. Pucinski (11-1111nolal sixtnsored legislation for
the U.S. Oorernment to spend 30 million In ]Rill and 1071 for developing oiliest-
tiontil courses In elementary and secondary schools which will lead to hotter
understanding among ethnic groups in the P.N.

Congressman Patinski is the Chairman of the House General Subcommittee
on FAtiNit Ion.

Each center would create curriculum materials for the elementary and second-
ary rchoots on the history. geography, literature, society, art, music, language,
drama, economy of a particular ethnic culture. It would also serve as a distribu-
tion center for these materials to school systems throughout the I'.S. In addition,
teachers would be trained at these centers In the use of these materials.

clIANTA TO At !JAN:

The C.R Commissioner of EflOcation TvoUld be authorized to make grants to
public and private nonprofit educational agencies and orrantrationa for the
development and operation of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers.

in our heterogeneous nation." explained Pueinski, "every elementary and
high school student should have an opportunity to study in depth about the
ethnic culture of his family and forefatheis and the contributions of his ethnic
heritage to the American way of life. Ile should also be able to study about other
ethnic cultures. Our sense of nationhood Is enhanced by recognising the richly
diverse matenp of our ,luralistie society," be added.

According to the Illineis Congrotsman, the bill 'would enable our yemth to
develop greater awareness and appreciation of the significant Contributions of
all ethnic groups to the American heritage."

Tin PENNWILVANTA Felt xt HIT. Soars,.
IT 1111wwport, Pe., MoreA 11, 1070.

Hon. !toms.. C. Peet NEEL
Chairman, Ocoerel 8obmom Mee OR ANC4i(011,
r.S. Rowe 4 Regrew% fa floes,
wool bigtog, D.C.

Mr Petit pia. PraNSX11: David llifford. State Folklorist of Pennsylvania.
has recently sent me a copy of the summary of N.R. 14910. the Ethnic lirritste
Stnelles Center,' Rill, currently hating hearings before your cotnntittee and
hare found it so interesting that I could not resist a very strong urge to write
you shout It. I want not only to express my enthusiastic endorsement of the
bill. but also to comment upon certain related matters which seem to me Ira-
perta nt. I hope eon will not consider me presnmrst none

First, the purposes of the i.111 seem to tne admirable. The culture of the Cnited
States is the first gennineir and significantly pluralistic culture to develop
under one nag In all history, a fact that has been end will be of great importance
to our position of leaders/11p In an increasingly variegated global contest; and
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for entirety too long that very pluralism has been neglected, Indeed, for all
practical purposes, denied by the "melting pot" conception of immigration rad
acculturation that, so far as I know, still prevails in elementary and secondary
school teaching. 11.12. 14910 offers the possibility of a muchneeded corrective
for this situation, and 1 applaud your efforts heartily.

Second, I hope there is or will be some recognition on the part of those spon-
soring and administering this legislation that the data and discipline of folklore
can make a very important contribution to the achievement of the objectives.
; do not undervalue the activities of outstanding individuals from this or that
ethnic group in the worlds of art, science, and polities (the kind of "ethnic
contribution" one normally hears about when he bears about it at all), but
these achievements provide little or no understanding, hence no appreciation, of
the whole way of life these individuals came from and the multiple traditions.
of belief, custom, art, cookery, entertainment, etc. that make up that way of
life. It is through these expressions of the common life of an ethnic group that
we can best come to know where they are really at: and since these trnditions.
their development and meaning, are the principal concern of folklorists. I hope
they will be heavily relied upon In the Implementation of 11.1t. 141)10's provisions.

Third, I should like to call your attention to what folklorists--so far as I
know, only folkloristsin Pennsylvania have already envisioned and, to a meagre
extent, accomplisb-d in the collection and study of ethnic materials. lu addition
to the Atr In-Celtic matrix culture land the "Pennsylvania Dutch" In the south-
eastern counties, who hate been done up one side and down the other), Penn,y1
rants offers a more variegated ethnic landscape than almost any place in the
country. These ethnic enclaves hare tended to cluster in three areas, the environs
or Philadelphia, Wilkes Itarre-Scranton, and Pittsburgh. While there has been,
as yet, very little systematic collection and study of these almost overwhelmingly
abundant traditions timleed, the majority of the enclaves themselves hate yet to
be specifically located and mapped), we have made a beginning. Foremost has
been the establishment by the Pennsyirania legislature of the Ethnic Culture
Survey, directed by the State Folklorist twho Is on the staff of the Pennsyl.
%anis and Museum Commission). and charged with the (ask of !dent'
tying and describing the many Ethnic groups resident in Pennsylvania. Alto.
the I/m(11We Deteirtrnent of Folklore and Folklife at the University of Penn
ssivania in Philadelphia (one of the fear preeminent folklore schools in the
country, the others being at the University of Texas, and Indiana Uni
versityy has trained ind is training folklorists, most of whom have ancillary
minors in Sociology, Anthropology, Psychology, etc., who could be of inestimable
value in the operation of the Centers lilt 14910 proposes to establish. Then,
in Pittsburgh. there already exist twenty-five or thirty var'ously well-established
ethnic organirations. These came into being and have been rustained chiefly
by their interest in the performance of traditional songs and dances at the an-
nual Pittsburgh Folk festival. but they are organisations drawn from the ethnic
enclaves they represent and offer obvious opportunities for the collection and
study of the traditions they possess and have access to. In addition, Point Park
College in downtown Pittsburgh. the new headonarters of the Pennsylvania
Folklore Society, Is instituting a series of courses In folklore next fall which
will inevitably Involve students In the study of these local ethnic groups.

I must apologise for taking up so much of your time with what now wins
like a very long letter, indeed. I can only hope you will And some of the things
I bare said Interesting and perhaps areful.

81 neer* yours,

Conerssulan Roues C. PVC1NSX1.
%S. flower of Re-prenatalires.

Ire* a intim D.C.
Dean COVGREPLIAA Peressef: 1 am in receipt of your letter of January 21

concerning the proposed bill for the establishment of Ethnic Heritage Studies
Centers.

Douai II. DttYrsvox.
Pres afire Rrerrforry.

Fast Astsx Sit-ores ('INISit,
rlitttlISITT Of SO7Itti SAN CM ItOON1A.

fins .4spars. Calif_ rebrwery t, 170.
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I have been encouraged by the growing awareness in this country of the possible
contributions of various ethnic groups to the multi-cultural American society.
I enclose a copy of an article I wrote a few months ago which has drawn a good
deal of attention abroad as well as in this country. The Bureau of Intergroup
Relations of the California Stale Department of Education has reprinted It for
dissemination in the State.

We are developing a series of courses at the University of Southern California
dealing with the problems of Oriental-Americans. Any extension of this new
Interest into the elementary and secondary schools would be a forward more
likely to contribute to a further enrichment of contemporary American society.
There is still inadequate knowledge of the needs and problems of ethnic groups
such as the Chinese-Americana and the Japanese-Americans. and your proposal
of developing curriculum material. and training teachers in this field would
meet a real need. I. hope that your bill will lead to positive and constructive action
in this area of educational activity.

Sincerely yours,
Tit moon II. E. Cuss, Director.

'From the Los Anceies Times. June R. 19119)

Tun Oartsv st,AttratCas's Puottt

(ny Theodore It E. Chen)

In the midst of rapid social change, when ethnic minorities are asserting their
richte and raising their position. the Oriental-Americana are unsure of their
pace in American society. They are not a port of the majority, of course. but

they included in the minorities? Hardly so.
When government agencies talk about ethnic minorities, they think primarily

of the blacks and the brouns. When industry opens up job opportunities for
minority groups, they do not have in mind the Chinese or the Japanese. Some
universities that plan ethnic studies provide American-Indinn and Asian studies.
but the focus is on black and brown Nadler'.

An Orlentat-American strident I know used to get summer jobs without
Thla year be was told that arallable jobs must first he offered In minority

groups and therefore he wonid not get one. Excluded from the majority and left
out of the minorities, the Oriental - Americans find themselves in a peculiar post.
lion. Neither majority nor minority, they at.a nondescript group. Too often.
they have become a forgotten group.

At NET! TS X01 S Al Alta

The white majority has made concessions to the blacks and browns. but the
benefits are not shared by the Oriental-Americans. Theoretically. the blacks and
browns are fighting for all minority groups. but you can's blame them for not
sharing the benefits they hate won by hard struggle and bitter fight. After all.
few Oriental* hare raised their yoke of protest or joined In the struggle. why
should they expect to reap the fruits of other people's labor?

The Oriental-Americans are confronted with a dilemma. Many of them are
prone to continue their life -long habits of bard work and quiet acceptance of
second-rate citizenship. Thswe who hare raised their economic and social position
bare done so by (forged itxlirldual effort. forging ahead la the face of handicaps
and various forms of discrimination. They have refrained from joint action.

lint individual effort seems Insufficient in these days of strife and struggle.
ghoul(' they take group action to pre s their ease as a minority group entitled
to its share of the better life that seems to be now within reach of other minority
MAIM ?

RIVE ISIS 11 I StOATTAS

Sadao Nakamoto. a 'spinet. works hard all his life with one central ttntlook
to trite his children a better life in America. Ile has two children in collere and
two more will soon be ready for college. Ills oldest sea Is preparint to he a
dentist. 'Sake moto boors that all his children will become professional ipeonie and
not hate to toil the war he did. Its knows that it will not he easy for his chil-
dren to move to the top of Amerkan society. but be has not tonight of any other
way than persevering Individual effort.

The Wont. bare been sneers-4rd In business. They have a comfortable boast
in a nice residential area. Their neighbors did not like it when a nonCarscasian
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family moved into their midst, but after some years fairly friendly relations seen
to have developed.

The lYougs enjoy the material luxuries of the well-to-do. Their neighbors now
talk proudly about the Chinese family in their area, to prove that they have no
prejudice at all. As for the Wongs, they Are so well satistied with life that they are
afraid to do anything that may spoil what they already have. They are happy
with the feeling that they have "arrived." Have they, really? Or are they only
near the entrance and probably destined to remain there for a long time?

The trouble Is that many of the young Oriental- Americana do not share their
parents' complacency or acceptance of status qua There are signs of restlessness
among them. Unlike their parents and grandparents, they have no cultural or
emotional lies with the Orient. Their whole life Is In America, and they are
molded by the forces active in American society. They are sensitive to the
cataclysmic changes in American life and Inspired by visions of freedom and
equal opportunity that their parents dismissed as impossible.

The Oriental population in America has been admired for the traditions of
faintly solidarity and et se ties. But these traditions are now strained by a
growing generation gap arising from different attitudes toward American society.
The young tend to be actis lets to whom change makes a greater appeal than the
inaintenatue of the established order. More and more of them are beginning to
feel that their parents are more interested In personal success than In social
progress,

Oriental youth is beginning to question whether the hard -work. long-suffer-
ing philosophy of the older generation is adequate today. They are critical of
the seeming Indifference of their parents In the civil righta movement. They
feel disturbed that in the current discussions of the role of ethnic minorities
the voice of the Chinese community has not been heard, and that in the gigantic
struggle for a better life for minorities the adult Chinese population ha< in the
main, stood aside as spectetont.

The participation of Orient*, youth in protest activities has not yet Returned
PreivrtIons large enough to met public attention. The names of a few setts 1st,
who have joined the militant gnome have not yet appeared in newspaper head.
lines

But if the number grows, as It probably will the gap between Oriental youth
and the older generation wilt widen. and the effects will be unfortunate both for
the traditionally stable Oriental family and for American pociely at large.

On the other hand, it may be possible to narrow the gap if the adult Oriental*
realise that they have to readjust their life and their thinking in the light of
new conditions. They must get out of their little shells of Isolated individualism
and familiellem and show that they are concerned about kncial issues and that
they Parr about the lOika fortunate in the Oriental community who have
not been able to overcome the obstacles of metal prejudice. They linnet try
to understand and to appreciate the idealism of the young who will not he eat
isfied with the limited material benefits they get from the affluent society.

The adults of the torientel community would shedder at the thought of
action. lint by their inaction they are driving the young to extremism. The

challenge to them is to explore ways and means I... expressing their .racial con-
cern short of riots and violence, Between inaction and extreme militancy there
must be room for meny forme of peaceful proteets, positive atltrmetion of right<
and jointly conceived proposals, even aggreseire demands, for Improving the lot

Orientrit-Arnericane.
INACItON fa VIA104111,

Unless the Ranh Oriental community responds to the challenge. the young
will be further alienated by what they consider to be a lack of tencern on the
part of their elders By inaction, the Oriental community also disepuilifie Itself
for the new role thal is now possible for ethnic minorities e In Ibis country.

Fnrthermore. while the majority yield. to the temente of the Mattis and the
browns the terteitIon of the Oriental-Americans may even deteriorate. for some
of the risporinnitiete heretofore available to them may he taken away to tie
offered to the granite now record:eel as minorities..

Meanwhile. the majority map will be blissfully unaware of the problem
and will continue to tenor* the needs of the Orlental-Americans After all. haven't
the Chinese and the Japaneee always managed to take rate of themeeleeft?
Didn't the Chinese cornnitinities grow and thrive despite the pereeentioss and
osctuvion laws of the last century? Didn't the iirdh(44. ennire the titlethe
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"relocation"of World War II and later rebuild their communities after liming
lost practically all of their v./linable assets? The Orientals are no problem at all:
they do not need help and do not ask for it.

Iromit unwary.
But the young do not see It that way. On the one hand, they disassociate them

selves from their parents' complacency and proclivity to get along with the
establishment." On the other hand, they do not accept the majority view that the
Orientals are no problem simply because they bare not created trouble. Born
and educated in the United States, they have striven to be fulfiedged
cans, but they are beginning to realize that they are considered hyphenated
Americans. at tit. They have not received the full share of whea by their
birthright they are entitled to.

The adult Oriental community and the white majority share the opportunity
and the rcsponsildlity of prodding constructive leadership. Those in the Oriental
community who are in a position to lead must not allow their personal success
and material comfort to blind them to the injustices and disnitninatory prac-
tices that nr' still hrevalent. The white majority can help, too, by tecognIting
the problems of a silent minority which lends to escape notice.

Is It necessary to wait for riots before something is done? The white ma-
jority has an optorlonity to show that extremism is not the only way for minor-
Ivy groups to gain recognition.

a

FEDI le ,1110N or 1'KRA1Nf AN STATEN? OINAN/LAttONe or .locates, INC.,
College Park, Jiff., Pebrvorg 11, 1970.

lion. liouAN C. Pax-17cent.
U.S. Howse of Represcrotatiret.
Cott-rat EffkonunitIce on Edneolion.

Allington.
Draft CoscersaVaN 11CCINPX1: In conversation with aft. :mama tesawyer,

President of the Ukrainian National Association, I was informed about yonr part
In introducing owl sponsoring 11 R. 1010, the Ethnic Heritage Stadler Centers
Bill. As the outgoing President of the Federation of Ukrainian Student Organ!.
cations of America, Inc.. I would like to express my congratulations to you for
your part in introducing this valuable piece of legislation. I sincerely hope that
the 8111 will and favorable reaction In the Committee Hearings. If possible. I will
attend the Hearings. since I firmly believe that the role of ethnic gronps in the
United States has not received sufficient attention.

hope that your Committee will take into consideration the opinions and needs
of college students of various ethnic backgrounds. It is my experience that the
students are indeed In need of support In their search for Identity. and their ethnic
background can give them this much needed Identity.

Once again. congratulations and best wishes.
Sincerely yours,

Asnal* W. Cnoss000t tat.
4111.11 .

I:DITAIto!CAL AND Cl'ill1PAL CENtf R NAMING ONONDAGA AND
OSINTGO CM-NITTA, NtW TOIR SIAM.

March 10, 1070.

lion. HOMAN c. Pvctx@xt,
P.S. Howse of Representatives,
Committee on EinNtios sat !Aber,
IVthiegios, D.S.

rrAa CONGISGSVAN TAX1N SRI : This document represents a report of the een
ference held on February 4. IWO, in Syracuse, New Tort, relative to the need for
an Ethnic Currkulum Materials Demonstration Center. Mused with this letter
you will and the Appendkes in full to which I will refer is my March 23 report.

I as looking forward to responding to the InvitaHon issued by the Often!
Sub-Cornmit tee on Ed acittita and to testify on N.R. 14910, the Ethnic Heritage
Stodles Centers MIL

I as preparing ray report which will be In your hands by nest week. The
report will consist of two teak* parts. The first will be I suintasry of the eon.
ference held In Syracuse, and the wood part will exist of my rationale for
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the establishment of these centers. Included In my rationale, 1 would like to give
an audio and visual presentation of activities which took place in a school in
Syracuse, New York, where I served as Principal for five years.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to present these materials.
Very truly yours,

Ntonot.se Corns,
Regional Director.

Enclosure.

ECCO, the Educational and Cultural Center serving Onondaga and Oswego
Counties In New York State, is one of sixteen Centers comprising the Regional
Center Network in partnership with the Center for Manning and Innovation of
the State Education Department. This Network exists to encourage and Improve
comprehensive educational planning at all levels to support the derelopmelt of
educational systems responsive to the needs and aspirations of every person
and relevant to his society. These Centers are funded under Title III of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1005.

ECCO is located in downtown Syracuse, New York, The area has a poplin,-
tion of approximately 000.000 of whom nearly 180,000 are students in elementary
and secondary schools. Greater Syracuse Is a center of diversified Industry, a
regional trading center, a marketing center for a large rural area which special.
Iles in dairy and fruit fanning, and a tranaportatIon hub. It is located on the
East -West New York State Thruway and on the NorthRouth Interstate Si Ex.
pressway. In Oswego County, the Port of Oswego opens the area to world trade
opportunities through the St. Lawrence Seaway.

Arm:v[1x A.ETHNIC CURRICt Litlt NIATEMALa DFAIONISTRATION CENTER
OON I Eat :ICE. Fuss Vaal 4. 1970)

(Cosponsored by ECCO and Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y.)

!From the ft; racwr lieraid-loatnal, Feb. 8, 1970

EDCATOlta Mat liras TJ Ata ETHNIC Crary*

More than educators from Across the state will meet in Slracue tomorrow
to ellsoiss the formation of An Ethnic Curriculum Materials Demonstration Cen-
ter to serve nortbea oern United States.

The center would provide materials to teachers In order to give each child in
their class information about his ethnic background.

The meeting. cu -spAiscred by ECC0., the Educational and (*idiots' Center for
Onondaga and flirego Countlex. and Syracuse Unirersity will be held from 10
a.m. 1113 p.m. at the Downtown Holiday Inn.

Guest speaker, via A special teleconference from Washington, D.C., will be
Congressman Roman l'iinski 1D-chic* go) who Is sponsoring a bill whkh would
anthorite the Commissioner of Education to make grants for the establishment
of "Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers, reflecting readily identifiable ethnk
groups."

The centers would be divested to "develop curriculum materials reflecting the
contributions of a particular ethnic group to the American Heritage: dissem-
inate such rbaterials to elementary and secondary schoolls, and provide training
for persons utilising or preparing to utilise such materials."

The morning session of tomorrow's conference will consist of an introductlem
by Professor David Welton of the 5. School of Education. conference chair-
man: welcoming remarks by Dr. David Rrathwohl, Dean of the S. P. School of
Education, and Congressman hircinskPa spoech.

Also on the morning agenda is a speech by Mrs. F.litaboth .kste, director of
the Regional Special Education Instructional Materials Center at S.U.N.Y. 'a
Ituffrolo. and A wrote? of a research and dm-plops:sent committee for the planning
of a National Media Center in Washington.

Mrs. Aire will describe how a media center WA organised for special rinea
tIon. so the troop will be aide to relate the information to the formation of
similar center on ethnic studies, according to Nicholas tb11is, }Xt'fl director.

itacKGS01:34

WOO was contacted in October PM. is,. Miss Marine Wilden-liart of the
Syracuse University. She requested that ECCO *Hoist Sines* tairetsity in
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calling a conference a interested educators to discuss the feasibility of establish-
ing a center for the collection, demonstration, development and diammination of
curriculum materials for ethnic studies. Mies Patricia Ha Hock, the Director of
Resource* and Services for E000, met with a designated committee from Byre-
cuse University, consisting of Mr. Bruce Dewey, Center for Instructional Com-
munications. Dr. David Welton of the School of Education, and Miss Wi idea-
Hart to develop the plans for this conference.

In November 1909, the Honorable Roman C. Pucinski, Representative 10 the
United States Congress from Illinois, presented to the Congress a Resolution
calling for the establishment of Title IX to the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 190.. as amended. for the establishment of Ethnic Heritage Studies
Centers. On Motnlay, .Inneary 20. 1070. Mr. Nicholas Collis, Director, and Dr.
Luton Reed. Associate Director. of EC('0 met with Congressman Puelnski and
diecussed the possibility of his partielp.stivg in the conference planned foe Febru-
ary 4, 1970. In Syracuse. Arrangements were made at this time for Congressman
Puelnski to address the ronferenee by tele-con fere,;ee,

A selected lamp of educators from New York stale attei,ded, representing
the State Education Department. New York Stale 1Vpartment of Social Services
t Bureau of Indian Affairs), the Boards of Cooperative Educational Services,
hie Onondaga Library System. and mayor institutions of higher learning of New
York State. namely Columbia University. Cornell Vnirerelly, New York Uni-
x-entity. State University of New York. City University of New York, Syracuse
University. and University of Rochester. Individuals from Feel area educational
and c nit neat institutions were also included.

t07441RIENCE-1412grAllY 4, 110

Approximately fifty New York State educators convened In the Skaneateles
Room of the Downtown Holiday Inn, Syracuse. New York, at 10 :00 AM on Febru-
ary 4.1970.

Introductions were made by Dr. David Welton. Syracuse University, Confer.
ence Chairman. Remarks by Dr. David Krathwohl, Dean of the School of Font-
cation, Syracuse University. and Mr. Nicholas Collis. Director. ECCO. were
presented.

ertAeras

Mrs. Elimbeth Ayer. Director of the Regional SPerlal MI10111011 Instructional
Materials Center, Buffalo. New York. presented SEIMO as a model of an Infor-
mation network in the United States and a mode of operation that has been
developed. (See Appendix

Following Mrs. Ay We address. Congressman Roman O. Pocinski made a mayor
Presentation to the Conference via teleconference from Washington, D.C. Ults
remarks are !winded in full as Appendix 1.) Congrmsman Poeinski supplied
the rationale behind his It. R. 14910 along with his personal feelings and support
for Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers.

514511, 4:140t 44±41:145IO!sn

After a euestion and anew!r period with Doetrressmatt Pocinski. the conferees
were ;fielded Into small "route for the diecnsesion of four topics:

a. The need for an Ethnic Ceericulum Materials Demoted ratkn Center.
h. The functions of an Ethnic Curriculum Materhtle Demonstration ()enter.
c. The orttanimtion of an Ethnic Curriculum Materials Demonstration Center.
rt. Neat steps : trhere do we go from here!
Following the small group clieceslo, s. group emnmariee were presented to

the total audience by recorder* and treat steps wry deft-mired.
The small (frontlet atteed that the treed for the establishment of Centers for

eolle Bon. development, and dietributkex of materials on all ethnic' groups which
make up the U.S. bee been felt in New Tork State for a considerable length of
limo. and 'hie need Is only heightened by the presentation of Ccmgrewernan Patin-
ski. The armee. speaking both as Inditidasis cad as representatirea of their
Insiltntions. indicated their irillingnem to cooperate In activities which /rock'
bring such renters into operation. There are many distorted ideas which cur-
rently ealst within the V.S. which involve rations ethnic mime Even though
there are material* erellehle which could help remove these Melts. the materials
are tent easily accemlnle. however, to the eta melon teacher and to the mewl-
nilies where they are most needed. Often materials exit* In boasted mike/Bone is
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college, university, and schools or in specialised libraries around the country. The
establishment of centers which could collect and disseminate materials in :Import
of programs of ethnic studies, especially at the elementary and secondary level,
is highly desirable activity and one which should be supported In every way
possible. A need exists for a survey of that which is currently available in tbe
U.S. In terms of materials since no such survey, to the knowledge of the par
ticipants, has been conducted. Once a surrey is completed, then it wonid he more
feasible to define the needs of the region and the nation for the establishment of a
network of centers.

Since one of the major sources of information concerning the ethnic groups
which make up the general public of a region are the people themselvea. it is
highly desirable that representatives of the various ethnic groups be Involved in
the further planning of ethni: curriculum materials centers to support stndics
or any particular group.

It was also stated and supported that functionally the centers could assist the
schools and other Institutions and groups utilising the materials in defining and
developing plans for the implementation of the materials into existing pro.
gram.. Tho 'motor' were quite positive in their feelings that local autonomy should
be recognised in the establishment of the centers and that no one set of rules be
established whh-h would require the operation of all centers in exactly the same
wily. In Orme the centers should he allowed to establish their own operating pro-
rslores within limit..ad establish their own means necessary for meeting needs.

The participants at the conference raised questions concerning the site of the
arrs which could ne served most effectively by a regional tenter and agreed that
a large geographical area might be nerved more economically than a small geo.
graphical area. This would eliminate the 'oossihillty of fragmentation of resources
which might result from the eatablisbon-nt of a number of small centers rather
than a small number of large centers.

Among the objecUrea which might he estiblished for such centers were:
t1) To collect and distribute materials to support the teaching of all cultures
(2) To prepare mad develop teaching materials
(3) To disseminate information on the materials available to all educational

institutions
(4) To act as a regional cleatingbolie for instructional materials and other

materials.
(3) To sponsor research and tietetopment in the area of ctilfurn1 studies or

ethnic *Indies
(a) To train teachers through workshops and other preservice and intsertke

programs.
In To meet the needs of the cotnmnnity and its Individuals by minx...tit,

studies into the ethnic structure of communities and of major geographical
regions

There was fo.bstantial agreement In the concept that the center! should be
part of a state-wide or national network rat:-or than separate and isolated in-
stitution.. With a network structure. one center would e able to call upon the
resources of another center far more easily. The network might be controlled
by the establishment of a central office which would formulate politica and
would work with the anion. institutions involved in the network to insure that
comparable serve.* as bring provided by all elements, much as the IMIC system
I. established. Plch element of the network could become a clearinghouse for a
single ethnic group or for several ethnic groups in the establishment of a net.
work. all avenues of allowing should be explored, private. Inatitational,
slate, and federal. Loral Involvement within a region Is pkvbe1)1111 In ,rder to en-
stirs continuing support and use over an extended period of time.

The participants al.sn indicated that It wit rocumtant upon all interested
parties to eve their support I both a. individuals and as representatives of in-
stitution., to the legislation proposed by Congressman I treinski. Participants
lreileated their willingness to contact their went institutions in ot"der to gain
IndifntIona! support on a continuing hgtelk

The refocasas of the participants in the confereoce was that the investigation
of the feasirdlity of establishing rahnle Cnrrkeluta Material* Centers should be
continued and that It wee appropriate that a planning committee or commission
to formed which would represent the interested 'Irene*, and groups The cam-
mittoe would formulate objectires and procedures leading toward establishment
of such centers.

The planning committee weinid hare two bath. ft-ITN-Howl: to farther ac=es
the wed for the alight!: awl of Ethnic Curriculum Material. hemonstration
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Centers. and 2) to determine a varlely of alternatives for meeting these needs.
The committee would involve representatives of ethnic groups in order to obtain
expert assistanee. They further agreed that EC(X1 continue to sole In the plan-
ning facilitation rote and assist the planning committee In its operation once
It is formed. Several members of the group Indicated their willingness to verve
on the planning committee. most notably Dr. David 11'e iton, School of }duration.
Syracuse University. Dr. Tnittio Mewl, Librarian, Lekloyne College, and Mr.
Ithys Roberts, Associate Director, American Heritage Study Older, klanItue.
New York. Dr. Welton agreed to FM(' ns Syracuse University contact in the plan-
ning of the planning committee activities.

at.'>INIANY

The consensus of the conference partitimnts was:
1. That there Is a major need for the establishment of Ethnic CnrricnIum

Materials Demonstration Centers o (thin the educational 5tnietine of the foiled
States.

2. That the leadership for such esamielanerd could come from sneh a xmlp es
s convened.

8. That the rationale. philosophy and general content of 11.11. 11910 me ex-
prem.(' by Congressinnn Pueinski supported by this group and Its indiliduale.

4. That prior to any major progrem of establishment, an assortment soarer
Is IteMed to determine what materials and services already exist in the areas
of ethnic teaching; and that the possibility of the development of a Reetutree
Directory he explored.

That individuals representing ethnic eieapotnts be incorpornted into alt
effort from the very beginning stage forward.

R. That the centers be port of a state -wide or national network rather than
separate and isolated institutions.

7. That a planning committee or commission be formed to I) farther *Isere.
the need for the esleblishment of Ethnic Curriculum Starertala Demonstration
Centers, and 2) to determine alternetitee for meeting these needs. eSttTE: An
acenda is presently being determined by Dr. iVelton. Mr. Roberts ati-d Dr. Nicol.
for a meeting of the interim Taek Force Committee In late Mareh.)

Aretentx 1.Nrw Yoshi STATE Prol-CA/ION Pereaturxt DitIsm.% toe Illseet.
(Arm Cnitnets Nsw Vita SIAM NISTWORN or Serctst Enecsttox lsstacc-
tIONAt. NIAIFRIAT rtNtEtta

1. rrarose. or tnr. spine xrtwoag
A. Provide a cooperative, united effort in furthering the development of quality

education for handicapped children in New York State.
It. Identify handicapped children and facilitate their placement into an educe.

Hotel program.
C. Act al' a change agent for the deletes-talent of improved entelcuintn. method..

and materialt to be used in winces Inn of the handicapped.
D. Establish a direct, sSetematic eotninnolcation system for exchange of

educational Information.
1. eve-}:R1r to 1N1C/11kle national office.
2. 1k1C/R MC to National Centers.
X. National renters tNYS) to local ASEINtels
4. Level ASE111C", to India-Masi teachers and other personnel concerned

with elinesition for the handicapped.
P.. Attempt to eliminate tenneeeerery duplication* of time and effort in de-

Telopraott of nest materiel* and approaches for teeching the handicapped.
P. Provide for the establishment Ft local units talalt:INICs) for direct service

to educator* of the totttdIetlyved.
0. Provide an administrative and consultative stair at the Regional kve for

Ins eftnum utiligsttion of personnel services to the Network.
H. Coordinate the specittlizatione of the various local units in order to eon-

serve staff, time. and expenditure! for projects.
1. New York tHunterlRealnation from the development for the Network.
2. fIntfaloCoenrenter Rased Resource Unit development for the NetteOrk.
1 AlbanyUnion Catalog &vet opulent lot the Network.
4. Athirst Cent milted proem-sing of materials for the network.

a
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!I. Broome County Distribution Center for ERIC microfiche to the
Network.

0. Washington, Warren, Hamilton County -- Production of transparencies
for the Network.

1. Assure that the effects of funding of any project for the handicapped will
reach all handicapped children in the State.

SEIWICES OF THE SFISIC NETWORK

A. Provide for preview and loan of collections of professional and instructional
Materials from the liegloaal Centers.

B. Provide inservice training to teachers in the use of specialized materials.
C. Provide for evaluation of materials and dissemination of results of evalua-

tion to the field.
D. Provide administrative and consultative services to the field.
E. Publish and distribute a Newsletter to the field.
F. Provide for periodic dissemination of information on new products, ap-

proaches, and methods for teaching the handicapped.
G. Establish and maintain liaison with other units of the Education De-

partment.
H. Act as it direct and indirect source of reference and research results in

the field of education.
I. Produce new materials for use by the field.
J. Produce new materials to be used in training educators of the handicapped.
K. Produce and update a master file of Network holdings (Union Catalog).
L. Act as ti Clearinghouse for textbook materials for the visually handicapped

in New York State.
M. Act as a support unit for the staff of the Division for Handicapped.

Apesmex ItETHNIC CURRICULUM MATERIALS DEMONSTRATION CENTER CON-
FERENCE, FEBRUARY 4, 1970 .

STATEMENTS BY THE HONORABLE ROMAN C. PUCINSKI, U.S. CONGRESSMAN

"I have said many times that this nation thrives on a deep sense of ethnic
community. It flourishes on the pride of origins shared by the people, both as
committed Americans and as devoted individuals with strong ties to their own
indigenous neighborhoods and groups. In this past century, our society has
begun to deny the existence of these origins. We have been challenging the
concept of ethnicity. We have been eroding the delicate tendrils that link us
with our past. I believe we have oversold the value of homogentzation, sacrificing
diversity of our pluralistic society for the sake of uniformity. As a consequence,
many of our ethnic groups have developed a profound sense of cultural in-
feriority; a feeling that they are second-best Americans because tbcy have care-
fully preserved their original languages, their customs, and traditions and
their unique styles of life. This rroblem, I believe, prevades every city and every
state and every corner of our nation. In Chicago alone, it can affect the lives
of at least 30% of the population who are foreign born or first-generation
citizens.

The most serious casualties of this quasi-cultural obliteration, in my judg-
ment, have been the young. Today, our nation's youth are plagued by a sense
of ruthlessness; many of them are caught up in a malaria of alienation and
are channeling their energies to search for identity. In a very real sense, these
are the forgotten young Americans with no feeling of belonging in our hetero-
geneous society. Socieb's transmitters of cultural values, its primary and sec-
ondary schools, have taught these young people nothing of their own ethnic
backgrounds. This omission, in my judgment, has led them to conclude that their
heritage has no status in the value system of the society. Therefore, it is scarcely
surprising that so many young people have failed to develop a positive self
image. Typically, and I am sure all of those assembled at your meeting there
today will have to admit, school history lessons teach about one or two countries
and remain indifferent to the rest of the world. Their art, their music, literature
and language classes are equally narrow and explicit, thus, reinforcing a dis-
torted 'picture e! their environment and ancestry. Such a pernicious educational
deficiency warrants the attention of the entire population and of members of the
congress as its representatives.
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I believe that the tact that we have tried to homogenize two hundred million
-Americans into a single monolith is today our greatest source of problems and
difficulty. Most other nations don't have that problem, Denmark has a 90%
Danish population; England has an overwhelmingly English population; Poland
has a 96% Polish Catholic population; Italy has predominantly Italians; Ger-
many has predominantly Germans. And so I think we ought to recognize as
Americans the uniqueness of our position as a nation as the uniqueness of our
people. I think that we ought to realize that America is a mosaic of many cul-
tures and these cultures have to be recognized.

It Is appalling to me, absolutely appalling, how little we Atneric.Ins know
about each other. Then we wonder why we have racial tensions, and why we
have religious bigotry, and why we have discrimination because of national
origin, and we wonder why we have all of these underlying problems. One might
say, 'Well, don't people all live together? Don't the Poles and the Italians and
Jewish people and the Irish intermarry? And don't they all live together?' Yes,
they do. But still, ney know very little about each other. All they know is what
they learned from their neighbors, train the street. So it seems to me that the
great challenge if we are to preserve this republic of ours, this great nation
that has attracted people from many cultures, we have got to start recognizim7
our uniqueness.

I discard the statement of the "melting pot." I don't think we ought to be a
melting pot. I don't think that we ought to try and take every single human
being that comes to America and homogenize him into the so-called "Puritan
Ethos." In my judgment, I think that we ought to recognize that each American
is different in terms of his cultural values, and we ought to recognize that
there is no conflict, absolutely no conflict, between being a good, loyal, and
dedicated, proud American and still understanding yourself as to your ancestry
and ethnic background. Only when we start realiz'.vg and understanding each
other's ethnic values, can we then start understro,dvag each other. Only then
can we then give real fulfillment to equality, ppreciation, understanding,
mutual respect. And so I have introduced the Ethn e Heritage Study Center Act
of 1969.

This Act will establish a lumber of ethnic heritt .4e study centers each devoted
to the del eiopment of curriculum materials deal ng with one ethnic group or
one regional group of ethnic ultrtes for use in de i entary and secondary schools.
I understand that many elementary and secondary k-hools would like to institute
courses of ethnicity. They would like to tell the young people in their schools
something about themselves, something about their background. Unfortunately,
under our present system, there is practically no source material for such
lectures. We get it out of travel leaflets, and travel kits, and some travel
agencies. And in the libraries we may find a book here and a book there about
a certain identifiable ethnic group. But there has beery no real effort made to
develop materials for classroom use.

Under my Bill, such material would pertain to a particular group's history.
geography, society, literature, art, music, language, drama, economy and general
ealture, and to the group's contribution to the American Heritage. Each Center
would also train teachers to use these materials and would make them widely
available to elementary and secondary schools throughout the United States.
Teachers could tuilize these curriculum packages and study units in their regular
classes or as the basis for creating totally new types of educational programs.
An Ethnic Heritage Studies Center would be operated by public, or private non-
profit educational agencies and organizations to design and implement its
program. Each Center would draw on the existing resources of colleges and
universitiel, the expertise of elementary and secondary school teachers and the
special knowledge of ethnic groups in local communities as well as foreign
students pursuing their education in this country. The Bill would authorize
ten million dollars for FY 1970 and 20 million dollars in FY 71 for these
purposes.

As a major consequence of this Bill, our young people would be able to develop
greater awareness and appreciation of the importance of all ethnic civilizations
to our national heritage. Every one of the 51.5 million students in the primary
grades and high schools could study in depth about the ethnic culture of his
fatally and forefathers and about their contributions to the American way of
life. In addition, he can learn about many of the other readily identifiable ethnic
groups in the country-. There are a number of Congressmen co-sponsoring thh,
legislation with tn,.. And I am very proud to have a very good crosssection.
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As II. O. Wells once wrote in the outline of history : "Our true nationality is
mankind." I believe a time has come for us to teach about the contributions of
all mankind to a nation, and I believe that the Ethnic Heritage Studies Center
Act of 1060 would contribute to this very worthy goal. We have talked for
instance about racial tensions. The average American has a very limited
knowledge of the Negro in America. He knows only of the Negro who was
brought here in chains four or five generations ago and brought into slavery
and grew up as a sharecropper on the cotton fields of the South. He knows
nothing about the ethnic heritage of the non-white community, and the non-white
nations and the non-white cultures of Africa and the other countries of the
world. It occurs to me that the best way that we can really bring deeper under-
standing and respect for 'ch. other and citizens of the United States and as
residents of America Is to know more about ourselves. The Ethnic Heritage Bill
which I am sponsoring would provide a beginning that would give our univer-
sities 6114 ne.. colleges all over the country the tools with which we could start
developing curriculum, film slides, various other lecture materials, and resource
materials, so that finally we can start grappling with the problem.

I am amazed, really amazed, that we have survived as long as we did, when
you reflect upon the fact that there has been practically no effort made in this
great nation of ours to understand each other better and to know each other
better. But I do believe that much of the tension, the kind of up-tight attitude
that ha:, affected the country is created by the fact that we have tried to
restructure mankind, and I don't mean to do that. As I said in the beginning
of my remarks, I just don't think you can take 200,000,000 human beings and
homogenize them into a monolith. I would much rather think of us as a mosaic
and then build on that mosaic. That's what this Bill is all about, that's what I
am trying to do here in Congress, and I need a great deal of help and I hope
that we can get it from the tine people attending the seminar today .

[From the Port-Standard, Feb. 6. it

HERITAGE STUDY.ETHNIC CENUR GAINS SUPPORT

(By Andrij Bilyk)
A bill presently in Congress designed to increase opportunities for elementary

and secondary school pupils to study the cultural heritages of the major ethnic
groups in America yesterday received support here.

Besides fostering understanding among American ethnik. ,-5roups, the bill,
which, if passed, will provide $10 million in federal funds, will serve to give
each pupil pride in his ethnic background.

Some 50 university, library and social service educators from the state,
meeting in the Downtown Holiday Inn, agreed yesterday to establish a com-
mittee to perform an in-depth study of the possible organization and function ofan ethnic curriculum materials center.

Rep. Roman C. Pucinski, D-Chicago, sponsor of the bill, spoke to the group
from Washington via tele-conference hook-up and urged support for his ethnic
heritage studies center proposal.

Pucinski said it is time to bring about a change in American attitudes concern-
ing the plurality of cultures In this country.

As envisioned by Pueinski, the center will develop curriculum materials cover-ing the history, geography, society, economy, literature, art music, drama, lan-
guage and general culture of an ethnic group, as well as the contributions of thatgroup to the American heritage.

After the congressman spoke, the educators separated into five groups to dis-cuss such an ethnic center.
Each group reported it favored Pucinski's measure. Together they urged that

an inventory be made or available resources. They stressed the need for authen-ticity and inclusion of ethnic representatives.
According to a spokesman for the Educational and Cultural Center for Onon-

daga and Oswego Counties (ECCO), which with Syracuse University spon-
sored the discussion, "The consensus appears to be that there is a need for thetype of center we are talking about

"Ethnic cultures or our country are part of our heritage," the spokesman said,
adding, "We will be in touch with Congressman Pucinski."

ECCO agreed to coordinate the formation of a. committee to study the Pucinski
proposal, but emphasized that, if an ethnic studies center is to materialize, the
burden of its establishment will fail on the educators themselves.
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Representatives from the State Education Department, universities, libraries
and ethnic minorities will be included in the committee.

APPENDIX B. STATEMENTS OF SUPPORT

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Along with other colleges and universities across the nation, Syracuse Univer-
sity has been deeply involved in developing both teachers and educational pro-
grams to fit the needs of a tremendously varied population of school children.
But even with the most highly trained specialist in the classroom, there comes
a time when teachers, be tb'y urban, suburban, or rural, recognize the need
for materials that their students can identify with ; materials that cAptivate
their students and get them interested.

In many cases, what teachers want, and what students are asking for, are mate-
rials that deal with the various ethnic group:: of which the students are a part.
Also, at a dine when our society is coming to recognize both the contributions of
various ethnic groups and the multiethnic nature of the American population,
and at a time when there is a need to incorporate such materials Into the courses
of study in our public schools and universities, we find that such ethnic curriculum
materials just do not exist. Indeed American public schools are often better equip-
ped to teach about exotic cultures, the South Sea islanders or the Netselik Eski-
mos, than the Negro-Americans, the Chinese-Americans, the Spanish-Americans,
or for that matter, the German-Americans or Italian-Americans.

On February 4, 1970, Syracuse University demonstrated its interest in the field
of ethnic curriculum materials by co-sponsoring with ECCO, the Educational and
Cultural Center serving Onondaga and Oswego Counties, a meeting to explore
what could be doneand what should be doneto enhance the study of various
ethnic groups in the United States. Over fifty educators and interested indi-
viduals, from librarians to Indian agents from across New York State, attended
the session. From the overwhelming support which grew out of the meeting, Syra-
cuse University has agreed to coordinate the efforts of a statewide Interim Task
Force Committee which will conduct an in-depth study of what can be done
to develop and disseminate ethnic curriculum materials.

The need for an interest in ethnic curriculum materials already exist. The
same can not be said for the materials themselves. Indeed, to produce and
develop ethnic materials that are suitable for classroom use will require an
effort as well as resources that go beyond those that can be supported by an indi-
vidual college, university or local educational center. Thus, support from federal
sources is seen as essential before such materials will come into being.

It is from this premise, then, that a number of the faculty of Syracuse Uni-
versity's School of Education who have been involved in the problem of ethnic
studies, the Dean of the School of Education, and members of the professional
staff of the Carnegie Library at Syracuse University who are working with
lend their support and encouragement to the passage of the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers Bill.

TAISTO NI41II, DIRECTOR OF 1IIE LIBRARY, LE MOTNE COLLEGE

"The Central New York Reference and Resources Council with memberships
made up of college, university, public and special libraries, should have a deep
and direct interest in an ethnic materials center. It would take little imagina-
tion to realize that these libraries do now have materials that would aid directly in
providing resources for the engenderment of our ethnic cultural heritage.

One of the prime tasks in the establishment of an ethnic materials center
would be to make a study or surrey of existing materials, information, and
services. The local American Heritage Project comes to mind as one such service.
This should be a very logical research activity that the Central New York Refer-
ence and Resources Council could perform under the leadership of its Executive
Secretary."

AMERICAN IIEBITACE SOCIAL STVDIES CENTERS' PROPOSED ROLE IN PLANNING FOR AN
ETHNIC CULTURES CENTER

1. Assist in originating support for the Pucinski Ethnic Cultures Bill among
social studies teachers.

2. Assist in determining geographical area to be served by such a Center.
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3. Assist in conducting an inventory of existing "ready" resources for teaching
Ethnic Cultures (both material and human) which can be found in the Central
New York Area.

4. Assist in conducting an Inventory of "raw" material for creation of finished
ethnic teaching materials.

5. Assist in conducting an inventory of materials (ready and raw) in the
National Sphere which might contribute to the success of an Ethnic Cultures
Center in Central New York.

0. Assist in defining roles to be played by cooperating agencies in the formation
and functioning of the proposed Ethnic Cultures Center.

7. Assist in making basic decisions on network versus system organization
for establishing realtionships with other ethnic materials centers and liaison
with related educational and cultural services.

S. Assist in making decisions on physical location desirabilitias for the Center.
9. Assist in contacting existing agencies that can play auxiliary roles for

establishing support of the Center.
10. Assist in determining and establishing a Potential Table of Organization.
11. Assist in determining training aims and programs for center personnel and

classroom teachers.

APPENDIX C.-MODEL SAMPLES

Board of Education. City of New York. Bureau of Curriculum Development.
Secondary Schools Curriculum, Guide: Teaching About Minorities in Class -
roons Situations. Curriculum Bulletin, 1967-1008 Series, No. 23. Brooklyn,
N.Y., Board of Education of the City of New York, 1968.

"Inter-group relations is not confined to any particular curriculum area. Situa-
tions may present themselves in any area where there is a mingling of diverse
groups. In most instances some sort of immediate action is desirable, with a
carefully planned follow-up to reinforce positive leanings."

Whatever the curriculum area, the classroom approaches towards fostering
better intergroup relations are improved by realistic, understandable, meaningful
materials and activities related to the situation at hand . . .

The main thrust of effort should be to effect changes in behavior and to in-
crease understandings. If we can get children to respect one another's differ-
ences and their right to be different, we will have made a significant step."

Models with background materials and guidelines are presented for the Ameri-
can Indian, the Chinese, the Irish, the Italian, the Jewish, the Negro, the Polish,
the Puerto Rican, and the Swedish.
Madison Public Schools. Human RelationsIntergroup Understarding Commit-

tee. Education for Human RelationsIntergroup Understanding: Grades
Seven Through Twelve. Madison, Wis., Madison Public :schools, 1964.

"The suggested learning activities in human relations and intergroup educa-
tion are designed to be integrated into the day-to-day teaching and learning
situations in the classroom . . Human relations education is not something
added to the curriculum; rather it is a process permeating every aspect of the
pupil's lire., both in and out of school."

The Madison Public School teachings related to intergroup understanding
serve as models working toward positive understandings in human relations and
intergroup relations. Their guide offers practical techniques and activities for
Incorporating intergroup education understandings into the existing curriculum.

"Biographies, fiction, drama, social studies and other subject areas offer valua-
ble tools for sensitizing students to the feelings, attitudes, and problems of
representatives of differing cultural groups, and for creating respect and under-
standing of these differences. Pupils learn that there are many accounts of an
historical event, and a critical comparison among them represents excellent edu-
cation in problem solving and critical thinking. Some of the areas of concern in
reading, drama, and discussion can be focused on patterns of family life, com-
munity contrasts, economic differences, adjustment to new places and situations,
belonging to groups and experiences of acceptance and rejection. As a student
appreciates all cultures, he comes to better understanding and appreciate his
own."

46-075-70---21
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Schenectady Public Schools, Schenectady, New York. Human Relations Office,
1969.

An in-service course, "Practicum in Intergroup Education" is being conducted
by the Human Relations Office of the Schene ft y City School District.

"This course is designed to encourage teachers to include more intergroup edu-
cation in the regular instructional program. Consultants from a variety of
minority and immigrant groups have been selected to emphasize the need to deal
with the critical phases of different groups. We have twenty-four (24) teachers
(all classroom K-12) enrolled in this course. Each participant is required to
develop a demonstration lesson to eventually be filmed. Seven teachers will be
filmed fairly soon. These films will be critiqued from the December 3 to the Janu-
ary 28th sessions. We will derive a critique from our inservice course par-
ticipants. All films will be edited by the demonstration teacher and a representa-
tive of the Human Relations Office. In addition, we are lending our assistance
in helping teachers develop lessons . . . the rationale is that all teachers can
deal with intergroup education in the classroom. . . ."

(Excerpted from an October 22, 1969, letter from Mrs. Laura Hoke, Director,
Office of Human Relations, to Mrs. 'Alim Brodsky, New York State Education
Department.)

APPENDIX D.CAL,NEGIE COMMISSION ON Monett EDUCATION REPORT

("Excerpts from Report of the Carnegie Commission," New York Times.
March 2, 1970, p. 1.)

The recommendations of the Carnegie Report. a 41-page document, "A Chance
to Learn : An Action Agenda for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education" was
made public at a news conference at the Carnegie Corporation Offices in New
York on March 3, 1070. The first report was issued in December 1068, which pro-
posed a multi-billion dollar Federal program to finance college education of
students who cannot afford it.

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education proposes "that by the year
2000. no American is deprived of the chance to go to college by barriers of race,
geography, income, age or quality."

Special consideration was given to ethnic study in the curriculum. :InJor points
were as follows:

1. Correction of ethnic imbalance is needed at the post secondary level.
2. If ethnic self neetreness and sense of inferiority begin in the elementary

school then we need to attack the problem there.
3. Every student can learn from his own ethnic group and those of his

classmates. Students need opportunity to seek ethnic experiences.
4. All students at every level need to be aware of a variety of backgrounds.
5. Introductory courses need to be offered at the college level.

Solutions for consideration of higher education institutions:
1. Cooperative programs for groups of neighboring institutions.
2. Referral to campuses that have resources in ethnic studies.
3. Summer school opportunities sharing ethnic studies programs with

students from other institutions.

CONCLUSIONS

By the year 2000 the Commission hopes that educational opportunities must be
free from the last vestiges of limitations imposed by ethnic groups.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,
New York, N.Y., February 24, 1970.

DEAR Ms. CMAIRMAN : I regret it is no longer possible for me to testify before
your distinguished General Subcommittee on Education on the Ethnic Heritage
Studies bill this Thursday, February 26, 1970. Urgent matters at the University
require immediate attention and necessitate my presence here.

Since I am not able to attend these hearings, I have taken the liberty of out-
lining for the committee's benefit certain achievements and progress Columbia
University has made in providing education in nation-al and international cut-
hres and ethnic groups. I trust this background information will contribute to
Congressional deliberation on H.R. 14910, "The Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers
Act of 1969". In the meantime, I would hope that your committee will have the
opportunity to bear from Dr. John H. Fischer, President of Teachers College,
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%+ hose views an mments relating to teacher training and curriculum develop-
ment In ethnic studies would he most enlightening. As you know, Teachers Col-
lege, an affiliate of Columbia University, produces more doctorates in the educa-
tion field than any other graduate Institution in this country. Its reputation and
that of its President are widely known and acclaimed.

The oldest private university in New York City, Columbia is situated in the
Morningside Heights section of Manhattan. The University offers a unique
educational experience for its 27,000 students and faculty living in the nation's
largest and perhaps most complicated urban environment. It has been said of our
great urban centers, the "melting pots" of this country, that the moct significant
consequence of wave upon wave of Immigrant settlement is that these centers
have not "melted": the first generation quest for imitnillation into American
culture has been followed in most cases by successive generational drives for
cultural distinctiveness and reinforcement. This is one of the major elements
in Columbia's milieu. The upper West Side of Manhattan provides an educational
experience unto itself for our students and has contributed to the heterogeneity
of a student community comprising representatives from all fifty stat,.1 and
some seventy-five countries.

One of the unique strengths in the University's educational program lies in
its variety of courses, programs, and institutions for the study of different
culteres and nations. In the School of International Affairs, Columbia offers
graduate degree study at eight regional or international Institutes: Europeans.
Russian, East Central Europe, East Asian, Middle East, African, Latin American
and Southern Asian. (Half of Oalmnitia's regional institutes are concerned spe-
cifically with the Third World.) In a very direct sense these programs have con-
tributed to this nation's respect end tolerance for the social, economic, and cul-
tural contributions made by Americans from other nations to our own culture
and heritage. Training of young scholars in foreign studies, therefore, goes
beyond the international bonndaric s of enhancing understanding and goodwill
among nations: it has direct implications for deepening this country's apprecia-
tion of cultural contributions brought by all immigrants to its shores.

In addition to the international institutes and comparative national studies
programs provided within the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences and Teachers
College, the University has a Center for Israel and Jewish Studies as well as an
extensive curriculum related to American urban and ethnic problems. An Inde-
pendent survey Identifies some six hundred courses at Columbia reievan, tr the
urban and ethnic fields in 1968-00. The University has expanded these Werings
under considerable student interest during the current academic year, with such
courses as Professor Charles V. Hamilton's Colloquium on Political Thought and
Action of Black Americans, and Dr. Hugh Butt's course on Black Family Life in
America. I believe that Columbia's total offerings represent a degree and scope
of engagement in the urban and ethnic fields unequaled elsewhere. They reflect
an interest which already has a substantial history at Columbia.

Cultural reinforcement is not, of course, as salient a purpose in baccalaureate
education, or in the graduate and professional programs which predominate in
Columbia's course offerings, as it may be in secondary education, which the pro-
posed legislation is designed to improve. Knowledge and training that will con-
tribute to the solution of the urban and racial crisisperhaps the overriding
domestic issue of our timeis a major and developing commitment nt Columbia
and in higher education generally.

Necessarily, the University's pursuit of this commitment newt involve signifi-
cantly increased educational opportunities for Afro-Amerk,n and Hispanic
peoples. Scholarship and fellowship needs for these students are enormous and
constitute one of the central problems of a private university, faced with rising
expenditures in both instructional and noninstruetional budgets. We at Co-
lumbla have set priority on increasing financial assistance for minority students
in undergraduate, and professional programs; but I believe that a private uni-
versity cannot truly fulfill its educational responsibilities In this regard without
significantly greater Federal Government assistance.

For the committee's information, I have enclosed herewith a report entitled
"The Ullman Uses of the University". Commissioned by the Urban Center, a de-
velopment agency of the University engaged in deepening its commitment In the
urban and ethnic fields, the report explores various ways in which a major urban
university might further strengthen related curricula and programs. It was pre-
pared under the direction of Dr. Joseph Column, former Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary for Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and cur-
rently a private consultant In Higher Educational Affairs. This report has a
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thoroughness and scope not found, to ray knowledge, in any comparable report on
a university elsewhere iu the country.

This report, with its recommendations, is intended as a catalyst for discus-
,filonsnot only at Columbia but nationallyabout Improving the structure and
substance of responses In higher education to the urban and racial crisis, The
report is al..nady under wide discussion in the Columbia community. Its recom-
mendations have not been adopted in part or whole, but the report is proving
a valuable aid to discussions about the various options, alternatives, costs, and
benefits available to the University for strengthening its educational and com-
munity programs.

I think ''The Human Uses of the University" should be read and therefore re-
quest that it be placed in the record of these hearings.

In closing, I once again offer my apologies for not being with you, I only hope
this letter makes some contribution, small though it may he, to discussion of
the role, diversity, and importance of ethnic and cultural study In our nation's
educational programs.

Sincerely,
ANDREW W. CORnIER, President.

INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN STUDIES,
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,

New York, N.Y., February 16, 1970.
Representative ROMAN C. Puctrisgt,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of Rep-

resentatives, Washington, D.O.
DEAR Ma. l'ucINaIu: Your letter of January 21 to Graham W. Irwin at Colum-

bia University has been referred to me for reply, since I am at present the Direc-
tor of the African Language and A tea Center at Columbia.

The establishment of the Ethi le Heritage Studies Centers envisaged in your
bill would, I think, fulfill a very real need in American education today. The
African Language and Area Center which 1 direct here at Columbia has for the
past number of years been offering a limited number of courses in African
history which have attracted the interest of substantial numbers of Black
American students. But because the Center is also concerned with problems
of contemporary Africa, it is not possible to provide the full range courses
dealing with the ethnic heritage which would be desirable. Although our Center
has been active in cooperation with the Harlem-31orningstde Committee in
arranging for a series of public lectures each year on the African heritage of
the American Black community, limitations of funds and personnel have again
prevented us from engaging In the preparation of curriculum material on this
general topic which might be used in the secondary and primary school level.

It seems to me particularly important that accurate and contemporary mate-
rials on the ethnic heritage of many groups of American students be prepared
when at this time in our national history a fresh awareness of ethnic background
is being forcibly brought to the public attention. The mixing of ethnic groups
has historically been of vital importance In creating the American nation as it
Is today but an awareness of, and pride In, a particular ethnic background
can only contribute in the long run to a fuller realization of the role our many
ethnic groups have played in the development of modern American society.

I should be most interested In having reports of your proposed hearings on this
topic and if I can be of any further assistance to you, I should be happy
to do so.

Sincerely,
L. GRAY COWAN, Director.

MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Minneapolis, Minn., March 3,1970.

Representative ROMAN C. PUCINSK1,
Chairmad, General Subcommittee on 'ducation, U.S. House of Representa-

tives, Washington, D.O.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE PUCINSKI The Minneapolis Public Schools express great

interest and support for H.R. 14910, the Ethnic Heritage Studies Center Bill.
Since receiving your letter dated January 19, I have taken the liberty to

share your letter and the proposed bill with several colleagues. They are of the
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firm opinion that the bill, if enacted and funded fully, would provide ninny
opportunities for the exchange of students, faculty and community persons;
and, hence, provide opportunities for the better understanding and respect for
cultural differences and similarities.

Please convey to other members of the General Subcommittee on Education
our indication of support for this measure, and we would stand ready to assist
in implementation of such Ethnic Heritage Study Centers as federal funding
becomes available.

Very sincerely,
Jolts B. DAVIS, Jr., Superintendent.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,
New York, N.Y., February 13, MO.

Hon. ROMAN PUCINSKI,
Education Committee,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.O.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE PUCINSECI: Thank you for your inquiry concerning the
proposed Ethnic Heritages Bill. It deals with a most fundamental problem fac-
ing our educational system. We live in a pluralistic world, both ethnically and
culturally, both nationally and internationally. This means that the diverse
cultural traditions represented within the American citizenry, as well as those
foreign countries from which they derive, must be adequately represented in our
edumtional system. Briefly there are three reasons for this:

1. We cannot learn to respect our fellow citizens of the United States without
an understanding of the social and cultural traditions from which they have
emerged.

2. Our cititzens of diverse ethnic backgrounds will not acquire even a basic
self-respect if they find that our educational system looks upon their heritages
as unworthy of considerution. They will think of themselves as misfits. strangers
equally to their original homeland and to an adopted country that tolerates
but does not truly appreciate them. In these circumstances young ilcople from
minority groups suffer identity crises arising from an inability to relate inherited
values successfully to contemporary American life. Beset by inner conflicts and
social tensions, they may be easily attracted to revolutionary movements that
promise to reduce everyone to a common social and cultural denominator.

3. Our relationship to our ethnic minorities is intimately bound up with our
international relations. Ethnic diversity can be a great resource to draw upon
in our dealings with our citizens' countries of origin. On the other hand it can
also become a great liability if ethnic minorities come to feel themselves second
class citizens culturally, and their countries of origin take this as a reflection
upon then- selves. In the end we cannot deal with either problem, national or
international, without each involving the other.

In view of these con.liderations it seems to me imperative that the Ethnic
Heritages Bill be viewed in relation to the existing National Defense Education
Act (NDEA) program. Some people may consider that the NDEA language pro-
gram has accomplished its original purpose and should be closed out at an early
date. I think this reflects a narrow and mistaken conception of what the NDEA
program was all about. Viewed simply as a language training program one could
say it has made appreciable gains in training persons in the so-called neglected
languages. But many scholars and educators recognized quite early that the
study of these neglected languages was intimately bound up with their equally
neglected cultures. And the study of these cultures, which has since emerged in
the NDEA program of Language and Area Centers, has only just begun. The
further development of such cultural studies and the retention in some form
(perhaps modified) of the language and area studies would he extremely int-
portsnt to the proper study of ethnic heritages. It dismantle these centers now
(or in the near future), just at a time when their resources should be drawn
upon for the study of ethnic heritages, would be a serious mistake from the
scholarly standpoint and a substantial loss from the financial point of view.
If the language and area centers program is allowed to die, the same ground-
work will have to be laid all over again in connection with the study of ethnic
heritages.

A failure to establish the study of ethnic heritages on this sound basis could
have serious consequences. If a scholarly approach is not established at the start
of an ethnic heritages program, there is strong likelihood of ethnic nationalism

f
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coining to dominate it. Divisive political and racial forces will bike over. Instead
of achieving a unity in the midst of cultural diversity, we will get. at best, only
ethnic chop suet', and at worst, a festering Jungle of racial nationalisms.

I am enclosing copies of several of my writings which relate to this problem.
"Education for a World Community" discusses the place of other cultural tradi-
tions in our concept of liberal education. "The Relevance of Asia" discusses the
contribution other cultural heritages can make to the solution of our own educa-
tional dilemmas. 'The Strange Affair of Asia and America" deals with American
college students' search for identity and how it can only be resolved in the con-
text of a multi-cultural world. I believe you would and that each of them bears
upon basic issues ivhich any program for the study of ethnic heritages would
have to face.

Sincerely yours,
Wsi. THEODORE DE BARN',
Profemmor of Oriental Stud le&

DE PAUL. UNIVERSITY,
Chicago, Ill., March 30, 1910.

How liostiot C. Previs
U.S. House of Representatives,
Wax/1019ton, D.C.

Ds.sa REPRESENTATIVE Pucissici: Thank you for sending me a copy of the
Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill. America stands out from all other nations,
I believe, in its cultural pluralism. Americans are, or should be, proud of two
cultures that of the homeland of their ancestors and that of their adopted nation.
Too often, though, this pride is turned to apathy or shame through Ignorance or
misinformation about one's ethnic heritage. There is not a single ethnic group I
know of that need be anything but proud of its homeland heritage, if it only knew
abort It.

America's two-world cultural pluralism is so misunderstood today that many
of our youth are turning to "Third World" cultures that are not only alien but
Irrelevant to the socio-political values of modern industrial society. Ethnic Amer-
icansand let us remember that, except for a few million aboriginal Indians, we
are all ethnicstend to disregard and discount their national origins because
present day political regimes in their homeland are alien to our own New World
socio-political values. In fact, these regimes are also alien to Old World cultural
values. Thus, our cultural frontier would be immensely supported by the com-
monality of Old World/New World values in the confrontation with nihilistic
"'Third World" values that bewilder and alienate so many of our youth today.

American society is j*rhaps the most perfect application of Old World values.
Our culture, way of life, standard of living, and technology are the envy of all
other continents. Even our campus revolts have been outdated by students In
other countries, although the revolutionary goals are almost opposite in nature.
While so many of our youth embrace "Third World" or "Other World" anti-social
philosophies, the youth of other continents are rebelling against government
authority to receive the kind of freedom and training provided by our own schools
and other institutions.

If nothing else, a better understanding of how America transformed into
reality the Old World utopian ideals, how this success is emulated and envied by
all other countries, would make us a little prouder and less defensive about the
Amer lean way of life.

The passage of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill would give new mean-
ing to the word "ethnic". The term now too often has s derogatory connotation
People who are defensive about their subtly inferior ethnic heritage and are un-
able to reconcile themselves to the values of either the dominant "WASP" ma-
jority Jr the newly militant black minority. A proper sense of the multi-cultural
berltoce of all Americans would make proud "etlintee of us all, and should serve
to deflate the exaggerated rhetoric of confrontation implicit k the slogans of
racial and ethnic "power" now in vogue.

Sincerely,
Pi Emir: De.

Axximlant Director.
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UKRAINIAN CONGRESS COMMITTEE OF AMERICA, lye.,
New York, N.Y., February 28, 1970.

Hun. HOMAN C. PUCINSKI,
Chuieuran, General Subcommittee on Education, Conimitteo on Nilucatton and

Labor, U,S. Rouse 0/ Representative*, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I was most gratified to receive your letter of February 5,

1970 with reference to UM 14910, the Ethnic heritage Studies Centers Bill. At
the very outset, I congratulate you on this far - seeing measure and take pleasure
In Informing you that this committee, in its recent executive meeting, unanimously
endorsed the objectives of the bill.

You can count on our full support of this necessary legislation. The stated
objectives cannot but contribute heavily to the prime interests of our Nation and
Its unique significance in the history of mankind. I should like the opportunity of
exantleing the full text of the hill and, by grace of your invitation, to testify in
support of it.

With wannest personal regards and wishes for full success in this vital matter.
Sincerely,

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA.
LEV E. DODRIANSKY, President.

STATEMENT OF DR. LEV E. DOBRIANSKY, PRESIDENT, UKRAINIAN CONGRESS
COMMITTEE Ow AMERICA, PROFESSOR OF GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

Mr, Chairman, In response to your written invitation of March 4, 1070, I
am privileged to express the full support of the Ukrainian Congress Committee
of America in favor of the passage of H.R. 14910, which provides a progratu
to improve the opportunity of students in elementary and secondary schools to
study cultural heritages of the major ethnic groups in the Nation. Representing
the thoughts and sentiments of over 2% million Americans of Ukrainian ancestry,
this national committee is authoritatively speaking for a major ethnic group
in our Nation, which in numerous spheres of cultural and educational activity
has made and continues to make its constructive imprints on our evolving demo-
cratic society.

In this concise statement I just want to stress and underscore four essential
points concerning MR. 14910 and its provision for the estedishment of ethnic
heritage studies centers. These are: (1) the instrumental significance of the
1411 and its contents for the nature and directions of our Nation; (2) the wisdom
of concentrating on improvements in the elementary and secondary schools in
our country ; (3) the example of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America
(UCCA) as an organizational agency for the implementation of the programs
envisioned in the measure ; and (4) the factor of special knowledge as a
determining asset insuring the fulfillment and success of the contemplated
programs.

OUR UNIQUE NATION

The goals and objectives of this advanced legislation are thoroughly consistent
with the historical basis and the significant nature of our national entity.
Indeed, the provisions of the bill and their methodical realization would serve
to constitute a formidable instrument designed to intensify the qualitative growth
and cultural richness of our nation-state. As the measure's statement .3f policy
emphasizes, a greater understanding of one's heritage and those of others can-
not but contribute to our national cohesion and more harmonious and prosperous
overall development. But what is oftentimes overlooked is the more fundamental
uniqueness of our Nation in the history of the world and the basic need for
preserving and cultivating this unprecedented character, which by intent, con-
tent, and portent this legislation would reinforce immeasurably

Without striking any super-patriotic or romantic notes, it becomes philosophi-
cally evident on the basis of both historical and politica! evidence that no nation
in the history of mankind has possessed or possesses the nature and character
of our Nation. Historically, from the very start, drawn into the very body and
soul of America have besn people from every corner of the globe, from every race,
and from all major reAgions. Hnman diversity in development unity has been
and is the unique characteristic of America ; multi-ethnicity at work in national
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union has been and is the ever-expanding reservoir of resourcefulness, innovation
and challenge in this grand historical experiment called the United States of
America. To parallel, as some do, the USSR with the US in this report is to
profess ignorance on more than one count.

The ramifications of thought flowing from this fundamental truth are numerous
and engaging. This is scarcely the place to pursue and elaborate c; them. The
important point here is that the essence of the really goes beyond the passive
attainment of understanding oJrseives and each other to tap and regenerate
the very springs of our national origin, growth and destiny. Clearly, in our world
context today, it is not a species of putative reasoning to maintain that by its
unique nature and all that this implies in terms of human progress and civilize.
Um, the presence and consummate power of America are integral parts of a
providential design for the future of mankind. Whether by reason and will we
shall accomplish the demands of this design is the titanic test and challenge
we face. The directions paved by this measure undoehtedly will enable us to
meet this challenge more adequately and more successfully.

THE PRIMACY OF EARLY EDUCATION

It is unnecessary to dwell on any psychology or philosophy of education in
order to emphasize the primacy and crucial importance of one's early education
In the formative years. The bill rightly and wisely concentrates on improving
and assisting elementary and secondary education as concern the multiple
heritages in our progressive society. Mistaken and erroneous preconceptions
woven into young minds during these early years frequently remain with students
on higher levels of education in later years. Of sours', not only do they serve to
perpetuate myths and early contrived misconceptions but also the millions who
form our citizenry and conclude their formai education with high school.

Ironically enough, perhaps no subject has been mangled and distorted by per-
petuated myths and misconceptions than that of the Soviet Union, its multina-
tional composition and so forth. Children taught that this state is "Russia,"
continue to harbor this myth and all that flows from it for the rest of their lives,
Even college students today evince an ignorance as to nations such as Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania, despite their independent existence between the two world
wars.

Tim consequences of a general situation such as this need hardly be defined
here. Suffice it to say that with the USSR being for years a chief threat to the
security of our national being, a modicum of common sense would demand that
our citizenry become expeditiously enlightened about the different nations and
peoples in that state. Plainly, one effective way of overcoming this undoubted
general deficiency in our Nation is provided by this bill. Large communities in
our country consist of Americans whose heritage extends to one or another area
of the USSR. With ethnic heritage studies centers dealing with Ukraine,
Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, Armenia and others, there can be no question that
this grave deficiency would be rapidly eliminated, with all the positive benefits
that this would entail.

AN EXAMPLE OF CONSTRUCTIVE IMPLEMENTATION

When it comes to the matter of an efficient and constrwstive implementation of
the envisioned programs, it is utterly necessary to establish safeguards against
uneconomical arrangements, waste of resources !n being, and fly-by-night opera-
tors, such as have characterized other programs in the recent past. My chief point
here Is that to a large extent the anatomy for efficient and sound programming
already exists in the case of several major ethnic groups. What is desperately
required is a substantial improvement and beefing-up of the structures already
in existence, such as the bill implicitly contemplates. This course of action would
insure an economical use of resources, certainly as to productive results, and the
necessary avoidance of waste.

To cite an example for efficient implementation, the structure of the Ukrainian
heritage groups in this country lends itself to a atiohal allocation of resources.
One of the few of its kind, the UCCA is a unified, national organization to which,
across the country, organizations, clubs, religious, cultural and academic groups
belong in integrated membership, except for minor communist elements. The
UCCA is an educational organization of organizations; it Is tax-exempt; it sup-
ports schools and studies of the Ukrainian language, history, arts and culture
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in general. The Impact of its cumulative work has been felt in Congressional
Investigations into communism, the Congressional Captive Nations Week Resolu-
tion, the erection of the Taros Shevehenko monument in our nation's capital, and
in scores of other respects. In short, by structure and operation it could (464
Corm regional and local Ukrainian heritage studies centers, serving and asandlug
our elementary and second..ry schools.

THE ASSET OF SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE

Finally, a few words concerning the determining asset of special know-ledge.
Employing the example given above, the UCCA, through two of its organizational
rnembeis, maintains a list of Ukrainian heritage academicians at universities
and colleges across the country. For maximum effectiveness of the program In
this major ethnic race, sources of special knowledge are a sine qua non. Moreover,
resident in all of our major cities are similar sources of rpecial Ukrainian knowl
edce which would be necessary to tap and for which the UCCA has records in
beings. Healy, then, such special knowledge. utilised and dispensed within the
framework of our American Ideals and traditions, Is both a fundanaertal asset
and capital for Insuring the success of these programs.

We look forward to participating heavily in the program for Ukrainian herit-
age studies. %stitch for decades now this committee has sought to advance, albeit
with relatircly meager resources. You and our colleagues draw our highest
admiration and esteem for the far-seeing features of RR. 14910. And I thank you
most gratefully for the oppostunity of submitting this statement on a most vital
endeavor.

t-XRAI!:1tV TNRIIIITE OF AULNICA. Ise..
Neer Fork, NS., April 6, 1970.

lion liousX G PrciNgX1r.
Chairman. riencrol Sabornm;ftec on I:direction, U.R. How of Rcorcorntotirra,

11-01ington.
Itr.sa Coxortessmax : Thank you very much foo sour kind letter of March 20.

I 40. 11'e are very happy to have the opportunity to express the tot:ow-tog opinion
which we hope you will consider in your efforts on behalf of MR. 14910.

We support the 13111 11,R. 14910 introduced in Congress by you and 10 other
Congressmen from the states of California, Hawaii. Illinois, Maine, Indiana,
Maesschnselts. Michigan. Missouri, New York and Pennsylvania. This Is the 13111
that patriotic Americans of ethnic, origin are waiting for. We welcome with great
pleasure Inc introducing of this 13111 and beg for its enactment by the U.S.
Congress.

Establishing Centers for Ethnic Stuides will enable private non-profit educa-
tional institutions to provide activities related to a single culture or regional
group of cultures and develop greater understanding for a more harmonious.
patriotic and committed pipulation. That is very Important In our inultbethale

iety to bring about heiter understanding an.'ng all our (likens.
tabli hlat Centers of FAhnie Heritage Studies will gwoviee a noble oppor-

tunity on the wart of etnnic groups to provide training. for ed .eational person-
net and develop curriculum material for schools and for adult education.

We believe that such activit.,.4 of the Ethnic Heritage Study Centers trill
bring satisfaction. understanding and great enjoyment to all American tinter's.

Enactment of this Rill will mime as a great historical example for other nations
to follow.

We earnestly support you and hope for an eariy enactment of H.R. 14910.
Sincerely.

TRCODOS bars, Prestienl.

SAPANTIE AMITIICAN CITIMNS
Sea Preielimeetil.,Pehrtoryti,191(t.

Congrexsmars C.sai. P. Purists .
Chairman. Coarwrittee ors Eitrottioot bee. . //oast of RcirrtIttottettre*.

IttsAingfosi. h.r.
Demi Coearertsse A's Ps-twist : t would like to etfeess my wholehearted sup-

port of H.R. 14910. which liras ton/diced In the House car November 20, PAX&
and is now before your Committee for considerations

The Jammer* America* Citlreng Leap* is the only national Orratriutioa
of Muer/cam of Japanese ancestry In the United State& Among Our interests
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Is a deep concern that our educational system Include appropriate oilwalunities
for all children to learn of their own ethnic identities and culture. nod to beter
understand those of their fellow minority Americnn `

This concern is based upon the belief that such educational opportunities will
go ti lung tray toward greater ethnic understanding. and the lessening of racial
tension.. as well as a fuller culturally enriched generation.

The Japanese American Citizens League, and its tr2 chapters throughout the
country, has tried to support, wherever local Interests have developed, courses
and community efforts aimed at ethnic studies emphasis on all levels. elementary,
secondary and college. We have been concerned about the importance of In-depth
approach to this, Instead of superficial, hastily set tip courses. We see this bill
providing another resource to assure a quality effort in this area.

I hope that these brief expressions of support will contribute to z favorable
reporting of this bill, which we consider most timely and vital.

$ n ce rely yours.
Jrulir J. Exouovo.

Notional Presiftcnt.

MAIM or St-rtavlsons,
San Francfaml'clirstarg 18,1970.

lion. liovrau C. CI.TINSKI,
Member, U.S. Congrtst,
Washington. D.C.

ltiAa Cox6r.EttsMAx I'eislixt: I note with Interest that you are the 1111111.o.
of lilt WW1, the Ethnic Heritage Studies Act. The 11111 descrbes precisely
the purposes and activities of the MultlColiore Institute which is now operal.
ing a small program, with Ford Foundation fonds, intended a: ft model for
politic schools.

The Institute's school treats children both as members of their own ethnic
'troops and as members of the larger society. and helps them function construe-
lively and profitably In both.

The children are given general academic instruction In inlegiated ciasss
during the morning hours. Daring the afternoon. they are given In depth Instruc-
tion In their non heritages In separate classes. Each ethnic irony develops ways
of sharing the beauties and contributions of its culture with the other mrInist.

As you will see from the attached materials. some of your toile:Igoe. in the
house of Representatives have been closely involved In the work of the Insti-
tute. Gus Ilawkin visited with ti. several weeks ago.

I understand that your committee is coming to California In March. I would
like to 1qnest that Miss Frances Simnel. director of the Multi-Culture Inoti-
tote. be crrnitted to appear as a witness before the committee to tell poi of our
experience. I would, of course. be especially 'dented if the committee could
visit the Multi- Culture classes In session.

I W0111 fl not pt-MItn. to end you such a large Volume of material evrept that
It relates so directly to your hill.

1 look forward to hearing from you_
Sincerely,

Treat A. Favvcots.

Ire the ass Fre setae* Flambee. Apr. a. last

F.trctc Stymy* flats?
Some NO nursery and elementary tt hoot children :tom will be able 1.1 expl.lre

their racial and ethnic identities. thanks to a $200.4100 Ford Ponndation grant
to the )Initi-Culture Institute.

Frances Swans, founder of the institute. announced receipt of the grant yeg-
terfltiy at a news tonferenct with )layor Alioto and Supervisor Terry A. Fran-
cois. institute president.

The grant will enable Miss Sntsna to open a private *hoot later this month
for Negro. Jewish, TAPS American and Chinese children at Homewood Terrace,
formerly an orphanage with nine building' on 10 acres of land-

Isocrt3vIton

Miss program attempts to create a tederinitiou of the concept
of Integration by twinging students totell.et not only as humans of equal worth
but also as members of diverse snhcitItures.
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Francois said he is ecolvinced that minority group youngsters have a difficult
time In school tietoiso of their "Inabi litr to adjust to a society where rave is
such a sIgnithant fa .10.."

Allot() said, "The piddle school Is very Interested In this program and will be
watching It closely . This experimental program can lead to AdopflOH In the
imblk schools."

ETHNIC HISTORY

The program calls for approximately 100 youngsters in the age four -live group
to attend general studies classes togeths: for !kart of each clay.

For the rest of the day, the students meet in classes with other members of
their group to learn about the history and culture of the group.

Once a week, all the student. meet together so that the children of one ethnic
group can teach the others about their own unique heritage.

The novel approach fa integration is an extension of the haste concept involved
in the successful Brandeis tray School, which the widely traveled MiS So Wia
founded when she/mired here in 1000.

Miss $1..csna is accepting applications for the new school from children four
to six years of age. Younger and older children will also be accepted If enough
f11917.

"So one will be eliminated because he can't afIonl it," Nils. Sumo said.
She said she will strive for a "mixed economic level."

(From the AAA Francisco Et. tatnor, Apr. A. 1009)

NLW APPRoACH TO INTHGRATION PSI'S Oil' rot SCHOOL

Three years ago, a striking blue-eyed blonde educator founded San Francisco's
Multi-Culture Institute, to pursue a new approach to integration.

The goal of Frances linesna : Strive to premerve the ethnic Identity of Mack,
Jewish. Chino*, hula nese and Mes lean-American children by treating them both
as members of their specific ethnics groups and a. members of the larger society.

Today. In an Ingleside Itistrist residence which )1Iss :gummy converted to
offices, at 220 Nliramar ..i -e.. there we. rinderstatulable cause for jubilation.

The Ford t\lunclatiou had announced a $200.000 grant to the private. non-
profit educational organization which .111s. Snesna founded and rem' directs-

LARGEST GMANT

The grant WAS the largest in a series of action announced by the foundation,
aimed 'At exploring how whorl. can better prettier youth to fnnction in a
eratie society beset by unprecedented demands and cc/9)14.111Y."

The grant make. possible a continuation of the program II IA+ had its hisie
concept in the setoreesint Prandeis Iva, School, which the widely traveled MIPAI
Snssna founded when she attire %wee in IMO.

Among its other aspects this trate school gate Jewish children an tioder-
standing of the meaning of the!. background, to encourage pride in It.

not do Ibis for evrryboly?" pondered Mk* Smoot!. and the MIMI-
rnItrore Project WAS born. it opened with a fire-group approach with Chinese,
Japanese. Jewish. IllAck and Spanish-speaking yonngterswhich has continued.

The program has attempted succentally to create a redefinition of the eontept
of Integration by bringing students together not only as human belsrs of oral
worth but also as members of divert* subcultures

lei torsGsyra.
The program Ito-bade. approximately 100 youngsters in the age foot-five group.

attending general stndi.s ciakseS together for part of each day.
For the rest of the day, the Modems meet In classes with other menders of

their ethalc group to teats about the history and culture of the group
tine, a It rek. all the !kindest. inert together clildrew of oft Ohs* arm*

vas teach the others about their own unique heritage.
A bliimal advisor, board of education scholar. later will try to And stays

Is which the institnte's materials and tehnbines out he Isconyarated Into other
institution.. Inehodiag the public school..
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PENNSYLVANIA IIISTOWICAL & MUSEVil COMMISSION,
Ilarrfsburp, Pa., February 13, 1970.

Hem How's C. Pvcissio,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education, U.S. House of Representatives,

Wash inglon, D.C.
DrAs Mr. Pecisset: Dr. (Hassle left the Oornmisste.a last spring to go into

University teaching, and I replaced him at the end of May as State Folklorist
and Director of Ethnic (..Nalture Survey. I sent your letter to Henry, but I have
taken the liberty of retaining a copy and sending you these comments. I hope
that this will not be taken amts.", but the bill is so interesting that I simply
could not pass up the opportunity.

First of all I think that the plan and its slated goals are excellent and show
a sensitivity to the importance of culture and cultural diversity which all too
often seems lacking In government. Always Important these matters take on
special importance during a time of social unrest like the present.

would hope that in the development of the centers referred to in the bill
existing facilities for cultural study will be taken into consideration. Folklorists,
anthropologists and sociologists have all made great strides In this country
lu recent decades, and it would be a pity If this program did not take fell ad-
vantege of this fact. Dikes like my own, graduate programs in folklore and
folklite such as are to be found at the University of Pennsylvania, Indiana
17nhersity, Texas and U.C.L.A.. and undergraduate programs such as the one
starting at Harvard, could be useful to the work of such centers and might
well be kept in mind when planning the geographic distribution of the centers.

One major concern that immediately comes to mind whenever I hear of under-
takings aimed at illuminating contributions of ethnic groups, is the matter of
level and depth. So often, far too often from any point of view, such work tends
to concentrate on the political. oconomic, scientific and artistic contributions of
outstanding Individuals who happen to be members of ethnic groutus. flertainly
such contributions are important and are r, pest of the story of (beet troops,
but such matters generally reflect very little of the group traditions which are
of greatest interest to the student of culture. As a folklorist I feel that of greater
importance to the promotion of tngror.p pride and identity and outgroup ap-
preciation and tolerance are the lives and traditions of typical people. The folk-
tales, songs, speech patterns and recipes of housewives, farmers, craftsmen, labor-
ers and factory workers. I certainly feel that George Washington Carver was
very important both to the Negro 'community' and to the United States, and
in fact the world as a whole. But his achievements In terms of the uses of the
peanut and sweet potato were personal. They were far more the contributions
of George Carver than of 'the American Negro'. F'or understanding Negro culture
and its contributions to the development of the United States a mach more useful
sort of study would deal with the evolution of the traditional rural blues, Negro
gospel music and last and their impact on the American musical idiom: also
'soul food, speech and urban legends, to name but a few of the very fruitful
areas of study. The same comments can be matte for every single ethnic group.

Furthers ore, these materials are fat more useful if they are used to uncover
and illustrate the mechanisms of tailors' differences and acculturation, the
psychological and soda) functions of cultural elements, and the diektaltlest which
ocent when a group with Its own specific culture is thrown Into constant contact
with a different group or groups, than If they are simply put on display without
analysis and meaningful comment. The great message for today that comes out
of the silicify of cultural difference is that there are muse perfectly appropriate
and satisfying ways of coping with each situation presented by life. not fret one.
In a vet* real sense such studies can teach us to speak of the Aonerteaa trays,
rather than the American way. Os,. perhaps even more importantly In a world
growing smaller day by day, the human ways.

A great deal of very important work on such analysis and comparison has
been clone and is being done today by members of the disciplines which t men-
tioned above. Perhaps I should stress that point in connection with my own

folklore. Apparently most people today think of fondest-10s as dabblers
of some sort who are concerned with the "quaint" and archaic. with little or no
interest In things of real importance. Nothint could be farther from the truth
although there are many thing* in the history of the discipline which help to
acconnt for this attitude, and the entrant 'folly matte revival' so tailed has been
a considerable factor. it Is trim that folklorists are often primarily ~trued with
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things that are common, often old fashioned, rather than the grand, really un
usual, things which are generally considered to carry great weight In the world.
But I would suggest that the study and analysis of regional variations in
architecture, traditional preferences in food and art forms, patterns of belief and
speech, can tell us far more about what man is really like than the affairs of
kings, presidents, generals and bishops which regularly make the history books.
Of course the same Is .rue of the work of anthropologists, psychologists and so
forth, but I stress folklore here because it is generally not Ken in this light,
while It has done and is doing much or more in the matter of ethnic groups than
any other.

One other matter that catches my eye at the moment is that of 'major' or
"readily Identifiable ethnic groups." I feel rather strongly that because of the
strong tendency toward acculturation In this country no ethnic group can be
fully understood without reference to those other groups with which it is in con-
stant contact. Therefore if one were to disregard, as Is often done, such an ob-
vious group as the English, the things which have happened to Slavic, Mediter-
ranean, and so forth culture gaups in this country would be unintelligible. The
concentration on ethnic groups Is a very good idea and needs to be done because
of their neglect In the past. At the same time it is essential to bear in mind the
fact that no segment of our population is truly isolatt, and that all parts must
be taken Into account before we can approach an understanding of the whole.
This includes not only ethnic groups but also that great conglomerate known as
American popular culture. It is important to bring the contributions of ethnic
groups into their proper place in study, but it the effort makes us myopic we will
not be able to understand them.

Thank you for your time and I hope that some of my comments may prove
useful to you In your very important undertaking. I am sorry if I seemed a bit
too much of a missionary In speaking about folklore but that srems to happen
to folklorists when they get an audience.

Sincerely yours,
DAVID J. Iltrroan,

State rolktorlef, /Panic Cs 'fore Sarrcy.

ORIMAN-ASILDICAN NATIONAL CONOZEWS, INC.,
Ck Pebrisry Ent).

Hon. Hours C. Prci Next,
Ca alma n, General Si km/matte on Mince Hon,

D.O.
MAI Stu: In regard to your letter of January 27, 1970 and Qat bill 11.11. 14910

concerning the preservation of ethnic history and culture, the German-American
National Congress Is glad to assure you of its support.

On my nest v.:It to Washington, D.C. I will take the opportunity to call at
your *We In this :natter.

Furthermore our ofilce in Scranton, Heritage Group Council for Citisenship
Education, a unit of B.A.N.K., 210 Scranton Life Building. Scranton, Pa., is
able to act on behalf of the German-American National Congress on this Mil.

Sincerely yours,
Watrnsa A. Itomicxs,

Neflorro/ Break/en/.

STMM? Of IDCILLID Katie, Pit. b. or Trrtt 43tINOTTO UNIVICISITT Of Afttlic,A.
&nom. or Sorias Ssavics

THS TIEANIITO Of WITINICITT If tilt tNITtO STAVES or AVICAICA

The part ethnic groups hare played In the history of the United States is well
known and recotnised. In fad, as one historian stated, the history of the United
States can be viewed as a history of its ethnic groups Tet, when it comes to the
assessment of the place of ethnic groups in the relation .l fabric of the American
moiety, It Is a different story. While their general contributions to the develop-
ment of the new country ate sot &bled. ItimusstIoeS abound of etchisiveneas
and of tendencies to Islate themselves in their own communities and neighbor-
hoods, of rigidity is their social patterns, of carrying atm' old world pattern* of
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Intergroup antagonisms, thus they are believed to generate suspicion and dire
trust. to harbor 111.01111k-es a nil tendencies for sespegonting and stereotyping,
and generally are helloed t' be an obstacle to communication, cooperation, sod
harmonious relations in society.

These mvusatIons are dire % ted not so touch against the Individual nwin:Ders of
the ethnic gnuilks, descendants of inunigrants or even themselves immigrants- -
as against the groups as such. American society accepted Immigrants but never
approved of the ethnic groups.

There have born many attempts at formulating theories or rather idemogies
of desirable ways of incorporating immigrants into the American society and of
achieving unity and harmony. Essentially all these ideas or Ideologies can be
divides'. Into two categories. The first one is the concept of absorption of immb
grants invotring abandonment of their cultural heritage and ways of life, and
conformity as /won as possible t dominant, mainly Anglo Saxon patterns. A ra-
rlely of theories from the °ides one of assimilation through the concepts of
melting pot, Americanisation. triple e melting pot. to the most recent iamb of the
Imminent disappearance of all ethnic groups from the American scene can be
put under this general category of the ideology of absorption. The other cate-
gory, an opposite of the first one Is that of cultural pluralism, which promoted
the idea of cultural diversities, believed to be the expression of the constitutional
democratic Ideas as applicable both to individuals and to groups. Under this
category of cultural pluralism fell concepts such as "cultural democracy" and
"Integration" emphasising cultural differentiation within the framework of social
unity.

There Is no doubt that loth the above processes, sadmilation and pluralism,
existed and operated side by side and still do so. On the whole the aiksImila-
floni.t ideologies were dominant In American society as they usually are in coun-
tries receiving immigrants. The pressure towards absorption was at a time very'
strong, as during the Americanisation program before World War 11, but it never
exceeded the consaitntional limits. As one writer puts it, "the American ethos
forced society to tolerate religious and ethnic differences, even it it did not
particular) y like it." (Greeley).

I scRiite. however. the pressures. and despite the lack of acceptance and support
from the vtclety. the ethnic groups have shown an unusual resilience and es-
ymeity for survival, and for prescrvationof their identity. The recent racial
problems and some inter-group conflicts, resulting from them have suddenly made
the American society aware of the continuing existence of its ethnic trouts.
and of the fallacy of the accepted myth of the homogeneous American society.
The final blow to the aesimilationist ideology has been delivered by the slack
Arnerlean. lie could not disappear, and therefore did not fit into the concept
of Ati:erican adjustment; and consequently had to be put outside the Constitution.

The problem of the Biecks and the subsequent chain reaction of conflicts in-
volving other ethnic groups shattered another popular American myth. that
of direct individual identification with the country. without the mediation of
smaller units. As the report by the Nstional Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence issued In Jut*. SSW states:

The myth of Foe melting pot bre obseuroll the great degree to which Arnort
eats hare historically identified with their national citiseneh;p through their
myriad submitionel affiliations. This has meant inevitable neonn convention
friction. and conflict.

The report elms as the reason for this mythology. "a kind of historical am-
nesia." which probably could be interpreted simply es wishful thinking. and
goes on to say :

As probably the most ethnically and culturally pletrallstie nation In the
world, the United States has functioned less as a nation of individuals than of
grout*.

Whether a "f1/011111 of individuals" is at all possible remains an open ques-
tion. There is no historical evidence of a larger society not being trill on smaller
ethnic units mostly of some distant tribal origin. Through regrouping. fusing
and blending of smaller grout's most of these units lost their biological base
a long time ago: Instead they evolved cultural bonds based on motivational
COOPefttlft, on strong solidarity among its members and their loyalty to the
poll% on cotntrionalitlea of beliefs, expressive forms. and of twit oreepts,
an of which being transmitted from one generation to another through fire-
tested methods of socialisation of the young.
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These ore the elements constituting what Is called the "cultural roots" of a
society or a social group or its "ethnicity". 111 th regard to Individuals or groups
"ethnicity", refers. then, to their awareness and appreciation of their cultural
crigins. to their identification with characteristic expressive forms and with
distinct cultural content.

Hut first of all ethnicity signifies the unconscious, irrational elements of mo-
tivational involvement and commitment of Individuals to their groups. It Is the
strength of this commitment that explains the survival of the presently existing
old euitores of the world and that gives witness to their vitality in their his-
torical struggle for existence and for identity.

ft in also this aspect that explains the survival and "obstinate" tenacity of
ethnic groups in the Potted States, still deriving their strength from their origi-
ns' vultures. And it Is probably this tenacity of the immigrants In maintaining
their ethnicityfrom the oldest, Angio-ttaxon, to the successive later arrivals- -
that made the development and greatness of the United States possible. While
the deeply instilled moral commitment of these Immigrants to society could be
taken !or granted, the young society could derote Its energies toward other
goals.

Aad the ethnic group' as they continue to cultivate their patterns of group
life, are still the cultural twroots of the United States society. Two or even
three hundred years of existence Is hardly enough for a society to develop Its

n strong motivational patterns of solidarity and loyality, of Involvement and
commitment to society, to a degree necessary not only for times of success and
of dynamic growth and exprusslon, but also for times of difilculties and of crisis;
and the development of such new patterns Is even more problematic for a
heterogenous society composed of elements from old established cultures.

The Immense American achievements in science. technology, and economics
have given the American people an affluence unparallelied in the history Of
mankind, and are an Inspiration to the peoples of the world. They are. however,
achievements based on moral commitments deeply rooted In the old cultures of
the immigrants who brought them ready for use, and who also secured their
continuations as they passed them on to their children.

lint to re-enact continuously this meaning of their cultural heritage In their
personal Ilfe, and especially in the socialisation of their children, the Immigrants
and later their descendants, needed their ethnic groups- -for mutual support awl
for consensual validation of patterns. it was In this crucial matter that the rebt
tionship of society to its ethnic groups failed. Some already existing prejudices
of the young society, religious, social and political, reinforced by the anxieties
and fears for Its unity in times of the mats arrirals of new immigrants, gate
rise to the myth of homogeneity, to thentheories of absorption, of Indirldual citizen-
ship, and to the rejection of ethnic grows Thus, the old "fear of diversity" known
to the immigrants from their ofd countries was revived in a different form per-
haps. but with similar effects for them.

Perhaps the emphasis on the individual and the rejection of the ethnic group
was necessary and desirable for the beginning& it freed the individual from too
tight group bonds and released ineakulsble amounts of human energy, providing
Ito" new country with an explosive dynamism coinmen.surate to the challenges

its resources and opportunities.
nut there were also important negative effects both for the ethnic groups and

for the society. AA with rejection of tacticians!. In groups, the rejection of groups
In society must lead to negative developments. For the ethnic groups, the direct
consequences w ere lowered group self-concept and snAsequent attrition of WM-

defensire withdrawal and the stagnation of social and cultural life.
These ea-ere, of course. also losses to the society, but more direct were the con-
sequences to the relational climate of the society. Lack of acceptance and the
rejection of ethnic groups Inevitably brought about general distrust and suspicion
to rev/moos of the society with its ethnic groups and of the groups aIsm each
other. Defensive reactions, stereotyping, seapegoating, prejudice and intergroup
conflicts were only the logical consequences of such relation&

The general atampbcte of rejection and of disapproval of ethnic grYaret can
pt rat MSG be related to some other contemporary social otoblems of American
society. The Intensity of the present racial conflict is probably best explained in
tutting of this general atmosphere: similarly problems of jettelit delinquency
and of youth allefintion can be attributed to St. The general weakening of the
ethnic socialising functions caused by the steghtire attitudes of scelety towards
ethnic 'intim, led to general weakening of the motivational commitment to society
and to estrangement from onetety.
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Blaming cultural diversity and ethnicity even partly for these negative develop-
ments Is to confuse symptoms wiih causes. Though coping with diverse ethnic
cultures requires greater efforts, diversity has also its appropriate rewards to
society. Similarly ethnicity, in addition to the previously mentioned values, can
be a catalyst of grassroot cultural interest and involvement, and an effective
antidote to the mass-culture of our times, with its all-levelling mass media, shal-
lowing human interaction and its dehumanising effects of material progress.

Furthermore, ethnicity may foster development of multiple-cultured personal-
ities in society with capacities for increased self-awareness and for high-level
functioning in the complex modern world. The cross-cultural ties of the ethnic
groups can also be viewed as a challenge and an opportunity for cultural contacts
and for intensided interaction of the society with other nations. Finally, the
pluralistic composition of American society can be viewed Ls 0.4 opportunity for
developing intellectual, emotional and moral qualifies necessary for Its leader.
ship role in the worlf,, for effective coping with the dividing forces of the world,
and for constructive use of diversity toward unity.

Above all, however, ethnicity provides many Americans with a more adequate
answer to their question of self-identity and provides them with greater satis-
factions of communual living, and of meaningful interpersonal relationships,
which in itself makes a contribution to society.

The dissolution of ethnic groups would probably be a loss to society In many
ways--In articulated identity, in social and cultural involvement, in organised
life style, In colorful folkways and in other areas. With all these positives, it
would seem that the American society would be happy to have ethnic groups, to
recognise them and perhaps even to appreciate them. But old tears and neativism
sanctioned by traditions die bardas do all such sentiments. While other coun-
tries give great attention to their ethnic elements, trying to save as much as pos-
sible, before technological progress fattens everything into a gray sameness, and
while come other Immigrant-receiving countries already njoy their only recently
received immigrantsthe American society has not ,t recognised its ethnic
groupswith one exception perhaps, but it took 100 seLrs to mortise the Irish.

Mere are, of course, some noticeable changes, some mellowing perhaps
except for the racial groups. Two world wars have convinced the society of the
loyalty of its ethnic sons and this should be a sufficient cause for a change of
heart. lint the shallowness of this change was clearly shown by the reaction of
the American society to the recent "discovery" of the White Ethnic America.
Apparently the more plausible reason for the mellowing of attitixies toward
ethnic groups was the news of the imminent disippearanee of ethnic groups
dutifully proclaimed and documented by researchers.

There Is no doubt that the possibilities of negative developments related to
ethnicity and colural diversity are always present. Ethnocentritm. rigidity of
traditional forms and intergroup animosities can always become problems to
society, and It not checked in time. ins: get out of hand. But as recent events
around the world have shown conflicts arise also in most homogeneous societies
and ethnic divisions are not the most frequent causes of conflicts, even where
these divisions etist.

These negative tendencies in no way Invalidate the positive t silty, of ethnicity
and of cultural diversity. Coping with these negative potentials Is mainly a
matter of prevention through alertness, flexibility and the use of skills in human
relations, all of which should not be lacking in the American society.

What is needed, at this point, is meiningftil acceptance of its ethnic groups
by the American society, Involving genuine appreciation, active interest and
support. The "fear of diversity" can be converted into acceptance and enjoyment
of ail-traity as an Important aspect of human life. On the other hand, ethnic
group, ,srt their part, must recognae that all particularistic solidarities and
culture', distinctions must be congruous. harmonious and converging with the
solids:files, ideals and values In and of the American society.

In view of the above framework "Tbe FAhnie heritage Stodics Centers Act
of WOO MIL 14M0) is an Important and most appropriate, And desirable step
In the direction of expressing formal !Militante and support 01 its ethnic groom
by American society. The provision of opportunities" to an el °dents of elementary
and secondary schools of the Nation to lee rn about the diesel* and stave
contributions to the national heritage made by each ethnic trusts" and about
"the nstnre of their awl collo& heritage and those in which they hate an
Interest" will provide re (ignition and status to ethnic groups in the society and
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consequently will help them to enrich their cultural identity and their self-
concept.

As a result, the ethnic groups will gain the iqcliologleal security needed for
their positive relationship with other groups and with society, which in turn u ill
diminish If act eliminate the main causes for defensiveness, exclusiveness and
intergroup conflicts; the increased security should also help the ethnic groups
In their general participation and Involvement in their communities and social
affairs, and should enable them to make greater c..mtributions to these com-
munities and to society.

By promoting general interest in ethnic cultures the act will give evidence that
American society has overcome its "fear of diversity" and may lead to "enjoy-
ment of diversity", thus increasing mutual acceptance and Improving the rela-
tional climate In society. The interest and grass-root involvement In cultural
affairs may also be a positive factor in combatting r~ dal ills such as alienation
and delinquency.

Finaily b; Including all ethnic groups on an equal basis, the act may become
instrumental in equal status involvement and interaction of all ethnic groups,
Including those who at present still struggle for equality and recognition, and
in this way the act may contribute significantly to the stabilisation of human
relations in American society.

THE QUEST FOR CULTURAL IDENTITY

A PRESENTATION PREPARED FOR THE POLISH-AMER/CAN CO:NOMA/I. SitClitOAN Dli MON
CONFERENCE IN DETROIT, HICITIOAN, ON HARM PI, 1510

(Ply Richard Kohn)

Polish-American Identity can best be understood in relationship to the other
cultural groups ir the United States, such as the Italian-American, German.
American, or Irish-American, and so on, or In relationship to he general Mimi
can culture. For the sake of simplification, the term will be used here In the cc
lective sense, which means basically as applying to Polish-Americans as a group,
though obviously haling all the implications for the Individuals also. Further-
more, when a generalised reference Is made to all cultural (as they are also
called) nationality groups In the United States, the term 'ethnic identity' will be
used rather than 'cultural identity'. The term 'ethnic Identity' as applied to any
group, implies, of course, a certain cultural distinctness, well definzd and recog-
nised, such as language, tradition, literature, music, etc. It further Implies certain
visible and known general characteristics by sr rich the group Is usually being
described; and thirdly, it Implies a specific status of the group, which means Its
position or standing in relationship to other groups within a society, and to the
society Itself.

After this general clarification of terms, we can then proceed with the disco".
sion of the identity of the Polish-Americans, and we will do to by answering four
brisk questions: First, what is the present identity of Polish Americans In the
American society, i.e., what are the essentials of their cultural distincinets, their
general characteristics and their position in the society. The second question will
deal with the treason" for discussing our identity. People do not usually discuss
their Identity utile*, something Is wrong with It. is there, then, something wrong
with the identity of the Polish-Americans? or, as the question was formulated
differently elewhere: Do we hare a crisis of the Polish American Identity? The
third question will depend, of centre. on the answer to the second. If we answer
that there Is no crisis, then obviously we have nothing further to discuss. It seems
to me. however, that we may have some questions about our identity, otherwise
the subject would not be on the agenda of this Conference. We may then ask the
neat question: What 14 the quest? Or, In other words. what is it that we want to
change, add to. or detract from, our present Identity, and finally, if u-s anewer
the thlrd question then we may ask ourselres: What precisely 14 It that we have
to do in order to athlete the desired change presumably, some Improvements
are DOCCALNII tr.

Regadine our first q-srestion: What Is the present state of the Identity of the
Polish-Americans In the American society.? As for the first criterion. ire are all
very much aware of our cultural disr.inction. We derive It. first of all from the
fact that we are either descendants '4 Polish Immtrrants to this country, or we
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;ire ourselves initnigralittt. have AM not 1011A JO). celebrated the thousand
years of historical existetwe 14 Poland, and hictorlane tell us that In order to have
emerged around the year one thousand ae an already powerful :,tote, an orga
siiral political and nodal utrlICttlt-O had already to exist for a long time before
that dale. This long historical existence, with all Its glories and tragedies, its
victories and defeats, with its periods of greatness and bappiness and its period.;
of suffering and unhappiness together with the unique achievements in the fields
of literature, art. music, science, technology and so on, have made us a distinct
kind of people. Throughout the centuries of our lilstory we have divelotx,d differ
cut ways of life. different ways of doing things, different ways of expressing joy
and grief, and 'airtime+ most Important. a different and very unique language, and
with it, unique ways of communication and interaction. We raise our children
in these unique ways of motivation. of thinking and of behaving. We raise them
In Oils way because we think it Is the best and the right way. and also because It

the only way we know how best to raise our children.
The Polish-Amerkune also derive their identity (va the fact that they are

prat of the American culture. For those who were born here, and oho are second.
third. or even fourth or fifth getwration descendant,' of their Immigrant enter,-
nas, the linage of the old culture may be leg' important. Some no longer speak
the language. and ft* MO may not et-en understand it anymore. they may know
tittle of nothing about Polish history or Polish culture. and still they identity
thematives as PolishAmericans. They may belong to PolishAmerican organize.
Gone: they linty associate privately. mostly, or In part at least with Polish-Amer-
teens: they may itartlelialte In some of the Polish-Americen milt-Mee and cele
brationi. and in general may accts somewhat closer and more comfortable with
potish..ln erb sine than with other Americana. Even if they do not feel this /lite
coat affinity with Polish-Americans. they may. at times of political crisis, or of
some special (lent,' xincernIng the Polish-American and even the distant Po-
landjoin in helping with ronet fling. In voting or in donating money.

Ming born and socialized in the United Slates. of whatever 'vintage it may be.
mein. Identification also with, or primarily with. American history and culture.
Though perhaps not as long as the old country's history. It contain. the mime
kind of human experienceof war and peace, of happinette anti misery. of Pt*
tvfx, and of little failure. it means blentitkwilon firm of all the unique historic-al
expellent.. of the new count." such as the Western frontier. taking preeteesion
of, and of developing a new continent, the unprecerlented Influx and absorption of
millione of Immigrants, the unparalleled technical and industrial dereleatment,
catapulting the country in a short time Into a position of world leadership, and,
first and foremost, the uniqueness of Its humane constitution with Its lofty
promises of human freedom. equal opporunity and dignity.

And there are aim deer to every Polleh-Amerfran, whether old or new, the
tun greateet heroes and eytbola of the Poli,h-.Anterican heritege. Kosieineitko
anti Poleski.

With regard to the tangible therecteristica. by which we are knownwe are
one of the largest ethnic immigrant grotlitt in the United State', Hut right here
we have problem*, Nobody really knows how to tom.t the nethritce-. lif we count
Ito number of Polish inunirrenta that mitten, come to "Ameries"we And one-
selves somewhere in the fourth or fifth Tamp behind the English. Gernert*. and
perhspe also Italians. and Irish. We do not knew for certain. because as the
Denigration atatietic Nana in IVO. Poland was occupied by the three powers.
as were the Ralik coantrita Put at first and for a long time until 1/419, they
need the only proper way of determining national origin. tamely by perstatel
tletlaratIon of fmndarante. lant from 140 until Inlaand that means Aortae he
peak years of lantlgratiott front Cientril and East tarot* when moat of the
polish irotelgram,.. tame, from all three nernpled tearitorlea. the eystetn was
changed for political tetsntta probably --a nd the actual milt ical horthda deg were
used for determination of nationality. A. a result Polies were rettiatered as Rus-
sians, Pritelna or Germane. And we bare pont projected Membersthe/ are at
test out" a guess. Rut even the actual number of tended immigrants bare little
fele-taw to one prelim! situation. Mote Important Would be to know ha* Mill
Otiaall7 Identify themselves as Polish-Americatta--aed to this we have no deA-
nite answer. Some people think that the timber wonl1 be somewhere shout
S-10 Winos. others are more reallatie and think la the 4-3 million. In teality it
probably would depend as the situation and purpose of this identification. We
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maY complicate the matter even more and ask questions about /WA rencSA of Poi-
l-h origin, or about the pan nt s and grandparents on both skies in inch r encra-
t inn and again the iomi,ers mill differ.

Put in addition to the general numbers we are aka known for our tame vttli
vent rat Ion in some of the larger cities such as Chicngo, Detroit, Buffalo, etc.
not to forget Hamtramck which in protm lily still best known as the Polish city
in the United Stales.

One of our outstanding and well known characteristics is the close tie of our
cultural identity with religion similarly to the Jews. hithuantans, Italians and
otherswith each having its 'pedal ways of Identification, and its special prole
tees With it.

The Polish-Americans are also ehoracterized by their tendency to form nu-
merous and powerful self-help fraternities with their associallonal howea and
their organized and informal activities.

The third ertterlon of the cultural Identity of ethnic groups- -the standing
of the group in the societyIs a very important component of an ethnic iden-
tity. The acceptance or rein 'ion by the society can, In extreme instances become
as it happened with the American Illaeksthe primary focus of the groups
existence. !Ake an individual. a group can build up and maintain its aelbconcept
and identity In spite of lark of acceptance, but this :nesns orroceupation with
identity problems, defensiveness or withdrawal. Self-concepts and identities
are developed in constant interaction with the environment; the lack of accep-
tance prevents the free flow of .orninuntention. presents the free give-and-take
In interaction, and consequently presents effective really testing. As a result,
there Is a danger on the part of the group, struggling for its acceptance, to be-
come rigid and defensive which. In itself. may lead to further withdrawal, to
further rigidity, to stereotyping. scapegoating. suspiciousness and distrust, pre-
judice and. finally. conflict.

Throughout its history, the American lowboy*, a nation of Immigrants, had to
cope with the steady. sometimes overwhelming influx of strangers, and did, at
times, become quite anxious about the possible destructive impact these masses
of re, areomers would have on the unity and Rholencss of the country. The file
immigration to the uncontrolled for a long period of time. is an unique
phenomenon In the history of mankind, and can be Justly claimed as an en-
equalled achievement. It was only possible due to the new nem of the country
and the looseness of its structure, and to the almost unlimited resources and
ooportunitles. These opportunities together with constitutional freedoms created
the American dream. the magnet attracting the over forty million immigrants
who have come to this country since IR20.

lint the coping with the Mena of newcomers was not always easy and as a
result of the difficnities and anxieties aroused by them, the American society
acquired an ambivalent attitude towards la immigranta. And when the antletlea
hemline tow strobe. the fret flow of immigrants was stopped and reopened later
only Asa strictly oyntrotiqi lrkkle.

In the conowe of the poorest of coping with the mattes of immigrants, a variety
of lioolrtiva of their adjuwitnent to the sorlety was developed. They can be
roighly divided into two main tategoriet: The first one could be called the
IdcoloeY otstorption which en tot simeh concepts es ^as4tIllititiOh.., single or
triple "melting pot," and .1ricricanitati:n. !.other most recent variant of this
absorptior Meet mow. was the theory suptxweted by most swill acientl.ts that the
ethnic. /romp: ere disappearing fast and. In fact, ate already dead, and therefore
not worthy of tieing studied or discussed. The essence of all these Ideas was that
the immigrant would in one way ct another disappear, would become assimilattd.
melted into Oa. MIN rican society as soon as pm.:hle. The other category Is that
of cultural pltellism which includes such terns as enitural democracy and the
recently most poonlar terra of integration. According to these terms, the cultural
.wirersity of the Artwork-an sockly had to be accepted as an expression of eon-
%Motional sights

The large numbers of strangers pouring Into the country at the rate of one
mMion and a hclf per year for over a decade, and the great "seri: of them Was
a dbforbing experience t i those who earn. earlier. it is trot surprising that the
absorption theories were so popular and that the old-linen dreamt wishfully of
a boasts/4**ns American satiety In which everybody would be He everybody
else, moaning, of tones*, like the Anglo-Itatoti or, among Catholic*, like the
Irish. This myth of the hounverwertas American society Is still very strong and
roped* r.
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One of the most important expressions of the rejection of ethnic groups was
the principle of the immigrant's Individual identification with the new country
with complete disregard for his ethnic group. in effect it meant that the indi-
Vititin I Immigrant would be accepted by the society as an individual, but that
he should loose his ethnic ditinctness and disappear in the nmitit des. This
meant, of course, rejection of the cilia! groups.

This was well expressed In the report of the National Commission on the
entice!' and Prevention of Violence, in Jane, 1900 :

The myth of the melting pot has obscured the great degree to which
Americans have historically identified with their national citizenship through
their myriad subnational affiliations. This has meant inevitable group com-
petition, friction, and conflict.

The report goes on to refute the "kind of historical amnesia" out of which
came the myth of national homogenlety and adds:

As probably the most ethnically and culturally pluralistic nation in the
world, the United States has functioned lees as a nation of individuals than
of groups.

The frequent changes of names that accompanied the attainment of American
citizenship were lauded by some judges as a symptom of the highest degree of
AmerleanicAticn, and so probably they were, though perhaps not always in the
sense in which it was perceived. However. It is only fair to mention that these
pressnere, as strong as they were. remained mostly within the limits of the
American concept of civil liberties enabling the ethnic groups to continue to exist
and to live their lives as they saw fit.

The absorption theories soon proved to be ineffective. The ethnic groups not
only did not melt down to some alchemic mixture, not only did they refuse to
die, but all of a sudden they become again visible and threaten even to assert
themselves by electing their own mayors in some major cities, and even more
so they begin to communicate and cooperate with other ethnic grottys agatir
all rules of the old game, and even with those oho were supposed to be their
greatest Adversaries.

Mt the price for this defiance had to be mid: one one hand there were those
members of the ethnic groups who thought that for the sake of their own oppor-
tunities and success they not only had to leave the community. but had to cease
to identify .hesurseires with the culture of their origin. Others again left because
they found life in the Polish communities too restricting, and by leaving them.
they gradually lost their ethnic identity. And these were frequently the educated,
the bnsinemmen,tbe professionals.

The American society also paid its price. TAck of acceptance of ethnic groups
by the society inevitably lead to defensiveness and to defiance to scapegoating.
stereotyping, to mutual distrust prejudice and to Intergroup conflicts. The case
of the flack-Americans Is only the most extreme example of the impact of this
a t mosphere.

All of the abate, the history and culture of the old country, the history of the
new country, the ituational aspects during the arrival. and the Imports:nt factor
of the mode of acceptance by the American society, all of these are part of the
identity of the ethnic groups in U.S.A. and consequently also of the relish-
American group.

With regard to their specific standing In ex society, the Polish-Americans
occupy a place approximately In accordance with their time order of arrival
In the great timetable of Immigration; that means somewhere behind the West-
ern European group. and above the more recent immigrants, and the racial
grours which. because they could not disappear, could not lit Into the settee*
of the individual adjustment and consequently were put outside the constitntion
itself. We could, of course, go into greater detail shwa the specific reistionship
of the American society to the Polish group One could potnt up the fact that
the rilish group, as the most cohesive meet, and one of the largest, prebably
constitoasi the greatest threat to the American adjustment thee/desk and con-
sequently would become the object of the greatest presumes by the society. One
probably could find evidence of this if one really looked for it. But I do not think
this IS too important.

The development of free and mature ethnic identities can occur only In a fees
open. and accepting mitt", and accepting does not mean just tolerating, which
often Is nothing else but ae espreasion of condescension oe of polite Indifference.
Acceptance of the ethnic groups means interest In them by the American society,
It means knowledge about and appreciation of the ethnic cultures, and mean,
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direct and active assistance to the groups in their efforts to develop their unique
patterns. We may stilt have a long way to go but we must never give up.

Despite all the above inequities there was always, and there still is, the great
American constitution, and there are the pluralistic theories like a "silver lining
of hope."

Wo have gone, in our discussion, far beyond the first question. In fact we have
answered to some extent the second question, which Is about the present-day
identity crisis among the Polish-Americans. Do we really have an identity crisis?
The answer to this question may, of course, differ depending on whether one is
of the half-empty or half-full glass of water varefty of personality, and one
can have only subjective and unverified opinions at this point. Judging by my
own observations as a teacher, and by the general information obtained from
the Polish press, and perhaps also by the response I have received to my articles
on the subject of identity, I feel that we are at a very critical point with regard
to our identity. The problem exists not so much with us, the adults who have
been raised and have lived our whole 1..-es by the Polish-American or the original
Polish patterns. The problem lies with our youth. It seems to me that not only
are a greater number of our young people abandoning their ethnic identification,
but there is a great deal of disillusionment and of dissatisfaction with the old
ways of the Polish-American community. It is, of course, easy to justify every-
thing by the lack of acceptance by society, or by affluence mating interaction
and communication through the mass media, as welt as through personal mobility,
so intense that eny hope for particularistic socialization through even partial
isaintion, becomes futile.

It is true that it was exactly this semi-isolation of the Polish community,
out of defensiveness and defiance, that enabled the Polish-Americans to retain
and to maintain their cultural identity for so long. Centered around the simple
but deeply significant, precepts of language and faith, it was the main element
in the survival of the Polish ethnic community, and It wad enough for the pres-
ervation of the old ways. The inspirational impact of the organization of the
expeditionary force in 1918 and the enthusiastic outburst of accumulated feelings
for the old country in behalf of Hoover's relief acticn to post-war Poland in
1920 were the high water marks of the Old Polish-American communities. Then
came the depression and, with it, the stagnation of social life, and afterwards
came World War II with its mobilization of all forces for the war effort, and
again the repression of the social life to the survival level. Then followed
the post-World War II period, with that upsurge of economic and social develop-
ment which required a great deal of adjustment and flexibility but for which
the old Polish-American community was not prepared. Three factors were shap-
ing the course of developments in the 1950's and 1900's. The first was the change
of attitudes of the society toward its ethnic groups after the war. The victorious
war and the performance of ethnic sons on the battlefields all over the world
finally convinced the society that the ethnic members could also actually be good
Americans. It brought about a genera climate of optimism, of good will, mutual
trust and self-confidence. But returning Polish-American veterans brought
back not only their numerous medals but also their experience of all-American
camaraderie in the trenches and of pride in being American ; and they did not
feel too happy in the restricted and frequently defensive way of the old-style
life in the Polish community.

The second factor, related to the first one but independent, was probably even
more important. The new affluence gained through the economic development
brought about a general mobility which became a threat to the existence of the
closed ethnic communities. The young people were no longer satisfied to stay
in the little home built by their parents and grandparents, aid they were moving
out to other areas of the cities or into the suburbs. Even If the directions of moving
were usually somewhat patterned, the result were often disastrous to the old
community. Entire areas were changing their ethnic character. The Blacks, long
suppressed in their areas and having also benefited from the economic affluence,
began to spread out and move into these areas. It is only natural that the
transitional period of change and replacement would bring many conflicts. The
tack of leadership with foresight and vision, in the nation and in the communities,
prevented any planned communal action.

The third factor In the shaping of the Polish - American community in the post
World War II period was the arrival of the displaced persons. In a sense, the
arrival of these newcomers eased the pains of the changes. They needed the com-
munity for their psychological security and they also frequently found there
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good opportunities for their first settling down in the new country. They brought
with them a new awareness of cultural distinctness which they were able, to a
great extent, to transmit to the whole Polish-American group. It can easily be
understood that there were bound to be some misunderstandings also between
these newcomers and the oldtimers. But there was enough of the commonality of
cultural heritage and of purpose to enable both sides to overcome these difficul-
ties, to gain mutual respect, and to enable them to cooperate for common causes.

There were two other powerful forces which, in this process of general ad-
justment, played a very significant if mostly conservative role. These are the
Church and the mutual help fraternities. With the desire to strengthen its general
position, the Catholic hierarchy has long ago decided upon a general policy of
unity within the Catholic Church and consequently of suppression of the ethnic
churches. Due to the special character of Polish Catholicism and of the position
of the church In the Polish community, this policy lead to deep conflicts within
the Polish-American community ; it undermined the unity of language and faith,
weakened the leadership position of the Polish-American clergy in Ore communi-
ties and, as the final result, undermined also the basic attitudes of the Polish-
American toward his distinct cultural identity. The recent action of the Polish-
American clergy promises some changes in this regard.

The role of the self-help fraternities in the Polish-American communities grew
Join purely economic functions geared toward survival at first, to an active, and
often leadership position in social and cultural areas. The sansei vative, business
approach of the frequently economically powerful organizations, to cultural af-
fairs, can probably be regarded as the main cause of the cultural low level fixation
of the Polish-American group. It was a matter of omission rather than commis-
sion. Having taken the initiative in social and cultural areas, and having the re-
sources, the fraternities preempted the possibility of developing new leadership
and initiative; This was the greatest frustration of the new humigraton and
lead to their initial withdrawal from community life. On the other hand, one must
not forget or dismiss some outstanding achievements of the fraternities, like
the Polish Alliance College, the Polish Museum, and others. But such individual
projects are not a sufficient measure of the potential contributions of these power-
ful organizations for the Polish-American group.

We have discussed briefly the conditions of the identity crisis of Polish-Amer-
icans. They can be summarized in three points:

(1) The general disaffectimtof the Polish-American youth, their lack of Inter-
e.a and of pride in their cultural heritage, and the subsequent feelings of In-
feriority and Insecurity In their association and Interaction with other groups
nnd with the general society.

(2) The inflexible and outdated style of cultural life In Polish communities,
permeating both the organized social and cultural activities of the Polish group.
as well as the informal communal activities and the family life in the Polish
community. The lack of Polish cultural resources for the faintly. for youth groups
and for communities, is probaby the most striking shortcor.,ing of the Polish
group. The rigidity of the institutionalized forms of social and cultural life in the
Polish-American community has prevented any effective adjustment to the chang-
ing conditions of the post-war period, with particular reference to the mobility
of the population and the consequent Increasing dissolution of the Polish-Amer-
ican communities. (3) The general lack of dynamic cultural leadership that would
be able to inspire the Polish-American community and to move it to constructive
action, and the conservatism in the use of financial resources, are probably the
main causes of the general inertia in taking up the challenge of the present times
and securing for Polish-Americans a proper place in the American society.

Having formulated the elements of crisis, we still have to answer the question
of why we should make the effort to confirm our unique identity and to re-
formulate it in accordance with the need of our times. The answer to this ques-
tion cannot be just an emotional appeal to our old and new loyalties as derived
from our traditions and sentiments. We do nrt need the answer for ourselves
and particularly for those gathered herewe ate already convinced : but we need
the answers for all those who have doubts al,out the sense and purpose of the
cultivation of our distinct Polish-American Identity and, first of all, for our
youth which, in its present mood, is apt to question everything. We also need to
convince the American society.

In answering the question we have shown clearly the advantages, first to mem-
bers of the group, and second to the American society. The individual advantages

t.
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to members include the potential for a richer personality. To paraphrase an old
proverb: to know two cultures is to have two souls. The ethnic character of the
old culture provides deeper roots for self-Identity and for more meaningful rela-
tionship to self, to others, to the community, to society, and to the world. It
provides deeply satisfying patterns of expressiveness and provides organiza-
tion of personality and stability. It facilitates socialization of children and pro-

/ rides motivational patterns for life in community and society. On the other
hand, life in the American society provides satisfactions of the excitement of
participation in a dynamic modern society and, through it, in the making of the
modern world. Thus, to the Polish-American It is the advantage of a bi-cultural
personality, richer than any of Its single components, a personality with tooth
deep roots and with the outreach of the modern man. A bl cultural personality

f has greater pontentIal for growth and maturity and for higher levels of func-
tioning in the complex modern world.

The above advantages to individual members of ethnic groups are general
elements of personality development and maturation which, by themselves, are
also values to the general society. But the ethnic groups, as groups, are also of
great value to society. They constitute an Invaluable means of maintaining
cultural interest in society and are probably one of the most effective antidotes
to the deadly effects of mass culture, by adding meaning and zest to life in an
industrialized mechanized and megalopolized modern world with its leveling macs
media, its stallowing of human interaction and its dehumanizing Impact of raw
materialism. And finally, the experience with the ethnic group provides the A ow :l-
ean society with the unique opportunity for developing the intellecteal and
emotional orientations, knowledge and skills necessary for its leadership role in
the world, for constructive use of diversity toward unity, and for the movet.leat
of mankind towar. unity and peace.

But in answering the question: Why ethnic Identity?, another point has dis-
advantages still to be clarified and that is the relationship of Polish-Americans
to the Polish culture in general and to contemporary Polish society and culture
In particular. For some Polish - Americans, particularly those whose families have
been in this country for several generations, the maintenance and cultivation of
the relr.tidnshlp with the past and contemporary Polish culture seems of some-
what clubfoot; value. Some even think that the Polish - American history in itself
is sufficient for maintaining 'a unique ethnic identity. They seem to be so remote
from the historical and cultural content of the old country that even in /IsIting
It they are not stirred by any emotions of affinity or excitement of any kind.
As one of them told me, "Everything seemed strange to me, I simply felt like
in It foreign country." And this was a highly educated person with a PILO, In
history. Well, perhaps the study of history does not inspire identification with
the culture of one's ancestors, but let us hope that this was an isolated case, and
Perhaps one could find an explanation for these attitudes in the family socitil-
'salon process of this young man. But this case may also be taken as a warning.
The identification with the cultural past in an ethnic group wilt not pest happen.
It 111.3 to be cultivated, and if the Polish-Americans are serious about the
maintenance of their distinct identity then they have to approach this problem of
relating to the cultural past and to present Polish culture very seriously. There Is,
of course, no direct evidence against the possibility of maintaining an ethnic
identity exclusively on the basis of the American experience of the group. How-
ever, such a possibility has not yet been demonstrated and it is an open question
whether It is really a possibility.

Without the contact with the cultural past and with the living. present-day
cultures of the old country, an ethnic group will probably wither and lose its
identity. It may exist for some time, but it is doubtful that it could maintain its
distinctness unless it were to Isolate itself, like the Amish. The Irish group can
probably serve as an example of the opposite effect. Without any special effort
of cultivating their identity in this country--except, maybe, for St. Patrick's Day
they maintain their identity almost exclusively through intense contacts with the
mother country. However maintaining contact with the past and present culture
of the old country does not mean copying it literally. Having left their country,
the immigrants and their descends nts can be selective in their Identification with
the cultural or historical contents and forms of their old country. It Is not neces-
sary for them to Identify with the faults and shortcomings and with the mistakes,
either of the past or the present, of their culture of origin, It is the privilege and
the unique opportunity of the immigrant to preserve his cultural heritage in the
most idealized and pure form ; and he must constantly keep in mind that his
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cultural identity must also be a contribution to the new society. In this sense,
any transmission of inter-group prejudices or antagonisms is not only unneces-
sary and unwise, but it is also unfair to the new country.

To summarize the answer to our third question I submit that the maintenance
and cultivation of a strong Polish-American identity is of invaluable advantage
to the personal development of the Polish-American and of his children, and is
also a significant contribution to the American society. Consequently, the Amer-
lean society should accept and cherish ethnic groups as a permanent and valu-
able part of the American society and culture. And finally, in order to assure the
vitality and dynamism of their group, the Polish-Americans should maintain
strong contacts with the past and present Polish culture, though they should
be selective in the transmission of cultural forms and content, in order to avoid
negative aspects.

And now comes the last great question : How much concern and effort will it
take to revitalize the Polish-American identity? It certainly will require personal
commitment on the part of many. It will require careful planning, action, Pod
organized cooperation of all segments of Polish-American communities. The first
and foremast task should be concern with youth. We can only hope that it Is not
already too late. All programmed activities should be oriented toward youth
as the main reason and concern of the group's organized efforts. Youth should be
involved in all relevant aspects to them, of social and cultural activities on the
community and national level. We must provide our youth with more opportunities
of learning the Polish language and culture, making full nse of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1905, and by creating new resources such as
efforts to support the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill introduced by Con-
gressman Pucinski. We must provide financial resources for scholarships focusing
on Polish studies and studies in Poland after the Nosciusko Foundation pattern,
and we have to provide for large scale visits by young people to Poland. We may
also have to think of professional leadership for assisting our youth in their or-
ganizational life aimed at social and cultural development.

The second task within the goal of cultivating our identity is the development
of cultural resources for the family, for schools, groups, and communities. There
is a pitiful dearth of resources, and as far as I know there is no known plan
for providing them. We need publications of all sorts not cnly on the highest
literary level, but probably even more for children, for youth, and for the less
educated.

We also should consciously cultivate our relationship with the general society
and with other ethnic groups. We should carefully separate our political Involve-
ments from our cultural activities. For instance by planned group support and
participation iu worthy non-political causes such as anti-pollution or beautifica-
tion drives, we not only will demonstrate our sense of civic responsibility, but
also will net in accordance with old Polish values emphasizing love of nature
and appreciation of beauty.

With regard to the relationship with other ethnic groups, it is only proper
that as one of the largest and most established groups we would take initiative
in establishing and cultivating cultural contacts with blacks in activist and
other ethnic groups, and be of assistance to the weaker or less established ones.

There is no end to possibilities and plans. They will all require, first of all,
organization of action within the Polish-American group and will require
mobilization of resources, of leadership and of good will.

Hon. ROMAN C. rectum,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR ROMAN: I was very gratified that you introduced the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers Bill in Congress. I congratulate you on your farsightedness.

As the former President of the American Council of Polish Cultural Clubs,
and the Polish Arts Club of Chicago. I must say that you are rendering the
Poi ish-A merican Community a great service.

We welcome any program that will help us, and future generations, to under-
stand our ethnic heritage. The paucity of studies in this area is great.

Please don't hesitate to call if I can be of assistance.
Sincerely,

CHICAGO, III., January 14, 1970,

-1_

THADDEUS L. Kowst.sxr, Attorney at Lay%
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APRIL 5, 1970.
Hor. ROMAN C. PHCINSKI,
U.S. Congress.

IJFAR SIR: My name is Dr. Vladimir Kucera. I am a former Editor-in -Chief
of daily newspaper of the Democratic Christian Party in Czechosliaakia. I left
my country after the Communist coup-d'etat In 1948, and now I am living in
Lincoln, Nebraska. I am Curator of the oldest house in Lincoln, built in 1809
by the first Secretary of the new state of Nebraska, and from the year 1959
1 am teaching the Czech language and literature at the University of Nebraska
(evening Masses).

In the year 1959 I started my activity to revive love for the Czech language
and heritage in Nebraska. 'Thousand and thousand of Czech pioneers settled
Nebraska In the past and they contributed very much for cultural, economical
and agricultural development of this state. And my basic idea was to revive
and preserve this rich heritage. I started to organize Czech clubs in different
centers of the Czech settlement and started to teach mother-tongue of Czech
pioneers. Hundred and hundred of students were in the past in my classes.
I tried to preserve love for folksongs, customs, national costumes and folk dances,
too. And result of our work is levy good. Nebraska is leading state in the Union
in this so important activity.

Every year we organize Czech festivals of our music, songs and dances in
different centers of Czech setlement. The biggest (last year 0,000 visitors) is
in the town of Wilber which was by the declaration of Governor proclaimed
The Czech Capitol of Nebraska.

in the year 1907, when Nebraska celebrated a hundred year of the Statehood,
I published larger study about history of Czech pioneers, a book "Czechs and
Nebraska". I will be glad, if you will accept my book. Only Czech ethnical group
published this kind of book during that Centennial.

I am very happy and glad you introduced in Congress a bill proposing to
establish centers for ethnic heritage studies. Nebraska could be the most !wpm-
tent center for this activity.

Especiany, I thank you very much for your kind friendship with people of
Czech origin.

Sincerely,
Dr. VLADIMIL KLICLRA,

Lirwoln, Nebr.

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Jersey City, N.J., February 9, 1970.

Hon. ROMAN C. PIICINSKI,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education, U.Y. House of Representatives,

Wa.s,iftigton, D.O.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PUCINSEl : Oa behalf of the Ukrainian National Ag'socia-

tion I want to express our deep grat ude to you and your colleagues for intro-
ducing and sponsoring H. R. 14910, the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill,
in the United States Congress last November.

Your bill is a step in the right dire -ion at a moment in our history when
such help is vitally needed by our nasom. Our youth Is groping for a fuller
understanding of their role in today's society which is comprised of adults from
many lands and with differing cultures. They need to be informed. Comprehensive
knowledge of the backgrounds of fellow citizens will go a long way toward
establishing harmony and respect in our midst. Your bill, in my opinion, will
help to bring that about amongst our young people and tomorrow's leaders.

Congratulations and best wishes for positive action in Congress on H. R.
14910.

Sincerely yours,
JOSEPH LESAWYER,

President. I

THE CLAREMONT COLLEGES,
Claremont, Calif., January 29,1970.

Hon. ROMAN C. PECINSKI,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education, U.S. House of Representatives,

Committee on Education and Labor, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIB: Thank you very much for informing' me of the Ethnic Heritage

Studies Centers Bill (H.R. 14910). The summary indicates that the bill has
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the potential to provide some desperately needed assistance in a tritical area.
There are some questions, however, that I feel compelled to ask. The first is,

hew is the responsibility for disseannation of 17unds to be delegated? The second
IS, what kinds of limitations or restrictions are there with regard to total sum
to be appropriated to e ny given center? The third is, will there be regional
restrictions regarding the distribution of funds? Some aspects of these questions,
of course, ore not as legislative as they are questions of bureaucratic procedure.
However, they are of paramount importance to me and my unqualified support
Is dependent on the answers.

`Slexican Amerkan Studies centers are rapidly increasing in number throughout
the ru uthwest and the west generally. In California we now have over twenty
centers. We are all plagued with the same problem, namely that of funding. We
find a most unfortunate and disheartening level of insensitivity to the needs of
Mexican Americans.

We here at the Mexican American Studies Certer of the Claremont Colleges
have begun preliminary Investigation into the very areas you focus upon in the
bill. That is, one of our activities over the next few years will he the develop-
ment and sophistication of elementary and secondary school curriculum. Pres-
ently, we hope to develop two types of curriculum. The first type is one which
focuses all of its emergies on the specific needs of Mexican American children.
This curriculum is being developed through a Project Follow Tnrough grant and
independently by our Mexican American Studies Center. There will be a coin-
prehensive and viable synthesis of these two efforts over the next two years.
The second type of curriculum we plan to develop Is one which is multi-cultural.
That is, we hope to develop a curriculum that can be used in a maximum number
of circumstances. This would be done by integrating as many elements of as
many facets of man's development as possible. 'Ibis system would be co-ordinated
through a data , Ink system and would very likely be a humanities curriculum
with an emphasi, on the fundamental skills of reading, writing, listening and
speaking.

We envision the development of these projects to take place in a systematic
way with concurrent documentation to facilitate dissemination of materials.
Further, we hope to develop the curriculum so It can ultimately be incorporated
Into a "kit" with a concomitant teacher training program for even more
efficient distribution,

As you can see, our interests are wholly compatible with the intent of the bill
as described in the summary and in the context of its intent the bill has my
whole hearted support. The fiscal aspect does present a dilemma. The amount of
the appropriation sought seems altogether too minuscule for a nation wide pro-
gram. The need in this area is critical and it is of more than eusual importance.
The disenchantment, anxiety and frustration of minority people In this country
Is closely related to the early educational experiences that by virtue of Ignorance
with or without malice exclude the very real needs of our minority culture
children. 1I.B. 14910 is a responsible step In the proper direction but without an
nppropriate fiscal reenforcement it can become just another empty gesture.

If I can he of any assistance whatsoever to you In this effort please feel free
to call upon ure.

Sincerely,
RONALD W. LOPEZ,

Director.

ORDER OF AHEPA.
Washington, D.C., February 2f, 1970.

Hon. RONIAN C. ROOMS/CI,
The Rouse of Representatives,
'Washington, D.C.

DEAR Mn. PuenvsKt: Thank you for your letter and for the copy of the Ethnic
Heritage Studies Centers Bill which you have introduced in the House of
Representatives.

You are to he warmly congratulated for your sponsorship of this Bill, and
also for your Interest in the matter of the ethnic backgrounds of students and
of all Americans.

As an American organization composed largely of citizens of Greek descent,
the Order of Ahepa is intensely interested In the Bill, and I would appreciate
being informed of your scheduled hearings, and of developments.
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It the fraternity can be of any assistance in this major development, please
let me know.

With kindest regards,
Sincerely yours,

Louts G. Mmiesions,
President.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. MARVEL, PRESIDENT, EDUCATION AND WORLD AFFAIRS
NEW YORK, N.Y.

The organization of which I am president has as its mandate the strengthen-
ing of the international or intercultural dimension of U.S. higher education and
the furtherance of international educational cooperation.

It had its origins in the 1960 report of the Morrill Committee, a group of
educators and Hen of public affairs (chaired by J. W. Morrill, then president of
the University of :tlinnesota) who were assembled by the Ford Foundation.
Their purpose was to survey the performance of U.S. universities in the years
following the Second World War in preparing their graduates to be at least
informed citizens of a nation which had, almost witty billy, inherited new global
interests and responsibilities.

The major conclusion of the reportpublished under the title of the Univer-
sity and World Affairswas that our universities were, in general, doing -autch
less than they should in this regard- -and an organization, which later emerged
as Education and World Affairs, was recommended to assist our higher educa-
tional institutions in strengthening their research, teaching and service activities
in the International field.

Two years after the Morrill Committee report, in 1962, we had added evidence
that we as a nation were surprisingly weak In readying our college graduates to
cope with the multi-national and multi-problem world into which they stepped.
Percy Bidwell, for many years director of studies at the Council of Foreign Rela-
tions in New York, completed a study that year in which he was forced to con-
clude that fewer than ten percent of our then-liberal arts college graduates had
exposure during their four-year career to even one course involving a non-
Western content.

Measurable progress has been made since then progress toward which Educa-
tion and World Affairs has made a modest contribution. Statistically, the results
are impressivesome 110,000 foreign students now at U.S. institutions; between
20,000 and 30,000 young Americans embarked on some form of study abroad
programs; something like 12,000 foreign scholars and professorti visiting and
teaching in the U.S. during the academic year, and about 5,000 of their U.S.
counterparts lecturing or researching abroad. (Approximate figures for 1963 --69)

But despite this impressive inventory, there are many existing gapsmany
areas where no forward movement is discernablein education for international
or intercultural understanding within the U.S. To put it bluntlyU.S. higher
education has a much longet distance to travel than it has so far come!

Relative to the vast increase in enrollment since Bidwell's studya total of
some 6.9 million now in our higher education institutionsIt Is doubtful if we
have made much, if any, progress since 1962 in exposing the great body of our
students to non-Western or multi-cultural understanding. Consider these facts;
1) U.S. professional schoolswhich award 52 percent of all four-year bachelor
degreeshave been even slower than liberal arts schools in providing either
an international or an intercultural dimension in their curriculum (because of
their vocational bias) ; 20 nearly 2,000,000 of our 6.9 college students are in
our 960 junior collegesaod only a tiny handful of these have so far been able
t: offer any kind of intercultural or ethnic curriculum; 3) a large proportion
r,f these junior college students are terminal, that is, do not continue their edu-
cation after their sophomore year and therefore do not get any intercultural
course content unless exposed to it during their junior college career; 4) an
all-too-large proportion of our liberal arts colleges continue to offer a thorough-
ly Western-oriented curriculum -- certainly the growth of courses with an in-
ternational or Intercultural content (of 50 percent or more) has been unsys-
tematic and heavily Western-focused; 3) Western orientation begins in the
elementary and secondary levels and carries throUgh the higher education
Institutions; 6) a 1960 report on education in New York State estimated that
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the average high school student spends less than two percent Of his time study-
ing those parts of the world that contain two-thirds of the world's population
and whose historical record goes back much farther than our own.

Although the prime focus of Education and World Affairs since 1902 -83
has been on higher education, here and overseas, it is quite obvious that edu-
cation is a continuing stream, and that the international-intercultural dimen-
sion must be introduced at the early stages of that stream. For this reason,
our organization has explored and supported a wide variety of efforts to
introduce our students at an early age to the rich experience of multi- cultural
understanding. It is out of this concern that we thoroughly endorse the provi-
sions of H.R. 14910.

Three of the provisions (Sec. 903) of the bibthe development of multi-
cultural and ethnic studies cur:iculum materials, the clissernination of fetch
materials and the training of persons to utilize such materir' "would, in our
experience, meet a real n,ed in today's educational system. During 15d5-87
Education and World Affairs, assisted by a number of professionals and prac-
titioners in various fields, carried out a study of eight different professionsof
which education or teacher training, naturally was oneto determine bow
effectively U.S. professional schools were preparing their graduates for a role
in today's world. The study was published in brochure and book form, under the
title of THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL AND WORLD AFFAIRS.

The study of our schools of education made the dismal observation that rela-
tively few such institutioas were even attempting to introduce a multi-cultural
dimension into their course content.

The proposal in H.R. 14910 to provide trainingthrough the proposed Ethnic
Heritage Studies Centersfor teachers and others to make use of curriculum
materials developed under the Act would directly respond to this wcakeess and
provide interested schools of education with a most valuable resource.

Similarly, it is our experience that many educational institutions and a good
many individual educatorsat the elementary and secondary levels no less
than at the higher institutionsappear willing to infuse new materials into their
course content, but find great difficulty in locating and then obtaining the mate-
rial resources required. In part, this La an informational problema pulling
together in one or more convenient sources the resources that can be tapped.
The provisions in the Act concerning development and distribution of ethnic
and multicultural curriculum materials would greatly assist existing inaitu-
tions to move forward into the area.

The establishment of the Ethnic He.it-.:,e Studies Centers will be facilitated
by the groundwork that has been done by agencies involved in education in the
schools. Conceptual and structural foundations worked out in international edu-
cation will have relevance to the framework for Ethnic Studies. Some of these
agencies have intercultural and ethnic programs as well. Among such operations
are the Foreign Policy Association, which this past summer completed a Study
of the Objectives, Needs and Priorities In International Education in U.S. Sec-
ondary and Elem.mtary Schcols. It ilia) has underway an Ethnic Studies Cur-
ricular and Conferences Project. The American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education has curriculum development projects on Africa and the Carib-
bean being carried out by groups of their member institutions. The Ogontz Plan
Committee, International House of Philadelphia, has a carefully planned "live
laboratory" program in elementary and secondary schools by arranging for
selected foreign students to teach about their own countries and cultures in
regular classroom situations. This seems an intelligent and mutually beneficial
use of foreign students as an educational resource. A similar type program is
operating at Ohio University's School of Education, which has a Foreign Student
Advisory Council that advises, consults, and teaches in schools requesting their
services.

Innovative programs in intercultural or ethnic education at the Goshen School
of Pike County, Alabama and the Allegheny County Schools in Pennsylvania
were described in recent issues of EWA's new monthly information service,
Intercultural Education. The unexpectedly widespread and genuine response to
this publication is, I believe, indicative of the vacuum which exists in providing
information about new programs and new resources in the ethnic and inter-
cultural fields. Begun by EWA in December, 1909 this news servicewhich
covers most of the component subject areas of what we designate as inter-
cultural educationhas met with such appreciation in the academic community

t`
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and related organizations that we are now printingand distributing free
some 10,000 copies monthly. As commercial publications go, this is not a circula
tion figure to cause rival editors alarm, admittedly, but for an educational
publication it is an impressive total to date. More important, an analysis of some
400 to NO letters so far received regarding the publication tells us that many
of the users ore educatorsand many of them at the elementary, secondary and
Junior college levelswho are vitally interacted in being made aware of resources
and new approaches available for ethnic studies and multi-cultural education.

We have been impressed, for instance, by a well - established Ethnic Studies
program which is operative at the City College of San Francisco, CCSF, a junior
college, has an enrollment of 10,000 students and is located in the southern Bay
section of the city. The ethnic makeup of the student body prompted a specially
designed curriculum in Afro-American, Chinese and Latin American Studies.
The day school has 3,101 Orientals (Chinese and/or Japanese Americans), 720
students with Spanish surnames (mainly Mexican-American), 33 American
Indians and 1,139 Black students. There are In addition 800 foreign students
from a wide variety of countries.

The EWA Task Force on Education which conducted the previously-rnen;:c:ted
work on schools of education under ma Study on the Professional Schools and
World Affairs made a significant recommendation. "There are major problems
outside the main concerns of this report," wrote the Task Forte, "which need to
be taken into account if the world affairs knowledge of the average U.S. citizen
is equal to U.S. responsibility as a nation. r.:* ese problems deserve much mere
extensive treatment under the general rubric of The Elementary and Secondary
Schools and World Affairs," for they go far beyond the formal and informal
preparation of teachers. They deal with the nature of the U.S. school system it-
self, community expectations, and the subcultures of childhood and youth. Tbis
Task Force hopes that at some future date a study can be made in depth of
these topics, thereby proving a useful support to the 1.-ograms . .. which seek
to enrich education below the college level."

The program proposed in H.R. 14910 seems to us to be a most promising begin-
ning to this large, problem area.

THE IRISH AMERICAN CULTURAL INSTITUTE,
Saint Paul, 31inn., February 27, 1970.

Rounx 0. Puciuszt,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education, U.S. H01140 of Representatives,

Rayburn house Office Building, Washington, D.O.
Dr.Au Ma. Pricixsxt : We are pleased to learn of y.rur efforts to promote an

understanding of the diversity of cultural contributions that have made our
American culture.

If we can be of any service to you in this ,udeavor please let no know. I have
been honored by a D. Litt. degree, honoris causa, from the National University
of Irelandan honor all the more noteworthy because it is shared with Robert
Frost and J. F. Kennedyfor my efforts to help the American public understand
the Irish contribution to America.

Because of this aid my long experience in education I may be able to help
others understand the importance of your proposal.

Sincerely yours,
Eorri WM:Ear/AN President.

THE IRISH AMERICAN CULTURAL INSTITUTE,
Saint Paul, Minn., March 9,1970.

Wasters C. Pucussat,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ma. PctorNsio : We write to let you know the opinion of our organization
with respect to H.R. 14910, the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill.

The Irish American Cultural Institute is an international organization devoted
to purposes quite in line with those of this bill as least as they relate to the
contribution of the Irish to American civilization. It would be unnatural, then,
did we not appreciate the intent of the bill and favor its passage.

In our experience, we have noted the growth of appreciation on the part of
American scholars for the ethnic contributions that have fused into a new
civilization here. When we were isolated from the rest of the world our con-
cerns in the U.S. were to repress and suppress all awareness of Indebtedness to
other cultures.
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Now, however, in a more mature and confident mantic: we can analyze these
complex relationships to so many other cultures. Such analysis helps us to under-
stand ourselves betternaturally. But, more importantly, we may only now be
becoming aware of the degree to which this federal union here of diverse cul-
tures ^tin appeal to the rest of the world as a model for a peaceful United States
of the Earthvisionary, but to be striven for.

Ao . organization of literate and sophisticated people with a cultural interest
in the Irish ethnic contribution to our country, we would wish that your plan to
establish ethnic heritage studies centers might soon be effected, Its potential to
stimulate an extraordinary cultural enrichment of our country is so great that its
passage might date the opening of a new American Renaissance.

Sincerely I;mrs,
EOIN cK natx AN, President.

NEW JERSEi COUNCIL OF ESTONIAN, LATVIAN,
AND LITHUANIAN AMERICANS.

Lakewood, E.J., April 7, 1970.
ROMAN C. Puctivsxr,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education, Committee nn Education and

Labor, U.S. Howe of Representatives,Washinoton,D O.
DEAR MR. Pticixsta: The following statement is submitted on behalf of the

various New Jersey organizations of Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian Amer-
icans and the Baltic - American citizens living in the State of New Jersey :

The New Jersey Council of Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian Americans fully
supports and endorses H.R. 14910, the "Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill."

Presently millions of our students and teachers do not have any facilities which
are readily available irforraatien and material about the rich and varied ethnic
cultures comprising the American Heritage.

A program which will give the opportunity, for students and teachers, to
study the numerous cultural heritages, will provide for better understanding
of our neighbor; and fellow citizens.

This understanding, in turn, will greatly reduce prejudice and foster true
American patriotism.

Sincerely yours,
VALENTINAS MELINIS, Chairman.

REEOBT ON LITHUANIAN CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN THE U.S.A. BY 'IRONIC'S NAINTS,
PRESIDENT, LITHUANIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY OF U.S.A., INC.

INTRODUCTION

The memorandum that follows should shed a little more light on the American-
Lithuanian contribution to the cultural life and wealth of the United States.
Orer the past 100 years, the American Lithuanians have played a large role (in
proportion to their population) in the development ot American culture.

However, as it is true of other minority and ethnic grows, the accomplish-
ments of the Lithuanians have gone unnoticed. Very few intellectuals and
scholars are aware of the exceptional drive of these people. No governmental
agency has taken upon itself to catalog the accomplishments of this minority
group. Such lack of interest is detrimental to the free development of the
American cultural life.

"Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers Bill (H.R. 14910)" is a step in the right
direction. It has been overdue far too long. The American Lithuanian Community
of U.S.A., Inc. supports this Bill and expresses its sincere hope that the Centers
become a reality. Every effort should be exerted to accomplish thie worthwhile
end.

Since time Is of the essence. we are rushing this report as a manifestation of
our interest and support of the Bill. A more detailed account of our support
and position may be prepared upon request.

The first Lithuanian immigrants came to this country seeking political and
cultural freedom. They found both and began their life anew. The numerous
parishes that sprang up all over the Eastern United States sheltered these
people and their life began to flourish. Creative pastimes have always been the
t'ademark of the Lithuanians. This drive found good soil In the United States
and the results were beyond any expectation.
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What started out to be small choirs soon developed into complex cultural
organizations embracing all forms of music, dance and art forms. With the help
of young professionals of Lithuanian heritage, these groups raged numerous
concerts, opera., musicals and exhibits.

The parish schools began to expand their curriculums to include Lithuanian
studies, such as history, language, geography, folklore and related courses.
Eventually, some of the schools developed Into sophisticated Institutes of
Lithuanian culture and their numbers are increasing each decade.

The varied and dynamic activity within parish limits encouraged expansion
of their facilities. Presently, there are over 115 such national parishes in the
United States and some 160 churches, some of which were designed by American.
Lithuanian architects based on Lithuanian folk art motifs.

The Amertcan-Lithuanian cultural activity was further encouraged by the
large Immigration of Lithuanians after the Second World War. The war had dis-
placed the intellectual segment of the Lithuanian population, which represented
the well educated and talented, who were equipped to expand the programs com-
menced by their forefathers in the Vnited States.

To consolidate the numerous cultural activities, the new immigrants founded
the A:alert:an Lithuanian Community of U.S., inc., which organization has cm-
braced almost all of the Lithuanian cultural activities within the United States.

Forty-four new, private schools, financed by the Lithuanian community, have
been started ; summer courses In lAthuanian language are being offered by Iwo
outstanding universities (Pordham University and University of Pennsylvania)...
many new chc rs, folk dance groups, art clubs, athletic clubs, and similar organi-
zations have been formed. Every five years, dance and song festivals are spon-
sored by the American Lithuanian community, drawing tens of thousands of
spectators to admire the respective royals of art, Various cultural centers have
been established In Chicago, Cle%e:od, New York and other cities. Art galleries:.
archives, libraries, pedagogic institutes, high schools, and youth vamps have
sprung up as the result of this organized activity.

Some 200 periodicals are published in the Lithuanian language within the
Unit,:,"c States, as well as numerous books, recordings, musical compositions, etc.
Twenty regularly scheduled Lithuanian radio program; and three dilly IAthua.
filen newspapers cover the vitriol a activities.

Among the more noteworthy organizations that have emerged istnos the tif..06m1
World War include the Museum of Lithuanian. Culture (Chicago), the Isithua-
thin Opere Company (Chicago), several youth and adult theatrical companies,
several ballet schools, Art Association (Chicago), and an Athletic Union
(Cleveland).

Periodically, the American Lithuanian Community sysonsors Cultural Congress
of American Lithuanians, World Youth Festivals, and Echolar Conventions (see
enclosurel. In addition, numerous groupa, representing the whole spectrum of our
cultural activity, tour South America, Europe and Australia on a regular basis.

With some 600 organizations engaging in rations fields of cultural activity, It
is Impossible to nicassloe the contribution of the American LIthuanianN, ',United
responses have prevented the accumulation of scientific data, but we feel that
such study and data gr.thering would be most appreciated by the academic col».
tinintty in particular and the American public in general.

The American Lithincidans have not been heard of by many Americans. That
Is no one's fault. but It is the nature of the people Involved. Instead of adver-
tls'ng their achievements, the American Llthnanlans are creating. singing or
dancing.

tlittIVANIAN PRITATZ WHOOLS tr t'SA

In the school year 1044/00. Lithuanian has been (aught in 44 private schools
In USA. It has been taught in regular schools and .a Saturday, Sunday, and
evening schools.
firprlar ichoola
J. St. Anthony's High School, Kennebunitpott, Maine.
2. St. Anthony's School, Cicero, Ill.
S. St. (leorgels Sehcol, Chicago.,
4. Irrirsacolate Conception School, Chicago. Ill.
3. Nativity n Mary Schoolhicago. Ill.
0 . ACasimir's School. Los Angeles, Calif.
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7. Kindergarten of the American Lithuanian 3Iontessori Association, Chicago,

3. Lithuanian Montessori Kindergarten Wine lis, Chicago, LI.
St. Anthony's High School, and the parish elementary schools are Ltlingual :

Lithuanian classes are conducted in Lithuanian, and all other classesin Eng-
lish. In St. Anthony's High School Lithuanian has been taught 5 hours a week
in 4 groups, in the elementary schoolshalf an hour for each grade one through
eight 6 times a week. In the kindergartens, the teaching and speaking language
Is Lithuanian, of course.
Erening school

At the Immaculate Conception Boarding School, Putnam, Conn., the Lith-
uanian studente, attending weekdays Annhurst College and Putnam Academy,
bare been taught Lithuanian six days a week. This school is monolingual:
Lithuanian is being used in both, Lithuanian classes and the boarding school.
Saturday schools

There are three types of these schools: elementary schools, high schools, then
schools haring both, elementary and high school, curriculum, and one school
of higher education with the aim of teacher training/Lithuanian Institute of
Education. All Saturday schools are monolingualconducted in Lithuanian.

a Elementary schools
1. Darius-Girenas Lithuanian School. Chicago, Ill.
2. Melrose Park Lithuanian Sch000l, Melrose rark, 711.
8. Roseland Lithuanian School, Roseland, ill.
4. Santa Clara Lithuanian School, Santa Clara, California.
5. St. Casimir's Lithuanian School, Gary, Ind.
6. Grand Rapids Lithuanian School, Grand Rapids, Mich.
7. Kenosha - Racine Lithuanian School, Kenosha, Wisc.

Rockford Lithuanian School, Rockford, Ll.
it Lithuanian School Atdira, Detroit,

10. K. Donelaitis Lithuanian School, Lanham,
11. King Mindauga a Lithuanian School, Baltimore, Md.
12. Hartford Lithuanian School, Hartford, Conn.
18. New Haven Lithuanian School, New Haven, Conn.
14. Waterbury Lithuanian echoel, Waterbury, Conn.
IN Brockton Lithuanian School, Brockton, Massa
Id. Worcester Lithuanian School, Worcester, Mass.
17. 3fafronis Lithuanian School, Brooklyn, N.Y.
IR. New Jersey Lithuanian School, Elizabeth, N.J.
19. V. Kreres Lithuanian School, Philadelphia. Pa.
20. St. ("agitates Lithuanian School, Los Angeles, Calif.

b. Schools vitt ticmenfary and high sehoOl eurtlealrns
1. St. Casimir's Lithuanian School, Cleveland, Ohio.
2. Cicero Lithuanian High School, Cicero, Ill.
8. Detroit Lithuanian Community School, Detroit, Mich.
4. 3taironis Lithuanian School, Lemont. Iii.
S. K. Donetaltis Lithuanian School, Ca !cage,
6. Rochester Lithuanian School, Rochester, N.Y.
7. Boston Lithuanian School, Beaton, Mau.'.
R. St. Casimir's Lithuanian &boo:, Los Angeles, Calif.

o. Mph tchooh
1. Chicago Lithuanian High School, MACAO, 11I.
2. Cicero Lithuanian High School, Cicero,

tr. Teacher fraiNky faitifallorta
Lithuanian Institute of Edncation, Chicago, Ill.

Lithuanian Sainrday schools. and Lithuanian elaaska in ritular schools fol-
low the American twelve year school system : in elementary schools, Lithuanian
Is being taught in grades one through eight, and In high achoolenine through

Sametwelre, S(e schools are large, with parallel classes, some are small with some
grades vacant. Some schools with elementary and high school curriculum had
enough enrollment for al: 12 grades, while others had 11, 10 or even 9 grades.
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Most of the Lithuanian schools are In the Chicago area; the other ones are In
the Eastern states, in Cleveland, Detroit, and In Los Angeles.

Following the curriculum guide, issued by the Lithuanian Board of Education,
these subjects are being taught : Religion/history and traditions of Chrlstiantly
in Lithuania, Lithuanian language and literature, History of Lithuania, Geog-
ea phy of Lithuania, Lithuanian folksongs and folkdances.

Besides the two Montessori kindergartens mentioned above, there are 16
other kindergartens. 'ft ly are conducted as part of the elementary schools.
The number of kindergartens Is growing, while the enrollment of higher grades
shows a decreasing tendency.
epeetai schools
1. Lutheran Lithuanian Sunday School Teviske, I 'Wag°. lit.
2. Lithuanian School Ateitis, Chicago, 111,
3. Providence Lithuanian School, Providence, N.J.
4. K. Donelaitis Lithuanian School, New Carollton. Md.

In :he Lutheran Sunday school, religious instruction is given and songs are
taught in Lithuanian language.

The last three schools are established for the children of the older 1,111mAninn
co.nerathms. The knowledge of these children is very limited, if any, and their
instruction is different, of course.
rupfte

Altogethe?, 3217 talons and students have attended this year the 44 Lithuanian
set 0014. Most of the school children come from homes of those Lithuanians who
eame to the USA after the World War II. Since Lithuanian Is home language, the
children come usually to school with a rather good knowledge of Lithuanian.
On the other hand, after Lithuanians have lived In this country longer than
twenty years, the knowledge of Lithuanian shows year by year a declining
tendency.
Tearliera

In the school year 1069/69, 825 teachers were teaching, 113 men and 212 women.
Most of the teachers have received their university or teachers' college education
in 1,111,nonla before or during the World War II. The others have graduated from
the American universities or college& Some have graduated from the Uthuanian
Institute of Educatton in Chicago. In some cases, even parents without teachers'
training are being used as teaching aids. We are concerned with the problem of
teacher shortage.

Teaching nurfrriata
ElontnIcry Schott

1. A. ItinkOna, Kreglcbiti 1. 4th ed. Toronto, Canada, 196.1.
2. ig. Altdenas, Elemen'orius. 1961.
3. t 1. Ccsiene. 110tele.ILIth. Reader lItChicago, IOOS.
4. J. Piscas, Teritks sociyhajLith. Reader Irlf.Chicago, 1968.
A. A. IlinktInas, Kregichite 11;Lith. Reader 117.Toronto, 1956.
8. S. Jrmynien, Lietuvos lankaPLith. Header \' /.Chicago, 1959.
7. A. SeAplauki, Ten ktir Nernunas banguolaiLitk Reader VI/.Chicago, 1982.
8. 5. Jonvniene, Tevu balls /Lith. Header VII/.Chicago. 1964.
9. J. Plato, (lintaras /Lith. Reader VIII/.Chicago, 1961.

10. E. lltglene, Lithuanian Workbook 1, Chicago, 1966.
11. (1. C4,sieni, Lithuanian Workbook 11, 2c1 ed. Chicago, I963.
12. E. Narutiene, Lithuanian Workbook III, 2d ed. Chicago, 196s.
13. 5. Jonvnienii, 1.1thnanian Workbook IV, 2d ed. Chicag,), 1964.
14. Z. Orybina , Lithuanian Workbook V, 2d ed. Chicago, 1969.
IA. J. Pla/m, IAthuartian Workbook VI, Chicago, 1966.
16. J. lircivinaa, Lithuanian Workbook VII, Chicago, 1966.
IT. S. Giles. Litivtanian Workbook VIII, Chicago, 1966.

High *At*:
1. A LIArAplankis, ct,tvin grarraiika /Lithuanian grammar!, 3rd ed.

Chicago, 193,
2, J. Ambra.hks dr J. tinglda, Limn% in kal'hos gvarnalika +1.:th. grammar!, 61h ed.

11s66.

411-078--t0---111
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3. L. Dasbriunas, Lie luvin kalbos sintaksb. /Lithuanian syntax!, '2d .s.1. Chi-
. cago, 195(.

D. Von 6ka, Lictuviu literal Ora I/Lith. literature /, Chicago, 1981.
'5. DeVe !Ma, Lietuviii literattira 11/11th. literature Ill, Chicago, 1961.
0. J. Lietuvlu literatOra III /Lath. literature 111/, Chicago 1959.
7. J. Masi Boris, Lich:vitt liter:00ra IV /Lith. literature 1V/, Chicago, 1960.,
8. V. Daugir:Saita Srstogieats, Lietuvos istorija /history of Lithuania!, Chicago.
9. V. Liu levhslus, Lietuvos istorija /IIIstory of Lithuania /, Chicago, 1060.

10. Z. kloklis, Lietuvos googrnfljos vadovalis /Geography of Lithuania!, Chicago.
106S.

11. Pr. Sicari lists, Liettivist kalbos kiHistisnas !Accentuation of Lithuanian
Language /, Chicago 1964.

12. 1. DambriOnass, A. hlisons, W. R. Schmalstieg, Introduction to Nioc fern
L(thunnian, Brooklyn, N.Y., 1960. /This textbook is written for those who
don't r peak Lithuanian. Correlated tapes are available/.

13. V. JakstUnas, Liaudies chinos /Ult. folksongs!, 2 books, Chicago.
14. Mn st1 (-1 dal /Lith. folkdancest, Chicago. .
1. Lithstaul ui folkdaiices /record, stereo & mono!, Chicago.
10. I). Veliel:a, P. Jonikn, R. Sakadolskis, Lithuanian Sound System /record!.'

Chicag), 1967.
17. J. Andris s, Liettsvos finnalapis /Map of Lithuania!, Boston, 1950.
18. D. Vclina, Lictuvist kalbos pratimoi V /Lithuanian wort.t000k V/, 3 books,

Chieaga, 1065.
19. 1g. Scrap nas, Lietuvisi kalbos yr:alma' VI /11th. workbook VI/, 1 books,

Chicag: , 1905.
20. T. Mashies 114, Litistviss kalbos pratimal VII /Lath. workbook VII!, Chicago,

1965.
21. J. Niakiliouls, LIctsiviss kalbos pratinsal VIII ILith. workbook VIII!, 2 books,

Chicago, 1065.
22. Pr. Skrtrilists, St. Bartdukits, J. M. Laurinaitis, Lletnvitt kalbos vadovas /A

Glide to Standard 1,111massion likh-feld, Germany, 050.
23. J. IlaRikossis, K. Korakas, J. Kabelka, J. Knsopas, A. Lybcris, K. Uhydsa,

Babarihnks lieturin kalbos todylias /Lithuania Dictionary/, 2d ed.
Chicago, 1962.

/fttonclal Support
In this country, Lithuanian schools were founded under Joint efforts of parents,

Lithuanian parts left, conventi, and monasteries/St. Casimir, St. Francis, Im-
maculate Concept on, and Jesuits,', and Lithuanian American Community.-

St. Anthony 'a Ligh School was founded In 11)50 and conducted by the }Min
anion Franciscans. Due to financial dlflimitiett, It has been closed at the end
of this school 'Tor. The two Montessori kindergartens In Chicago have been
founded and ore icing managed by Lithuanian :Montessori Associations. lAthu
maim classes in she parish elementary schools have been organised by the
interested patents with the consent and support of the pastors. The parents are
ts-pmstissilsle of ha vI ig teachers to conduct Lithuanian classes. Sometimes they give
done thins to support t the school.

The Saturday ea hoots, usually founded by the parents, have classes mostly
In the parish schols. The parents get the classrooms either free or donate from
'-i0 t. $110 a month to cover a part of the maintenance costs. Some Saturday
schools have class:la in the public schools. In two cities /New Haven, Conn., and
Santa Monica. Calif./ the classrooms are free, in other cities the parents have
to pay the mainte lance costs, e.g., in Detroit, Ohlo,-$2700 a year, In Chicago,
111.-$.l200-$4123 a year.

in some whets. the tcrolicrs work mahout ploy. in rsthrrs they are paid from
SI.-- In - en I our, In mo-t cites $10.- fcr Raturslay's 4 hours work. usually
front 9.1 M. to 1 P.

The tuition. estiblished by the parents committees% is also different : in some
piftcea it Ii higher, In other piaces-lower, In peme tnum reboots, where the
classrooms are flee and the teachers work without pay, there Is also no tui-
tion. As an avert Ire. where a iorish reboot Is available, the tuition would he
likely that In St. Gasimir's Saturday School In Cleveland. Ohio: $30.- a year for
one chIlsh $43.- for two children of the same family. and $55.- for three or
more children of the same family. Where parish school Is not available and pub-
lie school is belt g used, the tuition rises due to higher expenses: $4&.-4 year
for one child. $6).- for two children of the tame family, and Std.- for three
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or more/Darius-Wrens Lithuanian Saturday School in Cb les:go/; or: $60.
for one child, $90.--; for two, and $105. for three /Detroit, Ohio/. Then the text-
books and other expenses. And then taking the children every Saturday to and
from school, so:m.1-'111es from distanzes of 20, 30 or even .50 miles. This is dope
for up to 12 yeays, If there is one child in the fatuity, and for many more years,
if there are more children of different ages. It I's MA an easy task for the par-
ents. It seems that such work and efforts deserve a broader attention and suranirt.

J. KAVALIUNAS, President.

Tits Esvosrax NATIONAL 00iIIIITTEE tx TilE UNITED LITATES,
New York, N.Y., .4pri1 4, 1970.

HOD. DOMAN O. l'ucissnr,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education,
11.S. house of Representative*, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. DUCINsxl: Slay I convey to you our warm endorsement of HR.
14910, the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers 11111, now before the House Com-
mittee.

As Chairman of the Heritage and Culture division of the Estonian :s'ational
Committee, I fully know the importance of the multiethnic nature of the Amer-
ican population. It must be preserved, and made available to all institutes of
learning, beginning with elementary reboot level. The Ethnic Heritage stud-
ies Centers will contribute Immensely toward better understanding between
minority and ethnic groups by making available information which was hard
to find before.

hope that 11.11. 14910 will be put to good use. and soon !
Sincerely.

ILISAU MEER. rice Preaideof.

Hon. Roma,: C. l'reixasr,
Ilon4c of Representotires.

Iret.'h Maim D.C.
Mr Matt Ms. Pumas': Thank you for your letter of January 17, 1970 and

the enrInced copy of the bill 11.11. 14910.
I congratulate you on the preparation of this excellent Ethnic Heritage Stud -

ten Centers 11111, I most heartily agree with the laudable purposes and the need
of this bill

The development of curriculum materials on various ethnic groups for use
to elementary and secondary schools and the training of teachers In the use of
such material would undoubtedly prove of inestimable value.

I assure you that your efforts In that regard would have the support and o'-
operation of every ethnic group fraternal organization in the country.

Very truly. yours.
Jonx H. PAN KITII, Pei stdf n.

NATIONAL. SioVAX SOcIETT,
Pittebwrgh, Po., Pcbnicteg 2, 1970.

DORTrovimE CoNTINENTAI. irmoN.
1;f416N, Man.. rein-nary 10.1910.

lion. llom4v C. In-ciNsht
Chairman. Committee on Eotscatirm and Mime. general $vbcom in 'tire on Roura.

lion. 1*.S. /Puree f)! Repersrn tati res. Willett Sopron. 11.e.
1)EkR S 1 : The l'ortngue-e Continental Union of the U.S.A, (a fraternal one-

ninth-III with a membership of over 10.000 is revs Interes4-1 in the passage of
Ethnic Ilrritage Studies Centers Bill II.H. 1401(1

To provide a program to improve the optslitualty of Stedentx In elementary
and secondary schools to study cultural heritages of the major ethric groups in
the nation and gain greater appreciation of the multletbnk nature of the Amer!.
can population.

Also, with Sections 902, 903 (1) (2! (SI, Section 904 (1) (2) (9) Ind Section

Sincerely,
V3M to J. ViltEttk, PresWeal.
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Ito Ow OF ItE1,10:0ENTATIvEs,
CoN1110NmrAisit OF PENNSVIXANIA,

Harrisburg, March 11, 1970.
Congressman ItostAx C. Pro satcr,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcommittee on Educa-

tion, U.S. !louse of Representatives, Washington, D.O.
DEA6 CONORESSWAN PUCINSKI: After receiving a letter from the Historical

Commission, Doctor Stevens has written to me about your inquiring about one of
the Rills I hare sponsored in reference to the Ethnic Groups In Pennsylvania. I
thought I would send you a copy of the Bill that has been intact since 1006. As
you know, I am one of the Representatives that sponsors most of the legislation
for the Polish people in the area that 1 am representing. As the Polish Represent-
ative I have Just had a hilt passed to have a Highway that is to be built named
after General Cannier Powski. I was asked by Doctor Stevens which Is head
of the Historical Commission to have n Resolution put in the House here and
that. I would send you a copy of the Resolution.

There Is very much I have helped to bare passed in behalf of the Polish people.
I believe I am the only one in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvnnia that is trying
to see that the Polish people are recognized In the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania.

I hope to hear from your Senator In reference to my letter and what I am try-
ing to do for my constituents which are about 76% Polish and as you know I am
up for election this year again. Maybe in the future I would like to invite you to
Philadelphia to help me out at one of my Comp algn dinners.

Thank you again for your interest in by RM.
Sincerely yours,

THE nt:NAL ASSEXIBIX or l'ENNRy1ANIA

JOn:1

Horst: RI:so/UT/0N No. 100 ISERSION or 10101

loIrodmill by Messrs. Pezak, Sher.nnn, Musto. Rybak, Sullivan, Meholehick,
Ta nun. II. K. Hamilton. Lutty and Frank, March 2, 1;170-11eferred to
Committee on 'Hides. March 2. In O.

In the I lonve of Representatives. March 2, 1910

UM. 14010 in Congress, known as the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers
has as its purpose, the providing of h program to improve the opportunity of stu-
dents In cletnentary and secondary schools to study cultural heritages of the
major ethnic groups In the Nation and gain greater appreciation of the multi-
ethnic culture of the American population ; therefore be It

lersotred (the Renate concurring), That the General A"ssrnbly of the Common-
pant of Pennsylvania memorialise the Congress of the United States to support

and enact into legislation 11.11. 14910; and belt further
Rewired, met elpies of this resolution be transmitted to the presiding officers

of encl. house of the Congress of the United States and to each Senator and
Representative from Pennsylvania In the Congress of the United States.

Ts s 104 Eta cAlioN Art avv.
April 7. 1970.

Representative liomAs tiuctxs Pct.
1-.$. Retire of Representatives,
Rayborn House OP* Rufliing.
Wnshington, D.C.

MAI 110.TOVitt1t Pt-et:vim,: Your support of a bill which would establish
Mod)* centers to develop ethnic eurricultun materials for elementary and see-
ondary schools is commendable. There is a dire pc 1 for such materials rehttIrt
to the Mexican, Negro, Oteeh, and German elements in Texas.

May I personally encourage you to continue your efforts and wish you success
with your endeavors.

tt
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If I may be of any assistance, either directly or undirectly, in your efforts,
please feel free to call upon me.

Sincerely, Lseov F. PsExcix,
Social Studies Consultant, Diets Ion of Program Development.

UKRAINIAN INSTITUTE Cr AuLRIcA, INc.,
New York, N.Y., February 26,1970.

ROIL ROWAN PVCINSKI,
Howse of Representatives,
1Voskineton, D.O. .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN : We would appreciate it very much if you would kindly
send us a copy of Bill H.R. 14910, which was introduced to Congress by you
for the purpose of establishing and operating a number of centers for ethnic
heritage studies. ,

The Ukrainian Institute of America PI such a center. It preirldes ekrainlan
Language classes which enable children and adults of Ukrainian background
to learn about their cultural heritage. .

We would heartily sponsor your bill and would like all the infortnalion you
have on this matter.

Thank you.
Sincerely,

lion. Rows; C. PiTINSICI,
Phrtirmon, Or wet Subcommittee on Rerucollon,
U.S. House of Representatives,
WashIngfat, D.C.

DEAR Coxontssuax Please accept our sincere congratulations for your efforts
to establish Centers for Ethnic Heritage Studies through legislation by the
Congress.

It is our pleasure to express our whole-hearted support for your 13111 11.11.

14910 and thank you for your historical devotion to the passage of this important
legislation.

Your Bill 11.11. 14910 should be enacted for the highest interest of the U.S.
policy and we are sure that this legislation will bring a great satisfaction not
only for Americans with ethnic origin but for all patriotic citizens of the
U.S.A.

We are recommending the enactment of the 13W 11.H. 14910 because the
establishments and operation of Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers will bring
deeper understanding of the contributions to a more harmonious, patriotic
and committed population. It will put the United States in first place In the
world where persons of various ethnic origin will have occasion. not only pi-i-
v/del; but through the authorized Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers. to receive
education dealing with the history and culture of the group with which it Is
concerned and its contribution to the American heritage.

Amending the Education Act of FM by adding "Title IX-- Ethnic Heritage
Studies Centers' to provide a special program to Improve the opportunity of
students and adults to study their coltural heritages will greatly help to gain
patriotic appreciation of the multi- ethnic nature of America.

Dear Congressman, we thank you and wish to assure you that the enactment
of this Bill will be the greatest success of your dedicated life in the politics
of this nation.

We vote to support this Bill.
Sincerely yours,

JULIAN HMV,
Administrative Director.

CARPATULAX RESEARCH CLNTES,
Noe York, N.Y., April 6,1970.

10-015T0---21

3t-ii a RLA AT.
Chairmen.

Arcs-erre SrtrAv
Efee CA efrereta.

Dot. WarrL Wraren.
Secrefire.
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CENTER FOR MIGRATION STUDIES,
Brooklyn, N.Y., February 5, 1970.

lion. ROMAN C. Pucixsxr,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. Peuxswi: Congratulations on the Initiative you have taken in:
H.R. 14910 toward the organization o1 Ethnic reritage Studies Center. Our
Center for Migration. Studies, an Interdisciplinary effort of twelve Brooklyn
College departments, was organized In 1905 with aims quite similar to those
yon have so welt expressed. I enclose a brochure explaining its porposes and
activities.

Our colleagues at Brooklyn College found, both In their numerous contacts
with elementary and secondary school teachers and with our own stndents, far
too much Ignorance of ethnic backgrounds. Unfortunately, this was often related
to reluctance An be Identified a'. a "foreigner." Many models for child behavior
(from Asp ab.4sereen, for example} have helped seta pattern: via, Benny
Kubelsky, itatttl Weiseitfretind, Dino Crecetti, and Anthony Benedetto became
Jack Besay, Peel VI, Dean Marlin and Tony Bennett. They supplied only
a few examples et type of pressure to "keep up with the Joneses" so far
as names are easecnut

Sadder. beraant pelhaetrated on defenseless children, is the tradition of teachers
hestowitig !coition" names on inovanni. Guillermo or Branca. Perhaps equally
Irritating is the widespread current situation of teachers being unable properly
to pronounce such Spanish names as Angel and Jeans. This often exposes the.
child with a name widely used in his own culture to ridicule by his new play.
mates. Of cour.v, It Is not quite so ridiculous as the teacher who Insisted that
Jewish pupil pronounce his "Christian name" more clearly!

These are only a few, and sometimes only trifling, examples of the teacher's
lack of unders'ainding of the child's cultural background. If they stood alone, they
might be viewed as only Irritating but transitory incidents. Too often, since the
minority group is usually the "low man on the totem pole," they seem to the.
pupil and his parents to ill Into a pattern of either neglect or abuse which makes
life more difficult.

The solution to these and to many related problems Is to be found, as your
bill indicates, in a two-pronged approach. First, teachers must be trained (and
I would hope that others In civic life would benefit also) In the understanding
and appreciation of the contributions made by the wide satiety of ethnic. na-
tional. racial, and religious groups In the building of our "unity in diversity' and,
second, the children and others of the various ethnic grouts must be aided to-
ward that same understanding and appreciation within the context of our
democracy.

I nun sending you separately copies of our ('enter brochure and our 1907 Annual
Report for each member of the Deneral Subcommittee on Education. You will
also receive copies of the proceedings of two previous Center confereaces, an an
nouncement of next month's conference, and (an attempt of may own to contribute
toward the understanding of our citizens from Puerto Rico and the refugee
newcomers from Cuba). You will notice from the publisher's folder enclosed
that it I. part of a series dealing with four major peoples In the United States.

My colleague, Dr. William a. Bernard, I .tin certain, would want to join me
in responding to your letter but he Is now In Australia studying questions 6!
Immigration and Intergroup relations in that country. Please let us know it
there I. anything we can do to help in your most praiseworthy efforts.

Sincerely yours,
CIARENCE Etrxion. Director......100

IdONDON, ENGLAND, Jangler,/ 99,1970.
Congressman ROMAN C. PUC/NRRI.
Committee on Pitsection and Lobar, General Subcommittee on Eloteution,

Norte of Repro(/' tafirco, Wed faptoss, D.C.
Dna Coxnatsftwax Pt-crssat I bellere that H.R. 14910. the Ethnie lierillo

Studies Bill, would serve a highly useful purpose. As the author of taeAeafriease
Irish, I hare long been interested lu the h!story of American ethnic motet. These
materials are not readily available for scholars or for the writers of textbooks.
Often the most interesting and significant information Is hard to obtain because
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it exists In the local and state records of churches, fraternal organizations. mu-
tual aid societies and other private organizations. Too much attention has been
paid to peripheral material such as family geneology, and not nearly enough to
description and analyses of the serious accomplishments and difficulties of vari-
ous ethnic groups.

Because not enough research has been done, and good secondary histories and
sociological studies are often not available, textbook writers often repeat stereo-
type descriptions of ethnic groups or pass over this subject In silence.

I think the proposed legislation would enrich the education of the nation's
schoolchildren and would help foster understanding and mutual respect.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM V. SHANNON.

NEW JERSEY COUNCIL OF ESTON/AN, LATVIAN,
AND LITHUANIAN AMERICANS.

Lakewood, N.J., March 17, 1970.
MIL ROMAN C. PUCINSNI,
Muse of Rcprescnto Ices,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Coxcies.sorsx Pummel: Our organisation, representing the Baltic-
American community of New Jersey. wholeheartedly supports your bill-11.H.
14910 calling for the establishment of eenters for ethnic heritage studies. 1Ve
firmly believe that awareness and respect for the ethnic cultural heritage will
be a positive contribution to the American society.

It possible, please forevnrd us several copies of 11.R. 14910. Thank you.
With all good wishes.

Sincerely,
JUIIAN SIMONSON, SetraGFO.

ANCIENT ORDEJI OF IIIRERNIANS IN AMERICA, 1/170.
Indianapolis, ',Willi:roll 11, !970.

Mr. ROMAN C. PUCINSRI,
Chairman, General Sutglommilfec on Educotion.
U.S. Howse of Reprcsen tat ices, Washington, D.C.

DEAR DEPPESENTATIVE Pecissxr: I wholeheartily endorse 11.11. 14910. }Mink
Heritage Studies Centers Bill. This bill is timely and of value to the United
States. It can bring a public awareness of the contributions of all ethnic groups
in America.

We all have an obligation to ourselves and our children to have a clear un-
derstanding of our own ethnic background and au equal obligation to try to
learn and understand the ethnic culture of our neighbors.

I plan to propose at our National Convention this summer that all of our
divisions, have at set intervals, representatives from oth ethnic groups. I
don't mean one Individual as a speaker, rather, a group of ten er more for an
evening of listening to the history of their ethnic background.

My son, who was recently discharged from the Army, had suggested to me
that we propose a National Ethnic Day, a day in which we honor all groups
making up America. My suggestion for such a day would be the .M.mday pre-
ceding St. Patrick's Daywell!' because I'm of Irish descent and at this
time of the yeir, we are all a little bit Irish.

Sisicerely

Mr. Itouve C. I'rctcsxt,
Chairman, General Saboommillre on Elnoation,
U.S. ?Inoucof Depretrataiiret, Weshiapfori, D.C.

Itr.va MR. l'UCINRKI: Your letter of February ft, 1970. addresses.] to our Presi-
dent, Mr. Ilitnien Kjorile, has been referred to me for response, since Mr.
Kjorlie Is on an extended business trip.

The information you sent was reviewed at our Board of Directors' meeting,

JAMES R. SELMAN,
National Secretary.

SO N@ OF NORWAY,
Ifisacapollat Rhea., A petit, 187*.
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and the feeling is that ir.n. 14010 could be a eten Its the right direetied and do
much to create pride in citizenship, patriotism, and heritage.

In our own Society, we have experienced great growth. This year we are 15
years old and in the past 5 years we have doubled what was accomplished daring,the first 70 years, and we believe we will double ages in the next five years.
Interestingly, we find the youth are joining, because they wish to learn wore-of their heritage and participate and Identity with the democratic and mita-
mentary process of the fraternity, as much as for any other reason. This, we
think, augers well. Our language classes have also grown tremendously, and
we have already seen some 8,000 students complete our courses. All of this we
are accomplishing on a financial shoe-string. If funds were ever made available
for selected organizations who have demonstrated some expertise in this field,
we could gee much good that would develop.

Fraternally yours,
Meese Surterse,

General Manager.

STASSIIENT or FIANCES 131'SBNA, DIRECTOR, AiVIII-CULTVILIC PiSTI11771, SAN
FRANCISCO, CALM.

My name Is Frances SIISSIIt. I am Director of the Multi-Culture Institute in
San Francisco. Our Institute has been engaged in an experiment, funded by
the Ford Foundation, designed to help children react to their racial and ethnic
backgrounds In ways which will enrich, rather than endanger, the entire Amer-
lean scene.

It is terribly important that each child have a positive sense of the overriding
humanity that unites all people. But I feel it is just as important that each child
have a positive, realistic, and a loving sense of his own ethnic and cultural
origins.

Those of us who have worked with the MultiCulture Project and many ad.
ditional people who have seen what it has meant for our little group of 180
children were truly thrilled to learn of the proposed Ethnic Heritage Studies
Centers Act. We are convinced that if enacted and carried through as envisioned,
It can make a real difference in the life of every child it reaches.

LAC KGSOLIND

In the past, educational Imtitutions have often assumed that the most useful
way in which to encourage "Americanism" is to ignore racial and ethnic dietine-

submerging them in an undifferentiated general curriculum.
There is an implication Vint the American Ideal required es to strive to be

"more American" by toting anything which distinguishes us from a eondescript
fictional prototype. This concept Is disparaging and detrimental ti Amerkans
who do have names, family backgrounds, group associations, and other charac-
teristics of real people.

Since a major key to every individual's behavior Is his telffotage, society can.
not afford to ignore an aspect of that image which may be of great importance in
the child's mind.

N'iliether we like it or not. every child defines himself partially in relation to
his racial or ethnic group and also .lefines that group In relation to the eurripoeffe
American *colt,. Without pule involvement, that definition, like sex knowledge,
will continue to be acquired ou the streets, and may be inaccurate and
unwholesome.

Although we cannot prevsnt any child from exploring his identity, we can and
usually do deprIve him of fools for exploring it positively and realisticelie.
This unrealistic approach has deepended feeling, of alienation and produced
youngsters who have deficient understandings of themselves and others.

A child trews it be is different In the national origin of his parents, their
religious affiliation, or the color of their skin. If he is taught, explicitly or implic-
itly, that the lees geld about this the better, the effects will be mansion, low
pelf-esteem, and bitterness for the "different" children, and a false sense of
superiority for the other children.

Just as the community endeavors to provide important affective and cognitive
leanalnite relevant t., the individual's identity as an "American" a "Oelifornien,"
a "San Frenciscen." the Multi-Culture institute to providing eimIler 1PAttifiRS
for other important aspects of his identity, and by so doing, leoitimatIzes these
identities in the minds of all.
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It has too often been assumed that proximity of different groups to one another
will automatically result in intergroup understanding. Very often, it does not.

At Present, children can and do go through 12 or more years of typical school
lug (whether in segregated or intergrated classes) and come out totally unlearned
In intergroup rclationaIn either Information or attitudes.

These ?earnings cannot be left to chance. They require intensive teaching; yet
those in our schools who want to provide this teaching generally have neither
training nor resources to call on. In fact, they must deviate from the prescribed
program in order to do so.

Little has been done to examine means of developing positive attitudes toward
self and toward other groups, but much can be done.

Desegregation alone Is insufficient to prevent the racial and ethic distinctions
from being used as barriers against intellectual and social eommunlcation.

The Mot ti.Culture Program. intentionally separates children at certain periods
of time, In order to allow them adequate time to talk among themselves, to learn
about themselves, and to examine their relationship to others.

Shocking as this may be to some, It is precisely what many of the older chil-
dren arc doing on their own initiative in ever-increasing numbers throughout
!he country. The tragedy is that they are doing it with little or no involvement
of the schools, and thus without the Information and mature thinking that well-
prepared teachers could bring to the groups.

Efforts to end school segregation are meeting with increasing success. But if
we end our efforts here, will we have achieved a real integration? The children
are segregated on the very buses that carry them to their "integrated" schools.
And these children, who have not learned to place a positive value on either
their own "differentness" or that of others, maintain a most effective segregation
within the school building, within the classrooms where we have placed them in
supposed proximity.

Middle-class parents watch with great concern to see if school standards will
suffer from the influx of ghetto children. We have promised that they will not.
But what will happen when these "different" children bring their feelings of
shame, alienation, futility, and rootlessness with them to the shiny school build.
ingt Can integration make good Its promise without major changes not only In
comixssition, but also in the orientation of school?

The Multi-Culture Progv.m is a considerable departure from present practice.
Yet, the results we are getting from present practice would Indicate that nothing
short of a considerable departure will do.

There Is no American child whose family background has not had the enrich.
merit of more than one culture. We believe that every child would benefit from
exploratn of the major elements of his background. It has been our hope that
our model program would encourage educators throughout the country to devise
means of providing such opportunities for ail children.

The PROGRAM

Mutt!- Culture Institute now has 130 participating children of 8 through 8 years
of age. The program Is divided into two levels :

1. nursery wed kindergarten;
2. first through third grade.

IrJAT CLAMS

The younger children have CIARSeS from 8:30 until 12:00 and day ea co is
provided for those needing it. The Program includes all school activities im-
portant for children of these sees, e.g. those concerned with orientation to
school, reading Ann math readiness, listening skills and habits, oral language
Allis, geography and weather concepts, arts and crafts, A ..ericsin holiday ts, health
and safety, physical coordination activities, music. dance and drama.

Estelt day the younger children hare some learning experiences relate/ to
one of the tour principle ethnic cultures studied at the school. An ethnic teacher
comes t the class bringing to it language, foods. :songs, games, folklore and
other %nylons cultural elements. The concepts to tight ire those listed In -Wit!.
Culture institute Concepts." which. i will submit with your permission. The
general studies teachers build on these mirth Ries at other limes duties th' week.
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FULL DAY CLARtL3

The older children have classes from 8:30 to 12 :00 and from 1 :00 through
3:00 with a one-hour lunch period. Some of them also remain beyond that time
for extended day care.

Theft school day is divided as follows:
1. Integrited classes for a full program of general studies (e.g. ) nglish,

arithmetic) (8:80 to 12:00) and
2. separated classes for each ethnic group to have en extensive and in-

tensIve educational experience related to that group (1:00 to 3:00).
The ethnic groups are:

1. Afro-American 3. JewishAmerican and
2. Chinese-American 4. WittAmericas.

POLYETIINIO

There is also a fifth polyethnic graoup which is made up of children whose
backgrounds are Filipino, Welsh, Canadian, German, French, Scottish, Irish,
English and NativeAmerican. The polyethnic class has units on the contribu-
tions of various ethnic groups to American life. Its purpose is:

I. to demonstrate the difference In the two avproaches; and
2. to provide a model for public school districts which would use the

separated approach for only a portion cf their children.

ROARING Ao 1.1Aturs

There are periodic combined sessions in which each group enlace the others
about its own group.

Every Friday afternoon one of the ethnic classes Is host to nil of the other
c'etseA for approximate/y 30 minutes. Tho children, led by the host group
share ethnic songs, dances and folklore.

AFTERNOON pROGRAU

The program for ethnic instruction revolves around special days in the
calendar of each ethnic growl. For each special day, there are weeks of prepa-
ration in the form of related stories, songs, improvised plays and arts and
crafts activities, leading to a culmination. Each such culminating event is at-
tended by all of the older t Waren. The hosts for the program have the opts*
Innity to present with prid: their event, while the other children gain an
experience in awareness and anpre.lation of other cultures.

Locerson

Tho languages taught are 12-anisb, Hebrew, Swahili and Mandarin, with
some Cantonese also. Language lessons are built on the unit themes, with songs,
poems. taped conversations, arts and crafts, music, art, drama and story-

riting. These are done ostensibly in preparation for the culmination, although
primarily for the children's learning and enjoyment.

IDAMATS

Each holiday has its own special kind of excitement. involvement And edifica-
(ion. As in other teaching. the holtdry units are not carrion beyond the Interest of
the children. However, a skIllful teacher can keep the children's interest in such
A wilt alive for mans weeks. The goal is to have every unit culminate with a
f:.eling of achievement and satisfai,tion. hid Wore the children have "had their
fill"

The teacher reminds the children that they can look forward to the holiday
corning attain next year. encourages their anticipation of the pleasures of
aetiosinting the ether children and teachers with their holiday, and stimulates
their Eagerness to begin the new unit which will follow the culmination.

PLANNiNo MININATtONR

The teachers (wen-ate a prioprieRry feeling about the event. hnt simul-
taneon.ly instill a generous desire te. let the others in on sharing "our" event.
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The presentations and exhibitions are chosen by the children as those they
'feel will best convey the message and the flavor to the other children. Ideas are
elicited frotn them, rather than fed into them. The plays are not memorized,
but rather are their enactment of relevant stories they have invented or heard
about.

Both In the separated and in the integrated sessions, the children are guided In
the development of intergroup relations skills.

"GUEST" SKILLS

Before the children are taken to see the culmination of other groups, teachers
attempt to stimulate their curiosity and respect, and explain the etiquette of
the situation. They try to convey the feeling that it is a privilege to be invited to
share someone else's ethnic experiences, rather than just studying about them.

UNIVERSALITY

We also attempt to show the relevance of the message of each group to all
groups. The jeWist Passover celebration coincided with the culmination of the
Black class's unit on "Freedom". We felt that each enhanced the other signifi-
cantly.

Children learn that ethnic groups need not be measured in terms of "better or
worse", but that every ethnic group is unique, special and important just as
every individual is unique, special and important.

NO RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION

Although religious traditions are mentioned as they relate to the cultures, there
is no theologieal instruction. This is left to the home and church or synagogue.

CONCLUSION

The reality of what is happening to our 130 children has greatly heightened our
desire to see the approach disseminated as widely as possible.

At the same time, it is becoming increasingly obvious from events around tie
country that desegregation without such a component may fail to accomplish its
intended purpose.

SOME CONCEPTS OP A MULTI-CULTURE CURRICULUM

A.

1. The United States is a "nation of immigrants."
2. We have all benefitted from the rich diversity of our population.
3. "Different" does not in itself imply "better" or "worse."
4. There is an overriding "humanity" which unites all mankind regardless

of differences.
5. People of all groups have the same basic physical needs (e.g. food, shelter)

find the same basic emotional and spiritual needs (e.g. freedom, security, dignity,
achlevemet,t).

O. The concepts of "collective guilt" and "collective punishment" have wrought
much harm throughout history and still pose dangers.

7. Every individual shcuid be judged on his individual merits, rather than
be prejudged as a member of "natural" groups (i.e. various groups and associa-
tions ha was born into).

S. It is important to be able to judge which are situations in which a person's
etr2afc background is legitimately a fact to be considered, e.g., hiring waiters for
restaurants with French or Japanese decor.

B.

1. a. Within the history of every group we can find some examples which
conform to our present standards of ethnics and some which do net, e.g., where
men of one group have benefitted or oppressed other men.

b. Every ethnic group has benefited from contributions of persons who are
not members of that group.

2. a. People of each group have overcome great obstacles.
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3. a. Each group has an evolving identity.
b. Every individual in that group has some influence on the evolving group.

identity.
c. Group histories, like personal histories, can always be built upon for

better tomorrows.
C.

1. The feciir,gs and sensitivities of others are to be respected even if not always
understood.

2. A just person takes as much care to avoid wounding another's feelings as to
avoid wounding another's body.

3. The ability to imagine yourself "in someone else's place" is an important
skill, to be developed through role playing and other techniques.

4. It is good manners to comment favorably to a person on achievements of
any group of which he is a member, although we would not blame him for what
we may consider that group's "tailings."

5. There are many ways to contribute to society, although different communities.
at different times have rewarded certain roles over others.

6. There are valuable 'earnings to be gained from each group.
7. Facts that may not be complimentary to a pail lcular group need not be

ignored.
a. However, they should be viewed in the context of all related facts rather

than in isolation.
b. They should not be used in such a way as to hurt the feelings of anyone,

or to deny him his rights.
D.

1. Some degree of ethnocentrism continues to be found in all groups.
2. Ethnocentrism has both positive and negative aspects.
3. A group's freedom to act for is own benefit, like an Individual's freedom,.

ends at the point where somebody else's nose vegins.

1. Building positive relations among individuals and groupswhether similar
or differentis a constant challenge.

a. Intergroupand other human-relations have posed challenges in every coun-
try and at every time.

2. Society is still groping for adequate ways of meeting these challenges. Each
individual has the opportunity to make a contribution in this area.

3. Critical and creative thinking can and has solved problems that seemed
insoluble.

4. Awareness of economic, social, political, and other factors (both historical
and current) is necessary in order to understand intergroup hostilities and
violence.

5. The rapidly growing body of knowledge of the behavioral sciences also
provided insights useful for human relations problems.

F.

1. Not only people we may think of as being malicious, but also our own friends,
families, and teachersand we ourselveshave a legacy of prejudice (and often
hostilities within ourselves) to overcome.

is. It is Important to understand this legacy and to recognize its manifestations,
the better to deal with them.

G.

1. Every individual encounters people who have such hostilities and may be a
victim of them in one way or another.

2. This can and does go in any direction. The sensitive white person, for example,
may be hurt by the non white who says that "all whites are basically lacking in
compassion."

3. Racism is just as wrong, though perhaps more understandable, when it comes
from persons who have been its victims.

4. We must learn how to deal with these incidents on an individual basis, to
protect ourselves from pain and/or harm, and it possible, to enlighten the hostile
person.

5. Society must learn how to deal with them on a community basis.
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H.

1. Hurting others in order to advance is neither necessary nor desirable.
2. On the contrary, development of compassion and concern for others enhances

personal growth.
3. Each individual is special and important and may have ideas and talents to

contribute. This Includes children, even though it is possible that sqtne adults
may fail to recognize this.

4. Respectful behavior toward our teachers is necessary and desirable. This
does not mean that we should believe or adopt the attitudes of teachersor
anyone elsewho may refuse to recognize us or others as important and worth-
while individuals.

I.
1. Self-respect and self -love are not "selfish" in a negative sense, but normal

and healthy. We should be able to maintain this respect nad love, while squarely
fr.cing and trying to correct shortcomings.

2. Increasing self-knowledge and self-understanding should be life-long goals.

J.
1. Respect for the groups we belong to' is also desirable and will help toward

another important goal : understanding and respect for other groups and the rela
tion of their members to them.

2. The history and culture of our ethnic forefathers have contributed to mak-
ing us the kinds of people we are.

P. Language learning contributes to the understanding of a group and gives the
individual the ability to communicate with people who use that language on a
special levet.

4. There is beauty in tradition.
5. Important ideas can be derived from the holidays, rituals, and proverbs of

each group.
6. The myths and legends of each group have a value in that they are enjoyable

for study and give insights into the group, whether or not we choose to "follow"
or believe them.

7. The individual who has knowledge of and familiarity with many aspects of
his group is a position to choose wisely those group traditions appropriate to
his own life.

8. It is possible to be a valuable member of the general scciety while being a
knowledgeable and active member of one's own group.

9. Older people in many families (in some cases including our own parents)
may tact; the advantages of education we bare. This is not uncommon, and does
not reflect upon other qualities they may have.

a. A value common to all groups is respectful behavior toward our elders.
1. Knowledgeable communication among groups is very important and increas-

ingly so.
2. Intellectual and social relationships across group lines are healthy and

desirable.
3. The individual can choose to adapt to the practices of his own life those cul-

tural traditions and expressions of his group he considers most appropriate for
himself and can also adopt cultural expressions of other groups that may suit
his personality and values.

4. Those who attempt to isolate themselves from members of other groups
will find this increasingly difficult in contemporary society.

a. Those who succeed will be depriving themselves of certain kinds of personal
growth.

Many of these concepts can and should be used by the teacher to inspire every
child with the knowledge that he affects both the character and destiny of each
group to which he belongs and of society at large: that he cannot choose whether
or not to affect them but only bow he affects them ; and that this is true to some
extent even while he is a child.

The teacher should seek to :
I. take account of current developments in educational research and

adapt this information to school practices ;
2. stimulate a genuine interest in an enjoyment of learning, minimizing

artificial rewards and punishments :
3. sharpen ability to think -2reatively and objectively :
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4. provide for indirldual differences and encourage individual expression
and development, and

5. further all aspects of the child's development as both a happy and so-
cially responsible Km'', and to impart to the children :

eni9YOhle experiences with the group identification; a "good feel-
Mg" about being part of that group ;

2. a reastic grasp of the group's common past and present, and its
potential for contributing to society as a whole ;

3. development of useful and creative tools for further "self-definition"
and exploration of their past.

STATEMENT OF Z. MICHAEL SZAZ, PH.D., SECRETARY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,
AMERICAN Husosittsx FEarasnoN, WASHINGTON, D.C.

One of our finest Notoriatis, Oscar Handlin stated that "Once I thought to
write a history of the immigrant in America. Then I discovered that the im-
migrants were American history."

This quote may serve as the best justification of the goals and methods of H.R.
14910 which I have the pleasure of supporting in the name of the American
Hungarian Federation. Our 63-year old organization is composed of most of the
American Hungarian churches, fraternal Insurance companies and many of the
social. cultural and youth organizations of Americans of Hungarian descent.
I was ars() instructed to support it in the name of other American Hungarian
national organizations not officially affiliated with the American Hungarian
Federation, like the United States Chapter of the World Federation of Hun-
garian Freedonffighters, the Federation of Free Hungarian Jurists, the Transyl-
vanian Committee and others who met at the meeting of the Coordinating Com-
mittee on January 25, 1970. The American Hungarian Federation and the above-
named organizations represent close to 90 per cent of all Americans of Hun-
garian descent who belong to some church or other organizations of American
Hungarian character.

Americans of Hungarian descent number about 700,000 according to the 1960
census. In two states their number exceeds 100,000 (New York: 142,834 and
Ohio 100,786) in another two states they approximate the 100,000 line (Pennnsyl-
vanta 83,417, New Jersey, 82,017). In Middlesex C tunty, New Jersey the 1060
census also showed 13.8 wrcent of the population to be of Hungarian stock.

The story of the American Hungarian immigrant is not a separate story but
a thread woven Intricately into an American pattern. From the beginning,
whether Kossuth hussars or factory workers, freedomfighters or army heroes,
scientists, musicians or scholars, they all have given their particular talents
to build a new land which has also become their land.

HUNGARIAN CONTRIRUTIO:sIS TO AMERICAN SOCIETY

Contributions of Hungarians to American culture and history were mani-
fold, for exceeding the percentage of their numbers to the population as a
whole. American Hungarians were loyal and patriotic citizens from the days of
the the Revolutionary War of 1776 (in which Colonel Michael de Kovats led
the cavalry charge in the battle of Charleston), to the Hungarian generals of
Ltneoln's Union army, through the heroes of the two World Wars to the presmit
Vietnam conflict in which Captain Akos Szekely has become the quintessence
of the devotion of duty and love for the nation among American Hungarians.

Science and scholaship constitute other landmarks of American Hungarian
achievement. By 1962 an incomplete survey listed 1,682 engineers, 1,172 physi-
cians. 4S4 university and college professors. 428 lawyers, 188 economists,
110 librarians, and these numbers have increased since. Two American
Hungarians, are holders of the Nobel Prize, and many of the most prominent
atomic scientists in the United States have been and still are American Hun-
garians including Professor Edward Teller and Eugene Wigner, both of them
honorary directors of the American Hungarian Federation.

Hungarian contribution to American musical life has also been significant.
Today two of the major philharmonic orchestras (Washington and Philadel-
phia) are conducted by them (Antal Dorati and Eugene Ormandy) as are three
more major city orchestras. One of the best known American violin soloist
(Joseph Szigeti) is also of Hungarian descent. The above incomplete survey
also lists 34 more composers and 30 conductors among American Hungarians.

There is an alleged story that in the 1920's. the American Hungarian movie
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producer, Adolph Czukor, had a sign put up in his office : "It is not enough to be
Hungarian, you must have talent. tuo." This reflects the number of American
Hungarians involved in creating the Hollywood film industry. Two of the early
movie wants, Adolph Czukor and William Fox were of Hungarian origin and
even among the stars of recent past and the present we find several Ameri-
can Hungarians like Tony Curtis, Ilona Massey and the Gabor sisters.

The honor list could be continued for many more pages, proving. that Ameri-
can Hungarian talent excelled in quality in the course of American cultural his-
tory. Their Influence on science, scholarship, music and entertainment was sub-
stantial and remains so to this day. Yet we should also remember the masses
of factory workers and miners who, living often amid squalor and inadequate
wages, helped to build Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo, the New Jersey industrial
complexes and Pennsylvania mines, and who, despite deprivation, exploitation
and often also derision; remained loyal citizens of thel" new ry.

The paragraphs above sketch only inadequately and incompletely American
Hungarian individual achievement in the United States. American Hungarians
also developed their own institutions like the two fraternal insurance companies
which today comprise about 110,000 members and capital assets of over $40
million. They also formed their own Catholic, Protestant and Jewish churches
and synagogues which, despite the process of waning bilingualism still continue
their religious and cultural work. There are several 11;mdred American Hun-
garian cultural and nodal clubs and organizations in every major American
city and In the northeast and the mid-west and California, Numerically small,
but very articulate groups are also playing an active part in American politics
and in keeping the facts of Hungarian life in Hungary also under close scrutiny.

If we summarize the accomplishments of these people and associations, we
must also discern with sadness that little money or energy has been expended to
research and publish about the American Hungarian cultural heritage and the
American public has been given even less opportunItyto familiarize itself with
the contribution of American Hungarians to our culture.

Scholarly works, except for the Kossuth immigration of the 1850's are prac-
tically non-existent, and even journalistic works are rare, except for Pro-
fessor Emil Lengyers book (Americans from Hungary) and some smaller works
of late 1000's vintage (Leslie Kdnnyli, Hungarians in America and Rez,s5 and
Margit Gracza, The Hungarians in America). This situation proves both past
neglect and a renewed residual interest.

Despite its inclusion under the National Defense Education Act, the Hun-
garian language is taught as a regular subject only at six universities (Rutgers,
SUNY at Buffalo, Western Reserve, UCLA, Indiana and American University).
These statistics compare unfavorably with the teaching of other East Central
European languages, and ever the extant courses are mostly restricted to
language courses, rather than the teaching of literature and culture.

As a result, there is particularly no mention of the American Hungarian even
in the existing limited literature on the American 'Inmigrant. Professor Wittke's
famous text, We Who Batil America devotes only three of its 521 pages to the
American Hungarian. School textbook references on high school and college
levels in history, political science and geography often contain erroneous and
distorted data about Hungary and its history, especially for the 186T--1945 period.

Only a handful American Hungarian cultural or scholastic foundation are in
existence (New Brunswick, New York, Buffalo) and their aggregate assets do
not exceed one million dollars, and much of them is in real estate. They cannot,
despite their present efforts, even partially fulfill the tasks of Hungarian ethnic
research, or even general Hungarian research and publishing, in the United
States,

IVIIY ETHNIC RESEARCH

In the past, ethnic research in America suffered not only benign neglect, but also
was obstructed by the conscious belief on the part of many of the universities,
schools and foundations that its promotion would interfere with the national
consensus, slow down the Americanization of the immigrant and produce the
emergence of unassimilated. culturally pluralistic and politically separatist na-
tional minorities. This was to be the negation of the American dream. Less than
four weeks ago, the President of the National Education Association, testified
before this Subcommittee that

The clannishness of some ethnic groups in sonic areas has been a detriment
to minorities in their communities, 'We do not believe this is in the interest
of the country. Conflicts between ethnic groups have been responsible for
some degrading chapters in our Nation's history.
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Yet, despite the eloquent presentation, his arguments are no longer valid.
First, the age of large-scale immigration has come to an end with 1924.

There are no large blocs of unassimilated immigrants whose presence and atti-
tudes in the lqth century caused the events referred to by the NEA President.
Alienation from the mainstream of American culture Is not an ethnic group,
problem in the Uinted States, rather it has become 'the problem for the youth
of the long-established social strata many of whose children are today in the
forefront of radical and anarchist movements and proclaim their total alienation
from prevailing cultural and sodo-economic valuables and patterns.

Second, the American dream in its oversimplified version in which immigrants
were supposed to change their language, conform to American customs, Angli-
cize their names, Is not a reality any more, if it ever has been. Cutting off the
immigrant from his traditions and socio- economic value system was never suc-
cessful, but the first -born American generation usually regarded the unwritten
rules of aculturation as valid and usually struck out at the "primitive," "alien '
and "reactionary" heritage of his parents, yet it was never able to forget them.
This generation was given a feeling of rootlessness which was, bowever, more
discernible in the second-generation American though he had no longer had the
language problem or the problem of subtle diserimination. He still lacked, how-
ever, the social acceptance and the self-pride which older established layers of
the population had already possessed.

Yet an individual must possess a positive self-image and a strong sense of his
own worth in order to compete in a free society; To find one's identity, one must
go outside of the ego by participating in social groups beginning with the family
and ending in the broader cultural community. The search for material improve-
ment can only temporarily overshadow the feeling of rootlessness in these genera-
tions and the shallowness of cultural life of some of our better-educated middle-
class groups can only be understood against this background beyond the surface
of their Americanization.

Therefore, teaching the ethnic heritage and/or researching it, does not pre
duce alienation, but only an even more intensive commitment to American ideas,
a deeper recognition of the role played by the immigrant generations and their
communities in creating our present culture, a consciousness which seems to be
waning in the children of some of our elite groups.

Third, such presentation in teaching and research cannot create new conflicts
between the various ethnic groups. Ignorance is always the mainspring of prej-
udice and accusations against any particular ethnic group are usually fed by
lack of knowledge and understanding. Having a clearer understanding of the
role of the various ethnic groups in American history and present-day society will
bring them closer together and to the mainstream of American thought and
values, assuring them their rightful heritage in a culturally pluralistic Ameri-
can nation.

NEEDS OF AISURICAN HUNGARIAN ETHNIC RESEARCH AND H.R. 14910

In order to promote even the most basic tasks of American Hungarian ethnic
research, a concentrated and well-endowed effort is necessary which would unite
community initiative, academic personnel and facilities and Federal and aca-
demic financial incentives.

The titles in H.R. 14910 use a similar modus operandi. They call for the utili-
zation of research facilities and personnel of the colleges and univeroities. At the
present, there are few, if any, American Hungarian scholars engage.; in full-time
ethnic research of their community. There are, however, numerous American
Hungarian historians, sociologists, linguists, political scientists who, given the
financial and academic incentive could produce hgh-quality work in the field.
Without the possibility of funded research or even using their results as bases
for college and graduate courses, it is impossible to interest full-time academic
personnel in individual ethnic research. It would be relatively easy to expand
either the American, Rutgers, or Indiana University programs so that they
would embrace the needed sociological, historical and political science courses
and also literature and lir'guistle courses, and to have them promote in-depth
studies on the American Hungarian community and the mutual effects of Amer-
ican Hungarian developments and Hungarian traditions and values on the
culture, social stratification and political views of the American Hungar'..an
community.

The American Hungarian Federation, and I believe that the other national
American Kungarlan organizations as well believe that the primary need is
for one comprehensive university-affiliated Ethnic Heritage Studies center for

---
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the American Hungarian community. It personnel or geographic reasons should
make this solution infeasible, fry° centers should be established with a division
of labor as far as academic disciplines are concerned. The Federation stands
ready to utilize Its manpower and personnel resources in helping such centers
come into existence, or to help existing programs to be expanded.

As academic research into the American Hungarian community in the fields
of history, sociology and linguistics is largely a virgin field, H.R. 14910 points
out correctly the need for utilizing the special knowledge of ethnic groups in
local communities. For this body of knwiedge will be needed for surveying and
collating the available source materials. American Hungarian churches, so-
cieties and their archives, Hungarian-language newspapers and periodicals,
and in some cases even the personal memory of local leadership (oral history
projects) must be relied on in order to collect research materials. Journalists,
writers, clergymen and local politicians who are already familiar with parts
of the material must also be utilized for purposes of preliminary analysis.

While some sociological studies were published and in the field of linguistics
Bako published a booklet on Hungarian Dialectology ft the United

States, there is an immediate need for a systematic survey of available library
and archival materials, one of the avowed purposes of the Hungarian Litrary
Association of American consisting of over 100 librarians, a member organiza-
tion of the American Hungarian Federation.

However, no matter how much voluntary personnel is utilized, the American
Hungarian community alone is unable to carry on the financial burden of funded
research. It needs federal and state funds for this purpose. In order to gain
these, there must be a general need for the material thus produced, otherwise
they will remain in the same community which is more or less already familiar
with the main features of its own structure and development. One of the strong
points of H.R. 14910 remains that it does not seek ethnic research for its own
sake, or just to satisfy the demands of ethnic groups. It points out rather the
need for distributing the product of research and teaching among the American
youth (elementary and secondary schools), Vous including even the other ethnic
communities and Informing the general public, according to Sec. 903 of H.R.
14910.

H.R. 14910 AND TIIE NEED FOB INTER-ETHNIC RESEARCH

The President of NEA in his testimony was correct about his objection that
the bill does not seem to sponsor inter-ethnic research. Reading it for the first
Om., one gains this impression. Both from the viewpoint of scholastic methodol-
ogy and in some cases, even of the subject matter under study, ethnic research
follow similar or even identical roads of analysis and data collection. Therefore,
a need for cross-ethnic, or inter-ethnic research exists. There is also a need to
know more about the heritage of the various ethnic groups not only for the
general public, but also for the members of other ethnic groups which entertain
narrow, and sometimes distorted images of themselves and their ethnic neighbors.

The American Hungarian Federation sincerely belives that some of funds
under Sec. 905 should be expended for the establishment of centers for inter-
ethnic group research in the United States, or for expanding existing institutions
like the one at the University of Chicago. It is with satisfaction that I received
the assurance of the subcommittee chairman that nothing in the language of
the bill would preclude the use of funds under the bill for such purposes, but
perhaps some clarification, of the text of the bill in this regard would be helpful.

ETHNIC RESEARCH AND HUNGARY AND THE AMEIIICAN HUNGARIAN COMMUNITY

The American Hungarian Federation and the other national American Hun-
garian organizations call the attention of the Subcommittee to the considerable
efforts which are made by the Budapest Communist government in order to
collate and publish material on the American Hungarian community.

Publication of a history of the American Hungarian community is planned
for next year by the Budapest Government's historians in accordance with
Marxist-Leninist principles and proving "exploitation," "second-class citizen-
ship" and the inequities of the "capitalist" system. It we would like to avoid
that this coming work become the most complete presentation on the subject
be made by Communist writers and that their work should become the standard
work distributed among the American Hungarian community also promoting
Communist infiltration among them there is need for competent re 7nrch in the
short-run on the American Hungarian heritage and its publication in accessible
style and form.
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The reverse side of the coin is that ethnic research could also be tied as a
proof of our interest in the American ethnic communities toward the countries
of their origin. This is especially valid toward East Central Europe as the Voice
of America and Radio Free Europe still report in part about the activities of
our East Central European ethnic groups. The results of in-depth research would
also constitute good cultural diplomacy showing these peoples that we appreciate
their culture and have not forgotten their. contribution to American life.

In conclusion, let me quote Walt Whitman's definition of America ; "Not merely
a nation, but a teeming cation of nations" and express our opinion that the pass-
age of H.R. 14910 would substantially contribute to the restoration of an equilib-
rium in the United States by helping our national consensus be based upon cul-
tural and sociological realities rather than unattainable desiderata.

CZECHOSLOVAK NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICA,
Cicero, Ill., February 0, 1970.

lion. ROMAN C. Pumaxr,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Wash inyton, D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PUCINSKI: The Czechoslovak National Council of America,
at the monthly meeting of the Board, read with interest your letter informing
us of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Center Bill, H.R. 14910.

We represent the Cze?hoslovak ethnic group, as you know, and feel very
strongly, as you do, that, students should know more about their ethnic back-
ground, for they will understand their parents betterwhich is one way of elimi-
nating the generation gap. It also builds up their self-esteem for the cultural her-
itage of their parents. Jf they learn to know real values, they become better citi
zens. If they understand the great sacrifices of their parents for freedom, they
will not take freedom for granted ; and if they understand what happened to
Poland, Czechoslovakia. the Baltic States, they will not be so naive as to parade
with a Vletoong flag and signs of Lenin, Cho and Mao in the procession.

Information about the Bill will be published in our Czech and Czech publica-
tions. the American Bulletin, etc.

Wishing you success,
Yours very truly,

VLABTA VRAZ, President.

CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIETY OF AMERICA,
Cicero, 111,, February 4, 1970.

Congressman ROMAN PUCINSIC/,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education,
T. House of Representatires,
Wash ington, D.O.

DEAR CoxaaEssmAx : The introduction of H.R. 14910 by yourself and your
colleagues merits the support of every American. For 'too long a period. our
history books have been lacking information and devoted too little In telling
the true story of the contributions and sacrifices our ethnic groups have made
in moulding together this great nation of ours.

You can be assured that you have the support of the entire membership of the
Czechoslovak Society of America, which incidentally, is America's oldest fra-
ternal benefit society, founded March 4, 1854. We have served our membership
for one hundred sixteen years.

The General Subcommittee is to be commended for its bold action in propos-
ing this bill for the purpose of establishing the Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers.

Sincerely,
FRANK J. VODRAZKA,

President.

U.S. POPULATION ETHNOHISTORICAL RESEARCH CENTI12,
Phoenix, Ariz., January 90,197'd.

Hon. ROMAN PUCINSKI.
House of Represcraatives, Congress of the United Stales,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. CoNottESSmoac: I wish to congratulate you on the sponsorship of
legislation to establish a series of Ethnic Heritage Studies Centers In educational
institutions.

1
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The need to these is obvious. As you see, we even created such a center in Ari-
zona outside of educational institutions to gather proper material. Our Board
of Officers consists of university professors and individuals interested in com-
pilation of artifacts for university use.

Our Center was formed in the summer of 1069. We are interested in re-
search concerning the past of all ethnic groups. Our tiles are expanding, and, after
cataloguing the material, we will be ready for the exchange of artifacts with
other centers.

Jay we offer our help in your extremely important campaign? Would our
letters to the right persons help your bill? Please advise.

Most assuredly, your present effort will be a milestone in the Congressional
plan to unite all peoples of this great nation.

I agree with the general opinion that you are the hardest working Con-
gressman with a vision we have in Washington today. I wish to add at this time
that I feel very proud of you.

With best wishes and kindest regards,
Sincerely yours,

ARTTIUR L. WALDO,
Director.

1;,s -, CHINESE AMERICAN CIVIC COUNCIL OF CHICAGO,
t , Chicago, Ill., February 1, 1970.

HOD. ROMAN C. PUz:HISKI,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CoNouEssItAN : I am delighted to be the recipient of your letter of
January In. Your bill H.R. 14910 has the support of the Chinese American Com-
munity and I can sense their reaction because I have been working for them
off and on for twenty years.

The Ethnic Heritgage Studies Center 13111 will broaden the outlook on life
and of United States' relations with the rest of world when our people is enriched
with the heritage and special talents of the many ethnic groups which make
up the people of the United States. An important outgrowth of your bill will
be the contribution to world understanding and the cause of peace when the
countries of origins of our people in America learned that this country, build-
ing on the firm foundation of its democratic concepts, plans to study the vari-
ous ethnic heritages for further enrichment of the stature of this country as
the leader in world affairs and in our efforts to forge true understanding and
unity of purpose among nations for the general wellbeing of mankind.

Many thanks again for letting us know of your Bill and assuring you of our
support,

I am,
Sincerely

G. H. WANG.

ASSOCIATION OF LIBRARIANS OF UKRAINIAN DESCENT,
Chicago, 111., March 9, 1970.

Congressman ROMAN PUCINSKI,
Washington, D.C.

IPeconAsrE SIR: We would like to express to you in behalf of the Association
of Librarians of Ukrainian Descent our thanks for introducing in Congress
Bill H.R. 14910, concerning establishing of Centers of Ethnic Heritage Studies.

This bill when enacted will be helpful for built up ethnic consciousness of
Americans of different origin, their pride that their forefathers helped al,,o
build America, make them resistant to the communist propaganda and make
them better Americans.

Respectfully yours,
ROMAN WERES, LL.D..

Preis
ENin. 11AsiuK. M.A..

Secretary.


